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 Previous duty cycle “actual” Control Amplitude Vector. 
 The r-th component of the previous duty cycle “actual” Control Amplitude  
A0 – vector. 
 The optional bias constant vector A00 in the equation that defines the previous 
duty cycle “actual” Control Amplitude A0 – vector.
 
 The r-th component of an optional bias vector constant A00 in the equation that 
defines . 
 Input coefficient in the equation that defines the T-Matrix.  
 Input coefficient in the equation that defines the A0 – vector. 
 Input coefficient in the equation that defines the 0φ – vector. 
 Input coefficient in the equation that defines the Δ ZA – vector. 
CTHHC Continuous-Time Higher Harmonic Control. 
 Control 
 
θ – vector. . 
 Predicted measurement/end conditions  Ζ – vector. . 
FEV Total number of function evaluations required for convergence to the solution 
 θSol – vector. 
g Z θ( )[ ] Scalar performance index function that defines the performance index J . 
g Z θ( )[ ] is a function of the plant output measurement Ζ – vector, which is a 
function of the control θ – vector.  In general, these functions can be non-linear. 
 Set of all . 
Iθ  Set of all .  
vi  
 Nomenclature (continued) 
 
IMSL International Mathematics and Statistics Library, Inc.—a commercial collection of 
software libraries of numerical analysis functionality that are implemented in C, 
Java, C#.NET, and Fortran computer programming languages. 
 Input (4 x 1) seed argument for the k − th call to the random number generator 
function RANQ(•) in the equation that defines . Updated automatically on 
completion of the generation of the random number. 
 Input (4 x 1) seed argument for the k − th call to the random number generator 
function RANQ(•) in the equation that defines  Updated automatically on 
completion of the generation of the random number. 
 Input (4 x 1) seed argument for the k − th call to the random number generator 
function RANQ(•) in the equation that defines 0rφ . Updated automatically on 
completion of the generation of the random number. 
 Input (4 x 1) seed argument for the k − th call to the random number generator 
function RANQ(•) in the equation that defines  Updated automatically on 
completion of the generation of the random number. 
ITR Total number of optimisation iterations required for convergence to the solution 
 θSol – vector. 
J  Scalar performance index defined by g Z θ( )[ ]. In general, this function can be 
non-linear. For the problems considered in this research, J  is a scalar 
performance index that is a quadratic function of the plant output measurement 
vector (i.e., the Ζ – vector). In this case, Z  is a linear function of the control  
θ – vector, and J  is a quadratic function of the control θ – vector. 
k Index number for the input seed argument for calls to the random number 
generator function RANQ(•) in the equations that synthetically define ,  
p
Initial
θ , 0rφ , and ,  where: . 
 Number of elements (dimension) in the Equality Constraint φ θ( ) _vector. 
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 Nomenclature (continued) 
 
 Number of elements (dimension) in the Inequality Constraint ψ θ( ) _vector. 
. 
 Number of elements in the First Inequality Constraint 1ψ θ( ) _sub-vector. 
 Number of elements in the Second Inequality Constraint 2ψ θ( ) _sub-vector. 
 Number of elements (dimension) in the predicted measurement Ζ – vector. 
 Number of elements (dimension) in the control θ – vector. 
NLP Non-Linear Programming algorithm. 
NLPQLP Non-Linear Programming (NLP) algorithm that employs the Sequential Quadratic 
Programming (SQP) algorithm as its core algorithm. 
p Index number for the control θ – vector elements. 
q Index number for the predicted measurement Ζ – vector elements. 
QPP Quadratic Programming Problem. 
QPS Quadratic Programming Sub-problem. 
r Index number for the Equality Constraint φ θ( ) _vector elements; also an index 
number for the control θ – vector elements such that 




  ∀ p ∈ Iθ . 
 Uniform Random Number Distribution Function which yields a uniformly random 
real number ∈ 0, 1[ ) .  
s Index number for the Inequality Constraint ψ θ( ) _vector elements. 
SMART Smart Material Advanced Rotor Technology. 
SQP Sequential Quadratic Programming algorithm. 
 System or transfer  matrix either defined by direct input or synthetically 
determined.  
viii  
 Nomenclature (continued) 
 
 The q, p( ) − th element of the system or transfer  matrix. 
WZ  Diagonal  weighting matrix in the performance index. The default setting 
that is the identity matrix; can be redefined by input. 
Wθ  Diagonal  weighting matrix in the Wθ  term of the regulator performance 
index J . The default setting that is the null matrix; can be redefined by input. 
Wθ•  Diagonal  weighting matrix in the Wθ•  term of the regulator performance 
index J . The default setting that is the null matrix; can be redefined by input. 
Z  ≡ Z θ( ) and is used when the omission of the explicit dependence on the control  
θ – vector does not present any confusion, ambiguity, or vagueness. 
Z θ( )  Predicted measurement  Ζ – vector evaluated during the optimisation or 
regulator process and is a function of the control θ – vector. In general, this 
function can be non-linear. For the problems analysed in this research, Z θ( ) is a 
linear function of the control θ – vector. 
 Actual measurement  Ζ – vector that would normally be evaluated during 
the previous duty cycle or at a reference epoch time.  is either directly input or 
synthetically determined. 
Zq The q − th element of the predicted measurement Ζ – vector. 
 Random component of the synthetically determined actual measurement  
ΖA – vector. 
 Random component of the q
− th element of the synthetically determined actual 
measurement ΖA – vector. 
α Adjustment coefficient α ∈ 0, 1[ ] used in some feedback control applications 
to adjust the explicit solution to the regulator problem to enhance control 
convergence in real time . 
ε Input small value constant selected to prevent 0Initialθ from being identically on a 
bound (i.e., the least upper bound [l.u.b.] or the greatest lower bound [g.l.b.]).
ix 
 Nomenclature (continued) 
 
θ  Control  θ – vector. 
θ•  Time rate of change of the control  θ – vector. 
0θ  Solution  θSol – vector that would normally be evaluated during the 
previous duty cycle or at a reference epoch time. 0θ  is either directly input or 
synthetically determined. 
 Least upper bound (l.u.b.) for the p
− th element of the control   
θ – vector. 
 Greatest lower bound (g.l.b.) for the p
− th element of the control   
θ – vector. 
θp  The p − th element of the control  θ – vector. 
pθ
•
 The p − th element of the time rate of change of the control  θ – vector. 
p
Initial
θ  The p − th element of the solution   that would normally be 
evaluated during the previous duty cycle or at a reference epoch time. p
Initial
θ  is 
synthetically determined. 
Solθ   Solution  θSol – vector evaluated during the optimisation or regulator 
process. 
θSol p  The p − th element of the solution control  θSol – vector evaluated during 
the optimisation or regulator process. 
φ θ( )  Equality Constraint  φ θ( ) _vector function; in general, can be 
dependent on the θ – vector and be non-linear. 
φ
r θ( ) The r − th element of the Equality Constraint  φ θ( ) _vector function. 
  
x  
 Nomenclature (concluded) 
 
0φ  Previous duty cycle “actual” Phase Angle Vector. 
0r
φ  The r-th component of the previous duty cycle “actual” Control Phase Angle 
 0rφ is adjusted to be within the principal cycle  ([0 deg, 360 deg) or  
[–180 deg, +180 deg)). 
00φ   Optional bias constant vector 00φ  in the equation that defines the previous duty 
cycle “actual” Control Phase Angle  
00r
φ   The r-th component of an optional bias vector constant 00φ  in the equation that 
defines 0rφ . 
ψ θ( ) Complete Inequality Constraint  ψ θ( ) _vector 
function; in general, can be dependent on the θ – vector and be non-linear. ψ θ( ) 
is comprised of the two sub-vector functions 1ψ θ( ) and 2ψ θ( ). Specifically: 











1ψ θ( ) First Inequality Constraint  1ψ θ( ) _sub-vector function with elements 
of the First Inequality Constraint Form. 
2ψ θ( ) Second Inequality Constraint  2ψ θ( ) _sub-vector function with 
elements of the Second Inequality Constraint Form. 
ψ
s θ( ) The s − th element of the Complete Inequality Constraint  vector 





Previous research and experimentation on the use of a non-linear programming constrained 
optimisation technique to define an optimal control vector for rotorcraft applications indicated 
that the use of this methodology was feasible and desirable in many cases. In particular, non-
linear programming methods that solve a sequence of related quadratic-programming sub-
problems were used successfully to solve these problems. Accordingly, a licence for one of the 
latest versions of Professor Klaus Schittkowski’s very successful Sequential Quadratic 
Programming NLPQLP software was obtained and used to experiment with and analyse typical 
optimisation problems encountered in various rotorcraft wind tunnel and flight tests. This 
research resulted in the development of the general NLPQLP Optimisation System that could 
be used to solve problems encountered in various rotorcraft applications where there is a linear 
dependence of the measurement vector on the control vector, and where equality and/or 
inequality constraints might be imposed. This development was accomplished on a mainframe 
computer not part of actual wind tunnel and/or flight-test experiment, but in a format that was 
transferable to laptop computers for use in a wind tunnel. Emphasis was directed toward 
obtaining efficiency, robustness, and speed in computation. 
 
The NLP10x10 System was developed in support of the five-bladed SMART Active Flap Rotor 
Hub Loads analytical minimisation research. The design and development of the NLP10x10 
Optimisation System was tailored to address the problem of how to minimise a performance 
metric function of measured hub load harmonic angular couple components by optimising the 
control vector harmonic flap angular couple components subject to constraints on the 
amplitudes of those components. In addition, to facilitate real-time wind tunnel experimentation, 
the NLP10x10 System provided the ability to rapidly select/change the particular hub load 
harmonic angular couple components and/or the particular control vector harmonic angular 
couple components considered in the optimisation procedure. This capability allows the singling 
out of particular hub load frequencies and/or particular flap angle frequencies for analysis during 
testing operations.  
 
The NLP10x10 System was used very successfully for the SMART Active Flap Rotor Hub 
Loads minimisation problems considered in the study, the results of which were presented at 
the American Helicopter Society Fifth Decennial Aeromechanics Specialists’ Conference in 
January 2014. Excellent agreement between cases initiated with best-guess starting estimates 
for the control vector elements and cases initiated with zero-control-vector starting element 





Previous research and experimentation on the use of a non-linear programming (NLP) 
constrained optimisation technique to define an optimal control vector for rotorcraft applications 
indicated that the use of this methodology was feasible and desirable in many cases (refs. 1–8). 
Use of this methodology for rotorcraft applications resulted in better controller performance in 
many cases compared to results obtained with the widely used solution to the regulator 
problem. This research, which resulted in the development of the NLP10x10 Optimisation 
System described herein, was an evolution process and is described in references 1 through 8. 
It was accomplished on a mainframe computer, not part of actual wind tunnel and/or flight-test 
experiments, but in a format that was transferable to laptop computers for use in a wind tunnel. 
The initial research (ref. 1) on the development, design, and use of a non-linear programming 
method to optimise rotorcraft aeromechanical behaviour indicated that the general non-linear 
programming method coded as the NCONF/DNCONF subroutine system, which is available in 
the IMSL MATH/LIBRARY (ref. 9), worked very well solving the required constrained 
optimisation problems and was significantly superior to methods previously used for solving 
problems of this type. This IMSL NCONF/DNCONF subroutine system, which dates back to 
1989, was used successfully on the research described in references 1 through 5. 
 
This IMSL NCONF/DNCONF subroutine system is based on the work by Schittkowski, Gill et 
al., Powell, and Stoer (refs. 10–16). This method solves the general non-linear programming 
problem by solving a sequence of related quadratic programming sub-problems (QPSs). One 
advantage of this method is that quadratic programming problems (QPPs) can be solved 
efficiently. A very important property of QPPs is that if the quadratic coefficient matrix in the 
performance index is positive definite, the problem has a unique solution, which is, of course, 
the global solution. This means that the sequence of solutions to the QPSs will converge to the 
global solution of the general problem in the limit, providing that the quadratic coefficient matrix 
in the performance index remains positive definite in the process. 
 
To conduct a wind tunnel experiment, the optimisation code is installed on a computer within the 
wind tunnel or on a portable computer such as a laptop that could be brought into the wind 
tunnel. Research on available suitable optimisation codes revealed that Professor Klaus 
Schittkowski had revised and updated his Sequential Quadratic Programming (SQP) method, 
which is part of the IMSL MATH/LIBRARY, via several versions of the code that improved 
performance and eliminated errors, and that it was available by licence as a stand-alone code 
(i.e., not part of a library). NASA obtained a licence, and Version 3.1, dated February 2010 (ref. 
17 and Appendix A) was obtained and installed on both the Mac Pro desktop computer and the 
Hewlett-Packard Alpha mainframe computer. The code that was installed on the Mac Pro 
desktop computer should be transportable to a Mac laptop computer for use in a wind tunnel. 
Version 3.1 of the NLPQLP System (ref. 17 and Appendix A) was used in the development of 
the NLPQLP Sequential Programming Algorithm System (refs. 6–8), the development of the 




to Minimise SMART Active Flap Rotor Hub Loads” research analysis (ref. 18) presented at the 
Fifth Decennial AHS Aeromechanics Specialists’ Conference in San Francisco, California in 
January 2014. 
 
In 2006, DARPA, Boeing, the U.S. Army, and NASA completed a test of the Boeing Smart 
Material Advanced Rotor Technology (SMART) bearingless rotor in the USAF National Full-
Scale Aerodynamics Complex 40- by 80-Foot Wind Tunnel at NASA Ames Research Center 
(refs. 19 and 20). During the test, hub loads were successfully minimised using the Continuous-
Time Higher Harmonic Control (CTHHC) algorithm (ref. 20). The specific requirements for the 
minimisation of the SMART Active Flap Rotor Hub Loads provided the motivation for the 
development of the NLP10x10 System. The design and development of the NLP10x10 
Optimisation System described herein was tailored to address the problem of how to minimise a 
performance metric function of measured hub load harmonic angular couple components by 
optimising the control vector harmonic flap angular couple components subject to constraints on 
the amplitudes of those components. In addition, to facilitate real-time wind tunnel 
experimentation, the NLP10x10 System provided the ability to rapidly select/change the 
particular hub load harmonic angular couple components and/or the particular control vector 




The details, experimentation, and evaluation of the newly developed NLP10x10 Optimisation 
System are described in this document. This system has the capability to rapidly select/change 
the dimensions of the problem in the real-time wind tunnel experimentation environment. 
 
It is assumed that the plant model can be adequately modelled by a linear global plant matrix 
(referred to as the T-Matrix) that linearly relates a measurement/end conditions vector 
comprised of the sine and cosine components of the measurement/end conditions angular 
couples to a control vector comprised of the sine and cosine components of the control angular 
couples. It is presumed that the sine and cosine components of the measurement/end 
conditions vector angular couples are observable and controllable by the sine and cosine 
components of the control vector angular couples. This model is widely used in rotorcraft 
aeromechanical behaviour studies and is assumed for the problems addressed in this research. 
 
The background formulation, methodology, and solution that lead to the development of the 
NLP10x10 Optimisation System described herein are presented in section 2.1. The typical, most 
inclusive SMART Active Flap Rotor Hub Loads Minimisation problem (ref. 18) that was the basis 
for the NLP10x10 Optimisation System had a maximum of 10 elements for both the control 
vector and end conditions vector. This was the most inclusive NLP10x10 problem considered in 
the development of the NLP10x10 Optimisation System. The methodology of problem 
dimension reduction (i.e., reduction of the dimension of the control vector and/or the end 
conditions vector) is described in section 2.2. 
  
4  
In an actual wind tunnel or flight test experiment optimisation application, the required input 
would be the actual test data that perhaps might be reformatted for computer compatibly. To 
expedite the testing, experimentation, and evaluation of the NLPQLP System, the input data can 
be synthetically determined if desirable. This synthesis process is described in section 2.3. 
 
Listings of the FORTRAN Code for the NLP10x10 Optimisation System are provided in section 
2.4, and a listing of typical Input to the NLP10x10 Optimisation System is presented in section 
2.5. Output of selected SMART rotor cases of special interest that were simulated as part of the 
“Application of Sequential Quadratic Programming to Minimise SMART Active Flap Rotor Hub 




The previous research and experimentation described in references 1 through 8 utilised very 
general non-linear programming (NLP) methodology (i.e., the NLPQLP Sequential Programming 
Algorithm System) to solve various typical rotorcraft problems. Use of this very general 
methodology provided considerable flexibility in previous research. This flexibility was 
particularly useful in the selection of neural-network parameters in the non-linear neural-network 
plant model described in references 2 through 5. The most inclusive general non-linear 
programming problem that the NLPQLP System can address is defined in section 2.1.1. The 
optimisation problems addressed in the research described herein are special cases of this 
most inclusive general non-linear programming problem that can be solved with the NLPQLP 
System (refs. 9 and 17). 
 
The solution process used in the NLPQLP System to solve this most inclusive general non-
linear programming problem addresses a sequence of related QPPs, each of which are readily 
solved. This solution process is described in section 2.1.2. 
 
2.1.1 The General Non-Linear Programming Problem 
 
The optimisation problems that are addressed in the research described herein are special 
cases of the general non-linear programming (NLP) problem that can be solved with the 
NLPQLP System (refs. 9 and 17, and Appendix A). The solution process of the NLP problem 
seeks the optimal control vector ( ) that minimises a performance index ( ) subject to 
constraints on the control vector ( ). The performance index and constraints on the control 
vector can, in general, be non-linear. The general optimisation problem that can be solved with 





















2.1.2 A Solution to the General Non-Linear Programming Problem  
 
Investigation of various methods to solve the general non-linear programming (NLP) problem 
led to the selection (ref. 1) of the highly successful modern methods of Schittkowski, Powell, 
Stoer, and Gill et al. (refs. 10–16). These methods solve the general NLP problem by solving a 
sequence of related quadratic programming sub-problems (QPSs) until either convergence to 
the desired solution is obtained, or the specified maximum number of iterations (i.e., the 




One important advantage of this technique is that quadratic programming problems (QPPs) can 
be solved efficiently. A very important property of QPPs is that if the quadratic coefficient matrix 
in the performance index is positive definite, then the problem has a unique solution, which is, of 
course, the global solution. This means that the sequence of solutions to the QPSs will 
converge to the global solution of the general problem in the limit providing the quadratic 
coefficient matrix in the performance index remains positive definite in the process. 
 
This NLP solution process was coded in FORTRAN and is available as IMSL library routines 
(specifically, IMSL main driver routines DNCONF and DNCONG described in reference 9). This 
IMSL NCONF/DNCONF subroutine system, which dates back to 1989, worked quite well in the 
research described in references 1, 2, 4, and 6 and has proven to be quite robust and efficient 
in those applications. Professor Klaus Schittkowski has subsequently revised and updated his 
Sequential Quadratic Programming (SQP) method, which is part of the IMSL MATH/LIBRARY, 
via several versions of the code that improved performance and eliminated errors. This revised 
SQP code is available by licence as a stand-alone code (NLPQLP). NASA obtained a licence 
from Schittkowski and Version 3.1, dated February 2010, was installed on both a Mac Pro 
desktop computer and a Hewlett-Packard Alpha mainframe computer. To conduct a wind tunnel 
experiment, the optimisation code would be installed on a computer within the wind tunnel or on 
a portable computer such as a laptop that could be brought into the wind tunnel. The code that 
was installed on the Mac Pro should be transportable to a Mac laptop computer for use in the 
wind tunnel. Version 3.1 of the NLPQLP System (ref. 17 and Appendix A), was used for the 
study described herein. 
 
The successive QPSs solved with the NLPQLP System are formulated by using a quadratic 
approximation of the general NLP performance index  and linear approximations of 
the general NLP equality and inequality constraint functions  and . These 
approximations are obtained by simple replacement of the , , and  functions 
with their appropriately truncated matrix Taylor Series expansions. Specifically, the matrix 
Taylor Series expansion for  is truncated after the quadratic term. The quadratic 
coefficient of the truncated  is the Hessian of  . If the Hessian 
does not remain positive definite during the iteration process, the algorithm adjusts it so that it is 
positive definite in order to ensure global optimality of this newly defined QPS. The matrix Taylor 
Series expansions for constraint functions  and  are truncated after their linear terms. 
The linear coefficients of these constraint functions are the gradients of these functions 
.  
 
If optimality, as measured by satisfying the Kuhn–Tucker (KT) optimality criterion at the 
completion of an iteration step, and the specified maximum number of iterations have not been 
reached, the Hessian and constraint gradients are updated (refs. 9, 17, and 18, and Appendix 
A) and a new QPS is defined. A new iteration is then attempted starting with the last value of  
and the newly updated Hessian and constraint gradients. This process is continued until either 
convergence is obtained or an error termination occurs (e.g., exceeds the specified maximum 
allowed number of iterations). 
 
J = g Z θ( )[ ]
φ θ( ) ψ θ( )
g Z θ( )[ ] φ θ( ) ψ θ( )
J = g Z θ( )[ ]









φ θ( ) ψ θ( )









2.2  NLP10x10 Problems 
 
The most general SMART Active Flap Rotor Hub Loads Minimisation problem considered in this 
research, which was the motivation for the development of the NLP10x10 Optimisation System, 
is defined in section 2.2.1. In an actual wind tunnel or flight test experiment, it is desirable to be 
able to select the control elements to be optimised and the measurement elements to be 
included in the performance index that is minimised. This selection ability can result in fewer 
than the maximum number of control elements and measurement elements that are considered 
for a specific problem. In this case, a method to reduce the dimension of the problem is 
required. An example of SMART rotor model dimension reduction is also presented in section 
2.2.1. 
 
The most inclusive NLP10x10 problem that is the basis for the NLP10x10 Optimisation System 
is presented in section 2.2.2, and the general methodology to reduce its dimensions is 
described in section 2.2.3. 
 
2.2.1 The SMART Active Flap Rotor Hub Loads Minimisation Problem 
 
The motivation for the development of the NLP10x10 Optimisation System is the SMART Active 
Flap Rotor Hub Loads Minimisation problem described in reference 18. The SMART rotor is a 
five-bladed rotor with flaps on the trailing edge of each blade that can be used to reduce the 
rotor hub loads. The goal of this problem is to minimise a performance measure/index defined 
by the sum of the squares of rotor hub loads at a selected frequency. The five-per-revolution 
(5P) frequency hub loads were selected for the analysis described in reference 18. This process 
assumes that these loads (i.e., the sine and cosine components of the hub loads) are 
observable and controllable by flap deflections (i.e., the sine and cosine components of the flap 
deflections) at frequencies of 2P, 3P, 4P, 5P, and 6P. Constraints on the individual and sum of 
flap deflections can be imposed as required. A linear global plant model (i.e., a T-Matrix) that 
linearly relates the measurement vector Z[ ] (i.e., the sine and cosine components of the hub 
loads) to the control vector θ[ ] (i.e., the sine and cosine components of the flap deflections) 
was assumed. This model is widely used in rotorcraft aeromechanical behaviour studies and 
was assumed for the problems that were solved as part of this research. 
 
The most general SMART Active Flap Rotor Hub Loads Minimisation problem addressed in this 
research and treated by the NLP10x10 System assumes that the General End Conditions 
vector  is a (10 x 1) vector composed of the sine and cosine components of the axial, side, 
and normal 5P hub shear forces (FXS, FXC, FYS, FYC, FZS, and FZC), and the roll and pitch 
5P hub moments (MXS, MXC, MYS, and MYC); and that the General Control vector  is a 
(10 x 1) vector composed of the sine and cosine components of the 2P, 3P, 4P, 5P, and 6P flap 
deflection angles (D2S, D2C, D3S, D3C, D4S, D4C, D5S, D5C, D6S, and D6C). The 
corresponding T-Matrix is a (10 x 10) matrix. This general model relates the General End 
Conditions vector  to the General Control vector  according to: 
 




Z[ ] θ[ ]
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where   is the actual  vector measured during a previous duty cycle and  is the 
solution  vector in that same previous duty cycle. 
 




where  and  are the i-th elements of  and  vectors, respectively; and  and 
θ0 j  are the j-th elements of the  and θ0[ ] vectors, respectively. 
 
This most general SMART Active Flap Rotor Hub Loads Minimisation problem addressed in this 
research minimises a performance index  subject to 20 direct constraints on the values of the 
elements of the control  vector, five computed inequality constraints on the angular control 
couple element amplitudes, and an inequality constraint on the summation of angular control 
couple element amplitudes.  
 





and subject to the following Direct and Computed Inequality Constraints. 
  
Z[ ] 0θ[ ]
θ[ ]
Z[ ] θ[ ]





The Direct Constraints on the control θ[ ] vector elements are: 
 
    
 
 
The General Computed Inequality Constraint vector  is comprised of the two sub-vector 
functions  and , where:  
 
             
 
 
The First Computed Inequality Constraint sub-vector function  is: 
         
 
and the Second Computed Inequality Constraint sub-vector function  is: 
 
    
 
        
 
ψ θ( )
1ψ θ( ) 2ψ θ( )
ψ θ( ) =
1ψ θ( )














































for Iψ = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5{ }
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Some of the specific problems analysed during the SMART Active Flap Rotor Hub Loads 
Minimisation study required reduction of the elements of the General End Conditions vector  
and/or the General Control Vector  and/or the General Constraint Vector  to define the 
required model for the case to be minimised. For these cases, both the sine and cosine 
elements of the appropriate angular couple(s) in the General End Conditions vector , and/or 
the General Control vector  are eliminated defining a reduced End Conditions vector  
and/or a reduced Control vector . Those computed constraints that are not required are 
likewise eliminated defining a reduced Constraint Vector  and reduced sub-vector 
functions  and/or . It is noted that it is not necessary to define any constraints at 
all. Unconstrained cases are simply defined by not specifying any constraints; hence the 
constraint vector is identical to the null vector in this case. These eliminations define a reduced 








       










where  is the reduced actual  vector measured during a previous duty cycle and 
 is the reduced solution  vector in that same previous duty cycle. The , , 
, , and  vectors are the reduced , , , , and  
vectors, respectively. The TR-Matrix is the corresponding reduced T-Matrix. 
 
An example of model dimension reduction is shown next. In this case, only the 4P flap 
deflection angle is assumed for the control vectors  and , and only the X and Y 
components of the 5P hub shear loads are assumed for the measurement vectors  and 
. Consequently, the reduced control vectors are (2 x 1) and the reduced measurement 
vectors are (4 x 1). The corresponding reduced T-Matrix  (TR-Matrix) is (4 x 2) and the reduced 
diagonal weighting   is (4 x 4). An amplitude constraint is imposed on 
the amplitude of the 4P control angular couple. The corresponding reduced constraint vector 
ψ
R θ( )[ ] is simply a scalar (1 x 1). 
  
Z[ ]
θ[ ] ψ θ( )
Z[ ]
θ[ ] ZR[ ]
θR[ ]
ψR θ( )
1ψR θ( ) 2ψR θ( )
0θ R[ ] 0θ[ ] ZR[ ] θR[ ]
ψR θ( ) 1ψR θ( ) 2ψR θ( ) Z[ ] θ[ ] ψ θ( ) 1ψ θ( ) 2ψ θ( )
θR[ ] 0θ R[ ]
ZR[ ]
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2.2.2 The Most Inclusive NLP10x10 Problem 
 
As mentioned previously, the motivation for the definition of the most inclusive NLP10x10 
problem, which is the basis for the NLP10x10 System, is the SMART Active Flap Rotor Hub 
Loads Minimisation problem described in section 2.2.1. The General Control vector θ[ ] is  
(10 x 1) and is comprised of five angular control couples. It is noted that if a greater number of 
control elements are required, it is a relatively simple matter to provide the required capacity by 
changing the dimensions of the appropriate arrays and the limits of the appropriate “DO Loops.” 
Each angular control couple element is comprised of the sine and cosine components of the 
radius vector of the angular couple rather than its amplitude/magnitude R and its phase  
angle φ . This selection is done to avoid the pathological computation situation of the numerical 
phase angle discontinuity that exists at the beginning and end of a principal cycle because 
computational angles are usually limited to a principal cycle (e.g., [0 deg, 360 deg) or [–180 deg, 
+180 deg)). Specifically: 
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Rj is the magnitude of the radius vector of the j-th angular control couple, 
φj is the phase angle of the radius vector of the j-th angular control couple, and 
 j is the index number j of the j-th angular control couple in the angular couple control 
vector . 
 
The General End Conditions vector [Z] is (10 x 1) and is comprised of five angle couples. As in 
the case of the control vector θ[ ], if a greater number of end condition elements are required, it 
is a relatively simple matter to provide the required capacity by changing the dimensions of the 
appropriate arrays and the limits of the appropriate “DO Loops.” Likewise, as in the case of  
the control vector θ[ ], each angular end conditions couple element is comprised of the sine  
and cosine components of the radius vector of the angular couple, rather than its 
amplitude/magnitude R and its phase angle φ , to avoid the pathological computation situation 











Ri is the magnitude of the radius vector of the i-th angular end conditions couple, 
 φi is the phase angle of the radius vector of the i-th angular end conditions couple, and 
 
i is the index number i of the i-th angular end conditions couple in the angular end 
conditions couple vector . 
 
The most inclusive (10 x 10) T-Matrix NLP Control problem that is the basic core of the 
NLP10x10 System is a special control problem considered in references 6, 7, and 8. This 
problem, referred to herein as the most inclusive NLP10x10 problem, is a slight generalisation 
of the SMART Active Flap Rotor Hub Loads Minimisation problem described in section 2.2.1. 
The system or transfer T-Matrix is likewise (10 x 10), and the number of elements (dimension) in 
both the control θ – vector and predicted measurement Ζ – vector is also ten. These vector 
elements are grouped as pairs of the sine and cosine components of angular couples as 
described previously. No Equality Constraints are imposed; hence there is no Equality 
Constraint φ θ( ) _vector. The number of elements in the Inequality Constraint  vector is 
six, comprised of the five-element First Inequality Constraint 1ψ θ( ) _sub-vector and the single-
element Second Inequality Constraint 2ψ θ( ) −sub-vector. The basic (10 x 10) T- Matrix NLP 









Subject to the following Direct and Computed Inequality Constraints: 
 





The Computed Inequality Constraint vector  is comprised of the two sub-vector functions 
 and , where:  
 
             
 
 
The elements of the first sub-vector  are the constraints on amplitude of each harmonic 
couple. These are: 
 
 
The element of the second sub-vector 2ψ θ( ) is the constraint on the summation of the 






1ψ θ( ) 2ψ θ( )
ψ θ( ) =
1ψ θ( )














































2.2.3 Reduction of the Most Inclusive NLP10x10 Problem 
 
The first step in the definition and solution of a specific NLP minimisation problem is to define 
the most general problem that might be considered—that is, the greatest set of control vector 
and end conditions harmonic couple elements that could be required. For this particular 
software system (the NLP10x10 System), the maximum number of end condition harmonic 
elements M Z  is five, the maximum number of control vector harmonic elements Nθ  is likewise 
five, and the maximum number of constraint elements, if any, is six . This 
selection was made for the SMART Rotor Hub Loads Minimisation problem because the 
SMART rotor has five blades. It is emphasised that either or both M Z  and Nθ  can have values 
other than five. In this case, the dimensions of the various appropriate arrays and element limits 
in the NLP10x10 software would have to be changed accordingly. This would be a relatively 
simple task. 
 
The corresponding “greatest” T-Matrix must then be determined or defined. Next, the specific 
problem to be considered must be defined—that is, the required set of control vector and end 
conditions harmonic couple elements and the constraints, if any, for this specific problem must 
be defined. Then if the set of control vector harmonic couple elements and/or the set of end 
conditions harmonic couple elements are smaller than the greatest element sets that have been 
defined, it is necessary to reduce these corresponding sets and the T-Matrix accordingly. 
Finally, the required constraints must be specified. 
 
Let M Z  denote the total number of selected end conditions NP load couples (i.e., the sine and 




vectors, respectively; Nθ denote the total number of selected control angle harmonic 
couples (i.e., the sine and cosine pair of the selected control harmonic angle) from  to 
comprise the reduced  vector; 
 
H Z{ } be the set of all index numbers of the selected end 
conditions NP load couples; Hθ{ } be the set of all index numbers of the selected control 
harmonic angle couples;  be the set of all index numbers of the selected individual control 
harmonic angle amplitude constraints; and
 
 be the set of all index numbers of the 
selected individual control harmonic angle amplitudes to be included in the summation of 






















Then define the elements of , , and  to be: 
   
ZRi = Zk for i ∈ 1, 2, • • • 2 MZ{ }, where MZ ≤ 5
and k =
2 hZ i− 1 for i odd










θRj = θl for j ∈ 1, 2, • • • 2 Nθ{ }, where Nθ ≤ 5
and l =
2 hθj − 1 for j odd






The corresponding reduced T-Matrix [TR] is defined by eliminating the rows and columns from 
[T] that correspond to the elements eliminated from Z[ ], , and θ[ ] when constructing ZR[ ], 
, and θR[ ] , respectively. 
 
The optimisation problem seeks to minimise the three types of constraints in the performance 
index J . They are: 1) constraints imposed directly on each element θRj[ ] of the reduced θR[ ]  vector, 2) constraints imposed on selected computed amplitudes of flap deflection angles of the 
reduced θR[ ]  vector, and 3) constraints imposed on the summation of selected computed 
amplitudes of flap deflection angles. Specifically, the minimisation problem is: 
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Minimise:           
 
 













      Control Amplitude Summation Constraint: 
 






This problem is a special case of the most inclusive NLP10x10 problem described in previous 




2.3 Synthetic Data 
 
The specific problems solved during this study were selected to be representative of actual 
problems to be solved during experimentation and/or testing of various rotorcraft configurations. 
It is assumed that the tasking of these T-Matrix NLP Control problems occurs within the 
framework of real-time controller duty cycles. Tasking of one of these T-Matrix NLP Control 
problems during the current duty cycle requires: 1) a previously identified T-Matrix, and 2) the 
actual control 0θ – vector and the actual measurement – vector pair determined during a 
previous duty cycle or at a reference epoch time. Preparations for such experimentation and/or 
testing requires the definition of the specific NLP problem (i.e., the performance index, the 
dimension and elements of the control vector and the measurement vector, and all constraints) 
to be solved. The main driver program, which defines the problem to be solved and tasks the 
NLPQLP System to solve it, must be coded, verified for proper functioning, and tuned-up so that 
it will reliably and efficiently solve the required problems during actual tests. This, of course, 
must precede the test and the generation of actual associated test data. 
 
In an actual wind tunnel or flight test, the identification and/or acquisition of the required data 
would normally be tasked during a previous duty cycle or at a reference epoch time and would 
be transmitted to the NLP program host computer for the solution of the NLP problem. The 
solution control Solθ – vector would then be transmitted back to the controller during the current 
duty cycle. It is necessary to have input/output (I/O) interface/compatibility between the 
controller and the NLP host computer in order to successfully transmit usable data between the 
controller and the computer. This issue is not addressed in this document. 
 
Although it might be possible to use similar test data from another test for verification and tuning 
purposes, in general this is cumbersome and can be unnecessarily time consuming. In addition, 
there could be I/O interface/compatibility issues associated with use of test data from another 
test. Synthetic determination of the T-Matrix, the actual control 0θ – vector, and the actual 
measurement – vector data avoids problems associated with use of test data from another 
test, and provides a simple and rapid method to obtain the required data during verification and 
tuning. 
 
A synthesis procedure was designed to provide the T-Matrix and a previous duty cycle “actual” 
control 0θ – vector/”actual” measurement – vector pair required for the verification of the 
NLP main driver codes, and subsequent tuning of the operation of these codes to solve the type 
of problems expected to be encountered during the test. In order to develop a realistic test of 
the main driver codes and the NLPQLP System, a small degree of randomness was included in 
the synthetic modelling. Uniformly distributed pseudo-random numbers were selected for this 
synthesis process (see section 2.3.1). 
 
First, the T-Matrix is determined by defining its elements from pseudo-random numbers 
between –1.0 inclusive and +1.0 exclusive (see section 2.3.2). Scaling coefficients are provided 
to ensure that the norm to the T-Matrix is within acceptable limits. Next, the previous duty cycle 
“actual” Control Amplitude  and corresponding “actual” Control Phase Angle 0φ  vectors are 
likewise determined by defining their elements from pseudo-random numbers between –1.0 
inclusive and +1.0 exclusive (see section 2.3.2) and using scaling coefficients. The elements of 
the 0φ −vector are adjusted to be within the principal cycle [0 deg, 360 deg). The “actual” control 
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0θ – vector is then determined from the  and adjusted 0φ  vectors. In this case, the elements 
of the 0θ – vector are constrained to be within specified limits à la “external limiting.” Although 
the definition of the T-Matrix and the “actual” control 0θ – vector is accomplished using pseudo-
random numbers, these elements do not have to be defined randomly and could be directly 
input or generated otherwise. These elements were generated randomly for convenience. The 
essential requirements for these elements are that the scaling and limits are reasonable and 
that the resulting values are realistic. The degree of randomness to the model is introduced in 
the definition of the ”actual” measurement – vector. The ”actual” measurement – vector 
is defined by adding uniformly distributed pseudo-random numbers to the elements of the  
product used in the definition of the -vector (see section 2.3.2). 
2.3.1 Definition of the Random Number Generator Function RANQ(SEED) 
 
The random number generator function RANQ(•) employed for data synthesis from both the 
Hewlett-Packard Alpha mainframe computer and the Mac Pro desktop computer produces a 
real uniformly pseudo-random number between 0.0 inclusive and 1.0 exclusive.  
 
The RANQ(•) random number generator requires provision of an integer seed in the calling 
argument. This argument (i.e., the seed) has four elements and is consequently an integer 
vector with dimension (4 x 1). Each element of the initial entry seed for the first call to RANQ(•) 
should have a value between 0 and 4095. The fourth (i.e., the last) element must be an odd 
integer. The values of these seed elements are updated during each subsequent call to 
RANQ(•) to be used in the following call to RANQ(•). 
2.3.2 Determination of the Synthetic T-Matrix, the “Actual” Control 0θ – Vector, and the 
 “Actual” Measurement – Vector 
 
The methodology employed to synthetically determine the T-Matrix, the previous duty cycle 
“actual” control 0θ – vector, and the previous duty cycle “actual” measurement – vector is: 
 






where  and 00rφ are optional bias constants, and the resulting 0rφ is adjusted to be within 









otherwise there is no change to the value of p
Initial













2.4 The NLP10x10 System Fortran Codes 
 
The NLP10x10 System Main Driver code and supporting routines not part of the NLPQLP 
System itself (ref. 17 and Appendix A), and the NLPQLP System itself were written in Fortran 77 
(refs. 21–23) and installed on both a Hewlett-Packard Alpha Server GS1280 7/1150 mainframe 
computer with the Open VMS Version 8.2 Operating System, and a Mac Pro desktop computer 
with the Mac OS X, Version 10.8.4 Operating System for the results presented in this report. 
The VMS FORTRAN Compiler (ref. 21) was used to compile the code on the mainframe 
computer. Initially (refs. 6–8) the G95 FORTRAN Compiler (ref. 22) was used to compile the 
code on the Mac Pro Desktop Computer. Subsequently, the gfortran FORTRAN Compiler  
(ref. 23) was installed on the Mac Pro desktop computer and was used to compile the code 
described herein. It is noted that different computers can, in general, produce slightly different 
numerical results because of differences in data formatting and arithmetic processing. The 
codes for both the Hewlett-Packard Alpha mainframe computer and the Mac Pro desktop 
computer are stand-alone codes and do not require any special software libraries. Accordingly, 
the associated software and codes installed on the Mac Pro desktop computer should be 
transportable to a Mac laptop computer for use in a wind tunnel. It is also noted that, for 
reference purposes, the explicit solution to the regulator problem (Appendix B) is included in the 
main driver code. 
 
The DCL Command File Code for the Hewlett-Packard Alpha Mainframe Computer is listed in 
Appendix C, and listings of the codes for the NLP10x10 System Main Driver and supporting 
subroutines not part of the NLPQLP System (ref. 17 and Appendix A) are presented in  
Appendix D.  
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2.5  Input to the NLP10x10 System  
Input to the NLPQLP System is accomplished via NAMELIST CDATA. This section contains a 
list of all the CDATA input parameters. The initial default values for these input parameters are 
shown in parentheses after each input parameter definition. The listings of the SMART Rotor 
Hub Loads minimisation cases presented in Appendices E and F include the input parameters 
required for the particular case being presented. It is noted that it is not necessary to input all 
available input parameters; only those parameters required for the particular problem being 
defined are required when using the NAMELIST input procedure. Also, if more than a particular 
value of an input parameter is input, the last value input is the value assumed to be the input 
value. A list of all the CDATA input parameters follows. 
NAMELIST CDATA INPUT PARAMETERS 
 Input  
Parameter Definition  
A00(NCC) Initial estimates of the Control Amplitude Vector element values (i.e., the 
initial estimates of the element values of the vector of radius magnitudes of 
the angular control couples R0[ ]). Also, A00(NCC) are the optional bias 
constant vector  elements in the equation that randomly defines the 
“actual” Control Amplitude A0 – vector element values in the reference 
previous duty cycle or at the reference epoch time for synthetic data 
definition only.  
 
ACC Desired final accuracy. The termination accuracy should not be much 
smaller than the accuracy by which the gradients are computed (Appendix 
A).  
 
ACCQP Selection pointer that defines the procedure by which the tolerance required 
by the QP solver to perform several tests is selected (Appendix A). 
 
 
≤ 0, the machine precision is computed internally in NLPQLP and 
subsequently multiplied by . 
> 0, the tolerance required by the QP solver to perform several tests (e.g., 
whether or not the optimality conditions are satisfied, or whether or 
not a number is considered to be zero). 
AL0(NCC) Greatest least bounds ([g.l.b.]s) of the elements of the Control Amplitude 
Vectors R and R0[ ]( ).  
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NAMELIST CDATA INPUT PARAMETERS (CONTINUED) 
 Input  
Parameter Definition 
ALPHA Adjustment coefficient  used in some 
feedback control applications to adjust the explicit solution to the regulator 
problem (Appendix B) to enhance control convergence in real time. 
 
APRV0(NCC) Previous “Actual” Control Amplitude Vector element values (i.e., the vector 
of radius magnitudes of the angular control couples R0[ ] element values) in 
the reference previous duty cycle or at the reference epoch time before 
compression processing. (No initial data values set.) 
AU0(NCC) Least upper bounds ([l.u.b.]s) of the elements of the Control Amplitude 
Vectors R and R0[ ]( ).  
CRAN1 Input coefficient  in the equation that randomly defines the T-Matrix. 
 
CRAN2 Input coefficient  in the equation that randomly defines the A0 – vector. 
 
CRAN3 Input coefficient  in the equation that randomly defines the  
 
CRAN4 Input coefficient  in the equation that randomly defines the 
  
CV00(NMAX) Initial “Actual” NLP Control Vector Estimates Vector  before 
being adjusted to be within limits before compression processing. (No initial 
data values set.) 
CVOUT Special high accuracy control vector output option. 5( ) 
 
≤ 0, No special high accuracy control vector data is output. 
> 0, Special high accuracy control vector data is output. 
 
= 1, Only special high accuracy NLP control vector elements are 
output. 
= 2, Special high accuracy NLP and Regulator control vector 
elements and the root sum square (RSS) of their 
differences are output. 
= 3, Only special high accuracy Regulator control vector 
elements are output.  
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NAMELIST CDATA INPUT PARAMETERS (CONTINUED) 
 Input  
Parameter Definition 
CVPRV0(NMAX) Actual Previous “Actual” NLP Control Vector θ0[ ] element values in the 
reference previous duty cycle or at the reference epoch time before 
compression processing. (No initial data values set.) 
ECPRV0(NZZ) Actual Previous “Actual” NLP End Conditions Vector  element values in 
the reference previous duty cycle or at the reference epoch time before 
compression processing. (No initial data values set.) 
EPS Small value used to prevent the elements of the various control vector 
elements from violating their specified bounds (i.e., the values of AL0(NCC) 
and AU0(NCC)).  
ICASE Case number. After the first case, ICASE is automatically incremented by 1 
in each subsequent case unless specifically input by ICASE. 1( ) 
ICYCL0 Maximum number of ±360 deg adjustments to the randomly defined values 
of the elements of the Phase Angle Control Vector  in the 
reference previous duty cycle or at the reference epoch time. 2000( ) 
IDATA Input Data Type Specification Flag. 1( ) 
 
= 1, The T-Matrix, the A0 – vector, the , and the 
 are randomly defined. 
= 2, The Previous “Actual” NLP Control Vector  is directly 
input, and then the Previous “Actual” Control Amplitude Vector 
 and the Previous “Actual” Control Phase Angle 
Vector  are computed.  
= 3, The Previous “Actual” Control Amplitude Vector  and 
the Previous “Actual” Control Phase Angle Vector  are 
directly input, and then the Previous “Actual” NLP Control Vector 
 is computed. 
> 3, Error exit from the current case. 
IN Integer that specifies the number of the desired logical input unit [e.g., the 
READ statement for the NAMELIST CDATA in the program code starts with 
“ ”]. 5( ) 
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NAMELIST CDATA INPUT PARAMETERS (CONTINUED) 
 Input  
Parameter Definition 
IOPT Pointer flag that specifies the problem(s) to be solved. 1( ) 
 
= 1, Only solve the NLP Problem. 
= 2, Solve both the NLP Problem and the Regulator Problem. 
= 3, Only solve the Regulator Problem. 
IOUT Integer that specifies the number of the desired logical output unit [e.g., the 
WRITE statements in the program code start with “ ”] 
(Appendix A). 6( ) 
IPRINT NLPQLP program output level selection pointer (Appendix A). 2( ) 
 
= 0, No NLPQLP program output is provided. 
= 1, Only the final convergence analysis is output. 
= 2, One line of intermediate results is output for each iteration. 
= 3, Additional detailed information is output for each iteration. 
= 4, Additional line search date is output. 
ISEED1(4) Input (4 x 1) seed arguments for calls to the random number generator 
function RANQ(•) in the equation that randomly defines the system or 
transfer T-Matrix. It is updated automatically upon completion of the 
generation of the random number. (2395, 4013, 3813, 1837) 
ISEED2(4) Input (4 x 1) seed arguments for calls to the random number generator 
function RANQ(•) in the equation that randomly defines the previous duty 
cycle “actual” Control Amplitude  Vector. It is updated automatically upon 
completion of the generation of the random number. (1843, 4011, 3364, 
2835) 
ISEED3(4) Input (4 x 1) seed arguments for calls to the random number generator 
function RANQ(•) in the equation that defines the previous duty cycle 
“actual” Phase Angle 0φ Vector. It is updated automatically upon completion 
of the generation of the random number. (3962, 1111, 3215, 2637) 
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NAMELIST CDATA INPUT PARAMETERS (CONTINUED) 
 Input  
Parameter Definition 
ISEED4(4) Input (4 x 1) seed arguments for calls to the random number generator 
function RANQ(•) in the equation that defines the previous duty cycle 
“actual” measurement – vector. It is updated automatically upon 
completion of the generation of the random number. (2397, 1504, 4031, 
3173) 
ITOUT Compression data output level option flag. 1( ) 
 
≥ 1, The Control Vector and End Conditions Vector data are output after 
the final (i.e., the Second) compression; and < 0, the  
T-Matrix is also output. 
≥ 2, The Control Vector and End Conditions Vector data are output for 
the initial data before compression and the data after the final (i.e., 
the Second) compression; and < 0, the T-Matrix is also 
output. 
≥ 3, The Control Vector and End Conditions Vector data are output for 
the initial data before compression and the data after the 
intermediate and after the final (i.e., the First and Second) 
compressions; and < 0, the T-Matrix is also output. 
L Number of parallel systems, that is the number of function calls during a line 
search at predetermined iterates (Appendix A). 1( ) 
LQL Logical parameter that is used to select the method that is used to solve the 
Quadratic Programming (QP) sub-problem. (Appendix A).  
 
 then the QP is solved proceeding from a full positive definite 
quasi-Newton matrix. 
 then the QP is solved by using a Cholesky decomposition 
(LDL) and updated internally so that the matrix C always 
consists of the lower triangular factor and D of the diagonal. 
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NAMELIST CDATA INPUT PARAMETERS (CONTINUED) 
 Input  
Parameter Definition 
LSAVE(NCC) Angular End Conditions Couples Amplitude Constraint Elimination Pointer 
Vector . 6 ∗1( ) 
 
≤ 0, Delete the k-th angular end conditions couple amplitude constraint 
from the end conditions amplitude constraint sub-vector 1ψ θ( )[ ]. 
> 0, Retain the k-th angular end conditions couple amplitude constraint 
from the end conditions amplitude constraint sub-vector 1ψ θ( )[ ]. 
 
≤ 0, Delete the angular end conditions couple amplitude summation 
constraint from the end conditions amplitude constraint sub-vector 
2ψ θ( )[ ]. 
> 0, Retain the angular end conditions couple amplitude summation 
constraint from the end conditions amplitude constraint sub-vector 
2ψ θ( )[ ]. 
MAXASUM Least upper bound (l.u.b.) of the angular end conditions couple amplitude 
summation constraint.  
MAXFUN Integer variable that specifies the maximum number of function calls during 
a line search. MAXFUN is only required if L = 1. In this case, MAXFUN ≤ 50 
(Appendix A). 30( ) 
MAXIT Integer variable that specifies the maximum number of outer iterations. One 
iteration corresponds to one formulation and solution to the quadratic 
programming sub-problem, or alternatively, one evaluation of the gradient 
(Appendix A). 100( ) 
MAXNM Selection pointer that specifies the stack size for storing merit function 
values or the line search procedure to be used (Appendix A). 0( ) 
If MAXNM 
≤ 0, specifies that a monotone line search is performed. 
> 0, the integer variable that specifies the stack size for storing merit 
function values at previous iterations for a non-monotone line search. 
MAXNM should be ≤ 50.  
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NAMELIST CDATA INPUT PARAMETERS (CONTINUED) 
 Input  
Parameter Definition 
MI Total number of inequality constraints; that is, the number of angular end 
conditions couple amplitude constraints that are specified plus the angular 
end conditions couple amplitude summation constraint if it is also specified. 
0( ) 
MINASUM Greatest least bound (g.l.b.) of the angular end conditions couple amplitude 
summation constraint.  
MODE Integer parameter used to select the desired version of NLPQLP to be used. 
(Appendix A). 0( ) 
 
= 0, The normal execution (i.e., reverse communication) is specified. 
= 1, The initial guess for multipliers in U and the Hessian of the 
Lagrangian function in C and D are provided. If  , D 
is ignored. If  , the lower part of C has to contain 
the lower triangular factor of an LDL decomposition and the 
diagonal part D.  
= 2, Initial scaling (Oren-Luenberger) is done after the first step. BFGS 
updates are started from a multiple of the identity matrix. 
> 2, Initial and repeated scaling is done every MODE steps and the 
BFGS matrix is reset to a multiple of the identity matrix. 
MSAVE0(NZZ) Angular End Conditions Couples Elimination Pointer Vector 
. 10 ∗1( ) 
 
≤ 0, Delete the j-th angular end conditions couple from the angular end 
conditions couple vector . 
> 0, Retain the j-th angular end conditions couple from the angular end 
conditions couple vector . 
MULT Run the Next Case indicator flag. 0( ) 
 
≤ 0, Terminate the job. Do not run any additional cases. 
> 0, Increment the case number  by one and run the next case. 
Reset MULT to zero upon completion of the case. This requires that 
MULT be input > 0 for each subsequent case to be run. 
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NAMELIST CDATA INPUT PARAMETERS (CONTINUED) 
 Input  
Parameter Definition 
NSAVE0(NXX) Angular Control Couples Elimination Pointer Vector 
. 10 ∗1( ) 
 
 
≤ 0, Delete the i-th angular control couple from the angular control couples 
vector . 
> 0, Retain the i-th angular control couple from the angular control couples 
vector . 
NX0 Initial dimension of the initial NLP Control Vector θ( ) before compression 
processing. 10( ) 
NZ0 Initial dimension of the initial NLP End Conditions Vector Z[ ] before 
compression processing. 10( ) 
OPTEND Debug case stop location flag. 3( ) 
 
= 1, Terminate the case after compression processing of the angular 
conditions couple vector and the angular control couples vector. 
= 2, Terminate the case after the selection of the constraint functions 
before running the NLPQLP Optimisation procedure.  
= 3, Run the case to completion as specified (i.e., completion of the 
NLPQLP Optimisation procedure and/or the Regulator Problem 
procedure. 
PHASE0(NCC) Initial estimates of the Control Phase Angle Vector element values (i.e., the 
initial estimates of the element values of the vector of phase angles of the 
angular control couples φ[ ]) before compression processing. Also, 
PHASE0(NCC) are the optional bias constant vector 00φ elements in the 
equation that randomly defines the “Actual” Control Phase Angle 
 element values in the reference previous duty cycle or at the 
reference epoch time for synthetic data definition only.  
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NAMELIST CDATA INPUT PARAMETERS (CONCLUDED) 
 Input  
Parameter Definition 
PHSPRV0(NCC) Previous “Actual” Control Phase Angle  element values (i.e., the 
vector of phase angle magnitudes of the angular control couples φ0[ ] 
element values) in the reference previous duty cycle or at the reference 
epoch time. (No initial data values set.) 




 If  (see Appendix A), NO restart is performed. 
 If  (see Appendix A), the  matrix is 
reset to  where I is the identity matrix. The 
number of restarts is limited by the value of MAXFUN. It is 
recommended that . 
 
STPMIN Minimum step length selection parameter. (Appendix A).   
 
 
 and/or if   is assumed (Appendix A). 
 and  the step length reduction factor is then 
. In this case, it is recommended that 
the value of L be on the order of the accuracy by which the 
functions are computed (Appendix A). 
 
T0(NZZ,NXX) Initial T-Matrix before compression processing.  
 
WDT0(NZZ) Diagonal of the weighting matrix WZ in the performance index  
J  before compression processing.  
 
WDX(NXX) Diagonal of the weighting matrix Wθ• in the θ
•
 term of the performance index 
J  of the regulator problem (Appendix B).  
 
WX(NXX) Diagonal of the weighting matrix Wθ in the θ  term of the performance index 
J  of the regulator problem (Appendix B).   
 
WZ(NZZ) Diagonal of the weighting matrix WZ in the Z  term of the performance index 
J  of the regulator problem (Appendix B).  
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  VECTOR AND ARRAY DIMENSION ARGUMENTS  
 Dimension 
 Argument Definition 
NCC Dimension used for amplitude, phase angle, and constraint vectors. 6( )  
NMAX Row dimension of the approximate Hessian matrix of the Lagrangian 
function (Appendix A). NMAX must be at least two greater than NXX. NMAX 
is also used for some of the NLP control vectors. 14( ) 
NXX Dimension used for some of the NLP control vectors. 10( ) 
NZZ Dimension used for some of the NLP end conditions vectors. 10( ) 
NZNX Equivalent single dimension of the two dimensional T-Matrices and the two 
dimensional weighting coefficient matrices. . 100( )  
 
2.6 SMART Rotor Hub Loads Minimisation Cases 
 
Parametric values of the flap deflection frequency control elements D2, D3, D4, D5, and D6, 
and the Hub Load end conditions elements FX, FY, FZ, MX, and MY were analysed using the 
NLP10x10 System on both a mainframe and a desktop computer. The basic parametric cases 
that were considered are defined in Table 1. These cases assumed a best-guess starting 
estimate for the control vectors. Values of the initial performance index (J0), the solution 
performance index (J), the number of iterations required for solution (ITR), and the number of 
function evaluations required for solution (FEV) for each case are also presented in this table. 
Constraint sensitivity to the value of the upper constraint bound was determined for two cases of 
interest, cases 20 and 25. The results of this constraint sensitivity study for best-guess control 
vector starting estimates for cases 20 and 25 are presented in Tables 2 and 3, respectively. The 
cases defined in Tables 1, 2, and 3 were re-run using zero-control-vector starting estimates 
instead of the best-guess starting control vector estimates used originally. The results of these 
zero-control-vector starting estimate cases are presented in Tables 4, 5, and 6. These results, 
which are essentially the same as the best-guess control vector starting estimate cases, 
illustrate the robustness of the NLP10x10 System. 
 
The cases defined in Tables 1 through 6 were run on both a Hewlett-Packard Alpha Server 
GS1280 7/1150 mainframe computer with the Open VMS Version 8.2 Operating System, and a 
Mac Pro desktop computer with the Mac OS X, Version 10.8.4 Operating System. Agreement 
between the cases run on these two computers is excellent, and correspondingly Tables 1 
through 6 represent the case results from both computers. Listings of the cases run on the 
Hewlett-Packard Alpha mainframe computer are presented in Appendix E, and the cases run on 
the Mac Pro desktop computer are presented in Appendix F. Zero-control-vector starting 
estimates were assumed for these cases. 
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3.0 Results and Conclusions 
 
The NLP10x10 System is a specially tailored version of the system described in reference 6 
designed to facilitate the solution of rotor hub loads minimisation problems both analytically and 
in test environments, including real-time applications. The logic included in the NLP10x10 
System to easily and quickly reduce the dimension of the control and end conditions greatly 
enhances the use of this system in both analytic studies and real-time test operations. 
 
This system was used very successfully in the SMART Active Flap Rotor Hub Loads 
minimisation problems described in references 6 and 18. The results of this study were 
presented at the American Helicopter Society Fifth Decennial Aeromechanics Specialists’ 
Conference in January 2014 (ref. 18). The dimensions of the control and end conditions vectors 
were varied in the problems analysed in this study. Specifically, control variable vector 
dimensions of 2, 4, 6, and 10, and end conditions vector dimensions of 2, 6, and 10 were 
considered. These problems shared the same T-Matrix plant model that was reduced 
appropriately by input flags for the particular problem being solved. The results of the cases 
analysed using the NLP10x10 System are summarised in Tables 1 through 4, and the listings of 
these cases are presented in Appendices E and F. 
 
Excellent agreement between cases initiated with best-guess starting estimates for the control 
vector elements and cases initiated with zero-control-vector elements resulted, indicating the 
robustness of the NLP10x10 algorithm. Excellent agreement was also obtained between cases 
run on a Hewlett-Packard Alpha Server GS1280 7/1150 mainframe computer and a Mac Pro 
desktop computer. The NLP10x10 System code used on both computers was identical, and 
because these computers had different operating systems and Fortran compilers, the code for 
the NLP10x10 System was transportable between these computers. This fact suggests that the 
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TABLE 1.  BEST-GUESS STARTING ESTIMATE FOR CV0 
 
 End Conditions Vector Control Vector 
CASE 5P Hub Loads Flap Deflection Frequency 
 
 1 FXS FXC FYS FYC FZS FZC MXS MXC MYS MYC 2S 2C 3S 3C 4S 4C 5S 5C 6S 6C 
 2 FXS FXC FYS FYC FZS FZC MXS MXC MYS MYC   3S 3C 4S 4C 5S 5C   
 3 FXS FXC FYS FYC FZS FZC MXS MXC MYS MYC 2S 2C         
 4 FXS FXC FYS FYC FZS FZC MXS MXC MYS MYC   3S 3C       
 5 FXS FXC FYS FYC FZS FZC MXS MXC MYS MYC     4S 4C     
 6 FXS FXC FYS FYC FZS FZC MXS MXC MYS MYC       5S 5C   
 7 FXS FXC FYS FYC FZS FZC MXS MXC MYS MYC         6S 6C 
 8 FXS FXC FYS FYC FZS FZC     2S 2C         
 9 FXS FXC FYS FYC FZS FZC       3S 3C       
 10 FXS FXC FYS FYC FZS FZC         4S 4C     
 11 FXS FXC FYS FYC FZS FZC           5S 5C   
 12 FXS FXC FYS FYC FZS FZC             6S 6C 
 13       MXS MXC MYS MYC 2S 2C         
 14       MXS MXC MYS MYC   3S 3C       
 15       MXS MXC MYS MYC     4S 4C     
 16       MXS MXC MYS MYC       5S 5C   
 17       MXS MXC MYS MYC         6S 6C 
 18 FXS FXC         2S 2C         
 19 FXS FXC           3S 3C       
 20 FXS FXC             4S 4C     
 21 FXS FXC               5S 5C   
 22 FXS FXC                 6S 6C 
 23   FYS FYC       2S 2C         
 24   FYS FYC         3S 3C       
 25   FYS FYC           4S 4C     
 26   FYS FYC             5S 5C   
 27   FYS FYC               6S 6C 
 28     FZS FZC     2S 2C         
 29     FZS FZC       3S 3C       
 30     FZS FZC         4S 4C     
 31     FZS FZC           5S 5C   
 32     FZS FZC             6S 6C 
 33 FXS FXC FYS FYC       2S 2C         
 34 FXS FXC FYS FYC         3S 3C       
 35 FXS FXC FYS FYC           4S 4C     
 36 FXS FXC FYS FYC             5S 5C   
 37 FXS FXC FYS FYC               6S 6C 
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TABLE 1. BEST-GUESS STARTING ESTIMATE FOR CV0 (CONTINUED) 
 CASE J0 J ITR FEV 
 
 1 4 E+00 5 E-07 14 188 
 2 2 E+04 2 E+02 13 108 
 3 9 E+03 9 E+02 5 22 
 4 7 E+04 2 E+03 7 26 
 5 3 E+04 7 E+03 9 31 
 6 1 E+04 6 E+03 7 27 
 7 3 E+04 1 E+04 8 29 
 8 8 E+03 6 E+02 5 21 
 9 6 E+04 7 E+02 9 32 
 10 3 E+04 4 E+03 9 32 
 11 1 E+04 3 E+03 6 23 
 12 3 E+04 6 E+03 8 29 
 13 1 E+03 5 E+01 9 30 
 14 7 E+03 7 E+02 6 22 
 15 3 E+03 5 E+02 7 26 
 16 3 E+03 2 E+03 6 22 
 17 2 E+03 2 E+03 7 27 
 18 2 E+03 6 E-11 6 24 
 19 2 E+04 2 E-08 7 25 
 20 1 E+04 7 E-08 6 21 
 21 5 E+03 9 E-11 6 24 
 22 1 E+04 3 E-10 9 32 
 23 2 E+03 5 E-11 6 24 
 24 2 E+04 4 E-10 7 25 
 25 1 E+04 6 E-09 6 20 
 26 5 E+03 1 E-10 6 23 
 27 1 E+04 8 E-09 7 24 
 28 3 E+03 4 E-08 8 28 
 29 2 E+04 2 E-08 6 23 
 30 1 E+04 7 E-11 8 28 
 31 1 E+03 3 E-10 7 27 
 32 9 E+03 8 E-11 10 33 
 33 4 E+03 1 E+01 5 22 
 34 4 E+04 6 E+01 7 26 
 35 2 E+04 2 E+03 8 29 
 36 1 E+04 1 E+02 6 23 
 37 2 E+04 9 E+02 7 25 
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TABLE 2. CASE 20 CONSTRAINT ANALYSIS—BEST-GUESS STARTING 
ESTIMATE FOR CV0 
 
 Upper Bound Constraint 
 CASE [EC] [CV] Comments Constraint Value 
 20 FXS FXC 4S 4C Constrained Not Active 10.0000 
 920 FXS FXC 4S 4C Constrained Active 9.0000 
 820 FXS FXC 4S 4C Constrained Active 8.0000 
 720 FXS FXC 4S 4C Constrained Active 7.0000 
 620 FXS FXC 4S 4C Constrained Active 6.0000 
 520 FXS FXC 4S 4C Constrained Active 5.0000 
 420 FXS FXC 4S 4C Constrained Active 4.0000 
 320 FXS FXC 4S 4C Constrained Active 3.0000 
 220 FXS FXC 4S 4C Constrained Active 2.0000 
 120 FXS FXC 4S 4C Constrained Active 1.0000 
 0620 FXS FXC 4S 4C Constrained Active 0.6000 
 0320 FXS FXC 4S 4C Constrained Active 0.3000 




 Amp Phase 
 CASE J0 J ITR FEV (Deg) (Deg) 
 20 1.1937xE+04 6.9909xE-08 6 21 9.8456 -62.8965 
 920 1.1937xE+04 7.9594xE+00 7 25 9.0000 -63.3113 
 820 1.1937xE+04 3.7949xE+01 7 22 8.0000 -63.9154 
 720 1.1937xE+04 9.0310xE+01 7 22 7.0000 -64.6929 
 620 1.1937xE+04 1.6517xE+02 6 20 6.0000 -65.7312 
 520 1.1937xE+04 2.6276xE+02 6 19 5.0000 -67.1885 
 420 1.1937xE+04 3.8354xE+02 6 19 4.0000 -69.3846 
 320 1.1937xE+04 5.2863xE+02 6 19 3.0000 -73.0803 
 220 1.1937xE+04 7.0166xE+02 6 19 2.0000 -80.6709 
 120 1.1937xE+04 9.2801xE+02 7 22 1.0000 -107.2343 
 0620 1.1937xE+04 1.6541xE+03 10 33 0.6000 -146.8446 
 0320 1.1937xE+04 6.0832xE+03 9 30 0.3000 -147.9234 





TABLE 3. CASE 25 CONSTRAINT ANALYSIS—BEST-GUESS STARTING 
ESTIMATE FOR CV0 
  
 Upper Bound Constraint 
 CASE [EC] [CV] Comments Constraint Value 
 25 FYS FYC 4S 4C Constrained Not Active 10.0000 
 525 FYS FYC 4S 4C Constrained Active 5.0000 
 425 FYS FYC 4S 4C Constrained Active 4.0000 
 325 FYS FYC 4S 4C Constrained Active 3.0000 
 225 FYS FYC 4S 4C Constrained Active 2.0000 
 125 FYS FYC 4S 4C Constrained Active 1.0000 
 0625 FYS FYC 4S 4C Constrained Active 0.6000 
 0325 FYS FYC 4S 4C Constrained Active 0.3000 








 Amp Phase 
 CASE J0 J ITR FEV (Deg) (Deg) 
 25 1.0866xE+04 5.7041xE-09 6 20 5.3291 130.7954 
 525 1.0866xE+04 3.3992xE+00 7 22 5.0000 131.3135 
 425 1.0866xE+04 5.5726xE+01 6 19 4.0000 133.4172 
 325 1.0866xE+04 1.7260xE+02 6 19 3.0000 136.9533 
 225 1.0866xE+04 3.5892xE+02 7 22 2.0000 144.1937 
 125 1.0866xE+04 6.4775xE+02 7 22 1.0000 169.0030 
 0625 1.0866xE+04 1.2387xE+03 10 33 0.6000 -150.0216 
 0325 1.0866xE+04 5.2845xE+03 9 29 0.3000 -147.9257 
 0125 1.1894xE+04 1.0422xE+04 13 79 0.1000 -147.6405 
 
 Notes: 
 -150.0216 Degrees  =  +209.9784 Degrees 
 -147.9257 Degrees  =  +212.0743 Degrees 




TABLE 4. ZERO VECTOR STARTING ESTIMATE FOR CV0 
 End Conditions Vector Control Vector 
CASE 5P Hub Loads Flap Deflection Frequency 
 
 1 FXS FXC FYS FYC FZS FZC MXS MXC MYS MYC 2S 2C 3S 3C 4S 4C 5S 5C 6S 6C 
 2 FXS FXC FYS FYC FZS FZC MXS MXC MYS MYC   3S 3C 4S 4C 5S 5C   
 3 FXS FXC FYS FYC FZS FZC MXS MXC MYS MYC 2S 2C         
 4 FXS FXC FYS FYC FZS FZC MXS MXC MYS MYC   3S 3C       
 5 FXS FXC FYS FYC FZS FZC MXS MXC MYS MYC     4S 4C     
 6 FXS FXC FYS FYC FZS FZC MXS MXC MYS MYC       5S 5C   
 7 FXS FXC FYS FYC FZS FZC MXS MXC MYS MYC         6S 6C 
 8 FXS FXC FYS FYC FZS FZC     2S 2C         
 9 FXS FXC FYS FYC FZS FZC       3S 3C       
 10 FXS FXC FYS FYC FZS FZC         4S 4C     
 11 FXS FXC FYS FYC FZS FZC           5S 5C   
 12 FXS FXC FYS FYC FZS FZC             6S 6C 
 13       MXS MXC MYS MYC 2S 2C         
 14       MXS MXC MYS MYC   3S 3C       
 15       MXS MXC MYS MYC     4S 4C     
 16       MXS MXC MYS MYC       5S 5C   
 17       MXS MXC MYS MYC         6S 6C 
 18 FXS FXC         2S 2C         
 19 FXS FXC           3S 3C       
 20 FXS FXC             4S 4C     
 21 FXS FXC               5S 5C   
 22 FXS FXC                 6S 6C 
 23   FYS FYC       2S 2C         
 24   FYS FYC         3S 3C       
 25   FYS FYC           4S 4C     
 26   FYS FYC             5S 5C   
 27   FYS FYC               6S 6C 
 28     FZS FZC     2S 2C         
 29     FZS FZC       3S 3C       
 30     FZS FZC         4S 4C     
 31     FZS FZC           5S 5C   
 32     FZS FZC             6S 6C 
 33 FXS FXC FYS FYC       2S 2C         
 34 FXS FXC FYS FYC         3S 3C       
 35 FXS FXC FYS FYC           4S 4C     
 36 FXS FXC FYS FYC             5S 5C   
 37 FXS FXC FYS FYC               6S 6C 
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TABLE 4. ZERO VECTOR STARTING ESTIMATE FOR CV0 (CONTINUED) 
 CASE J0 J ITR FEV 
 
 1 4 E+04 5 E-07 19 269 
 2 4 E+04 2 E+02 13 109 
 3 4 E+04 9 E+02 9 32 
 4 4 E+04 2 E+03 8 29 
 5 4 E+04 7 E+03 9 32 
 6 4 E+04 6 E+03 8 31 
 7 4 E+04 1 E+04 8 29 
 8 4 E+04 6 E+02 8 29 
 9 4 E+04 7 E+02 8 28 
 10 4 E+04 4 E+03 8 28 
 11 4 E+04 3 E+03 8 31 
 12 4 E+04 6 E+03 7 25 
 13 4 E+03 5 E+01 7 24 
 14 4 E+03 7 E+02 8 27 
 15 4 E+03 5 E+02 6 24 
 16 4 E+03 2 E+03 7 25 
 17 4 E+03 2 E+03 7 26 
 18 1 E+04 1 E-08 8 29 
 19 1 E+04 4 E-11 8 28 
 20 1 E+04 2 E-08 7 24 
 21 1 E+04 1 E-10 8 29 
 22 1 E+04 5 E-11 9 32 
 23 1 E+04 7 E-11 7 26 
 24 1 E+04 4 E-11 8 28 
 25 1 E+04 6 E-09 6 20 
 26 1 E+04 3 E-10 7 25 
 27 1 E+04 7 E-12 7 26 
 28 1 E+04 4 E-10 10 33 
 29 1 E+04 9 E-13 8 29 
 30 1 E+04 7 E-11 8 28 
 31 1 E+04 2 E-10 6 24 
 32 1 E+04 2 E-08 10 34 
 33 3 E+04 1 E+01 8 30 
 34 3 E+04 6 E+01 8 29 
 35 3 E+04 2 E+03 6 20 
 36 3 E+04 1 E+02 8 29 
 37 3 E+04 9 E+02 7 26 
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TABLE 5. CASE 20 CONSTRAINT ANALYSIS—ZERO VECTOR STARTING 
ESTIMATE FOR CV0 
 Upper Bound Constraint 
 CASE [EC] [CV] Comments Constraint Value 
 20 FXS FXC 4S 4C Constrained Not Active 10.0000 
 920 FXS FXC 4S 4C Constrained Active 9.0000 
 820 FXS FXC 4S 4C Constrained Active 8.0000 
 720 FXS FXC 4S 4C Constrained Active 7.0000 
 620 FXS FXC 4S 4C Constrained Active 6.0000 
 520 FXS FXC 4S 4C Constrained Active 5.0000 
 420 FXS FXC 4S 4C Constrained Active 4.0000 
 320 FXS FXC 4S 4C Constrained Active 3.0000 
 220 FXS FXC 4S 4C Constrained Active 2.0000 
 120 FXS FXC 4S 4C Constrained Active 1.0000 
 0620 FXS FXC 4S 4C Constrained Active 0.6000 
 0320 FXS FXC 4S 4C Constrained Active 0.3000 




 Amp Phase 
 CASE J0 J ITR FEV (Deg) (Deg) 
 20 1.4844xE+04 1.6010xE-08 7 24 9.8456 -62.8965 
 920 1.4844xE+04 7.9594xE+00 7 25 9.0000 -63.3113 
 820 1.4844xE+04 3.7949xE+01 7 22 8.0000 -63.9154 
 720 1.4844xE+04 9.0310xE+01 7 22 7.0000 -64.6929 
 620 1.4844xE+04 1.6517xE+02 6 20 6.0000 -65.7312 
 520 1.4844xE+04 2.6276xE+02 6 19 5.0000 -67.1885 
 420 1.4844xE+04 3.8354xE+02 6 19 4.0000 -69.3846 
 320 1.4844xE+04 5.2863xE+02 6 19 3.0000 -73.0803 
 220 1.4844xE+04 7.0166xE+02 6 19 2.0000 -80.6709 
 120 1.4844xE+04 9.2801xE+02 7 22 1.0000 -107.2343 
 0620 1.4844xE+04 1.6541xE+03 10 33 0.6000 -146.8446 
 0320 1.4844xE+04 6.0832xE+03 9 30 0.3000 -147.9234 





TABLE 6. CASE 25 CONSTRAINT ANALYSIS—ZERO VECTOR STARTING  
ESTIMATE FOR CV0 
  
 Upper Bound Constraint 
 CASE [EC] [CV] Comments Constraint Value 
 25 FYS FYC 4S 4C Constrained Not Active 10.0000 
 525 FYS FYC 4S 4C Constrained Active 5.0000 
 425 FYS FYC 4S 4C Constrained Active 4.0000 
 325 FYS FYC 4S 4C Constrained Active 3.0000 
 225 FYS FYC 4S 4C Constrained Active 2.0000 
 125 FYS FYC 4S 4C Constrained Active 1.0000 
 0625 FYS FYC 4S 4C Constrained Active 0.6000 
 0325 FYS FYC 4S 4C Constrained Active 0.3000 








 Amp Phase 
 CASE J0 J ITR FEV (Deg) (Deg) 
 25 1.3724xE+04 5.6974xE-09 6 20 5.3291 130.7954 
 525 1.3724xE+04 3.3992xE+00 6 19 5.0000 131.3135 
 425 1.3724xE+04 5.5726xE+01 6 19 4.0000 133.4172 
 325 1.3724xE+04 1.7260xE+02 6 19 3.0000 136.9533 
 225 1.3724xE+04 3.5892xE+02 7 22 2.0000 144.1937 
 125 1.3724xE+04 6.4775xE+02 7 21 1.0000 169.0030 
 0625 1.3724xE+04 1.2387xE+03 10 33 0.6000 -150.0216 
 0325 1.3724xE+04 5.2845xE+03 9 29 0.3000 -147.9257 
 0125 1.3724xE+04 1.0422xE+04 12 64 0.1000 -147.6405 
 
 Notes: 
 -150.0216 Degrees  =  +209.9784 Degrees 
 -147.9257 Degrees  =  +212.0743 Degrees 
 -147.6405 Degrees  =  +212.3595 Degrees 
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 Abstract 
The Fortran subroutine NLPQLP solves smooth nonlinear programming 
problems by a sequential quadratic programming (SQP) algorithm. This version 
is specifically tuned to run under distributed systems controlled by an input 
parameter l( ). In case of computational errors as for example caused by 
inaccurate function or gradient evaluations, a non-monotone line search is 
activated. Numerical results are included which show that in case of noisy 
function values, a significant improvement of the performance is achieved 
compared to the version with monotone line search. Further stabilization is 
obtained by performing internal restarts in case of errors when computing the 
search direction due to inaccurate derivatives. The new version of NLPQLP 
successfully solves more than 90% of our 306 test examples subject to a 
stopping tolerance of 10–7, although at most two digits in function values are 
correct in the worst case and although numerical differentiation leads to 
additional truncation errors. In addition, automated initial and periodic scaling 
with restarts is implemented. The usage of the code is documented and 
illustrated by an example. 
Keywords: SQP, sequential quadratic programming, nonlinear programming, non-monotone line 




We consider the general optimization problem to minimize an objective function l  under 
nonlinear equality and inequality constraints, 
 
min f (x)
x ∈ IRn : gj x( ) = 0 , j = 1, • • • , me 1( )
gj x( ) ≥ 0 , j = me + 1, • • • , m
xl ≤ x ≤ xu
 
where x  is an n-dimensional parameter vector. It is assumed that all problem functions  
f (x)  and gj x( ), j = 1, • • • , m  are continuously differentiable on the whole IRn . 
 
Sequential quadratic programming (SQP) is the standard general purpose method to solve 
smooth nonlinear optimization problems, at least under the following assumptions: 
• The problem is not too large. 
• Functions and gradients can be evaluated with sufficiently high precision. 
• The problem is smooth and well scaled. 
The original code NLPQL of Schittkowski [47] is a Fortran implementation of a sequential 
quadratic programming (SQP) algorithm. The numerical algorithm is based on extensive 
comparative numerical tests, see Schittkowski [40, 44, 42], Schittkowski et al. [56], Hock and 
Schittkowski [25], and on further theoretical investigations published in [41, 43, 45, 46]. The 
algorithm is extended to solve also nonlinear least squares problems efficiently, see [49] or [51], 
and to handle problems with very many constraints, see [54]. To conduct the numerical tests, a 
random test problem generator is developed for a major comparative study, see [40], Two 
collections with together 306 test problems are published in Hock and Schittkowski [25] and in 
Schittkowski [48]. Fortran source codes and a test frame can be downloaded from the home 
page of the author, 
http://www.klaus-schittkowski.de 
Many of them became part of the Cute test problem collection of Bongartz et al. [7]. About 80 
test problems based on a Finite Element formulation are collected for a comparative evaluation 
in Schittkowski et al. [56]. A set of 1,300 least squares test problems solved by an extension of 
the code NLPQL to retain typical features of a Gauss-Newton algorithm, is described in [51]. 
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Also these problems can be downloaded from the home page of the author together with an 
interactive software system called EASY-FIT, see [52]. 
Moreover, there exist hundreds of commercial and academic applications of NLPQL, for 
example 
1. mechanical structural optimization, see Schittkowski, Zillober, Zotemantel [56] and 
Kneppe, Krammer, Winkler [28], 
 
2. data fitting and optimal control of transdermal pharmaceutical systems, see Boderke, 
Schittkowski, Wolf [3] or Blatt, Schittkowski [6], 
3. computation of optimal feed rates for tubular reactors, see Birk, Liepelt, Schittkowski, 
and Vogel [5], 
4. food drying in a convection oven, see Frias, Oliveira, and Schittkowski [ 15 ] ,  
5. optimal design of horn radiators for satellite communication, see Hartwanger, 
Schittkowski, and Wolf [23], 
6. receptor-ligand binding studies, see Schittkowski [50], 
7. optimal design of surface acoustic wave filters for signal processing, see Bfinner, 
Schittkowski, and van de Braak [8]. 
Previous and present versions of NLPQLP are part of commercial libraries, modeling systems, 
or optimization systems like 
- IMSL Library (Visual Numerics Inc., Houston) for general nonlinear programming 
(Version 1.0, 1981), 
- ANSYS/POPT (CAD-FEM, Grafing) for structural optimization, 
- DesignXplorer (ANSYS, Canonsburg) for structural design optimization, 
- STRUREL (RCP, Munich) for reliability analysis, 
- TEMPO (OECD Reactor Project, Halden) for control of power plants, 
- Microwave Office Suit (Applied Wave Research, El Segundo) for electronic design, 
- MOOROPT (Marintek, Trondheim) for the design of mooring systems, 
- iSIGHT (Enginious Software/Dassault) for multi-disciplinary CAE, 
- POINTER (Synaps, Atlanta) for design automation, 
- EXCITE (AVL, Graz) for non-linear dynamics of power units, 




- TOMLAB/MathLab (Tomlab Optimization, Vasteras, Sweden) for general nonlinear 
programming, least squares optimization, data fitting in dynamical systems, 
- EASY-FIT (Schittkowski, Bayreuth) for data fitting in dynamical systems, 
- OptiSLang (DYNARDO, Weimar), for structural design optimization, 
- AMESim (IMAGINE, Roanne), for multidisciplinary system design, 
- LMS OPTIMUS (NOESIS, Leuven, Belgium) for multi-disciplinary CAE, 
- RADIOSS/M-OPT (MECALOG/Altair, Antony, France) for multi-disciplinary CAE, 
- CHEMASIM (BASF, Ludwigshafen) for the design of chemical reactors. 
 
Customers include, among many others, AMD, Astrium, BASF, Bayer, Bell Labs, BMW, 
Chevron Research, DLR, Dow Chemical, DuPont, EADS, EMCOSS, ENSIGC, EPCOS, ESA-
ESOC, Eurocopter, Fantoft Prosess, General Electric, Hoechst, Hidro-electrica Espanola, IABG, 
IBM, Institute for Energy Technology Halden, KFZ Karlsruhe, Kongsberg Maritime, Lockheed 
Martin, Loral Space Systems, Markov Processes, Marintek, MTU, NASA Langley, NASA Ames, 
Nevesbu, National Airspace Laboratory, Norsk Hydro Research, Norwegian Computing Center, 
Norwegian Defense Agency, OECDHalden, Philips, Polysar, ProSim, Rolls-Royce, Shell, 
Siemens, Sintef, Solar Turbines, Statoil, TNO, Transpower, USAF Research Lab, Wright R & D 
Center and in addition dozens of academic research institutions all over the world. 
The general availability of parallel computers and in particular of distributed computing in 
networks motivates a careful redesign of the original implementation NLPQL to allow 
simultaneous function evaluations. The resulting extensions are implemented and the code is 
called NLPQLP. An additional input parameter l  is introduced for the number of parallel 
machines, that is the number of function calls to be executed simultaneously. In case of l −1 , 
NLPQLP is more or less identical to NLPQL besides of additional changes of the code. 
Otherwise, the line search procedure is modified to allow parallel function calls, which can also 
be applied for approximating gradients by difference formulae. The mathematical background is 
outlined, in particular the modification of the line search algorithm to retain convergence under 
parallel systems. It must be emphasized that dis tributed computation of function values is only 




However, SQP methods are quite sensitive subject to round-off or any other errors in function 
and especially gradient values. If objective or constraint functions cannot be computed within 
machine accuracy or if the accuracy by which gradients are approximated is above the 
termination tolerance, the code could break down typically with the error message IFAIL = 4. In 
this situation, the line search cannot be terminated within a given number of iterations and the 
algorithm is stopped. 
All new versions since 2.0 makes use of non-monotone fine search in the error situation 
described above. The idea is to replace the reference value of the fine search termination check, 
ψrk xk , vk( ), by 
max ψrj jx , jv( ) : j = k − p, • • • , k       
 
where ψr x, v( ) is a merit function and p  a given parameter. The general idea is not new and 
for example described in Dai [11], where a general convergence proof for the unconstrained 
case is presented. The general idea goes back to Grippo, Lampariello, and Lucidi [18], and was 
extended to constrained optimization and trust region methods in a series of subsequent papers, 
see Bonnans et al. [4], Deng et al. [13], Grippo et al. [19, 20], Ke and Han [26], Ke et al. [27], 
Lucidi et al. [30], Panier and Tits [34], Raydan [39], and Toint [59, 60]. However, there is a basic 
difference in the methodology: Our goal is to allow monotone line searches as long as they 
terminate successfully, and to apply a non-monotone one only in a special error situation. 
Despite of strong analytical results, SQP methods do not always terminate successfully. 
Besides of the difficulties leading to the usage of non-monotone line search, it might happen 
that the search direction as computed from a certain quadratic programming sub-problem, is not 
a downhill direction of the merit function needed to perform a fine search. Possible reasons are 
again severe errors in function and especially gradient evaluations, or a violated regularity 
condition concerning linear independency of gradients of active constraints (LICQ). In the latter 
case, the optimization problem is not modelled in a suitable way to solve it directly by an SQP 
method. Our new version performs an automated restart as soon as a corresponding error 
message appears. The BFGS quasi-Newton matrix is reset to a multiple of the identity matrix 
and the matrix update procedure starts from there. 
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Scaling is an extremely important issue and an efficient procedure is difficult to derive in the 
general case without knowing too much about the numerical structure of the optimisation 
problem. If requested by the user, the first BFGS update is started from a multiple of the identity 
matrix, which takes into account information from the solution of the initial quadratic 
programming sub-problem. This restart can be repeated periodically with successively adapted 
scaling parameters. 
In Section 2 we outline the general mathematical structure of an SQP algorithm, the  
non-monotone line search, and the modifications to run the code under distributed systems. 
Section 3 contains some numerical results obtained for a set of 306 standard test problems of 
the collections published in Hock and Schittkowski [25] and in Schittkowski [48]. They show the 
sensitivity of the new version with respect to the number of parallel machines and the influence 
of gradient approximations under uncertainty. Moreover, we test the non-monotone line search 
versus the monotone one, and generate noisy test problems by adding random errors to 
function values and by inaccurate gradient approximations. This situation appears frequently in 
practical environments, where complex simulation codes prevent accurate responses and 
where gradients can only be computed by a difference formula. The usage of the Fortran 




2 Sequential Quadratic Programming Methods 
Sequential quadratic programming or SQP methods belong to the most powerful nonlinear 
programming algorithms we know today for solving differentiable nonlinear programming 
problems of the form (1). The theoretical background is described e.g. in Stoer [58] in form of a 
review, or in Spellucci [57] in form of an extensive text book. From the more practical point of 
view, SQP methods are also introduced in the books of Papalambros, Wilde [35] and Edgar, 
Himmelblau [14]. Their excellent numerical performance is tested and compared with other 
methods in Schittkowski [40], and since many years they belong to the most frequently used 
algorithms to solve practical optimization problems. 
To facilitate the notation of this section, we assume that upper and lower bounds xuand xi are 
not handled separately, i.e., we consider the somewhat simpler formulation 
 
min f ( x)
x ∈ IRn : gj x( ) = 0 , j = 1, • • • , me 2( )
gj x( ) ≥ 0 , j = me + 1, • • • , m
 
It is assumed that all problem functions f (x)  and gj x( ), j = 1, • • • , m
  
are continuously 
differentiable on IRn . 
The basic idea is to formulate and solve a quadratic programming sub-problem in each iteration 
which is obtained by linearising the constraints and approximating the Lagrangian function 
 
L x, u( ) : = f (x) − ju
j =1
m jg x( ) 3( ) 
quadratically, where x ∈ IRn  is the primal variable and u = 1u , • • • , mu( )T ∈ IRm  the 
multiplier vector. 
To formulate the quadratic programming sub-problem, we proceed from given iterates x ∈ IRn  
an approximation of the solution, v ∈ IRm an approximation of the multipliers, and Bk ∈ IR
nxn
, 
an approximation of the Hessian of the Lagrangian function. Then one has to solve the 





TBk d + ∇f (xk )
T d
d ∈ IRn : ∇gj xk( )T d + gj xk( ) = 0 , j = 1, • • • , me 4( )
∇gj xk( )T d + gj xk( ) ≥ 0 , j = me + 1, • • • , m
 
Let dk  be the optimal solution and uk  the corresponding multiplier of this sub-problem. A new 

























  5( ) 
where αk ∈ 0,1( ] is a suitable step length parameter. 
Although we are able to guarantee that the matrix Bk  is positive definite, it is possible that (4) is 
not solvable due to inconsistent constraints. One possible remedy is to introduce an additional 
variable δ ∈ IR  leading to a modified quadratic programming problem, see Schittkowski [47] for 
details. 
The steplength parameter α k  is required in (5) to enforce global convergence of the SQP 
method, i.e., the approximation of a point satisfying the necessary Karush-Kuhn-Tucker 
optimality conditions when starting from arbitrary initial values, typically a user-provided 
x0 ∈ IRnand v0 ∈ 0, B0 ∈ I .  α k  should satisfy at least a sufficient decrease condition of a 
merit function φr(α ) given by 
 


















 6( ) 
with a suitable penalty function by ψr x, u( ).  Implemented is the augmented Lagrangian 
function 
 






 − 12 vj2rj
j ∈ K
 7( ) 
with  J : = 1, • • • , me{ }∪ j : me < j ≤ m , gj x( ) ≤ νj / rj{ } 
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and  K : = 1, • • • , m{ } \ J ,      cf. Schittkowski [45]. 
The objective function is penalized as soon as an iterate leaves the feasible domain. The 
corresponding penalty parameters rj , j = 1, • • • , m   that control the degree of constraint 
violation, must carefully be chosen to guarantee a descent direction of the merit function, see 
Schittkowski [45] or Wolfe [61] in a more general setting,  i.e., to get 
 








  < 0 8( ) 
Finally one has to approximate the Hessian matrix of the Lagrangian function in a suitable way. 
To avoid calculation of second derivatives and to obtain a final super linear convergence rate, 
the standard approach is to update Bk , by the BFGS quasi-Newton formula, cf. Powell [37] or 
Stoer [58]. 
The implementation of a line search algorithm is a critical issue when implementing a nonlinear 
programming algorithm, and has significant effect on the overall efficiency of the resulting code. 
On the one hand we need a line search to stabilize the algorithm, on the other hand it is not 
desirable to waste too many function calls. Moreover, the behaviour of the merit function 
becomes irregular in case of constrained optimization because of very steep slopes at the 
border caused by large penalty terms. Even the implementation is more complex than shown 
above, if linear constraints and bounds of the variables are to be satisfied during the line search. 
Usually, the step-length parameter α k  is chosen to satisfy the Armijo [1] condition 
 
φr σβ i( ) ≤ φr(0) + σβ iμ ′ φ rk(0) 9( ) 
see for example Ortega and Rheinboldt [33], The constants are from the ranges 0 < μ < 0.5,  
0 < β < 1, and 0 < σ ≤ 1. We start with i = 0 and increase i  until (9) is satisfied for the first 
time, say at ik.  Then the desired steplength is αk = σβik. 
Fortunately, SQP methods are quite robust and accept the steplength one in the neighbourhood 
of a solution. Typically the test parameter μ for the Armijo-type sufficient descent property (9) is 
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very small. Nevertheless the choice of the reduction parameter β must be adopted to the actual 
slope of the merit function. If β is too small, the line search terminates very fast, but on the other 
hand the resulting stepsizes are usually too small leading to a higher number of outer iterations. 
On the other hand, a larger value close to one requires too many function calls during the fine 
search. Thus, we need some kind of compromise, which is obtained by first applying a 
polynomial interpolation, typically a quadratic one, and use (9) only as a stopping criterion. 
Since φr(0) , ′ φ r(0) , and φr(αi ) are given, α i  the actual iterate of the line search procedure, 
we easily get the minimiser of the quadratic interpolation. We accept then the maximum of this 
value and the Armijo parameter as a new iterate, as shown by the subsequent code fragment 
implemented in NLPQLP. 
Algorithm 2.1 
Let β, μ with0 < β < 1, 0 < μ < 0.5 be given.  
Start : α0 : = 1
For i = 0, 1, 2, • • • , do :
1) If φr(α i ) < φr(0) + μα i ′ φ rk(0) , then stop.




αi ′ φ rk(0) − φr (αi ) + φr(0)
3) Let αi+ 1 : = max(β α i α i ) .
 
Corresponding convergence results are found in Schittkowski [45]. α i  is the minimiser of the 
quadratic interpolation, and we use the Armijo descent property for checking termination. Step 3 
is required to avoid irregular values, since the minimiser of the quadratic interpolation could be 
outside of the feasible domain 0,1( ]. The search algorithm is implemented in NLPQLP together 
with additional safeguards, for example to prevent violation of bounds. Algorithm 4.1 assumes 
that φr(1)  is known before calling the procedure, i.e., that the corresponding function values are 
given. We have to stop the algorithm, if sufficient descent is not observed after a certain number 
of iterations, say 10. If the tested stepsize falls below machine precision or the accuracy by 
which model function values are computed, the merit function cannot decrease further. 
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To outline the new approach, let us assume that functions can be computed simultaneously on 
l  different machines. Then l  test values αi = βi−1  with β = ε1/(l−1)  are selected, 
i = 1, • • • , l . where ε  is a guess for the machine precision. Next we require l  parallel 
function calls to get the corresponding model function values. The first α i  satisfying a sufficient 
descent property (9), say for i = ik is accepted as the new steplength to set the subsequent 
iterate by αk : = αik . One has to be sure that existing convergence results of the SQP 
algorithm are not violated. 
The proposed parallel line search will work efficiently, if the number of parallel machines l  is 
sufficiently large, and works as follows, where we omit the iteration index k . 
Algorithm 2.2 
Let β, μ with0 < β < 1, 0 < μ < 0.5 be given.  
Start : For αi = β i−1 compute φr(α i ) for i = 0, 1, 2, • • • , l −1
For i = 0, 1, 2, • • • do :
If φr(α i ) < φr(0) + μα i ′ φ r(0) , then stop.
 
To precalculate l  candidates in parallel at log-distributed points between a small tolerance 
α = τ  and α =1, 0 < τ << 1, we propose β = τ 1/(l−1) . 
The paradigm of parallelism is SPMD, i.e., Single Program Multiple Data. In a typical situation 
we suppose that there is a complex application code providing simulation data, for example by 
an expensive Finite Element calculation in mechanical structural optimisation. It is supposed 
that various instances of the simulation code providing function values, are executable on a 
series of different machines, so-called slaves, controlled by a master program that executes 
NLPQLP. By a message passing system, for example PVM, see Geist et al. [16], only very few 
data need to be transferred from the master to the slaves. Typically only a set of design 
parameters of length n  must to be passed. On return, the master accepts new model responses 
for objective function and constraints, at most m +1 double precision numbers. All massive 
numerical calculations and model data, for example the stiffness matrix of a Finite Element 
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model in a mechanical engineering application, remain on the slave processors of the 
distributed system. 
In both situations, i.e., the serial or parallel version, it is still possible that Algorithm 2.1 or 
Algorithm 2.2 breaks down because to too many iterations. In this case, we proceed from a 
descent direction of the merit function, but φr(0)  is extremely small. To avoid interruption of the 
whole iteration process, the idea is to repeat the line search with another stopping criterion. 
Instead of testing (9 ) ,  we accept a stepsize αk  as soon as the inequality 




  10( ) 
is satisfied, where p k( )  is a predetermined parameter with p k( ) = min k, p[ ], p  a given 
tolerance. Thus, we allow an increase of the reference value φrjk(0) in a certain error situation, 
i.e., an increase of the merit function value. To implement the non-monotone line search, we 
need a queue consisting of merit function values at previous iterates. In case of k = 0, the 
reference value is adapted by a factor greater than 1, i.e., φrjk(0) is replaced by tφrjk(0), t > 1. 
The basic idea to store reference function values and to replace the sufficient descent property 
by a sufficient ’ascent’ property in max-form, is for example described in Dai [11], where a 
general convergence proof for the unconstrained case is presented. The general idea goes 
back to Grippo, Lampariello, and Lucidi [18], and was extended to constrained optimization and 
trust region methods in a series of subsequent papers, see Bonnans et al. [4], Deng et al. [13], 
Grippo et al. [19, 20], Ke and Han [26], Ke et al. [27], Lucidi et al. [30], Panier and Tits [34], 
Raydan [39], and Toint [59, 60]. However, there is a difference in the methodology: Our goal is 
to allow monotone line searches as long as they terminate successfully, and to apply a non-
monotone one only in an error situation. 
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The final step of an SQP method consists of updating the quasi-Nerwton Matrix Bk , e.g., by the 
BFGS formula 










, 11( ) 
where qk : = ∇x L xk +1, uk( ) − ∇x L xk , uk( ) and pk : = xk +1 − xk . Special safeguards 
guarantee that pk
Tq
k > 0 and that thus all matrices Bk  r remain positive definite provided that 
B0 is positive definite. A possible scaling factor and restart procedure is to replace an actual Bk  





 and where I  denotes the 
identity matrix, see for example Liu and Nocedal [29]. Scaled restarts are recommended if, e.g., 
the convergence turns out to become extremely slow. 
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3 Performance Evaluation 
3.1 The Test Environment 
Our numerical tests use the 306 academic and real-life test problems published in Hock and 
Schittkowski [25] and in Schittkowski [48]. Part of them are also available in the Cute library, see 
Bongartz et. al [7], and their usage is described in Schittkowski [55]. 
Since analytical derivatives are not available for all problems, we approximate them numerically. 
The test examples are provided with exact solutions, either known from analytical 
precalculations by hand or from the best numerical data found so far. 
First we need a criterion to decide whether the result of a test run is considered as a  successful 
return or not. Let ε > 0 be a tolerance for defining the relative accuracy, xk  the final iterate of 
a test run, and x∗  the supposed exact solution known from the test problem collection. Then 
we call the output a successful return, if the relative error in the objective function is less than e 
and if the maximum constraint violation is less than ε 2  i.e., if 
 
f xk( ) − f x∗( ) < ε f x∗( ) , if f x∗( ) ≠ 0  
or 
 
f xk( ) < ε , if f x∗( ) = 0  
and 
 
r xk( ) = g xk( )−
∞
< ε2 ,  
where 
• • •
∞  denotes the maximum norm and g xk( )− = min 0, g xk( )[ ], j > me  and 
g xk( )− = g xk( ) otherwise. 
We take into account that a code returns a solution with a better function value than the known 
one, subject to the error tolerance of the allowed constraint violation. However, there is still the 
possibility that an algorithm terminates at a local solution different from the known one. Thus, 
we call a test run a successful one, if in addition to the above decision the internal termination 




f xk( ) − f x∗( ) ≥ ε f x∗( ) , if f x∗( ) ≠ 0  
or 
 
f xk( ) ≥ ε , if f x∗( ) = 0  
and 
 
r xk( ) < ε2 ,  
For our numerical tests, we use ε = 0.01 to determine a successful return, i.e., we require a 
final accuracy of one percent. Note that in all cases, NLPQLP is called with a termination 
tolerance of 10−7 . 
If gradients are not available in analytical form, they must be approximated in a suitable way. 
The three most popular difference formulae are the following ones: 
1. Forward differences: 
 
∂
∂xi f x( ) ≈
1
ηi
f x +ηiei( ) − f x( )[ ] 12( ) 
2. Two-sided differences: 
 
∂
∂xi f x( ) ≈
1
2ηi
f x +ηiei( ) − f x −ηiei( )[ ] 13( ) 
3. Forth-order formula: 
 
∂
∂xi f x( ) ≈
1
4!ηi
2 f x − 2ηi ei( ) − 16 f x − ηi ei( ) +[
16 f x + ηi ei( ) − 2 f x + 2ηi ei( )] 14( )
 
Here ηi = η max 10
−5
, xi   
 
   and ei is the i − th  unit vector, i = 1, • • • , n . The tolerance 
η depends on the difference formula and is set to η = ηm1 / 2 for forward differences, η = ηm1 / 3 




 for fourth-order formulae. ηm  is a guess for 
the accuracy by which function values are computed, i.e., either machine accuracy in case of 
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analytical formulae or an estimate of the noise level in function computations. In a similar way, 
derivatives of constraints are computed. 
The Fortran implementation of the SQP method introduced in the previous section, is called 
NLPQLP. The code represents the most recent version of NLPQL which is frequently used in 
academic and commercial institutions. NLPQLP is prepared to run also under distributed 
systems, but behaves in exactly the same way as the serial version, if the number of simulated 
processors is set to one. Functions and gradients must be provided by reverse communication 
and the quadratic programming sub-problems are solve by the primal-dual method of Goldfarb 
and Idnani [17] based on numerically stable orthogonal decompositions. NLPQLP is executed 
with termination accuracy ACC = 10–7 as mentioned already above, and a maximum number of 
iterations MAXIT = 500. 
In the subsequent tables, we use the notation 
nsucc  - number of successful test runs (according to above definition) 
nfunc  - average number of function evaluations 
ngrad  - average number of gradient evaluations or iterations, respectively 
f x( ) - final objective function value 
r x( ) - final constraint violation 
ifail  - failure code 
 
To get nfunc  or ngrad , we count each evaluation of a whole set of function or gradient values, 
respectively, for a given iterate xk  also in the case of several simulated processors, l > 0. 
However, additional function evaluations needed for gradient approximations, are not counted 
for nfunc . Their average number is nfunc  for forward differences, 2 x nfunc  for two-sided 
differences, and 4 x nfunc  for fourth-order formulae. One gradient computation corresponds to 
one iteration of the SQP method. 
The Fortran codes are compiled by the Intel Visual Fortran Compiler, Version 10.1, EM64T, 




3.2 Testing Distributed Function Calls 
First we investigate the question, how parallel line searches influence the overall performance. 
Table 1 shows the number of successful test runs and the average number of iterations or 
gradient evaluations, nit  for an increasing number of simulated parallel calls of model functions 
denoted by l. The forward difference formula (12) is used for gradient approximations and non-
monotone line search is applied with a queue size of p = 30. Calculation time is about one 
second for solving all 306 test problems without random perturbations. 
l = 1 corresponds to the sequential case, when Algorithm 2.1 is applied to the line search 
consisting of a quadratic interpolation combined with an Armijo-type bisection strategy and a 
non-monotone stopping criterion. 
 
l nsucc ngrad l nsucc ngrad  
 1 306 23 8 299 39 
 3 224 177 9 301 32 
 4 242 170 10 302 31 
 5 268 114 15 303 23 
 6 289 75 20 303 22 
 7 297 45 50 303 22 
 Table 1:  Performance Results for Parallel Line Search 
In all other cases, l > 1 simultaneous function evaluations are made according to Algorithm 
2.2. To get a reliable and robust line search, one should use at least seven parallel processors. 
No significant improvements are observed, if we evaluate more than ten functions in parallel. 
The most promising possibility to exploit a parallel system architecture occurs, when gradients 
cannot be calculated analytically, but have to be approximated numerically, for example by 
forward differences, two-sided differences, or even higher order methods. Then we need at 
least n additional function calls, where n is the number of optimisation variables, or a suitable 
multiple of n. 
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3.3 Function Evaluations and Gradient Approximations by a 
Difference Formulae Under Random Noise 
For our numerical tests, we apply the forth-order difference formula (14). To test the stability of 
the formula and the underlying SQP code, we add randomly generated noise to each function 
value. Non-monotone line search is applied with a queue length of p = 30 in error situations, 
and the serial line search calculation by Algorithm 2.1 is used. Moreover, the BFGS quasi-
Newton updates are restarted with ρ I  if a descent direction cannot be computed. 
To compare the different stabilisation approaches, we apply three different scenarios:  
Table 2 - monotone line search, no restarts 
Table 3 - non-monotone line search, no restarts 
Table 4 - non-monotone line search and restarts 
 
εerr nsucc nfunc ngrad  
0 304 35 22 
10−12 303 36 22 
10−10 297 40 23 
10−8  293 43 23 
10− 6 280 57 24 
10− 4  243 74 26 
10−2  133 133 32 
 Table 2:  Test Results for Monotone Line Search without Restarts 
εerr nsucc nfunc ngrad  
0 306 38 22 
10−12 303 37 23 
10−10 300 43 25 
10−8  300 53 24 
10− 6 295 71 25 
10− 4  268 116 30 
10−2  294 185 33 
 Table 3:  Test Results for Non-Monotone Line Search without Restarts 
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εerr nsucc nfunc ngrad  
0 306 38 22 
10−12 305 39 23 
10−10 300 47 24 
10−8  303 83 27 
10− 6 302 105 30 
10− 4  297 318 43 
10−2  279 647 64 
 Table 4:  Test Results for Non-Monotone Line Search and Restarts 
The corresponding results are evaluated for increasing random perturbations εerr( ). More 
precisely, if ρ denotes a uniformly distributed random number between 0  and 1, we replace 
f xk( ) by f xk( ) 1 + εerr 2ρ − 1( )[ ] at each iterate xk . In the same way, restriction functions are 
perturbed. The tolerance for approximating gradients, ηm is set to the machine accuracy in 
case of εerr = 0 , and to the random noise level otherwise. 
The numerical results are surprising and depend heavily on the new non-monotone line search 
strategy and the additional stabilisation procedures. We are able to solve about 90% of the test 
examples in case of extremely noisy function values with at most one correct digit in partial 
derivative values. However, the stabilization process is costly. The more test problems are 
successfully solved, the more iterations, especially function evaluations, are needed. 
3.4 Testing Scaled Restarts 
In some situations, the convergence of an SQP method becomes quite slow for many reasons, 
e.g., badly scaled variables or functions, inaccurate derivatives, or inaccurate solutions of the 
quadratic program (4). In these situations, errors in the search direction or the partial derivatives 
influence the update procedure (11) and the quasi-Newton matrices Bk  are getting more and 
more inaccurate. 
A frequently proposed remedy is to restart the update algorithm by replacing the actual matrix 
Bk  by the initial matrix B0 or any similar one, if more information is available. One possibility is 
to multiply a special scaling factor with the identity matrix, i.e., to let Bk := γk I  for selected 
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 and where I  denotes the identity matrix, see for example Liu 
and Nocedal [29]. qk : = ∇x L xk + 1, uk( ) − ∇x L xk , uk( ) and pk := xk +1 − xk . 
Scaled restarts are recommended if convergence turns out to become extremely slow. To 
illustrate the situation, we consider a few test runs where the examples are generated by 
discretising a two-dimensional elliptic partial differential equation, see Maurer and Mittelmann 
[31, 32]. The original formulation is that of an optimal control problem where the state and 
control variables are both discretised. 
From a total of 13 original test cases, we select five problems that could not be solved by 
NLPQLP as efficiently as expected with standard solution tolerances. Depending on the grid 
size in our case 20 in each direction, we get problems with n = 722  or n = 798 variables, 
respectively, and me = 361 or me = 437 nonlinear equality constraints. They are obtained by 
applying the five-star formula to approximate second partial derivatives. 
Tables 5 to 8 contain numerical results first for standard tolerances and MODE = 0, where 
ACC is set to 10−7  in all cases. For the results of the remaining tables, We used MODE = 2, 
MODE = 7, and MODE = 20. MODE = 2 means that the scaled restart is applied at the very first 
step. Note that also for all other test cases with MODE > 0, the initial BFGS matrix is B0 = γ0 I. 
 
problem n me nfunc ngrad f x( ) r x( ) ifail 
 EX 1 722 361 64 64 0.45903100E-1 0.33E-10 0 
 EX 2 722 361 109 109 0.40390974E-1 0.22E-8 0 
 EX 3 722 361 88 88 0.11009561E+0 0.49E-9 0 
 EX 4 798 437 113 113 0.75833416E-1 0.12E-9 0 
 EX 5 798 437 200 200 0.51376012E-1 0.60E-5 1 




problem n me nfunc ngrad f x( ) r x( ) ifail 
 EX 1 722 361 64 64 0.45903100E-1 0.64E-11 0 
 EX 2 722 361 108 108 0.40390974E-1 0.21E-8 0 
 EX 3 722 361 75 75 0.11009568E+0 0.46E-9 0 
 EX 4 798 437 108 108 0.75833417E-1 0.63E-9 0 
 EX 5 798 437 200 200 0.51369466E-1 0.14E-6 1 
 Table 6: Test Results for Scaled Restarts: MODE = 2 
problem n me nfunc ngrad f x( ) r x( ) ifail 
 EX 1 722 361 20 20 0.45903160E-1 0.19E-7 0 
 EX 2 722 361 21 21 0.40390974E-1 0.79E-7 0 
 EX 3 722 361 41 41 0.11009561E+0 0.23E-9 0 
 EX 4 798 437 58 58 0.75833423E-1 0.44E-8 0 
 EX 5 798 437 112 112 0.51365403E-1 0.15E-12 0 
 Table 7: Test Results for Scaled Restarts: MODE = 7 
problem n me nfunc ngrad f x( ) r x( ) ifail 
 EX 1 722 361 50 50 0.45903100E-1 0.68E-8 0 
 EX 2 722 361 33 33 0.40390974E-1 0.22E-8 0 
 EX 3 722 361 36 36 0.11009561E+0 0.23E-7 0 
 EX 4 798 437 61 61 0.75833414E-1 0.17E-8 0 
 EX 5 798 437 75 75 0.51365398E-1 0.14E-7 0 
 Table 8: Test Results for Scaled Restarts: MODE = 20 
 
The error codes are the same as produced by NLPQLP through the parameter IFAIL, i.e.,  
IFAIL = 0 for successful termination and IFAIL = 1 for reaching the upper limit of 200 iterations. 
We observe a significant speedup for scaled restarts every seven iterations. Initial scaling and 
more then 7 restarts do not yield any better results.  
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4 Program Documentation 
NLPQLP is implemented in form of a Fortran subroutine. The quadratic programming problem is 
solved by the code QL, an implementation of the primal-dual method of Goldfarb and Idnani [17] 
going back to Powell [38], see also Schittkowski [53] for more details about implementation and 
usage. Model functions and gradients must be provided by reverse communication. The user 
has to evaluate function and gradient values in the same program that executes NLPQLP, 
according to the following rules: 
1. Choose starting values for the variables to be optimised, and store them in the first 
column of an array called X. 
2. Compute objective and all constraint function values, store them in XF(1) and the first 
column of G, respectively. 
3. Compute gradients of objective function and all constraints, and store them in DF and 
DG, respectively. The J-th row of DG contains the gradient of the J-th constraint, 
J = 1,• • •,M. 
4. Set IFAIL = 0 and execute NLPQLP. 
5. If NLPQLP returns with IFAIL = -1, compute objective and constraint function  values for 
all variables found in the first L columns of X, store them in F (first L positions) and G 
(first L columns), and call NLPQLP again. 
6. If NLPQLP terminates with IFAIL = -2, compute gradient values with respect to the 
variables stored in the first column of X, and store them in DF and DG. Only derivatives 
for active constraints, ACT(J) = .TRUE., need to be computed. Then call NLPQLP again. 
7. If NLPQLP terminates with IFAIL = 0, the internal optimality criteria are satisfied. In the 
case of IFAIL > 0, an error has occurred.    
If analytical derivatives are not available, simultaneous function calls can be used for gradient 
approximations, for example by forward differences 2N > L two-sided differences 4N > L ≥ 2N, 




      CALL NLPQLP( L, M, ME, MMAX, N, 
/  NMAX, MNN2, X, F, G, 
/  DF, DG, U, XL, XU, 
/  C, D, ACC, ACCQP, STPMIN, 
/  MAXFUN, MAXIT, MAXNM, RHOB, IPRINT, 
/  MODE, IOUT, IFAIL, WA, LWA, 
/  KWA, LKWA, ACT, LACT, LQL, 
/  QPSLVE,    ) 
 
Definition of the parameters: 
L : Number of parallel systems, i.e., function calls during line search 
at predetermined iterates. 
M : Total number of constraints. 
ME : Number of equality constraints. 
MMAX : Row dimension of array DG containing Jacobian of constraints. 
MMAX must be at least one and greater or equal to M. 
N : Number of optimisation variables. 
NMAX : Row dimension of C. NMAX must be at least two and greater 
than N. 
MNN2 : Must be equal to M + N +N +2 when calling NLPQLP. 
X(NMAX, L): Initially, the first column of X has to contain starting values for the 
optimal solution. On return, X is replaced by the current iterate. In 
the driving program the row dimension of X has to be equal to 
NMAX. X is used internally to store L different arguments for 
which function values should be computed simultaneously. 
F(L): On return, F(1) contains the final objective function value. F is 
used also to store L different objective function values to be 
computed from L sets of arguments stored in X. 
G(MMAX, L): On return, the first column of G contains the constraint function 
values at the final iterate X. In the driving program, the row 
dimension of G has to be equal to MMAX. G is used internally to 
store L different sets of constraint function values to be computed 
from L sets of argumentsstored in X.  
DF(NMAX): DF contains the current gradient of the objective function. In case 
of numerical differentiation and a distributed system (L > 1) , it is 
recommended to apply parallel evaluations of F to compute DF. 
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U(MNN2): U contains the multipliers with respect to the actual iterate stored 
in the first column of X. The first M locations contain the 
multipliers of the M nonlinear constraints, the subsequent N 
locations the multipliers of the lower bounds, and the final N 
locations the multipliers of the upper bounds. At an optimal 
solution, all multipliers with respect to inequality constraints should 
be nonnegative 
XL (N), XU (N): On input, the one-dimensional arrays XL and XU must contain the 
lower and upper bounds of the variables, respectively. 
C(NMAX, NMAX): On return, C contains the last computed approximation of the 
Hessian matrix of the Lagrangian function. C is stored in form of 
an Cholesky decomposition, is LQL is set to false, see below. In 
this case, C contains the lower triangular factor of an LDL 
factorization of the final quasi-Newton matrix (without diagonal 
elements, which are always one). In the driving program, the row 
dimension of C has to be equal to NMAX. 
D (NMAX): The elements of the diagonal matrix of the LDL decomposition of 
the quasi-Newton matrix are stored in the one-dimensional array 
D, if LQL is false. 
ACC :  The user has to specify the desired final accuracy (e.g. 1.0D-7). 
The termination accuracy should not be much smaller than the 
accuracy by which gradients are computed. 
ACCQP :  The tolerance is needed for the QP solver to perform several tests, 
for example whether optimality conditions are satisfied or whether 
a number is considered as zero or not. If ACCQP is less or equal 
to zero, then the machine precision is computed by NLPQLP and 
subsequently multiplied by 1.0D+4. 
STPMIN :  Minimum steplength in case of L > 1. Recommended is any value 
in the order of the accuracy by which functions are computed. The 
value is needed to compute a steplength reduction factor by 
STPMIN∗∗ 1/ L −1( )      .  
If STPMIN ≤ 0, then STPMIN = ACC is used. 
MAXFUN : The integer variable defines an upper bound for the number of 
function calls during the line search (e.g., 20). MAXFUN is only 
needed in case of L = 1,  and must not be greater than 50. 
MAXIT : Maximum number of outer iterations, where one itera\tion 
corresponds to one formulation and solution of the quadratic 
programming subproblem, or, alternatively, one evaluation of 
gradients (e.g., 100). 
MAXNM : Stack size for storing merit function values at previous iterations 
for non-monotone line search (e.g., 10). If MAXNM = 0, a 
monotone line search is performed. MAXNM should not be 
greater than 50. 
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RHOB : Parameter for performing a restart in case of IFAIL = 2 by setting 
the BFGS-update matrix to RHOB∗ I , where I denotes the 
identity matrix. The number of restarts is bounded by MAXFUN.  
A value greater than one is recommended. (e.g., 100). 
IPRINT : Specification of the desired output level. 
0 - No output of the program. 
1 - Only final convergence analysis. 
2 - One line of intermediate results for each iteration. 
3 - More detailed information for each iteration. 
4 - More line search data is displayed. 
Note that constraint and multiplier values are not displayed for  
N, M > 1000.  
MODE : The parameter specifies the desired version of NLPQLP. 
0 - Normal execution (reverse communication!). 
1 - Initial guess for multipliers in U and Hessian of the 
Lagrangian function in C and D provided. In case of  
LQL = .TRUE., D is ignored. Otherwise, the lower part  of C 
has to contain the lower triangular factor of an LDL 
decomposition and D the diagonal part. 
2 - Initial scaling (Oren-Luenberger) after first step, BFGS 
updates started from multiple of identity matrix. 
3 - Scaled restart, if scaling parameter is less than square root of 
ACC. 
 >3 - Initial and repeated scaling every MODE steps, reset of 
BFGS matrix to multiple of identity matrix. 
IOUT : Integer indicating the desired output unit number, i.e., all write 
statements start with ' WRITE IOUT, • • •( ' . 
IFAIL : The parameter shows the reason for terminating a solution 
process. Initially, IFAIL must be set to zero. On return, IFAIL 
could contain the following values: 
-2 - Compute new gradient values. 
-1 - Compute new function values. 
0 - Optimality conditions satisfied. 
1 - Stop after MAXIT iterations 
2 - Uphill search direction. 
3 - Underflow when computing new BFGS-update matrix. 
4 - Line search exceeded MAXFUN iterations. 
5 - Length of a working array too short. 
6 - False dimensions, if M > MMAX, N ≥ NMAX, or MNN2 ≠ M + 
N + N + 2. 
7 - Search direction close to zero at infeasible iterate. 
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8 - Starting point violates lower or upper bound. 
9 - Wrong input parameter, e.g., MODE, IPRINT, IOUT. 
10 - Inconsistency in QP, division by zero. 
> 100 - Error message of QP solver. 
WA(LWA): WA is a double precision working array of length LWA. On return, 
the first N positions contain the best feasible iterate obtained, 
WA(N+1) the corresponding objective function value, and the 
subsequent M positions the constraint values. If no intermediate 
feasible solution exists, WA(N+1) contains a large value, e.g., 
1.0D+72. 
LWA : Length of WA, has to be at least at least 
23*N+4*M+3*MMAX+150.   
NOTE: The standard QP-solver coming together with NLPQLP 
(QL). needs additional memory for 
3*NMAX*NMAX/2+10*NMAX+MMAX+N+1 double precision 
numbers. 
KWA (LKWA): KWA is an integer working array of length LKWA. On return, the 
first 5 positions contain the following information. 
KWA(1) - Number of function evaluations. 
KWA(2) - Number of gradient evaluations. 
KWA(3) - Iteration count. 
KWA(4) -  Number of QP’s solved. 
KWA(5) - Flag for better feasible, but non-stationary iterate (=1) 
or not (=0), see below. 
LKWA : Length of KWA, has to be at least at least 20. 
 NOTE: The standard QP-solver coming together with NLPQLP 
(QL) needs additional memory for N double  precision  numbers. 
ACT(LACT K): The logical array indicates constraints, which NLPQLP considers 
to be active at the last computed iterate, i.e., G (J, 1) is active, if 
and only if ACT (J) is true for J = 1,• • •,M. 
LACT : Length of ACT, has to be at least 2*M + 10. 
LQL : If LQL is set to true in the calling program, the quadratic 
programming problem is solved proceeding from a full      positive 
definite quasi-Newton matrix. Otherwise, a Cholesky 
decomposition (LDL) is performed and updated internally, so that 




QPSLVE : External subroutine to solve the quadratic programming 
subproblem. The calling sequence is 
 CALL QPSLVE( M, ME, MMAX, N, NMAX, 
/  MNN,  C D, A, B, 
/  XL,  XU, X, U, EPS, 
/  MODE, IOUT, IFAIL, IPRINT, WAR, 
/  LWAR, IWAR, LIWAR  ) 
 For more details about the choice and dimensions of arguments, 
see [53]. 
Some of the termination reasons depend on the accuracy used for approximating gradients. If 
we assume that all functions and gradients are computed within machine precision and that the 
implementation is correct, there remain only the following possibilities that could cause an error 
message: 
1. The termination parameter ACC is too small, so that the numerical algorithm plays 
around with round-off errors without being able to improve the solution. Especially the 
Hessian approximation of the Lagrangian function becomes unstable in this case.  A 
straightforward remedy is to restart the optimization cycle again with a larger stopping 
tolerance. 
2. The constraints are contradicting, i.e., the set of feasible solutions is empty. There is 
no way to find out, whether nonlinear and nonconvex constraints are feasible or not. 
Thus, the nonlinear programming algorithms will proceed until running in any of the 
mentioned error situations. In this case, the correctness of the model must be carefully 
checked. 
3. Constraints are feasible, but active constraints are degenerate, e.g., redundant. One 
should know that SQP algorithms assume the satisfaction of the so-called linear 
independency constraint qualification, i.e., that gradients of active constraints are 
linearly independent at each iterate and in a neighborhood of an optimal solution. In 
this situation, it is recommended to check the formulation of the model constraints. 
However, some of the error situations also occur if, because of wrong or non-accurate gradients, 
the quadratic programming subproblem does not yield a descent direction for the underlying 
merit function. In this case, one should try to improve the accuracy of function evaluations, scale 
the model functions in a proper way, or start the algorithm from other initial values. 
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Since Version 2.1, NLPQLP returns the best iterate obtained. In case of successful termination 
(IFAIL = 0), this is always the last one. But it might be possible that in an exceptional situation, 
an intermediate iterate is feasible with a better objective function value than that one of the final 
iterate, but the KKT optimality conditions axe not satisfied. In this case, the better feasible 
solution is stored at the first n  positions of the double precision working array and the 
corresponding objective function value at position n + 1 . Moreover, positions n + 2  t o  
n +1+ m  contain the constraint values. Note that feasibility is tested by sum of constrained 
violations tested against ACC. 
On successful return with IFAIL = 0, KWA(5) is set to zero. If, however, a better feasible 
objective function value has been found du r i ng  the first five iterations, then KWA(5) is set to 1, 
the BFGS-update matrix C is set to ρ I  with ρ < 1, where I denotes the identity matrix. The 
corresponding formal argument of NLPQLP is called RHOB. Moreover, the multiplier 
approximation vector U is set to 0. Thus, an immediate restart under control of the user is 
possible with MODE = 1. Some information is printed on the standard IO channel in case of 
IPRINT > 0. For compatibility reasons with previous versions, RHOB replaces TOLNM and is 
set to zero for all input values less than one. 
The QP solver is defined in form of an external subroutine to allow a replacement in case of 
exploiting special sparsity patterns. A typical example is the usage of NLPQLP for solving least 
squares problems, where artificially introduced equality constraints lead to a Jacobian which 
consist partially of the identity matrix, see Schittkowski [50, 51]. 
The internal scaling and restart option is borrowed from limited-memory quasi-Newton methods, 
see for example Liu and Nocedal [29]. If requested by the user, the quasi-Newton matrix is 
replaced by a scalar multiple of the identity matrix just before updating. Either an initial scaling 
or a reset of the whole matrix and computation of a new scaling parameter is performed 
depending on the input parameter MODE. A scaled restart is recommended, if, e.g., the 





To give an example how to organize the code, we consider Rosenbrock’s post office problem, 
i.e., test problem TP37 of Hock and Schittkowski [25]. 
 x1, x2 ∈ IR :
min − x1 x2 x3
x1 + 2 x2 + 2 x3 ≥ 0
72 − x1 − 2 x2 − 2 x3 ≥ 0
0 ≤ x1 ≤ 42
0 ≤ x2 ≤ 42











NLPQLP comes with a couple of demo programs by which the following situations are to be 
illustrated: 
 File name Comments 
 nlp_demoA.for numerical differentiation and distributed function calls 
 nlp_demoB.for numerical differentiation 
 nlp_demoC.for numerical derivatives 
 nlp_demoD.for warm and cold restarts 
 nlp_demoE.for simultaneous function and gradient evaluation 
 nlp_demoF.for active set strategy 
 nlp_demoG.for active set strategy 
A Fortran source code for a typical situation is listed below. Gradients are approximated by 
forward differences. The function block inserted in the main program can be replaced by a 
subroutine call. Also the gradient evaluation is easily exchanged by an analytical one or higher 
order derivatives 
   IMPLICIT NONE 
   INTEGER NMAX, MMAX, LMAX, MNN2X, LWA, LKWA, LACTIV 
   PARAMETER ( NMAX = 4, 
  / MMAX = 2, 
  / LMAX = 10, 
  / MNN2X = MMAX + NMAX + NMAX + 2, 
  / LWA = 1.5*NMAX*NMAX + 33*NMAX + 9*MMAX + 200, 
  / LKWA = NMAX + 10, 
  / LACTIV = 2+MMAX + 10) 
   INTEGER KWA(LKWA), N, ME, M, L, MNN2, MAXIT, MAXFUN, 
  / IPRINT, MAXNM, IOUT, MODE, IFAIL, I, J, K, NFUNC 
   DOUBLE PRECISION X(NMAX,LMAX), F(LMAX), G(MMAX,LMAX), DF(NMAX), 
  / DG(MMAX,NMAX), U(MNN2X), XL(NMAX), XU(NMAX), 
  / C(NMAX,NMAX), D(NMAX), WA(LWA), ACC, ACCQP, 
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  / STPMIN, EPS, EPSREL, FBCK, GBCK(MMAX), XBCK, 
  /  RHOB 
   LOGICAL ACTIVE(LACTIV), LQL 
   EXTERNAL QL 
C 
C Set some constants and initial values 
C 
   IOUT = 6 
   ACC = 1.0D-8 
   ACCQP = 1.0D-12 
   STPMIN = 1.0D-10 
   EPS = 1.0D-7 
   MAXIT = 100 
   MAXFUN = 10 
   MAXNM = 10 
   RHOB = O.ODO 
   LQL = .TRUE. 
   IPRINT = 2 
   N = 3 
   L = N 
   M = 2 
   ME = 0 
   MNN2 = M + N + N + 2 
   MODE = 0 
   IFAIL = 0 
   NFUNC = 0 
   DO I=1,N 
      DO K=1,L 
         K(I,K) = 10.0D0 
      ENDDO 
         XL(I) = 0.0D0 
         XU(I) = 42.0D0 
   ENDDO 
  1 CONTINUE 
C====================================================================== 
C This is the main block to compute all function value 
C simultaneously, assuming that there are L nodes. 
C The block is executed either for computing a steplength 
C or for approximating gradients by forward differences. 
C 
   DO K=1,L 
      F(K)   = -X(1,K)*X(2,K)*X(3,K) 
      G(1,K) = X(1,K) + 2.0D0*X(2,K) + 2.0D0*X(3,K) 
      G(2,K) = 72.0D0 - X(1,K) - 2.0D0*X(2,K) - 2.0D0*X(3,K) 
   ENDDO 
C 
C====================================================================== 
   NFUNC = NFUNC + 1 
   IF (IFAIL.EQ.-1) GOTO 4 
   IF (NFUNC.GT.l) GOTO 3 
    2 CONTINUE 
   FBCK = F(l) 
   DO J=1,M 
      GBCK(J) = G(J,1) 
   ENDDO 
   XBCK = X(l,l) 
   DO I=1,N 
      EPSREL = EPS ∗DMAX1(1.0D0,DABS(X(I,1))) 
      DO K=2,L 
         X(I,K) = X(I,1) 
      ENDDO 
      X(I,I) = X(I,1) + EPSREL 
   ENDDO 
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   GOTO 1 
  3 CONTINUE 
 
   X(l,l) = XBCK 
   DO 1=1,N 
      EPSREL = EPS ∗DMAX1(1.ODO,DABS(X(I,1))) 
      DF(I) = (F(I) - FBCK)/EPSREL 
      DO J=1,M 
         DG(J,I) = (G(J,I) - GBCK(J))/EPSREL 
      ENDDO 
   ENDDO 
   F(l) = FBCK 
   DO J=1,M 
      G(J,1) = GBCK(J) 
   ENDDO 
C 
  4 CONTINUE 
         CALL NLPQLP (  L, M, ME, MMAX, N, 
  /   NMAX, MNN2, X, F, G, 
  /   DF, DG, U, XL, XU, 
  /   C, D, ACC, ACCQP, STPMIN, 
  /   MAXFUN, MAXIT, MAXNM, RHOB, IPRINT, 
  /   MODE, IOUT, IFAIL, WA, LWA, 
  /   KWA, LKWA, ACTIVE, LACTIV, LQL, 
  /   QL) 
   IF (IFAIL.EQ.-1) GOTO 1 
   IF (IFAIL.EQ.-2) GOTO 2 
C 
   WRITE(IOUT,1000) NFUNC 
 1000 FORMAT(’ *** Number of function calls: ’,13) 
C 
   STOP 
   END 
       The following output should appear on screen: 
      ---------------------------------------------------------------- 
    START OF THE SWQUENTIAL QUADRATIC PROGRAMMING ALGORITHM 
      ---------------------------------------------------------------- 
Parameters: 
N = 3 
M = 2 
ME = 0 
MODE = 0 
ACC = 0.1000D-07 
ACCQP = 0.1000D-11 
STPMIN = 0.1000D-09 
MAXFUN = 3 
MAXNM = 10 
MAXIT = 100 
IPRINT = 2 
Output in the following order: 
IT - iteration number 
F - objectivefunction value 
SCV - sum of constraint violations 
NA - number ofactive constraints 
I  - number of line search iterations 
ALPHA - steplength parameter 
DELTA - additional variable to prevent inconsistency 




 IT F SCV NA I ALPHA DELTA KKT 
                        ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 1 -0.10000000D+04 0.00D+00 2 0 0.00D+00 0.00D+00 0.44D+04 
 2 -0.23625000D+04 0.64D-07 1 1 0.10D+01 0.00D+00 0.11D+04 
 3 -0.32507304D+04 0.11D-13 1 1 0.10D+01 0.00D+00 0.69D+03 
 4 -0.33041403D+04 0.11D-13 1 1 0.10D+01 0.00D+00 0.36D+03 
 5 -0.34527380D+04 0.11D-13 1 1 0.10D+01 0.00D+00 0.58D+01 
 6 -0.34559625D+04 0.00D+00 1 1 0.10D+01 0.00D+00 0.10D+00 
 7 -0.34559625D+04 0.00D+00 1 2 0.10D-04 0.00D+00 0.23D+00 
 8 -0.34559625D+04 0.00D+00 1 2 0.10D-04 0.00D+00 0.76D-01 
 9 -0.34560000D+04 0.17D-10 1 1 0.10D+01 0.00D+00 0.24D-04 
 10 -0.34560000D+04 0.48D-12 1 1 0.10D+01 0.00D+00 0.20D-07 
 11 -0.34560000D+04 0.11D-13 1 1 0.10D+01 0.00D+00 0.25D-11 
 
--- Final Convergence Analysis at Last Iterate ---  
Best result at iteration: ITER = 11 
Objective function value: F(X) =  -0.34560000D+04 
Solution values:  X   = 
 0.24000000D+02 0.12000000D+02 0.12000000D+02 
Distances from lower bounds: X-XL = 
 0.24000000D+02 0.12000000D+02 0.12000000D+02 
Distances from upper bounds: XU-X = 
 0.18000000D+02 0.30000000D+02 0.30000000D+02 
Multipliers for lower bounds: U  = 
 0.00000000D+00 0.00000000D+00 0.00000000D+00 
Multipliers for upper bounds: U  = 
 0.00000000D+00 0.00000000D+00 0.00000000D+00 
Constraint values: G(X) = 
 0.72000000D+02 -0.10658141D-13 
Multipliers for constraints: U  = 
 0.00000000D+00 0.14400000D+03 
Number of function calls: NFUNC = 11 
Number of gradient calls: NFUNC = 11 
Number of calls of QP solver: NFUNC = 11 
 
*** Number of function calls: 22 
 
In case of L = 1 and analytical derivative computations, the corresponding serial 
implementation of the main program is as follows: 
 
   IMPLICIT NONE 
   INTEGER NMAX, MMAX, MNN2X, LWA, LKWA, LACTIV 
   PARAMETER ( NMAX = 4, 
  / MMAX = 2, 
  / MNN2X = MMAX + NMAX + NMAX + 2, 
  / LWA = 1.5*NMAX*NMAX + 33*NMAX + 9*MMAX + 200, 
  / LKWA = NMAX + 10, 
  / LACTIV = 2+MMAX + 10) 
   INTEGER KWA(LKWA), N, ME, M, L, MNN2, MAXIT, MAXFUN, 
  / IPRINT, MAXNM, IOUT, MODE, IFAIL, I, J, NFUNC 
   DOUBLE PRECISION X(NMAX), F, G(MMAX), DF(NMAX), DG(MMAX,NMAX), 
  / U(MNN2X), XL(NMAX), XU(NMAX), C(NMAX,NMAX), 
  / D(NMAX), WA(LWA), ACC, ACCQP, STPMIN, RHOB 
   LOGICAL ACTIVE(LACTIV), LQL 
   EXTERNAL QL 
C 
C Set some constants and initial values 
C 
   IOUT = 6 
   ACC = 1.0D-10 
   ACCQP = 1.0D-12 
   STPMIN = 0.0 
   EPS = 1.0D-7 
   MAXIT = 100 
   MAXFUN = 10 
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   MAXNM = 0 
   RHOB = O.ODO 
   LQL = .TRUE. 
   IPRINT = 2 
   N = 3 
   M = 2 
   ME = 0 
   MNN2 = M + N + N + 2 
   MODE = 0 
   IFAIL = 0 
   NFUNC = 0 
   DO I=1,N 
     X(I)  = 10.0D0 
     XL(I) = 0.0D0 
     XU(I) = 42.0D0 
   ENDDO 
  1 CONTINUE 
C====================================================================== 
C This block computes all function values. 
C 
   F    = -X(1)*X(2)*X(3) 
   G(1) =  X(1) + 2.0D0*X(2) + 2.0D0*X(3) 
   G(2) = 72.0D0 - X(1) - 2.0D0*X(2) - 2.0D0*X(3) 
C 
C====================================================================== 
   NFUNC = NFUNC + 1 
   IF (IFAIL.EQ.-1) GOTO 4 
   2 CONTINUE 
C====================================================================== 
C This block computes all derivative values. 
C 
   DF(1)   = -X(2)*X(3) 
   DF(2)   = -X(1)*X(3) 
   DF(3)   = -X(1)*X(2) 
   DG(1,1) =  1.0D0 
   DG(1,2) =  2.0D0 
   DG(1,3) =  2.0D0 
   DG(2,1) = -1.0D0 
   DG(2,2) = -2.0D0 
   DG(2,3) = -2.0D0 
C 
C====================================================================== 
  4 CONTINUE 
         CALL NLPQLP (  L, M, ME, MMAX, N, 
  /   NMAX, MNN2, X, F, G, 
  /   DF, DG, U, XL, XU, 
  /   C, D, ACC, ACCQP, STPMIN, 
  /   MAXFUN, MAXIT, MAXNM, RHOB, IPRINT, 
  /   MODE, IOUT, IFAIL, WA, LWA, 
  /   KWA, LKWA, ACTIVE, LACTIV, LQL, 
  /   QL) 
   IF (IFAIL.EQ.-1) GOTO 1 
   IF (IFAIL.EQ.-2) GOTO 2 
C 
   WRITE(IOUT,1000) NFUNC 
 1000 FORMAT(’ *** Number of function calls: ’,13) 
C 
   STOP 
   END 
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       NLPQLP displays the following output: 
      ---------------------------------------------------------------- 
    START OF THE SWQUENTIAL QUADRATIC PROGRAMMING ALGORITHM 
      ---------------------------------------------------------------- 
Parameters: 
N = 3 
M = 2 
ME = 0 
MODE = 0 
ACC = 0.1000D-09 
ACCQP = 0.1000D-11 
STPMIN = 0.1000D-09 
MAXFUN = 10 
MAXNM = 0 
MAXIT = 100 
IPRINT = 2 
Output in the following order: 
IT - iteration number 
F - objectivefunction value 
SCV - sum of constraint violations 
NA - number ofactive constraints 
I  - number of line search iterations 
ALPHA - steplength parameter 
DELTA - additional variable to prevent inconsistency 
KKT - Karush-Kuhn-Tucker optimality criterion 
 
 IT F SCV NA I ALPHA DELTA KKT 
                        ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 1 -0.10000000D+04 0.00D+00 2 0 0.00D+00 0.00D+00 0.44D+04 
 2 -0.23625000D+04 0.00D+00 1 1 0.10D+01 0.00D+00 0.11D+04 
 3 -0.32507304D+04 0.36D-14 1 1 0.10D+01 0.00D+00 0.69D+03 
 4 -0.33041403D+04 0.00D+00 1 1 0.10D+01 0.00D+00 0.36D+03 
 5 -0.34527380D+04 0.00D+00 1 1 0.10D+01 0.00D+00 0.58D+01 
 6 -0.34559629D+04 0.00D+00 1 1 0.10D+01 0.00D+00 0.76D-01 
 7 -0.34560000D+04 0.00D+00 1 1 0.10D+01 0.00D+00 0.25D-04 
 8 -0.34560000D+04 0.36D-14 1 1 0.10D+01 0.00D+00 0.90D-10 
 
--- Final Convergence Analysis at Last Iterate ---  
Objective function value: F(X) =  -0.34560000D+04 
Solution values:  X   = 
 0.24000003D+02 0.11999999D+02 0.11999999D+02 
Distances from lower bounds: X-XL = 
 0.24000003D+02 0.11999999D+02 0.11999999D+02 
Distances from upper bounds: XU-X = 
 0.17999997D+02 0.30000001D+02 0.30000001D+02 
Multipliers for lower bounds: U  = 
 0.00000000D+00 0.00000000D+00 0.00000000D+00 
Multipliers for upper bounds: U  = 
 0.00000000D+00 0.00000000D+00 0.00000000D+00 
Constraint values: G(X) = 
 0.72000000D+02 -0.35527137D-14 
Multipliers for constraints: U  = 
 0.00000000D+00 0.14400000D+03 
Number of function calls: NFUNC = 8 
Number of gradient calls: NFUNC = 8 
Number of calls of QP solver: NFUNC = 8 
 






We present a modification of an SQP algorithm designed for execution under a parallel 
computing environment (SPMD) and where a non-monotone line search is applied in error 
situations. Numerical results indicate stability and robustness for a set of 306 standard test 
problems. It is shown that not more than 7 parallel function evaluations per iterations are 
required for performing a sufficiently accurate line search. Significant performance improvement 
is achieved by the non-monotone line search especially in case of noisy function values and 
numerical differentiation, and by restarts in a severe error situation. With the new version of 
NLPQLP, we are able to solve about 90% of a standard set of 306 test examples subject to an 
termination accuracy of 10–7 in case of extremely noisy function values with relative accuracy of 
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The Regulator Problem 
 
Unlike the non-linear programming problems that are constrained/unconstrained optimisation 
problems, the regulator problem is a steady-state problem; its solution process seeks 
maintenance of a steady-state condition with minimal control and, in some cases, minimal 
control rate of change. Because the regulator problem solution is analytically explicit and known, 
its solution process is fast and has a relatively small computational load compared to the 
constrained/unconstrained optimisation solution processes. In some cases, “External Limiting” 
constraints (i.e., direct maximum limits on control vector elements imposed after the analytic 
explicit solution is obtained) are imposed on control vector elements. Correspondingly, early 
attempts (i.e., circa the 1950s) to solve constrained/ unconstrained optimisation control problems 
formulated these problems as regulator problems because the algorithms for 
constrained/unconstrained optimisation solution processes and computer technology were in 
their early stages of development and not sufficiently reliable or efficient for this purpose. As 
computer technology advances occurred and efficient, reliable optimisation techniques were 
developed, use of numerical optimisation techniques became feasible for actual test 
applications. 
 
A control vector metric, and a rate of change of the control vector metric if required, are adjoined 
to a steady-state excursion metric to form the performance index for the regulator problem. By 
appropriately defining the steady-state excursion metric, which is the first term in this 
performance index, and carefully tuning the weighting coefficients for all the terms in the 
performance index, a pseudo-optimal solution can be obtained that satisfies, or nearly satisfies, 
any required constraints. This tuning must, of course, be accomplished before actual test 
applications. 
 
As in the case of the General T-Matrix NLP Control Problem described in section 2.2, a  
T-Matrix linear plant model that relates the measurement Z − vector  to the control θ − vector  is 
assumed for the regulator problem described below. The first-term performance index is the 
steady-state excursion metric and a quadratic function of a T-Matrix plant model, and 
correspondingly a quadratic function of the control θ − vector . The second term in the 
performance index is simply a weighted control θ − vector  quadratic. If required, the third term in 
the performance index is a weighted time rate of change of the control θ − vector  quadratic. The 
regulator problem is: 
B-2 
Determine the θ − vector, Solθ , which solves the problem :  
Minimise
θp ∈ θ
J = Z TWZ Z + θ TWθ θ + θ
• TWθ• θ
• for p ∈ Iθ
where Z = Z θ( ) = AZ + T θ − 0θ( )
Z = Z θ( ) = • • • qZ q ∈ IZ{ } • • •      
T
and θ = • • • pθ p ∈ Iθ{ } • • •      
T
θ• = • • • pθ
• p ∈ I
θ
   








= • • • ∀ q ∋ Zq ∈ Z{ } • • •      
Iθ = • • • ∀ p ∋ θp ∈ θ{ } • • •      
 
 
Subject to NO constraints per se during the regulator problem solution





In some cases, "External Limiting" constraints are imposed on Solθ after the
explicit analytic solution for Solθ is determined. Specifically:  
 
θMINp ≤ θSolp ≤ θMAXp
θMINp ∈ −∞ , +∞( )
















if θSolp ≤ θMINp then set θSolp = θMINp
if θSolp ≥ θMAXp then set θSolp = θMINp
 
 
otherwise there is no change to the value of θSolp as determined by the equation for the explicit
solution for θSolp.  
 
then












The DCL Command File Code for Cases Run on the 

















































$ ASSIGN  SYS$COMMAND:  SYS$INPUT 
$ ASSIGN  SYS$INPUT     FOR005 
$ ASSIGN  SYS$OUTPUT    FOR006 
$        @SYS$LIBRARY:CXML$SET_LIB VAX 
$       SET TERM/WIDTH=80 
$       SET VERIFY 
$       SET NOVERIFY 
$ ! 
$ ! *****   NLP10x10 COMMAND PROCEDURE:    NLP10x10.COM      ***** 
$ ! 
$ !     ON WARNING THEN GOTO _______ 
$ !     ON ERROR THEN GOTO _______ 




$ ! *****   Determine if a NLP10x10 Case is to be RUN   ***** 
$ ! 
$ RUN0: 
$       INQUIRE RUN00 "RUN a NLP10x10 Case?  (Y/N)" 




$       INQUIRE RUNDEMO "Enter NAME of the NLP10x10 System to be RUN" 
$ ! 
$ ! *****   RUN this NLP10x10 Case   ***** 
$ ! 
$       ASSIGN  CDATA.DAT SYS$INPUT 
$       ASSIGN  EDATA.DAT SYS$OUTPUT 
$ ! 
$       ON ERROR THEN GOTO RUN2 
$       COPY CDATA.DAT FOR005.DAT 
$       WRITE SYS$OUTPUT " " 
$       WRITE SYS$OUTPUT " " 
$       WRITE SYS$OUTPUT "   *********   INPUT    *****    INPUT   ********   " 
$       WRITE SYS$OUTPUT " " 
$       WRITE SYS$OUTPUT " " 




$       WRITE SYS$OUTPUT " " 
$       WRITE SYS$OUTPUT " " 
$       WRITE SYS$OUTPUT "   *********   OUTPUT   *****   OUTPUT   ********   " 
$       WRITE SYS$OUTPUT " " 
$       WRITE SYS$OUTPUT " " 
$       WRITE SYS$OUTPUT "RUN the NLP10x10 Case." 
$       WRITE SYS$OUTPUT " " 
$       WRITE SYS$OUTPUT "START RUN." 
$       WRITE SYS$OUTPUT " " 
$ ! 
$       SET TERM/WIDTH=132 
$ ! 
$ ! *****   Execute  OPTIMYY   ***** 
$ ! 
$       ON ERROR THEN GOTO RUN4 
$       RUN 'RUNDEMO' 
$ ! 
$       SET TERM/WIDTH=80 
$       GOTO RUN5 
$ ! 
$ RUN4: 
$       SET TERM/WIDTH=80 
$       WRITE SYS$OUTPUT " " 
$       WRITE SYS$OUTPUT "ERROR in Running the NLP10x10 Case." 
$       WRITE SYS$OUTPUT " " 
$ ! 
$ RUN5: 
$       WRITE SYS$OUTPUT " " 
$       WRITE SYS$OUTPUT "END of RUN." 
$       WRITE SYS$OUTPUT " " 
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$       WRITE SYS$OUTPUT " " 
$       WRITE SYS$OUTPUT "   ***********  END  **********   END   *********   " 
$       WRITE SYS$OUTPUT " " 
$       WRITE SYS$OUTPUT " " 
$ ! 
$       ON ERROR THEN GOTO TERM0 
$       DEASSIGN SYS$OUTPUT 
$       INQUIRE DSPL00 "Display the INPUT  CDATA.DAT  on screen?  (Y/N)"  
$       IF DSPL00 .EQS. "N" THEN GOTO DSPL1 
$       SET TERM/WIDTH=132 
$       TYPE CDATA.DAT 
$       SET TERM/WIDTH=80 
$ DSPL1: 
$       INQUIRE DSPL01 "Display the OUTPUT  EDATA.DAT  on screen?  (Y/N)"  
$       IF DSPL01 .EQS. "N" THEN GOTO TERM0 
$       SET TERM/WIDTH=132 
$       TYPE EDATA.DAT 
$       SET TERM/WIDTH=80 
$       GOTO TERM0 
$ ! 
$ ! *****   Determine if a NLP10x10 System is to be LINKed   ***** 
$ ! 
$ LINK0: 
$       INQUIRE LINK00 "LINK the NLP10x10 System?  (Y/N)" 




$       INQUIRE LINKDEMO "Enter NAME of the NLP10x10 System to be LINKed" 
$ ! 
$ ! *****   LINK the NLP10x10 System   ***** 
$ ! 
$       INQUIRE LINK0L "LINK with the IMSL Static Library? (Y/N)" 
$       IF LINK0L .EQS. "N" THEN GOTO LINK3 
$ ! 
$       INQUIRE LINK01 "LINK with /MAP/CROSS_REFERENCE Qualifiers? (Y/N)" 
$       IF LINK01 .EQS. "N" THEN GOTO LINK2 
$ ! 
$ ! *****   LINK Code with the IMSL Static Library and the 
$ !                                    /MAP/CROSS_REFERENCE Qualifiers   ***** 
$ ! 
$       ON ERROR THEN GOTO LINK5 
$       LINK/MAP/CROSS_REFERENCE    'LINKDEMO',       LIBA/LIBRARY,    - 
                                     LIBD/LIBRARY,    LIBF/LIBRARY,    - 
                    LINK_F90_STATIC_GFLOAT/OPT 




$ ! *****   LINK Code with the IMSL Static Library with NO 
$ !                                    /MAP/CROSS_REFERENCE Qualifiers   ***** 
$ ! 
$       ON ERROR THEN GOTO LINK5 
$       LINK                        'LINKDEMO',       LIBA/LIBRARY,    - 
                                     LIBD/LIBRARY,    LIBF/LIBRARY,    - 
                    LINK_F90_STATIC_GFLOAT/OPT 




$       INQUIRE LINK03 "LINK with /MAP/CROSS_REFERENCE Qualifiers? (Y/N)" 
$       IF LINK03 .EQS. "N" THEN GOTO LINK4 
$ ! 
$ ! 
$ ! *****   LINK Code without the IMSL Static Library but with the 
$ !                                    /MAP/CROSS_REFERENCE Qualifiers   ***** 
$ ! 
$       ON ERROR THEN GOTO LINK5 
$       LINK/MAP/CROSS_REFERENCE    'LINKDEMO',       LIBA/LIBRARY,    - 
                                     LIBD/LIBRARY,    LIBF/LIBRARY 





$ ! *****   LINK Code without the IMSL Static Library and with NO 
$ !                                    /MAP/CROSS_REFERENCE Qualifiers   ***** 
$ ! 
$       ON ERROR THEN GOTO LINK5 
$       LINK                        'LINKDEMO',       LIBA/LIBRARY,    - 
                                     LIBD/LIBRARY,    LIBF/LIBRARY 
$       GOTO LINK6 
$ ! 
$ LINK5: 
$       WRITE SYS$OUTPUT " " 
$       WRITE SYS$OUTPUT "ERROR in Linking the NLP10x10 System." 
$       WRITE SYS$OUTPUT " " 
$       GOTO TERM5 
$ ! 
$ LINK6: 
$       WRITE SYS$OUTPUT " " 
$       WRITE SYS$OUTPUT "The NLP10x10 System was Linked Successfully." 
$       WRITE SYS$OUTPUT " " 
$       GOTO TERM5 
$ ! 
$ ! 
$ ! *****   Edit Files   ***** 
$ ! 
$ EDIT0: 
$       INQUIRE EDIT00 "EDIT a File?  (Y/N)" 
$       IF EDIT00 .EQS. "N" THEN GOTO TERM3 
$ ! 
$ ! *****   EDIT a File    ***** 
$ ! 
$ EDIT1: 
$       INQUIRE EDIT01 "ENTER NAME of File to be EDITED." 
$       ON ERROR THEN GOTO EDIT2 
$       EDT 'EDIT01' 
$       WRITE SYS$OUTPUT " " 
$       WRITE SYS$OUTPUT "Editing File Completed Successfully." 
$       WRITE SYS$OUTPUT " " 
$       ON ERROR THEN GOTO EDIT3 
$       @XPURGE 
$       GOTO EDIT0 
$ ! 
$ EDIT2: 
$       WRITE SYS$OUTPUT " " 
$       WRITE SYS$OUTPUT "ERROR in Editing a File." 
$       WRITE SYS$OUTPUT " " 
$       GOTO EDIT0 
$ ! 
$ EDIT3: 
$       WRITE SYS$OUTPUT " " 
$       WRITE SYS$OUTPUT "ERROR in Purging Excess Files." 
$       WRITE SYS$OUTPUT " " 
$       GOTO EDIT0 
$ ! 
$ CMPL0: 
$       INQUIRE CMPL000 "COMPILE a File?  (Y/N)" 
$       IF CMPL000 .EQS. "N" THEN GOTO TERM4 
$ ! 
$ ! *****   COMPILE a File   ***** 
$ ! 
$       INQUIRE CFILE "ENTER NAME of File to be COMPILED." 
$ ! 
$ ! *****   FORTRAN Compilation   ***** 
$ ! 
$       INQUIRE CMPL01 "Specify the /LIST Qualifier?  (Y/N)" 
$       IF CMPL01 .EQS. "N" THEN GOTO CMPL2 
$       INQUIRE CMPL02 "Specify the /SHOW=INCLUDE Qualifier?  (Y/N)" 
$       IF CMPL02 .EQS. "N" THEN GOTO CMPL1 
$       ON ERROR THEN GOTO CMPL4 
$       FORTRAN/LIST/CONTINUATIONS=30/SHOW=INCLUDE/NOWARNINGS  'CFILE'.FOR 
$       GOTO CMPL5 
$ CMPL1: 
 C-4 
$       ON ERROR THEN GOTO CMPL4 
$       FORTRAN/LIST/CONTINUATIONS=30/NOWARNINGS  'CFILE'.FOR 
$       GOTO CMPL5 
$ CMPL2: 
$       INQUIRE CMPL02 "Specify the /SHOW=INCLUDE Qualifier?  (Y/N)" 
$       IF CMPL02 .EQS. "N" THEN GOTO CMPL3 
$       ON ERROR THEN GOTO CMPL4 
$       FORTRAN/CONTINUATIONS=30/SHOW=INCLUDE/NOWARNINGS  'CFILE'.FOR 
$       GOTO CMPL5 
$ CMPL3: 
$       ON ERROR THEN GOTO CMPL4 
$       FORTRAN/CONTINUATIONS=30/NOWARNINGS  'CFILE'.FOR 
$       GOTO CMPL5 
$ CMPL4: 
$       WRITE SYS$OUTPUT " " 
$       WRITE SYS$OUTPUT "ERROR in FORTRAN Compilation." 
$       WRITE SYS$OUTPUT " " 
$       GOTO CMPL0 
$ CMPL5: 
$       WRITE SYS$OUTPUT " " 
$       WRITE SYS$OUTPUT "FORTRAN Compilation Completed Successfully." 
$       WRITE SYS$OUTPUT " " 
$       GOTO CMPL0 
$ ! 
$ ! 




$      INQUIRE TERM00 "Terminate Process?" 
$      IF TERM00 .EQS. "N" THEN GOTO RUN0 
$      DELETE FOR005.DAT;* 
$      GOTO TERMINATE 
$ ! 
$ TERM1: 
$      INQUIRE TERM01 "Terminate Process?" 
$      IF TERM01 .EQS. "N" THEN GOTO LINK0 
$      GOTO TERMINATE 
$ ! 
$ TERM2: 
$      INQUIRE TERM02 "Terminate Process?" 
$      IF TERM02 .EQS. "N" THEN GOTO EDIT0 
$      GOTO TERMINATE 
$ ! 
$ TERM3: 
$      INQUIRE TERM03 "Terminate Process?" 
$      IF TERM03 .EQS. "N" THEN GOTO CMPL0 
$      GOTO TERMINATE 
$ ! 
$ TERM4: 
$      INQUIRE LINK000 "LINK the NLP10x10 System System?  (Y/N)" 
$      IF LINK000 .EQS. "N" THEN GOTO TERM5 
$      GOTO LINK1 
$ ! 
$ TERM5: 
$      INQUIRE RUN000 "RUN the NLP10x10 System?  (Y/N)" 
$      IF RUN000 .EQS. "N" THEN GOTO TERMINATE 
$      GOTO RUN1 
$ ! 
$ ! *****   Termination   ***** 
$ ! 
$ TERMINATE: 
$      WRITE SYS$OUTPUT " " 
$      WRITE SYS$OUTPUT "TERMINATE RUN." 
$      WRITE SYS$OUTPUT " " 
$ ! 
$      DEASSIGN SYS$INPUT 
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The purpose of the NLP10x10 Main Driver Code is to read and process the input, initialise 































C      S E Q U E N T I A L   Q U A D R A T I C   P R O G R A M M I N G 
C 
C              A L G O R I T H M   F O R   C O N S T R A I N E D 
C 









C   GENERAL PROBLEM DESCRIPTION: 
C   ------------------- 
C 




C             Minimize      F(CV) 
C 
C             subject to    G (CV)   =  0  ,  j=1,...,m 
C                            j                        e 
C 
C                           G (CV)  >=  0  ,  j=m +1,...,m 
C                            j                  e 
C 




C   with differentiable, real-valued functions subject to an n-dimensional 




C   THE NUMERICAL ALGORITHM: 
C   ----------------------- 
C 
C   The used code with name 'NLPQLP' is based on a sequential quadratic programming  
C   (SQP) method. In each iteration, a linearly constrained quadratic subproblem 
C   is formulated by approximating the Lagrangian function quadratically and 
C   by linearizing constraints. The Hessian matrix is computed by BFGS quasi-Newton  
C   updates. Subsequently, a one-dimensional line search subject to an 




C   SPECIFIC PROBLEM DESCRIPTION:  Control Optimisation for a Linear Plant 
C                                  [(10 x 10) T-Matrix] Model with Constraints. 
C   -------- 
C 
C   Minimize  F  =  EC1*EC1  +  EC2*EC2  +  EC3*EC3  +  EC4*EC4  +  EC5*EC5  + 
C                   EC6*EC6  +  EC7*EC7  +  EC8*EC8  +  EC9*EC9  +  EC10*EC10 
C 
C   Subject to:   CVL(1)   <=   CV1   <=   CVU(1) 
C                 CVL(2)   <=   CV2   <=   CVU(2) 
C                 CVL(3)   <=   CV3   <=   CVU(3) 
C                 CVL(4)   <=   CV4   <=   CVU(4) 
C                 CVL(5)   <=   CV5   <=   CVU(5) 
C                 CVL(6)   <=   CV6   <=   CVU(6) 
C                 CVL(7)   <=   CV7   <=   CVU(7) 
C                 CVL(8)   <=   CV8   <=   CVU(8) 
C                 CVL(9)   <=   CV9   <=   CVU(9) 
C                 CVL(10)  <=   CV10  <=   CVU(10) 
C 
C                 A(1)     <=   GMAX(1) 
D-4 
C                 A(2)     <=   GMAX(2) 
C                 A(3)     <=   GMAX(3) 
C                 A(4)     <=   GMAX(4) 
C                 A(5)     <=   GMAX(5) 
C 




C   Where:        NMAX  >=  (N = NX) + 2     Use:  NMAX  =  (N = NX) + 4 
C                 MMAX  >=  (M = MG) + 1     Use:  MMAX  =  (M = MG) + 4 
C 
C                 (N = NX)  =  Number of optimisation variables.  =  10 
C                 (M = MG)  =  Total Number of Constraints.       =   6 
C 
C                 NMAX  =  14 




C   VERSION: 
C   ------- 
C 





      IMPLICIT         NONE 
C 
C 
C  *****   These statements establish and define the Dimensions and 
C                Type of some of the Non-linear Programming Parameters.   ***** 
C 
      INTEGER          NMAX, MMAX, MNN2X, LWA, LKWA, LACTIV 
C 
      PARAMETER (      NMAX   = 14, 
     /                 MMAX   = 10, 
     /                 MNN2X  = MMAX + NMAX + NMAX + 2, 
     /                 LWA    = 1.5*NMAX*NMAX + 33*NMAX + 9*MMAX + 200, 
     /                 LKWA   = NMAX + 20, 
     /                 LACTIV = 2*MMAX + 10) 
C 
C 
      INTEGER          KWA(LKWA), N, ME, M, L, MNN2, MAXIT, MAXFUN, 
     /                 IPRINT, MAXNM, IOUT, MODE, IFAIL, I, J, NFUNC 
C 
      DOUBLE PRECISION CV(NMAX), F, G(MMAX), DF(NMAX), DG(MMAX,NMAX), 
     /                 U(MNN2X), CVL(NMAX), CVU(NMAX), C(NMAX,NMAX), 
     /                 D(NMAX), WA(LWA), ACC, ACCQP, STPMIN, EPS,  
     /                 EPSREL, FBCK, GBCK(MMAX), RHOB 
C 
      LOGICAL          ACTIVE(LACTIV), LQL 
C 
      EXTERNAL         QL 
C 
C 
C  *****   These statements establish and define the Dimensions and 
C                Type of some of the NLP10x10 Main Driver Parameters.   ***** 
C                                                                              * 
      INTEGER*4  NCC,   NXX,   NXZ,   NZNX,   NZZ 
C                                                                              * 
      PARAMETER  (NCC=6,NXX=10,NZZ=10,NZNX=NZZ*NXX,NXZ=MAX(NXX,NZZ)) 
C 
      REAL*8    RANQ 
C 
      CHARACTER*2  ITC 
C 
      INTEGER*4  CVOUT,  ICASE,  ICYCL,  ICYCL0, IDATA,  II,     II1, 
     1           II2,    IIC,    IN,     INFO,   IOPT,   IPIV(NXX), 
     2           ISEED1(4),      ISEED2(4),      ISEED3(4), 
     3           ISEED4(4),      ITOUT,  IZERO,  JJ,     LSAVE(NCC), 
     4           LWORK,  MG,     MI,     MSAVE(NZZ),     MSAVE0(NZZ), 
     5           MULT,   NSAVE(NXX),     NSAVE0(NXX),    NX,     NX0, 
D-5 
     6           NXXX,   NZ,     NZ0,    NZZZ,   OPTEND 
C 




      REAL*8 A(NCC),     A0(NCC),    A00(NCC),   AL(NCC),    AL0(NCC), 
     1       AMP(NCC),   APRV(NCC),  APRV0(NCC), ASUM,       AU(NCC), 
     2       AU0(NCC),   CRAN1,      CRAN2,      CRAN3,      CRAN4, 
     3       CV0(NMAX),  CV00(NMAX), CVL0(NMAX), CVPRV(NMAX), 
     4       CVPRV0(NMAX),           CVU0(NMAX), DCV(NMAX),  DEG, 
     5       DUM,        EC(NZZ),    EC0(NZZ),   ECPRV(NZZ), 
     6       ECPRV0(NZZ),            ECPRV00(NZZ), 
     7       ECRAN0(NZZ),            G0(MMAX),   GMAX(MMAX), MAXASUM, 
     8       MINASUM,    ONE,        ONE80,      PHASE(NCC), 
     9       PHASE0(NCC),            PHS(NCC),   PHSPRV(NCC), 
     o       PHSPRV0(NCC),           PI,         RAD,        SUMF, 
     1       SUMZ,       T(NZZ,NXX), T0(NZZ,NXX),            THREE60, 
     2       TWO,        WDT(NZZ),   WDT0(NZZ),  ZERO 
C 
      REAL*8  ALPHA,             DD(NXX,NXX),       DELTCV(NXX), 
     1        DUMQ(NZZ,1),       DUMT(NXX,1),       DUMT1(NXX,1), 
     2        DUMTT(NXX,NXX),    DUMX(NXX,1),       DUMX1(NXX,1), 
     3        DUMXX(NXX,NXX),    DUMXX1(NXX,NXX),   DUMXZ(NXX,NZZ), 
     4        DUMZ(NZZ,1),       DUMZT(1,NZZ),      EE(NXX,NXX), 
     5        FF(NXX,NXX),       JJJ(1,1),          RSSDCV, 
     6        THETA(NXX),        TT(NZZ,NXX),       TTT(NXX,NZZ), 
     7        WDX(NXX),          WDXX(NXX,NXX),     WORK(LWORK), 
     8        WX(NXX),           WXX(NXX,NXX),      WZ(NZZ), 





      DATA  A00,                ACC,      ACCQP,    AL0, 
     1      ALPHA,    AU0,                CRAN1,    CRAN2,    CRAN3, 
     2      CRAN4,    CVOUT,    ECRAN0,             EPS,      ICASE, 
     3      ICYCL0,   IDATA,    IN,       IOPT,     IOUT,     IPRINT, 
     4      ISEED1(1),          ISEED1(2),          ISEED1(3), 
     5      ISEED1(4),          ISEED2(1),          ISEED2(2), 
     6      ISEED2(3),          ISEED2(4),          ISEED3(1), 
     7      ISEED3(2),          ISEED3(3),          ISEED3(4), 
     8      ISEED4(1),          ISEED4(2),          ISEED4(3), 
     9      ISEED4(4),          ITC,      ITOUT,    IZERO,    L, 
     A      LQL,      LSAVE,    MAXFUN,   MAXIT,    MAXNM,    MAXASUM, 
     B      MI,       MINASUM,  MODE,     MSAVE0,   MULT,     NSAVE0, 
     C      NX0,      NZ0,      ONE,      ONE80,              OPTEND, 
     D      PHASE0,             PI,                           RHOB, 
     E      STPMIN,   T0,                 THREE60,            TWO, 
     F      WDT0,               WDX,                WX, 




     o      NCC*1.0D+00,        1.0D-07,  0.0D+00,  NCC*-1.0D-07, 
     1      1.0D+00,  NCC*3.0D+00,        2.0D+00,  3.0D+00,  1.0D+00, 
     2      1.0D+00,  0,        NZZ*0.0D+00,        1.0D-07,  1, 
     3      2000,     1,        5,        1,        6,        2, 
     4      2395,               4013,               3813, 
     5      1837,               1843,               4011, 
     6      3364,               2835,               3962, 
     7      1111,               3215,               2637, 
     8      2397,               1504,               4031, 
     9      3173,               '  ',     1,        0,        1, 
     A      .TRUE.,   NCC*1,    30,       100,      0,        12.0D+00, 
     B      0,        0.0D+00,  0,        NZZ*1,    0,        NXX*1, 
     C      10,       10,       1.0D+00,  180.0D+00,          3, 
     D      NCC*90.0D+00,       3.141592653589793D+00,        100.00, 
     E      0.0D+00,  NZNX*0.0D+00,       360.0D+00,          2.0D+00, 
     F      NZZ*1.0D+00,        NXX*0.0D+00,        NXX*0.0D+00, 





 1000 FORMAT(//9X,45H   *****   Number of Function Evaluations  = ,I6, 
     1 8H   *****) 
 1901 FORMAT(//2H  ) 
 1902 FORMAT(///79H **************************************************** 
     1**************************////8X,39H   ***************   Start Cas 
     2e Number ,I4,18H   ***************/) 
 1903 FORMAT(//2X,49H *****   Solution Control Vector for Case Number  
     1,I4,8H   *****) 
 1904 FORMAT(5X,I2,3X,3D20.8) 
 1905 FORMAT(4D20.8) 
 1906 FORMAT(//2X,43H *****   NLP Solution Performance Index  = ,D16.8, 
     18H   *****) 
 1907 FORMAT(/2X,77H *****   Previous Actual NLP Control Vector CVPRV0 B 
     1efore Compression   *****) 
 1908 FORMAT(//17X,30H **********   End Case Number ,I4,13H   ********** 
     1/) 
 1909 FORMAT(//2X,38H *****   Initial Performance Index  = ,D16.8, 
     18H   *****) 
 1910 FORMAT(5X,I2,5X,I2,5X,I2,5X,2D20.8) 
 1911 FORMAT(/2X,8H Element,7X,5H CVL0,15X,7H CVPRV0,13X,5H CVU0/) 
 1912 FORMAT(19X,41H *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   *****) 
 1913 FORMAT(/7X,6H CRAN1,14X,6H CRAN2,14X,6H CRAN3,14X,6H CRAN4/) 
 1914 FORMAT(/5X,48H   ***************   INPUT DATA for Case Number ,I4, 
     1 18H   ***************//) 
 1915 FORMAT(///79H **************************************************** 
     1**************************///3X,49H   ***************   OUTPUT DAT 
     2A for Case Number ,I4,18H   ***************//) 
 1916 FORMAT(/2X,39H *****   Inequality Constraints   *****//2X,8H Eleme 
     1nt,7X,11H Constraint,9X,10H Amplitude,10X,8H Max Amp/) 
 1917 FORMAT(//60H *****   Initial Constraint Function Values for Case N  
     1umber ,I4,8H   *****) 
 1918 FORMAT(//61H *****   Solution Constraint Function Values for Case  
     1Number ,I4,8H   *****) 
 1919 FORMAT(/4X,3H II,3X,4H II1,3X,4H II2,13X,8H CV0(II),11X, 
     1 9H CV0(II2)/) 
 1920 FORMAT(//2X,50H *****   End Conditions Vector EC0, Previous Cycle/ 
     120X,44H End Conditions Vector ECPRV0, and Weighting/29x,51H Coeffi 
     2cient Vector WDT0 Before Compression   *****/) 
 1921 FORMAT(//2X,49H *****   Initial End Conditions Vector EC   *****// 
     1) 
 1922 FORMAT(/2X,8H Element,3X,4H AL0,14X,6H APRV0,12X,4H AU0,14X,8H PHS 
     1PRV0/) 
 1923 FORMAT(5X,I2,1X,4D18.8) 
 1924 FORMAT(//2X,26H *****   Error   IDATA  = ,I3,8H   *****) 




 1926 FORMAT(2X,58H *****   Randomly Define the Initial T-Matrix (T0) an 
     1d the/20X,53H Initial Previous Control Amplitude (APRV0) and Phase 
     2/29X,51H Angle (PHSPRV0) Vectors Before Compression   *****/) 
 1927 FORMAT(/2X,8H Element,3X,4H AL0,14X,3H A0,15X,4H AU0,14X,7H PHASE0 
     1/) 
 1928 FORMAT(3X,I4,6X,I2,5X,2D20.8) 
 1929 FORMAT(/2X,8H Element,7X,5H CVL0,15X,4H CV0,16X,5H CVU0/) 
 1930 FORMAT(2X,57H *****   The Initial T-Matrix (T0) and Either the Ini 
     1tial/20X,47H Previous Actual NLP Control Vector (CVPRV0) or/26X 
     2,47H the Initial Previous Control Amplitude (APRV0)/32X,41H and Ph 
     3ase Angle (PHSPRV0) Vectors Before/41X,39H Compression are Directl 
     4y Input   *****/) 
 1931 FORMAT(//2X,29H *****   NLP Special Control ,I2,22H Vector Output  
     1  *****) 
 1932 FORMAT(/2X,5H CV =,/(5X,3(D24.15,1H,))) 
 1933 FORMAT(/2X,65H *****   Either the BEFORE Compression Initial Actua 
     1l NLP Control/14X,51H Vector Estimates (CV00), OR the BEFORE Compr 
     2ession/17X,50H Initial Control Vector Amplitudes (A00) and Phase/ 
     3 20X,45H Angles (PHASE0) Estimates are Directly Input/23X,57H via  
     4NAMELIST Data CDATA                            *****/) 
 1934 FORMAT(/2X,62H *****   Initial Actual NLP Control Vector Estimates 
     1 (CV0) and/28X,52H Its Limits (CVL0 & CVU0) Before Compression   * 
     2****) 
 1935 FORMAT(/2X,61H *****   Initial Control Amplitude Vector Estimates  
     1(A0), Its/23X,47H Limits (AL0 & AU0), and Its Phase Angle Vector/ 
     2 34X,46H Estimates (PHASE0) Before Compression   *****) 
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 1936 FORMAT(/2X,47H *****   Predicted Control Amplitude Vector (A),/19X 
     1,42H Its Limits (AL & AU), and Its Phase Angle/38X,42H Vector (PHA 
     2SE) Before Compression   *****) 
 1937 FORMAT(/2X,8H Element,3X,4H CVL,14X,3H CV,15X,4H CVU,14X, 9H CV -  
     1CV0/) 
 1938 FORMAT(/2X,8H Element,3X,3H AL,14X,2H A,16X,3H AU,15X,6H PHASE/) 
 1939 FORMAT(//18X,26H **********   Case Number ,I4,13H   **********//) 
 1940 FORMAT(/37X,6H LSAVE/) 




 1942 FORMAT( /15X,50H Specification of CV, T-matrix, and EC Compression 
     1//33X,13H MSAVE0/MSAVE/) 
 1943 FORMAT((I11,4I14)) 
 1944 FORMAT(/33X,13H NSAVE0/NSAVE/) 
 1945 FORMAT(/2X,48H *****   Predicted Measurement Vector EC   *****/) 
 1946 FORMAT(//2X,54H *****   No Constraints are Specified for Case Numb 
     1er ,I4,8H   *****//) 
 1947 FORMAT(/2X,78H *****   Initial Control Amplitude (A) and Phase Ang 
     1le (PHASE) Vectors   *****) 
 1948 FORMAT(/2X,61H *****   Initial Previous Control Amplitude (APRV0)  
     1and Phase/29X,51H Angle (PHSPRV0) Vectors before Compression   *** 
     2**) 
 1949 FORMAT(2X,7H ICYCL0,3X,8H Element,9X,6H APRV0,14X,8H PHSPRV0/) 
 1950 FORMAT(//2X,50H *****   Solve the NLPQLP Problem for Case Number , 
     1 I4,8H   *****) 
 1951 FORMAT(//7X,51H *****   The Initial Previous Phase Angle (PHSPRV0) 
     1/32X,46H is Not in the Principal Cycle [0,360)   *****/) 
 1952 FORMAT(2X,54H *****   Input the Initial Previous Actual NLP Contro 
     1l/19X,50H Vector (CVPRV0) Directly Via NAMELIST Input CDATA/25X 
     2,56H and then Compute the Previous Control Amplitude (APRV0)/30X 
     3,50H and Control Phase Angle (PHSPRV0) Vectors   *****/) 
 1953 FORMAT(2X,53H *****   Input the Initial Previous Control Amplitude 
     1/25X,42H (APRV0) and Phase Angle (PHSPRV0) Vectors/38X,42H Directl 
     2y Via NAMELIST Input CDATA   *****/) 
 1954 FORMAT(2X,61H *****   Input the Initial Actual NLP Control Vector  
     1Estimate/16X,46H (CV00) Directly Via NAMELIST Input CDATA, and/24X 
     2,43H then Compute the Control Vector Amplitudes/30X,50H (A00) and  
     3Phase Angles (PHASE0) Estimates   *****/) 
 1955 FORMAT(2X,62H *****   Adjust the Initial Control Amplitude Estimat 
     1es Vector/11X,56H (A00) to define the Initial Control Amplitude Es 
     2timates/12X,68H Vector (A0) to Within Limits If Required Before Co 
     3mpression   *****/) 




 2906 FORMAT(//51H   *****   Regulator Solution Performance Index  = , 
     1 D16.8,8H   *****) 
 2928 FORMAT(5X,I2,1X,4D18.8/(8X,4D18.8)) 
 2931 FORMAT(//10X,37H   *****   Regulator Special Control ,I2,22H-Vecto 
     1r Output   *****) 
 2950 FORMAT(//2X,53H *****   Solve the Regulator Problem for Case Numbe 
     1r ,I4,8H   *****/) 
 2960 FORMAT(/4X,4H Row,4X,49H *****   [DUMXX1] = Matrix to be Inverted  
     1  *****/) 
 2961 FORMAT(/4X,4H Row,2X,54H *****   [DD] = The Inverse of Matrix [DUM 
     1XX1]   *****/) 
 2962 FORMAT(/4X,4H Row,1X,56H *****   [EE] = The Identity Matrix [DUMXX 
     11][DD]   *****/) 
 2963 FORMAT(/4X,4H Row,1X,56H *****   [FF] = The Identity Matrix [DD][D 
     1UMXX1]   *****/) 
 2964 FORMAT(/20X,19H *****   Alpha  =  ,D18.8,8H   *****/) 
 2965 FORMAT(/3X,5H  Dim,18X,26H *****   WZ-Vector   *****/) 
 2966 FORMAT(/3X,5H  Dim,18X,26H *****   WX-Vector   *****/) 
 2967 FORMAT(/3X,5H  Dim,18X,27H *****   WDX-Vector   *****/) 
 2968 FORMAT(//1X,62H *****   The Regulator Solution Control Vector [THE 
     1TA]   *****//2X,8H Element,5X,5H [CV],11X,8H Element,5X, 
     2 10H Amplitude,10X,6H Phase/) 
 2969 FORMAT(//1X,53H *****   The NLP Solution Control Vector [CV]   *** 
     1**//2X,8H Element,5X,5H [CV],11X,8H Element,5X,10H Amplitude,10X, 
     2 6H Phase/) 
 2970 FORMAT(//2X,50H *****   Matrix [DUMXX1] was Successfully Inverted/ 
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     1 50X,30H to Yield Matrix [DD].   *****) 
 2971 FORMAT(// 4X,48H  *****   Root-Sum-Squared Delta CV Elements  = , 
     1 D16.8,8H   *****) 
 2972 FORMAT(/2X,11H Delta CV =,/(5X,3(D24.15,1H,))) 
 2973 FORMAT(//5X,19H   *****   Element ,I4,44H  of Matrix [DUMXX1] has  
     1an illegal value.  ,/38X,30H Regulator problem is stopped./38X, 
     2 32H Go on to the next case.   *****) 
 2974 FORMAT(//5X,19H   *****   Element ,I4,44H  of Matrix [DUMXX1] is z 
     1ero and the matrix ,/38X,32H is singular; its inverse could ,/38X, 
     2 17H not be computed.,/38X,30H Regulator problem is stopped./38X, 
     3 32H Go on to the next case.   *****) 
 2975 FORMAT(5X,I3,D20.8) 
 2976 FORMAT(5X,I3,D20.8,6X,I3,D20.8,D20.8) 
 2977 FORMAT(//1X,73H *****   The Regulator Solution End Conditions Vect 




 3961 FORMAT(/4X,4H Row,1X,40H *****   The Diagonal Matrix WZZ   *061*/) 
 3962 FORMAT(/4X,4H Row,1X,40H *****   The Diagonal Matrix WXX   *062*/) 
 3963 FORMAT(/4X,4H Row,1X,41H *****   The Diagonal Matrix WDXX   *063*/ 
     1) 
 3964 FORMAT(/4X,4H Row,1X,34H *****   The T-Matrix [TT]   *064*/) 
 3965 FORMAT(/4X,4H Row,1X,52H *****   The Transpose of the T-Matrix [TT 
     1T]   *065*/) 
 3966 FORMAT(/4X,4H Row,1X,41H *****   The DUMXZ-Matrix [DUMXZ]   *066*/ 
     1 ) 
 3967 FORMAT(/4X,4H Row,1X,41H *****   The DUMXX-Matrix [DUMXX]   *067*/ 
     1) 
 3968 FORMAT(/4X,4H Row,1X,41H *****   The DUMXX-Matrix [DUMXX]   *068*/ 
     1) 
 3969 FORMAT(/4X,4H Row,1X,41H *****   The DUMXX-Matrix [DUMXX]   *069*/ 
     1) 
 3970 FORMAT(/4X,4H Row,1X,49H *****   The DUMX-Vector [DUMX] = [CVPRV]  
     1  *070*/) 
 3971 FORMAT(/4X,4H Row,1X,39H *****   The DUMX-Vector [DUMX]   *071*/) 
 3972 FORMAT(/4X,4H Row,1X,49H *****   The DUMZ-Vector [DUMZ] = [ECPRV]  
     1  *072*/) 
 3973 FORMAT(/4X,4H Row,1X,41H *****   The DUMX1-Vector [DUMX1]   *073*/ 
     1) 
 3974 FORMAT(/4X,4H Row,1X,41H *****   The DUMX1-Vector [DUMX1]   *074*/ 
     1) 
 3975 FORMAT(/4X,4H Row,1X,41H *****   The DUMX1-Vector [DUMX1]   *075*/ 
     1) 
 3976 FORMAT(/4X,4H Row,1X,39H *****   The DUMZ-Vector [DUMZ]   *076*/) 
 3977 FORMAT(/4X,4H Row,1X,39H *****   The DUMZ-Vector [DUMZ]   *077*/) 
 3978 FORMAT(/4X,4H Row,1X,41H *****   The DUMZT-Vector [DUMZT]   *078*/ 
     1) 
 3991 FORMAT(/4X,4H Row,1X,41H *****   The DUMXX-Matrix [DUMXX]   *091*/ 





      NAMELIST / CDATA / A00,    ACC,    ACCQP,  AL0,    ALPHA,  APRV0, 
     1                   AU0,    CRAN1,  CRAN2,  CRAN3,  CRAN4,  CV00, 
     2                   CVOUT,  CVPRV0, ECPRV0, EPS,    ICASE,  ICYCL0, 
     3                   IDATA,  IN,     IOPT,   IOUT,   IPRINT, ISEED1, 
     4                   ISEED2, ISEED3, ISEED4, ITOUT,  L,      LQL, 
     5                   LSAVE,  MAXASUM,        MAXFUN, MAXIT,  MAXNM, 
     6                   MI,     MINASUM,        MODE,   MSAVE0, MULT, 
     7                   NSAVE0, NX0,    NZ0,    OPTEND, PHASE0, 
     8                   PHSPRV0,        RHOB,   STPMIN, T0,     WDT0, 
     9                   WDX,    WX,     WZ 
C 
C 
C   Set some constants and initial values 
C 
      DEG    = ONE80/PI 
      MODE   = 0 
      RAD    = PI/ONE80 
C 
  100 READ(IN,CDATA) 
C 
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      IFAIL  = 0 
      NFUNC  = 0 
      ME     = 0 
      MG     = ME + MI 
      M      = MG 
C 
      DO 101  II = 1, NZ0/2 
      II2 = 2*II 
      II1 = II2 - 1 
      MSAVE(II1) = MSAVE0(II) 
      MSAVE(II2) = MSAVE0(II) 
  101 CONTINUE 
C 
      DO 102  II = 1, NX0/2 
      II2 = 2*II 
      II1 = II2 - 1 
      NSAVE(II1) = NSAVE0(II) 
      NSAVE(II2) = NSAVE0(II) 
  102 CONTINUE 
C 
      WRITE(IOUT,1902)  ICASE 
      WRITE(IOUT,1914)  ICASE 
      WRITE(IOUT,CDATA) 
      WRITE(IOUT,1915)  ICASE 
C 
      GO TO (10,10,20,20,30,30,998,998,998), IDATA 
C 
   10 WRITE(IOUT,1926) 
      WRITE(IOUT,1913) 
      WRITE(IOUT,1905) CRAN1, CRAN2, CRAN3, CRAN4 
C 
C  *****   Randomly Define the Initial T-Matrix (T0) and 
C              the Initial Previous Control Amplitude (APRV0) 
C                  and Phase Angle (PHSPRV0) Vectors Before Compression   ***** 
C 
      DO 11 II = 1, NX0 
      DO 12 JJ = 1, NZ0 
      T0(JJ,II) = CRAN1*(TWO*RANQ(ISEED1) - ONE) 
   12 CONTINUE 
   11 CONTINUE 
C 
      DO 13 II = 1, NX0, 2 
      II2          =  II + 1 
      II1          =  II2/2 
      APRV0(II1)    =  A00(II1)  +  CRAN2*(TWO*RANQ(ISEED2) - ONE) 
      PHSPRV0(II1)  =  PHASE0(II1)  +  CRAN3*(TWO*RANQ(ISEED3) - ONE) 
      ICYCL = ICYCL0 
   81 IF (PHSPRV0(II1)) 82, 91, 84 
   82 IF (ICYCL)  87, 87, 83 
   83 ICYCL = ICYCL - 1 
      PHSPRV0(II1) = PHSPRV0(II1) + THREE60 
      GO TO 81 
   84 IF (PHSPRV0(II1) - THREE60) 91, 85, 85 
   85 IF (ICYCL)  87, 87, 86 
   86 ICYCL = ICYCL - 1 
      PHSPRV0(II1) = PHSPRV0(II1) - THREE60 
      GO TO 84 
C 
C  *****   Unable to move PHSPRV0(II1) to the Principal Cycle [0,360)   ***** 
C 
   87 WRITE(IOUT,1951) 
      WRITE(IOUT,1949) 
      WRITE(IOUT,1928) ICYCL0, II1, APRV0(II1), PHSPRV0(II1) 
C 
   91 CVPRV0(II)   = APRV0(II1)*DSIN(RAD*PHSPRV0(II1)) 
      CVPRV0(II2)  = APRV0(II1)*DCOS(RAD*PHSPRV0(II1)) 
C 
   13 CONTINUE 
C 
C   *****    Determine the Previous End Conditions Vector ECPRV0 
C                 from the Initial T0-Matrix including the Random 
C                        Component Vector ECRAN0 Before Compression       ***** 
      WRITE(IOUT,1925) 
      DO 40 JJ = 1, NZ0 
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      SUMZ = ZERO 
      DO 41 II = 1, NX0 
      SUMZ   =  SUMZ + T0(JJ,II)*CVPRV0(II) 
   41 CONTINUE 
      ECPRV00(JJ) = SUMZ 
      ECRAN0(JJ)  = + CRAN4*(TWO*RANQ(ISEED4) - ONE) 
      ECPRV0(JJ)  = SUMZ + ECRAN0(JJ) 
      WRITE(IOUT,1904) JJ, ECPRV00(JJ),  ECRAN0(JJ),  ECPRV0(JJ) 
   40 CONTINUE 
      GO TO 60 
C 
C  *****   Input the Initial Previous Actual NLP Control Vector 
C                 (CVPRV0) Directly Via NAMELIST Input CDATA and then 
C                        Compute the Previous Control Amplitude (APRV0) and 
C                                Control Phase Angle (PHSPRV0) Vectors   ***** 
C 
   20 WRITE(IOUT,1930) 
      WRITE(IOUT,1952) 
      DO 49 II = 1, NX0, 2 
      II2 = II + 1 
      II1 = II2/2 
      CALL AMPHSE(1,EPS,DEG,RAD,ITC,APRV0(II1),PHSPRV0(II1),CVPRV0(II), 
     1CVPRV0(II2)) 
   49 CONTINUE 
      GO TO 60 
C 
C  *****   The Initial Previous Control Amplitude (APRV0) 
C                   and Phase Angle (PHSPRV0) Vectors have been 
C                            Directly Input Via the NAMELIST Data CDATA   ***** 
C 




C   *****   Write the Initial Previous Control Amplitude Vector 
C                APRV0 and its Limits AL0 and AU0 Before Compression      ***** 
C 
   60 WRITE(IOUT,1939)  ICASE 
      WRITE(IOUT,1948) 
      WRITE(IOUT,1922) 
      DO 89 II = 1, NX0, 2 
      II2          =  II + 1 
      II1          =  II2/2 
      WRITE(IOUT,1923)  II1,  AL0(II1),  APRV0(II1),  AU0(II1), 
     1                  PHSPRV0(II1) 
C     IF (APRV0(II1) - EPS - AL0(II1)) 14, 15, 15 
C  14 APRV0(II1) = AL0(II1) + EPS 
C     GO TO 17 
C  15 IF (APRV0(II1) + EPS - AU0(II1)) 89, 89, 16 
C  16 APRV0(II1) = AU0(II1) - EPS 
C  17 WRITE(IOUT,1923)  II1,  AL0(II1),  APRV0(II1),  AU0(II1), 
C    1                  PHSPRV0(II1) 
   89 CONTINUE 
C 
C   *****   Define the Previous Actual NLP Control Vector CVPRV0 and 
C                            Its Limits  CVL0 & CVU0 Before Compression   ***** 
C 
      WRITE(IOUT,1907) 
      WRITE(IOUT,1911) 
      DO 50 II = 1, NX0, 2 
      II2          =  II + 1 
      II1          =  II2/2 
      CVPRV0(II)   = APRV0(II1)*DSIN(RAD*PHSPRV0(II1)) 
      CVPRV0(II2)  = APRV0(II1)*DCOS(RAD*PHSPRV0(II1)) 
      CVL0(II)  = -AU0(II1) 
      CVL0(II2) = -AU0(II1) 
      CVU0(II)  =  AU0(II1) 
      CVU0(II2) =  AU0(II1) 
      WRITE(IOUT,1904)   II,   CVL0(II),   CVPRV0(II),   CVU0(II) 
      WRITE(IOUT,1904)  II2,  CVL0(II2),  CVPRV0(II2),  CVU0(II2) 
   50 CONTINUE 
C 
C   *****   Either the BEFORE Compression Initial Actual NLP Control Vector 
C             Estimates (CV00), OR the BEFORE Compression Initial Control 
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C               Vector Amplitudes (A00) and Phase Angles (PHASE0) Estimates 
C                 are Directly Input Via NAMELIST Data CDATA               ***** 
C 
      WRITE(IOUT,1933) 
C 
      GO TO (59,69,59,69,59,69,998,998,998), IDATA 
C 
C  *****   Input the Initial Actual NLP Control Vector Estimates (CV00) 
C              Directly Via NAMELIST Input CDATA and then Compute 
C                  the Initial Control Amplitude (A00) and Initial 
C                       Control Phase Angle (PHASE0) Estimated Vectors     ***** 
C 
   59 WRITE(IOUT,1954) 
C 
      DO 48 II = 1, NX0, 2 
      II2 = II + 1 
      II1 = II2/2 
      CALL AMPHSE(1,EPS,DEG,RAD,ITC,A00(II1),PHASE0(II1),CV00(II), 
     1 CV00(II2)) 
   48 CONTINUE 
C 
C  *****   The Initial Control Amplitude Estimates Vector (A00) and 
C                Initial Phase Angle Estimates Vector (PHASE0) have 
C                      been Directly Input Via NAMELIST Data CDATA        ***** 
C 
   69 WRITE(IOUT,1939)  ICASE 
      WRITE(IOUT,1955) 
C 
C   *****   Adjust the Initial Control Amplitude Estimates Vector (A00) 
C              to Define the Initial Control Amplitude Estimates Vector 
C                  (A0) to Within Limits If Required Before Compression   ***** 
C 
      WRITE(IOUT,1935) 
      WRITE(IOUT,1927) 
      DO 32 II = 1, NX0, 2 
      II2         =  II + 1 
      II1         =  II2/2 
      A0(II1) = A00(II1) 
      WRITE(IOUT,1923)  II1,  AL0(II1),  A0(II1),  AU0(II1), PHASE0(II1) 
      IF (A00(II1) - EPS - AL0(II1)) 33, 34, 34 
   33 A0(II1) = AL0(II1) + EPS 
      GO TO 36 
   34 IF (A00(II1) + EPS - AU0(II1)) 32, 32, 35 
   35 A0(II1) = AU0(II1) - EPS 
   36 WRITE(IOUT,1923)  II1,  AL0(II1),  A0(II1),  AU0(II1), PHASE0(II1) 
   32 CONTINUE 
C 
C   *****   Define the Initial Actual NLP Control Vector CV0 
C                Estimates and Its Limits CVL0 & CVU0 Before Compression   ***** 
C 
      WRITE(IOUT,1934) 
      WRITE(IOUT,1929) 
      DO 78  II = 1, NX0, 2 
      II2       =  II + 1 
      II1       =  II2/2 
      CV00(II)  = A00(II1)*DSIN(RAD*PHASE0(II1)) 
      CV00(II2) = A00(II1)*DCOS(RAD*PHASE0(II1)) 
   78 CONTINUE 
 
      DO 37  II = 1, NX0 
      CV0(II)   = CV00(II) 
      WRITE(IOUT,1904)   II,   CVL0(II),   CV0(II),   CVU0(II) 
      IF (CV0(II) - EPS - CVL0(II)) 43, 44, 44 
   43 CV0(II)   = CVL0(II) + EPS 
      GO TO 46 
   44 IF (CV0(II) + EPS - CVU0(II)) 37, 37, 45 
   45 CV0(II)   = CVU0(II) - EPS 
   46 WRITE(IOUT,1904)  II,  CVL0(II),  CV0(II),  CVU0(II) 
   37 CONTINUE 
C 
C   *****    Determine the Initial End Conditions Vector EC0 from the 
C               Initial T0-Matrix and the Initial Actual NLP Control 
C                    Vector Estimates (CV0) Before Before Compression; 
C                        and then Write this Vector EC0, ECPRV0, and 
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C                             the End Conditions Weighting Coefficient 
C                                  Vector WDT0 Before Compression.        ***** 
C 
      WRITE(IOUT,1920) 
      WRITE(IOUT,1956) 
      DO 31 JJ = 1, NZ0 
      SUMZ = ZERO 
      DO 42 II = 1, NX0 
      SUMZ     =  SUMZ + T0(JJ,II)*CV0(II) 
   42 CONTINUE 
      EC0(JJ)  = SUMZ + ECPRV0(JJ) 
      WRITE(IOUT,1904)  JJ, EC0(JJ), ECPRV0(JJ), WDT0(JJ) 
   31 CONTINUE 
C 




C  *****   Compression of the T-Matrix and the NLP Control Vector CV and 
C                            Its Limits as Required and Compution of the 
C                                        Ideal End Conditions Vector EC   *****  
C 
      WRITE(IOUT,1942) 
      WRITE(IOUT,1943)   (MSAVE0(JJ),  JJ=1,NZ0/2) 
      WRITE(IOUT,1941)   (MSAVE(JJ),   JJ=1,NZ0) 
      WRITE(IOUT,1944) 
      WRITE(IOUT,1943)   (NSAVE0(II),  II=1,NX0/2) 




      CALL CMPRSS(IOUT,ITOUT,NZ0,NX0,MSAVE,NSAVE,CVPRV0,CV0,CVL0,CVU0, 
     1            AL0,AU0,T0,ECPRV0,EC0,WDT0,NZ,NX,CVPRV,CV,CVL,CVU,T, 
     2            ECPRV,EC,WDT,AL,AU) 
C 
      N      = NX 
      MNN2   = M + N + N + 2 
C 
      GO TO (99,92,92), OPTEND 
C 
C  *****   Constrain the Initial Estimate of the Compressed (Actual)  
C                                    NLP Control Vector  CV as Required   ***** 
C 
   92 CONTINUE 
C 
C   *****   Evalution of the Performance Index   ***** 
C 
      SUMF = ZERO 
C 
      DO 51 JJ = 1, NZ 
      SUMZ = ZERO 
      DO 52 II = 1, NX 
      SUMZ   =  SUMZ + T(JJ,II)*(CV(II) - CVPRV(II)) 
   52 CONTINUE 
      EC(JJ)  = SUMZ + ECPRV(JJ) 
      SUMF = SUMF + EC(JJ)*EC(JJ)*WDT(JJ) 
   51 CONTINUE 
      WRITE(IOUT,1921) 
      WRITE(IOUT,1905)  (EC(JJ),  JJ=1,NZ) 
C 
      F = SUMF 
      WRITE(IOUT,1909) F 
C 
C  *****   Define the Compressed (Actual) Control Amplitude 
C                                     Vector A and Its Limits AL and AU   ***** 
C 
      DO 53 II = 1, NX, 2 
      II2 = II + 1 
      II1 = II2/2 
      CALL AMPHSE(1,EPS,DEG,RAD,ITC,A(II1),PHASE(II1),CV(II),CV(II2)) 
   53 CONTINUE 
C 
      WRITE(IOUT,1947) 
      WRITE(IOUT,1938) 
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      DO 54 II = 1, NX, 2 
      II2         =  II + 1 
      II1         =  II2/2 
      WRITE(IOUT,1923)  II1,  AL(II1),  A(II1),  AU(II1), PHASE(II1) 
   54 CONTINUE 
C 
C   *****   Evaluation of the Constraint Functions   ***** 
C 
      CALL CONSTR(IOUT,ITOUT,NX,MI,LSAVE,A,AL,AU,MAXASUM,MINASUM,G,G0, 
     1            GMAX) 
C 
      IF (MI) 999, 55, 56 
   55 WRITE(IOUT,1939)  ICASE 
      WRITE(IOUT,1940) 
      IIC  =  1 + NX/2 
      WRITE(IOUT,1941)  (LSAVE(II),  II=1,IIC) 
      GO TO 58 
   56 WRITE(IOUT,1917)  ICASE 
      WRITE(IOUT,1940) 
      IIC  =  1 + NX/2 
      WRITE(IOUT,1941)  (LSAVE(II),  II=1,IIC) 
      WRITE(IOUT,1916) 
      DO 57 II = 1, MI 
      WRITE(IOUT,1904)  II,  G(II),  G0(II),  GMAX(II) 
   57 CONTINUE 
   58 CONTINUE 
C 
      GO TO (99,99,93), OPTEND 
C 
   93 CONTINUE 
C 
      GO TO (96,96,200), IOPT 
C 
C  *****   NLPQLP Optimisation   ***** 
C 
   96 WRITE(IOUT,1950)  ICASE 
C 
      I      = 0 
C 




C   This is the main block to compute all function values. 
C   The block is executed either for computing a steplength 
C   sequentially or for approximating gradients by forward  
C   differences. 
C 
C 
C   *****   Evalution of the Performance Index   ***** 
C 
      SUMF = ZERO 
C 
      DO 61 JJ = 1, NZ 
      SUMZ = ZERO 
      DO 62 II = 1, NX 
      SUMZ   =  SUMZ + T(JJ,II)*(CV(II) - CVPRV(II)) 
   62 CONTINUE 
      EC(JJ)  = SUMZ + ECPRV(JJ) 
      SUMF = SUMF + EC(JJ)*EC(JJ)*WDT(JJ) 
   61 CONTINUE 
C 
      F = SUMF 
C 
C  *****   Define the Compressed (Actual) Control Amplitude Vector A and 
C                                                  Its Limits AL and AU   ***** 
C 
      DO 63 II = 1, NX, 2 
      II2 = II + 1 
      II1 = II2/2 
      CALL AMPHSE(1,EPS,DEG,RAD,ITC,A(II1),PHASE(II1),CV(II),CV(II2)) 
   63 CONTINUE 
C 
C   *****   Evaluation of the Constraint Functions   ***** 
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C 
      CALL CONSTR(IOUT,ITOUT,NX,MI,LSAVE,A,AL,AU,MAXASUM,MINASUM,G,G0, 






      NFUNC = NFUNC + 1 
      IF (IFAIL.EQ.-1) GOTO 4 
      IF (I.GT.0) GOTO 3 
    2 CONTINUE 
      FBCK = F 
      DO J=1,M 
         GBCK(J) = G(J) 
      ENDDO 
      I = 0 
    5 I = I + 1  
      EPSREL = EPS*DMAX1(1.0D0,DABS(CV(I))) 
      CV(I) = CV(I) + EPSREL 
      GOTO 1 
    3 CONTINUE 
      DF(I) = (F - FBCK)/EPSREL 
      DO J=1,M 
         DG(J,I) = (G(J) - GBCK(J))/EPSREL 
      ENDDO 
      CV(I) = CV(I) - EPSREL 
 IF (I.LT.N) GOTO 5 
      F = FBCK 
      DO J=1,M 
         G(J) = GBCK(J) 
      ENDDO 
C 
    4 CONTINUE 
C 
C 
      CALL NLPQLP (     L,      M,     ME,   MMAX,      N,  
     /               NMAX,   MNN2,     CV,      F,      G,   
     /                 DF,     DG,      U,    CVL,    CVU, 
     /                  C,      D,    ACC,  ACCQP, STPMIN,  
     /             MAXFUN,  MAXIT,  MAXNM,   RHOB, IPRINT, 
     /               MODE,   IOUT,  IFAIL,     WA,    LWA, 
     /                KWA,   LKWA, ACTIVE, LACTIV,    LQL,  
     /                 QL) 
C 
C 
      WRITE(IOUT,1912) 
C 
C 
      IF (IFAIL.EQ.-1) GOTO 1 
      IF (IFAIL.EQ.-2) GOTO 2 
C 
C   *****   Write Number of Function Evaluations   ***** 
C 
      WRITE(IOUT,1000) NFUNC 
C 
C  *****   Write the Solution Control Vector   ***** 
C 
      WRITE(IOUT,1903)  ICASE 
      WRITE(IOUT,1937) 
      DO 71 II = 1, NX 
      DCV(II) = CV(II) - CV0(II) 
      WRITE(IOUT,1923)  II,  CVL(II),  CV(II),  CVU(II), DCV(II) 
   71 CONTINUE 
C 




C   ******************** 
C 
      WRITE(IOUT,1901) 
      WRITE(IOUT,1945) 
      WRITE(IOUT,1905)  (EC(JJ),  JJ=1,NZ) 
D-15 
      WRITE(IOUT,1906)  F 
      WRITE(IOUT,1901) 
C 
C   ******************** 
C 
C 
      SUMF   = ZERO 
      WRITE(IOUT,1945) 
C 
      DO 72 JJ = 1, NZ 
      SUMZ   = ZERO 
      DO 73 II = 1, NX 
      SUMZ   =  SUMZ + T(JJ,II)*(CV(II) - CVPRV(II)) 
   73 CONTINUE 
      EC(JJ) = SUMZ + ECPRV(JJ) 
      SUMF   = SUMF + EC(JJ)*EC(JJ)*WDT(JJ) 
   72 CONTINUE 
      WRITE(IOUT,1905)  (EC(JJ),  JJ=1,NZ) 
C 
      F = SUMF 
      WRITE(IOUT,1906)  F 
      WRITE(IOUT,1901) 
C 




C  *****   Define the Compressed (Actual) Control Amplitude 
C                                     Vector A and Its Limits AL and AU   ***** 
C 
      DO 74 II = 1, NX, 2 
      II2 = II + 1 
      II1 = II2/2 
      CALL AMPHSE(1,EPS,DEG,RAD,ITC,A(II1),PHASE(II1),CV(II),CV(II2)) 
   74 CONTINUE 
C 
      WRITE(IOUT,1936) 
      WRITE(IOUT,1938) 
      DO 75 II = 1, NX, 2 
      II2 = II + 1 
      II1 = II2/2 
      WRITE(IOUT,1923)  II1,  AL(II1),  A(II1),  AU(II1), PHASE(II1) 
   75 CONTINUE 
C 
C   *****   Evaluation of the Constraint Functions   ***** 
C 
      CALL CONSTR(IOUT,ITOUT,NX,MI,LSAVE,A,AL,AU,MAXASUM,MINASUM,G,G0, 
     1            GMAX) 
C 
      IF (MI) 999, 76, 77 
   76 WRITE(IOUT,1946)  ICASE 
      GO TO 79 
   77 WRITE(IOUT,1918)  ICASE 
      WRITE(IOUT,1940) 
      WRITE(IOUT,1941)  (LSAVE(II),  II=1,IIC) 
      WRITE(IOUT,1916) 
      DO 80 II = 1, MI 
      WRITE(IOUT,1904)  II,  G(II),  G0(II),  GMAX(II) 
   80 CONTINUE 
   79 CONTINUE 
C 
C 
      GO TO (97,200,200), IOPT 
C 
C 
C  *****   Solve the Regulator Problem   ***** 
C 
  200 CONTINUE 
C 
      WRITE(IOUT,2950)  ICASE 
C 
C   *****   Write Alpha and the Weighting Vectors   ***** 
C 
      NXXX  =  NX 
D-16 
      NZZZ  =  NZ 
C 
      WRITE(IOUT,2964)  ALPHA 
      WRITE(IOUT,2965) 
      WRITE(IOUT,2928)  NZZZ, (WZ(I), I=1,NZZZ) 
      WRITE(IOUT,2966) 
      WRITE(IOUT,2928)  NXXX, (WX(I), I=1,NXXX) 
      WRITE(IOUT,2967) 
      WRITE(IOUT,2928)  NXXX, (WDX(I), I=1,NXXX) 
C 
C  *****   Compute Regulator Problem Solution Control Vector   ***** 
C 
      CALL DIAGW(NZZZ,WZ,WZZ) 
C 
C  *****   061   *****   061   *****   061   *****   061   ***** 
C 
C     WRITE(IOUT,3961) 
C     DO 301 I = 1, NZZZ 
C     WRITE(IOUT,2928)  I ,  (WZZ(I,J), J=1,NZZZ) 
C 301 CONTINUE 
C 
      CALL DIAGW(NXXX,WX,WXX) 
C 
C  *****   062   *****   062   *****   062   *****   062   ***** 
C 
C     WRITE(IOUT,3962) 
C     DO 302 I = 1, NXXX 
C     WRITE(IOUT,2928)  I ,  (WXX(I,J), J=1,NXXX) 
C 302 CONTINUE 
C 
      CALL DIAGW(NXXX,WDX,WDXX) 
C 
C  *****   063   *****   063   *****   063   *****   063   ***** 
C 
C     WRITE(IOUT,3963) 
C     DO 303 I = 1, NXXX 
C     WRITE(IOUT,2928)  I ,  (WDXX(I,J), J=1,NXXX) 
C 303 CONTINUE 
C 
      DO 202 I = 1, NZZZ 
      DO 201 J = 1, NXXX 
      TT(I,J)  = T(I,J) 
  201 CONTINUE 
  202 CONTINUE 
C 
C  *****   064   *****   064   *****   064   *****   064   ***** 
C 
      WRITE(IOUT,3964) 
      DO 304 I = 1, NZZZ 
      WRITE(IOUT,2928)  I ,  (TT(I,J), J=1,NXXX) 
  304 CONTINUE 
C 
      CALL TRNSP(NZZZ,NXXX,TT,TTT) 
C 
C  *****   065   *****   065   *****   065   *****   065   ***** 
C 
C     WRITE(IOUT,3965) 
C     DO 305 I = 1, NXXX 
C     WRITE(IOUT,2928)  I ,  (TTT(I,J), J=1,NZZZ) 
C 305 CONTINUE 
C 
      CALL MMULT(NXXX,NZZZ,NZZZ,TTT,WZZ,DUMXZ) 
C 
C  *****   066   *****   066   *****   066   *****   066   ***** 
C 
C     WRITE(IOUT,3966) 
C     DO 306 I = 1, NXXX 
C     WRITE(IOUT,2928)  I ,  (DUMXZ(I,J), J=1,NZZZ) 
C 306 CONTINUE 
C 
      CALL MMULT(NXXX,NZZZ,NXXX,DUMXZ,TT,DUMXX) 
C 
C  *****   067   *****   067   *****   067   *****   067   ***** 
C 
D-17 
C     WRITE(IOUT,3967) 
C     DO 307 I = 1, NXXX 
C     WRITE(IOUT,2928)  I ,  (DUMXX(I,J), J=1,NXXX) 
C 307 CONTINUE 
C 
      CALL SMDFF(NXXX,NXXX,1,DUMXX,WDXX,DUMTT) 
C 
C  *****   068   *****   068   *****   068   *****   068   ***** 
C 
      DO 321 I = 1,NXXX 
      DO 320 J = 1,NXXX 
      DUMXX(I,J) = DUMTT(I,J) 
  320 CONTINUE 
  321 CONTINUE 
C 
C     WRITE(IOUT,3968) 
C     DO 308 I = 1, NXXX 
C     WRITE(IOUT,2928)  I ,  (DUMXX(I,J), J=1,NXXX) 
C 308 CONTINUE 
C 
C  *****   Compute the Matrix [DUMXX1] to be Inverted   ***** 
C 
      CALL SMDFF(NXXX,NXXX,1,DUMXX,WXX,DUMXX1) 
C 
      WRITE(IOUT,2960) 
      DO 203 I = 1, NXXX 
      WRITE(IOUT,2928)  I ,  (DUMXX1(I,J), J=1,NXXX) 
  203 CONTINUE 
C 
C  *****   Initialise Matrices [DD]. [EE], and [FF] to Zero   ***** 
C 
      DO 220 I = 1, NXX 
      IPIV(I)  = IZERO 
      DO 219 J = 1, NXX 
      DD(I,J)  = ZERO 
      EE(I,J)  = ZERO 
      FF(I,J)  = ZERO 
  219 CONTINUE 
  220 CONTINUE 
C 
C  *****   Define Matrix [DD] to be equal to Matrix [DUMXX1]   ***** 
C 
      DO 210 I = 1, NXXX 
      DO 209 J = 1, NXXX 
      DD(I,J)  = DUMXX1(I,J) 
  209 CONTINUE 
  210 CONTINUE 
C 
      CALL DGETRF(NXXX,NXXX,DD,NXXX,IPIV,INFO) 
      CALL DGETRI(NXXX,DD,NXXX,IPIV,WORK,LWORK,INFO) 
C 
       IF(INFO) 412, 411, 413 
C 
C  *****   Matrix Inversion was Successful   ***** 
C 
  411 WRITE(IOUT,2970) 
      GO TO 414 
C 
C  *****   Matrix Inversion Failed. An Element had an Illegal Value. 
C                                                                  ***** 
C       
  412 INFO = -INFO 
      WRITE(IOUT,2973)  INFO 
      GO TO 98 
C 
C  *****   Matrix Inversion Failed. An Element on the Diagonal is Equal 
C          to Zero and correspondingly the Matrix is Singular and its 
C          Inverse could not be computed. 
C                                                                  ***** 
C       
  413 WRITE(IOUT,2974) INFO 
      GO TO 98 
C       
  414 CONTINUE 
D-18 
C 
C  *****   Matrix [DD] = The Inverted Matrix  =  [DUMXX1]-1   ***** 
C 
      WRITE(IOUT,2961) 
      DO 204 I = 1, NXXX 
      WRITE(IOUT,2928)  I ,  (DD(I,J), J=1,NXXX) 
  204 CONTINUE 
C 
C   *****   Matrix [EE] = The Identity Matrix = [DUMXX1][DD]   ***** 
C 
      CALL MMULT(NXXX,NXXX,NXXX,DUMXX1,DD,EE) 
C 
      WRITE(IOUT,2962) 
      DO 205 I = 1, NXX 
      WRITE(IOUT,2928)  I ,  (EE(I,J), J=1,NXX) 
  205 CONTINUE 
C 
C   *****   Matrix [FF] = The Identity Matrix = [DD][DUMXX1]   ***** 
C 
      CALL MMULT(NXXX,NXXX,NXXX,DD,DUMXX1,FF) 
C 
      WRITE(IOUT,2963) 
      DO 206 I = 1, NXX 
      WRITE(IOUT,2928)  I ,  (FF(I,J), J=1,NXX) 
  206 CONTINUE 
C 
C  *****   Compute the Solution Control Vector (the Theta Vector)   ***** 
C 
      CALL MMULT(NXXX,NXXX,NXXX,DD,DUMXX,DUMTT) 
      DO 323 I = 1,NXXX 
      DO 322 J = 1,NXXX 
      DUMXX(I,J) = DUMTT(I,J) 
  322 CONTINUE 
  323 CONTINUE 
C 
C  *****   069   *****   069   *****   069   *****   069   ***** 
C 
C     WRITE(IOUT,3969) 
C     DO 309 I = 1, NXXX 
C     WRITE(IOUT,2928)  I ,  (DUMXX(I,J), J=1,NXXX) 
C 309 CONTINUE 
C 
      DO 207 J = 1, NXXX 
      DUMX(J,1) = CVPRV(J) 
  207 CONTINUE 
C 
C  *****   070   *****   070   *****   070   *****   070   ***** 
C 
C     WRITE(IOUT,3970) 
C     DO 310 J = 1, NXXX 
C     WRITE(IOUT,2928)  J ,  DUMX(J,1) 
C 310 CONTINUE 
C 
      CALL MMULT(NXXX,NXXX,1,DUMXX,DUMX,DUMT) 
C 
C  *****   071   *****   071   *****   071   *****   071   ***** 
C 
      DO 324 J = 1,NXXX 
      DUMX(J,1) = DUMT(J,1) 
  324 CONTINUE 
C 
C     WRITE(IOUT,3971) 
C     DO 311 J = 1, NXXX 
C     WRITE(IOUT,2928)  J ,  DUMX(J,1) 
C 311 CONTINUE 
C 
      DO 208 I = 1, NZZZ 
      DUMZ(I,1) = ECPRV(I) 
  208 CONTINUE 
C 
C  *****   072   *****   072   *****   072   *****   072   ***** 
C 
C     WRITE(IOUT,3972) 
C     DO 312 I = 1, NZZZ 
D-19 
C     WRITE(IOUT,2928)  I ,  DUMZ(I,1) 
C 312 CONTINUE 
C 
      CALL MMULT(NXXX,NZZZ,1,DUMXZ,DUMZ,DUMX1) 
C 
C  *****   073   *****   073   *****   073   *****   073   ***** 
C 
C     WRITE(IOUT,3973) 
C     DO 313 J = 1, NXXX 
C     WRITE(IOUT,2928)  J ,  DUMX1(J,1) 
C 313 CONTINUE 
C 
      CALL MMULT(NXXX,NXXX,1,DD,DUMX1,DUMT1) 
C 
C  *****   074   *****   074   *****   074   *****   074   ***** 
      DO 325 J = 1,NXXX 
      DUMX1(J,1) = DUMT1(J,1) 
  325 CONTINUE 
C 
C     WRITE(IOUT,3974) 
C     DO 314 J = 1, NXXX 
C     WRITE(IOUT,2928)  J ,  DUMX1(J,1) 
C 314 CONTINUE 
C 
      CALL SLMULT(ALPHA,NXXX,1,DUMX1,DUMT1) 
C 
C  *****   075   *****   075   *****   075   *****   075   ***** 
C 
      DO 326 J = 1,NXXX 
      DUMX1(J,1) = DUMT1(J,1) 
  326 CONTINUE 
C 
C     WRITE(IOUT,3975) 
C     DO 315 J = 1, NXXX 
C     WRITE(IOUT,2928)  J ,  DUMX1(J,1) 
C 315 CONTINUE 
C 
      CALL SMDFF(NXXX,1,0,DUMX,DUMX1,DUMT) 
C 
C  *****   Write the Solution Control Vector (the Theta-Vector)   ***** 
C 
      DO 327 J = 1,NXXX 
      DUMX(J,1) = DUMT(J,1) 
      THETA(J) = DUMX(J,1) 
  327 CONTINUE 
C 
      WRITE(IOUT,2968) 
      DO 318 II = 1, NXXX, 2 
      II2 = II + 1 
      II1 = II2/2 
      CALL AMPHSE(1,EPS,DEG,RAD,ITC,AMP(II1),PHS(II1),THETA(II), 
     1            THETA(II2)) 
      WRITE(IOUT,2975)   II,  THETA(II) 
      WRITE(IOUT,2976)  II2,  THETA(II2), II1, AMP(II1), PHS(II1) 
  318 CONTINUE 
      GO TO (998,332,334), IOPT 
  332 WRITE(IOUT,2969) 
      DO 333 II = 1, NXXX, 2 
      II2 = II + 1 
      II1 = II2/2 
      WRITE(IOUT,2975)   II,  CV(II) 
      WRITE(IOUT,2976)  II2,  CV(II2), II1, A(II1), PHASE(II1) 
  333 CONTINUE 
C 
C  *****   Compute the Solution Measurement Vector (the Z-Vector)   ***** 
C 
  334 DO 330 J = 1,NXXX 
      DUMX(J,1) = THETA(J) - CVPRV(J) 
  330 CONTINUE 
C 
      CALL MMULT(NZZZ,NXXX,1,TT,DUMX,DUMZ) 
C 
C  *****   076   *****   076   *****   076   *****   076   ***** 
C 
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      DO 331 J = 1, NZZZ 
      DUMX(J,1) = ECPRV(J) 
  331 CONTINUE 
C 
C     WRITE(IOUT,3976) 
C     DO 316 J = 1, NZZZ 
C     WRITE(IOUT,2928)  J ,  DUMZ(J,1) 
C 316 CONTINUE 
C 
      CALL SMDFF(NZZZ,NZZZ,1,DUMZ,DUMX,DUMT) 
C 
C  *****   Write the Solution Measurement Vector (the Z-Vector)   ***** 
C 
      DO 328 J = 1,NZZZ 
      ZZ(J) = DUMT(J,1) 
  328 CONTINUE 
C 
      WRITE(IOUT,2977) 
      DO 335  I = 1, NZZZ 
      WRITE(IOUT,2975)  I, ZZ(I) 
  335 CONTINUE 
C 
C   *****   Compute the Corresponding Performance Index   ***** 
C 
      DO 319 J = 1, NZZZ 
      DUMZ(J,1) = ZZ(J) 
  319 CONTINUE 
C 
      CALL MMULT(NZZZ,NZZZ,1,WZZ,DUMZ,DUMQ) 
C 
C  *****   077   *****   077   *****   077   *****   077   ***** 
C 
      DO 329 J = 1,NZZZ 
      DUMZ(J,1) = DUMQ(J,1) 
  329 CONTINUE 
C 
C     WRITE(IOUT,3977) 
C     DO 317 J = 1, NXXX 
C     WRITE(IOUT,2928)  J ,  DUMZ(J,1) 
C 317 CONTINUE 
C 
      CALL TRNSP(NZZZ,1,DUMZ,DUMZT) 
C 
C  *****   078   *****   078   *****   078   *****   078   ***** 
C 
C     WRITE(IOUT,3978) 
C     I = 1 
C     WRITE(IOUT,2928)  I ,  (DUMZT(1,J), J=1,NZZZ) 
C 
      CALL MMULT(1,NZZZ,1,DUMZT,DUMZ,JJJ) 
C 
C   *****   Write the Corresponding Performance Index   ***** 
C 
      WRITE(IOUT,2906) JJJ(1,1) 
C 
C   *****   End of Regulator Problem   ***** 
C 
      GO TO 97 
C 
C   *****   ERROR End of Case   ***** 
C 
  998 WRITE(IOUT,1924), IDATA 
      GO TO 98 
C 
C   *****   End of Case   ***** 
C 
C 
   97 IF (CVOUT .LE. 0) GO TO 98 
      GO TO (94,94,95), IOPT 
   94 WRITE(IOUT,1931) NXXX 
      WRITE(IOUT,1932) (CV(II), II=1,NXXX) 
      GO TO (98,95,95), IOPT 
   95 WRITE(IOUT,2931) NXXX 
      WRITE(IOUT,1932) (THETA(II), II=1,NXXX) 
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      GO TO (98,371,98), IOPT 
  371 RSSDCV = ZERO 
      DO 372 II = 1, NXXX 
      DELTCV(II) = CV(II) - THETA(II) 
      RSSDCV = RSSDCV + DELTCV(II)*DELTCV(II) 
  372 CONTINUE 
      RSSDCV = DSQRT(RSSDCV) 
      WRITE(IOUT,2971) RSSDCV 
      WRITE(IOUT,2972) (DELTCV(II), II=1,NXXX) 
   98 CVOUT = 0 
   99 WRITE(IOUT,1908)  ICASE 
C 
      IF (MULT .LE. 0)  GO TO 999 
      MULT  = 0 
      WRITE(IOUT,1901) 
      ICASE = ICASE + 1 
      GO TO 100 
  999 STOP 
C 






















The purpose of the CMPRSS Subroutine Code is to reduce the dimension of the control 


























      SUBROUTINE CMPRSS(IOUT,ITOUT,NZ0,NX0,MSAVE,NSAVE,CVPRV0,CV0,CVL0, 
     1                  CVU0,AL0,AU0,T0,ECPRV0,EC0,WDT0,NZ,NX,CVPRV,CV, 





C  ****   Control Vector, T-Matrix, and End Conditions Vector Compression   ***** 
C 
C  *****   These statements establish and define the Dimensions and 
C                Type of some of the Non-linear Programming Parameters.   ***** 
C 
      INTEGER          NMAX, MMAX, MNN2X, LWA, LKWA, LACTIV 
C 
      PARAMETER (      NMAX   = 14, 
     /                 MMAX   = 10, 
     /                 MNN2X  = MMAX + NMAX + NMAX + 2, 
     /                 LWA    = 1.5*NMAX*NMAX + 33*NMAX + 9*MMAX + 200, 
     /                 LKWA   = NMAX + 20, 
     /                 LACTIV = 2*MMAX + 10) 
C 
C 
C  *****   These statements establish and define the Dimensions and 
C                Type of some of the NLP10x10 Main Driver Parameters.   ***** 
C 
      INTEGER*4  NCC,   NXX,   NXZ,   NZNX,   NZZ 
C 
      PARAMETER  (NCC=6,NXX=10,NZZ=10,NZNX=NZZ*NXX,NXZ=MAX(NXX,NZZ)) 
C 
C 
C  *****   These statements establish and define the Dimensions and 
C          Type of some of the CMPRSS Compression Routine Parameters.   ***** 
C 
      INTEGER*4  I,       IOUT,    ITOUT,   J,       JJ,      JRM, 
     1           K        L,       LL,      MSAVE(NZZ), 




      REAL*8  AL(NCC),       AL0(NCC),      AU(NCC),       AU0(NCC), 
     1        CV(NMAX),      CV0(NMAX),     CVL(NMAX),     CVL0(NMAX), 
     2        CVPRV(NMAX),   CVPRV0(NMAX),  CVU(NMAX),     CVU0(NMAX), 
     3        EC(NZZ),       EC0(NZZ),      ECPRV(NZZ),    ECPRV0(NZZ), 
     4        ECPRVT(NZZ),   ECPRVTT(NZZ),  ECT(NZZ),      SUM, 
     5        T(NZZ,NXX),    T0(NZZ,NXX),   TT(NZZ,NXX),   WDT(NZZ), 
     6        WDT0(NZZ),     WDTT(NZZ) 
C 
C 
















 1010 FORMAT(//2X,53H *****   Initial Control Vector (CV0), T-Matrix (T0 
     1),/43X,37H and Measurement Vector (EC0)   *****/) 
 1011 FORMAT(/2X,45H *****   Initial Control Vector (CV0)   *****) 
 1012 FORMAT(/3X,4H CV0,1X,4D18.8/(8X,4D18.8)) 
 1013 FORMAT(/2X,53H *****   Initial Greatest Least Bounds (CVL0) for th 
     1e/51X,29H Control Vector (CV0)   *****) 
 1014 FORMAT(/2X,5H CVL0,1X,4D18.8/(8X,4D18.8)) 
 1015 FORMAT(/2X,50H *****   Initial Least Upper Bounds (CVU0) for the/ 
     1 51X,29H Control Vector (CV0)   *****) 
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 1016 FORMAT(/2X,5H CVU0,1X,4D18.8/(8X,4D18.8)) 
 1017 FORMAT(//4X,4H Row,9X,38H *****   Initial T-Matrix (T0)   *****) 
 1018 FORMAT(/1X,3H T0,I3,1X,4D18.8/(8X,4D18.8)) 
 1019 FORMAT(//2X,58H *****   Initial T-Matrix (T0) Output is Supressed  
     1  *****) 
 1020 FORMAT(//2X,52H *****   Initial End Conditions Vector (EC0)   **** 
     1*) 
 1021 FORMAT(/3X,4H EC0,1X,4D18.8/(8X,4D18.8)) 
 1022 FORMAT(//2X,56H *****   Initial Control Vector (CVPRV0) and Measur 
     1ement/27X,53H Vector (ECPRV0) from the Previous Duty Cycle   ***** 
     2/) 
 1023 FORMAT(/2X,63H *****   Initial Previous Cycle Control Vector (CVPR 
     1V0)   *****) 
 1024 FORMAT(/7H CVPRV0,1X,4D18.8/(8X,4D18.8)) 
 1025 FORMAT(//2X,70H *****   Initial Previous Cycle End Conditions Vect 
     1or (ECPRV0)   *****) 
 1026 FORMAT(/7H ECPRV0,1X,4D18.8/(8X,4D18.8)) 
 1027 FORMAT(//2X,56H *****   Initial CV0, T0, EC0, CVPRV0, and ECPRV0 O 
     1utput/58X,22H is Suppressed   *****/) 
 1071 FORMAT(/2X,60H *****   Initial End Conditions Weighting Coefficien 
     1t Vector/36X,44H (WDT0) for the Performance Index (F)  *****) 




 1030 FORMAT(//2X,57H *****   Intermediate Control Vector (CV), T-Matrix 
     1 (TT),/15X,65H and Measurement Vector (ECT) after the First Compre 
     2ssion   *****/) 
 1031 FORMAT(/2X,77H *****   Intermediate Control Vector (CV) after the  
     1First Compression   *****) 
 1032 FORMAT(/4X,3H CV,1X,4D18.8/(8X,4D18.8)) 
 1033 FORMAT(/2X,57H *****   Intermediate Greatest Least Bounds (CVL) fo 
     1r the/52X,28H Control Vector (CV)   *****) 
 1034 FORMAT(/3X,4H CVL,1X,4D18.8/(8X,4D18.8)) 
 1035 FORMAT(/2X,54H *****   Intermediate Least Upper Bounds (CVU) for t 
     1he/52X,28H Control Vector (CV)   *****) 
 1036 FORMAT(/3X,4H CVU,1X,4D18.8/(8X,4D18.8)) 
 1037 FORMAT(//4X,4H Row,7X,43H *****   Intermediate T-Matrix (TT)   *** 
     1**) 
 1038 FORMAT(/1X,3H TT,I3,1X,4D18.8/(8X,4D18.8)) 
 1039 FORMAT(//2X,63H *****   Intermediate T-Matrix (TT) Output is Supre 
     1ssed   *****) 
 1040 FORMAT(//2X,57H *****   Intermediate End Conditions Vector (ECT)   
     1 *****) 
 1041 FORMAT(/3X,4H ECT,1X,4D18.8/(8X,4D18.8)) 
 1042 FORMAT(//2X,67H *****   Intermediate Control Vector (CVPRV) and Me  
     1asurement Vector/26X,44H (ECPRV0) from the Previous Duty Cycle aft 
     2er/50X,30H the First Compression   *****/) 
 1043 FORMAT(/2X,65H *****   Intermediate Previous Cycle Control Vector  
     1(CVPRV) after/50X,30H the First Compression   *****) 
 1044 FORMAT(/1X,6H CVPRV,1X,4D18.8/(8X,4D18.8)) 
 1045 FORMAT(//2X,68H *****   Intermediate Previous Cycle End Conditions 
     1 Vector (ECPRVTT)/44X,36H after the First Compression   *****) 
 1046 FORMAT(/7H ECPRVT,1X,4D18.8/(8X,4D18.8)) 
 1047 FORMAT(//2X,58H *****   Intermediate CV, TT, ECT, CVPRV, and ECPRV  
     1T after/29X,51H the First Compression Output is Suppressed   ***** 
     2/) 
 1081 FORMAT(/2X,65H *****   Intermediate End Conditions Weighting Coeff 
     1icient Vector/36X,44H (WDTT) for the Performance Index (F)  *****) 




 1050 FORMAT(//2X,53H *****   Final Control Vector (CV), T-Matrix (T), a 
     1nd/19X,61H Measurement Vector (EC) after the Second Compression    
     2*****/) 
 1051 FORMAT(/2X,71H *****   Final Control Vector (CV) after the Second    
     1Compression   *****) 
 1052 FORMAT(/4X,3H CV,1X,4D18.8/(8X,4D18.8)) 
 1053 FORMAT(/2X,51H *****   Greatest Least Bounds (CVL) Vector for the/  
     152X,28H Control Vector (CV)   *****) 
 1054 FORMAT(/3X,4H CVL,1X,4D18.8/(8X,4D18.8)) 
 1055 FORMAT(/2X,76H *****   Least Upper Bounds (CVU) Vector for the Con 
     1trol Vector (CV)   *****) 
D-27 
 1056 FORMAT(/3X,4H CVU,1X,4D18.8/(8X,4D18.8)) 
 1057 FORMAT(//4X,4H Row,11X,35H *****   Final T-Matrix (T)   *****) 
 1058 FORMAT(/2X,2H T,I3,1X,4D18.8/(8X,4D18.8)) 
 1059 FORMAT(//2X,55H *****   Final T-Matrix (T) Output is Supressed   * 
     1****) 
 1060 FORMAT(//2X,78H *****   Final End Conditions Vector (EC) after the 
     1 Second Compression   *****) 
 1061 FORMAT(/4X,3H EC,1X,4D18.8/(8X,4D18.8)) 
 1062 FORMAT(//2X,60H *****   Final Control Vector (CVPRV) and Measureme 
     1nt Vector/24X,43H (ECPRV) from the Previous Duty Cycle after/49X 
     2,31H the Second Compression   *****/) 
 1063 FORMAT(/2X,58H *****   Final Previous Cycle Control Vector (CVPRV) 
     1 after/49X,31H the Second Compression   *****) 
 1064 FORMAT(/1X,6H CVPRV,1X,4D18.8/(8X,4D18.8)) 
 1065 FORMAT(//2X,59H *****   Final Previous Cycle End Conditions Vector 
     1 (ECPRV)/43X,37H after the Second Compression   *****) 
 1066 FORMAT(/1X,6H ECPRV,1X,4D18.8/(8X,4D18.8)) 
 1067 FORMAT(//2X,48H *****   Final CV, T, EC, CVPRV, and ECPRV after/ 
     1 28X,52H the Second Compression Output is Suppressed   *****/) 
 1091 FORMAT(/2X,58H *****   Final End Conditions Weighting Coefficient  
     1Vector/37X,43H (WDT) for the Performance Index (F)  *****) 




 1990 FORMAT(//1X,79H *******************   T-Matrix Compression is Init 
     1iated   ********************/) 
 1998 FORMAT(19X,39H   *****   ERROR STOP in CMPRSS   *****/) 
 1999 FORMAT(//1X,79H *******************   T-Matrix Compression is Comp 





C  *****   Execute CMPRSS   ***** 
C 
C  *****   Initial Control Vector (CV0), T-Matrix (T0), and Measurement 
C                Vector (EC0); and Initial Control Vector (CVPRV0) and 
C                      Measurement Vector from the Previous Duty Cycle   ***** 
C 
      WRITE(IOUT,1990) 
C 
      DO 11 K = 1, NZ0 
      SUM        = 0.0 
      DO 12    L = 1, NX0 
      SUM        = SUM    + T0(K,L)*CV0(L) 
   12 CONTINUE 
      EC0(K)     = SUM + ECPRV0(K) 
   11 CONTINUE 
C 
      IF (IABS(ITOUT) - 2) 18, 13, 13 
C 
   13 WRITE(IOUT,1010) 
      WRITE(IOUT,1011) 
      WRITE(IOUT,1012) (CV0(L), L=1,NX0) 
      WRITE(IOUT,1013) 
      WRITE(IOUT,1014) (CVL0(L), L=1,NX0) 
      WRITE(IOUT,1015) 
      WRITE(IOUT,1016) (CVU0(L), L=1,NX0) 
      IF (ITOUT) 16, 14, 14 
   14 WRITE(IOUT,1017) 
      DO 15 K = 1, NZ0 
      WRITE(IOUT,1018) K, (T0(K,L), L=1,NX0) 
   15 CONTINUE 
      GO TO 17 
   16 WRITE(IOUT,1019) 
   17 WRITE(IOUT,1020) 
      WRITE(IOUT,1021) (EC0(K), K=1,NZ0) 
      WRITE(IOUT,1071) 
      WRITE(IOUT,1072) (WDT0(K), K=1,NZ0) 
C 
      WRITE(IOUT,1022) 
      WRITE(IOUT,1023) 
      WRITE(IOUT,1024) (CVPRV0(L), L=1,NX0) 
D-28 
      WRITE(IOUT,1025) 
      WRITE(IOUT,1026) (ECPRV0(K), K=1,NZ0) 
C 
      GO TO 20 
C 
   18 WRITE(IOUT,1027) 
C 
C  *****   Compression of the Control Vector and the T-Matrix 
C                                                (First Compression)   ***** 
C 
   20 NX        = 0 
      J         = 1 
C 
      DO 21   L = 1, NX0 
      LL        = (L + 1)/2 
      IF (NSAVE(L)) 21, 21, 23 
   23 NX        = J 
      CV(J)     = CV0(L) 
      CVPRV(J)  = CVPRV0(L) 
      CVL(J)    = CVL0(L) 
      CVU(J)    = CVU0(L) 
C 
      JRM       = MOD(J,2) 
      IF (JRM) 998, 24, 25 
   24 JJ        = (J + 1)/2 
      AL(JJ)    = AL0(LL) 
      AU(JJ)    = AU0(LL) 
C 
   25 DO 22   K = 1, NZ0 
      TT(K,J)   = T0(K,L) 
   22 CONTINUE 
C 
      J         = J + 1 
C 
   21 CONTINUE 
C 
C  *****   Measurement Vector, T-Matrix, and Control Vector 
C                                         after the First Compression   ***** 
C 
      DO 31    K = 1, NZ0 
      SUM        = 0.0 
      DO 32    J = 1, NX 
      SUM        = SUM    + TT(K,J)*CV(J) 
   32 CONTINUE 
      ECPRVTT(K) = ECPRV0(K) 
      ECT(K)     = SUM + ECPRVTT(K) 
      WDTT(K)    = WDT0(K) 
   31 CONTINUE 
C 
      IF (IABS(ITOUT) - 3) 38, 33, 33 
C 
   33 WRITE(IOUT,1030) 
      WRITE(IOUT,1031) 
      WRITE(IOUT,1032) (CV(J), J=1,NX) 
      WRITE(IOUT,1033) 
      WRITE(IOUT,1034) (CVL(J), J=1,NX) 
      WRITE(IOUT,1035) 
      WRITE(IOUT,1036) (CVU(J), J=1,NX) 
      IF (ITOUT) 36, 34, 34 
   34 WRITE(IOUT,1037) 
      DO 35 K = 1, NZ0 
      WRITE(IOUT,1038) K, (TT(K,J), J=1,NX) 
   35 CONTINUE 
      GO TO 37 
   36 WRITE(IOUT,1039) 
   37 WRITE(IOUT,1040) 
      WRITE(IOUT,1041) (ECT(K), K=1,NZ0) 
      WRITE(IOUT,1081) 
      WRITE(IOUT,1082) (WDTT(K), K=1,NZ0) 
C 
      WRITE(IOUT,1042) 
      WRITE(IOUT,1043) 
      WRITE(IOUT,1044) (CVPRV(J), J=1,NX) 
      WRITE(IOUT,1045) 
D-29 
      WRITE(IOUT,1046) (ECPRVTT(K), K=1,NZ0) 
C 
      GO TO 40 
C 
   38 WRITE(IOUT,1047) 
C 
C 
C  *****   Compression of the Measurement Vector and the T-Matrix 
C                                     (Second and Final Compression)   ***** 
C 
   40 NZ        = 0 
         I      = 1 
C 
      DO 41   K = 1, NZ0 
      IF (MSAVE(K)) 41, 41, 43 
   43 NZ        = I 
      WDT(I)    = WDTT(K) 
      ECPRVT(I) = ECPRVTT(K) 
C 
      DO 42  J  = 1, NX 
      T(I,J)    = TT(K,J) 
   42 CONTINUE 
C 
      I         = I + 1 
C 
   41 CONTINUE 
C 
C  *****   Measurement Vector, T-Matrix, and Control Vector 
C                              after the Second and Final Compression   ***** 
C 
      DO 51    I = 1, NZ 
      SUM        = 0.0 
      DO 52    J = 1, NX 
      SUM        = SUM    + T(I,J)*CV(J) 
   52 CONTINUE 
      ECPRV(I)   = ECPRVT(I) 
      EC(I)      = SUM + ECPRV(I) 
   51 CONTINUE 
C 
      IF (IABS(ITOUT) - 1) 58, 53, 53 
C 
   53 WRITE(IOUT,1050) 
      WRITE(IOUT,1051) 
      WRITE(IOUT,1052) (CV(J), J=1,NX) 
      WRITE(IOUT,1053) 
      WRITE(IOUT,1054) (CVL(J), J=1,NX) 
      WRITE(IOUT,1055) 
      WRITE(IOUT,1056) (CVU(J), J=1,NX) 
      IF (ITOUT) 56, 54, 54 
   54 WRITE(IOUT,1057) 
      DO 55 I= 1, NZ 
      WRITE(IOUT,1058) I, (T(I,J), J=1,NX) 
   55 CONTINUE 
      GO TO 57 
   56 WRITE(IOUT,1059) 
   57 WRITE(IOUT,1060) 
      WRITE(IOUT,1061) (EC(I), I=1,NZ) 
      WRITE(IOUT,1091) 
      WRITE(IOUT,1092) (WDT(I), I=1,NZ) 
C 
      WRITE(IOUT,1062) 
      WRITE(IOUT,1063) 
      WRITE(IOUT,1064) (CVPRV(J), J=1,NX) 
      WRITE(IOUT,1065) 
      WRITE(IOUT,1066) (ECPRV(I), I=1,NZ) 
      GO TO 999 
C 
   58 WRITE(IOUT,1067) 
      GO TO 999 
C 
C  *****   Error Exit   ***** 
C 
  998 WRITE(IOUT,1998) 
      STOP 
D-30 
C 
C  *****   Normal Exit   ***** 
C 
  999 WRITE(IOUT,1999) 
      RETURN 
C 























The purpose of the CONSTR Subroutine Code is to define the constraint functions if any, in 


























      SUBROUTINE CONSTR(IOUT,ITOUT,NX,MI,LSAVE,A,AL,AU,MAXASUM,MINASUM, 
     1           G,G0,GMAX) 
C 
C 
C  *****   Definition of Constraints   ***** 
C 
C  *****   These statements establish and define the Dimensions and 
C                Type of some of the Non-linear Programming Parameters.   ***** 
C 
      INTEGER          NMAX, MMAX, MNN2X, LWA, LKWA, LACTIV 
C 
      PARAMETER (      NMAX   = 14, 
     /                 MMAX   = 10, 
     /                 MNN2X  = MMAX + NMAX + NMAX + 2, 
     /                 LWA    = 1.5*NMAX*NMAX + 33*NMAX + 9*MMAX + 200, 
     /                 LKWA   = NMAX + 20, 
     /                 LACTIV = 2*MMAX + 10) 
C 
C 
C  *****   These statements establish and define the Dimensions and 
C                Type of some of the NLP10x10 Main Driver Parameters.   ***** 
C 
      INTEGER*4  NCC,   NXX,   NXZ,   NZNX,   NZZ 
C 
      PARAMETER  (NCC=6,NXX=10,NZZ=10,NZNX=NZZ*NXX,NXZ=MAX(NXX,NZZ)) 
C 
C 
C  *****   These statements establish and define the Dimensions and 
C           Type of some of the CONSTR Constraint Routine Parameters.   ***** 
C 
      INTEGER*4  IOUT,     ITOUT,     JJ,        LL,        LMAX, 




      REAL*8  A(NCC),     AL(NCC),    ASUM,       AU(NCC),    G(MMAX), 
     1        G0(MMAX),   GMAX(MMAX), MAXASUM,    MINASUM,    ZERO 
C 
C 




      DATA    ZERO                                                     / 
     o        0.0D+00                                                  / 
C 
C 




 1001 FORMAT(//2H  ) 
 1004 FORMAT(5X,I2,3X,3D20.8) 
 1005 FORMAT(/37X,6H LSAVE/) 
 1006 FORMAT((10I7/)) 
 1007 FORMAT(//2X,8H Element,7X,11H Constraint,9X,10H Amplitude,10X, 
     1          8H Max Amp/) 
 1008 FORMAT(///17X,45H *****   No Constraints are Specified   *****//) 





C  *****   Execute CONSTR   ***** 
C 
C  *****   Set constants and initial values   ***** 
C 
      IF (MI) 998, 30, 10 
C 
   10 LMAX  = NX/2 
      JJ    = 0 
      ASUM  = ZERO 
C 
D-34 
C  *****   Define Constraint Vector   ***** 
C 
      DO 11 LL = 1, LMAX 
      IF (LSAVE(LL)) 998, 11, 12 
   12 JJ  = JJ + 1 
      G0(JJ)   = A(LL) 
      GMAX(JJ) = AU(LL) 
      G(JJ)    = GMAX(JJ) - G0(JJ) 
      ASUM     = ASUM + G0(JJ) 
   11 CONTINUE 
C 
      IF (JJ - MI) 21, 30, 998 
C 
   21 JJ  =  JJ + 1 
      A(JJ)    = ASUM 
      AL(JJ)   = MINASUM 
      AU(JJ)   = MAXASUM 
      G0(JJ)   = ASUM 
      GMAX(JJ) = MAXASUM 
      G(JJ)    = GMAX(JJ) - G0(JJ) 
C 
C  *****   Normal Exit   ***** 
C 
   30 IF (IABS(ITOUT) - 4) 999, 31, 31 
   31 IF (JJ) 998, 34, 32 
   32 WRITE(IOUT,1005) 
      WRITE(IOUT,1006) (LSAVE(LL), LL=1,LMAX) 
      WRITE(IOUT,1007) 
      DO 33 JJ = 1, MI 
      WRITE(IOUT,1004)  JJ, G(JJ), G0(JJ), GMAX(JJ) 
   33 CONTINUE 
      GO TO 999 
   34 WRITE(IOUT,1008) 
      GO TO 999 
C 
C  *****   Error Exit   ***** 
C 
  998 WRITE(IOUT,1998) 
      STOP 
C 
C  *****   Normal Exit   ***** 
C 
  999 RETURN 
C 





















The purpose of the AMPHSE Subroutine Code is to convert angular quantities from Polar to 


























      SUBROUTINE AMPHSE(IDIR,EPS,DEG,RAD,ITC,A,PSIDEG,X,Y) 
C 
C 
C   *****   Conversion between Polar and Cartesian Co-ordinates   ***** 
C 
C 
      CHARACTER*2  ITC 
C 




      REAL*8     A,          ABSX,       ABSY,       DEG,        EPS, 
     1           ONE,        PSIDEG,     PSIRAD,     RAD,        V, 













C  *****   Execute AMPHSE   ***** 
C 
      IF (IDIR) 10, 10, 20 
C 
C   *****   Given A and PSI,  Compute X and Y   ***** 
C 
   10 ITC      = '  ' 
      PSIRAD   =  PSIDEG*RAD 
      X        =  A*DSIN(PSIRAD) 
      Y        =  A*DCOS(PSIRAD) 
      GO TO 999 
C 
C   *****   Given X and Y,  Compute A and PSI   ***** 
C 
   20 ABSX     =  DABS(X) 
      ABSY     =  DABS(Y) 
      IF (ABSX - EPS) 21, 21, 22 
   21 IF (ABSY - EPS) 26, 26, 22 
C 
C  *****   Amplitude A is greater than EPS   ***** 
C 
   22 PSIDEG   =  DEG*DATAN2(X,Y) 
      A        =  DSQRT(X*X + Y*Y)  
      GO TO 30 
C 
C  *****   Amplitude A is less than EPS   ***** 
C 
   26 ITC      = ' U' 
      A        = ZERO 
      PSIDEG   = ZERO 
C 
   30 CONTINUE 
C 
C   *****   End of Case   ***** 
C 
  999 RETURN 
C 

























































      REAL*8 FUNCTION RANQ(ISEED) 
C 
      INTEGER*4  IDIST,  ISEED(4),  N 
C 












      CALL DLARNV( IDIST, ISEED, N, XX ) 
C 
      RANQ   =  XX 
C 
      RETURN 
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E.1   (10 x 10) T-Matrix FX, FY, FZ Hub Shear Forces and 









The Full (10 x 10) T-Matrix problem assumes a ten dimensional control vector comprised of the 
five harmonics [(FXS, FXC), (FYS, FYC), (FZS, FZC), (MXS, MXC), and (MYS, MYC)], and a 
ten dimensional end conditions vector comprised of the five harmonics [(D2S, D2C), (D3S, 































!  *****   Start of Case  1                         Input Data   ***** 
!          T is (10x10)  with  NO Constraints. 
!          CV  is comprised of the  2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 per rev flap angles. 
!          EC  is comprised of the  FX, FY, FZ, MX, and MY 5p Hub Loads. 
! 
 ACC     =    1.0D-8, 
 ACC     =    1.0D-7, 
 ACCQP   =    1.0D-12, 
 AL0     =    0.00,   0.00,   0.00,   0.00,   0.00, 
 AU0     =   10.00,  10.00,  10.00,  10.00,  10.00, 
 CV00(1) =    0.000,     0.000,     0.000,     0.000,     0.000, 
 CV00(6) =    0.000,     0.000,     0.000,     0.000,     0.000, 
 CVOUT   =      1, 
 CVOUT   =      0, 
 CVPRV0(1) =    0.000,     0.000,     0.000,     0.000,     0.000, 
 CVPRV0(6) =    0.000,     0.000,     0.000,     0.000,     0.000, 
 ECPRV0(1) =  -95.5047,   75.6472,   84.8822,   80.7376,  -65.8481, 
 ECPRV0(6) =   77.7241,  -37.3010,   31.3994,   43.5907,   12.1522, 
 ICASE   =      1, 
 IDATA   =      3, 
 IOPT    =      1, 
 IOPT    =      2, 
 ITOUT   =      0, 
 ITOUT   =      4, 
 ITOUT   =      2, 
 ITOUT   =      1, 
 ITOUT   =      3, 
 LQL     =   .FALSE., 
 LQL     =   .TRUE., 
 LSAVE   =    0,   0,   0,   0,   0,   0, 
 MAXASUM =    3.000, 
 MAXIT   =  300, 
 MAXNM   =    0, 
 MAXNM   =   10, 
 MI      =    0, 
 MSAVE0  =    1,   1,   1,   1,   1, 
 NSAVE0  =    1,   1,   1,   1,   1, 
 NX0     =   10, 
 NZ0     =   10, 
 OPTEND  =    1, 
 OPTEND  =    2, 
 OPTEND  =    3, 
 RHOB    =    0.0, 




  T0(1,1)   =   -90.74040,   119.70700,   122.38400,    78.72380,   -69.68640, 
  T0(6,1)   =    66.34010,   -40.05610,    20.25200,    29.75040,    24.36730, 
  T0(1,2)   =  -135.69100,    79.44860,    87.60420,   115.95000,   -47.75700, 
  T0(6,2)   =    79.13310,   -30.01580,    33.37590,    38.47500,    13.77080, 
  T0(1,3)   =  -114.32000,    47.68370,    60.60960,    95.79040,   -56.22380, 
  T0(6,3)   =    49.49840,   -24.87710,     3.77782,    24.54600,    -6.34307, 
  T0(1,4)   =   -68.17730,    51.47110,    64.58900,    53.42570,   -30.91670, 
  T0(6,4)   =    80.52170,    -8.45332,    54.59550,    66.75300,   -12.35370, 
  T0(1,5)   =   -50.03930,    63.86900,    76.58370,    37.28330,    44.63530,   
  T0(6,5)   =    79.28500,    -5.47938,    73.25790,   123.17900,   -16.06650,  
  T0(1,6)   =   -76.47950,   107.92800,   113.11600,    66.38840,   -48.84220, 
  T0(6,6)   =   155.67100,   -59.09700,    67.74370,    73.07250,    85.04140, 
  T0(1,7)   =  -143.274,     110.904,     110.159,     131.805,     -89.7837, 
  T0(6,7)   =   253.607,      17.6567,     49.4077,     19.5904,     70.4063, 
  T0(1,8)   =  -137.09,       35.3513,     41.2782,    111.293,    -240.311, 
  T0(6,8)   =    32.0795,    -49.5137,     88.9283,      0.494424,   -9.84387, 
  T0(1,9)   =  -120.269,      35.5072,     40.179,      68.5191,   -148.798, 
  T0(6,9)   =    67.0002,    -82.3286,    119.065,     -13.4636,    -73.7842, 
  T0(1,10)  =   -35.6918,     52.9199,     96.5716,     18.697,     -48.3614, 
  T0(6,10)  =   -20.1547,   -115.603,     -21.8472,    119.166,     -50.0921, 
! 
 MULT    =         1, 
E-4 
 MULT    =         0, 
! 






   *********   OUTPUT   *****   OUTPUT   ********    
  
  









          ***************   Start Case Number    1   *************** 
 
 




A00     = 6*1.00000000000000        , 
ACC     =  1.000000000000000E-007, 
ACCQP   =  1.000000000000000E-012, 
AL0     = 5*0.000000000000000E+000  , -1.000000000000000E-007, 
ALPHA   =   1.00000000000000     , 
APRV0   = 6*0.000000000000000E+000  , 
AU0     = 5*10.0000000000000        ,   3.00000000000000     , 
CRAN1   =   2.00000000000000     , 
CRAN2   =   3.00000000000000     , 
CRAN3   =   1.00000000000000     , 
CRAN4   =   1.00000000000000     , 
CV00    = 14*0.000000000000000E+000  , 
CVOUT   =           0, 
CVPRV0  = 14*0.000000000000000E+000  , 
ECPRV0  =  -95.5047000000000     ,   75.6472000000000     ,   84.8822000000000     ,   
80.7376000000000     , 
  -65.8481000000000     ,   77.7241000000000     ,  -37.3010000000000     ,   
31.3994000000000     ,   43.5907000000000     , 
   12.1522000000000     , 
EPS     =  1.000000000000000E-007, 
ICASE   =           1, 
ICYCL0  =        2000, 
IDATA   =           3, 
IN      =           5, 
IOPT    =           2, 
IOUT    =           6, 
IPRINT  =           2, 
ISEED1  =        2395,        4013,        3813,        1837, 
ISEED2  =        1843,        4011,        3364,        2835, 
ISEED3  =        3962,        1111,        3215,        2637, 
ISEED4  =        2397,        1504,        4031,        3173, 
ITOUT   =           3, 
L       =           1, 
LQL     = T, 
LSAVE   = 6*0, 
MAXASUM =   3.00000000000000     , 
MAXFUN  =          30, 
MAXIT   =         300, 
MAXNM   =          10, 
MI      =           0, 
MINASUM =  0.000000000000000E+000, 
MODE    =           0, 
MSAVE0  = 10*1, 
MULT    =           0, 
NSAVE0  = 10*1, 
NX0     =          10, 
NZ0     =          10, 
E-5 
OPTEND  =           3, 
PHASE0  = 6*90.0000000000000        , 
PHSPRV0 = 6*0.000000000000000E+000  , 
RHOB    =   100.000000000000     , 
STPMIN  =  0.000000000000000E+000, 
T0      =  -90.7404000000000     ,   119.707000000000     ,   122.384000000000     ,   
78.7238000000000     , 
  -69.6864000000000     ,   66.3401000000000     ,  -40.0561000000000     ,   
20.2520000000000     ,   29.7504000000000     , 
   24.3673000000000     ,  -135.691000000000     ,   79.4486000000000     ,   
87.6042000000000     ,   115.950000000000     , 
  -47.7570000000000     ,   79.1331000000000     ,  -30.0158000000000     ,   
33.3759000000000     ,   38.4750000000000     , 
   13.7708000000000     ,  -114.320000000000     ,   47.6837000000000     ,   
60.6096000000000     ,   95.7904000000000     , 
  -56.2238000000000     ,   49.4984000000000     ,  -24.8771000000000     ,   
3.77782000000000     ,   24.5460000000000     , 
  -6.34307000000000     ,  -68.1773000000000     ,   51.4711000000000     ,   
64.5890000000000     ,   53.4257000000000     , 
  -30.9167000000000     ,   80.5217000000000     ,  -8.45332000000000     ,   
54.5955000000000     ,   66.7530000000000     , 
  -12.3537000000000     ,  -50.0393000000000     ,   63.8690000000000     ,   
76.5837000000000     ,   37.2833000000000     , 
   44.6353000000000     ,   79.2850000000000     ,  -5.47938000000000     ,   
73.2579000000000     ,   123.179000000000     , 
  -16.0665000000000     ,  -76.4795000000000     ,   107.928000000000     ,   
113.116000000000     ,   66.3884000000000     , 
  -48.8422000000000     ,   155.671000000000     ,  -59.0970000000000     ,   
67.7437000000000     ,   73.0725000000000     , 
   85.0414000000000     ,  -143.274000000000     ,   110.904000000000     ,   
110.159000000000     ,   131.805000000000     , 
  -89.7837000000000     ,   253.607000000000     ,   17.6567000000000     ,   
49.4077000000000     ,   19.5904000000000     , 
   70.4063000000000     ,  -137.090000000000     ,   35.3513000000000     ,   
41.2782000000000     ,   111.293000000000     , 
  -240.311000000000     ,   32.0795000000000     ,  -49.5137000000000     ,   
88.9283000000000     ,  0.494424000000000     , 
  -9.84387000000000     ,  -120.269000000000     ,   35.5072000000000     ,   
40.1790000000000     ,   68.5191000000000     , 
  -148.798000000000     ,   67.0002000000000     ,  -82.3286000000000     ,   
119.065000000000     ,  -13.4636000000000     , 
  -73.7842000000000     ,  -35.6918000000000     ,   52.9199000000000     ,   
96.5716000000000     ,   18.6970000000000     , 
  -48.3614000000000     ,  -20.1547000000000     ,  -115.603000000000     ,  -
21.8472000000000     ,   119.166000000000     , 
  -50.0921000000000     , 
WDT0    = 10*1.00000000000000        , 
WDX     = 10*0.000000000000000E+000  , 
WX      = 10*0.000000000000000E+000  , 







     ***************   OUTPUT DATA for Case Number    1   *************** 
 
 
  *****   The Initial T-Matrix (T0) and Either the Initial 
                    Previous Actual NLP Control Vector (CVPRV0) or 
                          the Initial Previous Control Amplitude (APRV0) 
                                and Phase Angle (PHSPRV0) Vectors Before 
                                         Compression are Directly Input   ***** 
 
  *****   Input the Initial Previous Actual NLP Control 
                   Vector (CVPRV0) Directly Via NAMELIST Input CDATA 
                         and then Compute the Previous Control Amplitude (APRV0) 









  *****   Initial Previous Control Amplitude (APRV0) and Phase 
                             Angle (PHSPRV0) Vectors before Compression   ***** 
 
  Element    AL0               APRV0             AU0               PHSPRV0 
 
     1     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     2     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     3     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     4     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     5     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
 
  *****   Previous Actual NLP Control Vector CVPRV0 Before Compression   ***** 
 
  Element        CVL0                CVPRV0              CVU0 
 
     1        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     2        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     3        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     4        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     5        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     6        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     7        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     8        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     9        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
    10        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
 
  *****   Either the BEFORE Compression Initial Actual NLP Control 
              Vector Estimates (CV00), OR the BEFORE Compression 
                 Initial Control Vector Amplitudes (A00) and Phase 
                    Angles (PHASE0) Estimates are Directly Input 
                       via NAMELIST Data CDATA                            ***** 
 
  *****   Input the Initial Actual NLP Control Vector Estimate 
                (CV00) Directly Via NAMELIST Input CDATA, and 
                        then Compute the Control Vector Amplitudes 
                              (A00) and Phase Angles (PHASE0) Estimates   ***** 
                  **********   Case Number    1   ********** 
 
 
  *****   Adjust the Initial Control Amplitude Estimates Vector 
           (A00) to define the Initial Control Amplitude Estimates 
            Vector (A0) to Within Limits If Required Before Compression   ***** 
 
 
  *****   Initial Control Amplitude Vector Estimates (A0), Its 
                       Limits (AL0 & AU0), and Its Phase Angle Vector 
                                  Estimates (PHASE0) Before Compression   ***** 
 
  Element    AL0               A0                AU0               PHASE0 
 
     1     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     1     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D-06    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     2     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     2     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D-06    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     3     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     3     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D-06    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     4     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     4     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D-06    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     5     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     5     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D-06    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
 
  *****   Initial Actual NLP Control Vector Estimates (CV0) and 
                            Its Limits (CVL0 & CVU0) Before Compression   ***** 
 
  Element        CVL0                CV0                 CVU0 
 
     1        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     2        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     3        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     4        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     5        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     6        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
E-7 
     7        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     8        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     9        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
    10        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
 
 
  *****   End Conditions Vector EC0, Previous Cycle 
                    End Conditions Vector ECPRV0, and Weighting 
                             Coefficient Vector WDT0 Before Compression   ***** 
 
 
  Element        EC0                 ECPRV0              WDT0 
 
     1        -0.95504700D+02     -0.95504700D+02      0.10000000D+01 
     2         0.75647200D+02      0.75647200D+02      0.10000000D+01 
     3         0.84882200D+02      0.84882200D+02      0.10000000D+01 
     4         0.80737600D+02      0.80737600D+02      0.10000000D+01 
     5        -0.65848100D+02     -0.65848100D+02      0.10000000D+01 
     6         0.77724100D+02      0.77724100D+02      0.10000000D+01 
     7        -0.37301000D+02     -0.37301000D+02      0.10000000D+01 
     8         0.31399400D+02      0.31399400D+02      0.10000000D+01 
     9         0.43590700D+02      0.43590700D+02      0.10000000D+01 
    10         0.12152200D+02      0.12152200D+02      0.10000000D+01 
 
 




               Specification of CV, T-matrix, and EC Compression 
 
                                 MSAVE0/MSAVE 
 
         1             1             1             1             1 
     1      1      1      1      1      1      1      1      1      1 
 
 
                                 NSAVE0/NSAVE 
 
         1             1             1             1             1 








  *****   Initial Control Vector (CV0), T-Matrix (T0), 
                                           and Measurement Vector (EC0)   ***** 
 
 
  *****   Initial Control Vector (CV0)   ***** 
 
   CV0     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
           0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
           0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
  *****   Initial Greatest Least Bounds (CVL0) for the 
                                                   Control Vector (CV0)   ***** 
 
  CVL0    -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02 
          -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02 
          -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02 
 
  *****   Initial Least Upper Bounds (CVU0) for the 
                                                   Control Vector (CV0)   ***** 
 
  CVU0     0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02 
           0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02 
           0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02 
 
 
    Row          *****   Initial T-Matrix (T0)   ***** 
E-8 
 
 T0  1    -0.90740400D+02   -0.13569100D+03   -0.11432000D+03   -0.68177300D+02 
          -0.50039300D+02   -0.76479500D+02   -0.14327400D+03   -0.13709000D+03 
          -0.12026900D+03   -0.35691800D+02 
 
 T0  2     0.11970700D+03    0.79448600D+02    0.47683700D+02    0.51471100D+02 
           0.63869000D+02    0.10792800D+03    0.11090400D+03    0.35351300D+02 
           0.35507200D+02    0.52919900D+02 
 
 T0  3     0.12238400D+03    0.87604200D+02    0.60609600D+02    0.64589000D+02 
           0.76583700D+02    0.11311600D+03    0.11015900D+03    0.41278200D+02 
           0.40179000D+02    0.96571600D+02 
 
 T0  4     0.78723800D+02    0.11595000D+03    0.95790400D+02    0.53425700D+02 
           0.37283300D+02    0.66388400D+02    0.13180500D+03    0.11129300D+03 
           0.68519100D+02    0.18697000D+02 
 
 T0  5    -0.69686400D+02   -0.47757000D+02   -0.56223800D+02   -0.30916700D+02 
           0.44635300D+02   -0.48842200D+02   -0.89783700D+02   -0.24031100D+03 
          -0.14879800D+03   -0.48361400D+02 
T0  6     0.66340100D+02    0.79133100D+02    0.49498400D+02    0.80521700D+02 
           0.79285000D+02    0.15567100D+03    0.25360700D+03    0.32079500D+02 
           0.67000200D+02   -0.20154700D+02 
 
 T0  7    -0.40056100D+02   -0.30015800D+02   -0.24877100D+02   -0.84533200D+01 
          -0.54793800D+01   -0.59097000D+02    0.17656700D+02   -0.49513700D+02 
          -0.82328600D+02   -0.11560300D+03 
 
 T0  8     0.20252000D+02    0.33375900D+02    0.37778200D+01    0.54595500D+02 
           0.73257900D+02    0.67743700D+02    0.49407700D+02    0.88928300D+02 
           0.11906500D+03   -0.21847200D+02 
 
 T0  9     0.29750400D+02    0.38475000D+02    0.24546000D+02    0.66753000D+02 
           0.12317900D+03    0.73072500D+02    0.19590400D+02    0.49442400D+00 
          -0.13463600D+02    0.11916600D+03 
 
 T0 10     0.24367300D+02    0.13770800D+02   -0.63430700D+01   -0.12353700D+02 
          -0.16066500D+02    0.85041400D+02    0.70406300D+02   -0.98438700D+01 
          -0.73784200D+02   -0.50092100D+02 
 
 
  *****   Initial End Conditions Vector (EC0)   ***** 
 
   EC0    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02    0.84882200D+02    0.80737600D+02 
          -0.65848100D+02    0.77724100D+02   -0.37301000D+02    0.31399400D+02 
           0.43590700D+02    0.12152200D+02 
 
  *****   Initial End Conditions Weighting Coefficient Vector 
                                    (WDT0) for the Performance Index (F)  ***** 
 
  WDT0     0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
           0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
           0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
 
 
  *****   Initial Control Vector (CVPRV0) and Measurement 
                           Vector (ECPRV0) from the Previous Duty Cycle   ***** 
 
 
  *****   Initial Previous Cycle Control Vector (CVPRV0)   ***** 
 
CVPRV0     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
           0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
           0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
 
  *****   Initial Previous Cycle End Conditions Vector (ECPRV0)   ***** 
 
ECPRV0    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02    0.84882200D+02    0.80737600D+02 
          -0.65848100D+02    0.77724100D+02   -0.37301000D+02    0.31399400D+02 
           0.43590700D+02    0.12152200D+02 
 
 
  *****   Intermediate Control Vector (CV), T-Matrix (TT), 
E-9 
               and Measurement Vector (ECT) after the First Compression   ***** 
 
 
  *****   Intermediate Control Vector (CV) after the First Compression   ***** 
 
    CV     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
           0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
           0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
  *****   Intermediate Greatest Least Bounds (CVL) for the 
                                                    Control Vector (CV)   ***** 
   CVL    -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02 
          -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02 
          -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02 
 
  *****   Intermediate Least Upper Bounds (CVU) for the 
                                                    Control Vector (CV)   ***** 
 
   CVU     0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02 
           0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02 
           0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02 
 
 
    Row        *****   Intermediate T-Matrix (TT)   ***** 
 
 TT  1    -0.90740400D+02   -0.13569100D+03   -0.11432000D+03   -0.68177300D+02 
          -0.50039300D+02   -0.76479500D+02   -0.14327400D+03   -0.13709000D+03 
          -0.12026900D+03   -0.35691800D+02 
 
 TT  2     0.11970700D+03    0.79448600D+02    0.47683700D+02    0.51471100D+02 
           0.63869000D+02    0.10792800D+03    0.11090400D+03    0.35351300D+02 
           0.35507200D+02    0.52919900D+02 
 
 TT  3     0.12238400D+03    0.87604200D+02    0.60609600D+02    0.64589000D+02 
           0.76583700D+02    0.11311600D+03    0.11015900D+03    0.41278200D+02 
           0.40179000D+02    0.96571600D+02 
 
 TT  4     0.78723800D+02    0.11595000D+03    0.95790400D+02    0.53425700D+02 
           0.37283300D+02    0.66388400D+02    0.13180500D+03    0.11129300D+03 
           0.68519100D+02    0.18697000D+02 
 
 TT  5    -0.69686400D+02   -0.47757000D+02   -0.56223800D+02   -0.30916700D+02 
           0.44635300D+02   -0.48842200D+02   -0.89783700D+02   -0.24031100D+03 
          -0.14879800D+03   -0.48361400D+02 
 
 TT  6     0.66340100D+02    0.79133100D+02    0.49498400D+02    0.80521700D+02 
           0.79285000D+02    0.15567100D+03    0.25360700D+03    0.32079500D+02 
           0.67000200D+02   -0.20154700D+02 
 
 TT  7    -0.40056100D+02   -0.30015800D+02   -0.24877100D+02   -0.84533200D+01 
          -0.54793800D+01   -0.59097000D+02    0.17656700D+02   -0.49513700D+02 
          -0.82328600D+02   -0.11560300D+03 
 
 TT  8     0.20252000D+02    0.33375900D+02    0.37778200D+01    0.54595500D+02 
           0.73257900D+02    0.67743700D+02    0.49407700D+02    0.88928300D+02 
           0.11906500D+03   -0.21847200D+02 
 
 TT  9     0.29750400D+02    0.38475000D+02    0.24546000D+02    0.66753000D+02 
           0.12317900D+03    0.73072500D+02    0.19590400D+02    0.49442400D+00 
          -0.13463600D+02    0.11916600D+03 
 
 TT 10     0.24367300D+02    0.13770800D+02   -0.63430700D+01   -0.12353700D+02 
          -0.16066500D+02    0.85041400D+02    0.70406300D+02   -0.98438700D+01 
          -0.73784200D+02   -0.50092100D+02 
 
 
  *****   Intermediate End Conditions Vector (ECT)   ***** 
 
   ECT    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02    0.84882200D+02    0.80737600D+02 
          -0.65848100D+02    0.77724100D+02   -0.37301000D+02    0.31399400D+02 
           0.43590700D+02    0.12152200D+02 
 
  *****   Intermediate End Conditions Weighting Coefficient Vector 
                                    (WDTT) for the Performance Index (F)  ***** 
E-10 
 
  WDTT     0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
           0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
           0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
 
 
  *****   Intermediate Control Vector (CVPRV) and Measurement Vector 
                          (ECPRV0) from the Previous Duty Cycle after 
                                                  the First Compression   ***** 
 
 
  *****   Intermediate Previous Cycle Control Vector (CVPRV) after 
                                                  the First Compression   ***** 
 
 CVPRV     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
           0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
           0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
 
  *****   Intermediate Previous Cycle End Conditions Vector (ECPRVTT) 
                                            after the First Compression   ***** 
 
ECPRVT    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02    0.84882200D+02    0.80737600D+02 
          -0.65848100D+02    0.77724100D+02   -0.37301000D+02    0.31399400D+02 
           0.43590700D+02    0.12152200D+02 
 
 
  *****   Final Control Vector (CV), T-Matrix (T), and 
                   Measurement Vector (EC) after the Second Compression   ***** 
 
 
  *****   Final Control Vector (CV) after the Second Compression   ***** 
 
    CV     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
           0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
           0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
  *****   Greatest Least Bounds (CVL) Vector for the 
                                                    Control Vector (CV)   ***** 
 
   CVL    -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02 
          -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02 
          -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02 
 
  *****   Least Upper Bounds (CVU) Vector for the Control Vector (CV)   ***** 
 
   CVU     0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02 
           0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02 
           0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02 
 
 
    Row            *****   Final T-Matrix (T)   ***** 
 
  T  1    -0.90740400D+02   -0.13569100D+03   -0.11432000D+03   -0.68177300D+02 
          -0.50039300D+02   -0.76479500D+02   -0.14327400D+03   -0.13709000D+03 
          -0.12026900D+03   -0.35691800D+02 
 
  T  2     0.11970700D+03    0.79448600D+02    0.47683700D+02    0.51471100D+02 
           0.63869000D+02    0.10792800D+03    0.11090400D+03    0.35351300D+02 
           0.35507200D+02    0.52919900D+02 
 
  T  3     0.12238400D+03    0.87604200D+02    0.60609600D+02    0.64589000D+02 
           0.76583700D+02    0.11311600D+03    0.11015900D+03    0.41278200D+02 
           0.40179000D+02    0.96571600D+02 
 
  T  4     0.78723800D+02    0.11595000D+03    0.95790400D+02    0.53425700D+02 
           0.37283300D+02    0.66388400D+02    0.13180500D+03    0.11129300D+03 
           0.68519100D+02    0.18697000D+02 
 
  T  5    -0.69686400D+02   -0.47757000D+02   -0.56223800D+02   -0.30916700D+02 
           0.44635300D+02   -0.48842200D+02   -0.89783700D+02   -0.24031100D+03 
          -0.14879800D+03   -0.48361400D+02 
 
  T  6     0.66340100D+02    0.79133100D+02    0.49498400D+02    0.80521700D+02 
E-11 
           0.79285000D+02    0.15567100D+03    0.25360700D+03    0.32079500D+02 
           0.67000200D+02   -0.20154700D+02 
 
  T  7    -0.40056100D+02   -0.30015800D+02   -0.24877100D+02   -0.84533200D+01 
          -0.54793800D+01   -0.59097000D+02    0.17656700D+02   -0.49513700D+02 
          -0.82328600D+02   -0.11560300D+03 
 
  T  8     0.20252000D+02    0.33375900D+02    0.37778200D+01    0.54595500D+02 
           0.73257900D+02    0.67743700D+02    0.49407700D+02    0.88928300D+02 
           0.11906500D+03   -0.21847200D+02 
 
  T  9     0.29750400D+02    0.38475000D+02    0.24546000D+02    0.66753000D+02 
           0.12317900D+03    0.73072500D+02    0.19590400D+02    0.49442400D+00 
          -0.13463600D+02    0.11916600D+03 
 
  T 10     0.24367300D+02    0.13770800D+02   -0.63430700D+01   -0.12353700D+02 
          -0.16066500D+02    0.85041400D+02    0.70406300D+02   -0.98438700D+01 
          -0.73784200D+02   -0.50092100D+02 
 
 
  *****   Final End Conditions Vector (EC) after the Second Compression   ***** 
 
    EC    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02    0.84882200D+02    0.80737600D+02 
          -0.65848100D+02    0.77724100D+02   -0.37301000D+02    0.31399400D+02 
           0.43590700D+02    0.12152200D+02 
 
  *****   Final End Conditions Weighting Coefficient Vector 
                                     (WDT) for the Performance Index (F)  ***** 
 
   WDT     0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
           0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
           0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
 
 
  *****   Final Control Vector (CVPRV) and Measurement Vector 
                        (ECPRV) from the Previous Duty Cycle after 
                                                 the Second Compression   ***** 
 
 
  *****   Final Previous Cycle Control Vector (CVPRV) after 
                                                 the Second Compression   ***** 
 
 CVPRV     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
           0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
           0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
 
  *****   Final Previous Cycle End Conditions Vector (ECPRV) 
                                           after the Second Compression   ***** 
 
 ECPRV    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02    0.84882200D+02    0.80737600D+02 
          -0.65848100D+02    0.77724100D+02   -0.37301000D+02    0.31399400D+02 
           0.43590700D+02    0.12152200D+02 
 
 
 *******************   T-Matrix Compression is Completed   ******************** 
 
 
  *****   Initial End Conditions Vector EC   ***** 
 
 
    -0.95504700D+02      0.75647200D+02      0.84882200D+02      0.80737600D+02 
    -0.65848100D+02      0.77724100D+02     -0.37301000D+02      0.31399400D+02 
     0.43590700D+02      0.12152200D+02 
 
 
  *****   Initial Performance Index  =   0.43369315D+05   ***** 
 
  *****   Initial Control Amplitude (A) and Phase Angle (PHASE) Vectors   ***** 
 
  Element    AL               A                 AU                PHASE 
 
     1     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     2     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
E-12 
     3     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     4     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     5     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
 
 




                                     LSAVE 
 
     0      0      0      0      0      0 
 
 




   -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
    START OF THE SEQUENTIAL QUADRATIC PROGRAMMING ALGORITHM 
   -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
    Parameters: 
       N      =      10 
       M      =       0 
       ME     =       0 
       MODE   =       0 
       ACC    =   0.1000D-06 
       ACCQP  =   0.1000D-11 
       STPMIN =   0.0000D+00 
       RHOB   =   0.1000D+03 
       MAXFUN =      30 
       MAXNM  =      10 
       MAXIT  =     300 
       IPRINT =       2 
 
    Output in the following order: 
       IT    - iteration number 
       F     - objective function value 
       SCV   - sum of constraint violations 
       NA    - number of active constraints 
       I     - number of line search iterations 
       ALPHA - steplength parameter 
       DELTA - additional variable to prevent inconsistency 
       KKT   - Karush-Kuhn-Tucker optimality criterion 
 
 
     IT         F          SCV      NA  I    ALPHA     DELTA     KKT 
   -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
      1  0.43369315D+05  0.00D+00    0  0  0.00D+00  0.00D+00  0.18D+08 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
      2  0.24251394D+04  0.00D+00    0  3  0.12D-01  0.00D+00  0.35D+06 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
      3  0.22780139D+04  0.00D+00    0  3  0.10D-01  0.00D+00  0.98D+05 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
      4  0.22400433D+04  0.00D+00    0  4  0.11D-02  0.00D+00  0.40D+06 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
      5  0.12962350D+04  0.00D+00    0  4  0.43D-02  0.00D+00  0.77D+06 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
E-13 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
      6  0.12938823D+04  0.00D+00    0  3  0.10D-01  0.00D+00  0.86D+05 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
      7  0.12403793D+04  0.00D+00    0  4  0.17D-02  0.00D+00  0.36D+05 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
      8  0.11826950D+04  0.00D+00    0  4  0.37D-02  0.00D+00  0.23D+06 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
      9  0.23118371D+03  0.00D+00    0  3  0.10D-01  0.00D+00  0.67D+05 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
     10  0.17429044D+03  0.00D+00    0  3  0.10D-01  0.00D+00  0.10D+05 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
     11  0.16349771D+03  0.00D+00    0  4  0.26D-02  0.00D+00  0.12D+05 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
     12  0.45397844D+02  0.00D+00    0  3  0.18D-01  0.00D+00  0.15D+03 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
     13  0.35423406D+02  0.00D+00    0  2  0.10D+00  0.00D+00  0.19D+03 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
     14  0.11604927D+01  0.00D+00    0  2  0.34D+00  0.00D+00  0.54D+01 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
     15  0.70946066D+00  0.00D+00    0  2  0.10D+00  0.00D+00  0.16D+01 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
     16  0.22128250D-01  0.00D+00    0  1  0.10D+01  0.00D+00  0.46D-01 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
     17  0.76396747D-04  0.00D+00    0  1  0.10D+01  0.00D+00  0.15D-03 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
     18  0.32054598D-06  0.00D+00    0  1  0.10D+01  0.00D+00  0.24D-06 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
E-14 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
     19  0.32054598D-06  0.00D+00    0 23  0.20D-09  0.00D+00  0.43D-07 
 
 
     --- Final Convergence Analysis at Last Iterate --- 
 
       Objective function value:      F(X)  =  0.32054598D-06 
       Solution values:               X     = 
         -0.16092618D+00 -0.33315546D+00  0.76025432D-01  0.23350939D+00 
         -0.15603567D+00 -0.19430960D-02 -0.19345490D+00 -0.12050082D+00 
         -0.16539292D-01 -0.17160590D+00 
       Distances from lower bounds:   X-XL  = 
          0.98390738D+01  0.96668445D+01  0.10076025D+02  0.10233509D+02 
          0.98439643D+01  0.99980569D+01  0.98065451D+01  0.98794992D+01 
          0.99834607D+01  0.98283941D+01 
       Distances from upper bounds:   XU-X  = 
          0.10160926D+02  0.10333155D+02  0.99239746D+01  0.97664906D+01 
          0.10156036D+02  0.10001943D+02  0.10193455D+02  0.10120501D+02 
          0.10016539D+02  0.10171606D+02 
       Multipliers for lower bounds:  U     = 
          0.00000000D+00  0.00000000D+00  0.00000000D+00  0.00000000D+00 
          0.00000000D+00  0.00000000D+00  0.00000000D+00  0.00000000D+00 
          0.00000000D+00  0.00000000D+00 
       Multipliers for upper bounds:  U     = 
          0.00000000D+00  0.00000000D+00  0.00000000D+00  0.00000000D+00 
          0.00000000D+00  0.00000000D+00  0.00000000D+00  0.00000000D+00 
          0.00000000D+00  0.00000000D+00 
       Number of function calls:      NFUNC =      71 
       Number of gradient calls:      NGRAD =      19 




                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
 
 
           *****   Number of Function Evaluations  =    261   ***** 
 
 
  *****   Solution Control Vector for Case Number    1   ***** 
 
  Element    CVL               CV                CVU               CV - CV0 
 
     1    -0.10000000D+02   -0.16092618D+00    0.10000000D+02   -0.16092618D+00 
     2    -0.10000000D+02   -0.33315546D+00    0.10000000D+02   -0.33315546D+00 
     3    -0.10000000D+02    0.76025432D-01    0.10000000D+02    0.76025432D-01 
     4    -0.10000000D+02    0.23350939D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.23350939D+00 
     5    -0.10000000D+02   -0.15603567D+00    0.10000000D+02   -0.15603567D+00 
     6    -0.10000000D+02   -0.19430960D-02    0.10000000D+02   -0.19430960D-02 
     7    -0.10000000D+02   -0.19345490D+00    0.10000000D+02   -0.19345490D+00 
     8    -0.10000000D+02   -0.12050082D+00    0.10000000D+02   -0.12050082D+00 
     9    -0.10000000D+02   -0.16539292D-01    0.10000000D+02   -0.16539292D-01 




  *****   Predicted Measurement Vector EC   ***** 
 
    -0.14318241D-03     -0.33053382D-03      0.38425255D-03     -0.10159093D-03 
     0.77942051D-04     -0.38764951D-04      0.59293608D-04      0.15374546D-04 
    -0.14208895D-03     -0.55369979D-05 
 
 




  *****   Predicted Measurement Vector EC   ***** 
E-15 
 
    -0.13961323D-03     -0.33582581D-03      0.37459539D-03     -0.10346063D-03 
     0.82778191D-04     -0.36749481D-04      0.70853908D-04      0.17559266D-04 
    -0.15400555D-03     -0.52778794D-06 
 
 




  *****   Predicted Control Amplitude Vector (A) 
                   Its Limits (AL & AU), and Its Phase Angle 
                                      Vector (PHASE) Before Compression   ***** 
 
  Element    AL               A                 AU                PHASE 
 
     1     0.00000000D+00    0.36998621D+00    0.10000000D+02   -0.15421777D+03 
     2     0.00000000D+00    0.24557382D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.18034090D+02 
     3     0.00000000D+00    0.15604777D+00    0.10000000D+02   -0.90713462D+02 
     4     0.00000000D+00    0.22791499D+00    0.10000000D+02   -0.12191830D+03 
     5     0.00000000D+00    0.17240108D+00    0.10000000D+02   -0.17449486D+03 
 




  *****   Solve the Regulator Problem for Case Number    1   ***** 
 
 
                    *****   Alpha  =      0.10000000D+01   ***** 
 
 
    Dim                   *****   WZ-Vector   ***** 
 
    10     0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
           0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
           0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
 
    Dim                   *****   WX-Vector   ***** 
 
    10     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
           0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
           0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
    Dim                   *****   WDX-Vector   ***** 
 
    10     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
           0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
           0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
    Row  *****   The T-Matrix [TT]   *064* 
 
     1    -0.90740400D+02   -0.13569100D+03   -0.11432000D+03   -0.68177300D+02 
          -0.50039300D+02   -0.76479500D+02   -0.14327400D+03   -0.13709000D+03 
          -0.12026900D+03   -0.35691800D+02 
     2     0.11970700D+03    0.79448600D+02    0.47683700D+02    0.51471100D+02 
           0.63869000D+02    0.10792800D+03    0.11090400D+03    0.35351300D+02 
           0.35507200D+02    0.52919900D+02 
     3     0.12238400D+03    0.87604200D+02    0.60609600D+02    0.64589000D+02 
           0.76583700D+02    0.11311600D+03    0.11015900D+03    0.41278200D+02 
           0.40179000D+02    0.96571600D+02 
     4     0.78723800D+02    0.11595000D+03    0.95790400D+02    0.53425700D+02 
           0.37283300D+02    0.66388400D+02    0.13180500D+03    0.11129300D+03 
           0.68519100D+02    0.18697000D+02 
     5    -0.69686400D+02   -0.47757000D+02   -0.56223800D+02   -0.30916700D+02 
           0.44635300D+02   -0.48842200D+02   -0.89783700D+02   -0.24031100D+03 
          -0.14879800D+03   -0.48361400D+02 
     6     0.66340100D+02    0.79133100D+02    0.49498400D+02    0.80521700D+02 
           0.79285000D+02    0.15567100D+03    0.25360700D+03    0.32079500D+02 
           0.67000200D+02   -0.20154700D+02 
     7    -0.40056100D+02   -0.30015800D+02   -0.24877100D+02   -0.84533200D+01 
          -0.54793800D+01   -0.59097000D+02    0.17656700D+02   -0.49513700D+02 
          -0.82328600D+02   -0.11560300D+03 
     8     0.20252000D+02    0.33375900D+02    0.37778200D+01    0.54595500D+02 
E-16 
           0.73257900D+02    0.67743700D+02    0.49407700D+02    0.88928300D+02 
           0.11906500D+03   -0.21847200D+02 
     9     0.29750400D+02    0.38475000D+02    0.24546000D+02    0.66753000D+02 
           0.12317900D+03    0.73072500D+02    0.19590400D+02    0.49442400D+00 
          -0.13463600D+02    0.11916600D+03 
    10     0.24367300D+02    0.13770800D+02   -0.63430700D+01   -0.12353700D+02 
          -0.16066500D+02    0.85041400D+02    0.70406300D+02   -0.98438700D+01 
          -0.73784200D+02   -0.50092100D+02 
 
    Row     *****   [DUMXX1] = Matrix to be Inverted   ***** 
 
     1     0.56489556D+05    0.53608746D+05    0.39890586D+05    0.35083889D+05 
           0.31619385D+05    0.60645626D+05    0.75807411D+05    0.52918307D+05 
           0.43799663D+05    0.31410138D+05 
     2     0.53608746D+05    0.58070664D+05    0.44049045D+05    0.37515859D+05 
           0.34166237D+05    0.59228169D+05    0.80384187D+05    0.56283861D+05 
           0.47924117D+05    0.27026005D+05 
     3     0.39890586D+05    0.44049045D+05    0.35079212D+05    0.27138119D+05 
           0.21932536D+05    0.40536689D+05    0.58352545D+05    0.47261836D+05 
           0.38758807D+05    0.22005418D+05 
     4     0.35083889D+05    0.37515859D+05    0.27138119D+05    0.29423753D+05 
           0.31108409D+05    0.43692468D+05    0.55816022D+05    0.35218992D+05 
           0.33487461D+05    0.20623845D+05 
     5     0.31619385D+05    0.34166237D+05    0.21932536D+05    0.31108409D+05 
           0.42944651D+05    0.44941799D+05    0.48507576D+05    0.15250481D+05 
           0.21288711D+05    0.24018745D+05 
     6     0.60645626D+05    0.59228169D+05    0.40536689D+05    0.43692468D+05 
           0.44941799D+05    0.81972531D+05    0.97725300D+05    0.51238360D+05 
           0.45494451D+05    0.29630497D+05 
     7     0.75807411D+05    0.80384187D+05    0.58352545D+05    0.55816022D+05 
           0.48507576D+05    0.97725300D+05    0.14280603D+06    0.75325879D+05 
           0.63948351D+05    0.19003140D+05 
     8     0.52918307D+05    0.56283861D+05    0.47261836D+05    0.35218992D+05 
           0.15250481D+05    0.51238360D+05    0.75325879D+05    0.10336887D+06 
           0.80318552D+05    0.28139263D+05 
     9     0.43799663D+05    0.47924117D+05    0.38758807D+05    0.33487461D+05 
           0.21288711D+05    0.45494451D+05    0.63948351D+05    0.80318552D+05 
           0.75244334D+05    0.26186416D+05 
    10     0.31410138D+05    0.27026005D+05    0.22005418D+05    0.20623845D+05 
           0.24018745D+05    0.29630497D+05    0.19003140D+05    0.28139263D+05 
           0.26186416D+05    0.47046217D+05 
 
 
  *****   Matrix [DUMXX1] was Successfully Inverted 
                                                  to Yield Matrix [DD].   ***** 
 
    Row   *****   [DD] = The Inverse of Matrix [DUMXX1]   ***** 
 
     1     0.77251338D-02   -0.43783067D-01    0.49388311D-01   -0.16005815D-01 
           0.14670785D-01    0.99402309D-02   -0.49860106D-02   -0.13736242D-03 
           0.24693471D-02   -0.91193547D-02 
     2    -0.43783067D-01    0.25930169D+00   -0.29529558D+00    0.74317469D-01 
          -0.75916308D-01   -0.62902446D-01    0.34561045D-01    0.36752394D-02 
          -0.13809153D-01    0.55719774D-01 
     3     0.49388311D-01   -0.29529558D+00    0.33794013D+00   -0.71158639D-01 
           0.79336408D-01    0.74032407D-01   -0.42844297D-01   -0.61395877D-02 
           0.15251641D-01   -0.64855526D-01 
     4    -0.16005815D-01    0.74317469D-01   -0.71158639D-01    0.16881832D+00 
          -0.98986344D-01    0.57305597D-02   -0.26268182D-01   -0.19524841D-01 
          -0.93829020D-02    0.17102108D-02 
     5     0.14670785D-01   -0.75916308D-01    0.79336408D-01   -0.98986344D-01 
           0.62758135D-01    0.59064644D-02    0.88260719D-02    0.97547716D-02 
           0.68455376D-02   -0.88701519D-02 
     6     0.99402309D-02   -0.62902446D-01    0.74032407D-01    0.57305597D-02 
           0.59064644D-02    0.19354118D-01   -0.14376059D-01   -0.42423219D-02 
           0.24962517D-02   -0.15892080D-01 
     7    -0.49860106D-02    0.34561045D-01   -0.42844297D-01   -0.26268182D-01 
           0.88260719D-02   -0.14376059D-01    0.13650597D-01    0.55532988D-02 
          -0.52468915D-03    0.11035324D-01 
     8    -0.13736242D-03    0.36752394D-02   -0.61395877D-02   -0.19524841D-01 
           0.97547716D-02   -0.42423219D-02    0.55532988D-02    0.30269317D-02 
           0.47670393D-03    0.27841738D-02 
     9     0.24693471D-02   -0.13809153D-01    0.15251641D-01   -0.93829020D-02 
           0.68455376D-02    0.24962517D-02   -0.52468915D-03    0.47670393D-03 
E-17 
           0.10354692D-02   -0.24530879D-02 
    10    -0.91193547D-02    0.55719774D-01   -0.64855526D-01    0.17102108D-02 
          -0.88701519D-02   -0.15892080D-01    0.11035324D-01    0.27841738D-02 
          -0.24530879D-02    0.13467321D-01 
    Row  *****   [EE] = The Identity Matrix [DUMXX1][DD]   ***** 
 
     1     0.10000000D+01    0.43200998D-11   -0.34106051D-11   -0.52011728D-11 
           0.17053026D-11   -0.14210855D-11    0.40358827D-11    0.15631940D-12 
          -0.14210855D-12    0.96633812D-12 
     2    -0.15916157D-11    0.10000000D+01   -0.68212103D-11   -0.63948846D-11 
           0.22168933D-11   -0.26716407D-11    0.46611603D-11    0.41211479D-12 
          -0.99475983D-13    0.18758328D-11 
     3    -0.99475983D-12    0.70485839D-11    0.10000000D+01   -0.56559202D-11 
           0.13926638D-11   -0.19895197D-11    0.36664005D-11    0.31263880D-12 
          -0.17053026D-12    0.15347723D-11 
     4    -0.73896445D-12    0.34106051D-11   -0.36379788D-11    0.10000000D+01 
           0.16484591D-11   -0.11368684D-11    0.28705927D-11    0.19184654D-12 
          -0.49737992D-13    0.79580786D-12 
     5    -0.71054274D-12    0.36379788D-11   -0.20463631D-11   -0.47748472D-11 
           0.10000000D+01   -0.11937118D-11    0.22737368D-11    0.18474111D-12 
          -0.28421709D-13    0.85265128D-12 
     6    -0.14210855D-11    0.63664629D-11   -0.56843419D-11   -0.69064754D-11 
           0.17621460D-11    0.10000000D+01    0.47180038D-11    0.14210855D-12 
          -0.15631940D-12    0.20463631D-11 
     7    -0.14779289D-11    0.86401997D-11   -0.12505552D-10   -0.86046725D-11 
           0.32400749D-11   -0.26716407D-11    0.10000000D+01    0.40500936D-12 
           0.35527137D-13    0.17337243D-11 
     8    -0.14779289D-11    0.65938366D-11   -0.65938366D-11   -0.62527761D-11 
           0.17905677D-11   -0.19326762D-11    0.46043169D-11    0.10000000D+01 
          -0.42632564D-13    0.15347723D-11 
     9    -0.13073986D-11    0.22737368D-11   -0.50022209D-11   -0.50874860D-11 
           0.16200374D-11   -0.19895197D-11    0.35242920D-11    0.32684966D-12 
           0.10000000D+01    0.13073986D-11 
    10    -0.62527761D-12    0.18189894D-11   -0.27284841D-11   -0.30269121D-11 
           0.68212103D-12   -0.68212103D-12    0.22737368D-11    0.56843419D-13 
          -0.14210855D-13    0.10000000D+01 
 
    Row  *****   [FF] = The Identity Matrix [DD][DUMXX1]   ***** 
 
     1     0.10000000D+01    0.17053026D-12    0.22737368D-12   -0.56843419D-13 
           0.17053026D-12    0.28421709D-12    0.48316906D-12   -0.22737368D-12 
           0.17053026D-12    0.56843419D-13 
     2    -0.90949470D-12    0.10000000D+01   -0.13642421D-11   -0.68212103D-12 
           0.00000000D+00   -0.15916157D-11   -0.90949470D-12   -0.36379788D-11 
          -0.25011104D-11   -0.45474735D-12 
     3     0.31832315D-11    0.34106051D-11    0.10000000D+01    0.27284841D-11 
           0.90949470D-12    0.61390892D-11    0.93223207D-11    0.34106051D-11 
           0.47748472D-11    0.45474735D-12 
     4     0.71054274D-13    0.12079227D-12   -0.11013412D-11    0.10000000D+01 
           0.00000000D+00   -0.47606363D-12   -0.24584779D-11   -0.32684966D-12 
           0.21316282D-12    0.56843419D-13 
     5     0.56843419D-13    0.65369932D-12   -0.28421709D-12   -0.17053026D-12 
           0.10000000D+01   -0.34106051D-12    0.85265128D-13   -0.34106051D-12 
          -0.22737368D-12    0.17053026D-12 
     6     0.34106051D-12    0.51159077D-12    0.28421709D-12    0.73896445D-12 
           0.28421709D-12    0.10000000D+01    0.85265128D-12    0.34106051D-12 
           0.11937118D-11    0.22737368D-12 
     7     0.22737368D-12   -0.45474735D-12   -0.11368684D-12   -0.14210855D-12 
           0.28421709D-12    0.17053026D-12    0.10000000D+01   -0.17053026D-12 
          -0.56843419D-13   -0.11368684D-12 
     8     0.14210855D-13   -0.18474111D-12   -0.56843419D-13    0.71054274D-13 
          -0.14210855D-13   -0.99475983D-13    0.71054274D-14    0.10000000D+01 
          -0.71054274D-13   -0.56843419D-13 
     9    -0.25579538D-12   -0.15631940D-12   -0.63948846D-13   -0.13500312D-12 
          -0.12789769D-12   -0.14210855D-12   -0.34816594D-12   -0.24158453D-12 
           0.10000000D+01   -0.85265128D-13 
    10     0.45474735D-12   -0.17053026D-12    0.39790393D-12    0.56843419D-13 
           0.17053026D-12    0.56843419D-12    0.48316906D-12    0.00000000D+00 
          -0.11368684D-12    0.10000000D+01 
 
 
 *****   The Regulator Solution Control Vector [THETA]   ***** 
 
  Element      [CV]            Element      Amplitude           Phase 
E-18 
 
      1     -0.16092001D+00 
      2     -0.33316503D+00        1      0.36999215D+00     -0.15421928D+03 
      3      0.76015769D-01 
      4      0.23329631D+00        2      0.24536822D+00      0.18047349D+02 
      5     -0.15592237D+00 
      6     -0.19744307D-02        3      0.15593487D+00     -0.90725492D+02 
      7     -0.19340434D+00 
      8     -0.12047055D+00        4      0.22785608D+00     -0.12191856D+03 
      9     -0.16531820D-01 
     10     -0.17158719D+00        5      0.17238174D+00     -0.17449674D+03 
 
 
 *****   The NLP Solution Control Vector [CV]   ***** 
 
  Element      [CV]            Element      Amplitude           Phase 
 
      1     -0.16092618D+00 
      2     -0.33315546D+00        1      0.36998621D+00     -0.15421777D+03 
      3      0.76025432D-01 
      4      0.23350939D+00        2      0.24557382D+00      0.18034090D+02 
      5     -0.15603567D+00 
      6     -0.19430960D-02        3      0.15604777D+00     -0.90713462D+02 
      7     -0.19345490D+00 
      8     -0.12050082D+00        4      0.22791499D+00     -0.12191830D+03 
      9     -0.16539292D-01 
     10     -0.17160590D+00        5      0.17240108D+00     -0.17449486D+03 
 
 
 *****   The Regulator Solution End Conditions Vector [EC] = [ZZ]   ***** 
 
  Element      [EC] = [ZZ] 
 
      1      0.34556535D-09 
      2     -0.13503154D-09 
      3     -0.18047785D-09 
      4     -0.28747138D-09 
      5      0.19440449D-09 
      6     -0.13666579D-09 
      7      0.87602814D-10 
      8      0.64030559D-10 
      9     -0.86160412D-10 
     10      0.15676349D-10 
 
 
  *****   Regulator Solution Performance Index  =   0.32877516D-18   ***** 
 
 
                 **********   End Case Number    1   ********** 
 
  
END of RUN. 
  
  













A (6 x 2) T-Matrix problem assumes a six dimensional control vector comprised of the three 
harmonics [(FXS, FXC), (FYS, FYC), and (FZS, FZC)], and a two dimensional end 































!  *****   Start of Case  10                        Input Data   ***** 
!          T is (6x2)  with   No Constraints. 
!          CV  is comprised of the  4  per rev flap angles. 
!          EC  is comprised of the  FX, FY, and FZ  5p Hub Loads. 
! 
 ACC     =    1.0D-8, 
 ACC     =    1.0D-7, 
 ACCQP   =    1.0D-12, 
 AL0     =    0.00,   0.00,   0.00,   0.00,   0.00, 
 AU0     =   10.00,  10.00,  10.00,  10.00,  10.00, 
 CV00(1) =    0.000,     0.000,     0.000,     0.000,     0.000, 
 CV00(6) =    0.000,     0.000,     0.000,     0.000,     0.000, 
 CVOUT   =      1, 
 CVOUT   =      0, 
 CVPRV0(1) =    0.000,     0.000,     0.000,     0.000,     0.000, 
 CVPRV0(6) =    0.000,     0.000,     0.000,     0.000,     0.000, 
 ECPRV0(1) =  -95.5047,   75.6472,   84.8822,   80.7376,  -65.8481, 
 ECPRV0(6) =   77.7241,  -37.3010,   31.3994,   43.5907,   12.1522, 
 ICASE   =     10, 
 IDATA   =      3, 
 IOPT    =      1, 
 ITOUT   =      0, 
 ITOUT   =      4, 
 ITOUT   =      2, 
 ITOUT   =      1, 
 ITOUT   =      3, 
 LQL     =   .FALSE., 
 LQL     =   .TRUE., 
 LSAVE   =    0,   0,   0,   0,   0,   0, 
 MAXASUM =    3.000, 
 MAXIT   =  300, 
 MAXNM   =    0, 
 MAXNM   =   10, 
 MI      =    0, 
 MSAVE0  =    1,   1,   1,   0,   0, 
 NSAVE0  =    0,   0,   1,   0,   0, 
 NX0     =   10, 
 NZ0     =   10, 
 OPTEND  =    1, 
 OPTEND  =    2, 
 OPTEND  =    3, 
 RHOB    =    0.0, 




  T0(1,1)   =   -90.74040,   119.70700,   122.38400,    78.72380,   -69.68640, 
  T0(6,1)   =    66.34010,   -40.05610,    20.25200,    29.75040,    24.36730, 
  T0(1,2)   =  -135.69100,    79.44860,    87.60420,   115.95000,   -47.75700, 
  T0(6,2)   =    79.13310,   -30.01580,    33.37590,    38.47500,    13.77080, 
  T0(1,3)   =  -114.32000,    47.68370,    60.60960,    95.79040,   -56.22380, 
  T0(6,3)   =    49.49840,   -24.87710,     3.77782,    24.54600,    -6.34307, 
  T0(1,4)   =   -68.17730,    51.47110,    64.58900,    53.42570,   -30.91670, 
  T0(6,4)   =    80.52170,    -8.45332,    54.59550,    66.75300,   -12.35370, 
  T0(1,5)   =   -50.03930,    63.86900,    76.58370,    37.28330,    44.63530,   
  T0(6,5)   =    79.28500,    -5.47938,    73.25790,   123.17900,   -16.06650,  
  T0(1,6)   =   -76.47950,   107.92800,   113.11600,    66.38840,   -48.84220, 
  T0(6,6)   =   155.67100,   -59.09700,    67.74370,    73.07250,    85.04140, 
  T0(1,7)   =  -143.274,     110.904,     110.159,     131.805,     -89.7837, 
  T0(6,7)   =   253.607,      17.6567,     49.4077,     19.5904,     70.4063, 
  T0(1,8)   =  -137.09,       35.3513,     41.2782,    111.293,    -240.311, 
  T0(6,8)   =    32.0795,    -49.5137,     88.9283,      0.494424,   -9.84387, 
  T0(1,9)   =  -120.269,      35.5072,     40.179,      68.5191,   -148.798, 
  T0(6,9)   =    67.0002,    -82.3286,    119.065,     -13.4636,    -73.7842, 
  T0(1,10)  =   -35.6918,     52.9199,     96.5716,     18.697,     -48.3614, 
  T0(6,10)  =   -20.1547,   -115.603,     -21.8472,    119.166,     -50.0921, 
! 
 MULT    =         1, 
E-22 
 MULT    =         0, 
! 






   *********   OUTPUT   *****   OUTPUT   ********    
  
  











          ***************   Start Case Number   10   *************** 
 
 




A00     = 6*1.00000000000000        , 
ACC     =  1.000000000000000E-007, 
ACCQP   =  1.000000000000000E-012, 
AL0     = 5*0.000000000000000E+000  , -1.000000000000000E-007, 
ALPHA   =   1.00000000000000     , 
APRV0   = 6*0.000000000000000E+000  , 
AU0     = 5*10.0000000000000        ,   3.00000000000000     , 
CRAN1   =   2.00000000000000     , 
CRAN2   =   3.00000000000000     , 
CRAN3   =   1.00000000000000     , 
CRAN4   =   1.00000000000000     , 
CV00    = 14*0.000000000000000E+000  , 
CVOUT   =           0, 
CVPRV0  = 14*0.000000000000000E+000  , 
ECPRV0  =  -95.5047000000000     ,   75.6472000000000     ,   84.8822000000000     ,   
80.7376000000000     , 
  -65.8481000000000     ,   77.7241000000000     ,  -37.3010000000000     ,   
31.3994000000000     ,   43.5907000000000     , 
   12.1522000000000     , 
EPS     =  1.000000000000000E-007, 
ICASE   =          10, 
ICYCL0  =        2000, 
IDATA   =           3, 
IN      =           5, 
IOPT    =           1, 
IOUT    =           6, 
IPRINT  =           2, 
ISEED1  =        2395,        4013,        3813,        1837, 
ISEED2  =        1843,        4011,        3364,        2835, 
ISEED3  =        3962,        1111,        3215,        2637, 
ISEED4  =        2397,        1504,        4031,        3173, 
ITOUT   =           3, 
L       =           1, 
LQL     = T, 
LSAVE   = 6*0, 
MAXASUM =   3.00000000000000     , 
MAXFUN  =          30, 
MAXIT   =         300, 
MAXNM   =          10, 
MI      =           0, 
MINASUM =  0.000000000000000E+000, 
MODE    =           0, 
MSAVE0  = 3*1, 2*0, 5*1, 
MULT    =           0, 
NSAVE0  = 2*0,           1, 2*0, 5*1, 
E-23 
NX0     =          10, 
NZ0     =          10, 
OPTEND  =           3, 
PHASE0  = 6*90.0000000000000        , 
PHSPRV0 = 6*0.000000000000000E+000  , 
RHOB    =   100.000000000000     , 
STPMIN  =  0.000000000000000E+000, 
T0      =  -90.7404000000000     ,   119.707000000000     ,   122.384000000000     ,   
78.7238000000000     , 
  -69.6864000000000     ,   66.3401000000000     ,  -40.0561000000000     ,   
20.2520000000000     ,   29.7504000000000     , 
   24.3673000000000     ,  -135.691000000000     ,   79.4486000000000     ,   
87.6042000000000     ,   115.950000000000     , 
  -47.7570000000000     ,   79.1331000000000     ,  -30.0158000000000     ,   
33.3759000000000     ,   38.4750000000000     , 
   13.7708000000000     ,  -114.320000000000     ,   47.6837000000000     ,   
60.6096000000000     ,   95.7904000000000     , 
  -56.2238000000000     ,   49.4984000000000     ,  -24.8771000000000     ,   
3.77782000000000     ,   24.5460000000000     , 
  -6.34307000000000     ,  -68.1773000000000     ,   51.4711000000000     ,   
64.5890000000000     ,   53.4257000000000     , 
  -30.9167000000000     ,   80.5217000000000     ,  -8.45332000000000     ,   
54.5955000000000     ,   66.7530000000000     , 
  -12.3537000000000     ,  -50.0393000000000     ,   63.8690000000000     ,   
76.5837000000000     ,   37.2833000000000     , 
   44.6353000000000     ,   79.2850000000000     ,  -5.47938000000000     ,   
73.2579000000000     ,   123.179000000000     , 
  -16.0665000000000     ,  -76.4795000000000     ,   107.928000000000     ,   
113.116000000000     ,   66.3884000000000     , 
  -48.8422000000000     ,   155.671000000000     ,  -59.0970000000000     ,   
67.7437000000000     ,   73.0725000000000     , 
   85.0414000000000     ,  -143.274000000000     ,   110.904000000000     ,   
110.159000000000     ,   131.805000000000     , 
  -89.7837000000000     ,   253.607000000000     ,   17.6567000000000     ,   
49.4077000000000     ,   19.5904000000000     , 
   70.4063000000000     ,  -137.090000000000     ,   35.3513000000000     ,   
41.2782000000000     ,   111.293000000000     , 
  -240.311000000000     ,   32.0795000000000     ,  -49.5137000000000     ,   
88.9283000000000     ,  0.494424000000000     , 
  -9.84387000000000     ,  -120.269000000000     ,   35.5072000000000     ,   
40.1790000000000     ,   68.5191000000000     , 
  -148.798000000000     ,   67.0002000000000     ,  -82.3286000000000     ,   
119.065000000000     ,  -13.4636000000000     , 
  -73.7842000000000     ,  -35.6918000000000     ,   52.9199000000000     ,   
96.5716000000000     ,   18.6970000000000     , 
  -48.3614000000000     ,  -20.1547000000000     ,  -115.603000000000     ,  -
21.8472000000000     ,   119.166000000000     , 
  -50.0921000000000     , 
WDT0    = 10*1.00000000000000        , 
WDX     = 10*0.000000000000000E+000  , 
WX      = 10*0.000000000000000E+000  , 








     ***************   OUTPUT DATA for Case Number   10   *************** 
 
 
  *****   The Initial T-Matrix (T0) and Either the Initial 
                    Previous Actual NLP Control Vector (CVPRV0) or 
                          the Initial Previous Control Amplitude (APRV0) 
                                and Phase Angle (PHSPRV0) Vectors Before 
                                         Compression are Directly Input   ***** 
 
  *****   Input the Initial Previous Actual NLP Control 
                   Vector (CVPRV0) Directly Via NAMELIST Input CDATA 
                         and then Compute the Previous Control Amplitude (APRV0) 









  *****   Initial Previous Control Amplitude (APRV0) and Phase 
                             Angle (PHSPRV0) Vectors before Compression   ***** 
 
  Element    AL0               APRV0             AU0               PHSPRV0 
 
     1     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     2     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     3     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     4     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     5     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
 
  *****   Previous Actual NLP Control Vector CVPRV0 Before Compression   ***** 
 
  Element        CVL0                CVPRV0              CVU0 
 
     1        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     2        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     3        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     4        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     5        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     6        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     7        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     8        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     9        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
    10        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
 
  *****   Either the BEFORE Compression Initial Actual NLP Control 
              Vector Estimates (CV00), OR the BEFORE Compression 
                 Initial Control Vector Amplitudes (A00) and Phase 
                    Angles (PHASE0) Estimates are Directly Input 
                       via NAMELIST Data CDATA                            ***** 
 
  *****   Input the Initial Actual NLP Control Vector Estimate 
                (CV00) Directly Via NAMELIST Input CDATA, and 
                        then Compute the Control Vector Amplitudes 




                  **********   Case Number   10   ********** 
 
 
  *****   Adjust the Initial Control Amplitude Estimates Vector 
           (A00) to define the Initial Control Amplitude Estimates 
            Vector (A0) to Within Limits If Required Before Compression   ***** 
 
 
  *****   Initial Control Amplitude Vector Estimates (A0), Its 
                       Limits (AL0 & AU0), and Its Phase Angle Vector 
                                  Estimates (PHASE0) Before Compression   ***** 
 
  Element    AL0               A0                AU0               PHASE0 
 
     1     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     1     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D-06    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     2     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     2     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D-06    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     3     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     3     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D-06    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     4     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     4     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D-06    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     5     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     5     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D-06    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
 
  *****   Initial Actual NLP Control Vector Estimates (CV0) and 
                            Its Limits (CVL0 & CVU0) Before Compression   ***** 
 
  Element        CVL0                CV0                 CVU0 
 
E-25 
     1        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     2        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     3        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     4        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     5        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     6        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     7        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     8        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     9        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
    10        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
 
 
  *****   End Conditions Vector EC0, Previous Cycle 
                    End Conditions Vector ECPRV0, and Weighting 
                             Coefficient Vector WDT0 Before Compression   ***** 
 
 
  Element        EC0                 ECPRV0              WDT0 
 
     1        -0.95504700D+02     -0.95504700D+02      0.10000000D+01 
     2         0.75647200D+02      0.75647200D+02      0.10000000D+01 
     3         0.84882200D+02      0.84882200D+02      0.10000000D+01 
     4         0.80737600D+02      0.80737600D+02      0.10000000D+01 
     5        -0.65848100D+02     -0.65848100D+02      0.10000000D+01 
     6         0.77724100D+02      0.77724100D+02      0.10000000D+01 
     7        -0.37301000D+02     -0.37301000D+02      0.10000000D+01 
     8         0.31399400D+02      0.31399400D+02      0.10000000D+01 
     9         0.43590700D+02      0.43590700D+02      0.10000000D+01 
    10         0.12152200D+02      0.12152200D+02      0.10000000D+01 
 




               Specification of CV, T-matrix, and EC Compression 
 
                                 MSAVE0/MSAVE 
 
         1             1             1             0             0 
     1      1      1      1      1      1      0      0      0      0 
 
 
                                 NSAVE0/NSAVE 
 
         0             0             1             0             0 








  *****   Initial Control Vector (CV0), T-Matrix (T0), 
                                           and Measurement Vector (EC0)   ***** 
 
 
  *****   Initial Control Vector (CV0)   ***** 
 
   CV0     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
           0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
           0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
  *****   Initial Greatest Least Bounds (CVL0) for the 
                                                   Control Vector (CV0)   ***** 
 
  CVL0    -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02 
          -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02 
          -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02 
 
  *****   Initial Least Upper Bounds (CVU0) for the 
                                                   Control Vector (CV0)   ***** 
 
  CVU0     0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02 
E-26 
           0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02 
           0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02 
 
 
    Row          *****   Initial T-Matrix (T0)   ***** 
 
 T0  1    -0.90740400D+02   -0.13569100D+03   -0.11432000D+03   -0.68177300D+02 
          -0.50039300D+02   -0.76479500D+02   -0.14327400D+03   -0.13709000D+03 
          -0.12026900D+03   -0.35691800D+02 
 
 T0  2     0.11970700D+03    0.79448600D+02    0.47683700D+02    0.51471100D+02 
           0.63869000D+02    0.10792800D+03    0.11090400D+03    0.35351300D+02 
           0.35507200D+02    0.52919900D+02 
 
 T0  3     0.12238400D+03    0.87604200D+02    0.60609600D+02    0.64589000D+02 
           0.76583700D+02    0.11311600D+03    0.11015900D+03    0.41278200D+02 
           0.40179000D+02    0.96571600D+02 
 
 T0  4     0.78723800D+02    0.11595000D+03    0.95790400D+02    0.53425700D+02 
           0.37283300D+02    0.66388400D+02    0.13180500D+03    0.11129300D+03 
           0.68519100D+02    0.18697000D+02 
 
 T0  5    -0.69686400D+02   -0.47757000D+02   -0.56223800D+02   -0.30916700D+02 
           0.44635300D+02   -0.48842200D+02   -0.89783700D+02   -0.24031100D+03 
          -0.14879800D+03   -0.48361400D+02 
 
 T0  6     0.66340100D+02    0.79133100D+02    0.49498400D+02    0.80521700D+02 
           0.79285000D+02    0.15567100D+03    0.25360700D+03    0.32079500D+02 
           0.67000200D+02   -0.20154700D+02 
 
 T0  7    -0.40056100D+02   -0.30015800D+02   -0.24877100D+02   -0.84533200D+01 
          -0.54793800D+01   -0.59097000D+02    0.17656700D+02   -0.49513700D+02 
          -0.82328600D+02   -0.11560300D+03 
 
 T0  8     0.20252000D+02    0.33375900D+02    0.37778200D+01    0.54595500D+02 
           0.73257900D+02    0.67743700D+02    0.49407700D+02    0.88928300D+02 
           0.11906500D+03   -0.21847200D+02 
 
 T0  9     0.29750400D+02    0.38475000D+02    0.24546000D+02    0.66753000D+02 
           0.12317900D+03    0.73072500D+02    0.19590400D+02    0.49442400D+00 
          -0.13463600D+02    0.11916600D+03 
 
 T0 10     0.24367300D+02    0.13770800D+02   -0.63430700D+01   -0.12353700D+02 
          -0.16066500D+02    0.85041400D+02    0.70406300D+02   -0.98438700D+01 
          -0.73784200D+02   -0.50092100D+02 
 
 
  *****   Initial End Conditions Vector (EC0)   ***** 
 
   EC0    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02    0.84882200D+02    0.80737600D+02 
          -0.65848100D+02    0.77724100D+02   -0.37301000D+02    0.31399400D+02 
           0.43590700D+02    0.12152200D+02 
 
  *****   Initial End Conditions Weighting Coefficient Vector 
                                    (WDT0) for the Performance Index (F)  ***** 
 
  WDT0     0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
           0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
           0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
 
 
  *****   Initial Control Vector (CVPRV0) and Measurement 
                           Vector (ECPRV0) from the Previous Duty Cycle   ***** 
 
 
  *****   Initial Previous Cycle Control Vector (CVPRV0)   ***** 
 
CVPRV0     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
           0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
           0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
 
  *****   Initial Previous Cycle End Conditions Vector (ECPRV0)   ***** 
 
E-27 
ECPRV0    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02    0.84882200D+02    0.80737600D+02 
          -0.65848100D+02    0.77724100D+02   -0.37301000D+02    0.31399400D+02 
           0.43590700D+02    0.12152200D+02 
 
 
  *****   Intermediate Control Vector (CV), T-Matrix (TT), 
               and Measurement Vector (ECT) after the First Compression   ***** 
 
 
  *****   Intermediate Control Vector (CV) after the First Compression   ***** 
 
    CV     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
  *****   Intermediate Greatest Least Bounds (CVL) for the 
                                                    Control Vector (CV)   ***** 
 
   CVL    -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02 
 
  *****   Intermediate Least Upper Bounds (CVU) for the 
                                                    Control Vector (CV)   ***** 
 
   CVU     0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02 
 
 
    Row        *****   Intermediate T-Matrix (TT)   ***** 
 
 TT  1    -0.50039300D+02   -0.76479500D+02 
 
 TT  2     0.63869000D+02    0.10792800D+03 
 
 TT  3     0.76583700D+02    0.11311600D+03 
 
 TT  4     0.37283300D+02    0.66388400D+02 
 
 TT  5     0.44635300D+02   -0.48842200D+02 
 
 TT  6     0.79285000D+02    0.15567100D+03 
 
 TT  7    -0.54793800D+01   -0.59097000D+02 
 
 TT  8     0.73257900D+02    0.67743700D+02 
 
 TT  9     0.12317900D+03    0.73072500D+02 
 
 TT 10    -0.16066500D+02    0.85041400D+02 
 
 
  *****   Intermediate End Conditions Vector (ECT)   ***** 
 
   ECT    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02    0.84882200D+02    0.80737600D+02 
          -0.65848100D+02    0.77724100D+02   -0.37301000D+02    0.31399400D+02 
0.43590700D+02    0.12152200D+02 
 
  *****   Intermediate End Conditions Weighting Coefficient Vector 
                                    (WDTT) for the Performance Index (F)  ***** 
 
  WDTT     0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
           0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
           0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
 
 
  *****   Intermediate Control Vector (CVPRV) and Measurement Vector 
                          (ECPRV0) from the Previous Duty Cycle after 
                                                  the First Compression   ***** 
 
 
  *****   Intermediate Previous Cycle Control Vector (CVPRV) after 
                                                  the First Compression   ***** 
 
 CVPRV     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
 
  *****   Intermediate Previous Cycle End Conditions Vector (ECPRVTT) 
                                            after the First Compression   ***** 
E-28 
 
ECPRVT    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02    0.84882200D+02    0.80737600D+02 
          -0.65848100D+02    0.77724100D+02   -0.37301000D+02    0.31399400D+02 
           0.43590700D+02    0.12152200D+02 
 
 
  *****   Final Control Vector (CV), T-Matrix (T), and 
                   Measurement Vector (EC) after the Second Compression   ***** 
 
 
  *****   Final Control Vector (CV) after the Second Compression   ***** 
 
    CV     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
  *****   Greatest Least Bounds (CVL) Vector for the 
                                                    Control Vector (CV)   ***** 
 
   CVL    -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02 
 
  *****   Least Upper Bounds (CVU) Vector for the Control Vector (CV)   ***** 
 
   CVU     0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02 
 
 
    Row            *****   Final T-Matrix (T)   ***** 
 
  T  1    -0.50039300D+02   -0.76479500D+02 
 
  T  2     0.63869000D+02    0.10792800D+03 
 
  T  3     0.76583700D+02    0.11311600D+03 
 
  T  4     0.37283300D+02    0.66388400D+02 
 
  T  5     0.44635300D+02   -0.48842200D+02 
 
  T  6     0.79285000D+02    0.15567100D+03 
 
 
  *****   Final End Conditions Vector (EC) after the Second Compression   ***** 
 
    EC    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02    0.84882200D+02    0.80737600D+02 
          -0.65848100D+02    0.77724100D+02 
 
  *****   Final End Conditions Weighting Coefficient Vector 
                                     (WDT) for the Performance Index (F)  ***** 
 
   WDT     0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
 0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
 
 
  *****   Final Control Vector (CVPRV) and Measurement Vector 
                        (ECPRV) from the Previous Duty Cycle after 
                                                 the Second Compression   ***** 
 
 
  *****   Final Previous Cycle Control Vector (CVPRV) after 
                                                 the Second Compression   ***** 
 
 CVPRV     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
 
  *****   Final Previous Cycle End Conditions Vector (ECPRV) 
                                           after the Second Compression   ***** 
 
 ECPRV    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02    0.84882200D+02    0.80737600D+02 
          -0.65848100D+02    0.77724100D+02 
 
 *******************   T-Matrix Compression is Completed   ******************** 
 
 




    -0.95504700D+02      0.75647200D+02      0.84882200D+02      0.80737600D+02 
    -0.65848100D+02      0.77724100D+02 
 
 
  *****   Initial Performance Index  =   0.38944203D+05   ***** 
 
  *****   Initial Control Amplitude (A) and Phase Angle (PHASE) Vectors   ***** 
 
  Element    AL               A                 AU                PHASE 
 
     1     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
 
 




                                     LSAVE 
 
     0      0 
 
 





   -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
    START OF THE SEQUENTIAL QUADRATIC PROGRAMMING ALGORITHM 
   -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
    Parameters: 
       N      =       2 
       M      =       0 
       ME     =       0 
       MODE   =       0 
       ACC    =   0.1000D-06 
       ACCQP  =   0.1000D-11 
       STPMIN =   0.0000D+00 
       RHOB   =   0.1000D+03 
       MAXFUN =      30 
       MAXNM  =      10 
       MAXIT  =     300 
       IPRINT =       2 
 
    Output in the following order: 
       IT    - iteration number 
       F     - objective function value 
       SCV   - sum of constraint violations 
       NA    - number of active constraints 
       I     - number of line search iterations 
       ALPHA - steplength parameter 
       DELTA - additional variable to prevent inconsistency 
       KKT   - Karush-Kuhn-Tucker optimality criterion 
 
 
     IT         F          SCV      NA  I    ALPHA     DELTA     KKT 
   -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
      1  0.38944203D+05  0.00D+00    0  0  0.00D+00  0.00D+00  0.27D+07 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
      2  0.50240848D+05  0.00D+00    0  2  0.10D+00  0.00D+00  0.26D+06 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
      3  0.39904039D+05  0.00D+00    0  2  0.10D+00  0.00D+00  0.21D+07 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
      4  0.19685857D+05  0.00D+00    0  2  0.10D+00  0.00D+00  0.31D+05 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
      5  0.49996391D+04  0.00D+00    0  1  0.10D+01  0.00D+00  0.69D+04 
E-30 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
      6  0.43986783D+04  0.00D+00    0  2  0.17D+00  0.00D+00  0.48D+02 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
      7  0.43750704D+04  0.00D+00    0  1  0.10D+01  0.00D+00  0.33D-02 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
      8  0.43750687D+04  0.00D+00    0  1  0.10D+01  0.00D+00  0.77D-14 
 
 
     --- Final Convergence Analysis at Last Iterate --- 
 
       Objective function value:      F(X)  =  0.43750687D+04 
       Solution values:               X     = 
          0.28609253D+00 -0.89542167D+00 
       Distances from lower bounds:   X-XL  = 
          0.10286093D+02  0.91045783D+01 
       Distances from upper bounds:   XU-X  = 
          0.97139075D+01  0.10895422D+02 
       Multipliers for lower bounds:  U     = 
          0.00000000D+00  0.00000000D+00 
       Multipliers for upper bounds:  U     = 
          0.00000000D+00  0.00000000D+00 
       Number of function calls:      NFUNC =      12 
       Number of gradient calls:      NGRAD =       8 




                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
 
 
           *****   Number of Function Evaluations  =     28   ***** 
 
 
  *****   Solution Control Vector for Case Number   10   ***** 
 
  Element    CVL               CV                CVU               CV - CV0 
 
     1    -0.10000000D+02    0.28609253D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.28609253D+00 





  *****   Predicted Measurement Vector EC   ***** 
 
    -0.41339176D+02     -0.27214153D+01      0.55057183D+01      0.31958468D+02 
    -0.93439145D+01     -0.38984225D+02 
 
 





  *****   Predicted Measurement Vector EC   ***** 
 
    -0.41339168D+02     -0.27214261D+01      0.55057070D+01      0.31958462D+02 
    -0.93439096D+01     -0.38984240D+02 
 
 





  *****   Predicted Control Amplitude Vector (A) 
                   Its Limits (AL & AU), and Its Phase Angle 
                                      Vector (PHASE) Before Compression   ***** 
 
  Element    AL               A                 AU                PHASE 
E-31 
 
     1     0.00000000D+00    0.94001538D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.16228101D+03 
 
 





                 **********   End Case Number   10   ********** 
 
  
END of RUN. 
  
  













A (2 x 2) T-Matrix problem assumes a two dimensional control vector comprised of one 
harmonic [(FXS, FXC)], and a two dimensional end conditions vector comprised of one 


























!  *****   Start of Case  20                        Input Data   ***** 
!          T is (2x2)  with   No Constraints. 
!          CV  is comprised of the  4  per rev flap angles. 
!          EC  is comprised of the  FX  5p Hub Loads. 
! 
 ACC     =    1.0D-8, 
 ACC     =    1.0D-7, 
 ACCQP   =    1.0D-12, 
 AL0     =    0.00,   0.00,   0.00,   0.00,   0.00, 
 AU0     =   10.00,  10.00,  10.00,  10.00,  10.00, 
 CV00(1) =    0.000,     0.000,     0.000,     0.000,     0.000, 
 CV00(6) =    0.000,     0.000,     0.000,     0.000,     0.000, 
 CVOUT   =      1, 
 CVOUT   =      0, 
 CVPRV0(1) =    0.000,     0.000,     0.000,     0.000,     0.000, 
 CVPRV0(6) =    0.000,     0.000,     0.000,     0.000,     0.000, 
 ECPRV0(1) =  -95.5047,   75.6472,   84.8822,   80.7376,  -65.8481, 
 ECPRV0(6) =   77.7241,  -37.3010,   31.3994,   43.5907,   12.1522, 
 ICASE   =     20, 
 IDATA   =      3, 
 IOPT    =      1, 
 ITOUT   =      0, 
 ITOUT   =      4, 
 ITOUT   =      2, 
 ITOUT   =      1, 
 ITOUT   =      3, 
 LQL     =   .FALSE., 
 LQL     =   .TRUE., 
 LSAVE   =    0,   0,   0,   0,   0,   0, 
 MAXASUM =    3.000, 
 MAXIT   =  300, 
 MAXNM   =    0, 
 MAXNM   =   10, 
 MI      =    0, 
 MSAVE0  =    1,   0,   0,   0,   0, 
 NSAVE0  =    0,   0,   1,   0,   0, 
 NX0     =   10, 
 NZ0     =   10, 
 OPTEND  =    1, 
 OPTEND  =    2, 
 OPTEND  =    3, 
 RHOB    =    0.0, 




  T0(1,1)   =   -90.74040,   119.70700,   122.38400,    78.72380,   -69.68640, 
  T0(6,1)   =    66.34010,   -40.05610,    20.25200,    29.75040,    24.36730, 
  T0(1,2)   =  -135.69100,    79.44860,    87.60420,   115.95000,   -47.75700, 
  T0(6,2)   =    79.13310,   -30.01580,    33.37590,    38.47500,    13.77080, 
  T0(1,3)   =  -114.32000,    47.68370,    60.60960,    95.79040,   -56.22380, 
  T0(6,3)   =    49.49840,   -24.87710,     3.77782,    24.54600,    -6.34307, 
  T0(1,4)   =   -68.17730,    51.47110,    64.58900,    53.42570,   -30.91670, 
  T0(6,4)   =    80.52170,    -8.45332,    54.59550,    66.75300,   -12.35370, 
  T0(1,5)   =   -50.03930,    63.86900,    76.58370,    37.28330,    44.63530,   
  T0(6,5)   =    79.28500,    -5.47938,    73.25790,   123.17900,   -16.06650,  
  T0(1,6)   =   -76.47950,   107.92800,   113.11600,    66.38840,   -48.84220, 
  T0(6,6)   =   155.67100,   -59.09700,    67.74370,    73.07250,    85.04140, 
  T0(1,7)   =  -143.274,     110.904,     110.159,     131.805,     -89.7837, 
  T0(6,7)   =   253.607,      17.6567,     49.4077,     19.5904,     70.4063, 
  T0(1,8)   =  -137.09,       35.3513,     41.2782,    111.293,    -240.311, 
  T0(6,8)   =    32.0795,    -49.5137,     88.9283,      0.494424,   -9.84387, 
  T0(1,9)   =  -120.269,      35.5072,     40.179,      68.5191,   -148.798, 
  T0(6,9)   =    67.0002,    -82.3286,    119.065,     -13.4636,    -73.7842, 
  T0(1,10)  =   -35.6918,     52.9199,     96.5716,     18.697,     -48.3614, 
  T0(6,10)  =   -20.1547,   -115.603,     -21.8472,    119.166,     -50.0921, 
! 
 MULT    =         0, 
E-35 
 MULT    =         1, 
! 





!  *****   Start of Case  1020                      Input Data   ***** 
!          T is (2x2)  with   One Constraint. 
!          CV  is comprised of the  4  per rev flap angles. 
!          EC  is comprised of the  FX  5p Hub Loads. 
! 
 AU0     =   10.00,  10.00,  10.00,  10.00,  10.00, 
 ICASE   = 1020, 
 IOPT    =    1, 
 LSAVE   =    1,   0,   0,   0,   0,   0, 
 MI      =    1, 
 MSAVE0  =    1,   0,   0,   0,   0, 
 NSAVE0  =    0,   0,   1,   0,   0, 
! 
 MULT    =         0, 
 MULT    =         1, 
! 





!  *****   Start of Case  820                       Input Data   ***** 
!          T is (2x2)  with   One Constraint. 
!          CV  is comprised of the  4  per rev flap angles. 
!          EC  is comprised of the  FX  5p Hub Loads. 
! 
 AU0     =   10.00,  10.00,   8.00,  10.00,  10.00, 
 ICASE   =  820, 
 IOPT    =    1, 
 LSAVE   =    1,   0,   0,   0,   0,   0, 
 MI      =    1, 
 MSAVE0  =    1,   0,   0,   0,   0, 
 NSAVE0  =    0,   0,   1,   0,   0, 
! 
 MULT    =         0, 
 MULT    =         1, 
! 





!  *****   Start of Case  620                       Input Data   ***** 
!          T is (2x2)  with   One Constraint. 
!          CV  is comprised of the  4  per rev flap angles. 
!          EC  is comprised of the  FX  5p Hub Loads. 
! 
 AU0     =   10.00,  10.00,   6.00,  10.00,  10.00, 
 ICASE   =  620, 
 IOPT    =    1, 
 LSAVE   =    1,   0,   0,   0,   0,   0, 
 MI      =    1, 
 MSAVE0  =    1,   0,   0,   0,   0, 
 NSAVE0  =    0,   0,   1,   0,   0, 
! 
 MULT    =         0, 
 MULT    =         1, 
! 





!  *****   Start of Case  420                       Input Data   ***** 
!          T is (2x2)  with   One Constraint. 
!          CV  is comprised of the  4  per rev flap angles. 
!          EC  is comprised of the  FX  5p Hub Loads. 
E-36 
! 
 AU0     =   10.00,  10.00,   4.00,  10.00,  10.00, 
 ICASE   =  420, 
 IOPT    =    1, 
 LSAVE   =    1,   0,   0,   0,   0,   0, 
 MI      =    1, 
 MSAVE0  =    1,   0,   0,   0,   0, 
 NSAVE0  =    0,   0,   1,   0,   0, 
! 
 MULT    =         0, 
 MULT    =         1, 
! 





!  *****   Start of Case  220                       Input Data   ***** 
!          T is (2x2)  with   One Constraint. 
!          CV  is comprised of the  4  per rev flap angles. 
!          EC  is comprised of the  FX  5p Hub Loads. 
! 
 AU0     =   10.00,  10.00,   2.00,  10.00,  10.00, 
 ICASE   =  220, 
 IOPT    =    1, 
 LSAVE   =    1,   0,   0,   0,   0,   0, 
 MI      =    1, 
 MSAVE0  =    1,   0,   0,   0,   0, 
 NSAVE0  =    0,   0,   1,   0,   0, 
! 
 MULT    =         0, 
 MULT    =         1, 
! 





!  *****   Start of Case  120                       Input Data   ***** 
!          T is (2x2)  with   One Constraint. 
!          CV  is comprised of the  4  per rev flap angles. 
!          EC  is comprised of the  FX  5p Hub Loads. 
! 
 AU0     =   10.00,  10.00,   1.00,  10.00,  10.00, 
 ICASE   =  120, 
 IOPT    =    1, 
 LSAVE   =    1,   0,   0,   0,   0,   0, 
 MI      =    1, 
 MSAVE0  =    1,   0,   0,   0,   0, 
 NSAVE0  =    0,   0,   1,   0,   0, 
! 
 MULT    =         0, 
 MULT    =         1, 
! 





!  *****   Start of Case 0320                      Input Data   ***** 
!          T is (2x2)  with   One Constraint. 
!          CV  is comprised of the  4  per rev flap angles. 
!          EC  is comprised of the  FX  5p Hub Loads. 
! 
 AU0     =   10.00,  10.00,   0.30,  10.00,  10.00, 
 ICASE   = 0320, 
 IOPT    =    1, 
 LSAVE   =    1,   0,   0,   0,   0,   0, 
 MI      =    1, 
 MSAVE0  =    1,   0,   0,   0,   0, 
 NSAVE0  =    0,   0,   1,   0,   0, 
! 
 MULT    =         1, 
 MULT    =         0, 
E-37 
! 






   *********   OUTPUT   *****   OUTPUT   ********    
  
  











          ***************   Start Case Number   20   *************** 
 
 




A00     = 6*1.00000000000000        , 
ACC     =  1.000000000000000E-007, 
ACCQP   =  1.000000000000000E-012, 
AL0     = 5*0.000000000000000E+000  , -1.000000000000000E-007, 
ALPHA   =   1.00000000000000     , 
APRV0   = 6*0.000000000000000E+000  , 
AU0     = 5*10.0000000000000        ,   3.00000000000000     , 
CRAN1   =   2.00000000000000     , 
CRAN2   =   3.00000000000000     , 
CRAN3   =   1.00000000000000     , 
CRAN4   =   1.00000000000000     , 
CV00    = 14*0.000000000000000E+000  , 
CVOUT   =           0, 
CVPRV0  = 14*0.000000000000000E+000  , 
ECPRV0  =  -95.5047000000000     ,   75.6472000000000     ,   84.8822000000000     ,   
80.7376000000000     , 
  -65.8481000000000     ,   77.7241000000000     ,  -37.3010000000000     ,   
31.3994000000000     ,   43.5907000000000     , 
   12.1522000000000     , 
EPS     =  1.000000000000000E-007, 
ICASE   =          20, 
ICYCL0  =        2000, 
IDATA   =           3, 
IN      =           5, 
IOPT    =           1, 
IOUT    =           6, 
IPRINT  =           2, 
ISEED1  =        2395,        4013,        3813,        1837, 
ISEED2  =        1843,        4011,        3364,        2835, 
ISEED3  =        3962,        1111,        3215,        2637, 
ISEED4  =        2397,        1504,        4031,        3173, 
ITOUT   =           3, 
L       =           1, 
LQL     = T, 
LSAVE   = 6*0, 
MAXASUM =   3.00000000000000     , 
MAXFUN  =          30, 
MAXIT   =         300, 
MAXNM   =          10, 
MI      =           0, 
MINASUM =  0.000000000000000E+000, 
MODE    =           0, 
MSAVE0  =           1, 4*0, 5*1, 
MULT    =           1, 
NSAVE0  = 2*0,           1, 2*0, 5*1, 
NX0     =          10, 
E-38 
NZ0     =          10, 
OPTEND  =           3, 
PHASE0  = 6*90.0000000000000        , 
PHSPRV0 = 6*0.000000000000000E+000  , 
RHOB    =   100.000000000000     , 
STPMIN  =  0.000000000000000E+000, 
T0      =  -90.7404000000000     ,   119.707000000000     ,   122.384000000000     ,   
78.7238000000000     , 
  -69.6864000000000     ,   66.3401000000000     ,  -40.0561000000000     ,   
20.2520000000000     ,   29.7504000000000     , 
   24.3673000000000     ,  -135.691000000000     ,   79.4486000000000     ,   
87.6042000000000     ,   115.950000000000     , 
  -47.7570000000000     ,   79.1331000000000     ,  -30.0158000000000     ,   
33.3759000000000     ,   38.4750000000000     , 
   13.7708000000000     ,  -114.320000000000     ,   47.6837000000000     ,   
60.6096000000000     ,   95.7904000000000     , 
  -56.2238000000000     ,   49.4984000000000     ,  -24.8771000000000     ,   
3.77782000000000     ,   24.5460000000000     , 
  -6.34307000000000     ,  -68.1773000000000     ,   51.4711000000000     ,   
64.5890000000000     ,   53.4257000000000     , 
  -30.9167000000000     ,   80.5217000000000     ,  -8.45332000000000     ,   
54.5955000000000     ,   66.7530000000000     , 
  -12.3537000000000     ,  -50.0393000000000     ,   63.8690000000000     ,   
76.5837000000000     ,   37.2833000000000     , 
   44.6353000000000     ,   79.2850000000000     ,  -5.47938000000000     ,   
73.2579000000000     ,   123.179000000000     , 
  -16.0665000000000     ,  -76.4795000000000     ,   107.928000000000     ,   
113.116000000000     ,   66.3884000000000     , 
  -48.8422000000000     ,   155.671000000000     ,  -59.0970000000000     ,   
67.7437000000000     ,   73.0725000000000     , 
   85.0414000000000     ,  -143.274000000000     ,   110.904000000000     ,   
110.159000000000     ,   131.805000000000     , 
  -89.7837000000000     ,   253.607000000000     ,   17.6567000000000     ,   
49.4077000000000     ,   19.5904000000000     , 
   70.4063000000000     ,  -137.090000000000     ,   35.3513000000000     ,   
41.2782000000000     ,   111.293000000000     , 
  -240.311000000000     ,   32.0795000000000     ,  -49.5137000000000     ,   
88.9283000000000     ,  0.494424000000000     , 
  -9.84387000000000     ,  -120.269000000000     ,   35.5072000000000     ,   
40.1790000000000     ,   68.5191000000000     , 
  -148.798000000000     ,   67.0002000000000     ,  -82.3286000000000     ,   
119.065000000000     ,  -13.4636000000000     , 
  -73.7842000000000     ,  -35.6918000000000     ,   52.9199000000000     ,   
96.5716000000000     ,   18.6970000000000     , 
  -48.3614000000000     ,  -20.1547000000000     ,  -115.603000000000     ,  -
21.8472000000000     ,   119.166000000000     , 
  -50.0921000000000     , 
WDT0    = 10*1.00000000000000        , 
WDX     = 10*0.000000000000000E+000  , 
WX      = 10*0.000000000000000E+000  , 








     ***************   OUTPUT DATA for Case Number   20   *************** 
 
 
  *****   The Initial T-Matrix (T0) and Either the Initial 
                    Previous Actual NLP Control Vector (CVPRV0) or 
                          the Initial Previous Control Amplitude (APRV0) 
                                and Phase Angle (PHSPRV0) Vectors Before 
                                         Compression are Directly Input   ***** 
 
  *****   Input the Initial Previous Actual NLP Control 
                   Vector (CVPRV0) Directly Via NAMELIST Input CDATA 
                         and then Compute the Previous Control Amplitude (APRV0) 









  *****   Initial Previous Control Amplitude (APRV0) and Phase 
                             Angle (PHSPRV0) Vectors before Compression   ***** 
 
  Element    AL0               APRV0             AU0               PHSPRV0 
 
     1     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     2     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     3     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     4     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     5     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
 
  *****   Previous Actual NLP Control Vector CVPRV0 Before Compression   ***** 
 
  Element        CVL0                CVPRV0              CVU0 
 
     1        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     2        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     3        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     4        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     5        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     6        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     7        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     8        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     9        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
    10        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
 
  *****   Either the BEFORE Compression Initial Actual NLP Control 
              Vector Estimates (CV00), OR the BEFORE Compression 
                 Initial Control Vector Amplitudes (A00) and Phase 
                    Angles (PHASE0) Estimates are Directly Input 
                       via NAMELIST Data CDATA                            ***** 
 
  *****   Input the Initial Actual NLP Control Vector Estimate 
                (CV00) Directly Via NAMELIST Input CDATA, and 
                        then Compute the Control Vector Amplitudes 




                  **********   Case Number   20   ********** 
 
 
  *****   Adjust the Initial Control Amplitude Estimates Vector 
           (A00) to define the Initial Control Amplitude Estimates 
            Vector (A0) to Within Limits If Required Before Compression   ***** 
 
 
  *****   Initial Control Amplitude Vector Estimates (A0), Its 
                       Limits (AL0 & AU0), and Its Phase Angle Vector 
                                  Estimates (PHASE0) Before Compression   ***** 
 
  Element    AL0               A0                AU0               PHASE0 
 
     1     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     1     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D-06    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     2     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     2     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D-06    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     3     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     3     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D-06    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     4     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     4     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D-06    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     5     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     5     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D-06    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
 
  *****   Initial Actual NLP Control Vector Estimates (CV0) and 
                            Its Limits (CVL0 & CVU0) Before Compression   ***** 
 
  Element        CVL0                CV0                 CVU0 
 
     1        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
E-40 
     2        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     3        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     4        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     5        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     6        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     7        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     8        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     9        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
    10        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
 
  *****   End Conditions Vector EC0, Previous Cycle 
                    End Conditions Vector ECPRV0, and Weighting 
                             Coefficient Vector WDT0 Before Compression   ***** 
 
 
  Element        EC0                 ECPRV0              WDT0 
 
     1        -0.95504700D+02     -0.95504700D+02      0.10000000D+01 
     2         0.75647200D+02      0.75647200D+02      0.10000000D+01 
     3         0.84882200D+02      0.84882200D+02      0.10000000D+01 
     4         0.80737600D+02      0.80737600D+02      0.10000000D+01 
     5        -0.65848100D+02     -0.65848100D+02      0.10000000D+01 
     6         0.77724100D+02      0.77724100D+02      0.10000000D+01 
     7        -0.37301000D+02     -0.37301000D+02      0.10000000D+01 
     8         0.31399400D+02      0.31399400D+02      0.10000000D+01 
     9         0.43590700D+02      0.43590700D+02      0.10000000D+01 
    10         0.12152200D+02      0.12152200D+02      0.10000000D+01 
 
 




               Specification of CV, T-matrix, and EC Compression 
 
                                 MSAVE0/MSAVE 
 
         1             0             0             0             0 
     1      1      0      0      0      0      0      0      0      0 
 
 
                                 NSAVE0/NSAVE 
 
         0             0             1             0             0 








  *****   Initial Control Vector (CV0), T-Matrix (T0), 
                                           and Measurement Vector (EC0)   ***** 
 
 
  *****   Initial Control Vector (CV0)   ***** 
 
   CV0     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
           0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
           0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
  *****   Initial Greatest Least Bounds (CVL0) for the 
                                                   Control Vector (CV0)   ***** 
 
  CVL0    -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02 
          -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02 
          -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02 
 
  *****   Initial Least Upper Bounds (CVU0) for the 
                                                   Control Vector (CV0)   ***** 
 
  CVU0     0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02 
           0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02 
E-41 
           0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02 
 
    Row          *****   Initial T-Matrix (T0)   ***** 
 
 T0  1    -0.90740400D+02   -0.13569100D+03   -0.11432000D+03   -0.68177300D+02 
          -0.50039300D+02   -0.76479500D+02   -0.14327400D+03   -0.13709000D+03 
          -0.12026900D+03   -0.35691800D+02 
 
 T0  2     0.11970700D+03    0.79448600D+02    0.47683700D+02    0.51471100D+02 
           0.63869000D+02    0.10792800D+03    0.11090400D+03    0.35351300D+02 
           0.35507200D+02    0.52919900D+02 
 
 T0  3     0.12238400D+03    0.87604200D+02    0.60609600D+02    0.64589000D+02 
           0.76583700D+02    0.11311600D+03    0.11015900D+03    0.41278200D+02 
           0.40179000D+02    0.96571600D+02 
 
 T0  4     0.78723800D+02    0.11595000D+03    0.95790400D+02    0.53425700D+02 
           0.37283300D+02    0.66388400D+02    0.13180500D+03    0.11129300D+03 
           0.68519100D+02    0.18697000D+02 
 
 T0  5    -0.69686400D+02   -0.47757000D+02   -0.56223800D+02   -0.30916700D+02 
           0.44635300D+02   -0.48842200D+02   -0.89783700D+02   -0.24031100D+03 
          -0.14879800D+03   -0.48361400D+02 
 
 T0  6     0.66340100D+02    0.79133100D+02    0.49498400D+02    0.80521700D+02 
           0.79285000D+02    0.15567100D+03    0.25360700D+03    0.32079500D+02 
           0.67000200D+02   -0.20154700D+02 
 
 T0  7    -0.40056100D+02   -0.30015800D+02   -0.24877100D+02   -0.84533200D+01 
          -0.54793800D+01   -0.59097000D+02    0.17656700D+02   -0.49513700D+02 
          -0.82328600D+02   -0.11560300D+03 
 
 T0  8     0.20252000D+02    0.33375900D+02    0.37778200D+01    0.54595500D+02 
           0.73257900D+02    0.67743700D+02    0.49407700D+02    0.88928300D+02 
           0.11906500D+03   -0.21847200D+02 
 
 T0  9     0.29750400D+02    0.38475000D+02    0.24546000D+02    0.66753000D+02 
           0.12317900D+03    0.73072500D+02    0.19590400D+02    0.49442400D+00 
          -0.13463600D+02    0.11916600D+03 
 
 T0 10     0.24367300D+02    0.13770800D+02   -0.63430700D+01   -0.12353700D+02 
          -0.16066500D+02    0.85041400D+02    0.70406300D+02   -0.98438700D+01 
          -0.73784200D+02   -0.50092100D+02 
 
 
  *****   Initial End Conditions Vector (EC0)   ***** 
 
   EC0    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02    0.84882200D+02    0.80737600D+02 
          -0.65848100D+02    0.77724100D+02   -0.37301000D+02    0.31399400D+02 
           0.43590700D+02    0.12152200D+02 
 
  *****   Initial End Conditions Weighting Coefficient Vector 
                                    (WDT0) for the Performance Index (F)  ***** 
 
  WDT0     0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
           0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
           0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
 
 
  *****   Initial Control Vector (CVPRV0) and Measurement 
                           Vector (ECPRV0) from the Previous Duty Cycle   ***** 
 
 
  *****   Initial Previous Cycle Control Vector (CVPRV0)   ***** 
 
CVPRV0     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
           0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
           0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
 
  *****   Initial Previous Cycle End Conditions Vector (ECPRV0)   ***** 
 
ECPRV0    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02    0.84882200D+02    0.80737600D+02 
          -0.65848100D+02    0.77724100D+02   -0.37301000D+02    0.31399400D+02 
E-42 
           0.43590700D+02    0.12152200D+02 
 
 
  *****   Intermediate Control Vector (CV), T-Matrix (TT), 
               and Measurement Vector (ECT) after the First Compression   ***** 
 
 
  *****   Intermediate Control Vector (CV) after the First Compression   ***** 
 
    CV     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
  *****   Intermediate Greatest Least Bounds (CVL) for the 
                                                    Control Vector (CV)   ***** 
 
   CVL    -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02 
 
  *****   Intermediate Least Upper Bounds (CVU) for the 
                                                    Control Vector (CV)   ***** 
 
   CVU     0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02 
 
 
    Row        *****   Intermediate T-Matrix (TT)   ***** 
 
 TT  1    -0.50039300D+02   -0.76479500D+02 
 
 TT  2     0.63869000D+02    0.10792800D+03 
 
 TT  3     0.76583700D+02    0.11311600D+03 
 
 TT  4     0.37283300D+02    0.66388400D+02 
 
 TT  5     0.44635300D+02   -0.48842200D+02 
 
 TT  6     0.79285000D+02    0.15567100D+03 
 
 TT  7    -0.54793800D+01   -0.59097000D+02 
 
 TT  8     0.73257900D+02    0.67743700D+02 
 
 TT  9     0.12317900D+03    0.73072500D+02 
 
 TT 10    -0.16066500D+02    0.85041400D+02 
 
 
  *****   Intermediate End Conditions Vector (ECT)   ***** 
 
   ECT    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02    0.84882200D+02    0.80737600D+02 
          -0.65848100D+02    0.77724100D+02   -0.37301000D+02    0.31399400D+02 
           0.43590700D+02    0.12152200D+02 
 
  *****   Intermediate End Conditions Weighting Coefficient Vector 
                                    (WDTT) for the Performance Index (F)  ***** 
 
  WDTT     0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
           0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
           0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
 
  *****   Intermediate Control Vector (CVPRV) and Measurement Vector 
                          (ECPRV0) from the Previous Duty Cycle after 
                                                  the First Compression   ***** 
 
 
  *****   Intermediate Previous Cycle Control Vector (CVPRV) after 
                                                  the First Compression   ***** 
 
 CVPRV     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
 
  *****   Intermediate Previous Cycle End Conditions Vector (ECPRVTT) 
                                            after the First Compression   ***** 
 
ECPRVT    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02    0.84882200D+02    0.80737600D+02 
          -0.65848100D+02    0.77724100D+02   -0.37301000D+02    0.31399400D+02 
E-43 
           0.43590700D+02    0.12152200D+02 
 
 
  *****   Final Control Vector (CV), T-Matrix (T), and 
                   Measurement Vector (EC) after the Second Compression   ***** 
 
 
  *****   Final Control Vector (CV) after the Second Compression   ***** 
 
    CV     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
  *****   Greatest Least Bounds (CVL) Vector for the 
                                                    Control Vector (CV)   ***** 
 
   CVL    -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02 
 
  *****   Least Upper Bounds (CVU) Vector for the Control Vector (CV)   ***** 
 
   CVU     0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02 
 
 
    Row            *****   Final T-Matrix (T)   ***** 
 
  T  1    -0.50039300D+02   -0.76479500D+02 
 
  T  2     0.63869000D+02    0.10792800D+03 
 
 
  *****   Final End Conditions Vector (EC) after the Second Compression   ***** 
 
    EC    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02 
 
  *****   Final End Conditions Weighting Coefficient Vector 
                                     (WDT) for the Performance Index (F)  ***** 
 
   WDT     0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
 
 
  *****   Final Control Vector (CVPRV) and Measurement Vector 
                        (ECPRV) from the Previous Duty Cycle after 
                                                 the Second Compression   ***** 
 
 
  *****   Final Previous Cycle Control Vector (CVPRV) after 
                                                 the Second Compression   ***** 
 
 CVPRV     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
 
  *****   Final Previous Cycle End Conditions Vector (ECPRV) 
                                           after the Second Compression   ***** 
 
 ECPRV    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02 
 
 
 *******************   T-Matrix Compression is Completed   ******************** 
 
 
  *****   Initial End Conditions Vector EC   ***** 
 
 
    -0.95504700D+02      0.75647200D+02 
 
 
  *****   Initial Performance Index  =   0.14843647D+05   ***** 
 
  *****   Initial Control Amplitude (A) and Phase Angle (PHASE) Vectors   ***** 
 
  Element    AL               A                 AU                PHASE 
 
     1     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
 
 





                                     LSAVE 
 
     0      0 
 
 





   -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
    START OF THE SEQUENTIAL QUADRATIC PROGRAMMING ALGORITHM 
   -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
    Parameters: 
       N      =       2 
       M      =       0 
       ME     =       0 
       MODE   =       0 
       ACC    =   0.1000D-06 
       ACCQP  =   0.1000D-11 
       STPMIN =   0.0000D+00 
       RHOB   =   0.1000D+03 
       MAXFUN =      30 
       MAXNM  =      10 
       MAXIT  =     300 
       IPRINT =       2 
 
    Output in the following order: 
       IT    - iteration number 
       F     - objective function value 
       SCV   - sum of constraint violations 
       NA    - number of active constraints 
       I     - number of line search iterations 
       ALPHA - steplength parameter 
       DELTA - additional variable to prevent inconsistency 
       KKT   - Karush-Kuhn-Tucker optimality criterion 
 
 
     IT         F          SCV      NA  I    ALPHA     DELTA     KKT 
   -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
      1  0.14843647D+05  0.00D+00    0  0  0.00D+00  0.00D+00  0.10D+07 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
      2  0.10206658D+05  0.00D+00    0  2  0.10D+00  0.00D+00  0.23D+05 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
      3  0.23646710D+02  0.00D+00    0  1  0.10D+01  0.00D+00  0.77D+03 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
      4  0.30802932D+02  0.00D+00    0  3  0.12D+00  0.00D+00  0.62D+02 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
      5  0.78886964D-03  0.00D+00    0  1  0.10D+01  0.00D+00  0.16D-02 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
      6  0.13390016D-06  0.00D+00    0  1  0.10D+01  0.00D+00  0.17D-06 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
      7  0.16009561D-07  0.00D+00    0  1  0.10D+01  0.00D+00  0.68D-13 
 
 
     --- Final Convergence Analysis at Last Iterate --- 
 
       Objective function value:      F(X)  =  0.16009561D-07 
       Solution values:               X     = 
         -0.87643983D+01  0.44856405D+01 
       Distances from lower bounds:   X-XL  = 
E-45 
          0.12356017D+01  0.14485640D+02 
       Distances from upper bounds:   XU-X  = 
          0.18764398D+02  0.55143595D+01 
       Multipliers for lower bounds:  U     = 
          0.00000000D+00  0.00000000D+00 
       Multipliers for upper bounds:  U     = 
          0.00000000D+00  0.00000000D+00 
       Number of function calls:      NFUNC =      10 
       Number of gradient calls:      NGRAD =       7 




                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
 
 
           *****   Number of Function Evaluations  =     24   ***** 
 
 
  *****   Solution Control Vector for Case Number   20   ***** 
 
  Element    CVL               CV                CVU               CV - CV0 
 
     1    -0.10000000D+02   -0.87643983D+01    0.10000000D+02   -0.87643983D+01 





  *****   Predicted Measurement Vector EC   ***** 
 
     0.83183435D-04      0.95378612D-04 
 
 





  *****   Predicted Measurement Vector EC   ***** 
 
     0.11748939D-03      0.46965991D-04 
 
 





  *****   Predicted Control Amplitude Vector (A) 
                   Its Limits (AL & AU), and Its Phase Angle 
                                      Vector (PHASE) Before Compression   ***** 
 
  Element    AL               A                 AU                PHASE 
 
     1     0.00000000D+00    0.98455903D+01    0.10000000D+02   -0.62896523D+02 
 
 



















          ***************   Start Case Number 1020   *************** 
 
 




A00     = 5*0.000000000000000E+000  ,   1.00000000000000     , 
ACC     =  1.000000000000000E-007, 
ACCQP   =  1.000000000000000E-012, 
AL0     = 5*0.000000000000000E+000  , -1.000000000000000E-007, 
ALPHA   =   1.00000000000000     , 
APRV0   = 6*0.000000000000000E+000  , 
AU0     = 5*10.0000000000000        ,   3.00000000000000     , 
CRAN1   =   2.00000000000000     , 
CRAN2   =   3.00000000000000     , 
CRAN3   =   1.00000000000000     , 
CRAN4   =   1.00000000000000     , 
CV00    = 14*0.000000000000000E+000  , 
CVOUT   =           0, 
CVPRV0  = 14*0.000000000000000E+000  , 
ECPRV0  =  -95.5047000000000     ,   75.6472000000000     ,   84.8822000000000     ,   
80.7376000000000     , 
  -65.8481000000000     ,   77.7241000000000     ,  -37.3010000000000     ,   
31.3994000000000     ,   43.5907000000000     , 
   12.1522000000000     , 
EPS     =  1.000000000000000E-007, 
ICASE   =        1020, 
ICYCL0  =        2000, 
IDATA   =           3, 
IN      =           5, 
IOPT    =           1, 
IOUT    =           6, 
IPRINT  =           2, 
ISEED1  =        2395,        4013,        3813,        1837, 
ISEED2  =        1843,        4011,        3364,        2835, 
ISEED3  =        3962,        1111,        3215,        2637, 
ISEED4  =        2397,        1504,        4031,        3173, 
ITOUT   =           3, 
L       =           1, 
LQL     = T, 
LSAVE   =           1, 5*0, 
MAXASUM =   3.00000000000000     , 
MAXFUN  =          30, 
MAXIT   =         300, 
MAXNM   =          10, 
MI      =           1, 
MINASUM =  0.000000000000000E+000, 
MODE    =           0, 
MSAVE0  =           1, 4*0, 5*1, 
MULT    =           1, 
NSAVE0  = 2*0,           1, 2*0, 5*1, 
NX0     =          10, 
NZ0     =          10, 
OPTEND  =           3, 
PHASE0  = 5*0.000000000000000E+000  ,   90.0000000000000     , 
PHSPRV0 = 6*0.000000000000000E+000  , 
RHOB    =   100.000000000000     , 
STPMIN  =  0.000000000000000E+000, 
T0      =  -90.7404000000000     ,   119.707000000000     ,   122.384000000000     ,   
78.7238000000000     , 
  -69.6864000000000     ,   66.3401000000000     ,  -40.0561000000000     ,   
20.2520000000000     ,   29.7504000000000     , 
   24.3673000000000     ,  -135.691000000000     ,   79.4486000000000     ,   
87.6042000000000     ,   115.950000000000     , 
  -47.7570000000000     ,   79.1331000000000     ,  -30.0158000000000     ,   
33.3759000000000     ,   38.4750000000000     , 
   13.7708000000000     ,  -114.320000000000     ,   47.6837000000000     ,   
60.6096000000000     ,   95.7904000000000     , 
  -56.2238000000000     ,   49.4984000000000     ,  -24.8771000000000     ,   
3.77782000000000     ,   24.5460000000000     , 
  -6.34307000000000     ,  -68.1773000000000     ,   51.4711000000000     ,   
64.5890000000000     ,   53.4257000000000     , 
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  -30.9167000000000     ,   80.5217000000000     ,  -8.45332000000000     ,   
54.5955000000000     ,   66.7530000000000     , 
  -12.3537000000000     ,  -50.0393000000000     ,   63.8690000000000     ,   
76.5837000000000     ,   37.2833000000000     , 
   44.6353000000000     ,   79.2850000000000     ,  -5.47938000000000     ,   
73.2579000000000     ,   123.179000000000     , 
  -16.0665000000000     ,  -76.4795000000000     ,   107.928000000000     ,   
113.116000000000     ,   66.3884000000000     , 
  -48.8422000000000     ,   155.671000000000     ,  -59.0970000000000     ,   
67.7437000000000     ,   73.0725000000000     , 
   85.0414000000000     ,  -143.274000000000     ,   110.904000000000     ,   
110.159000000000     ,   131.805000000000     , 
  -89.7837000000000     ,   253.607000000000     ,   17.6567000000000     ,   
49.4077000000000     ,   19.5904000000000     , 
   70.4063000000000     ,  -137.090000000000     ,   35.3513000000000     ,   
41.2782000000000     ,   111.293000000000     , 
  -240.311000000000     ,   32.0795000000000     ,  -49.5137000000000     ,   
88.9283000000000     ,  0.494424000000000     , 
  -9.84387000000000     ,  -120.269000000000     ,   35.5072000000000     ,   
40.1790000000000     ,   68.5191000000000     , 
  -148.798000000000     ,   67.0002000000000     ,  -82.3286000000000     ,   
119.065000000000     ,  -13.4636000000000     , 
  -73.7842000000000     ,  -35.6918000000000     ,   52.9199000000000     ,   
96.5716000000000     ,   18.6970000000000     , 
  -48.3614000000000     ,  -20.1547000000000     ,  -115.603000000000     ,  -
21.8472000000000     ,   119.166000000000     , 
  -50.0921000000000     , 
WDT0    = 10*1.00000000000000        , 
WDX     = 10*0.000000000000000E+000  , 
WX      = 10*0.000000000000000E+000  , 







     ***************   OUTPUT DATA for Case Number 1020   *************** 
 
 
  *****   The Initial T-Matrix (T0) and Either the Initial 
                    Previous Actual NLP Control Vector (CVPRV0) or 
                          the Initial Previous Control Amplitude (APRV0) 
                                and Phase Angle (PHSPRV0) Vectors Before 
                                         Compression are Directly Input   ***** 
 
  *****   Input the Initial Previous Actual NLP Control 
                   Vector (CVPRV0) Directly Via NAMELIST Input CDATA 
                         and then Compute the Previous Control Amplitude (APRV0) 
                              and Control Phase Angle (PHSPRV0) Vectors   ***** 
 
 
                  **********   Case Number 1020   ********** 
 
 
  *****   Initial Previous Control Amplitude (APRV0) and Phase 
                             Angle (PHSPRV0) Vectors before Compression   ***** 
  Element    AL0               APRV0             AU0               PHSPRV0 
 
     1     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     2     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     3     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     4     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     5     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
 
  *****   Previous Actual NLP Control Vector CVPRV0 Before Compression   ***** 
 
  Element        CVL0                CVPRV0              CVU0 
 
     1        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     2        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     3        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     4        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     5        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
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     6        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     7        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     8        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     9        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
    10        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
 
  *****   Either the BEFORE Compression Initial Actual NLP Control 
              Vector Estimates (CV00), OR the BEFORE Compression 
                 Initial Control Vector Amplitudes (A00) and Phase 
                    Angles (PHASE0) Estimates are Directly Input 
                       via NAMELIST Data CDATA                            ***** 
 
  *****   Input the Initial Actual NLP Control Vector Estimate 
                (CV00) Directly Via NAMELIST Input CDATA, and 
                        then Compute the Control Vector Amplitudes 
                              (A00) and Phase Angles (PHASE0) Estimates   ***** 
 
 
                  **********   Case Number 1020   ********** 
 
 
  *****   Adjust the Initial Control Amplitude Estimates Vector 
           (A00) to define the Initial Control Amplitude Estimates 
            Vector (A0) to Within Limits If Required Before Compression   ***** 
 
 
  *****   Initial Control Amplitude Vector Estimates (A0), Its 
                       Limits (AL0 & AU0), and Its Phase Angle Vector 
                                  Estimates (PHASE0) Before Compression   ***** 
 
  Element    AL0               A0                AU0               PHASE0 
 
     1     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     1     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D-06    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     2     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     2     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D-06    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     3     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     3     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D-06    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     4     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     4     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D-06    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     5     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     5     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D-06    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
 
  *****   Initial Actual NLP Control Vector Estimates (CV0) and 
                            Its Limits (CVL0 & CVU0) Before Compression   ***** 
 
  Element        CVL0                CV0                 CVU0 
 
     1        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     2        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     3        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     4        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     5        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     6        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     7        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     8        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     9        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
    10        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
 
 
  *****   End Conditions Vector EC0, Previous Cycle 
                    End Conditions Vector ECPRV0, and Weighting 
                             Coefficient Vector WDT0 Before Compression   ***** 
 
 
  Element        EC0                 ECPRV0              WDT0 
 
     1        -0.95504700D+02     -0.95504700D+02      0.10000000D+01 
     2         0.75647200D+02      0.75647200D+02      0.10000000D+01 
     3         0.84882200D+02      0.84882200D+02      0.10000000D+01 
     4         0.80737600D+02      0.80737600D+02      0.10000000D+01 
     5        -0.65848100D+02     -0.65848100D+02      0.10000000D+01 
     6         0.77724100D+02      0.77724100D+02      0.10000000D+01 
     7        -0.37301000D+02     -0.37301000D+02      0.10000000D+01 
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     8         0.31399400D+02      0.31399400D+02      0.10000000D+01 
     9         0.43590700D+02      0.43590700D+02      0.10000000D+01 
    10         0.12152200D+02      0.12152200D+02      0.10000000D+01 
 
 
                  **********   Case Number 1020   ********** 
 
 
               Specification of CV, T-matrix, and EC Compression 
 
                                 MSAVE0/MSAVE 
 
         1             0             0             0             0 
     1      1      0      0      0      0      0      0      0      0 
 
 
                                 NSAVE0/NSAVE 
 
         0             0             1             0             0 
     0      0      0      0      1      1      0      0      0      0 
 
 
 *******************   T-Matrix Compression is Initiated   ******************** 
 
 
  *****   Initial Control Vector (CV0), T-Matrix (T0), 
                                           and Measurement Vector (EC0)   ***** 
 
 
  *****   Initial Control Vector (CV0)   ***** 
 
   CV0     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
           0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
           0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
  *****   Initial Greatest Least Bounds (CVL0) for the 
                                                   Control Vector (CV0)   ***** 
 
  CVL0    -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02 
          -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02 
          -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02 
 
  *****   Initial Least Upper Bounds (CVU0) for the 
                                                   Control Vector (CV0)   ***** 
 
  CVU0     0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02 
           0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02 
           0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02 
 
 
    Row          *****   Initial T-Matrix (T0)   ***** 
 
 T0  1    -0.90740400D+02   -0.13569100D+03   -0.11432000D+03   -0.68177300D+02 
          -0.50039300D+02   -0.76479500D+02   -0.14327400D+03   -0.13709000D+03 
          -0.12026900D+03   -0.35691800D+02 
 
 T0  2     0.11970700D+03    0.79448600D+02    0.47683700D+02    0.51471100D+02 
           0.63869000D+02    0.10792800D+03    0.11090400D+03    0.35351300D+02 
           0.35507200D+02    0.52919900D+02 
 
 T0  3     0.12238400D+03    0.87604200D+02    0.60609600D+02    0.64589000D+02 
           0.76583700D+02    0.11311600D+03    0.11015900D+03    0.41278200D+02 
           0.40179000D+02    0.96571600D+02 
 
 T0  4     0.78723800D+02    0.11595000D+03    0.95790400D+02    0.53425700D+02 
           0.37283300D+02    0.66388400D+02    0.13180500D+03    0.11129300D+03 
           0.68519100D+02    0.18697000D+02 
 
 T0  5    -0.69686400D+02   -0.47757000D+02   -0.56223800D+02   -0.30916700D+02 
           0.44635300D+02   -0.48842200D+02   -0.89783700D+02   -0.24031100D+03 
          -0.14879800D+03   -0.48361400D+02 
 
 T0  6     0.66340100D+02    0.79133100D+02    0.49498400D+02    0.80521700D+02 
           0.79285000D+02    0.15567100D+03    0.25360700D+03    0.32079500D+02 
E-51 
           0.67000200D+02   -0.20154700D+02 
 
 T0  7    -0.40056100D+02   -0.30015800D+02   -0.24877100D+02   -0.84533200D+01 
          -0.54793800D+01   -0.59097000D+02    0.17656700D+02   -0.49513700D+02 
          -0.82328600D+02   -0.11560300D+03 
 
 T0  8     0.20252000D+02    0.33375900D+02    0.37778200D+01    0.54595500D+02 
           0.73257900D+02    0.67743700D+02    0.49407700D+02    0.88928300D+02 
           0.11906500D+03   -0.21847200D+02 
 
 T0  9     0.29750400D+02    0.38475000D+02    0.24546000D+02    0.66753000D+02 
           0.12317900D+03    0.73072500D+02    0.19590400D+02    0.49442400D+00 
          -0.13463600D+02    0.11916600D+03 
 
 T0 10     0.24367300D+02    0.13770800D+02   -0.63430700D+01   -0.12353700D+02 
          -0.16066500D+02    0.85041400D+02    0.70406300D+02   -0.98438700D+01 
          -0.73784200D+02   -0.50092100D+02 
 
 
  *****   Initial End Conditions Vector (EC0)   ***** 
 
   EC0    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02    0.84882200D+02    0.80737600D+02 
          -0.65848100D+02    0.77724100D+02   -0.37301000D+02    0.31399400D+02 
           0.43590700D+02    0.12152200D+02 
 
  *****   Initial End Conditions Weighting Coefficient Vector 
                                    (WDT0) for the Performance Index (F)  ***** 
 
  WDT0     0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
           0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
           0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
 
 
  *****   Initial Control Vector (CVPRV0) and Measurement 
                           Vector (ECPRV0) from the Previous Duty Cycle   ***** 
 
 
  *****   Initial Previous Cycle Control Vector (CVPRV0)   ***** 
 
CVPRV0     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
           0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
           0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
 
  *****   Initial Previous Cycle End Conditions Vector (ECPRV0)   ***** 
 
ECPRV0    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02    0.84882200D+02    0.80737600D+02 
          -0.65848100D+02    0.77724100D+02   -0.37301000D+02    0.31399400D+02 
           0.43590700D+02    0.12152200D+02 
 
 
  *****   Intermediate Control Vector (CV), T-Matrix (TT), 
               and Measurement Vector (ECT) after the First Compression   ***** 
 
 
  *****   Intermediate Control Vector (CV) after the First Compression   ***** 
 
    CV     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
  *****   Intermediate Greatest Least Bounds (CVL) for the 
                                                    Control Vector (CV)   ***** 
 
   CVL    -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02 
 
  *****   Intermediate Least Upper Bounds (CVU) for the 
                                                    Control Vector (CV)   ***** 
 
   CVU     0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02 
 
 
    Row        *****   Intermediate T-Matrix (TT)   ***** 
 
 TT  1    -0.50039300D+02   -0.76479500D+02 
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 TT  2     0.63869000D+02    0.10792800D+03 
 
 TT  3     0.76583700D+02    0.11311600D+03 
 
 TT  4     0.37283300D+02    0.66388400D+02 
 
 TT  5     0.44635300D+02   -0.48842200D+02 
 
 TT  6     0.79285000D+02    0.15567100D+03 
 
 TT  7    -0.54793800D+01   -0.59097000D+02 
 
 TT  8     0.73257900D+02    0.67743700D+02 
 
 TT  9     0.12317900D+03    0.73072500D+02 
 
 TT 10    -0.16066500D+02    0.85041400D+02 
 
 
  *****   Intermediate End Conditions Vector (ECT)   ***** 
 
   ECT    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02    0.84882200D+02    0.80737600D+02 
          -0.65848100D+02    0.77724100D+02   -0.37301000D+02    0.31399400D+02 
           0.43590700D+02    0.12152200D+02 
 
  *****   Intermediate End Conditions Weighting Coefficient Vector 
                                    (WDTT) for the Performance Index (F)  ***** 
 
  WDTT     0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
           0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
           0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
 
 
  *****   Intermediate Control Vector (CVPRV) and Measurement Vector 
                          (ECPRV0) from the Previous Duty Cycle after 
                                                  the First Compression   ***** 
 
 
  *****   Intermediate Previous Cycle Control Vector (CVPRV) after 
                                                  the First Compression   ***** 
 
 CVPRV     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
 
  *****   Intermediate Previous Cycle End Conditions Vector (ECPRVTT) 
                                            after the First Compression   ***** 
 
ECPRVT    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02    0.84882200D+02    0.80737600D+02 
          -0.65848100D+02    0.77724100D+02   -0.37301000D+02    0.31399400D+02 
           0.43590700D+02    0.12152200D+02 
 
 
  *****   Final Control Vector (CV), T-Matrix (T), and 
                   Measurement Vector (EC) after the Second Compression   ***** 
 
 
  *****   Final Control Vector (CV) after the Second Compression   ***** 
 
    CV     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
  *****   Greatest Least Bounds (CVL) Vector for the 
                                                    Control Vector (CV)   ***** 
 
   CVL    -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02 
 
  *****   Least Upper Bounds (CVU) Vector for the Control Vector (CV)   ***** 
 
   CVU     0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02 
 
 
    Row            *****   Final T-Matrix (T)   ***** 
 
  T  1    -0.50039300D+02   -0.76479500D+02 
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  T  2     0.63869000D+02    0.10792800D+03 
 
 
  *****   Final End Conditions Vector (EC) after the Second Compression   ***** 
 
    EC    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02 
 
  *****   Final End Conditions Weighting Coefficient Vector 
                                     (WDT) for the Performance Index (F)  ***** 
 
   WDT     0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
 
  *****   Final Control Vector (CVPRV) and Measurement Vector 
                        (ECPRV) from the Previous Duty Cycle after 
                                                 the Second Compression   ***** 
 
 
  *****   Final Previous Cycle Control Vector (CVPRV) after 
                                                 the Second Compression   ***** 
 
 CVPRV     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
 
  *****   Final Previous Cycle End Conditions Vector (ECPRV) 
                                           after the Second Compression   ***** 
 
 ECPRV    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02 
 
 
 *******************   T-Matrix Compression is Completed   ******************** 
 
 
  *****   Initial End Conditions Vector EC   ***** 
 
 
    -0.95504700D+02      0.75647200D+02 
 
 
  *****   Initial Performance Index  =   0.14843647D+05   ***** 
 
  *****   Initial Control Amplitude (A) and Phase Angle (PHASE) Vectors   ***** 
 
  Element    AL               A                 AU                PHASE 
 
     1     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
 
 
*****   Initial Constraint Function Values for Case Number 1020   ***** 
 
                                     LSAVE 
 
     1      0 
 
  *****   Inequality Constraints   ***** 
 
  Element        Constraint          Amplitude           Max Amp 
 
     1         0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
 
 




   -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
    START OF THE SEQUENTIAL QUADRATIC PROGRAMMING ALGORITHM 
   -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
    Parameters: 
       N      =       2 
       M      =       1 
       ME     =       0 
       MODE   =       0 
       ACC    =   0.1000D-06 
E-54 
       ACCQP  =   0.1000D-11 
       STPMIN =   0.0000D+00 
       RHOB   =   0.1000D+03 
       MAXFUN =      30 
       MAXNM  =      10 
       MAXIT  =     300 
       IPRINT =       2 
 
    Output in the following order: 
       IT    - iteration number 
       F     - objective function value 
       SCV   - sum of constraint violations 
       NA    - number of active constraints 
       I     - number of line search iterations 
       ALPHA - steplength parameter 
       DELTA - additional variable to prevent inconsistency 
       KKT   - Karush-Kuhn-Tucker optimality criterion 
 
 
     IT         F          SCV      NA  I    ALPHA     DELTA     KKT 
   -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
      1  0.14843647D+05  0.00D+00    1  0  0.00D+00  0.00D+00  0.10D+07 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
      2  0.10206658D+05  0.00D+00    0  2  0.10D+00  0.00D+00  0.23D+05 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
      3  0.23646710D+02  0.13D+01    1  1  0.10D+01  0.00D+00  0.77D+03 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
      4  0.25742226D+02  0.00D+00    0  3  0.11D+00  0.00D+00  0.52D+02 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
      5  0.78886926D-03  0.00D+00    0  1  0.10D+01  0.00D+00  0.16D-02 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
      6  0.12610533D-06  0.00D+00    0  1  0.10D+01  0.00D+00  0.15D-06 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
      7  0.16000305D-07  0.00D+00    0  1  0.10D+01  0.00D+00  0.98D-13 
 
 
     --- Final Convergence Analysis at Last Iterate --- 
 
       Objective function value:      F(X)  =  0.16000305D-07 
       Solution values:               X     = 
         -0.87643983D+01  0.44856404D+01 
       Distances from lower bounds:   X-XL  = 
          0.12356017D+01  0.14485640D+02 
       Distances from upper bounds:   XU-X  = 
          0.18764398D+02  0.55143596D+01 
       Multipliers for lower bounds:  U     = 
          0.00000000D+00  0.00000000D+00 
       Multipliers for upper bounds:  U     = 
          0.00000000D+00  0.00000000D+00 
       Constraint values:             G(X)  = 
          0.15440972D+00 
       Multipliers for constraints:   U     = 
          0.00000000D+00 
       Number of function calls:      NFUNC =      10 
       Number of gradient calls:      NGRAD =       7 




                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
 
 




  *****   Solution Control Vector for Case Number 1020   ***** 
 
  Element    CVL               CV                CVU               CV - CV0 
 
     1    -0.10000000D+02   -0.87643983D+01    0.10000000D+02   -0.87643983D+01 




  *****   Predicted Measurement Vector EC   ***** 
 
     0.83148244D-04      0.95368095D-04 
 
 




  *****   Predicted Measurement Vector EC   ***** 
 
     0.11745420D-03      0.46955475D-04 
 
 




  *****   Predicted Control Amplitude Vector (A) 
                   Its Limits (AL & AU), and Its Phase Angle 
                                      Vector (PHASE) Before Compression   ***** 
 
  Element    AL               A                 AU                PHASE 
 
     1     0.00000000D+00    0.98455903D+01    0.10000000D+02   -0.62896523D+02 
 
 
*****   Solution Constraint Function Values for Case Number 1020   ***** 
 
                                     LSAVE 
 
     1      0 
 
  *****   Inequality Constraints   ***** 
 
  Element        Constraint          Amplitude           Max Amp 
 
     1         0.15440972D+00      0.98455903D+01      0.10000000D+02 
 
 







          ***************   Start Case Number  820   *************** 
 
 




A00     = 5*0.000000000000000E+000  ,   1.00000000000000     , 
ACC     =  1.000000000000000E-007, 
ACCQP   =  1.000000000000000E-012, 
AL0     = 5*0.000000000000000E+000  , -1.000000000000000E-007, 
ALPHA   =   1.00000000000000     , 
APRV0   = 6*0.000000000000000E+000  , 
AU0     = 2*10.0000000000000        ,   8.00000000000000     , 2*10.0000000000000        ,   
3.00000000000000     , 
CRAN1   =   2.00000000000000     , 
CRAN2   =   3.00000000000000     , 
CRAN3   =   1.00000000000000     , 
CRAN4   =   1.00000000000000     , 
CV00    = 14*0.000000000000000E+000  , 
CVOUT   =           0, 
CVPRV0  = 14*0.000000000000000E+000  , 
ECPRV0  =  -95.5047000000000     ,   75.6472000000000     ,   84.8822000000000     ,   
80.7376000000000     , 
  -65.8481000000000     ,   77.7241000000000     ,  -37.3010000000000     ,   
31.3994000000000     ,   43.5907000000000     , 
   12.1522000000000     , 
EPS     =  1.000000000000000E-007, 
ICASE   =         820, 
ICYCL0  =        2000, 
IDATA   =           3, 
IN      =           5, 
IOPT    =           1, 
IOUT    =           6, 
IPRINT  =           2, 
ISEED1  =        2395,        4013,        3813,        1837, 
ISEED2  =        1843,        4011,        3364,        2835, 
ISEED3  =        3962,        1111,        3215,        2637, 
ISEED4  =        2397,        1504,        4031,        3173, 
ITOUT   =           3, 
L       =           1, 
LQL     = T, 
LSAVE   =           1, 5*0, 
MAXASUM =   3.00000000000000     , 
MAXFUN  =          30, 
MAXIT   =         300, 
MAXNM   =          10, 
MI      =           1, 
MINASUM =  0.000000000000000E+000, 
MODE    =           0, 
MSAVE0  =           1, 4*0, 5*1, 
MULT    =           1, 
NSAVE0  = 2*0,           1, 2*0, 5*1, 
NX0     =          10, 
NZ0     =          10, 
OPTEND  =           3, 
PHASE0  = 5*0.000000000000000E+000  ,   90.0000000000000     , 
PHSPRV0 = 6*0.000000000000000E+000  , 
RHOB    =   100.000000000000     , 
STPMIN  =  0.000000000000000E+000, 
T0      =  -90.7404000000000     ,   119.707000000000     ,   122.384000000000     ,   
78.7238000000000     , 
  -69.6864000000000     ,   66.3401000000000     ,  -40.0561000000000     ,   
20.2520000000000     ,   29.7504000000000     , 
   24.3673000000000     ,  -135.691000000000     ,   79.4486000000000     ,   
87.6042000000000     ,   115.950000000000     , 
  -47.7570000000000     ,   79.1331000000000     ,  -30.0158000000000     ,   
33.3759000000000     ,   38.4750000000000     , 
   13.7708000000000     ,  -114.320000000000     ,   47.6837000000000     ,   
60.6096000000000     ,   95.7904000000000     , 
  -56.2238000000000     ,   49.4984000000000     ,  -24.8771000000000     ,   
3.77782000000000     ,   24.5460000000000     , 
  -6.34307000000000     ,  -68.1773000000000     ,   51.4711000000000     ,   
64.5890000000000     ,   53.4257000000000     , 
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  -30.9167000000000     ,   80.5217000000000     ,  -8.45332000000000     ,   
54.5955000000000     ,   66.7530000000000     , 
  -12.3537000000000     ,  -50.0393000000000     ,   63.8690000000000     ,   
76.5837000000000     ,   37.2833000000000     , 
   44.6353000000000     ,   79.2850000000000     ,  -5.47938000000000     ,   
73.2579000000000     ,   123.179000000000     , 
  -16.0665000000000     ,  -76.4795000000000     ,   107.928000000000     ,   
113.116000000000     ,   66.3884000000000     , 
  -48.8422000000000     ,   155.671000000000     ,  -59.0970000000000     ,   
67.7437000000000     ,   73.0725000000000     , 
   85.0414000000000     ,  -143.274000000000     ,   110.904000000000     ,   
110.159000000000     ,   131.805000000000     , 
  -89.7837000000000     ,   253.607000000000     ,   17.6567000000000     ,   
49.4077000000000     ,   19.5904000000000     , 
   70.4063000000000     ,  -137.090000000000     ,   35.3513000000000     ,   
41.2782000000000     ,   111.293000000000     , 
  -240.311000000000     ,   32.0795000000000     ,  -49.5137000000000     ,   
88.9283000000000     ,  0.494424000000000     , 
  -9.84387000000000     ,  -120.269000000000     ,   35.5072000000000     ,   
40.1790000000000     ,   68.5191000000000     , 
  -148.798000000000     ,   67.0002000000000     ,  -82.3286000000000     ,   
119.065000000000     ,  -13.4636000000000     , 
  -73.7842000000000     ,  -35.6918000000000     ,   52.9199000000000     ,   
96.5716000000000     ,   18.6970000000000     , 
  -48.3614000000000     ,  -20.1547000000000     ,  -115.603000000000     ,  -
21.8472000000000     ,   119.166000000000     , 
  -50.0921000000000     , 
WDT0    = 10*1.00000000000000        , 
WDX     = 10*0.000000000000000E+000  , 
WX      = 10*0.000000000000000E+000  , 







     ***************   OUTPUT DATA for Case Number  820   *************** 
 
 
  *****   The Initial T-Matrix (T0) and Either the Initial 
                    Previous Actual NLP Control Vector (CVPRV0) or 
                          the Initial Previous Control Amplitude (APRV0) 
                                and Phase Angle (PHSPRV0) Vectors Before 
                                         Compression are Directly Input   ***** 
 
  *****   Input the Initial Previous Actual NLP Control 
                   Vector (CVPRV0) Directly Via NAMELIST Input CDATA 
                         and then Compute the Previous Control Amplitude (APRV0) 
                              and Control Phase Angle (PHSPRV0) Vectors   ***** 
 
 
                  **********   Case Number  820   ********** 
 
 
  *****   Initial Previous Control Amplitude (APRV0) and Phase 
                             Angle (PHSPRV0) Vectors before Compression   ***** 
 
  Element    AL0               APRV0             AU0               PHSPRV0 
 
     1     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     2     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     3     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.80000000D+01    0.00000000D+00 
     4     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     5     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
 
  *****   Previous Actual NLP Control Vector CVPRV0 Before Compression   ***** 
 
  Element        CVL0                CVPRV0              CVU0 
 
     1        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     2        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     3        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     4        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
E-58 
     5        -0.80000000D+01      0.00000000D+00      0.80000000D+01 
     6        -0.80000000D+01      0.00000000D+00      0.80000000D+01 
     7        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     8        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     9        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
    10        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
 
  *****   Either the BEFORE Compression Initial Actual NLP Control 
              Vector Estimates (CV00), OR the BEFORE Compression 
                 Initial Control Vector Amplitudes (A00) and Phase 
                    Angles (PHASE0) Estimates are Directly Input 
                       via NAMELIST Data CDATA                            ***** 
 
  *****   Input the Initial Actual NLP Control Vector Estimate 
                (CV00) Directly Via NAMELIST Input CDATA, and 
                        then Compute the Control Vector Amplitudes 




                  **********   Case Number  820   ********** 
 
 
  *****   Adjust the Initial Control Amplitude Estimates Vector 
           (A00) to define the Initial Control Amplitude Estimates 
            Vector (A0) to Within Limits If Required Before Compression   ***** 
 
 
  *****   Initial Control Amplitude Vector Estimates (A0), Its 
                       Limits (AL0 & AU0), and Its Phase Angle Vector 
                                  Estimates (PHASE0) Before Compression   ***** 
 
  Element    AL0               A0                AU0               PHASE0 
 
     1     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     1     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D-06    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     2     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     2     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D-06    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     3     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.80000000D+01    0.00000000D+00 
     3     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D-06    0.80000000D+01    0.00000000D+00 
     4     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     4     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D-06    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     5     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     5     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D-06    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
 
  *****   Initial Actual NLP Control Vector Estimates (CV0) and 
                            Its Limits (CVL0 & CVU0) Before Compression   ***** 
 
  Element        CVL0                CV0                 CVU0 
 
     1        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     2        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     3        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     4        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     5        -0.80000000D+01      0.00000000D+00      0.80000000D+01 
     6        -0.80000000D+01      0.00000000D+00      0.80000000D+01 
     7        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     8        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     9        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
    10        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
 
 
  *****   End Conditions Vector EC0, Previous Cycle 
                    End Conditions Vector ECPRV0, and Weighting 
                             Coefficient Vector WDT0 Before Compression   ***** 
 
 
  Element        EC0                 ECPRV0              WDT0 
 
     1        -0.95504700D+02     -0.95504700D+02      0.10000000D+01 
     2         0.75647200D+02      0.75647200D+02      0.10000000D+01 
     3         0.84882200D+02      0.84882200D+02      0.10000000D+01 
     4         0.80737600D+02      0.80737600D+02      0.10000000D+01 
     5        -0.65848100D+02     -0.65848100D+02      0.10000000D+01 
E-59 
     6         0.77724100D+02      0.77724100D+02      0.10000000D+01 
     7        -0.37301000D+02     -0.37301000D+02      0.10000000D+01 
     8         0.31399400D+02      0.31399400D+02      0.10000000D+01 
     9         0.43590700D+02      0.43590700D+02      0.10000000D+01 
    10         0.12152200D+02      0.12152200D+02      0.10000000D+01 
 
 




               Specification of CV, T-matrix, and EC Compression 
 
                                 MSAVE0/MSAVE 
 
         1             0             0             0             0 
     1      1      0      0      0      0      0      0      0      0 
 
 
                                 NSAVE0/NSAVE 
 
         0             0             1             0             0 








  *****   Initial Control Vector (CV0), T-Matrix (T0), 
                                           and Measurement Vector (EC0)   ***** 
 
 
  *****   Initial Control Vector (CV0)   ***** 
 
   CV0     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
           0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
           0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
  *****   Initial Greatest Least Bounds (CVL0) for the 
                                                   Control Vector (CV0)   ***** 
 
  CVL0    -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02 
          -0.80000000D+01   -0.80000000D+01   -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02 
          -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02 
 
  *****   Initial Least Upper Bounds (CVU0) for the 
                                                   Control Vector (CV0)   ***** 
 
  CVU0     0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02 
           0.80000000D+01    0.80000000D+01    0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02 
           0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02 
 
 
    Row          *****   Initial T-Matrix (T0)   ***** 
 
 T0  1    -0.90740400D+02   -0.13569100D+03   -0.11432000D+03   -0.68177300D+02 
          -0.50039300D+02   -0.76479500D+02   -0.14327400D+03   -0.13709000D+03 
          -0.12026900D+03   -0.35691800D+02 
 
 T0  2     0.11970700D+03    0.79448600D+02    0.47683700D+02    0.51471100D+02 
           0.63869000D+02    0.10792800D+03    0.11090400D+03    0.35351300D+02 
           0.35507200D+02    0.52919900D+02 
 
 T0  3     0.12238400D+03    0.87604200D+02    0.60609600D+02    0.64589000D+02 
           0.76583700D+02    0.11311600D+03    0.11015900D+03    0.41278200D+02 
           0.40179000D+02    0.96571600D+02 
 
 T0  4     0.78723800D+02    0.11595000D+03    0.95790400D+02    0.53425700D+02 
           0.37283300D+02    0.66388400D+02    0.13180500D+03    0.11129300D+03 
           0.68519100D+02    0.18697000D+02 
 
 T0  5    -0.69686400D+02   -0.47757000D+02   -0.56223800D+02   -0.30916700D+02 
E-60 
           0.44635300D+02   -0.48842200D+02   -0.89783700D+02   -0.24031100D+03 
          -0.14879800D+03   -0.48361400D+02 
 
 T0  6     0.66340100D+02    0.79133100D+02    0.49498400D+02    0.80521700D+02 
           0.79285000D+02    0.15567100D+03    0.25360700D+03    0.32079500D+02 
           0.67000200D+02   -0.20154700D+02 
 
 T0  7    -0.40056100D+02   -0.30015800D+02   -0.24877100D+02   -0.84533200D+01 
          -0.54793800D+01   -0.59097000D+02    0.17656700D+02   -0.49513700D+02 
          -0.82328600D+02   -0.11560300D+03 
 
 T0  8     0.20252000D+02    0.33375900D+02    0.37778200D+01    0.54595500D+02 
           0.73257900D+02    0.67743700D+02    0.49407700D+02    0.88928300D+02 
           0.11906500D+03   -0.21847200D+02 
 
 T0  9     0.29750400D+02    0.38475000D+02    0.24546000D+02    0.66753000D+02 
           0.12317900D+03    0.73072500D+02    0.19590400D+02    0.49442400D+00 
          -0.13463600D+02    0.11916600D+03 
 
 T0 10     0.24367300D+02    0.13770800D+02   -0.63430700D+01   -0.12353700D+02 
          -0.16066500D+02    0.85041400D+02    0.70406300D+02   -0.98438700D+01 
          -0.73784200D+02   -0.50092100D+02 
 
 
  *****   Initial End Conditions Vector (EC0)   ***** 
 
   EC0    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02    0.84882200D+02    0.80737600D+02 
          -0.65848100D+02    0.77724100D+02   -0.37301000D+02    0.31399400D+02 
           0.43590700D+02    0.12152200D+02 
 
  *****   Initial End Conditions Weighting Coefficient Vector 
                                    (WDT0) for the Performance Index (F)  ***** 
 
  WDT0     0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
           0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
           0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
 
 
  *****   Initial Control Vector (CVPRV0) and Measurement 
                           Vector (ECPRV0) from the Previous Duty Cycle   ***** 
 
 
  *****   Initial Previous Cycle Control Vector (CVPRV0)   ***** 
 
CVPRV0     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
           0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
           0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
 
  *****   Initial Previous Cycle End Conditions Vector (ECPRV0)   ***** 
 
ECPRV0    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02    0.84882200D+02    0.80737600D+02 
          -0.65848100D+02    0.77724100D+02   -0.37301000D+02    0.31399400D+02 
           0.43590700D+02    0.12152200D+02 
 
 
  *****   Intermediate Control Vector (CV), T-Matrix (TT), 
               and Measurement Vector (ECT) after the First Compression   ***** 
 
 
  *****   Intermediate Control Vector (CV) after the First Compression   ***** 
 
    CV     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
  *****   Intermediate Greatest Least Bounds (CVL) for the 
                                                    Control Vector (CV)   ***** 
 
   CVL    -0.80000000D+01   -0.80000000D+01 
 
  *****   Intermediate Least Upper Bounds (CVU) for the 
                                                    Control Vector (CV)   ***** 
 




    Row        *****   Intermediate T-Matrix (TT)   ***** 
 
 TT  1    -0.50039300D+02   -0.76479500D+02 
 
 TT  2     0.63869000D+02    0.10792800D+03 
 
 TT  3     0.76583700D+02    0.11311600D+03 
 
 TT  4     0.37283300D+02    0.66388400D+02 
 
 TT  5     0.44635300D+02   -0.48842200D+02 
 
 TT  6     0.79285000D+02    0.15567100D+03 
 
 TT  7    -0.54793800D+01   -0.59097000D+02 
TT  8     0.73257900D+02    0.67743700D+02 
 
 TT  9     0.12317900D+03    0.73072500D+02 
TT 10    -0.16066500D+02    0.85041400D+02 
 
 
  *****   Intermediate End Conditions Vector (ECT)   ***** 
 
   ECT    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02    0.84882200D+02    0.80737600D+02 
          -0.65848100D+02    0.77724100D+02   -0.37301000D+02    0.31399400D+02 
           0.43590700D+02    0.12152200D+02 
 
  *****   Intermediate End Conditions Weighting Coefficient Vector 
                                    (WDTT) for the Performance Index (F)  ***** 
 
  WDTT     0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
           0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
           0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
 
 
  *****   Intermediate Control Vector (CVPRV) and Measurement Vector 
                          (ECPRV0) from the Previous Duty Cycle after 
                                                  the First Compression   ***** 
 
 
  *****   Intermediate Previous Cycle Control Vector (CVPRV) after 
                                                  the First Compression   ***** 
 
 CVPRV     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
 
  *****   Intermediate Previous Cycle End Conditions Vector (ECPRVTT) 
                                            after the First Compression   ***** 
 
ECPRVT    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02    0.84882200D+02    0.80737600D+02 
          -0.65848100D+02    0.77724100D+02   -0.37301000D+02    0.31399400D+02 
           0.43590700D+02    0.12152200D+02 
 
 
  *****   Final Control Vector (CV), T-Matrix (T), and 
                   Measurement Vector (EC) after the Second Compression   ***** 
 
 
  *****   Final Control Vector (CV) after the Second Compression   ***** 
 
    CV     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
  *****   Greatest Least Bounds (CVL) Vector for the 
                                                    Control Vector (CV)   ***** 
 
   CVL    -0.80000000D+01   -0.80000000D+01 
 
  *****   Least Upper Bounds (CVU) Vector for the Control Vector (CV)   ***** 
 
   CVU     0.80000000D+01    0.80000000D+01 
 
 
    Row            *****   Final T-Matrix (T)   ***** 
E-62 
 
  T  1    -0.50039300D+02   -0.76479500D+02 
 
  T  2     0.63869000D+02    0.10792800D+03 
 
  *****   Final End Conditions Vector (EC) after the Second Compression   ***** 
 
    EC    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02 
 
  *****   Final End Conditions Weighting Coefficient Vector 
                                     (WDT) for the Performance Index (F)  ***** 
 
   WDT     0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
 
 
  *****   Final Control Vector (CVPRV) and Measurement Vector 
                        (ECPRV) from the Previous Duty Cycle after 
                                                 the Second Compression   ***** 
 
 
  *****   Final Previous Cycle Control Vector (CVPRV) after 
                                                 the Second Compression   ***** 
 
 CVPRV     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
 
  *****   Final Previous Cycle End Conditions Vector (ECPRV) 
                                           after the Second Compression   ***** 
 
 ECPRV    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02 
 
 
 *******************   T-Matrix Compression is Completed   ******************** 
 
 
  *****   Initial End Conditions Vector EC   ***** 
 
 
    -0.95504700D+02      0.75647200D+02 
 
 
  *****   Initial Performance Index  =   0.14843647D+05   ***** 
 
  *****   Initial Control Amplitude (A) and Phase Angle (PHASE) Vectors   ***** 
 
  Element    AL               A                 AU                PHASE 
 
     1     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.80000000D+01    0.00000000D+00 
 
 
*****   Initial Constraint Function Values for Case Number  820   ***** 
 
                                     LSAVE 
 
     1      0 
 
  *****   Inequality Constraints   ***** 
 
  Element        Constraint          Amplitude           Max Amp 
 
     1         0.80000000D+01      0.00000000D+00      0.80000000D+01 
 
 
  *****   Solve the NLPQLP Problem for Case Number  820   ***** 
 
 
   -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
    START OF THE SEQUENTIAL QUADRATIC PROGRAMMING ALGORITHM 
   -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
    Parameters: 
       N      =       2 
       M      =       1 
       ME     =       0 
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       MODE   =       0 
       ACC    =   0.1000D-06 
       ACCQP  =   0.1000D-11 
       STPMIN =   0.0000D+00 
       RHOB   =   0.1000D+03 
       MAXFUN =      30 
       MAXNM  =      10 
       MAXIT  =     300 
       IPRINT =       2 
 
    Output in the following order: 
       IT    - iteration number 
       F     - objective function value 
       SCV   - sum of constraint violations 
       NA    - number of active constraints 
       I     - number of line search iterations 
       ALPHA - steplength parameter 
       DELTA - additional variable to prevent inconsistency 
       KKT   - Karush-Kuhn-Tucker optimality criterion 
 
 
     IT         F          SCV      NA  I    ALPHA     DELTA     KKT 
   -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
      1  0.14843647D+05  0.00D+00    1  0  0.00D+00  0.00D+00  0.80D+06 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
      2  0.38506615D+04  0.00D+00    0  2  0.10D+00  0.00D+00  0.93D+04 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
      3  0.91483740D+01  0.95D+00    1  1  0.10D+01  0.00D+00  0.42D+02 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
      4  0.39988965D+02  0.35D-03    1  1  0.10D+01  0.00D+00  0.70D+01 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
      5  0.38949700D+02  0.16D-04    1  1  0.10D+01  0.00D+00  0.20D+01 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
      6  0.37949031D+02  0.26D-05    1  1  0.10D+01  0.00D+00  0.22D-03 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
      7  0.37949139D+02  0.89D-14    1  1  0.10D+01  0.00D+00  0.73D-12 
 
 
     --- Final Convergence Analysis at Last Iterate --- 
 
       Objective function value:      F(X)  =  0.37949139D+02 
       Solution values:               X     = 
         -0.71851689D+01  0.35175769D+01 
       Distances from lower bounds:   X-XL  = 
          0.81483106D+00  0.11517577D+02 
       Distances from upper bounds:   XU-X  = 
          0.15185169D+02  0.44824231D+01 
       Multipliers for lower bounds:  U     = 
          0.00000000D+00  0.00000000D+00 
       Multipliers for upper bounds:  U     = 
          0.00000000D+00  0.00000000D+00 
       Constraint values:             G(X)  = 
         -0.88817842D-14 
       Multipliers for constraints:   U     = 
          0.41160479D+02 
       Number of function calls:      NFUNC =       8 
       Number of gradient calls:      NGRAD =       7 
       Number of calls of QP solver:  NQL   =       7 
 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
 
 
           *****   Number of Function Evaluations  =     22   ***** 
 
 
  *****   Solution Control Vector for Case Number  820   ***** 
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  Element    CVL               CV                CVU               CV - CV0 
 
     1    -0.80000000D+01   -0.71851689D+01    0.80000000D+01   -0.71851689D+01 




  *****   Predicted Measurement Vector EC   ***** 
 
    -0.49864262D+01     -0.36172761D+01 
 
 




  *****   Predicted Measurement Vector EC   ***** 
 
    -0.49863993D+01     -0.36173141D+01 
 
 




  *****   Predicted Control Amplitude Vector (A) 
                   Its Limits (AL & AU), and Its Phase Angle 
                                      Vector (PHASE) Before Compression   ***** 
 
  Element    AL               A                 AU                PHASE 
 
     1     0.00000000D+00    0.80000000D+01    0.80000000D+01   -0.63915443D+02 
 
 
*****   Solution Constraint Function Values for Case Number  820   ***** 
 
                                     LSAVE 
 
     1      0 
 
  *****   Inequality Constraints   ***** 
 
  Element        Constraint          Amplitude           Max Amp 
 
     1        -0.88817842D-14      0.80000000D+01      0.80000000D+01 
 
 






          ***************   Start Case Number  620   *************** 
 
 




A00     = 5*0.000000000000000E+000  ,   1.00000000000000     , 
ACC     =  1.000000000000000E-007, 
ACCQP   =  1.000000000000000E-012, 
AL0     = 5*0.000000000000000E+000  , -1.000000000000000E-007, 
ALPHA   =   1.00000000000000     , 
APRV0   = 6*0.000000000000000E+000  , 
AU0     = 2*10.0000000000000        ,   6.00000000000000     , 2*10.0000000000000        ,   
3.00000000000000     , 
CRAN1   =   2.00000000000000     , 
CRAN2   =   3.00000000000000     , 
CRAN3   =   1.00000000000000     , 
CRAN4   =   1.00000000000000     , 
CV00    = 14*0.000000000000000E+000  , 
CVOUT   =           0, 
CVPRV0  = 14*0.000000000000000E+000  , 
ECPRV0  =  -95.5047000000000     ,   75.6472000000000     ,   84.8822000000000     ,   
80.7376000000000     , 
  -65.8481000000000     ,   77.7241000000000     ,  -37.3010000000000     ,   
31.3994000000000     ,   43.5907000000000     , 
   12.1522000000000     , 
EPS     =  1.000000000000000E-007, 
ICASE   =         620, 
ICYCL0  =        2000, 
IDATA   =           3, 
IN      =           5, 
IOPT    =           1, 
IOUT    =           6, 
IPRINT  =           2, 
ISEED1  =        2395,        4013,        3813,        1837, 
ISEED2  =        1843,        4011,        3364,        2835, 
ISEED3  =        3962,        1111,        3215,        2637, 
ISEED4  =        2397,        1504,        4031,        3173, 
ITOUT   =           3, 
L       =           1, 
LQL     = T, 
LSAVE   =           1, 5*0, 
MAXASUM =   3.00000000000000     , 
MAXFUN  =          30, 
MAXIT   =         300, 
MAXNM   =          10, 
MI      =           1, 
MINASUM =  0.000000000000000E+000, 
MODE    =           0, 
MSAVE0  =           1, 4*0, 5*1, 
MULT    =           1, 
NSAVE0  = 2*0,           1, 2*0, 5*1, 
NX0     =          10, 
NZ0     =          10, 
OPTEND  =           3, 
PHASE0  = 5*0.000000000000000E+000  ,   90.0000000000000     , 
PHSPRV0 = 6*0.000000000000000E+000  , 
RHOB    =   100.000000000000     , 
STPMIN  =  0.000000000000000E+000, 
T0      =  -90.7404000000000     ,   119.707000000000     ,   122.384000000000     ,   
78.7238000000000     , 
  -69.6864000000000     ,   66.3401000000000     ,  -40.0561000000000     ,   
20.2520000000000     ,   29.7504000000000     , 
   24.3673000000000     ,  -135.691000000000     ,   79.4486000000000     ,   
87.6042000000000     ,   115.950000000000     , 
  -47.7570000000000     ,   79.1331000000000     ,  -30.0158000000000     ,   
33.3759000000000     ,   38.4750000000000     , 
   13.7708000000000     ,  -114.320000000000     ,   47.6837000000000     ,   
60.6096000000000     ,   95.7904000000000     , 
  -56.2238000000000     ,   49.4984000000000     ,  -24.8771000000000     ,   
3.77782000000000     ,   24.5460000000000     , 
  -6.34307000000000     ,  -68.1773000000000     ,   51.4711000000000     ,   
64.5890000000000     ,   53.4257000000000     , 
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  -30.9167000000000     ,   80.5217000000000     ,  -8.45332000000000     ,   
54.5955000000000     ,   66.7530000000000     , 
  -12.3537000000000     ,  -50.0393000000000     ,   63.8690000000000     ,   
76.5837000000000     ,   37.2833000000000     , 
   44.6353000000000     ,   79.2850000000000     ,  -5.47938000000000     ,   
73.2579000000000     ,   123.179000000000     , 
  -16.0665000000000     ,  -76.4795000000000     ,   107.928000000000     ,   
113.116000000000     ,   66.3884000000000     , 
  -48.8422000000000     ,   155.671000000000     ,  -59.0970000000000     ,   
67.7437000000000     ,   73.0725000000000     , 
   85.0414000000000     ,  -143.274000000000     ,   110.904000000000     ,   
110.159000000000     ,   131.805000000000     , 
  -89.7837000000000     ,   253.607000000000     ,   17.6567000000000     ,   
49.4077000000000     ,   19.5904000000000     , 
   70.4063000000000     ,  -137.090000000000     ,   35.3513000000000     ,   
41.2782000000000     ,   111.293000000000     , 
  -240.311000000000     ,   32.0795000000000     ,  -49.5137000000000     ,   
88.9283000000000     ,  0.494424000000000     , 
  -9.84387000000000     ,  -120.269000000000     ,   35.5072000000000     ,   
40.1790000000000     ,   68.5191000000000     , 
  -148.798000000000     ,   67.0002000000000     ,  -82.3286000000000     ,   
119.065000000000     ,  -13.4636000000000     , 
  -73.7842000000000     ,  -35.6918000000000     ,   52.9199000000000     ,   
96.5716000000000     ,   18.6970000000000     , 
  -48.3614000000000     ,  -20.1547000000000     ,  -115.603000000000     ,  -
21.8472000000000     ,   119.166000000000     , 
  -50.0921000000000     , 
WDT0    = 10*1.00000000000000        , 
WDX     = 10*0.000000000000000E+000  , 
WX      = 10*0.000000000000000E+000  , 








     ***************   OUTPUT DATA for Case Number  620   *************** 
 
 
  *****   The Initial T-Matrix (T0) and Either the Initial 
                    Previous Actual NLP Control Vector (CVPRV0) or 
                          the Initial Previous Control Amplitude (APRV0) 
                                and Phase Angle (PHSPRV0) Vectors Before 
                                         Compression are Directly Input   ***** 
 
  *****   Input the Initial Previous Actual NLP Control 
                   Vector (CVPRV0) Directly Via NAMELIST Input CDATA 
                         and then Compute the Previous Control Amplitude (APRV0) 




                  **********   Case Number  620   ********** 
 
  *****   Initial Previous Control Amplitude (APRV0) and Phase 
                             Angle (PHSPRV0) Vectors before Compression   ***** 
 
  Element    AL0               APRV0             AU0               PHSPRV0 
 
     1     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     2     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     3     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.60000000D+01    0.00000000D+00 
     4     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     5     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
 
  *****   Previous Actual NLP Control Vector CVPRV0 Before Compression   ***** 
 
  Element        CVL0                CVPRV0              CVU0 
 
     1        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     2        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     3        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
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     4        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     5        -0.60000000D+01      0.00000000D+00      0.60000000D+01 
     6        -0.60000000D+01      0.00000000D+00      0.60000000D+01 
     7        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     8        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     9        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
    10        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
 
  *****   Either the BEFORE Compression Initial Actual NLP Control 
              Vector Estimates (CV00), OR the BEFORE Compression 
                 Initial Control Vector Amplitudes (A00) and Phase 
                    Angles (PHASE0) Estimates are Directly Input 
                       via NAMELIST Data CDATA                            ***** 
 
  *****   Input the Initial Actual NLP Control Vector Estimate 
                (CV00) Directly Via NAMELIST Input CDATA, and 
                        then Compute the Control Vector Amplitudes 




                  **********   Case Number  620   ********** 
 
 
  *****   Adjust the Initial Control Amplitude Estimates Vector 
           (A00) to define the Initial Control Amplitude Estimates 
            Vector (A0) to Within Limits If Required Before Compression   ***** 
 
 
  *****   Initial Control Amplitude Vector Estimates (A0), Its 
                       Limits (AL0 & AU0), and Its Phase Angle Vector 
                                  Estimates (PHASE0) Before Compression   ***** 
 
  Element    AL0               A0                AU0               PHASE0 
 
     1     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     1     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D-06    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     2     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     2     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D-06    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     3     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.60000000D+01    0.00000000D+00 
     3     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D-06    0.60000000D+01    0.00000000D+00 
     4     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     4     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D-06    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     5     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     5     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D-06    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
 
  *****   Initial Actual NLP Control Vector Estimates (CV0) and 
                            Its Limits (CVL0 & CVU0) Before Compression   ***** 
 
  Element        CVL0                CV0                 CVU0 
 
     1        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     2        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     3        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     4        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     5        -0.60000000D+01      0.00000000D+00      0.60000000D+01 
     6        -0.60000000D+01      0.00000000D+00      0.60000000D+01 
     7        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     8        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     9        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
    10        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
 
 
  *****   End Conditions Vector EC0, Previous Cycle 
                    End Conditions Vector ECPRV0, and Weighting 
                             Coefficient Vector WDT0 Before Compression   ***** 
 
 
  Element        EC0                 ECPRV0              WDT0 
 
     1        -0.95504700D+02     -0.95504700D+02      0.10000000D+01 
     2         0.75647200D+02      0.75647200D+02      0.10000000D+01 
     3         0.84882200D+02      0.84882200D+02      0.10000000D+01 
     4         0.80737600D+02      0.80737600D+02      0.10000000D+01 
E-68 
     5        -0.65848100D+02     -0.65848100D+02      0.10000000D+01 
     6         0.77724100D+02      0.77724100D+02      0.10000000D+01 
     7        -0.37301000D+02     -0.37301000D+02      0.10000000D+01 
     8         0.31399400D+02      0.31399400D+02      0.10000000D+01 
     9         0.43590700D+02      0.43590700D+02      0.10000000D+01 
    10         0.12152200D+02      0.12152200D+02      0.10000000D+01 
 
 




               Specification of CV, T-matrix, and EC Compression 
 
                                 MSAVE0/MSAVE 
 
         1             0             0             0             0 
     1      1      0      0      0      0      0      0      0      0 
 
 
                                 NSAVE0/NSAVE 
 
         0             0             1             0             0 








  *****   Initial Control Vector (CV0), T-Matrix (T0), 
                                           and Measurement Vector (EC0)   ***** 
 
 
  *****   Initial Control Vector (CV0)   ***** 
 
   CV0     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
           0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
           0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
  *****   Initial Greatest Least Bounds (CVL0) for the 
                                                   Control Vector (CV0)   ***** 
 
  CVL0    -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02 
          -0.60000000D+01   -0.60000000D+01   -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02 
          -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02 
 
  *****   Initial Least Upper Bounds (CVU0) for the 
                                                   Control Vector (CV0)   ***** 
 
  CVU0     0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02 
           0.60000000D+01    0.60000000D+01    0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02 
           0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02 
 
 
    Row          *****   Initial T-Matrix (T0)   ***** 
 
 T0  1    -0.90740400D+02   -0.13569100D+03   -0.11432000D+03   -0.68177300D+02 
          -0.50039300D+02   -0.76479500D+02   -0.14327400D+03   -0.13709000D+03 
          -0.12026900D+03   -0.35691800D+02 
 
 T0  2     0.11970700D+03    0.79448600D+02    0.47683700D+02    0.51471100D+02 
           0.63869000D+02    0.10792800D+03    0.11090400D+03    0.35351300D+02 
           0.35507200D+02    0.52919900D+02 
 
 T0  3     0.12238400D+03    0.87604200D+02    0.60609600D+02    0.64589000D+02 
           0.76583700D+02    0.11311600D+03    0.11015900D+03    0.41278200D+02 
           0.40179000D+02    0.96571600D+02 
 
 T0  4     0.78723800D+02    0.11595000D+03    0.95790400D+02    0.53425700D+02 
           0.37283300D+02    0.66388400D+02    0.13180500D+03    0.11129300D+03 
           0.68519100D+02    0.18697000D+02 
 
E-69 
 T0  5    -0.69686400D+02   -0.47757000D+02   -0.56223800D+02   -0.30916700D+02 
           0.44635300D+02   -0.48842200D+02   -0.89783700D+02   -0.24031100D+03 
          -0.14879800D+03   -0.48361400D+02 
 
 T0  6     0.66340100D+02    0.79133100D+02    0.49498400D+02    0.80521700D+02 
           0.79285000D+02    0.15567100D+03    0.25360700D+03    0.32079500D+02 
           0.67000200D+02   -0.20154700D+02 
 
 T0  7    -0.40056100D+02   -0.30015800D+02   -0.24877100D+02   -0.84533200D+01 
          -0.54793800D+01   -0.59097000D+02    0.17656700D+02   -0.49513700D+02 
          -0.82328600D+02   -0.11560300D+03 
 
 T0  8     0.20252000D+02    0.33375900D+02    0.37778200D+01    0.54595500D+02 
           0.73257900D+02    0.67743700D+02    0.49407700D+02    0.88928300D+02 
           0.11906500D+03   -0.21847200D+02 
 
 T0  9     0.29750400D+02    0.38475000D+02    0.24546000D+02    0.66753000D+02 
           0.12317900D+03    0.73072500D+02    0.19590400D+02    0.49442400D+00 
          -0.13463600D+02    0.11916600D+03 
 
 T0 10     0.24367300D+02    0.13770800D+02   -0.63430700D+01   -0.12353700D+02 
          -0.16066500D+02    0.85041400D+02    0.70406300D+02   -0.98438700D+01 
          -0.73784200D+02   -0.50092100D+02 
 
 
  *****   Initial End Conditions Vector (EC0)   ***** 
 
   EC0    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02    0.84882200D+02    0.80737600D+02 
          -0.65848100D+02    0.77724100D+02   -0.37301000D+02    0.31399400D+02 
           0.43590700D+02    0.12152200D+02 
 
  *****   Initial End Conditions Weighting Coefficient Vector 
                                    (WDT0) for the Performance Index (F)  ***** 
 
  WDT0     0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
           0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
           0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
 
 
  *****   Initial Control Vector (CVPRV0) and Measurement 
                           Vector (ECPRV0) from the Previous Duty Cycle   ***** 
 
 
  *****   Initial Previous Cycle Control Vector (CVPRV0)   ***** 
 
CVPRV0     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
           0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
           0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
 
  *****   Initial Previous Cycle End Conditions Vector (ECPRV0)   ***** 
 
ECPRV0    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02    0.84882200D+02    0.80737600D+02 
          -0.65848100D+02    0.77724100D+02   -0.37301000D+02    0.31399400D+02 
           0.43590700D+02    0.12152200D+02 
 
 
  *****   Intermediate Control Vector (CV), T-Matrix (TT), 
               and Measurement Vector (ECT) after the First Compression   ***** 
 
 
  *****   Intermediate Control Vector (CV) after the First Compression   ***** 
 
    CV     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
  *****   Intermediate Greatest Least Bounds (CVL) for the 
                                                    Control Vector (CV)   ***** 
 
   CVL    -0.60000000D+01   -0.60000000D+01 
 
  *****   Intermediate Least Upper Bounds (CVU) for the 
                                                    Control Vector (CV)   ***** 
 




    Row        *****   Intermediate T-Matrix (TT)   ***** 
 
 TT  1    -0.50039300D+02   -0.76479500D+02 
 
 TT  2     0.63869000D+02    0.10792800D+03 
 
 TT  3     0.76583700D+02    0.11311600D+03 
 
 TT  4     0.37283300D+02    0.66388400D+02 
 
 TT  5     0.44635300D+02   -0.48842200D+02 
 
 TT  6     0.79285000D+02    0.15567100D+03 
 
 TT  7    -0.54793800D+01   -0.59097000D+02 
 
 TT  8     0.73257900D+02    0.67743700D+02 
 
 TT  9     0.12317900D+03    0.73072500D+02 
 
 TT 10    -0.16066500D+02    0.85041400D+02 
 
 
  *****   Intermediate End Conditions Vector (ECT)   ***** 
 
   ECT    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02    0.84882200D+02    0.80737600D+02 
          -0.65848100D+02    0.77724100D+02   -0.37301000D+02    0.31399400D+02 
           0.43590700D+02    0.12152200D+02 
 
  *****   Intermediate End Conditions Weighting Coefficient Vector 
                                    (WDTT) for the Performance Index (F)  ***** 
 
  WDTT     0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
           0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
           0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
 
 
  *****   Intermediate Control Vector (CVPRV) and Measurement Vector 
                          (ECPRV0) from the Previous Duty Cycle after 
                                                  the First Compression   ***** 
 
 
  *****   Intermediate Previous Cycle Control Vector (CVPRV) after 
                                                  the First Compression   ***** 
 
 CVPRV     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
 
  *****   Intermediate Previous Cycle End Conditions Vector (ECPRVTT) 
                                            after the First Compression   ***** 
 
ECPRVT    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02    0.84882200D+02    0.80737600D+02 
          -0.65848100D+02    0.77724100D+02   -0.37301000D+02    0.31399400D+02 
           0.43590700D+02    0.12152200D+02 
 
 
  *****   Final Control Vector (CV), T-Matrix (T), and 
                   Measurement Vector (EC) after the Second Compression   ***** 
 
 
  *****   Final Control Vector (CV) after the Second Compression   ***** 
 
    CV     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
  *****   Greatest Least Bounds (CVL) Vector for the 
                                                    Control Vector (CV)   ***** 
 
   CVL    -0.60000000D+01   -0.60000000D+01 
 
  *****   Least Upper Bounds (CVU) Vector for the Control Vector (CV)   ***** 
 




    Row            *****   Final T-Matrix (T)   ***** 
 
  T  1    -0.50039300D+02   -0.76479500D+02 
 
  T  2     0.63869000D+02    0.10792800D+03 
 
 
  *****   Final End Conditions Vector (EC) after the Second Compression   ***** 
 
    EC    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02 
 
  *****   Final End Conditions Weighting Coefficient Vector 
                                     (WDT) for the Performance Index (F)  ***** 
 
   WDT     0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
 
 
  *****   Final Control Vector (CVPRV) and Measurement Vector 
                        (ECPRV) from the Previous Duty Cycle after 
                                                 the Second Compression   ***** 
 
 
  *****   Final Previous Cycle Control Vector (CVPRV) after 
                                                 the Second Compression   ***** 
 
 CVPRV     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
 
  *****   Final Previous Cycle End Conditions Vector (ECPRV) 
                                           after the Second Compression   ***** 
 
 ECPRV    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02 
 
 
 *******************   T-Matrix Compression is Completed   ******************** 
 
 
  *****   Initial End Conditions Vector EC   ***** 
 
 
    -0.95504700D+02      0.75647200D+02 
 
 
  *****   Initial Performance Index  =   0.14843647D+05   ***** 
 
  *****   Initial Control Amplitude (A) and Phase Angle (PHASE) Vectors   ***** 
 
  Element    AL               A                 AU                PHASE 
 
     1     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.60000000D+01    0.00000000D+00 
 
 
*****   Initial Constraint Function Values for Case Number  620   ***** 
 
                                     LSAVE 
 
     1      0 
 
  *****   Inequality Constraints   ***** 
 
  Element        Constraint          Amplitude           Max Amp 
 
     1         0.60000000D+01      0.00000000D+00      0.60000000D+01 
 
 




   -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
    START OF THE SEQUENTIAL QUADRATIC PROGRAMMING ALGORITHM 
   -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
E-72 
 
    Parameters: 
       N      =       2 
       M      =       1 
       ME     =       0 
       MODE   =       0 
       ACC    =   0.1000D-06 
       ACCQP  =   0.1000D-11 
       STPMIN =   0.0000D+00 
       RHOB   =   0.1000D+03 
       MAXFUN =      30 
       MAXNM  =      10 
       MAXIT  =     300 
       IPRINT =       2 
 
    Output in the following order: 
       IT    - iteration number 
       F     - objective function value 
       SCV   - sum of constraint violations 
       NA    - number of active constraints 
       I     - number of line search iterations 
       ALPHA - steplength parameter 
       DELTA - additional variable to prevent inconsistency 
       KKT   - Karush-Kuhn-Tucker optimality criterion 
 
 
     IT         F          SCV      NA  I    ALPHA     DELTA     KKT 
   -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
      1  0.14843647D+05  0.00D+00    1  0  0.00D+00  0.00D+00  0.60D+06 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
      2  0.11363619D+04  0.00D+00    0  2  0.10D+00  0.00D+00  0.29D+04 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
      3  0.11640825D+03  0.62D+00    1  1  0.10D+01  0.00D+00  0.96D+02 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
      4  0.16635704D+03  0.37D-03    1  1  0.10D+01  0.00D+00  0.70D+01 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
      5  0.16514768D+03  0.25D-03    1  2  0.35D+00  0.00D+00  0.42D-01 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
      6  0.16516893D+03  0.91D-10    1  1  0.10D+01  0.00D+00  0.16D-07 
 
 
     --- Final Convergence Analysis at Last Iterate --- 
 
       Objective function value:      F(X)  =  0.16516893D+03 
       Solution values:               X     = 
         -0.54697646D+01  0.24661053D+01 
       Distances from lower bounds:   X-XL  = 
          0.53023541D+00  0.84661053D+01 
       Distances from upper bounds:   XU-X  = 
          0.11469765D+02  0.35338947D+01 
       Multipliers for lower bounds:  U     = 
          0.00000000D+00  0.00000000D+00 
       Multipliers for upper bounds:  U     = 
          0.00000000D+00  0.00000000D+00 
       Constraint values:             G(X)  = 
         -0.90665253D-10 
       Multipliers for constraints:   U     = 
          0.86172029D+02 
       Number of function calls:      NFUNC =       8 
       Number of gradient calls:      NGRAD =       6 








           *****   Number of Function Evaluations  =     20   ***** 
 
 
  *****   Solution Control Vector for Case Number  620   ***** 
 
  Element    CVL               CV                CVU               CV - CV0 
 
     1    -0.60000000D+01   -0.54697646D+01    0.60000000D+01   -0.54697646D+01 




  *****   Predicted Measurement Vector EC   ***** 
 
    -0.10408027D+02     -0.75393564D+01 
 
 
  *****   NLP Solution Performance Index  =   0.16516893D+03   ***** 
 
 
  *****   Predicted Measurement Vector EC   ***** 
 
    -0.10408008D+02     -0.75393830D+01 
 
 




  *****   Predicted Control Amplitude Vector (A) 
                   Its Limits (AL & AU), and Its Phase Angle 
                                      Vector (PHASE) Before Compression   ***** 
 
  Element    AL               A                 AU                PHASE 
 
     1     0.00000000D+00    0.60000000D+01    0.60000000D+01   -0.65731228D+02 
 
 
*****   Solution Constraint Function Values for Case Number  620   ***** 
 
                                     LSAVE 
 
     1      0 
 
  *****   Inequality Constraints   ***** 
 
  Element        Constraint          Amplitude           Max Amp 
 
     1        -0.90665253D-10      0.60000000D+01      0.60000000D+01 
 
 






          ***************   Start Case Number  420   *************** 
 
 




A00     = 5*0.000000000000000E+000  ,   1.00000000000000     , 
ACC     =  1.000000000000000E-007, 
ACCQP   =  1.000000000000000E-012, 
AL0     = 5*0.000000000000000E+000  , -1.000000000000000E-007, 
ALPHA   =   1.00000000000000     , 
APRV0   = 6*0.000000000000000E+000  , 
AU0     = 2*10.0000000000000        ,   4.00000000000000     , 2*10.0000000000000        
,   3.00000000000000     , 
CRAN1   =   2.00000000000000     , 
CRAN2   =   3.00000000000000     , 
CRAN3   =   1.00000000000000     , 
CRAN4   =   1.00000000000000     , 
CV00    = 14*0.000000000000000E+000  , 
CVOUT   =           0, 
CVPRV0  = 14*0.000000000000000E+000  , 
ECPRV0  =  -95.5047000000000     ,   75.6472000000000     ,   84.8822000000000     ,   
80.7376000000000     , 
  -65.8481000000000     ,   77.7241000000000     ,  -37.3010000000000     ,   
31.3994000000000     ,   43.5907000000000     , 
   12.1522000000000     , 
EPS     =  1.000000000000000E-007, 
ICASE   =         420, 
ICYCL0  =        2000, 
IDATA   =           3, 
IN      =           5, 
IOPT    =           1, 
IOUT    =           6, 
IPRINT  =           2, 
ISEED1  =        2395,        4013,        3813,        1837, 
ISEED2  =        1843,        4011,        3364,        2835, 
ISEED3  =        3962,        1111,        3215,        2637, 
ISEED4  =        2397,        1504,        4031,        3173, 
ITOUT   =           3, 
L       =           1, 
LQL     = T, 
LSAVE   =           1, 5*0, 
MAXASUM =   3.00000000000000     , 
MAXFUN  =          30, 
MAXIT   =         300, 
MAXNM   =          10, 
MI      =           1, 
MINASUM =  0.000000000000000E+000, 
MODE    =           0, 
MSAVE0  =           1, 4*0, 5*1, 
MULT    =           1, 
NSAVE0  = 2*0,           1, 2*0, 5*1, 
NX0     =          10, 
NZ0     =          10, 
OPTEND  =           3, 
PHASE0  = 5*0.000000000000000E+000  ,   90.0000000000000     , 
PHSPRV0 = 6*0.000000000000000E+000  , 
RHOB    =   100.000000000000     , 
STPMIN  =  0.000000000000000E+000, 
T0      =  -90.7404000000000     ,   119.707000000000     ,   122.384000000000     ,   
78.7238000000000     , 
  -69.6864000000000     ,   66.3401000000000     ,  -40.0561000000000     ,   
20.2520000000000     ,   29.7504000000000     , 
   24.3673000000000     ,  -135.691000000000     ,   79.4486000000000     ,   
87.6042000000000     ,   115.950000000000     , 
  -47.7570000000000     ,   79.1331000000000     ,  -30.0158000000000     ,   
33.3759000000000     ,   38.4750000000000     , 
   13.7708000000000     ,  -114.320000000000     ,   47.6837000000000     ,   
60.6096000000000     ,   95.7904000000000     , 
  -56.2238000000000     ,   49.4984000000000     ,  -24.8771000000000     ,   
3.77782000000000     ,   24.5460000000000     , 
  -6.34307000000000     ,  -68.1773000000000     ,   51.4711000000000     ,   
64.5890000000000     ,   53.4257000000000     , 
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  -30.9167000000000     ,   80.5217000000000     ,  -8.45332000000000     ,   
54.5955000000000     ,   66.7530000000000     , 
  -12.3537000000000     ,  -50.0393000000000     ,   63.8690000000000     ,   
76.5837000000000     ,   37.2833000000000     , 
   44.6353000000000     ,   79.2850000000000     ,  -5.47938000000000     ,   
73.2579000000000     ,   123.179000000000     , 
  -16.0665000000000     ,  -76.4795000000000     ,   107.928000000000     ,   
113.116000000000     ,   66.3884000000000     , 
  -48.8422000000000     ,   155.671000000000     ,  -59.0970000000000     ,   
67.7437000000000     ,   73.0725000000000     , 
   85.0414000000000     ,  -143.274000000000     ,   110.904000000000     ,   
110.159000000000     ,   131.805000000000     , 
  -89.7837000000000     ,   253.607000000000     ,   17.6567000000000     ,   
49.4077000000000     ,   19.5904000000000     , 
   70.4063000000000     ,  -137.090000000000     ,   35.3513000000000     ,   
41.2782000000000     ,   111.293000000000     , 
  -240.311000000000     ,   32.0795000000000     ,  -49.5137000000000     ,   
88.9283000000000     ,  0.494424000000000     , 
  -9.84387000000000     ,  -120.269000000000     ,   35.5072000000000     ,   
40.1790000000000     ,   68.5191000000000     , 
  -148.798000000000     ,   67.0002000000000     ,  -82.3286000000000     ,   
119.065000000000     ,  -13.4636000000000     , 
  -73.7842000000000     ,  -35.6918000000000     ,   52.9199000000000     ,   
96.5716000000000     ,   18.6970000000000     , 
  -48.3614000000000     ,  -20.1547000000000     ,  -115.603000000000     ,  -
21.8472000000000     ,   119.166000000000     , 
  -50.0921000000000     , 
WDT0    = 10*1.00000000000000        , 
WDX     = 10*0.000000000000000E+000  , 
WX      = 10*0.000000000000000E+000  , 








     ***************   OUTPUT DATA for Case Number  420   *************** 
 
 
  *****   The Initial T-Matrix (T0) and Either the Initial 
                    Previous Actual NLP Control Vector (CVPRV0) or 
                          the Initial Previous Control Amplitude (APRV0) 
                                and Phase Angle (PHSPRV0) Vectors Before 
                                         Compression are Directly Input   ***** 
 
  *****   Input the Initial Previous Actual NLP Control 
                   Vector (CVPRV0) Directly Via NAMELIST Input CDATA 
                         and then Compute the Previous Control Amplitude (APRV0) 




                  **********   Case Number  420   ********** 
  *****   Initial Previous Control Amplitude (APRV0) and Phase 
                             Angle (PHSPRV0) Vectors before Compression   ***** 
 
  Element    AL0               APRV0             AU0               PHSPRV0 
 
     1     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     2     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     3     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.40000000D+01    0.00000000D+00 
     4     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     5     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
 
  *****   Previous Actual NLP Control Vector CVPRV0 Before Compression   ***** 
 
  Element        CVL0                CVPRV0              CVU0 
 
     1        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     2        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     3        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     4        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
E-76 
     5        -0.40000000D+01      0.00000000D+00      0.40000000D+01 
     6        -0.40000000D+01      0.00000000D+00      0.40000000D+01 
     7        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     8        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     9        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
    10        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
 
  *****   Either the BEFORE Compression Initial Actual NLP Control 
              Vector Estimates (CV00), OR the BEFORE Compression 
                 Initial Control Vector Amplitudes (A00) and Phase 
                    Angles (PHASE0) Estimates are Directly Input 
                       via NAMELIST Data CDATA                            ***** 
 
  *****   Input the Initial Actual NLP Control Vector Estimate 
                (CV00) Directly Via NAMELIST Input CDATA, and 
                        then Compute the Control Vector Amplitudes 




                  **********   Case Number  420   ********** 
 
 
  *****   Adjust the Initial Control Amplitude Estimates Vector 
           (A00) to define the Initial Control Amplitude Estimates 
            Vector (A0) to Within Limits If Required Before Compression   ***** 
 
 
  *****   Initial Control Amplitude Vector Estimates (A0), Its 
                       Limits (AL0 & AU0), and Its Phase Angle Vector 
                                  Estimates (PHASE0) Before Compression   ***** 
 
  Element    AL0               A0                AU0               PHASE0 
 
     1     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     1     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D-06    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     2     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     2     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D-06    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     3     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.40000000D+01    0.00000000D+00 
     3     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D-06    0.40000000D+01    0.00000000D+00 
     4     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     4     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D-06    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     5     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     5     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D-06    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
 
  *****   Initial Actual NLP Control Vector Estimates (CV0) and 
                            Its Limits (CVL0 & CVU0) Before Compression   ***** 
 
  Element        CVL0                CV0                 CVU0 
 
     1        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     2        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     3        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     4        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     5        -0.40000000D+01      0.00000000D+00      0.40000000D+01 
     6        -0.40000000D+01      0.00000000D+00      0.40000000D+01 
     7        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     8        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     9        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
    10        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
 
 
  *****   End Conditions Vector EC0, Previous Cycle 
                    End Conditions Vector ECPRV0, and Weighting 
                             Coefficient Vector WDT0 Before Compression   ***** 
 
 
  Element        EC0                 ECPRV0              WDT0 
 
     1        -0.95504700D+02     -0.95504700D+02      0.10000000D+01 
     2         0.75647200D+02      0.75647200D+02      0.10000000D+01 
     3         0.84882200D+02      0.84882200D+02      0.10000000D+01 
     4         0.80737600D+02      0.80737600D+02      0.10000000D+01 
     5        -0.65848100D+02     -0.65848100D+02      0.10000000D+01 
E-77 
     6         0.77724100D+02      0.77724100D+02      0.10000000D+01 
     7        -0.37301000D+02     -0.37301000D+02      0.10000000D+01 
     8         0.31399400D+02      0.31399400D+02      0.10000000D+01 
     9         0.43590700D+02      0.43590700D+02      0.10000000D+01 
    10         0.12152200D+02      0.12152200D+02      0.10000000D+01 
 
 




               Specification of CV, T-matrix, and EC Compression 
MSAVE0/MSAVE 
 
         1             0             0             0             0 
     1      1      0      0      0      0      0      0      0      0 
 
 
                                 NSAVE0/NSAVE 
 
         0             0             1             0             0 








  *****   Initial Control Vector (CV0), T-Matrix (T0), 
                                           and Measurement Vector (EC0)   ***** 
 
 
  *****   Initial Control Vector (CV0)   ***** 
 
   CV0     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
           0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
           0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
  *****   Initial Greatest Least Bounds (CVL0) for the 
                                                   Control Vector (CV0)   ***** 
 
  CVL0    -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02 
          -0.40000000D+01   -0.40000000D+01   -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02 
          -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02 
 
  *****   Initial Least Upper Bounds (CVU0) for the 
                                                   Control Vector (CV0)   ***** 
 
  CVU0     0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02 
           0.40000000D+01    0.40000000D+01    0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02 
           0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02 
 
 
    Row          *****   Initial T-Matrix (T0)   ***** 
 
 T0  1    -0.90740400D+02   -0.13569100D+03   -0.11432000D+03   -0.68177300D+02 
          -0.50039300D+02   -0.76479500D+02   -0.14327400D+03   -0.13709000D+03 
          -0.12026900D+03   -0.35691800D+02 
 
 T0  2     0.11970700D+03    0.79448600D+02    0.47683700D+02    0.51471100D+02 
           0.63869000D+02    0.10792800D+03    0.11090400D+03    0.35351300D+02 
           0.35507200D+02    0.52919900D+02 
 
 T0  3     0.12238400D+03    0.87604200D+02    0.60609600D+02    0.64589000D+02 
           0.76583700D+02    0.11311600D+03    0.11015900D+03    0.41278200D+02 
           0.40179000D+02    0.96571600D+02 
 
 T0  4     0.78723800D+02    0.11595000D+03    0.95790400D+02    0.53425700D+02 
           0.37283300D+02    0.66388400D+02    0.13180500D+03    0.11129300D+03 
           0.68519100D+02    0.18697000D+02 
 
 T0  5    -0.69686400D+02   -0.47757000D+02   -0.56223800D+02   -0.30916700D+02 
           0.44635300D+02   -0.48842200D+02   -0.89783700D+02   -0.24031100D+03 
E-78 
          -0.14879800D+03   -0.48361400D+02 
 
 T0  6     0.66340100D+02    0.79133100D+02    0.49498400D+02    0.80521700D+02 
           0.79285000D+02    0.15567100D+03    0.25360700D+03    0.32079500D+02 
           0.67000200D+02   -0.20154700D+02 
 
 T0  7    -0.40056100D+02   -0.30015800D+02   -0.24877100D+02   -0.84533200D+01 
          -0.54793800D+01   -0.59097000D+02    0.17656700D+02   -0.49513700D+02 
          -0.82328600D+02   -0.11560300D+03 
 
 T0  8     0.20252000D+02    0.33375900D+02    0.37778200D+01    0.54595500D+02 
           0.73257900D+02    0.67743700D+02    0.49407700D+02    0.88928300D+02 
           0.11906500D+03   -0.21847200D+02 
 
 T0  9     0.29750400D+02    0.38475000D+02    0.24546000D+02    0.66753000D+02 
           0.12317900D+03    0.73072500D+02    0.19590400D+02    0.49442400D+00 
          -0.13463600D+02    0.11916600D+03 
 
 T0 10     0.24367300D+02    0.13770800D+02   -0.63430700D+01   -0.12353700D+02 
          -0.16066500D+02    0.85041400D+02    0.70406300D+02   -0.98438700D+01 
          -0.73784200D+02   -0.50092100D+02 
 
 
  *****   Initial End Conditions Vector (EC0)   ***** 
 
   EC0    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02    0.84882200D+02    0.80737600D+02 
          -0.65848100D+02    0.77724100D+02   -0.37301000D+02    0.31399400D+02 
           0.43590700D+02    0.12152200D+02 
  *****   Initial End Conditions Weighting Coefficient Vector 
                                    (WDT0) for the Performance Index (F)  ***** 
 
  WDT0     0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
           0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
           0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
 
 
  *****   Initial Control Vector (CVPRV0) and Measurement 
                           Vector (ECPRV0) from the Previous Duty Cycle   ***** 
 
 
  *****   Initial Previous Cycle Control Vector (CVPRV0)   ***** 
 
CVPRV0     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
           0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
           0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
 
  *****   Initial Previous Cycle End Conditions Vector (ECPRV0)   ***** 
 
ECPRV0    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02    0.84882200D+02    0.80737600D+02 
          -0.65848100D+02    0.77724100D+02   -0.37301000D+02    0.31399400D+02 
           0.43590700D+02    0.12152200D+02 
 
 
  *****   Intermediate Control Vector (CV), T-Matrix (TT), 
               and Measurement Vector (ECT) after the First Compression   ***** 
 
 
  *****   Intermediate Control Vector (CV) after the First Compression   ***** 
 
    CV     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
  *****   Intermediate Greatest Least Bounds (CVL) for the 
                                                    Control Vector (CV)   ***** 
 
   CVL    -0.40000000D+01   -0.40000000D+01 
 
  *****   Intermediate Least Upper Bounds (CVU) for the 
                                                    Control Vector (CV)   ***** 
 
   CVU     0.40000000D+01    0.40000000D+01 
 
 
    Row        *****   Intermediate T-Matrix (TT)   ***** 
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 TT  1    -0.50039300D+02   -0.76479500D+02 
 
 TT  2     0.63869000D+02    0.10792800D+03 
 
 TT  3     0.76583700D+02    0.11311600D+03 
 
 TT  4     0.37283300D+02    0.66388400D+02 
 
 TT  5     0.44635300D+02   -0.48842200D+02 
 
 TT  6     0.79285000D+02    0.15567100D+03 
 
 TT  7    -0.54793800D+01   -0.59097000D+02 
 
 TT  8     0.73257900D+02    0.67743700D+02 
 
 TT  9     0.12317900D+03    0.73072500D+02 
 
 TT 10    -0.16066500D+02    0.85041400D+02 
 
 
  *****   Intermediate End Conditions Vector (ECT)   ***** 
 
   ECT    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02    0.84882200D+02    0.80737600D+02 
          -0.65848100D+02    0.77724100D+02   -0.37301000D+02    0.31399400D+02 
           0.43590700D+02    0.12152200D+02 
 
  *****   Intermediate End Conditions Weighting Coefficient Vector 
                                    (WDTT) for the Performance Index (F)  ***** 
 
  WDTT     0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
           0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
           0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
 
 
  *****   Intermediate Control Vector (CVPRV) and Measurement Vector 
                          (ECPRV0) from the Previous Duty Cycle after 
                                                  the First Compression   ***** 
 
 
  *****   Intermediate Previous Cycle Control Vector (CVPRV) after 
                                                  the First Compression   ***** 
 
 CVPRV     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
 
  *****   Intermediate Previous Cycle End Conditions Vector (ECPRVTT) 
                                            after the First Compression   ***** 
 
ECPRVT    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02    0.84882200D+02    0.80737600D+02 
          -0.65848100D+02    0.77724100D+02   -0.37301000D+02    0.31399400D+02 
           0.43590700D+02    0.12152200D+02 
 
 
  *****   Final Control Vector (CV), T-Matrix (T), and 
                   Measurement Vector (EC) after the Second Compression   ***** 
 
 
  *****   Final Control Vector (CV) after the Second Compression   ***** 
 
    CV     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
  *****   Greatest Least Bounds (CVL) Vector for the 
                                                    Control Vector (CV)   ***** 
 
   CVL    -0.40000000D+01   -0.40000000D+01 
 
  *****   Least Upper Bounds (CVU) Vector for the Control Vector (CV)   ***** 
 
   CVU     0.40000000D+01    0.40000000D+01 
 
 
    Row            *****   Final T-Matrix (T)   ***** 
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  T  1    -0.50039300D+02   -0.76479500D+02 
 
  T  2     0.63869000D+02    0.10792800D+03 
 
 
  *****   Final End Conditions Vector (EC) after the Second Compression   ***** 
 
    EC    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02 
 
  *****   Final End Conditions Weighting Coefficient Vector 
                                     (WDT) for the Performance Index (F)  ***** 
 
   WDT     0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
 
 
  *****   Final Control Vector (CVPRV) and Measurement Vector 
                        (ECPRV) from the Previous Duty Cycle after 
                                                 the Second Compression   ***** 
 
 
  *****   Final Previous Cycle Control Vector (CVPRV) after 
                                                 the Second Compression   ***** 
 
 CVPRV     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
 
  *****   Final Previous Cycle End Conditions Vector (ECPRV) 
                                           after the Second Compression   ***** 
 
 ECPRV    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02 
 
 
 *******************   T-Matrix Compression is Completed   ******************** 
 
 
  *****   Initial End Conditions Vector EC   ***** 
 
 
    -0.95504700D+02      0.75647200D+02 
 
 
  *****   Initial Performance Index  =   0.14843647D+05   ***** 
 
  *****   Initial Control Amplitude (A) and Phase Angle (PHASE) Vectors   ***** 
 
  Element    AL               A                 AU                PHASE 
 
     1     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.40000000D+01    0.00000000D+00 
 
 
*****   Initial Constraint Function Values for Case Number  420   ***** 
 
                                     LSAVE 
 
     1      0 
 
  *****   Inequality Constraints   ***** 
 
  Element        Constraint          Amplitude           Max Amp 
 
     1         0.40000000D+01      0.00000000D+00      0.40000000D+01 
 
 




   -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
    START OF THE SEQUENTIAL QUADRATIC PROGRAMMING ALGORITHM 
   -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
    Parameters: 
       N      =       2 
E-81 
       M      =       1 
       ME     =       0 
       MODE   =       0 
       ACC    =   0.1000D-06 
       ACCQP  =   0.1000D-11 
       STPMIN =   0.0000D+00 
       RHOB   =   0.1000D+03 
       MAXFUN =      30 
       MAXNM  =      10 
       MAXIT  =     300 
       IPRINT =       2 
 
    Output in the following order: 
       IT    - iteration number 
       F     - objective function value 
       SCV   - sum of constraint violations 
       NA    - number of active constraints 
       I     - number of line search iterations 
       ALPHA - steplength parameter 
       DELTA - additional variable to prevent inconsistency 
       KKT   - Karush-Kuhn-Tucker optimality criterion 
 
 
     IT         F          SCV      NA  I    ALPHA     DELTA     KKT 
   -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
      1  0.14843647D+05  0.00D+00    1  0  0.00D+00  0.00D+00  0.40D+06 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
      2  0.10267626D+04  0.00D+00    0  2  0.14D+00  0.00D+00  0.17D+04 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
      3  0.34542635D+03  0.30D+00    1  1  0.10D+01  0.00D+00  0.76D+02 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
      4  0.38348485D+03  0.39D-03    1  1  0.10D+01  0.00D+00  0.10D+00 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
      5  0.38353561D+03  0.53D-09    1  1  0.10D+01  0.00D+00  0.10D-05 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
      6  0.38353561D+03  0.28D-11    1  1  0.10D+01  0.00D+00  0.75D-09 
 
 
     --- Final Convergence Analysis at Last Iterate --- 
 
       Objective function value:      F(X)  =  0.38353561D+03 
       Solution values:               X     = 
         -0.37438598D+01  0.14083727D+01 
       Distances from lower bounds:   X-XL  = 
          0.25614019D+00  0.54083727D+01 
       Distances from upper bounds:   XU-X  = 
          0.77438598D+01  0.25916273D+01 
       Multipliers for lower bounds:  U     = 
          0.00000000D+00  0.00000000D+00 
       Multipliers for upper bounds:  U     = 
          0.00000000D+00  0.00000000D+00 
       Constraint values:             G(X)  = 
         -0.28261837D-11 
       Multipliers for constraints:   U     = 
          0.13265481D+03 
       Number of function calls:      NFUNC =       7 
       Number of gradient calls:      NGRAD =       6 
       Number of calls of QP solver:  NQL   =       6 
 
 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
 
 
           *****   Number of Function Evaluations  =     19   ***** 
 
 
  *****   Solution Control Vector for Case Number  420   ***** 
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  Element    CVL               CV                CVU               CV - CV0 
 
     1    -0.40000000D+01   -0.37438598D+01    0.40000000D+01   -0.37438598D+01 




  *****   Predicted Measurement Vector EC   ***** 
 
    -0.15876228D+02     -0.11466516D+02 
 
 




  *****   Predicted Measurement Vector EC   ***** 
 
    -0.15876217D+02     -0.11466531D+02 
 
 




  *****   Predicted Control Amplitude Vector (A) 
                   Its Limits (AL & AU), and Its Phase Angle 
                                      Vector (PHASE) Before Compression   ***** 
 
  Element    AL               A                 AU                PHASE 
 
     1     0.00000000D+00    0.40000000D+01    0.40000000D+01   -0.69384603D+02 
 
 
*****   Solution Constraint Function Values for Case Number  420   ***** 
 
                                     LSAVE 
 
     1      0 
 
  *****   Inequality Constraints   ***** 
 
  Element        Constraint          Amplitude           Max Amp 
 
     1        -0.28261837D-11      0.40000000D+01      0.40000000D+01 
 
 








          ***************   Start Case Number  220   *************** 
 
 




A00     = 5*0.000000000000000E+000  ,   1.00000000000000     , 
ACC     =  1.000000000000000E-007, 
ACCQP   =  1.000000000000000E-012, 
AL0     = 5*0.000000000000000E+000  , -1.000000000000000E-007, 
ALPHA   =   1.00000000000000     , 
APRV0   = 6*0.000000000000000E+000  , 
AU0     = 2*10.0000000000000        ,   2.00000000000000     , 2*10.0000000000000        
,   3.00000000000000     , 
CRAN1   =   2.00000000000000     , 
CRAN2   =   3.00000000000000     , 
CRAN3   =   1.00000000000000     , 
CRAN4   =   1.00000000000000     , 
CV00    = 14*0.000000000000000E+000  , 
CVOUT   =           0, 
CVPRV0  = 14*0.000000000000000E+000  , 
ECPRV0  =  -95.5047000000000     ,   75.6472000000000     ,   84.8822000000000     ,   
80.7376000000000     , 
  -65.8481000000000     ,   77.7241000000000     ,  -37.3010000000000     ,   
31.3994000000000     ,   43.5907000000000     , 
   12.1522000000000     , 
EPS     =  1.000000000000000E-007, 
ICASE   =         220, 
ICYCL0  =        2000, 
IDATA   =           3, 
IN      =           5, 
IOPT    =           1, 
IOUT    =           6, 
IPRINT  =           2, 
ISEED1  =        2395,        4013,        3813,        1837, 
ISEED2  =        1843,        4011,        3364,        2835, 
ISEED3  =        3962,        1111,        3215,        2637, 
ISEED4  =        2397,        1504,        4031,        3173, 
ITOUT   =           3, 
L       =           1, 
LQL     = T, 
LSAVE   =           1, 5*0, 
MAXASUM =   3.00000000000000     , 
MAXFUN  =          30, 
MAXIT   =         300, 
MAXNM   =          10, 
MI      =           1, 
MINASUM =  0.000000000000000E+000, 
MODE    =           0, 
MSAVE0  =           1, 4*0, 5*1, 
MULT    =           1, 
NSAVE0  = 2*0,           1, 2*0, 5*1, 
NX0     =          10, 
NZ0     =          10, 
OPTEND  =           3, 
PHASE0  = 5*0.000000000000000E+000  ,   90.0000000000000     , 
PHSPRV0 = 6*0.000000000000000E+000  , 
RHOB    =   100.000000000000     , 
STPMIN  =  0.000000000000000E+000, 
T0      =  -90.7404000000000     ,   119.707000000000     ,   122.384000000000     ,   
78.7238000000000     , 
  -69.6864000000000     ,   66.3401000000000     ,  -40.0561000000000     ,   
20.2520000000000     ,   29.7504000000000     , 
   24.3673000000000     ,  -135.691000000000     ,   79.4486000000000     ,   
87.6042000000000     ,   115.950000000000     , 
  -47.7570000000000     ,   79.1331000000000     ,  -30.0158000000000     ,   
33.3759000000000     ,   38.4750000000000     , 
   13.7708000000000     ,  -114.320000000000     ,   47.6837000000000     ,   
60.6096000000000     ,   95.7904000000000     , 
  -56.2238000000000     ,   49.4984000000000     ,  -24.8771000000000     ,   
3.77782000000000     ,   24.5460000000000     , 
  -6.34307000000000     ,  -68.1773000000000     ,   51.4711000000000     ,   
64.5890000000000     ,   53.4257000000000     , 
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  -30.9167000000000     ,   80.5217000000000     ,  -8.45332000000000     ,   
54.5955000000000     ,   66.7530000000000     , 
  -12.3537000000000     ,  -50.0393000000000     ,   63.8690000000000     ,   
76.5837000000000     ,   37.2833000000000     , 
   44.6353000000000     ,   79.2850000000000     ,  -5.47938000000000     ,   
73.2579000000000     ,   123.179000000000     , 
  -16.0665000000000     ,  -76.4795000000000     ,   107.928000000000     ,   
113.116000000000     ,   66.3884000000000     , 
  -48.8422000000000     ,   155.671000000000     ,  -59.0970000000000     ,   
67.7437000000000     ,   73.0725000000000     , 
   85.0414000000000     ,  -143.274000000000     ,   110.904000000000     ,   
110.159000000000     ,   131.805000000000     , 
  -89.7837000000000     ,   253.607000000000     ,   17.6567000000000     ,   
49.4077000000000     ,   19.5904000000000     , 
   70.4063000000000     ,  -137.090000000000     ,   35.3513000000000     ,   
41.2782000000000     ,   111.293000000000     , 
  -240.311000000000     ,   32.0795000000000     ,  -49.5137000000000     ,   
88.9283000000000     ,  0.494424000000000     , 
  -9.84387000000000     ,  -120.269000000000     ,   35.5072000000000     ,   
40.1790000000000     ,   68.5191000000000     , 
  -148.798000000000     ,   67.0002000000000     ,  -82.3286000000000     ,   
119.065000000000     ,  -13.4636000000000     , 
  -73.7842000000000     ,  -35.6918000000000     ,   52.9199000000000     ,   
96.5716000000000     ,   18.6970000000000     , 
  -48.3614000000000     ,  -20.1547000000000     ,  -115.603000000000     ,  -
21.8472000000000     ,   119.166000000000     , 
  -50.0921000000000     , 
WDT0    = 10*1.00000000000000        , 
WDX     = 10*0.000000000000000E+000  , 
WX      = 10*0.000000000000000E+000  , 








     ***************   OUTPUT DATA for Case Number  220   *************** 
 
 
  *****   The Initial T-Matrix (T0) and Either the Initial 
                    Previous Actual NLP Control Vector (CVPRV0) or 
                          the Initial Previous Control Amplitude (APRV0) 
                                and Phase Angle (PHSPRV0) Vectors Before 
                                         Compression are Directly Input   ***** 
 
  *****   Input the Initial Previous Actual NLP Control 
                   Vector (CVPRV0) Directly Via NAMELIST Input CDATA 
                         and then Compute the Previous Control Amplitude (APRV0) 




                  **********   Case Number  220   ********** 
  *****   Initial Previous Control Amplitude (APRV0) and Phase 
                             Angle (PHSPRV0) Vectors before Compression   ***** 
 
  Element    AL0               APRV0             AU0               PHSPRV0 
 
     1     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     2     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     3     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.20000000D+01    0.00000000D+00 
     4     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     5     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
 
  *****   Previous Actual NLP Control Vector CVPRV0 Before Compression   ***** 
 
  Element        CVL0                CVPRV0              CVU0 
 
     1        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     2        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     3        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     4        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
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     5        -0.20000000D+01      0.00000000D+00      0.20000000D+01 
     6        -0.20000000D+01      0.00000000D+00      0.20000000D+01 
     7        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     8        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     9        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
    10        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
 
  *****   Either the BEFORE Compression Initial Actual NLP Control 
              Vector Estimates (CV00), OR the BEFORE Compression 
                 Initial Control Vector Amplitudes (A00) and Phase 
                    Angles (PHASE0) Estimates are Directly Input 
                       via NAMELIST Data CDATA                            ***** 
 
  *****   Input the Initial Actual NLP Control Vector Estimate 
                (CV00) Directly Via NAMELIST Input CDATA, and 
                        then Compute the Control Vector Amplitudes 




                  **********   Case Number  220   ********** 
 
 
  *****   Adjust the Initial Control Amplitude Estimates Vector 
           (A00) to define the Initial Control Amplitude Estimates 
            Vector (A0) to Within Limits If Required Before Compression   ***** 
 
 
  *****   Initial Control Amplitude Vector Estimates (A0), Its 
                       Limits (AL0 & AU0), and Its Phase Angle Vector 
                                  Estimates (PHASE0) Before Compression   ***** 
 
  Element    AL0               A0                AU0               PHASE0 
 
     1     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     1     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D-06    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     2     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     2     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D-06    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     3     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.20000000D+01    0.00000000D+00 
     3     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D-06    0.20000000D+01    0.00000000D+00 
     4     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     4     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D-06    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     5     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     5     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D-06    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
 
  *****   Initial Actual NLP Control Vector Estimates (CV0) and 
                            Its Limits (CVL0 & CVU0) Before Compression   ***** 
 
  Element        CVL0                CV0                 CVU0 
 
     1        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     2        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     3        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     4        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     5        -0.20000000D+01      0.00000000D+00      0.20000000D+01 
     6        -0.20000000D+01      0.00000000D+00      0.20000000D+01 
     7        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     8        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     9        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
    10        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
 
 
  *****   End Conditions Vector EC0, Previous Cycle 
                    End Conditions Vector ECPRV0, and Weighting 
                             Coefficient Vector WDT0 Before Compression   ***** 
 
 
  Element        EC0                 ECPRV0              WDT0 
 
     1        -0.95504700D+02     -0.95504700D+02      0.10000000D+01 
     2         0.75647200D+02      0.75647200D+02      0.10000000D+01 
     3         0.84882200D+02      0.84882200D+02      0.10000000D+01 
     4         0.80737600D+02      0.80737600D+02      0.10000000D+01 
     5        -0.65848100D+02     -0.65848100D+02      0.10000000D+01 
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     6         0.77724100D+02      0.77724100D+02      0.10000000D+01 
     7        -0.37301000D+02     -0.37301000D+02      0.10000000D+01 
     8         0.31399400D+02      0.31399400D+02      0.10000000D+01 
     9         0.43590700D+02      0.43590700D+02      0.10000000D+01 
    10         0.12152200D+02      0.12152200D+02      0.10000000D+01 
 
 




               Specification of CV, T-matrix, and EC Compression 
 
                                 MSAVE0/MSAVE 
 
         1             0             0             0             0 
     1      1      0      0      0      0      0      0      0      0 
 
 
                                 NSAVE0/NSAVE 
 
         0             0             1             0             0 








  *****   Initial Control Vector (CV0), T-Matrix (T0), 
                                           and Measurement Vector (EC0)   ***** 
 
 
  *****   Initial Control Vector (CV0)   ***** 
 
   CV0     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
           0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
           0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
  *****   Initial Greatest Least Bounds (CVL0) for the 
                                                   Control Vector (CV0)   ***** 
 
  CVL0    -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02 
          -0.20000000D+01   -0.20000000D+01   -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02 
          -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02 
 
  *****   Initial Least Upper Bounds (CVU0) for the 
                                                   Control Vector (CV0)   ***** 
 
  CVU0     0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02 
           0.20000000D+01    0.20000000D+01    0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02 
           0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02 
 
 
    Row          *****   Initial T-Matrix (T0)   ***** 
 
 T0  1    -0.90740400D+02   -0.13569100D+03   -0.11432000D+03   -0.68177300D+02 
          -0.50039300D+02   -0.76479500D+02   -0.14327400D+03   -0.13709000D+03 
          -0.12026900D+03   -0.35691800D+02 
 
 T0  2     0.11970700D+03    0.79448600D+02    0.47683700D+02    0.51471100D+02 
           0.63869000D+02    0.10792800D+03    0.11090400D+03    0.35351300D+02 
           0.35507200D+02    0.52919900D+02 
 
 T0  3     0.12238400D+03    0.87604200D+02    0.60609600D+02    0.64589000D+02 
           0.76583700D+02    0.11311600D+03    0.11015900D+03    0.41278200D+02 
           0.40179000D+02    0.96571600D+02 
 
 T0  4     0.78723800D+02    0.11595000D+03    0.95790400D+02    0.53425700D+02 
           0.37283300D+02    0.66388400D+02    0.13180500D+03    0.11129300D+03 
           0.68519100D+02    0.18697000D+02 
 
 T0  5    -0.69686400D+02   -0.47757000D+02   -0.56223800D+02   -0.30916700D+02 
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           0.44635300D+02   -0.48842200D+02   -0.89783700D+02   -0.24031100D+03 
          -0.14879800D+03   -0.48361400D+02 
 
 T0  6     0.66340100D+02    0.79133100D+02    0.49498400D+02    0.80521700D+02 
           0.79285000D+02    0.15567100D+03    0.25360700D+03    0.32079500D+02 
           0.67000200D+02   -0.20154700D+02 
 
 T0  7    -0.40056100D+02   -0.30015800D+02   -0.24877100D+02   -0.84533200D+01 
          -0.54793800D+01   -0.59097000D+02    0.17656700D+02   -0.49513700D+02 
          -0.82328600D+02   -0.11560300D+03 
 
 T0  8     0.20252000D+02    0.33375900D+02    0.37778200D+01    0.54595500D+02 
           0.73257900D+02    0.67743700D+02    0.49407700D+02    0.88928300D+02 
           0.11906500D+03   -0.21847200D+02 
 
 T0  9     0.29750400D+02    0.38475000D+02    0.24546000D+02    0.66753000D+02 
           0.12317900D+03    0.73072500D+02    0.19590400D+02    0.49442400D+00 
          -0.13463600D+02    0.11916600D+03 
 
 T0 10     0.24367300D+02    0.13770800D+02   -0.63430700D+01   -0.12353700D+02 
          -0.16066500D+02    0.85041400D+02    0.70406300D+02   -0.98438700D+01 
          -0.73784200D+02   -0.50092100D+02 
 
 
  *****   Initial End Conditions Vector (EC0)   ***** 
 
   EC0    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02    0.84882200D+02    0.80737600D+02 
          -0.65848100D+02    0.77724100D+02   -0.37301000D+02    0.31399400D+02 
           0.43590700D+02    0.12152200D+02 
 
  *****   Initial End Conditions Weighting Coefficient Vector 
                                    (WDT0) for the Performance Index (F)  ***** 
 
  WDT0     0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
           0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
           0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
 
 
  *****   Initial Control Vector (CVPRV0) and Measurement 
                           Vector (ECPRV0) from the Previous Duty Cycle   ***** 
 
 
  *****   Initial Previous Cycle Control Vector (CVPRV0)   ***** 
 
CVPRV0     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
           0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
           0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
 
  *****   Initial Previous Cycle End Conditions Vector (ECPRV0)   ***** 
 
ECPRV0    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02    0.84882200D+02    0.80737600D+02 
          -0.65848100D+02    0.77724100D+02   -0.37301000D+02    0.31399400D+02 
           0.43590700D+02    0.12152200D+02 
 
 
  *****   Intermediate Control Vector (CV), T-Matrix (TT), 
               and Measurement Vector (ECT) after the First Compression   ***** 
 
 
  *****   Intermediate Control Vector (CV) after the First Compression   ***** 
 
    CV     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
  *****   Intermediate Greatest Least Bounds (CVL) for the 
                                                    Control Vector (CV)   ***** 
 
   CVL    -0.20000000D+01   -0.20000000D+01 
 
  *****   Intermediate Least Upper Bounds (CVU) for the 
                                                    Control Vector (CV)   ***** 
 




    Row        *****   Intermediate T-Matrix (TT)   ***** 
 
 TT  1    -0.50039300D+02   -0.76479500D+02 
 
 TT  2     0.63869000D+02    0.10792800D+03 
 
 TT  3     0.76583700D+02    0.11311600D+03 
 
 TT  4     0.37283300D+02    0.66388400D+02 
 
 TT  5     0.44635300D+02   -0.48842200D+02 
 
 TT  6     0.79285000D+02    0.15567100D+03 
 
 TT  7    -0.54793800D+01   -0.59097000D+02 
 
 TT  8     0.73257900D+02    0.67743700D+02 
 
 TT  9     0.12317900D+03    0.73072500D+02 
 
 TT 10    -0.16066500D+02    0.85041400D+02 
 
 
  *****   Intermediate End Conditions Vector (ECT)   ***** 
 
   ECT    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02    0.84882200D+02    0.80737600D+02 
          -0.65848100D+02    0.77724100D+02   -0.37301000D+02    0.31399400D+02 
           0.43590700D+02    0.12152200D+02 
 
  *****   Intermediate End Conditions Weighting Coefficient Vector 
                                    (WDTT) for the Performance Index (F)  ***** 
 
  WDTT     0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
           0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
           0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
 
 
  *****   Intermediate Control Vector (CVPRV) and Measurement Vector 
                          (ECPRV0) from the Previous Duty Cycle after 
                                                  the First Compression   ***** 
 
 
  *****   Intermediate Previous Cycle Control Vector (CVPRV) after 
                                                  the First Compression   ***** 
 
 CVPRV     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
 
  *****   Intermediate Previous Cycle End Conditions Vector (ECPRVTT) 
                                            after the First Compression   ***** 
 
ECPRVT    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02    0.84882200D+02    0.80737600D+02 
          -0.65848100D+02    0.77724100D+02   -0.37301000D+02    0.31399400D+02 
           0.43590700D+02    0.12152200D+02 
 
 
  *****   Final Control Vector (CV), T-Matrix (T), and 
                   Measurement Vector (EC) after the Second Compression   ***** 
 
 
  *****   Final Control Vector (CV) after the Second Compression   ***** 
 
    CV     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
  *****   Greatest Least Bounds (CVL) Vector for the 
                                                    Control Vector (CV)   ***** 
 
   CVL    -0.20000000D+01   -0.20000000D+01 
 
  *****   Least Upper Bounds (CVU) Vector for the Control Vector (CV)   ***** 
 




    Row            *****   Final T-Matrix (T)   ***** 
 
  T  1    -0.50039300D+02   -0.76479500D+02 
 
  T  2     0.63869000D+02    0.10792800D+03 
 
 
  *****   Final End Conditions Vector (EC) after the Second Compression   ***** 
 
    EC    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02 
 
  *****   Final End Conditions Weighting Coefficient Vector 
                                     (WDT) for the Performance Index (F)  ***** 
 
   WDT     0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
 
 
  *****   Final Control Vector (CVPRV) and Measurement Vector 
                        (ECPRV) from the Previous Duty Cycle after 
                                                 the Second Compression   ***** 
 
 
  *****   Final Previous Cycle Control Vector (CVPRV) after 
                                                 the Second Compression   ***** 
 
 CVPRV     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
 
  *****   Final Previous Cycle End Conditions Vector (ECPRV) 
                                           after the Second Compression   ***** 
 
 ECPRV    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02 
 
 
 *******************   T-Matrix Compression is Completed   ******************** 
 
 
  *****   Initial End Conditions Vector EC   ***** 
 
 
    -0.95504700D+02      0.75647200D+02 
 
 
  *****   Initial Performance Index  =   0.14843647D+05   ***** 
 
  *****   Initial Control Amplitude (A) and Phase Angle (PHASE) Vectors   ***** 
 
  Element    AL               A                 AU                PHASE 
 
     1     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.20000000D+01    0.00000000D+00 
 
 
*****   Initial Constraint Function Values for Case Number  220   ***** 
 
                                     LSAVE 
 
     1      0 
 
  *****   Inequality Constraints   ***** 
 
  Element        Constraint          Amplitude           Max Amp 
 
     1         0.20000000D+01      0.00000000D+00      0.20000000D+01 
 
 




   -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
    START OF THE SEQUENTIAL QUADRATIC PROGRAMMING ALGORITHM 
   -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
E-90 
    Parameters: 
       N      =       2 
       M      =       1 
       ME     =       0 
       MODE   =       0 
       ACC    =   0.1000D-06 
       ACCQP  =   0.1000D-11 
       STPMIN =   0.0000D+00 
       RHOB   =   0.1000D+03 
       MAXFUN =      30 
       MAXNM  =      10 
       MAXIT  =     300 
       IPRINT =       2 
 
    Output in the following order: 
       IT    - iteration number 
       F     - objective function value 
       SCV   - sum of constraint violations 
       NA    - number of active constraints 
       I     - number of line search iterations 
       ALPHA - steplength parameter 
       DELTA - additional variable to prevent inconsistency 
       KKT   - Karush-Kuhn-Tucker optimality criterion 
 
 
     IT         F          SCV      NA  I    ALPHA     DELTA     KKT 
   -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
      1  0.14843647D+05  0.00D+00    1  0  0.00D+00  0.00D+00  0.20D+06 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
      2  0.10267626D+04  0.00D+00    0  2  0.28D+00  0.00D+00  0.72D+03 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
      3  0.69620265D+03  0.29D-01    1  1  0.10D+01  0.00D+00  0.11D+02 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
      4  0.70165622D+03  0.45D-04    1  1  0.10D+01  0.00D+00  0.11D-01 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
      5  0.70166214D+03  0.34D-07    1  1  0.10D+01  0.00D+00  0.27D-04 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
      6  0.70166214D+03  0.16D-09    1  1  0.10D+01  0.00D+00  0.61D-07 
 
 
     --- Final Convergence Analysis at Last Iterate --- 
 
       Objective function value:      F(X)  =  0.70166214D+03 
       Solution values:               X     = 
         -0.19735472D+01  0.32420869D+00 
       Distances from lower bounds:   X-XL  = 
          0.26452756D-01  0.23242087D+01 
       Distances from upper bounds:   XU-X  = 
          0.39735472D+01  0.16757913D+01 
       Multipliers for lower bounds:  U     = 
          0.00000000D+00  0.00000000D+00 
       Multipliers for upper bounds:  U     = 
          0.00000000D+00  0.00000000D+00 
       Constraint values:             G(X)  = 
         -0.16156187D-09 
       Multipliers for constraints:   U     = 
          0.19026639D+03 
       Number of function calls:      NFUNC =       7 
       Number of gradient calls:      NGRAD =       6 
       Number of calls of QP solver:  NQL   =       6 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
 
 
           *****   Number of Function Evaluations  =     19   ***** 
 
 
  *****   Solution Control Vector for Case Number  220   ***** 
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  Element    CVL               CV                CVU               CV - CV0 
 
     1    -0.20000000D+01   -0.19735472D+01    0.20000000D+01   -0.19735472D+01 




  *****   Predicted Measurement Vector EC   ***** 
 
    -0.21545104D+02     -0.15410083D+02 
 
 




  *****   Predicted Measurement Vector EC   ***** 
 
    -0.21545096D+02     -0.15410093D+02 
 
 




  *****   Predicted Control Amplitude Vector (A) 
                   Its Limits (AL & AU), and Its Phase Angle 
                                      Vector (PHASE) Before Compression   ***** 
 
  Element    AL               A                 AU                PHASE 
 
     1     0.00000000D+00    0.20000000D+01    0.20000000D+01   -0.80670939D+02 
 
 
*****   Solution Constraint Function Values for Case Number  220   ***** 
 
                                     LSAVE 
 
     1      0 
 
  *****   Inequality Constraints   ***** 
 
  Element        Constraint          Amplitude           Max Amp 
 
     1        -0.16156187D-09      0.20000000D+01      0.20000000D+01 
 
 








          ***************   Start Case Number  120   *************** 
 
 




A00     = 5*0.000000000000000E+000  ,   1.00000000000000     , 
ACC     =  1.000000000000000E-007, 
ACCQP   =  1.000000000000000E-012, 
AL0     = 5*0.000000000000000E+000  , -1.000000000000000E-007, 
ALPHA   =   1.00000000000000     , 
APRV0   = 6*0.000000000000000E+000  , 
AU0     = 2*10.0000000000000        ,   1.00000000000000     , 2*10.0000000000000        
,   3.00000000000000     , 
CRAN1   =   2.00000000000000     , 
CRAN2   =   3.00000000000000     , 
CRAN3   =   1.00000000000000     , 
CRAN4   =   1.00000000000000     , 
CV00    = 14*0.000000000000000E+000  , 
CVOUT   =           0, 
CVPRV0  = 14*0.000000000000000E+000  , 
ECPRV0  =  -95.5047000000000     ,   75.6472000000000     ,   84.8822000000000     ,   
80.7376000000000     , 
  -65.8481000000000     ,   77.7241000000000     ,  -37.3010000000000     ,   
31.3994000000000     ,   43.5907000000000     , 
   12.1522000000000     , 
EPS     =  1.000000000000000E-007, 
ICASE   =         120, 
ICYCL0  =        2000, 
IDATA   =           3, 
IN      =           5, 
IOPT    =           1, 
IOUT    =           6, 
IPRINT  =           2, 
ISEED1  =        2395,        4013,        3813,        1837, 
ISEED2  =        1843,        4011,        3364,        2835, 
ISEED3  =        3962,        1111,        3215,        2637, 
ISEED4  =        2397,        1504,        4031,        3173, 
ITOUT   =           3, 
L       =           1, 
LQL     = T, 
LSAVE   =           1, 5*0, 
MAXASUM =   3.00000000000000     , 
MAXFUN  =          30, 
MAXIT   =         300, 
MAXNM   =          10, 
MI      =           1, 
MINASUM =  0.000000000000000E+000, 
MODE    =           0, 
MSAVE0  =           1, 4*0, 5*1, 
MULT    =           1, 
NSAVE0  = 2*0,           1, 2*0, 5*1, 
NX0     =          10, 
NZ0     =          10, 
OPTEND  =           3, 
PHASE0  = 5*0.000000000000000E+000  ,   90.0000000000000     , 
PHSPRV0 = 6*0.000000000000000E+000  , 
RHOB    =   100.000000000000     , 
STPMIN  =  0.000000000000000E+000, 
T0      =  -90.7404000000000     ,   119.707000000000     ,   122.384000000000     ,   
78.7238000000000     , 
  -69.6864000000000     ,   66.3401000000000     ,  -40.0561000000000     ,   
20.2520000000000     ,   29.7504000000000     , 
   24.3673000000000     ,  -135.691000000000     ,   79.4486000000000     ,   
87.6042000000000     ,   115.950000000000     , 
  -47.7570000000000     ,   79.1331000000000     ,  -30.0158000000000     ,   
33.3759000000000     ,   38.4750000000000     , 
   13.7708000000000     ,  -114.320000000000     ,   47.6837000000000     ,   
60.6096000000000     ,   95.7904000000000     , 
  -56.2238000000000     ,   49.4984000000000     ,  -24.8771000000000     ,   
3.77782000000000     ,   24.5460000000000     , 
  -6.34307000000000     ,  -68.1773000000000     ,   51.4711000000000     ,   
64.5890000000000     ,   53.4257000000000     , 
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  -30.9167000000000     ,   80.5217000000000     ,  -8.45332000000000     ,   
54.5955000000000     ,   66.7530000000000     , 
  -12.3537000000000     ,  -50.0393000000000     ,   63.8690000000000     ,   
76.5837000000000     ,   37.2833000000000     , 
   44.6353000000000     ,   79.2850000000000     ,  -5.47938000000000     ,   
73.2579000000000     ,   123.179000000000     , 
  -16.0665000000000     ,  -76.4795000000000     ,   107.928000000000     ,   
113.116000000000     ,   66.3884000000000     , 
  -48.8422000000000     ,   155.671000000000     ,  -59.0970000000000     ,   
67.7437000000000     ,   73.0725000000000     , 
   85.0414000000000     ,  -143.274000000000     ,   110.904000000000     ,   
110.159000000000     ,   131.805000000000     , 
  -89.7837000000000     ,   253.607000000000     ,   17.6567000000000     ,   
49.4077000000000     ,   19.5904000000000     , 
   70.4063000000000     ,  -137.090000000000     ,   35.3513000000000     ,   
41.2782000000000     ,   111.293000000000     , 
  -240.311000000000     ,   32.0795000000000     ,  -49.5137000000000     ,   
88.9283000000000     ,  0.494424000000000     , 
  -9.84387000000000     ,  -120.269000000000     ,   35.5072000000000     ,   
40.1790000000000     ,   68.5191000000000     , 
  -148.798000000000     ,   67.0002000000000     ,  -82.3286000000000     ,   
119.065000000000     ,  -13.4636000000000     , 
  -73.7842000000000     ,  -35.6918000000000     ,   52.9199000000000     ,   
96.5716000000000     ,   18.6970000000000     , 
  -48.3614000000000     ,  -20.1547000000000     ,  -115.603000000000     ,  -
21.8472000000000     ,   119.166000000000     , 
  -50.0921000000000     , 
WDT0    = 10*1.00000000000000        , 
WDX     = 10*0.000000000000000E+000  , 
WX      = 10*0.000000000000000E+000  , 








     ***************   OUTPUT DATA for Case Number  120   *************** 
 
 
  *****   The Initial T-Matrix (T0) and Either the Initial 
                    Previous Actual NLP Control Vector (CVPRV0) or 
                          the Initial Previous Control Amplitude (APRV0) 
                                and Phase Angle (PHSPRV0) Vectors Before 
                                         Compression are Directly Input   ***** 
 
  *****   Input the Initial Previous Actual NLP Control 
                   Vector (CVPRV0) Directly Via NAMELIST Input CDATA 
                         and then Compute the Previous Control Amplitude (APRV0) 




                  **********   Case Number  120   ********** 
  *****   Initial Previous Control Amplitude (APRV0) and Phase 
                             Angle (PHSPRV0) Vectors before Compression   ***** 
 
  Element    AL0               APRV0             AU0               PHSPRV0 
 
     1     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     2     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     3     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+01    0.00000000D+00 
     4     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     5     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
 
  *****   Previous Actual NLP Control Vector CVPRV0 Before Compression   ***** 
 
  Element        CVL0                CVPRV0              CVU0 
 
     1        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     2        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     3        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     4        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
E-94 
     5        -0.10000000D+01      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+01 
     6        -0.10000000D+01      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+01 
     7        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     8        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     9        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
    10        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
 
  *****   Either the BEFORE Compression Initial Actual NLP Control 
              Vector Estimates (CV00), OR the BEFORE Compression 
                 Initial Control Vector Amplitudes (A00) and Phase 
                    Angles (PHASE0) Estimates are Directly Input 
                       via NAMELIST Data CDATA                            ***** 
 
  *****   Input the Initial Actual NLP Control Vector Estimate 
                (CV00) Directly Via NAMELIST Input CDATA, and 
                        then Compute the Control Vector Amplitudes 




                  **********   Case Number  120   ********** 
 
 
  *****   Adjust the Initial Control Amplitude Estimates Vector 
           (A00) to define the Initial Control Amplitude Estimates 
            Vector (A0) to Within Limits If Required Before Compression   ***** 
 
 
  *****   Initial Control Amplitude Vector Estimates (A0), Its 
                       Limits (AL0 & AU0), and Its Phase Angle Vector 
                                  Estimates (PHASE0) Before Compression   ***** 
 
  Element    AL0               A0                AU0               PHASE0 
 
     1     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     1     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D-06    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     2     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     2     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D-06    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     3     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+01    0.00000000D+00 
     3     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D-06    0.10000000D+01    0.00000000D+00 
     4     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     4     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D-06    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     5     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     5     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D-06    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
 
  *****   Initial Actual NLP Control Vector Estimates (CV0) and 
                            Its Limits (CVL0 & CVU0) Before Compression   ***** 
 
  Element        CVL0                CV0                 CVU0 
 
     1        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     2        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     3        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     4        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     5        -0.10000000D+01      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+01 
     6        -0.10000000D+01      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+01 
     7        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     8        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     9        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
    10        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
 
 
  *****   End Conditions Vector EC0, Previous Cycle 
                    End Conditions Vector ECPRV0, and Weighting 
                             Coefficient Vector WDT0 Before Compression   ***** 
 
 
  Element        EC0                 ECPRV0              WDT0 
 
     1        -0.95504700D+02     -0.95504700D+02      0.10000000D+01 
     2         0.75647200D+02      0.75647200D+02      0.10000000D+01 
     3         0.84882200D+02      0.84882200D+02      0.10000000D+01 
     4         0.80737600D+02      0.80737600D+02      0.10000000D+01 
     5        -0.65848100D+02     -0.65848100D+02      0.10000000D+01 
E-95 
     6         0.77724100D+02      0.77724100D+02      0.10000000D+01 
     7        -0.37301000D+02     -0.37301000D+02      0.10000000D+01 
     8         0.31399400D+02      0.31399400D+02      0.10000000D+01 
     9         0.43590700D+02      0.43590700D+02      0.10000000D+01 
    10         0.12152200D+02      0.12152200D+02      0.10000000D+01 
 
 




               Specification of CV, T-matrix, and EC Compression 
 
                                 MSAVE0/MSAVE 
 
         1             0             0             0             0 
     1      1      0      0      0      0      0      0      0      0 
 
 
                                 NSAVE0/NSAVE 
 
         0             0             1             0             0 








  *****   Initial Control Vector (CV0), T-Matrix (T0), 
                                           and Measurement Vector (EC0)   ***** 
 
 
  *****   Initial Control Vector (CV0)   ***** 
 
   CV0     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
           0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
           0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
  *****   Initial Greatest Least Bounds (CVL0) for the 
                                                   Control Vector (CV0)   ***** 
 
  CVL0    -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02 
          -0.10000000D+01   -0.10000000D+01   -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02 
          -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02 
 
  *****   Initial Least Upper Bounds (CVU0) for the 
                                                   Control Vector (CV0)   ***** 
 
  CVU0     0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02 
           0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02 
           0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02 
 
 
    Row          *****   Initial T-Matrix (T0)   ***** 
 
 T0  1    -0.90740400D+02   -0.13569100D+03   -0.11432000D+03   -0.68177300D+02 
          -0.50039300D+02   -0.76479500D+02   -0.14327400D+03   -0.13709000D+03 
          -0.12026900D+03   -0.35691800D+02 
 
 T0  2     0.11970700D+03    0.79448600D+02    0.47683700D+02    0.51471100D+02 
           0.63869000D+02    0.10792800D+03    0.11090400D+03    0.35351300D+02 
           0.35507200D+02    0.52919900D+02 
 
 T0  3     0.12238400D+03    0.87604200D+02    0.60609600D+02    0.64589000D+02 
           0.76583700D+02    0.11311600D+03    0.11015900D+03    0.41278200D+02 
           0.40179000D+02    0.96571600D+02 
 
 T0  4     0.78723800D+02    0.11595000D+03    0.95790400D+02    0.53425700D+02 
           0.37283300D+02    0.66388400D+02    0.13180500D+03    0.11129300D+03 
           0.68519100D+02    0.18697000D+02 
 
 T0  5    -0.69686400D+02   -0.47757000D+02   -0.56223800D+02   -0.30916700D+02 
E-96 
           0.44635300D+02   -0.48842200D+02   -0.89783700D+02   -0.24031100D+03 
          -0.14879800D+03   -0.48361400D+02 
 
 T0  6     0.66340100D+02    0.79133100D+02    0.49498400D+02    0.80521700D+02 
           0.79285000D+02    0.15567100D+03    0.25360700D+03    0.32079500D+02 
           0.67000200D+02   -0.20154700D+02 
 
 T0  7    -0.40056100D+02   -0.30015800D+02   -0.24877100D+02   -0.84533200D+01 
          -0.54793800D+01   -0.59097000D+02    0.17656700D+02   -0.49513700D+02 
          -0.82328600D+02   -0.11560300D+03 
 
 T0  8     0.20252000D+02    0.33375900D+02    0.37778200D+01    0.54595500D+02 
           0.73257900D+02    0.67743700D+02    0.49407700D+02    0.88928300D+02 
           0.11906500D+03   -0.21847200D+02 
 
 T0  9     0.29750400D+02    0.38475000D+02    0.24546000D+02    0.66753000D+02 
           0.12317900D+03    0.73072500D+02    0.19590400D+02    0.49442400D+00 
          -0.13463600D+02    0.11916600D+03 
 
 T0 10     0.24367300D+02    0.13770800D+02   -0.63430700D+01   -0.12353700D+02 
          -0.16066500D+02    0.85041400D+02    0.70406300D+02   -0.98438700D+01 
          -0.73784200D+02   -0.50092100D+02 
 
 
  *****   Initial End Conditions Vector (EC0)   ***** 
 
   EC0    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02    0.84882200D+02    0.80737600D+02 
          -0.65848100D+02    0.77724100D+02   -0.37301000D+02    0.31399400D+02 
           0.43590700D+02    0.12152200D+02 
 
  *****   Initial End Conditions Weighting Coefficient Vector 
                                    (WDT0) for the Performance Index (F)  ***** 
 
  WDT0     0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
           0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
           0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
 
 
  *****   Initial Control Vector (CVPRV0) and Measurement 
                           Vector (ECPRV0) from the Previous Duty Cycle   ***** 
 
 
  *****   Initial Previous Cycle Control Vector (CVPRV0)   ***** 
 
CVPRV0     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
           0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
           0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
 
  *****   Initial Previous Cycle End Conditions Vector (ECPRV0)   ***** 
 
ECPRV0    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02    0.84882200D+02    0.80737600D+02 
          -0.65848100D+02    0.77724100D+02   -0.37301000D+02    0.31399400D+02 
           0.43590700D+02    0.12152200D+02 
 
 
  *****   Intermediate Control Vector (CV), T-Matrix (TT), 
               and Measurement Vector (ECT) after the First Compression   ***** 
 
 
  *****   Intermediate Control Vector (CV) after the First Compression   ***** 
 
    CV     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
  *****   Intermediate Greatest Least Bounds (CVL) for the 
                                                    Control Vector (CV)   ***** 
 
   CVL    -0.10000000D+01   -0.10000000D+01 
 
  *****   Intermediate Least Upper Bounds (CVU) for the 
                                                    Control Vector (CV)   ***** 
 




    Row        *****   Intermediate T-Matrix (TT)   ***** 
 
 TT  1    -0.50039300D+02   -0.76479500D+02 
 
 TT  2     0.63869000D+02    0.10792800D+03 
 
 TT  3     0.76583700D+02    0.11311600D+03 
 
 TT  4     0.37283300D+02    0.66388400D+02 
 
 TT  5     0.44635300D+02   -0.48842200D+02 
 
 TT  6     0.79285000D+02    0.15567100D+03 
 
 TT  7    -0.54793800D+01   -0.59097000D+02 
 
 TT  8     0.73257900D+02    0.67743700D+02 
 
 TT  9     0.12317900D+03    0.73072500D+02 
 
 TT 10    -0.16066500D+02    0.85041400D+02 
 
 
  *****   Intermediate End Conditions Vector (ECT)   ***** 
 
   ECT    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02    0.84882200D+02    0.80737600D+02 
          -0.65848100D+02    0.77724100D+02   -0.37301000D+02    0.31399400D+02 
           0.43590700D+02    0.12152200D+02 
 
  *****   Intermediate End Conditions Weighting Coefficient Vector 
                                    (WDTT) for the Performance Index (F)  ***** 
 
  WDTT     0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
           0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
           0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
 
 
  *****   Intermediate Control Vector (CVPRV) and Measurement Vector 
                          (ECPRV0) from the Previous Duty Cycle after 
                                                  the First Compression   ***** 
 
 
  *****   Intermediate Previous Cycle Control Vector (CVPRV) after 
                                                  the First Compression   ***** 
 
 CVPRV     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
 
  *****   Intermediate Previous Cycle End Conditions Vector (ECPRVTT) 
                                            after the First Compression   ***** 
 
ECPRVT    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02    0.84882200D+02    0.80737600D+02 
          -0.65848100D+02    0.77724100D+02   -0.37301000D+02    0.31399400D+02 
           0.43590700D+02    0.12152200D+02 
 
 
  *****   Final Control Vector (CV), T-Matrix (T), and 
                   Measurement Vector (EC) after the Second Compression   ***** 
 
 
  *****   Final Control Vector (CV) after the Second Compression   ***** 
 
    CV     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
  *****   Greatest Least Bounds (CVL) Vector for the 
                                                    Control Vector (CV)   ***** 
 
   CVL    -0.10000000D+01   -0.10000000D+01 
 
  *****   Least Upper Bounds (CVU) Vector for the Control Vector (CV)   ***** 
 




    Row            *****   Final T-Matrix (T)   ***** 
 
  T  1    -0.50039300D+02   -0.76479500D+02 
 
  T  2     0.63869000D+02    0.10792800D+03 
 
 
  *****   Final End Conditions Vector (EC) after the Second Compression   ***** 
 
    EC    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02 
 
  *****   Final End Conditions Weighting Coefficient Vector 
                                     (WDT) for the Performance Index (F)  ***** 
 
   WDT     0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
 
 
  *****   Final Control Vector (CVPRV) and Measurement Vector 
                        (ECPRV) from the Previous Duty Cycle after 
                                                 the Second Compression   ***** 
 
 
  *****   Final Previous Cycle Control Vector (CVPRV) after 
                                                 the Second Compression   ***** 
 
 CVPRV     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
 
  *****   Final Previous Cycle End Conditions Vector (ECPRV) 
                                           after the Second Compression   ***** 
 
 ECPRV    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02 
 
 
 *******************   T-Matrix Compression is Completed   ******************** 
 
 
  *****   Initial End Conditions Vector EC   ***** 
 
 
    -0.95504700D+02      0.75647200D+02 
 
 
  *****   Initial Performance Index  =   0.14843647D+05   ***** 
 
  *****   Initial Control Amplitude (A) and Phase Angle (PHASE) Vectors   ***** 
 
  Element    AL               A                 AU                PHASE 
 
     1     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+01    0.00000000D+00 
 
 
*****   Initial Constraint Function Values for Case Number  120   ***** 
 
                                     LSAVE 
 
     1      0 
 
  *****   Inequality Constraints   ***** 
 
  Element        Constraint          Amplitude           Max Amp 
 
     1         0.10000000D+01      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+01 
 
 




   -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
    START OF THE SEQUENTIAL QUADRATIC PROGRAMMING ALGORITHM 
   -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
E-99 
    Parameters: 
       N      =       2 
       M      =       1 
       ME     =       0 
       MODE   =       0 
       ACC    =   0.1000D-06 
       ACCQP  =   0.1000D-11 
       STPMIN =   0.0000D+00 
       RHOB   =   0.1000D+03 
       MAXFUN =      30 
       MAXNM  =      10 
       MAXIT  =     300 
       IPRINT =       2 
 
    Output in the following order: 
       IT    - iteration number 
       F     - objective function value 
       SCV   - sum of constraint violations 
       NA    - number of active constraints 
       I     - number of line search iterations 
       ALPHA - steplength parameter 
       DELTA - additional variable to prevent inconsistency 
       KKT   - Karush-Kuhn-Tucker optimality criterion 
 
 
     IT         F          SCV      NA  I    ALPHA     DELTA     KKT 
   -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
      1  0.14843647D+05  0.00D+00    1  0  0.00D+00  0.00D+00  0.10D+06 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
      2  0.10206658D+05  0.41D+00    1  1  0.10D+01  0.00D+00  0.19D+05 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
      3  0.91725014D+03  0.36D-01    1  1  0.10D+01  0.00D+00  0.21D+02 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
      4  0.92781234D+03  0.64D-03    1  1  0.10D+01  0.00D+00  0.36D+00 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
      5  0.92782975D+03  0.58D-03    1  2  0.10D+00  0.00D+00  0.35D+00 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
      6  0.92800655D+03  0.93D-07    1  1  0.10D+01  0.00D+00  0.57D-04 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
      7  0.92800658D+03  0.25D-11    1  1  0.10D+01  0.00D+00  0.15D-08 
 
 
     --- Final Convergence Analysis at Last Iterate --- 
 
       Objective function value:      F(X)  =  0.92800658D+03 
       Solution values:               X     = 
         -0.95510100D+00 -0.29628040D+00 
       Distances from lower bounds:   X-XL  = 
          0.44898997D-01  0.70371960D+00 
       Distances from upper bounds:   XU-X  = 
          0.19551010D+01  0.12962804D+01 
       Multipliers for lower bounds:  U     = 
          0.00000000D+00  0.00000000D+00 
       Multipliers for upper bounds:  U     = 
          0.00000000D+00  0.00000000D+00 
       Constraint values:             G(X)  = 
         -0.24809044D-11 
       Multipliers for constraints:   U     = 
          0.30719221D+03 
       Number of function calls:      NFUNC =       8 
       Number of gradient calls:      NGRAD =       7 








           *****   Number of Function Evaluations  =     22   ***** 
 
 
  *****   Solution Control Vector for Case Number  120   ***** 
 
  Element    CVL               CV                CVU               CV - CV0 
 
     1    -0.10000000D+01   -0.95510100D+00    0.10000000D+01   -0.95510100D+00 




  *****   Predicted Measurement Vector EC   ***** 
 
    -0.25052745D+02     -0.17331086D+02 
 
 




  *****   Predicted Measurement Vector EC   ***** 
 
    -0.25052738D+02     -0.17331097D+02 
 
 




  *****   Predicted Control Amplitude Vector (A) 
                   Its Limits (AL & AU), and Its Phase Angle 
                                      Vector (PHASE) Before Compression   ***** 
 
  Element    AL               A                 AU                PHASE 
 
     1     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01   -0.10723433D+03 
 
 
*****   Solution Constraint Function Values for Case Number  120   ***** 
 
                                     LSAVE 
 
     1      0 
 
  *****   Inequality Constraints   ***** 
 
  Element        Constraint          Amplitude           Max Amp 
 
     1        -0.24809044D-11      0.10000000D+01      0.10000000D+01 
 
 





          ***************   Start Case Number  320   *************** 
 
 




A00     = 5*0.000000000000000E+000  ,   1.00000000000000     , 
ACC     =  1.000000000000000E-007, 
ACCQP   =  1.000000000000000E-012, 
AL0     = 5*0.000000000000000E+000  , -1.000000000000000E-007, 
ALPHA   =   1.00000000000000     , 
APRV0   = 6*0.000000000000000E+000  , 
AU0     = 2*10.0000000000000        ,  0.300000000000000     , 2*10.0000000000000        
,   3.00000000000000     , 
CRAN1   =   2.00000000000000     , 
CRAN2   =   3.00000000000000     , 
CRAN3   =   1.00000000000000     , 
CRAN4   =   1.00000000000000     , 
CV00    = 14*0.000000000000000E+000  , 
CVOUT   =           0, 
CVPRV0  = 14*0.000000000000000E+000  , 
ECPRV0  =  -95.5047000000000     ,   75.6472000000000     ,   84.8822000000000     ,   
80.7376000000000     , 
  -65.8481000000000     ,   77.7241000000000     ,  -37.3010000000000     ,   
31.3994000000000     ,   43.5907000000000     , 
   12.1522000000000     , 
EPS     =  1.000000000000000E-007, 
ICASE   =         320, 
ICYCL0  =        2000, 
IDATA   =           3, 
IN      =           5, 
IOPT    =           1, 
IOUT    =           6, 
IPRINT  =           2, 
ISEED1  =        2395,        4013,        3813,        1837, 
ISEED2  =        1843,        4011,        3364,        2835, 
ISEED3  =        3962,        1111,        3215,        2637, 
ISEED4  =        2397,        1504,        4031,        3173, 
ITOUT   =           3, 
L       =           1, 
LQL     = T, 
LSAVE   =           1, 5*0, 
MAXASUM =   3.00000000000000     , 
MAXFUN  =          30, 
MAXIT   =         300, 
MAXNM   =          10, 
MI      =           1, 
MINASUM =  0.000000000000000E+000, 
MODE    =           0, 
MSAVE0  =           1, 4*0, 5*1, 
MULT    =           0, 
NSAVE0  = 2*0,           1, 2*0, 5*1, 
NX0     =          10, 
NZ0     =          10, 
OPTEND  =           3, 
PHASE0  = 5*0.000000000000000E+000  ,   90.0000000000000     , 
PHSPRV0 = 6*0.000000000000000E+000  , 
RHOB    =   100.000000000000     , 
STPMIN  =  0.000000000000000E+000, 
T0      =  -90.7404000000000     ,   119.707000000000     ,   122.384000000000     ,   
78.7238000000000     , 
  -69.6864000000000     ,   66.3401000000000     ,  -40.0561000000000     ,   
20.2520000000000     ,   29.7504000000000     , 
   24.3673000000000     ,  -135.691000000000     ,   79.4486000000000     ,   
87.6042000000000     ,   115.950000000000     , 
  -47.7570000000000     ,   79.1331000000000     ,  -30.0158000000000     ,   
33.3759000000000     ,   38.4750000000000     , 
   13.7708000000000     ,  -114.320000000000     ,   47.6837000000000     ,   
60.6096000000000     ,   95.7904000000000     , 
  -56.2238000000000     ,   49.4984000000000     ,  -24.8771000000000     ,   
3.77782000000000     ,   24.5460000000000     , 
  -6.34307000000000     ,  -68.1773000000000     ,   51.4711000000000     ,   
64.5890000000000     ,   53.4257000000000     , 
E-102 
  -30.9167000000000     ,   80.5217000000000     ,  -8.45332000000000     ,   
54.5955000000000     ,   66.7530000000000     , 
  -12.3537000000000     ,  -50.0393000000000     ,   63.8690000000000     ,   
76.5837000000000     ,   37.2833000000000     , 
   44.6353000000000     ,   79.2850000000000     ,  -5.47938000000000     ,   
73.2579000000000     ,   123.179000000000     , 
  -16.0665000000000     ,  -76.4795000000000     ,   107.928000000000     ,   
113.116000000000     ,   66.3884000000000     , 
  -48.8422000000000     ,   155.671000000000     ,  -59.0970000000000     ,   
67.7437000000000     ,   73.0725000000000     , 
   85.0414000000000     ,  -143.274000000000     ,   110.904000000000     ,   
110.159000000000     ,   131.805000000000     , 
  -89.7837000000000     ,   253.607000000000     ,   17.6567000000000     ,   
49.4077000000000     ,   19.5904000000000     , 
   70.4063000000000     ,  -137.090000000000     ,   35.3513000000000     ,   
41.2782000000000     ,   111.293000000000     , 
  -240.311000000000     ,   32.0795000000000     ,  -49.5137000000000     ,   
88.9283000000000     ,  0.494424000000000     , 
  -9.84387000000000     ,  -120.269000000000     ,   35.5072000000000     ,   
40.1790000000000     ,   68.5191000000000     , 
  -148.798000000000     ,   67.0002000000000     ,  -82.3286000000000     ,   
119.065000000000     ,  -13.4636000000000     , 
  -73.7842000000000     ,  -35.6918000000000     ,   52.9199000000000     ,   
96.5716000000000     ,   18.6970000000000     , 
  -48.3614000000000     ,  -20.1547000000000     ,  -115.603000000000     ,  -
21.8472000000000     ,   119.166000000000     , 
  -50.0921000000000     , 
WDT0    = 10*1.00000000000000        , 
WDX     = 10*0.000000000000000E+000  , 
WX      = 10*0.000000000000000E+000  , 







     ***************   OUTPUT DATA for Case Number  320   *************** 
 
 
  *****   The Initial T-Matrix (T0) and Either the Initial 
                    Previous Actual NLP Control Vector (CVPRV0) or 
                          the Initial Previous Control Amplitude (APRV0) 
                                and Phase Angle (PHSPRV0) Vectors Before 
                                         Compression are Directly Input   ***** 
 
  *****   Input the Initial Previous Actual NLP Control 
                   Vector (CVPRV0) Directly Via NAMELIST Input CDATA 
                         and then Compute the Previous Control Amplitude (APRV0) 
                              and Control Phase Angle (PHSPRV0) Vectors   ***** 
 
 
                  **********   Case Number  320   ********** 
  *****   Initial Previous Control Amplitude (APRV0) and Phase 
                             Angle (PHSPRV0) Vectors before Compression   ***** 
  Element    AL0               APRV0             AU0               PHSPRV0 
 
     1     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     2     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     3     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.30000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
     4     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     5     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
 
  *****   Previous Actual NLP Control Vector CVPRV0 Before Compression   ***** 
 
  Element        CVL0                CVPRV0              CVU0 
 
     1        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     2        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     3        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     4        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     5        -0.30000000D+00      0.00000000D+00      0.30000000D+00 
     6        -0.30000000D+00      0.00000000D+00      0.30000000D+00 
     7        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
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     8        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     9        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
    10        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
 
  *****   Either the BEFORE Compression Initial Actual NLP Control 
              Vector Estimates (CV00), OR the BEFORE Compression 
                 Initial Control Vector Amplitudes (A00) and Phase 
                    Angles (PHASE0) Estimates are Directly Input 
                       via NAMELIST Data CDATA                            ***** 
 
  *****   Input the Initial Actual NLP Control Vector Estimate 
                (CV00) Directly Via NAMELIST Input CDATA, and 
                        then Compute the Control Vector Amplitudes 
                              (A00) and Phase Angles (PHASE0) Estimates   ***** 
 
 
                  **********   Case Number  320   ********** 
 
 
  *****   Adjust the Initial Control Amplitude Estimates Vector 
           (A00) to define the Initial Control Amplitude Estimates 
            Vector (A0) to Within Limits If Required Before Compression   ***** 
 
 
  *****   Initial Control Amplitude Vector Estimates (A0), Its 
                       Limits (AL0 & AU0), and Its Phase Angle Vector 
                                  Estimates (PHASE0) Before Compression   ***** 
 
  Element    AL0               A0                AU0               PHASE0 
 
     1     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     1     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D-06    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     2     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     2     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D-06    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     3     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.30000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
     3     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D-06    0.30000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
     4     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     4     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D-06    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     5     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     5     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D-06    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
 
  *****   Initial Actual NLP Control Vector Estimates (CV0) and 
                            Its Limits (CVL0 & CVU0) Before Compression   ***** 
 
  Element        CVL0                CV0                 CVU0 
 
     1        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     2        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     3        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     4        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     5        -0.30000000D+00      0.00000000D+00      0.30000000D+00 
     6        -0.30000000D+00      0.00000000D+00      0.30000000D+00 
     7        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     8        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     9        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
    10        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
 
 
  *****   End Conditions Vector EC0, Previous Cycle 
                    End Conditions Vector ECPRV0, and Weighting 
                             Coefficient Vector WDT0 Before Compression   ***** 
 
 
  Element        EC0                 ECPRV0              WDT0 
 
     1        -0.95504700D+02     -0.95504700D+02      0.10000000D+01 
     2         0.75647200D+02      0.75647200D+02      0.10000000D+01 
     3         0.84882200D+02      0.84882200D+02      0.10000000D+01 
     4         0.80737600D+02      0.80737600D+02      0.10000000D+01 
     5        -0.65848100D+02     -0.65848100D+02      0.10000000D+01 
     6         0.77724100D+02      0.77724100D+02      0.10000000D+01 
     7        -0.37301000D+02     -0.37301000D+02      0.10000000D+01 
     8         0.31399400D+02      0.31399400D+02      0.10000000D+01 
     9         0.43590700D+02      0.43590700D+02      0.10000000D+01 
E-104 
    10         0.12152200D+02      0.12152200D+02      0.10000000D+01 
 
 
                  **********   Case Number  320   ********** 
 
 
               Specification of CV, T-matrix, and EC Compression 
 
                                 MSAVE0/MSAVE 
 
         1             0             0             0             0 
     1      1      0      0      0      0      0      0      0      0 
 
 
                                 NSAVE0/NSAVE 
 
         0             0             1             0             0 




 *******************   T-Matrix Compression is Initiated   ******************** 
 
 
  *****   Initial Control Vector (CV0), T-Matrix (T0), 
                                           and Measurement Vector (EC0)   ***** 
 
 
  *****   Initial Control Vector (CV0)   ***** 
 
   CV0     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
           0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
           0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
  *****   Initial Greatest Least Bounds (CVL0) for the 
                                                   Control Vector (CV0)   ***** 
 
  CVL0    -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02 
          -0.30000000D+00   -0.30000000D+00   -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02 
          -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02 
 
  *****   Initial Least Upper Bounds (CVU0) for the 
                                                   Control Vector (CV0)   ***** 
 
  CVU0     0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02 
           0.30000000D+00    0.30000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02 
           0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02 
 
 
    Row          *****   Initial T-Matrix (T0)   ***** 
 
 T0  1    -0.90740400D+02   -0.13569100D+03   -0.11432000D+03   -0.68177300D+02 
          -0.50039300D+02   -0.76479500D+02   -0.14327400D+03   -0.13709000D+03 
          -0.12026900D+03   -0.35691800D+02 
 
 T0  2     0.11970700D+03    0.79448600D+02    0.47683700D+02    0.51471100D+02 
           0.63869000D+02    0.10792800D+03    0.11090400D+03    0.35351300D+02 
           0.35507200D+02    0.52919900D+02 
 
 T0  3     0.12238400D+03    0.87604200D+02    0.60609600D+02    0.64589000D+02 
           0.76583700D+02    0.11311600D+03    0.11015900D+03    0.41278200D+02 
           0.40179000D+02    0.96571600D+02 
 
 T0  4     0.78723800D+02    0.11595000D+03    0.95790400D+02    0.53425700D+02 
           0.37283300D+02    0.66388400D+02    0.13180500D+03    0.11129300D+03 
           0.68519100D+02    0.18697000D+02 
 
 T0  5    -0.69686400D+02   -0.47757000D+02   -0.56223800D+02   -0.30916700D+02 
           0.44635300D+02   -0.48842200D+02   -0.89783700D+02   -0.24031100D+03 
          -0.14879800D+03   -0.48361400D+02 
 
 T0  6     0.66340100D+02    0.79133100D+02    0.49498400D+02    0.80521700D+02 
           0.79285000D+02    0.15567100D+03    0.25360700D+03    0.32079500D+02 
           0.67000200D+02   -0.20154700D+02 
E-105 
 
 T0  7    -0.40056100D+02   -0.30015800D+02   -0.24877100D+02   -0.84533200D+01 
          -0.54793800D+01   -0.59097000D+02    0.17656700D+02   -0.49513700D+02 
          -0.82328600D+02   -0.11560300D+03 
 
 T0  8     0.20252000D+02    0.33375900D+02    0.37778200D+01    0.54595500D+02 
           0.73257900D+02    0.67743700D+02    0.49407700D+02    0.88928300D+02 
           0.11906500D+03   -0.21847200D+02 
 
 T0  9     0.29750400D+02    0.38475000D+02    0.24546000D+02    0.66753000D+02 
           0.12317900D+03    0.73072500D+02    0.19590400D+02    0.49442400D+00 
          -0.13463600D+02    0.11916600D+03 
 
 T0 10     0.24367300D+02    0.13770800D+02   -0.63430700D+01   -0.12353700D+02 
          -0.16066500D+02    0.85041400D+02    0.70406300D+02   -0.98438700D+01 
          -0.73784200D+02   -0.50092100D+02 
 
 
  *****   Initial End Conditions Vector (EC0)   ***** 
 
   EC0    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02    0.84882200D+02    0.80737600D+02 
          -0.65848100D+02    0.77724100D+02   -0.37301000D+02    0.31399400D+02 
           0.43590700D+02    0.12152200D+02 
 
  *****   Initial End Conditions Weighting Coefficient Vector 
                                    (WDT0) for the Performance Index (F)  ***** 
 
  WDT0     0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
           0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
           0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
 
 
  *****   Initial Control Vector (CVPRV0) and Measurement 
                           Vector (ECPRV0) from the Previous Duty Cycle   ***** 
 
 
  *****   Initial Previous Cycle Control Vector (CVPRV0)   ***** 
 
CVPRV0     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
           0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
           0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
 
  *****   Initial Previous Cycle End Conditions Vector (ECPRV0)   ***** 
 
ECPRV0    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02    0.84882200D+02    0.80737600D+02 
          -0.65848100D+02    0.77724100D+02   -0.37301000D+02    0.31399400D+02 
           0.43590700D+02    0.12152200D+02 
 
 
  *****   Intermediate Control Vector (CV), T-Matrix (TT), 
               and Measurement Vector (ECT) after the First Compression   ***** 
 
 
  *****   Intermediate Control Vector (CV) after the First Compression   ***** 
 
    CV     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
  *****   Intermediate Greatest Least Bounds (CVL) for the 
                                                    Control Vector (CV)   ***** 
 
   CVL    -0.30000000D+00   -0.30000000D+00 
 
  *****   Intermediate Least Upper Bounds (CVU) for the 
                                                    Control Vector (CV)   ***** 
 
   CVU     0.30000000D+00    0.30000000D+00 
 
 
    Row        *****   Intermediate T-Matrix (TT)   ***** 
 
 TT  1    -0.50039300D+02   -0.76479500D+02 
 
 TT  2     0.63869000D+02    0.10792800D+03 
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 TT  3     0.76583700D+02    0.11311600D+03 
 
 TT  4     0.37283300D+02    0.66388400D+02 
 
 TT  5     0.44635300D+02   -0.48842200D+02 
 
 TT  6     0.79285000D+02    0.15567100D+03 
 
 TT  7    -0.54793800D+01   -0.59097000D+02 
 
 TT  8     0.73257900D+02    0.67743700D+02 
 
 TT  9     0.12317900D+03    0.73072500D+02 
 
 TT 10    -0.16066500D+02    0.85041400D+02 
 
 
  *****   Intermediate End Conditions Vector (ECT)   ***** 
   ECT    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02    0.84882200D+02    0.80737600D+02 
          -0.65848100D+02    0.77724100D+02   -0.37301000D+02    0.31399400D+02 
           0.43590700D+02    0.12152200D+02 
 
  *****   Intermediate End Conditions Weighting Coefficient Vector 
                                    (WDTT) for the Performance Index (F)  ***** 
 
  WDTT     0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
           0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
           0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
 
 
  *****   Intermediate Control Vector (CVPRV) and Measurement Vector 
                          (ECPRV0) from the Previous Duty Cycle after 
                                                  the First Compression   ***** 
 
 
  *****   Intermediate Previous Cycle Control Vector (CVPRV) after 
                                                  the First Compression   ***** 
 
 CVPRV     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
 
  *****   Intermediate Previous Cycle End Conditions Vector (ECPRVTT) 
                                            after the First Compression   ***** 
 
ECPRVT    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02    0.84882200D+02    0.80737600D+02 
          -0.65848100D+02    0.77724100D+02   -0.37301000D+02    0.31399400D+02 
           0.43590700D+02    0.12152200D+02 
 
 
  *****   Final Control Vector (CV), T-Matrix (T), and 
                   Measurement Vector (EC) after the Second Compression   ***** 
 
 
  *****   Final Control Vector (CV) after the Second Compression   ***** 
 
    CV     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
  *****   Greatest Least Bounds (CVL) Vector for the 
                                                    Control Vector (CV)   ***** 
 
   CVL    -0.30000000D+00   -0.30000000D+00 
 
  *****   Least Upper Bounds (CVU) Vector for the Control Vector (CV)   ***** 
 
   CVU     0.30000000D+00    0.30000000D+00 
 
 
    Row            *****   Final T-Matrix (T)   ***** 
 
  T  1    -0.50039300D+02   -0.76479500D+02 
 




  *****   Final End Conditions Vector (EC) after the Second Compression   ***** 
 
    EC    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02 
 
  *****   Final End Conditions Weighting Coefficient Vector 
                                     (WDT) for the Performance Index (F)  ***** 
 
   WDT     0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
 
  *****   Final Control Vector (CVPRV) and Measurement Vector 
                        (ECPRV) from the Previous Duty Cycle after 
                                                 the Second Compression   ***** 
 
 
  *****   Final Previous Cycle Control Vector (CVPRV) after 
                                                 the Second Compression   ***** 
 
 CVPRV     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
 
  *****   Final Previous Cycle End Conditions Vector (ECPRV) 
                                           after the Second Compression   ***** 
 
 ECPRV    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02 
 
 
 *******************   T-Matrix Compression is Completed   ******************** 
 
 
  *****   Initial End Conditions Vector EC   ***** 
 
 
    -0.95504700D+02      0.75647200D+02 
 
 
  *****   Initial Performance Index  =   0.14843647D+05   ***** 
 
  *****   Initial Control Amplitude (A) and Phase Angle (PHASE) Vectors   ***** 
 
  Element    AL               A                 AU                PHASE 
 
     1     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.30000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
 
*****   Initial Constraint Function Values for Case Number  320   ***** 
 
                                     LSAVE 
 
     1      0 
 
  *****   Inequality Constraints   ***** 
 
  Element        Constraint          Amplitude           Max Amp 
 
     1         0.30000000D+00      0.00000000D+00      0.30000000D+00 
 
 




   -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
    START OF THE SEQUENTIAL QUADRATIC PROGRAMMING ALGORITHM 
   -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
    Parameters: 
       N      =       2 
       M      =       1 
       ME     =       0 
       MODE   =       0 
       ACC    =   0.1000D-06 
       ACCQP  =   0.1000D-11 
       STPMIN =   0.0000D+00 
E-108 
       RHOB   =   0.1000D+03 
       MAXFUN =      30 
       MAXNM  =      10 
       MAXIT  =     300 
       IPRINT =       2 
 
    Output in the following order: 
       IT    - iteration number 
       F     - objective function value 
       SCV   - sum of constraint violations 
       NA    - number of active constraints 
       I     - number of line search iterations 
       ALPHA - steplength parameter 
       DELTA - additional variable to prevent inconsistency 
       KKT   - Karush-Kuhn-Tucker optimality criterion 
 
 
     IT         F          SCV      NA  I    ALPHA     DELTA     KKT 
   -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
      1  0.14843647D+05  0.00D+00    1  0  0.00D+00  0.00D+00  0.30D+05 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
      2  0.38930948D+04  0.12D+00    1  1  0.10D+01  0.00D+00  0.35D+04 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
      3  0.56497252D+04  0.25D-01    1  1  0.10D+01  0.00D+00  0.59D+03 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
      4  0.57001441D+04  0.18D-01    1  2  0.43D+00  0.00D+00  0.75D+03 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
      5  0.60819734D+04  0.60D-04    1  1  0.10D+01  0.00D+00  0.14D+01 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
      6  0.60819919D+04  0.55D-04    1  2  0.14D+00  0.00D+00  0.24D+01 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
      7  0.60832096D+04  0.14D-07    1  1  0.10D+01  0.00D+00  0.61D-03 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
      8  0.60832098D+04  0.76D-08    1  2  0.46D+00  0.00D+00  0.33D-03 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
      9  0.60832099D+04  0.36D-12    1  1  0.10D+01  0.00D+00  0.16D-07 
 
 
     --- Final Convergence Analysis at Last Iterate --- 
 
       Objective function value:      F(X)  =  0.60832099D+04 
       Solution values:               X     = 
         -0.15931559D+00 -0.25420177D+00 
       Distances from lower bounds:   X-XL  = 
          0.14068441D+00  0.45798227D-01 
       Distances from upper bounds:   XU-X  = 
          0.45931559D+00  0.55420177D+00 
       Multipliers for lower bounds:  U     = 
          0.00000000D+00  0.00000000D+00 
       Multipliers for upper bounds:  U     = 
          0.00000000D+00  0.00000000D+00 
       Constraint values:             G(X)  = 
         -0.35921266D-12 
       Multipliers for constraints:   U     = 
          0.21981257D+05 
       Number of function calls:      NFUNC =      12 
       Number of gradient calls:      NGRAD =       9 
       Number of calls of QP solver:  NQL   =       9 
 
 




           *****   Number of Function Evaluations  =     30   ***** 
 
 
  *****   Solution Control Vector for Case Number  320   ***** 
 
  Element    CVL               CV                CVU               CV - CV0 
 
     1    -0.30000000D+00   -0.15931559D+00    0.30000000D+00   -0.15931559D+00 
     2    -0.30000000D+00   -0.25420177D+00    0.30000000D+00   -0.25420177D+00 
 
 
  *****   Predicted Measurement Vector EC   ***** 
 
    -0.68091442D+02      0.38036394D+02 
 
 
  *****   NLP Solution Performance Index  =   0.60832099D+04   ***** 
 
 
  *****   Predicted Measurement Vector EC   ***** 
 
    -0.68091435D+02      0.38036383D+02 
 
 
  *****   NLP Solution Performance Index  =   0.60832099D+04   ***** 
 
 
  *****   Predicted Control Amplitude Vector (A) 
                   Its Limits (AL & AU), and Its Phase Angle 
                                      Vector (PHASE) Before Compression   ***** 
 
  Element    AL               A                 AU                PHASE 
 
     1     0.00000000D+00    0.30000000D+00    0.30000000D+00   -0.14792344D+03 
 
 
*****   Solution Constraint Function Values for Case Number  320   ***** 
 
                                     LSAVE 
 
     1      0 
 
  *****   Inequality Constraints   ***** 
 
  Element        Constraint          Amplitude           Max Amp 
 
     1        -0.35921266D-12      0.30000000D+00      0.30000000D+00 
 
 
                 **********   End Case Number  320   ********** 
 
END of RUN. 
  
***********  END  **********   END   *********   
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A (2 x 2) T-Matrix problem assumes a two dimensional control vector comprised of one 
harmonic [(FYS, FYC)], and a two dimensional end conditions vector comprised of one 




























!  *****   Start of Case  25                        Input Data   ***** 
!          T is (2x2)  with   No Constraints. 
!          CV  is comprised of the  4  per rev flap angles. 
!          EC  is comprised of the  FY  5p Hub Loads. 
! 
 ACC     =    1.0D-8, 
 ACC     =    1.0D-7, 
 ACCQP   =    1.0D-12, 
 AL0     =    0.00,   0.00,   0.00,   0.00,   0.00, 
 AU0     =   10.00,  10.00,  10.00,  10.00,  10.00, 
 CV00(1) =    0.000,     0.000,     0.000,     0.000,     0.000, 
 CV00(6) =    0.000,     0.000,     0.000,     0.000,     0.000, 
 CVOUT   =      1, 
 CVOUT   =      0, 
 CVPRV0(1) =    0.000,     0.000,     0.000,     0.000,     0.000, 
 CVPRV0(6) =    0.000,     0.000,     0.000,     0.000,     0.000, 
 ECPRV0(1) =  -95.5047,   75.6472,   84.8822,   80.7376,  -65.8481, 
 ECPRV0(6) =   77.7241,  -37.3010,   31.3994,   43.5907,   12.1522, 
 ICASE   =     25, 
 IDATA   =      3, 
 IOPT    =      1, 
 ITOUT   =      0, 
 ITOUT   =      4, 
 ITOUT   =      2, 
 ITOUT   =      1, 
 ITOUT   =      3, 
 LQL     =   .FALSE., 
 LQL     =   .TRUE., 
 LSAVE   =    0,   0,   0,   0,   0,   0, 
 MAXASUM =    3.000, 
 MAXIT   =  300, 
 MAXNM   =    0, 
 MAXNM   =   10, 
 MI      =    0, 
 MSAVE0  =    0,   1,   0,   0,   0, 
 NSAVE0  =    0,   0,   1,   0,   0, 
 NX0     =   10, 
 NZ0     =   10, 
 OPTEND  =    1, 
 OPTEND  =    2, 
 OPTEND  =    3, 
 RHOB    =    0.0, 




  T0(1,1)   =   -90.74040,   119.70700,   122.38400,    78.72380,   -69.68640, 
  T0(6,1)   =    66.34010,   -40.05610,    20.25200,    29.75040,    24.36730, 
  T0(1,2)   =  -135.69100,    79.44860,    87.60420,   115.95000,   -47.75700, 
  T0(6,2)   =    79.13310,   -30.01580,    33.37590,    38.47500,    13.77080, 
  T0(1,3)   =  -114.32000,    47.68370,    60.60960,    95.79040,   -56.22380, 
  T0(6,3)   =    49.49840,   -24.87710,     3.77782,    24.54600,    -6.34307, 
  T0(1,4)   =   -68.17730,    51.47110,    64.58900,    53.42570,   -30.91670, 
  T0(6,4)   =    80.52170,    -8.45332,    54.59550,    66.75300,   -12.35370, 
  T0(1,5)   =   -50.03930,    63.86900,    76.58370,    37.28330,    44.63530,   
  T0(6,5)   =    79.28500,    -5.47938,    73.25790,   123.17900,   -16.06650,  
  T0(1,6)   =   -76.47950,   107.92800,   113.11600,    66.38840,   -48.84220, 
  T0(6,6)   =   155.67100,   -59.09700,    67.74370,    73.07250,    85.04140, 
  T0(1,7)   =  -143.274,     110.904,     110.159,     131.805,     -89.7837, 
  T0(6,7)   =   253.607,      17.6567,     49.4077,     19.5904,     70.4063, 
  T0(1,8)   =  -137.09,       35.3513,     41.2782,    111.293,    -240.311, 
  T0(6,8)   =    32.0795,    -49.5137,     88.9283,      0.494424,   -9.84387, 
  T0(1,9)   =  -120.269,      35.5072,     40.179,      68.5191,   -148.798, 
  T0(6,9)   =    67.0002,    -82.3286,    119.065,     -13.4636,    -73.7842, 
  T0(1,10)  =   -35.6918,     52.9199,     96.5716,     18.697,     -48.3614, 
  T0(6,10)  =   -20.1547,   -115.603,     -21.8472,    119.166,     -50.0921, 
! 
 MULT    =         0, 
E-113 
 MULT    =         1, 
! 





!  *****   Start of Case  1025                      Input Data   ***** 
!          T is (2x2)  with   One Constraint. 
!          CV  is comprised of the  4  per rev flap angles. 
!          EC  is comprised of the  FY  5p Hub Loads. 
! 
 AU0     =   10.00,  10.00,  10.00,  10.00,  10.00, 
 ICASE   = 1025, 
 IOPT    =    1, 
 LSAVE   =    1,   0,   0,   0,   0,   0, 
 MI      =    1, 
 MSAVE0  =    0,   1,   0,   0,   0, 
 NSAVE0  =    0,   0,   1,   0,   0, 
! 
 MULT    =         0, 
 MULT    =         1, 
! 





!  *****   Start of Case   525                      Input Data   ***** 
!          T is (2x2)  with   One Constraint. 
!          CV  is comprised of the  4  per rev flap angles. 
!          EC  is comprised of the  FY  5p Hub Loads. 
! 
 AU0     =   10.00,  10.00,   5.00,  10.00,  10.00, 
 ICASE   =  525, 
 IOPT    =    1, 
 LSAVE   =    1,   0,   0,   0,   0,   0, 
 MI      =    1, 
 MSAVE0  =    0,   1,   0,   0,   0, 
 NSAVE0  =    0,   0,   1,   0,   0, 
! 
 MULT    =         0, 
 MULT    =         1, 
! 





!  *****   Start of Case   325                      Input Data   ***** 
!          T is (2x2)  with   One Constraint. 
!          CV  is comprised of the  4  per rev flap angles. 
!          EC  is comprised of the  FY  5p Hub Loads. 
! 
 AU0     =   10.00,  10.00,   3.00,  10.00,  10.00, 
 ICASE   =  325, 
 IOPT    =    1, 
 LSAVE   =    1,   0,   0,   0,   0,   0, 
 MI      =    1, 
 MSAVE0  =    0,   1,   0,   0,   0, 
 NSAVE0  =    0,   0,   1,   0,   0, 
! 
 MULT    =         0, 
 MULT    =         1, 
! 





!  *****   Start of Case   125                      Input Data   ***** 
!          T is (2x2)  with   One Constraint. 
!          CV  is comprised of the  4  per rev flap angles. 
!          EC  is comprised of the  FY  5p Hub Loads. 
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! 
 AU0     =   10.00,  10.00,   1.00,  10.00,  10.00, 
 ICASE   =  125, 
 IOPT    =    1, 
 LSAVE   =    1,   0,   0,   0,   0,   0, 
 MI      =    1, 
 MSAVE0  =    0,   1,   0,   0,   0, 
 NSAVE0  =    0,   0,   1,   0,   0, 
! 
 MULT    =         0, 
 MULT    =         1, 
! 





!  *****   Start of Case   0325                     Input Data   ***** 
!          T is (2x2)  with   One Constraint. 
!          CV  is comprised of the  4  per rev flap angles. 
!          EC  is comprised of the  FY  5p Hub Loads. 
! 
 AU0     =   10.00,  10.00,   0.30,  10.00,  10.00, 
 ICASE   = 0325, 
 IOPT    =    1, 
 LSAVE   =    1,   0,   0,   0,   0,   0, 
 MI      =    1, 
 MSAVE0  =    0,   1,   0,   0,   0, 
 NSAVE0  =    0,   0,   1,   0,   0, 
! 
 MULT    =         1, 
 MULT    =         0, 
! 






   *********   OUTPUT   *****   OUTPUT   ********    
  
  





          ***************   Start Case Number   25   *************** 
 
 




A00     = 6*1.00000000000000        , 
ACC     =  1.000000000000000E-007, 
ACCQP   =  1.000000000000000E-012, 
AL0     = 5*0.000000000000000E+000  , -1.000000000000000E-007, 
ALPHA   =   1.00000000000000     , 
APRV0   = 6*0.000000000000000E+000  , 
AU0     = 5*10.0000000000000        ,   3.00000000000000     , 
CRAN1   =   2.00000000000000     , 
CRAN2   =   3.00000000000000     , 
CRAN3   =   1.00000000000000     , 
CRAN4   =   1.00000000000000     , 
CV00    = 14*0.000000000000000E+000  , 
CVOUT   =           0, 
CVPRV0  = 14*0.000000000000000E+000  , 
ECPRV0  =  -95.5047000000000     ,   75.6472000000000     ,   84.8822000000000     ,   
80.7376000000000     , 
  -65.8481000000000     ,   77.7241000000000     ,  -37.3010000000000     ,   
31.3994000000000     ,   43.5907000000000     , 
   12.1522000000000     , 
EPS     =  1.000000000000000E-007, 
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ICASE   =          25, 
ICYCL0  =        2000, 
IDATA   =           3, 
IN      =           5, 
IOPT    =           1, 
IOUT    =           6, 
IPRINT  =           2, 
ISEED1  =        2395,        4013,        3813,        1837, 
ISEED2  =        1843,        4011,        3364,        2835, 
ISEED3  =        3962,        1111,        3215,        2637, 
ISEED4  =        2397,        1504,        4031,        3173, 
ITOUT   =           3, 
L       =           1, 
LQL     = T, 
LSAVE   = 6*0, 
MAXASUM =   3.00000000000000     , 
MAXFUN  =          30, 
MAXIT   =         300, 
MAXNM   =          10, 
MI      =           0, 
MINASUM =  0.000000000000000E+000, 
MODE    =           0, 
MSAVE0  =           0,           1, 3*0, 5*1, 
MULT    =           1, 
NSAVE0  = 2*0,           1, 2*0, 5*1, 
NX0     =          10, 
NZ0     =          10, 
OPTEND  =           3, 
PHASE0  = 6*90.0000000000000        , 
PHSPRV0 = 6*0.000000000000000E+000  , 
RHOB    =   100.000000000000     , 
STPMIN  =  0.000000000000000E+000, 
T0      =  -90.7404000000000     ,   119.707000000000     ,   122.384000000000     ,   
78.7238000000000     , 
  -69.6864000000000     ,   66.3401000000000     ,  -40.0561000000000     ,   
20.2520000000000     ,   29.7504000000000     , 
   24.3673000000000     ,  -135.691000000000     ,   79.4486000000000     ,   
87.6042000000000     ,   115.950000000000     , 
  -47.7570000000000     ,   79.1331000000000     ,  -30.0158000000000     ,   
33.3759000000000     ,   38.4750000000000     , 
   13.7708000000000     ,  -114.320000000000     ,   47.6837000000000     ,   
60.6096000000000     ,   95.7904000000000     , 
  -56.2238000000000     ,   49.4984000000000     ,  -24.8771000000000     ,   
3.77782000000000     ,   24.5460000000000     , 
  -6.34307000000000     ,  -68.1773000000000     ,   51.4711000000000     ,   
64.5890000000000     ,   53.4257000000000     , 
  -30.9167000000000     ,   80.5217000000000     ,  -8.45332000000000     ,   
54.5955000000000     ,   66.7530000000000     , 
  -12.3537000000000     ,  -50.0393000000000     ,   63.8690000000000     ,   
76.5837000000000     ,   37.2833000000000     , 
   44.6353000000000     ,   79.2850000000000     ,  -5.47938000000000     ,   
73.2579000000000     ,   123.179000000000     , 
  -16.0665000000000     ,  -76.4795000000000     ,   107.928000000000     ,   
113.116000000000     ,   66.3884000000000     , 
  -48.8422000000000     ,   155.671000000000     ,  -59.0970000000000     ,   
67.7437000000000     ,   73.0725000000000     , 
   85.0414000000000     ,  -143.274000000000     ,   110.904000000000     ,   
110.159000000000     ,   131.805000000000     , 
  -89.7837000000000     ,   253.607000000000     ,   17.6567000000000     ,   
49.4077000000000     ,   19.5904000000000     , 
   70.4063000000000     ,  -137.090000000000     ,   35.3513000000000     ,   
41.2782000000000     ,   111.293000000000     , 
  -240.311000000000     ,   32.0795000000000     ,  -49.5137000000000     ,   
88.9283000000000     ,  0.494424000000000     , 
  -9.84387000000000     ,  -120.269000000000     ,   35.5072000000000     ,   
40.1790000000000     ,   68.5191000000000     , 
  -148.798000000000     ,   67.0002000000000     ,  -82.3286000000000     ,   
119.065000000000     ,  -13.4636000000000     , 
  -73.7842000000000     ,  -35.6918000000000     ,   52.9199000000000     ,   
96.5716000000000     ,   18.6970000000000     , 
  -48.3614000000000     ,  -20.1547000000000     ,  -115.603000000000     ,  -
21.8472000000000     ,   119.166000000000     , 
  -50.0921000000000     , 
WDT0    = 10*1.00000000000000        , 
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WDX     = 10*0.000000000000000E+000  , 
WX      = 10*0.000000000000000E+000  , 







     ***************   OUTPUT DATA for Case Number   25   *************** 
 
 
  *****   The Initial T-Matrix (T0) and Either the Initial 
                    Previous Actual NLP Control Vector (CVPRV0) or 
                          the Initial Previous Control Amplitude (APRV0) 
                                and Phase Angle (PHSPRV0) Vectors Before 
                                         Compression are Directly Input   ***** 
 
  *****   Input the Initial Previous Actual NLP Control 
                   Vector (CVPRV0) Directly Via NAMELIST Input CDATA 
                         and then Compute the Previous Control Amplitude (APRV0) 
                              and Control Phase Angle (PHSPRV0) Vectors   ***** 
 
 
                  **********   Case Number   25   ********** 
 
 
  *****   Initial Previous Control Amplitude (APRV0) and Phase 
                             Angle (PHSPRV0) Vectors before Compression   ***** 
  Element    AL0               APRV0             AU0               PHSPRV0 
 
     1     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     2     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     3     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     4     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     5     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
 
  *****   Previous Actual NLP Control Vector CVPRV0 Before Compression   ***** 
 
  Element        CVL0                CVPRV0              CVU0 
 
     1        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     2        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     3        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     4        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     5        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     6        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     7        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     8        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     9        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
    10        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
 
  *****   Either the BEFORE Compression Initial Actual NLP Control 
              Vector Estimates (CV00), OR the BEFORE Compression 
                 Initial Control Vector Amplitudes (A00) and Phase 
                    Angles (PHASE0) Estimates are Directly Input 
                       via NAMELIST Data CDATA                            ***** 
 
  *****   Input the Initial Actual NLP Control Vector Estimate 
                (CV00) Directly Via NAMELIST Input CDATA, and 
                        then Compute the Control Vector Amplitudes 
                              (A00) and Phase Angles (PHASE0) Estimates   ***** 
 
 
                  **********   Case Number   25   ********** 
 
 
  *****   Adjust the Initial Control Amplitude Estimates Vector 
           (A00) to define the Initial Control Amplitude Estimates 
            Vector (A0) to Within Limits If Required Before Compression   ***** 
 
 
  *****   Initial Control Amplitude Vector Estimates (A0), Its 
                       Limits (AL0 & AU0), and Its Phase Angle Vector 
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                                  Estimates (PHASE0) Before Compression   ***** 
 
  Element    AL0               A0                AU0               PHASE0 
 
     1     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     1     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D-06    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     2     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     2     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D-06    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     3     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     3     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D-06    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     4     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     4     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D-06    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     5     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     5     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D-06    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
 
  *****   Initial Actual NLP Control Vector Estimates (CV0) and 
                            Its Limits (CVL0 & CVU0) Before Compression   ***** 
 
  Element        CVL0                CV0                 CVU0 
 
     1        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     2        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     3        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     4        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     5        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     6        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     7        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     8        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     9        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
    10        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
 
 
  *****   End Conditions Vector EC0, Previous Cycle 
                    End Conditions Vector ECPRV0, and Weighting 
                             Coefficient Vector WDT0 Before Compression   ***** 
 
 
  Element        EC0                 ECPRV0              WDT0 
 
     1        -0.95504700D+02     -0.95504700D+02      0.10000000D+01 
     2         0.75647200D+02      0.75647200D+02      0.10000000D+01 
     3         0.84882200D+02      0.84882200D+02      0.10000000D+01 
     4         0.80737600D+02      0.80737600D+02      0.10000000D+01 
     5        -0.65848100D+02     -0.65848100D+02      0.10000000D+01 
     6         0.77724100D+02      0.77724100D+02      0.10000000D+01 
     7        -0.37301000D+02     -0.37301000D+02      0.10000000D+01 
     8         0.31399400D+02      0.31399400D+02      0.10000000D+01 
     9         0.43590700D+02      0.43590700D+02      0.10000000D+01 
    10         0.12152200D+02      0.12152200D+02      0.10000000D+01 
 
 




               Specification of CV, T-matrix, and EC Compression 
 
                                 MSAVE0/MSAVE 
 
         0             1             0             0             0 
     0      0      1      1      0      0      0      0      0      0 
 
 
                                 NSAVE0/NSAVE 
 
         0             0             1             0             0 









  *****   Initial Control Vector (CV0), T-Matrix (T0), 
                                           and Measurement Vector (EC0)   ***** 
 
 
  *****   Initial Control Vector (CV0)   ***** 
 
   CV0     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
           0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
           0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
  *****   Initial Greatest Least Bounds (CVL0) for the 
                                                   Control Vector (CV0)   ***** 
 
  CVL0    -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02 
          -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02 
          -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02 
 
  *****   Initial Least Upper Bounds (CVU0) for the 
                                                   Control Vector (CV0)   ***** 
 
  CVU0     0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02 
           0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02 
           0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02 
 
 
    Row          *****   Initial T-Matrix (T0)   ***** 
 
 T0  1    -0.90740400D+02   -0.13569100D+03   -0.11432000D+03   -0.68177300D+02 
          -0.50039300D+02   -0.76479500D+02   -0.14327400D+03   -0.13709000D+03 
          -0.12026900D+03   -0.35691800D+02 
 
 T0  2     0.11970700D+03    0.79448600D+02    0.47683700D+02    0.51471100D+02 
           0.63869000D+02    0.10792800D+03    0.11090400D+03    0.35351300D+02 
           0.35507200D+02    0.52919900D+02 
 
 T0  3     0.12238400D+03    0.87604200D+02    0.60609600D+02    0.64589000D+02 
           0.76583700D+02    0.11311600D+03    0.11015900D+03    0.41278200D+02 
           0.40179000D+02    0.96571600D+02 
 
 T0  4     0.78723800D+02    0.11595000D+03    0.95790400D+02    0.53425700D+02 
           0.37283300D+02    0.66388400D+02    0.13180500D+03    0.11129300D+03 
           0.68519100D+02    0.18697000D+02 
 
 T0  5    -0.69686400D+02   -0.47757000D+02   -0.56223800D+02   -0.30916700D+02 
           0.44635300D+02   -0.48842200D+02   -0.89783700D+02   -0.24031100D+03 
          -0.14879800D+03   -0.48361400D+02 
 
 T0  6     0.66340100D+02    0.79133100D+02    0.49498400D+02    0.80521700D+02 
           0.79285000D+02    0.15567100D+03    0.25360700D+03    0.32079500D+02 
           0.67000200D+02   -0.20154700D+02 
 
 T0  7    -0.40056100D+02   -0.30015800D+02   -0.24877100D+02   -0.84533200D+01 
          -0.54793800D+01   -0.59097000D+02    0.17656700D+02   -0.49513700D+02 
          -0.82328600D+02   -0.11560300D+03 
 
 T0  8     0.20252000D+02    0.33375900D+02    0.37778200D+01    0.54595500D+02 
           0.73257900D+02    0.67743700D+02    0.49407700D+02    0.88928300D+02 
           0.11906500D+03   -0.21847200D+02 
 
 T0  9     0.29750400D+02    0.38475000D+02    0.24546000D+02    0.66753000D+02 
           0.12317900D+03    0.73072500D+02    0.19590400D+02    0.49442400D+00 
          -0.13463600D+02    0.11916600D+03 
 
 T0 10     0.24367300D+02    0.13770800D+02   -0.63430700D+01   -0.12353700D+02 
          -0.16066500D+02    0.85041400D+02    0.70406300D+02   -0.98438700D+01 
          -0.73784200D+02   -0.50092100D+02 
 
 
  *****   Initial End Conditions Vector (EC0)   ***** 
 
   EC0    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02    0.84882200D+02    0.80737600D+02 
          -0.65848100D+02    0.77724100D+02   -0.37301000D+02    0.31399400D+02 
           0.43590700D+02    0.12152200D+02 
 
E-119 
  *****   Initial End Conditions Weighting Coefficient Vector 
                                    (WDT0) for the Performance Index (F)  ***** 
  WDT0     0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
           0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
           0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
 
 
  *****   Initial Control Vector (CVPRV0) and Measurement 
                           Vector (ECPRV0) from the Previous Duty Cycle   ***** 
 
 
  *****   Initial Previous Cycle Control Vector (CVPRV0)   ***** 
 
CVPRV0     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
           0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
           0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
 
  *****   Initial Previous Cycle End Conditions Vector (ECPRV0)   ***** 
 
ECPRV0    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02    0.84882200D+02    0.80737600D+02 
          -0.65848100D+02    0.77724100D+02   -0.37301000D+02    0.31399400D+02 
           0.43590700D+02    0.12152200D+02 
 
 
  *****   Intermediate Control Vector (CV), T-Matrix (TT), 
               and Measurement Vector (ECT) after the First Compression   ***** 
 
 
  *****   Intermediate Control Vector (CV) after the First Compression   ***** 
 
    CV     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
  *****   Intermediate Greatest Least Bounds (CVL) for the 
                                                    Control Vector (CV)   ***** 
 
   CVL    -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02 
 
  *****   Intermediate Least Upper Bounds (CVU) for the 
                                                    Control Vector (CV)   ***** 
 
   CVU     0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02 
 
 
    Row        *****   Intermediate T-Matrix (TT)   ***** 
 
 TT  1    -0.50039300D+02   -0.76479500D+02 
 
 TT  2     0.63869000D+02    0.10792800D+03 
 
 TT  3     0.76583700D+02    0.11311600D+03 
 
 TT  4     0.37283300D+02    0.66388400D+02 
 
 TT  5     0.44635300D+02   -0.48842200D+02 
 
 TT  6     0.79285000D+02    0.15567100D+03 
 
 TT  7    -0.54793800D+01   -0.59097000D+02 
 
 TT  8     0.73257900D+02    0.67743700D+02 
 
 TT  9     0.12317900D+03    0.73072500D+02 
 
 TT 10    -0.16066500D+02    0.85041400D+02 
 
  *****   Intermediate End Conditions Vector (ECT)   ***** 
   ECT    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02    0.84882200D+02    0.80737600D+02 
          -0.65848100D+02    0.77724100D+02   -0.37301000D+02    0.31399400D+02 
           0.43590700D+02    0.12152200D+02 
 
  *****   Intermediate End Conditions Weighting Coefficient Vector 
                                    (WDTT) for the Performance Index (F)  ***** 
 
E-120 
  WDTT     0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
           0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
           0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
 
 
  *****   Intermediate Control Vector (CVPRV) and Measurement Vector 
                          (ECPRV0) from the Previous Duty Cycle after 
                                                  the First Compression   ***** 
 
 
  *****   Intermediate Previous Cycle Control Vector (CVPRV) after 
                                                  the First Compression   ***** 
 
 CVPRV     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
 
  *****   Intermediate Previous Cycle End Conditions Vector (ECPRVTT) 
                                            after the First Compression   ***** 
 
ECPRVT    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02    0.84882200D+02    0.80737600D+02 
          -0.65848100D+02    0.77724100D+02   -0.37301000D+02    0.31399400D+02 
           0.43590700D+02    0.12152200D+02 
 
 
  *****   Final Control Vector (CV), T-Matrix (T), and 
                   Measurement Vector (EC) after the Second Compression   ***** 
 
 
  *****   Final Control Vector (CV) after the Second Compression   ***** 
 
    CV     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
  *****   Greatest Least Bounds (CVL) Vector for the 
                                                    Control Vector (CV)   ***** 
 
   CVL    -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02 
 
  *****   Least Upper Bounds (CVU) Vector for the Control Vector (CV)   ***** 
 
   CVU     0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02 
 
 
    Row            *****   Final T-Matrix (T)   ***** 
 
  T  1     0.76583700D+02    0.11311600D+03 
 
  T  2     0.37283300D+02    0.66388400D+02 
 
 
  *****   Final End Conditions Vector (EC) after the Second Compression   ***** 
 
    EC     0.84882200D+02    0.80737600D+02 
 
  *****   Final End Conditions Weighting Coefficient Vector 
                                     (WDT) for the Performance Index (F)  ***** 
 
   WDT     0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
 
  *****   Final Control Vector (CVPRV) and Measurement Vector 
                        (ECPRV) from the Previous Duty Cycle after 
                                                 the Second Compression   ***** 
 
 
  *****   Final Previous Cycle Control Vector (CVPRV) after 
                                                 the Second Compression   ***** 
 
 CVPRV     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
 
  *****   Final Previous Cycle End Conditions Vector (ECPRV) 
                                           after the Second Compression   ***** 
 




 *******************   T-Matrix Compression is Completed   ******************** 
 
 
  *****   Initial End Conditions Vector EC   ***** 
 
 
     0.84882200D+02      0.80737600D+02 
 
 
  *****   Initial Performance Index  =   0.13723548D+05   ***** 
 
  *****   Initial Control Amplitude (A) and Phase Angle (PHASE) Vectors   ***** 
 
  Element    AL               A                 AU                PHASE 
 
     1     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
 
 
                  **********   Case Number   25   ********** 
 
 
                                     LSAVE 
 
     0      0 
 
 




   -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
    START OF THE SEQUENTIAL QUADRATIC PROGRAMMING ALGORITHM 
   -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
    Parameters: 
       N      =       2 
       M      =       0 
       ME     =       0 
       MODE   =       0 
       ACC    =   0.1000D-06 
       ACCQP  =   0.1000D-11 
       STPMIN =   0.0000D+00 
       RHOB   =   0.1000D+03 
       MAXFUN =      30 
       MAXNM  =      10 
       MAXIT  =     300 
       IPRINT =       2 
 
    Output in the following order: 
       IT    - iteration number 
       F     - objective function value 
       SCV   - sum of constraint violations 
       NA    - number of active constraints 
       I     - number of line search iterations 
       ALPHA - steplength parameter 
       DELTA - additional variable to prevent inconsistency 
       KKT   - Karush-Kuhn-Tucker optimality criterion 
 
 
     IT         F          SCV      NA  I    ALPHA     DELTA     KKT 
   -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
      1  0.13723548D+05  0.00D+00    0  0  0.00D+00  0.00D+00  0.98D+06 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
      2  0.11512681D+05  0.00D+00    0  2  0.10D+00  0.00D+00  0.29D+05 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
      3  0.15592366D+04  0.00D+00    0  1  0.10D+01  0.00D+00  0.20D+05 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
      4  0.57961255D+03  0.00D+00    0  2  0.27D+00  0.00D+00  0.12D+04 
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                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
      5  0.10595045D-06  0.00D+00    0  1  0.10D+01  0.00D+00  0.23D-06 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
      6  0.56974686D-08  0.00D+00    0  1  0.10D+01  0.00D+00  0.50D-18 
 
 
     --- Final Convergence Analysis at Last Iterate --- 
 
       Objective function value:      F(X)  =  0.56974686D-08 
       Solution values:               X     = 
          0.40343789D+01 -0.34818226D+01 
       Distances from lower bounds:   X-XL  = 
          0.14034379D+02  0.65181774D+01 
       Distances from upper bounds:   XU-X  = 
          0.59656211D+01  0.13481823D+02 
       Multipliers for lower bounds:  U     = 
          0.00000000D+00  0.00000000D+00 
       Multipliers for upper bounds:  U     = 
          0.00000000D+00  0.00000000D+00 
       Number of function calls:      NFUNC =       8 
       Number of gradient calls:      NGRAD =       6 
       Number of calls of QP solver:  NQL   =       6 
 
 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
 
 
           *****   Number of Function Evaluations  =     20   ***** 
 
 
  *****   Solution Control Vector for Case Number   25   ***** 
 
  Element    CVL               CV                CVU               CV - CV0 
 
     1    -0.10000000D+02    0.40343789D+01    0.10000000D+02    0.40343789D+01 
     2    -0.10000000D+02   -0.34818226D+01    0.10000000D+02   -0.34818226D+01 
 
 
  *****   Predicted Measurement Vector EC   ***** 
 
     0.56108699D-04     -0.50490347D-04 
 
 




  *****   Predicted Measurement Vector EC   ***** 
 
     0.16723715D-04     -0.73605611D-04 
 
 




  *****   Predicted Control Amplitude Vector (A) 
                   Its Limits (AL & AU), and Its Phase Angle 
                                      Vector (PHASE) Before Compression   ***** 
 
  Element    AL               A                 AU                PHASE 
 
     1     0.00000000D+00    0.53290995D+01    0.10000000D+02    0.13079544D+03 
 
 












          ***************   Start Case Number 1025   *************** 
 
 




A00     = 5*0.000000000000000E+000  ,   1.00000000000000     , 
ACC     =  1.000000000000000E-007, 
ACCQP   =  1.000000000000000E-012, 
AL0     = 5*0.000000000000000E+000  , -1.000000000000000E-007, 
ALPHA   =   1.00000000000000     , 
APRV0   = 6*0.000000000000000E+000  , 
AU0     = 5*10.0000000000000        ,   3.00000000000000     , 
CRAN1   =   2.00000000000000     , 
CRAN2   =   3.00000000000000     , 
CRAN3   =   1.00000000000000     , 
CRAN4   =   1.00000000000000     , 
CV00    = 14*0.000000000000000E+000  , 
CVOUT   =           0, 
CVPRV0  = 14*0.000000000000000E+000  , 
ECPRV0  =  -95.5047000000000     ,   75.6472000000000     ,   84.8822000000000     ,   
80.7376000000000     , 
  -65.8481000000000     ,   77.7241000000000     ,  -37.3010000000000     ,   
31.3994000000000     ,   43.5907000000000     , 
   12.1522000000000     , 
EPS     =  1.000000000000000E-007, 
ICASE   =        1025, 
ICYCL0  =        2000, 
IDATA   =           3, 
IN      =           5, 
IOPT    =           1, 
IOUT    =           6, 
IPRINT  =           2, 
ISEED1  =        2395,        4013,        3813,        1837, 
ISEED2  =        1843,        4011,        3364,        2835, 
ISEED3  =        3962,        1111,        3215,        2637, 
ISEED4  =        2397,        1504,        4031,        3173, 
ITOUT   =           3, 
L       =           1, 
LQL     = T, 
LSAVE   =           1, 5*0, 
MAXASUM =   3.00000000000000     , 
MAXFUN  =          30, 
MAXIT   =         300, 
MAXNM   =          10, 
MI      =           1, 
MINASUM =  0.000000000000000E+000, 
MODE    =           0, 
MSAVE0  =           0,           1, 3*0, 5*1, 
MULT    =           1, 
NSAVE0  = 2*0,           1, 2*0, 5*1, 
NX0     =          10, 
NZ0     =          10, 
OPTEND  =           3, 
PHASE0  = 5*0.000000000000000E+000  ,   90.0000000000000     , 
PHSPRV0 = 6*0.000000000000000E+000  , 
RHOB    =   100.000000000000     , 
STPMIN  =  0.000000000000000E+000, 
T0      =  -90.7404000000000     ,   119.707000000000     ,   122.384000000000     ,   
78.7238000000000     , 
  -69.6864000000000     ,   66.3401000000000     ,  -40.0561000000000     ,   
20.2520000000000     ,   29.7504000000000     , 
   24.3673000000000     ,  -135.691000000000     ,   79.4486000000000     ,   
87.6042000000000     ,   115.950000000000     , 
  -47.7570000000000     ,   79.1331000000000     ,  -30.0158000000000     ,   
33.3759000000000     ,   38.4750000000000     , 
   13.7708000000000     ,  -114.320000000000     ,   47.6837000000000     ,   
60.6096000000000     ,   95.7904000000000     , 
  -56.2238000000000     ,   49.4984000000000     ,  -24.8771000000000     ,   
3.77782000000000     ,   24.5460000000000     , 
  -6.34307000000000     ,  -68.1773000000000     ,   51.4711000000000     ,   
64.5890000000000     ,   53.4257000000000     , 
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  -30.9167000000000     ,   80.5217000000000     ,  -8.45332000000000     ,   
54.5955000000000     ,   66.7530000000000     , 
  -12.3537000000000     ,  -50.0393000000000     ,   63.8690000000000     ,   
76.5837000000000     ,   37.2833000000000     , 
   44.6353000000000     ,   79.2850000000000     ,  -5.47938000000000     ,   
73.2579000000000     ,   123.179000000000     , 
  -16.0665000000000     ,  -76.4795000000000     ,   107.928000000000     ,   
113.116000000000     ,   66.3884000000000     , 
  -48.8422000000000     ,   155.671000000000     ,  -59.0970000000000     ,   
67.7437000000000     ,   73.0725000000000     , 
   85.0414000000000     ,  -143.274000000000     ,   110.904000000000     ,   
110.159000000000     ,   131.805000000000     , 
  -89.7837000000000     ,   253.607000000000     ,   17.6567000000000     ,   
49.4077000000000     ,   19.5904000000000     , 
   70.4063000000000     ,  -137.090000000000     ,   35.3513000000000     ,   
41.2782000000000     ,   111.293000000000     , 
  -240.311000000000     ,   32.0795000000000     ,  -49.5137000000000     ,   
88.9283000000000     ,  0.494424000000000     , 
  -9.84387000000000     ,  -120.269000000000     ,   35.5072000000000     ,   
40.1790000000000     ,   68.5191000000000     , 
  -148.798000000000     ,   67.0002000000000     ,  -82.3286000000000     ,   
119.065000000000     ,  -13.4636000000000     , 
  -73.7842000000000     ,  -35.6918000000000     ,   52.9199000000000     ,   
96.5716000000000     ,   18.6970000000000     , 
  -48.3614000000000     ,  -20.1547000000000     ,  -115.603000000000     ,  -
21.8472000000000     ,   119.166000000000     , 
  -50.0921000000000     , 
WDT0    = 10*1.00000000000000        , 
WDX     = 10*0.000000000000000E+000  , 
WX      = 10*0.000000000000000E+000  , 








     ***************   OUTPUT DATA for Case Number 1025   *************** 
 
 
  *****   The Initial T-Matrix (T0) and Either the Initial 
                    Previous Actual NLP Control Vector (CVPRV0) or 
                          the Initial Previous Control Amplitude (APRV0) 
                                and Phase Angle (PHSPRV0) Vectors Before 
                                         Compression are Directly Input   ***** 
 
  *****   Input the Initial Previous Actual NLP Control 
                   Vector (CVPRV0) Directly Via NAMELIST Input CDATA 
                         and then Compute the Previous Control Amplitude (APRV0) 








  *****   Initial Previous Control Amplitude (APRV0) and Phase 
                             Angle (PHSPRV0) Vectors before Compression   ***** 
 
  Element    AL0               APRV0             AU0               PHSPRV0 
 
     1     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     2     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     3     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     4     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     5     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
 
  *****   Previous Actual NLP Control Vector CVPRV0 Before Compression   ***** 
 
  Element        CVL0                CVPRV0              CVU0 
 
     1        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
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     2        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     3        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     4        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     5        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     6        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     7        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     8        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     9        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
    10        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
 
  *****   Either the BEFORE Compression Initial Actual NLP Control 
              Vector Estimates (CV00), OR the BEFORE Compression 
                 Initial Control Vector Amplitudes (A00) and Phase 
                    Angles (PHASE0) Estimates are Directly Input 
                       via NAMELIST Data CDATA                            ***** 
 
  *****   Input the Initial Actual NLP Control Vector Estimate 
                (CV00) Directly Via NAMELIST Input CDATA, and 
                        then Compute the Control Vector Amplitudes 




                  **********   Case Number 1025   ********** 
 
 
  *****   Adjust the Initial Control Amplitude Estimates Vector 
           (A00) to define the Initial Control Amplitude Estimates 
            Vector (A0) to Within Limits If Required Before Compression   ***** 
 
 
  *****   Initial Control Amplitude Vector Estimates (A0), Its 
                       Limits (AL0 & AU0), and Its Phase Angle Vector 
                                  Estimates (PHASE0) Before Compression   ***** 
 
  Element    AL0               A0                AU0               PHASE0 
 
     1     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     1     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D-06    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     2     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     2     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D-06    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     3     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     3     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D-06    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     4     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     4     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D-06    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     5     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     5     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D-06    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
 
  *****   Initial Actual NLP Control Vector Estimates (CV0) and 
                            Its Limits (CVL0 & CVU0) Before Compression   ***** 
 
  Element        CVL0                CV0                 CVU0 
 
     1        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     2        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     3        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     4        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     5        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     6        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     7        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     8        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     9        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
    10        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
 
 
  *****   End Conditions Vector EC0, Previous Cycle 
                    End Conditions Vector ECPRV0, and Weighting 
                             Coefficient Vector WDT0 Before Compression   ***** 
 
 
  Element        EC0                 ECPRV0              WDT0 
 
     1        -0.95504700D+02     -0.95504700D+02      0.10000000D+01 
     2         0.75647200D+02      0.75647200D+02      0.10000000D+01 
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     3         0.84882200D+02      0.84882200D+02      0.10000000D+01 
     4         0.80737600D+02      0.80737600D+02      0.10000000D+01 
     5        -0.65848100D+02     -0.65848100D+02      0.10000000D+01 
     6         0.77724100D+02      0.77724100D+02      0.10000000D+01 
     7        -0.37301000D+02     -0.37301000D+02      0.10000000D+01 
     8         0.31399400D+02      0.31399400D+02      0.10000000D+01 
     9         0.43590700D+02      0.43590700D+02      0.10000000D+01 
    10         0.12152200D+02      0.12152200D+02      0.10000000D+01 
 
 




               Specification of CV, T-matrix, and EC Compression 
 
                                 MSAVE0/MSAVE 
 
         0             1             0             0             0 
     0      0      1      1      0      0      0      0      0      0 
 
 
                                 NSAVE0/NSAVE 
 
         0             0             1             0             0 








  *****   Initial Control Vector (CV0), T-Matrix (T0), 
                                           and Measurement Vector (EC0)   ***** 
 
 
  *****   Initial Control Vector (CV0)   ***** 
 
   CV0     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
           0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
           0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
  *****   Initial Greatest Least Bounds (CVL0) for the 
                                                   Control Vector (CV0)   ***** 
 
  CVL0    -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02 
          -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02 
          -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02 
 
  *****   Initial Least Upper Bounds (CVU0) for the 
                                                   Control Vector (CV0)   ***** 
 
  CVU0     0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02 
           0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02 
           0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02 
 
 
    Row          *****   Initial T-Matrix (T0)   ***** 
 
 T0  1    -0.90740400D+02   -0.13569100D+03   -0.11432000D+03   -0.68177300D+02 
          -0.50039300D+02   -0.76479500D+02   -0.14327400D+03   -0.13709000D+03 
          -0.12026900D+03   -0.35691800D+02 
 
 T0  2     0.11970700D+03    0.79448600D+02    0.47683700D+02    0.51471100D+02 
           0.63869000D+02    0.10792800D+03    0.11090400D+03    0.35351300D+02 
           0.35507200D+02    0.52919900D+02 
 
 T0  3     0.12238400D+03    0.87604200D+02    0.60609600D+02    0.64589000D+02 
           0.76583700D+02    0.11311600D+03    0.11015900D+03    0.41278200D+02 
           0.40179000D+02    0.96571600D+02 
 
 T0  4     0.78723800D+02    0.11595000D+03    0.95790400D+02    0.53425700D+02 
           0.37283300D+02    0.66388400D+02    0.13180500D+03    0.11129300D+03 
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           0.68519100D+02    0.18697000D+02 
 
 T0  5    -0.69686400D+02   -0.47757000D+02   -0.56223800D+02   -0.30916700D+02 
           0.44635300D+02   -0.48842200D+02   -0.89783700D+02   -0.24031100D+03 
          -0.14879800D+03   -0.48361400D+02 
 
 T0  6     0.66340100D+02    0.79133100D+02    0.49498400D+02    0.80521700D+02 
           0.79285000D+02    0.15567100D+03    0.25360700D+03    0.32079500D+02 
           0.67000200D+02   -0.20154700D+02 
 
 T0  7    -0.40056100D+02   -0.30015800D+02   -0.24877100D+02   -0.84533200D+01 
          -0.54793800D+01   -0.59097000D+02    0.17656700D+02   -0.49513700D+02 
          -0.82328600D+02   -0.11560300D+03 
 
 T0  8     0.20252000D+02    0.33375900D+02    0.37778200D+01    0.54595500D+02 
           0.73257900D+02    0.67743700D+02    0.49407700D+02    0.88928300D+02 
           0.11906500D+03   -0.21847200D+02 
 
 T0  9     0.29750400D+02    0.38475000D+02    0.24546000D+02    0.66753000D+02 
           0.12317900D+03    0.73072500D+02    0.19590400D+02    0.49442400D+00 
          -0.13463600D+02    0.11916600D+03 
 
 T0 10     0.24367300D+02    0.13770800D+02   -0.63430700D+01   -0.12353700D+02 
          -0.16066500D+02    0.85041400D+02    0.70406300D+02   -0.98438700D+01 
          -0.73784200D+02   -0.50092100D+02 
 
 
  *****   Initial End Conditions Vector (EC0)   ***** 
 
   EC0    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02    0.84882200D+02    0.80737600D+02 
          -0.65848100D+02    0.77724100D+02   -0.37301000D+02    0.31399400D+02 
           0.43590700D+02    0.12152200D+02 
 
  *****   Initial End Conditions Weighting Coefficient Vector 
                                    (WDT0) for the Performance Index (F)  ***** 
 
  WDT0     0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
           0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
           0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
 
 
  *****   Initial Control Vector (CVPRV0) and Measurement 
                           Vector (ECPRV0) from the Previous Duty Cycle   ***** 
 
 
  *****   Initial Previous Cycle Control Vector (CVPRV0)   ***** 
 
CVPRV0     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
           0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
           0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
 
  *****   Initial Previous Cycle End Conditions Vector (ECPRV0)   ***** 
 
ECPRV0    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02    0.84882200D+02    0.80737600D+02 
          -0.65848100D+02    0.77724100D+02   -0.37301000D+02    0.31399400D+02 
           0.43590700D+02    0.12152200D+02 
 
 
  *****   Intermediate Control Vector (CV), T-Matrix (TT), 
               and Measurement Vector (ECT) after the First Compression   ***** 
 
 
  *****   Intermediate Control Vector (CV) after the First Compression   ***** 
 
    CV     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
  *****   Intermediate Greatest Least Bounds (CVL) for the 
                                                    Control Vector (CV)   ***** 
 
   CVL    -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02 
 
  *****   Intermediate Least Upper Bounds (CVU) for the 
                                                    Control Vector (CV)   ***** 
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   CVU     0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02 
 
 
    Row        *****   Intermediate T-Matrix (TT)   ***** 
 
 TT  1    -0.50039300D+02   -0.76479500D+02 
 
 TT  2     0.63869000D+02    0.10792800D+03 
 
 TT  3     0.76583700D+02    0.11311600D+03 
 
 TT  4     0.37283300D+02    0.66388400D+02 
 
 TT  5     0.44635300D+02   -0.48842200D+02 
 
 TT  6     0.79285000D+02    0.15567100D+03 
 
 TT  7    -0.54793800D+01   -0.59097000D+02 
 
 TT  8     0.73257900D+02    0.67743700D+02 
TT  9     0.12317900D+03    0.73072500D+02 
 
 TT 10    -0.16066500D+02    0.85041400D+02 
 
 
  *****   Intermediate End Conditions Vector (ECT)   ***** 
 
   ECT    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02    0.84882200D+02    0.80737600D+02 
          -0.65848100D+02    0.77724100D+02   -0.37301000D+02    0.31399400D+02 
           0.43590700D+02    0.12152200D+02 
 
  *****   Intermediate End Conditions Weighting Coefficient Vector 
                                    (WDTT) for the Performance Index (F)  ***** 
 
  WDTT     0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
           0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
           0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
 
 
  *****   Intermediate Control Vector (CVPRV) and Measurement Vector 
                          (ECPRV0) from the Previous Duty Cycle after 
                                                  the First Compression   ***** 
 
 
  *****   Intermediate Previous Cycle Control Vector (CVPRV) after 
                                                  the First Compression   ***** 
 
 CVPRV     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
 
  *****   Intermediate Previous Cycle End Conditions Vector (ECPRVTT) 
                                            after the First Compression   ***** 
 
ECPRVT    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02    0.84882200D+02    0.80737600D+02 
          -0.65848100D+02    0.77724100D+02   -0.37301000D+02    0.31399400D+02 
           0.43590700D+02    0.12152200D+02 
 
 
  *****   Final Control Vector (CV), T-Matrix (T), and 
                   Measurement Vector (EC) after the Second Compression   ***** 
 
 
  *****   Final Control Vector (CV) after the Second Compression   ***** 
 
    CV     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
  *****   Greatest Least Bounds (CVL) Vector for the 
                                                    Control Vector (CV)   ***** 
 
   CVL    -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02 
 
  *****   Least Upper Bounds (CVU) Vector for the Control Vector (CV)   ***** 
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   CVU     0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02 
 
 
    Row            *****   Final T-Matrix (T)   ***** 
 
  T  1     0.76583700D+02    0.11311600D+03 
 
  T  2     0.37283300D+02    0.66388400D+02 
 
 
  *****   Final End Conditions Vector (EC) after the Second Compression   ***** 
 
    EC     0.84882200D+02    0.80737600D+02 
 
  *****   Final End Conditions Weighting Coefficient Vector 
                                     (WDT) for the Performance Index (F)  ***** 
 
   WDT     0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
 
 
  *****   Final Control Vector (CVPRV) and Measurement Vector 
                        (ECPRV) from the Previous Duty Cycle after 
                                                 the Second Compression   ***** 
 
 
  *****   Final Previous Cycle Control Vector (CVPRV) after 
                                                 the Second Compression   ***** 
 
 CVPRV     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
 
  *****   Final Previous Cycle End Conditions Vector (ECPRV) 
                                           after the Second Compression   ***** 
 
 ECPRV     0.84882200D+02    0.80737600D+02 
 
 
 *******************   T-Matrix Compression is Completed   ******************** 
 
 
  *****   Initial End Conditions Vector EC   ***** 
 
 
     0.84882200D+02      0.80737600D+02 
 
 
  *****   Initial Performance Index  =   0.13723548D+05   ***** 
 
  *****   Initial Control Amplitude (A) and Phase Angle (PHASE) Vectors   ***** 
 
  Element    AL               A                 AU                PHASE 
 
     1     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
 
 
*****   Initial Constraint Function Values for Case Number 1025   ***** 
 
                                     LSAVE 
 
     1      0 
 
  *****   Inequality Constraints   ***** 
 
  Element        Constraint          Amplitude           Max Amp 
 
     1         0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
 
 
  *****   Solve the NLPQLP Problem for Case Number 1025   ***** 
 
 
   -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
    START OF THE SEQUENTIAL QUADRATIC PROGRAMMING ALGORITHM 
   -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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    Parameters: 
       N      =       2 
       M      =       1 
       ME     =       0 
       MODE   =       0 
       ACC    =   0.1000D-06 
       ACCQP  =   0.1000D-11 
       STPMIN =   0.0000D+00 
       RHOB   =   0.1000D+03 
       MAXFUN =      30 
       MAXNM  =      10 
       MAXIT  =     300 
       IPRINT =       2 
 
    Output in the following order: 
       IT    - iteration number 
       F     - objective function value 
       SCV   - sum of constraint violations 
       NA    - number of active constraints 
       I     - number of line search iterations 
       ALPHA - steplength parameter 
       DELTA - additional variable to prevent inconsistency 
       KKT   - Karush-Kuhn-Tucker optimality criterion 
 
 
     IT         F          SCV      NA  I    ALPHA     DELTA     KKT 
   -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
      1  0.13723548D+05  0.00D+00    1  0  0.00D+00  0.00D+00  0.98D+06 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
      2  0.11512681D+05  0.00D+00    0  2  0.10D+00  0.00D+00  0.29D+05 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
      3  0.15592366D+04  0.24D+01    1  1  0.10D+01  0.00D+00  0.20D+05 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
      4  0.57962684D+03  0.00D+00    0  2  0.27D+00  0.00D+00  0.12D+04 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
      5  0.10596380D-06  0.00D+00    0  1  0.10D+01  0.00D+00  0.23D-06 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
      6  0.56974692D-08  0.00D+00    0  1  0.10D+01  0.00D+00  0.50D-18 
 
 
     --- Final Convergence Analysis at Last Iterate --- 
 
       Objective function value:      F(X)  =  0.56974692D-08 
       Solution values:               X     = 
          0.40343789D+01 -0.34818226D+01 
       Distances from lower bounds:   X-XL  = 
          0.14034379D+02  0.65181774D+01 
       Distances from upper bounds:   XU-X  = 
          0.59656211D+01  0.13481823D+02 
       Multipliers for lower bounds:  U     = 
          0.00000000D+00  0.00000000D+00 
       Multipliers for upper bounds:  U     = 
          0.00000000D+00  0.00000000D+00 
       Constraint values:             G(X)  = 
          0.46709005D+01 
       Multipliers for constraints:   U     = 
          0.00000000D+00 
       Number of function calls:      NFUNC =       8 
       Number of gradient calls:      NGRAD =       6 
       Number of calls of QP solver:  NQL   =       6 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
 
 




  *****   Solution Control Vector for Case Number 1025   ***** 
 
  Element    CVL               CV                CVU               CV - CV0 
 
     1    -0.10000000D+02    0.40343789D+01    0.10000000D+02    0.40343789D+01 




  *****   Predicted Measurement Vector EC   ***** 
 
     0.56108700D-04     -0.50490351D-04 
 
 




  *****   Predicted Measurement Vector EC   ***** 
 
     0.16723716D-04     -0.73605615D-04 
 
 




  *****   Predicted Control Amplitude Vector (A) 
                   Its Limits (AL & AU), and Its Phase Angle 
                                      Vector (PHASE) Before Compression   ***** 
 
  Element    AL               A                 AU                PHASE 
 
     1     0.00000000D+00    0.53290995D+01    0.10000000D+02    0.13079544D+03 
 
 
*****   Solution Constraint Function Values for Case Number 1025   ***** 
 
                                     LSAVE 
 
     1      0 
 
  *****   Inequality Constraints   ***** 
 
  Element        Constraint          Amplitude           Max Amp 
 
     1         0.46709005D+01      0.53290995D+01      0.10000000D+02 
 
 







          ***************   Start Case Number  525   *************** 
 
 




A00     = 5*0.000000000000000E+000  ,   1.00000000000000     , 
ACC     =  1.000000000000000E-007, 
ACCQP   =  1.000000000000000E-012, 
AL0     = 5*0.000000000000000E+000  , -1.000000000000000E-007, 
ALPHA   =   1.00000000000000     , 
APRV0   = 6*0.000000000000000E+000  , 
AU0     = 2*10.0000000000000        ,   5.00000000000000     , 2*10.0000000000000        
,   3.00000000000000     , 
CRAN1   =   2.00000000000000     , 
CRAN2   =   3.00000000000000     , 
CRAN3   =   1.00000000000000     , 
CRAN4   =   1.00000000000000     , 
CV00    = 14*0.000000000000000E+000  , 
CVOUT   =           0, 
CVPRV0  = 14*0.000000000000000E+000  , 
ECPRV0  =  -95.5047000000000     ,   75.6472000000000     ,   84.8822000000000     ,   
80.7376000000000     , 
  -65.8481000000000     ,   77.7241000000000     ,  -37.3010000000000     ,   
31.3994000000000     ,   43.5907000000000     , 
   12.1522000000000     , 
EPS     =  1.000000000000000E-007, 
ICASE   =         525, 
ICYCL0  =        2000, 
IDATA   =           3, 
IN      =           5, 
IOPT    =           1, 
IOUT    =           6, 
IPRINT  =           2, 
ISEED1  =        2395,        4013,        3813,        1837, 
ISEED2  =        1843,        4011,        3364,        2835, 
ISEED3  =        3962,        1111,        3215,        2637, 
ISEED4  =        2397,        1504,        4031,        3173, 
ITOUT   =           3, 
L       =           1, 
LQL     = T, 
LSAVE   =           1, 5*0, 
MAXASUM =   3.00000000000000     , 
MAXFUN  =          30, 
MAXIT   =         300, 
MAXNM   =          10, 
MI      =           1, 
MINASUM =  0.000000000000000E+000, 
MODE    =           0, 
MSAVE0  =           0,           1, 3*0, 5*1, 
MULT    =           1, 
NSAVE0  = 2*0,           1, 2*0, 5*1, 
NX0     =          10, 
NZ0     =          10, 
OPTEND  =           3, 
PHASE0  = 5*0.000000000000000E+000  ,   90.0000000000000     , 
PHSPRV0 = 6*0.000000000000000E+000  , 
RHOB    =   100.000000000000     , 
STPMIN  =  0.000000000000000E+000, 
T0      =  -90.7404000000000     ,   119.707000000000     ,   122.384000000000     ,   
78.7238000000000     , 
  -69.6864000000000     ,   66.3401000000000     ,  -40.0561000000000     ,   
20.2520000000000     ,   29.7504000000000     , 
   24.3673000000000     ,  -135.691000000000     ,   79.4486000000000     ,   
87.6042000000000     ,   115.950000000000     , 
  -47.7570000000000     ,   79.1331000000000     ,  -30.0158000000000     ,   
33.3759000000000     ,   38.4750000000000     , 
   13.7708000000000     ,  -114.320000000000     ,   47.6837000000000     ,   
60.6096000000000     ,   95.7904000000000     , 
  -56.2238000000000     ,   49.4984000000000     ,  -24.8771000000000     ,   
3.77782000000000     ,   24.5460000000000     , 
  -6.34307000000000     ,  -68.1773000000000     ,   51.4711000000000     ,   
64.5890000000000     ,   53.4257000000000     , 
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  -30.9167000000000     ,   80.5217000000000     ,  -8.45332000000000     ,   
54.5955000000000     ,   66.7530000000000     , 
  -12.3537000000000     ,  -50.0393000000000     ,   63.8690000000000     ,   
76.5837000000000     ,   37.2833000000000     , 
   44.6353000000000     ,   79.2850000000000     ,  -5.47938000000000     ,   
73.2579000000000     ,   123.179000000000     , 
  -16.0665000000000     ,  -76.4795000000000     ,   107.928000000000     ,   
113.116000000000     ,   66.3884000000000     , 
  -48.8422000000000     ,   155.671000000000     ,  -59.0970000000000     ,   
67.7437000000000     ,   73.0725000000000     , 
   85.0414000000000     ,  -143.274000000000     ,   110.904000000000     ,   
110.159000000000     ,   131.805000000000     , 
  -89.7837000000000     ,   253.607000000000     ,   17.6567000000000     ,   
49.4077000000000     ,   19.5904000000000     , 
   70.4063000000000     ,  -137.090000000000     ,   35.3513000000000     ,   
41.2782000000000     ,   111.293000000000     , 
  -240.311000000000     ,   32.0795000000000     ,  -49.5137000000000     ,   
88.9283000000000     ,  0.494424000000000     , 
  -9.84387000000000     ,  -120.269000000000     ,   35.5072000000000     ,   
40.1790000000000     ,   68.5191000000000     , 
  -148.798000000000     ,   67.0002000000000     ,  -82.3286000000000     ,   
119.065000000000     ,  -13.4636000000000     , 
  -73.7842000000000     ,  -35.6918000000000     ,   52.9199000000000     ,   
96.5716000000000     ,   18.6970000000000     , 
  -48.3614000000000     ,  -20.1547000000000     ,  -115.603000000000     ,  -
21.8472000000000     ,   119.166000000000     , 
  -50.0921000000000     , 
WDT0    = 10*1.00000000000000        , 
WDX     = 10*0.000000000000000E+000  , 
WX      = 10*0.000000000000000E+000  , 








     ***************   OUTPUT DATA for Case Number  525   *************** 
 
 
  *****   The Initial T-Matrix (T0) and Either the Initial 
                    Previous Actual NLP Control Vector (CVPRV0) or 
                          the Initial Previous Control Amplitude (APRV0) 
                                and Phase Angle (PHSPRV0) Vectors Before 
                                         Compression are Directly Input   ***** 
 
  *****   Input the Initial Previous Actual NLP Control 
                   Vector (CVPRV0) Directly Via NAMELIST Input CDATA 
                         and then Compute the Previous Control Amplitude (APRV0) 




                  **********   Case Number  525   ********** 
  *****   Initial Previous Control Amplitude (APRV0) and Phase 
                             Angle (PHSPRV0) Vectors before Compression   ***** 
 
  Element    AL0               APRV0             AU0               PHSPRV0 
 
     1     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     2     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     3     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.50000000D+01    0.00000000D+00 
     4     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     5     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
 
  *****   Previous Actual NLP Control Vector CVPRV0 Before Compression   ***** 
 
  Element        CVL0                CVPRV0              CVU0 
 
     1        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     2        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     3        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     4        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
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     5        -0.50000000D+01      0.00000000D+00      0.50000000D+01 
     6        -0.50000000D+01      0.00000000D+00      0.50000000D+01 
     7        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     8        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     9        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
    10        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
 
  *****   Either the BEFORE Compression Initial Actual NLP Control 
              Vector Estimates (CV00), OR the BEFORE Compression 
                 Initial Control Vector Amplitudes (A00) and Phase 
                    Angles (PHASE0) Estimates are Directly Input 
                       via NAMELIST Data CDATA                            ***** 
 
  *****   Input the Initial Actual NLP Control Vector Estimate 
                (CV00) Directly Via NAMELIST Input CDATA, and 
                        then Compute the Control Vector Amplitudes 




                  **********   Case Number  525   ********** 
 
 
  *****   Adjust the Initial Control Amplitude Estimates Vector 
           (A00) to define the Initial Control Amplitude Estimates 
            Vector (A0) to Within Limits If Required Before Compression   ***** 
 
 
  *****   Initial Control Amplitude Vector Estimates (A0), Its 
                       Limits (AL0 & AU0), and Its Phase Angle Vector 
                                  Estimates (PHASE0) Before Compression   ***** 
 
  Element    AL0               A0                AU0               PHASE0 
 
     1     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     1     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D-06    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     2     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     2     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D-06    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     3     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.50000000D+01    0.00000000D+00 
     3     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D-06    0.50000000D+01    0.00000000D+00 
     4     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     4     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D-06    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     5     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     5     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D-06    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
 
  *****   Initial Actual NLP Control Vector Estimates (CV0) and 
                            Its Limits (CVL0 & CVU0) Before Compression   ***** 
 
  Element        CVL0                CV0                 CVU0 
 
     1        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     2        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     3        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     4        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     5        -0.50000000D+01      0.00000000D+00      0.50000000D+01 
     6        -0.50000000D+01      0.00000000D+00      0.50000000D+01 
     7        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     8        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     9        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
    10        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
 
 
  *****   End Conditions Vector EC0, Previous Cycle 
                    End Conditions Vector ECPRV0, and Weighting 
                             Coefficient Vector WDT0 Before Compression   ***** 
 
 
  Element        EC0                 ECPRV0              WDT0 
 
     1        -0.95504700D+02     -0.95504700D+02      0.10000000D+01 
     2         0.75647200D+02      0.75647200D+02      0.10000000D+01 
     3         0.84882200D+02      0.84882200D+02      0.10000000D+01 
     4         0.80737600D+02      0.80737600D+02      0.10000000D+01 
     5        -0.65848100D+02     -0.65848100D+02      0.10000000D+01 
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     6         0.77724100D+02      0.77724100D+02      0.10000000D+01 
     7        -0.37301000D+02     -0.37301000D+02      0.10000000D+01 
     8         0.31399400D+02      0.31399400D+02      0.10000000D+01 
     9         0.43590700D+02      0.43590700D+02      0.10000000D+01 
    10         0.12152200D+02      0.12152200D+02      0.10000000D+01 
 
 




               Specification of CV, T-matrix, and EC Compression 
 
                                 MSAVE0/MSAVE 
 
         0             1             0             0             0 
     0      0      1      1      0      0      0      0      0      0 
 
 
                                 NSAVE0/NSAVE 
 
         0             0             1             0             0 








  *****   Initial Control Vector (CV0), T-Matrix (T0), 
                                           and Measurement Vector (EC0)   ***** 
 
 
  *****   Initial Control Vector (CV0)   ***** 
 
   CV0     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
           0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
           0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
  *****   Initial Greatest Least Bounds (CVL0) for the 
                                                   Control Vector (CV0)   ***** 
 
  CVL0    -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02 
          -0.50000000D+01   -0.50000000D+01   -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02 
          -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02 
 
  *****   Initial Least Upper Bounds (CVU0) for the 
                                                   Control Vector (CV0)   ***** 
 
  CVU0     0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02 
           0.50000000D+01    0.50000000D+01    0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02 
           0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02 
 
 
    Row          *****   Initial T-Matrix (T0)   ***** 
 
 T0  1    -0.90740400D+02   -0.13569100D+03   -0.11432000D+03   -0.68177300D+02 
          -0.50039300D+02   -0.76479500D+02   -0.14327400D+03   -0.13709000D+03 
          -0.12026900D+03   -0.35691800D+02 
 
 T0  2     0.11970700D+03    0.79448600D+02    0.47683700D+02    0.51471100D+02 
           0.63869000D+02    0.10792800D+03    0.11090400D+03    0.35351300D+02 
           0.35507200D+02    0.52919900D+02 
 
 T0  3     0.12238400D+03    0.87604200D+02    0.60609600D+02    0.64589000D+02 
           0.76583700D+02    0.11311600D+03    0.11015900D+03    0.41278200D+02 
           0.40179000D+02    0.96571600D+02 
 
 T0  4     0.78723800D+02    0.11595000D+03    0.95790400D+02    0.53425700D+02 
           0.37283300D+02    0.66388400D+02    0.13180500D+03    0.11129300D+03 
           0.68519100D+02    0.18697000D+02 
 
 T0  5    -0.69686400D+02   -0.47757000D+02   -0.56223800D+02   -0.30916700D+02 
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           0.44635300D+02   -0.48842200D+02   -0.89783700D+02   -0.24031100D+03 
          -0.14879800D+03   -0.48361400D+02 
 
 T0  6     0.66340100D+02    0.79133100D+02    0.49498400D+02    0.80521700D+02 
           0.79285000D+02    0.15567100D+03    0.25360700D+03    0.32079500D+02 
           0.67000200D+02   -0.20154700D+02 
 
 T0  7    -0.40056100D+02   -0.30015800D+02   -0.24877100D+02   -0.84533200D+01 
          -0.54793800D+01   -0.59097000D+02    0.17656700D+02   -0.49513700D+02 
          -0.82328600D+02   -0.11560300D+03 
 
 T0  8     0.20252000D+02    0.33375900D+02    0.37778200D+01    0.54595500D+02 
           0.73257900D+02    0.67743700D+02    0.49407700D+02    0.88928300D+02 
           0.11906500D+03   -0.21847200D+02 
 
 T0  9     0.29750400D+02    0.38475000D+02    0.24546000D+02    0.66753000D+02 
           0.12317900D+03    0.73072500D+02    0.19590400D+02    0.49442400D+00 
          -0.13463600D+02    0.11916600D+03 
 
 T0 10     0.24367300D+02    0.13770800D+02   -0.63430700D+01   -0.12353700D+02 
          -0.16066500D+02    0.85041400D+02    0.70406300D+02   -0.98438700D+01 
          -0.73784200D+02   -0.50092100D+02 
 
 
  *****   Initial End Conditions Vector (EC0)   ***** 
 
   EC0    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02    0.84882200D+02    0.80737600D+02 
          -0.65848100D+02    0.77724100D+02   -0.37301000D+02    0.31399400D+02 
           0.43590700D+02    0.12152200D+02 
 
  *****   Initial End Conditions Weighting Coefficient Vector 
                                    (WDT0) for the Performance Index (F)  ***** 
 
  WDT0     0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
           0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
           0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
 
 
  *****   Initial Control Vector (CVPRV0) and Measurement 
                           Vector (ECPRV0) from the Previous Duty Cycle   ***** 
 
 
  *****   Initial Previous Cycle Control Vector (CVPRV0)   ***** 
 
CVPRV0     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
           0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
           0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
 
  *****   Initial Previous Cycle End Conditions Vector (ECPRV0)   ***** 
 
ECPRV0    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02    0.84882200D+02    0.80737600D+02 
          -0.65848100D+02    0.77724100D+02   -0.37301000D+02    0.31399400D+02 
           0.43590700D+02    0.12152200D+02 
 
 
  *****   Intermediate Control Vector (CV), T-Matrix (TT), 
               and Measurement Vector (ECT) after the First Compression   ***** 
 
 
  *****   Intermediate Control Vector (CV) after the First Compression   ***** 
 
    CV     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
  *****   Intermediate Greatest Least Bounds (CVL) for the 
                                                    Control Vector (CV)   ***** 
 
   CVL    -0.50000000D+01   -0.50000000D+01 
 
  *****   Intermediate Least Upper Bounds (CVU) for the 
                                                    Control Vector (CV)   ***** 
 




    Row        *****   Intermediate T-Matrix (TT)   ***** 
 
 TT  1    -0.50039300D+02   -0.76479500D+02 
 
 TT  2     0.63869000D+02    0.10792800D+03 
 
 TT  3     0.76583700D+02    0.11311600D+03 
 
 TT  4     0.37283300D+02    0.66388400D+02 
 
 TT  5     0.44635300D+02   -0.48842200D+02 
 
 TT  6     0.79285000D+02    0.15567100D+03 
 
 TT  7    -0.54793800D+01   -0.59097000D+02 
 
 TT  8     0.73257900D+02    0.67743700D+02 
 
 TT  9     0.12317900D+03    0.73072500D+02 
 
 TT 10    -0.16066500D+02    0.85041400D+02 
 
 
  *****   Intermediate End Conditions Vector (ECT)   ***** 
 
   ECT    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02    0.84882200D+02    0.80737600D+02 
          -0.65848100D+02    0.77724100D+02   -0.37301000D+02    0.31399400D+02 
           0.43590700D+02    0.12152200D+02 
 
  *****   Intermediate End Conditions Weighting Coefficient Vector 
                                    (WDTT) for the Performance Index (F)  ***** 
 
  WDTT     0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
           0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
           0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
 
 
  *****   Intermediate Control Vector (CVPRV) and Measurement Vector 
                          (ECPRV0) from the Previous Duty Cycle after 
                                                  the First Compression   ***** 
 
 
  *****   Intermediate Previous Cycle Control Vector (CVPRV) after 
                                                  the First Compression   ***** 
 
 CVPRV     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
 
  *****   Intermediate Previous Cycle End Conditions Vector (ECPRVTT) 
                                            after the First Compression   ***** 
 
ECPRVT    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02    0.84882200D+02    0.80737600D+02 
          -0.65848100D+02    0.77724100D+02   -0.37301000D+02    0.31399400D+02 
           0.43590700D+02    0.12152200D+02 
 
 
  *****   Final Control Vector (CV), T-Matrix (T), and 
                   Measurement Vector (EC) after the Second Compression   ***** 
 
 
  *****   Final Control Vector (CV) after the Second Compression   ***** 
 
    CV     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
  *****   Greatest Least Bounds (CVL) Vector for the 
                                                    Control Vector (CV)   ***** 
 
   CVL    -0.50000000D+01   -0.50000000D+01 
 
  *****   Least Upper Bounds (CVU) Vector for the Control Vector (CV)   ***** 
 




    Row            *****   Final T-Matrix (T)   ***** 
 
  T  1     0.76583700D+02    0.11311600D+03 
 
  T  2     0.37283300D+02    0.66388400D+02 
 
 
  *****   Final End Conditions Vector (EC) after the Second Compression   ***** 
 
    EC     0.84882200D+02    0.80737600D+02 
 
  *****   Final End Conditions Weighting Coefficient Vector 
                                     (WDT) for the Performance Index (F)  ***** 
 
   WDT     0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
 
 
  *****   Final Control Vector (CVPRV) and Measurement Vector 
                        (ECPRV) from the Previous Duty Cycle after 
                                                 the Second Compression   ***** 
 
 
  *****   Final Previous Cycle Control Vector (CVPRV) after 
                                                 the Second Compression   ***** 
 
 CVPRV     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
 
  *****   Final Previous Cycle End Conditions Vector (ECPRV) 
                                           after the Second Compression   ***** 
 
 ECPRV     0.84882200D+02    0.80737600D+02 
 
 
 *******************   T-Matrix Compression is Completed   ******************** 
 
 
  *****   Initial End Conditions Vector EC   ***** 
 
 
     0.84882200D+02      0.80737600D+02 
 
 
  *****   Initial Performance Index  =   0.13723548D+05   ***** 
 
  *****   Initial Control Amplitude (A) and Phase Angle (PHASE) Vectors   ***** 
 
  Element    AL               A                 AU                PHASE 
 
     1     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.50000000D+01    0.00000000D+00 
 
 
*****   Initial Constraint Function Values for Case Number  525   ***** 
 
                                     LSAVE 
 
     1      0 
 
  *****   Inequality Constraints   ***** 
 
  Element        Constraint          Amplitude           Max Amp 
 
     1         0.50000000D+01      0.00000000D+00      0.50000000D+01 
 
 




   -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
    START OF THE SEQUENTIAL QUADRATIC PROGRAMMING ALGORITHM 
   -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
E-140 
    Parameters: 
       N      =       2 
       M      =       1 
       ME     =       0 
       MODE   =       0 
       ACC    =   0.1000D-06 
       ACCQP  =   0.1000D-11 
       STPMIN =   0.0000D+00 
       RHOB   =   0.1000D+03 
       MAXFUN =      30 
       MAXNM  =      10 
       MAXIT  =     300 
       IPRINT =       2 
 
    Output in the following order: 
       IT    - iteration number 
       F     - objective function value 
       SCV   - sum of constraint violations 
       NA    - number of active constraints 
       I     - number of line search iterations 
       ALPHA - steplength parameter 
       DELTA - additional variable to prevent inconsistency 
       KKT   - Karush-Kuhn-Tucker optimality criterion 
 
 
     IT         F          SCV      NA  I    ALPHA     DELTA     KKT 
   -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
      1  0.13723548D+05  0.00D+00    1  0  0.00D+00  0.00D+00  0.49D+06 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
      2  0.90851747D+03  0.00D+00    0  2  0.10D+00  0.00D+00  0.44D+04 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
      3  0.41948482D+02  0.15D+01    1  1  0.10D+01  0.00D+00  0.14D+03 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
      4  0.33461389D+01  0.26D-02    1  1  0.10D+01  0.00D+00  0.11D+00 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
      5  0.33992208D+01  0.30D-07    1  1  0.10D+01  0.00D+00  0.20D-05 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
      6  0.33992204D+01  0.41D-11    1  1  0.10D+01  0.00D+00  0.16D-09 
 
 
     --- Final Convergence Analysis at Last Iterate --- 
 
       Objective function value:      F(X)  =  0.33992204D+01 
       Solution values:               X     = 
          0.37555443D+01 -0.33008918D+01 
       Distances from lower bounds:   X-XL  = 
          0.87555443D+01  0.16991082D+01 
       Distances from upper bounds:   XU-X  = 
          0.12444557D+01  0.83008918D+01 
       Multipliers for lower bounds:  U     = 
          0.00000000D+00  0.00000000D+00 
       Multipliers for upper bounds:  U     = 
          0.00000000D+00  0.00000000D+00 
       Constraint values:             G(X)  = 
         -0.40909498D-11 
       Multipliers for constraints:   U     = 
          0.20673012D+02 
       Number of function calls:      NFUNC =       7 
       Number of gradient calls:      NGRAD =       6 
       Number of calls of QP solver:  NQL   =       6 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
 
 
           *****   Number of Function Evaluations  =     19   ***** 
 
 
  *****   Solution Control Vector for Case Number  525   ***** 
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  Element    CVL               CV                CVU               CV - CV0 
 
     1    -0.50000000D+01    0.37555443D+01    0.50000000D+01    0.37555443D+01 




  *****   Predicted Measurement Vector EC   ***** 
 
    -0.88795821D+00      0.16157831D+01 
 
 




  *****   Predicted Measurement Vector EC   ***** 
 
    -0.88799555D+00      0.16157612D+01 
 
 




  *****   Predicted Control Amplitude Vector (A) 
                   Its Limits (AL & AU), and Its Phase Angle 
                                      Vector (PHASE) Before Compression   ***** 
 
  Element    AL               A                 AU                PHASE 
 
     1     0.00000000D+00    0.50000000D+01    0.50000000D+01    0.13131348D+03 
 
 
*****   Solution Constraint Function Values for Case Number  525   ***** 
 
                                     LSAVE 
 
     1      0 
 
  *****   Inequality Constraints   ***** 
 
  Element        Constraint          Amplitude           Max Amp 
 
     1        -0.40909498D-11      0.50000000D+01      0.50000000D+01 
 
 







          ***************   Start Case Number  325   *************** 
 
 




A00     = 5*0.000000000000000E+000  ,   1.00000000000000     , 
ACC     =  1.000000000000000E-007, 
ACCQP   =  1.000000000000000E-012, 
AL0     = 5*0.000000000000000E+000  , -1.000000000000000E-007, 
ALPHA   =   1.00000000000000     , 
APRV0   = 6*0.000000000000000E+000  , 
AU0     = 2*10.0000000000000        ,   3.00000000000000     , 2*10.0000000000000        
,   3.00000000000000     , 
CRAN1   =   2.00000000000000     , 
CRAN2   =   3.00000000000000     , 
CRAN3   =   1.00000000000000     , 
CRAN4   =   1.00000000000000     , 
CV00    = 14*0.000000000000000E+000  , 
CVOUT   =           0, 
CVPRV0  = 14*0.000000000000000E+000  , 
ECPRV0  =  -95.5047000000000     ,   75.6472000000000     ,   84.8822000000000     ,   
80.7376000000000     , 
  -65.8481000000000     ,   77.7241000000000     ,  -37.3010000000000     ,   
31.3994000000000     ,   43.5907000000000     , 
   12.1522000000000     , 
EPS     =  1.000000000000000E-007, 
ICASE   =         325, 
ICYCL0  =        2000, 
IDATA   =           3, 
IN      =           5, 
IOPT    =           1, 
IOUT    =           6, 
IPRINT  =           2, 
ISEED1  =        2395,        4013,        3813,        1837, 
ISEED2  =        1843,        4011,        3364,        2835, 
ISEED3  =        3962,        1111,        3215,        2637, 
ISEED4  =        2397,        1504,        4031,        3173, 
ITOUT   =           3, 
L       =           1, 
LQL     = T, 
LSAVE   =           1, 5*0, 
MAXASUM =   3.00000000000000     , 
MAXFUN  =          30, 
MAXIT   =         300, 
MAXNM   =          10, 
MI      =           1, 
MINASUM =  0.000000000000000E+000, 
MODE    =           0, 
MSAVE0  =           0,           1, 3*0, 5*1, 
MULT    =           1, 
NSAVE0  = 2*0,           1, 2*0, 5*1, 
NX0     =          10, 
NZ0     =          10, 
OPTEND  =           3, 
PHASE0  = 5*0.000000000000000E+000  ,   90.0000000000000     , 
PHSPRV0 = 6*0.000000000000000E+000  , 
RHOB    =   100.000000000000     , 
STPMIN  =  0.000000000000000E+000, 
T0      =  -90.7404000000000     ,   119.707000000000     ,   122.384000000000     ,   
78.7238000000000     , 
  -69.6864000000000     ,   66.3401000000000     ,  -40.0561000000000     ,   
20.2520000000000     ,   29.7504000000000     , 
   24.3673000000000     ,  -135.691000000000     ,   79.4486000000000     ,   
87.6042000000000     ,   115.950000000000     , 
  -47.7570000000000     ,   79.1331000000000     ,  -30.0158000000000     ,   
33.3759000000000     ,   38.4750000000000     , 
   13.7708000000000     ,  -114.320000000000     ,   47.6837000000000     ,   
60.6096000000000     ,   95.7904000000000     , 
  -56.2238000000000     ,   49.4984000000000     ,  -24.8771000000000     ,   
3.77782000000000     ,   24.5460000000000     , 
  -6.34307000000000     ,  -68.1773000000000     ,   51.4711000000000     ,   
64.5890000000000     ,   53.4257000000000     , 
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  -30.9167000000000     ,   80.5217000000000     ,  -8.45332000000000     ,   
54.5955000000000     ,   66.7530000000000     , 
  -12.3537000000000     ,  -50.0393000000000     ,   63.8690000000000     ,   
76.5837000000000     ,   37.2833000000000     , 
   44.6353000000000     ,   79.2850000000000     ,  -5.47938000000000     ,   
73.2579000000000     ,   123.179000000000     , 
  -16.0665000000000     ,  -76.4795000000000     ,   107.928000000000     ,   
113.116000000000     ,   66.3884000000000     , 
  -48.8422000000000     ,   155.671000000000     ,  -59.0970000000000     ,   
67.7437000000000     ,   73.0725000000000     , 
   85.0414000000000     ,  -143.274000000000     ,   110.904000000000     ,   
110.159000000000     ,   131.805000000000     , 
  -89.7837000000000     ,   253.607000000000     ,   17.6567000000000     ,   
49.4077000000000     ,   19.5904000000000     , 
   70.4063000000000     ,  -137.090000000000     ,   35.3513000000000     ,   
41.2782000000000     ,   111.293000000000     , 
  -240.311000000000     ,   32.0795000000000     ,  -49.5137000000000     ,   
88.9283000000000     ,  0.494424000000000     , 
  -9.84387000000000     ,  -120.269000000000     ,   35.5072000000000     ,   
40.1790000000000     ,   68.5191000000000     , 
  -148.798000000000     ,   67.0002000000000     ,  -82.3286000000000     ,   
119.065000000000     ,  -13.4636000000000     , 
  -73.7842000000000     ,  -35.6918000000000     ,   52.9199000000000     ,   
96.5716000000000     ,   18.6970000000000     , 
  -48.3614000000000     ,  -20.1547000000000     ,  -115.603000000000     ,  -
21.8472000000000     ,   119.166000000000     , 
  -50.0921000000000     , 
WDT0    = 10*1.00000000000000        , 
WDX     = 10*0.000000000000000E+000  , 
WX      = 10*0.000000000000000E+000  , 








     ***************   OUTPUT DATA for Case Number  325   *************** 
 
 
  *****   The Initial T-Matrix (T0) and Either the Initial 
                    Previous Actual NLP Control Vector (CVPRV0) or 
                          the Initial Previous Control Amplitude (APRV0) 
                                and Phase Angle (PHSPRV0) Vectors Before 
                                         Compression are Directly Input   ***** 
 
  *****   Input the Initial Previous Actual NLP Control 
                   Vector (CVPRV0) Directly Via NAMELIST Input CDATA 
                         and then Compute the Previous Control Amplitude (APRV0) 




                  **********   Case Number  325   ********** 
  *****   Initial Previous Control Amplitude (APRV0) and Phase 
                             Angle (PHSPRV0) Vectors before Compression   ***** 
 
  Element    AL0               APRV0             AU0               PHSPRV0 
 
     1     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     2     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     3     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.30000000D+01    0.00000000D+00 
     4     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     5     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
 
  *****   Previous Actual NLP Control Vector CVPRV0 Before Compression   ***** 
 
  Element        CVL0                CVPRV0              CVU0 
 
     1        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     2        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     3        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     4        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
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     5        -0.30000000D+01      0.00000000D+00      0.30000000D+01 
     6        -0.30000000D+01      0.00000000D+00      0.30000000D+01 
     7        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     8        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     9        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
    10        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
 
  *****   Either the BEFORE Compression Initial Actual NLP Control 
              Vector Estimates (CV00), OR the BEFORE Compression 
                 Initial Control Vector Amplitudes (A00) and Phase 
                    Angles (PHASE0) Estimates are Directly Input 
                       via NAMELIST Data CDATA                            ***** 
 
  *****   Input the Initial Actual NLP Control Vector Estimate 
                (CV00) Directly Via NAMELIST Input CDATA, and 
                        then Compute the Control Vector Amplitudes 




                  **********   Case Number  325   ********** 
 
 
  *****   Adjust the Initial Control Amplitude Estimates Vector 
           (A00) to define the Initial Control Amplitude Estimates 
            Vector (A0) to Within Limits If Required Before Compression   ***** 
 
 
  *****   Initial Control Amplitude Vector Estimates (A0), Its 
                       Limits (AL0 & AU0), and Its Phase Angle Vector 
                                  Estimates (PHASE0) Before Compression   ***** 
 
  Element    AL0               A0                AU0               PHASE0 
 
     1     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     1     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D-06    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     2     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     2     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D-06    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     3     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.30000000D+01    0.00000000D+00 
     3     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D-06    0.30000000D+01    0.00000000D+00 
     4     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     4     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D-06    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     5     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     5     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D-06    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
 
  *****   Initial Actual NLP Control Vector Estimates (CV0) and 
                            Its Limits (CVL0 & CVU0) Before Compression   ***** 
 
  Element        CVL0                CV0                 CVU0 
 
     1        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     2        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     3        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     4        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     5        -0.30000000D+01      0.00000000D+00      0.30000000D+01 
     6        -0.30000000D+01      0.00000000D+00      0.30000000D+01 
     7        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     8        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     9        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
    10        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
 
 
  *****   End Conditions Vector EC0, Previous Cycle 
                    End Conditions Vector ECPRV0, and Weighting 
                             Coefficient Vector WDT0 Before Compression   ***** 
 
 
  Element        EC0                 ECPRV0              WDT0 
 
     1        -0.95504700D+02     -0.95504700D+02      0.10000000D+01 
     2         0.75647200D+02      0.75647200D+02      0.10000000D+01 
     3         0.84882200D+02      0.84882200D+02      0.10000000D+01 
     4         0.80737600D+02      0.80737600D+02      0.10000000D+01 
     5        -0.65848100D+02     -0.65848100D+02      0.10000000D+01 
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     6         0.77724100D+02      0.77724100D+02      0.10000000D+01 
     7        -0.37301000D+02     -0.37301000D+02      0.10000000D+01 
     8         0.31399400D+02      0.31399400D+02      0.10000000D+01 
     9         0.43590700D+02      0.43590700D+02      0.10000000D+01 
    10         0.12152200D+02      0.12152200D+02      0.10000000D+01 
 
 




               Specification of CV, T-matrix, and EC Compression 
 
                                 MSAVE0/MSAVE 
 
         0             1             0             0             0 
     0      0      1      1      0      0      0      0      0      0 
 
 
                                 NSAVE0/NSAVE 
 
         0             0             1             0             0 








  *****   Initial Control Vector (CV0), T-Matrix (T0), 
                                           and Measurement Vector (EC0)   ***** 
 
 
  *****   Initial Control Vector (CV0)   ***** 
 
   CV0     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
           0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
           0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
  *****   Initial Greatest Least Bounds (CVL0) for the 
                                                   Control Vector (CV0)   ***** 
 
  CVL0    -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02 
          -0.30000000D+01   -0.30000000D+01   -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02 
          -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02 
 
  *****   Initial Least Upper Bounds (CVU0) for the 
                                                   Control Vector (CV0)   ***** 
 
  CVU0     0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02 
           0.30000000D+01    0.30000000D+01    0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02 
           0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02 
 
 
    Row          *****   Initial T-Matrix (T0)   ***** 
 
 T0  1    -0.90740400D+02   -0.13569100D+03   -0.11432000D+03   -0.68177300D+02 
          -0.50039300D+02   -0.76479500D+02   -0.14327400D+03   -0.13709000D+03 
          -0.12026900D+03   -0.35691800D+02 
 
 T0  2     0.11970700D+03    0.79448600D+02    0.47683700D+02    0.51471100D+02 
           0.63869000D+02    0.10792800D+03    0.11090400D+03    0.35351300D+02 
           0.35507200D+02    0.52919900D+02 
 
 T0  3     0.12238400D+03    0.87604200D+02    0.60609600D+02    0.64589000D+02 
           0.76583700D+02    0.11311600D+03    0.11015900D+03    0.41278200D+02 
           0.40179000D+02    0.96571600D+02 
 
 T0  4     0.78723800D+02    0.11595000D+03    0.95790400D+02    0.53425700D+02 
           0.37283300D+02    0.66388400D+02    0.13180500D+03    0.11129300D+03 
           0.68519100D+02    0.18697000D+02 
 
 T0  5    -0.69686400D+02   -0.47757000D+02   -0.56223800D+02   -0.30916700D+02 
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           0.44635300D+02   -0.48842200D+02   -0.89783700D+02   -0.24031100D+03 
          -0.14879800D+03   -0.48361400D+02 
 
 T0  6     0.66340100D+02    0.79133100D+02    0.49498400D+02    0.80521700D+02 
           0.79285000D+02    0.15567100D+03    0.25360700D+03    0.32079500D+02 
           0.67000200D+02   -0.20154700D+02 
 
 T0  7    -0.40056100D+02   -0.30015800D+02   -0.24877100D+02   -0.84533200D+01 
          -0.54793800D+01   -0.59097000D+02    0.17656700D+02   -0.49513700D+02 
          -0.82328600D+02   -0.11560300D+03 
 
 T0  8     0.20252000D+02    0.33375900D+02    0.37778200D+01    0.54595500D+02 
           0.73257900D+02    0.67743700D+02    0.49407700D+02    0.88928300D+02 
           0.11906500D+03   -0.21847200D+02 
 
 T0  9     0.29750400D+02    0.38475000D+02    0.24546000D+02    0.66753000D+02 
           0.12317900D+03    0.73072500D+02    0.19590400D+02    0.49442400D+00 
          -0.13463600D+02    0.11916600D+03 
 
 T0 10     0.24367300D+02    0.13770800D+02   -0.63430700D+01   -0.12353700D+02 
          -0.16066500D+02    0.85041400D+02    0.70406300D+02   -0.98438700D+01 
          -0.73784200D+02   -0.50092100D+02 
 
 
  *****   Initial End Conditions Vector (EC0)   ***** 
 
   EC0    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02    0.84882200D+02    0.80737600D+02 
          -0.65848100D+02    0.77724100D+02   -0.37301000D+02    0.31399400D+02 
           0.43590700D+02    0.12152200D+02 
 
  *****   Initial End Conditions Weighting Coefficient Vector 
                                    (WDT0) for the Performance Index (F)  ***** 
 
  WDT0     0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
           0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
           0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
 
 
  *****   Initial Control Vector (CVPRV0) and Measurement 
                           Vector (ECPRV0) from the Previous Duty Cycle   ***** 
 
 
  *****   Initial Previous Cycle Control Vector (CVPRV0)   ***** 
 
CVPRV0     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
           0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
           0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
 
  *****   Initial Previous Cycle End Conditions Vector (ECPRV0)   ***** 
 
ECPRV0    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02    0.84882200D+02    0.80737600D+02 
          -0.65848100D+02    0.77724100D+02   -0.37301000D+02    0.31399400D+02 
           0.43590700D+02    0.12152200D+02 
 
 
  *****   Intermediate Control Vector (CV), T-Matrix (TT), 
               and Measurement Vector (ECT) after the First Compression   ***** 
 
 
  *****   Intermediate Control Vector (CV) after the First Compression   ***** 
 
    CV     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
  *****   Intermediate Greatest Least Bounds (CVL) for the 
                                                    Control Vector (CV)   ***** 
 
   CVL    -0.30000000D+01   -0.30000000D+01 
 
  *****   Intermediate Least Upper Bounds (CVU) for the 
                                                    Control Vector (CV)   ***** 
 




    Row        *****   Intermediate T-Matrix (TT)   ***** 
 
 TT  1    -0.50039300D+02   -0.76479500D+02 
 
 TT  2     0.63869000D+02    0.10792800D+03 
 
 TT  3     0.76583700D+02    0.11311600D+03 
 
 TT  4     0.37283300D+02    0.66388400D+02 
 
 TT  5     0.44635300D+02   -0.48842200D+02 
 
 TT  6     0.79285000D+02    0.15567100D+03 
 
 TT  7    -0.54793800D+01   -0.59097000D+02 
 
 TT  8     0.73257900D+02    0.67743700D+02 
 
 TT  9     0.12317900D+03    0.73072500D+02 
 
 TT 10    -0.16066500D+02    0.85041400D+02 
 
 
  *****   Intermediate End Conditions Vector (ECT)   ***** 
 
   ECT    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02    0.84882200D+02    0.80737600D+02 
          -0.65848100D+02    0.77724100D+02   -0.37301000D+02    0.31399400D+02 
           0.43590700D+02    0.12152200D+02 
 
  *****   Intermediate End Conditions Weighting Coefficient Vector 
                                    (WDTT) for the Performance Index (F)  ***** 
 
  WDTT     0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
           0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
           0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
 
 
  *****   Intermediate Control Vector (CVPRV) and Measurement Vector 
                          (ECPRV0) from the Previous Duty Cycle after 
                                                  the First Compression   ***** 
 
 
  *****   Intermediate Previous Cycle Control Vector (CVPRV) after 
                                                  the First Compression   ***** 
 
 CVPRV     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
 
  *****   Intermediate Previous Cycle End Conditions Vector (ECPRVTT) 
                                            after the First Compression   ***** 
 
ECPRVT    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02    0.84882200D+02    0.80737600D+02 
          -0.65848100D+02    0.77724100D+02   -0.37301000D+02    0.31399400D+02 
           0.43590700D+02    0.12152200D+02 
 
 
  *****   Final Control Vector (CV), T-Matrix (T), and 
                   Measurement Vector (EC) after the Second Compression   ***** 
 
 
  *****   Final Control Vector (CV) after the Second Compression   ***** 
 
    CV     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
  *****   Greatest Least Bounds (CVL) Vector for the 
                                                    Control Vector (CV)   ***** 
 
   CVL    -0.30000000D+01   -0.30000000D+01 
 
  *****   Least Upper Bounds (CVU) Vector for the Control Vector (CV)   ***** 
 




    Row            *****   Final T-Matrix (T)   ***** 
 
  T  1     0.76583700D+02    0.11311600D+03 
 
  T  2     0.37283300D+02    0.66388400D+02 
 
 
  *****   Final End Conditions Vector (EC) after the Second Compression   ***** 
 
    EC     0.84882200D+02    0.80737600D+02 
 
  *****   Final End Conditions Weighting Coefficient Vector 
                                     (WDT) for the Performance Index (F)  ***** 
 
   WDT     0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
 
 
  *****   Final Control Vector (CVPRV) and Measurement Vector 
                        (ECPRV) from the Previous Duty Cycle after 
                                                 the Second Compression   ***** 
 
 
  *****   Final Previous Cycle Control Vector (CVPRV) after 
                                                 the Second Compression   ***** 
 
 CVPRV     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
 
  *****   Final Previous Cycle End Conditions Vector (ECPRV) 
                                           after the Second Compression   ***** 
 
 ECPRV     0.84882200D+02    0.80737600D+02 
 
 
 *******************   T-Matrix Compression is Completed   ******************** 
 
 
  *****   Initial End Conditions Vector EC   ***** 
 
 
     0.84882200D+02      0.80737600D+02 
 
 
  *****   Initial Performance Index  =   0.13723548D+05   ***** 
 
  *****   Initial Control Amplitude (A) and Phase Angle (PHASE) Vectors   ***** 
 
  Element    AL               A                 AU                PHASE 
 
     1     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.30000000D+01    0.00000000D+00 
 
 
*****   Initial Constraint Function Values for Case Number  325   ***** 
 
                                     LSAVE 
 
     1      0 
 
  *****   Inequality Constraints   ***** 
 
  Element        Constraint          Amplitude           Max Amp 
 
     1         0.30000000D+01      0.00000000D+00      0.30000000D+01 
 
 




   -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
    START OF THE SEQUENTIAL QUADRATIC PROGRAMMING ALGORITHM 
   -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
E-149 
    Parameters: 
       N      =       2 
       M      =       1 
       ME     =       0 
       MODE   =       0 
       ACC    =   0.1000D-06 
       ACCQP  =   0.1000D-11 
       STPMIN =   0.0000D+00 
       RHOB   =   0.1000D+03 
       MAXFUN =      30 
       MAXNM  =      10 
       MAXIT  =     300 
       IPRINT =       2 
 
    Output in the following order: 
       IT    - iteration number 
       F     - objective function value 
       SCV   - sum of constraint violations 
       NA    - number of active constraints 
       I     - number of line search iterations 
       ALPHA - steplength parameter 
       DELTA - additional variable to prevent inconsistency 
       KKT   - Karush-Kuhn-Tucker optimality criterion 
 
 
     IT         F          SCV      NA  I    ALPHA     DELTA     KKT 
   -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
      1  0.13723548D+05  0.00D+00    1  0  0.00D+00  0.00D+00  0.29D+06 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
      2  0.90851747D+03  0.00D+00    0  2  0.17D+00  0.00D+00  0.28D+04 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
      3  0.47236962D+02  0.11D+01    1  1  0.10D+01  0.00D+00  0.25D+03 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
      4  0.17164803D+03  0.63D-02    1  1  0.10D+01  0.00D+00  0.19D+01 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
      5  0.17259530D+03  0.54D-06    1  1  0.10D+01  0.00D+00  0.14D-03 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
      6  0.17259537D+03  0.95D-10    1  1  0.10D+01  0.00D+00  0.15D-07 
 
 
     --- Final Convergence Analysis at Last Iterate --- 
 
       Objective function value:      F(X)  =  0.17259537D+03 
       Solution values:               X     = 
          0.20477839D+01 -0.21923917D+01 
       Distances from lower bounds:   X-XL  = 
          0.50477839D+01  0.80760833D+00 
       Distances from upper bounds:   XU-X  = 
          0.95221613D+00  0.51923917D+01 
       Multipliers for lower bounds:  U     = 
          0.00000000D+00  0.00000000D+00 
       Multipliers for upper bounds:  U     = 
          0.00000000D+00  0.00000000D+00 
       Constraint values:             G(X)  = 
         -0.94987129D-10 
       Multipliers for constraints:   U     = 
          0.15019223D+03 
       Number of function calls:      NFUNC =       7 
       Number of gradient calls:      NGRAD =       6 
       Number of calls of QP solver:  NQL   =       6 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
 
 
           *****   Number of Function Evaluations  =     19   ***** 
 
 
  *****   Solution Control Vector for Case Number  325   ***** 
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  Element    CVL               CV                CVU               CV - CV0 
 
     1    -0.30000000D+01    0.20477839D+01    0.30000000D+01    0.20477839D+01 





  *****   Predicted Measurement Vector EC   ***** 
 
    -0.62854854D+01      0.11536380D+02 
 
 





  *****   Predicted Measurement Vector EC   ***** 
 
    -0.62855102D+01      0.11536365D+02 
 
 





  *****   Predicted Control Amplitude Vector (A) 
                   Its Limits (AL & AU), and Its Phase Angle 
                                      Vector (PHASE) Before Compression   ***** 
 
  Element    AL               A                 AU                PHASE 
 
     1     0.00000000D+00    0.30000000D+01    0.30000000D+01    0.13695327D+03 
 
 
*****   Solution Constraint Function Values for Case Number  325   ***** 
 
                                     LSAVE 
 
     1      0 
 
  *****   Inequality Constraints   ***** 
 
  Element        Constraint          Amplitude           Max Amp 
 
     1        -0.94987129D-10      0.30000000D+01      0.30000000D+01 
 
 





          ***************   Start Case Number  125   *************** 
 
 




A00     = 5*0.000000000000000E+000  ,   1.00000000000000     , 
ACC     =  1.000000000000000E-007, 
ACCQP   =  1.000000000000000E-012, 
AL0     = 5*0.000000000000000E+000  , -1.000000000000000E-007, 
ALPHA   =   1.00000000000000     , 
APRV0   = 6*0.000000000000000E+000  , 
AU0     = 2*10.0000000000000        ,   1.00000000000000     , 2*10.0000000000000        
,   3.00000000000000     , 
CRAN1   =   2.00000000000000     , 
CRAN2   =   3.00000000000000     , 
CRAN3   =   1.00000000000000     , 
CRAN4   =   1.00000000000000     , 
CV00    = 14*0.000000000000000E+000  , 
CVOUT   =           0, 
CVPRV0  = 14*0.000000000000000E+000  , 
ECPRV0  =  -95.5047000000000     ,   75.6472000000000     ,   84.8822000000000     ,   
80.7376000000000     , 
  -65.8481000000000     ,   77.7241000000000     ,  -37.3010000000000     ,   
31.3994000000000     ,   43.5907000000000     , 
   12.1522000000000     , 
EPS     =  1.000000000000000E-007, 
ICASE   =         125, 
ICYCL0  =        2000, 
IDATA   =           3, 
IN      =           5, 
IOPT    =           1, 
IOUT    =           6, 
IPRINT  =           2, 
ISEED1  =        2395,        4013,        3813,        1837, 
ISEED2  =        1843,        4011,        3364,        2835, 
ISEED3  =        3962,        1111,        3215,        2637, 
ISEED4  =        2397,        1504,        4031,        3173, 
ITOUT   =           3, 
L       =           1, 
LQL     = T, 
LSAVE   =           1, 5*0, 
MAXASUM =   3.00000000000000     , 
MAXFUN  =          30, 
MAXIT   =         300, 
MAXNM   =          10, 
MI      =           1, 
MINASUM =  0.000000000000000E+000, 
MODE    =           0, 
MSAVE0  =           0,           1, 3*0, 5*1, 
MULT    =           1, 
NSAVE0  = 2*0,           1, 2*0, 5*1, 
NX0     =          10, 
NZ0     =          10, 
OPTEND  =           3, 
PHASE0  = 5*0.000000000000000E+000  ,   90.0000000000000     , 
PHSPRV0 = 6*0.000000000000000E+000  , 
RHOB    =   100.000000000000     , 
STPMIN  =  0.000000000000000E+000, 
T0      =  -90.7404000000000     ,   119.707000000000     ,   122.384000000000     ,   
78.7238000000000     , 
  -69.6864000000000     ,   66.3401000000000     ,  -40.0561000000000     ,   
20.2520000000000     ,   29.7504000000000     , 
   24.3673000000000     ,  -135.691000000000     ,   79.4486000000000     ,   
87.6042000000000     ,   115.950000000000     , 
  -47.7570000000000     ,   79.1331000000000     ,  -30.0158000000000     ,   
33.3759000000000     ,   38.4750000000000     , 
   13.7708000000000     ,  -114.320000000000     ,   47.6837000000000     ,   
60.6096000000000     ,   95.7904000000000     , 
  -56.2238000000000     ,   49.4984000000000     ,  -24.8771000000000     ,   
3.77782000000000     ,   24.5460000000000     , 
  -6.34307000000000     ,  -68.1773000000000     ,   51.4711000000000     ,   
64.5890000000000     ,   53.4257000000000     , 
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  -30.9167000000000     ,   80.5217000000000     ,  -8.45332000000000     ,   
54.5955000000000     ,   66.7530000000000     , 
  -12.3537000000000     ,  -50.0393000000000     ,   63.8690000000000     ,   
76.5837000000000     ,   37.2833000000000     , 
   44.6353000000000     ,   79.2850000000000     ,  -5.47938000000000     ,   
73.2579000000000     ,   123.179000000000     , 
  -16.0665000000000     ,  -76.4795000000000     ,   107.928000000000     ,   
113.116000000000     ,   66.3884000000000     , 
  -48.8422000000000     ,   155.671000000000     ,  -59.0970000000000     ,   
67.7437000000000     ,   73.0725000000000     , 
   85.0414000000000     ,  -143.274000000000     ,   110.904000000000     ,   
110.159000000000     ,   131.805000000000     , 
  -89.7837000000000     ,   253.607000000000     ,   17.6567000000000     ,   
49.4077000000000     ,   19.5904000000000     , 
   70.4063000000000     ,  -137.090000000000     ,   35.3513000000000     ,   
41.2782000000000     ,   111.293000000000     , 
  -240.311000000000     ,   32.0795000000000     ,  -49.5137000000000     ,   
88.9283000000000     ,  0.494424000000000     , 
  -9.84387000000000     ,  -120.269000000000     ,   35.5072000000000     ,   
40.1790000000000     ,   68.5191000000000     , 
  -148.798000000000     ,   67.0002000000000     ,  -82.3286000000000     ,   
119.065000000000     ,  -13.4636000000000     , 
  -73.7842000000000     ,  -35.6918000000000     ,   52.9199000000000     ,   
96.5716000000000     ,   18.6970000000000     , 
  -48.3614000000000     ,  -20.1547000000000     ,  -115.603000000000     ,  -
21.8472000000000     ,   119.166000000000     , 
  -50.0921000000000     , 
WDT0    = 10*1.00000000000000        , 
WDX     = 10*0.000000000000000E+000  , 
WX      = 10*0.000000000000000E+000  , 








     ***************   OUTPUT DATA for Case Number  125   *************** 
 
 
  *****   The Initial T-Matrix (T0) and Either the Initial 
                    Previous Actual NLP Control Vector (CVPRV0) or 
                          the Initial Previous Control Amplitude (APRV0) 
                                and Phase Angle (PHSPRV0) Vectors Before 
                                         Compression are Directly Input   ***** 
 
  *****   Input the Initial Previous Actual NLP Control 
                   Vector (CVPRV0) Directly Via NAMELIST Input CDATA 
                         and then Compute the Previous Control Amplitude (APRV0) 




                  **********   Case Number  125   ********** 
  *****   Initial Previous Control Amplitude (APRV0) and Phase 
                             Angle (PHSPRV0) Vectors before Compression   ***** 
 
  Element    AL0               APRV0             AU0               PHSPRV0 
 
     1     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     2     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     3     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+01    0.00000000D+00 
     4     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     5     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
 
  *****   Previous Actual NLP Control Vector CVPRV0 Before Compression   ***** 
 
  Element        CVL0                CVPRV0              CVU0 
 
     1        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     2        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     3        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     4        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
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     5        -0.10000000D+01      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+01 
     6        -0.10000000D+01      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+01 
     7        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     8        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     9        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
    10        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
 
  *****   Either the BEFORE Compression Initial Actual NLP Control 
              Vector Estimates (CV00), OR the BEFORE Compression 
                 Initial Control Vector Amplitudes (A00) and Phase 
                    Angles (PHASE0) Estimates are Directly Input 
                       via NAMELIST Data CDATA                            ***** 
 
  *****   Input the Initial Actual NLP Control Vector Estimate 
                (CV00) Directly Via NAMELIST Input CDATA, and 
                        then Compute the Control Vector Amplitudes 




                  **********   Case Number  125   ********** 
 
 
  *****   Adjust the Initial Control Amplitude Estimates Vector 
           (A00) to define the Initial Control Amplitude Estimates 
            Vector (A0) to Within Limits If Required Before Compression   ***** 
 
 
  *****   Initial Control Amplitude Vector Estimates (A0), Its 
                       Limits (AL0 & AU0), and Its Phase Angle Vector 
                                  Estimates (PHASE0) Before Compression   ***** 
 
  Element    AL0               A0                AU0               PHASE0 
 
     1     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     1     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D-06    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     2     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     2     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D-06    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     3     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+01    0.00000000D+00 
     3     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D-06    0.10000000D+01    0.00000000D+00 
     4     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     4     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D-06    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     5     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     5     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D-06    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
 
  *****   Initial Actual NLP Control Vector Estimates (CV0) and 
                            Its Limits (CVL0 & CVU0) Before Compression   ***** 
 
  Element        CVL0                CV0                 CVU0 
 
     1        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     2        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     3        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     4        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     5        -0.10000000D+01      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+01 
     6        -0.10000000D+01      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+01 
     7        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     8        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     9        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
    10        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
 
 
  *****   End Conditions Vector EC0, Previous Cycle 
                    End Conditions Vector ECPRV0, and Weighting 
                             Coefficient Vector WDT0 Before Compression   ***** 
 
 
  Element        EC0                 ECPRV0              WDT0 
 
     1        -0.95504700D+02     -0.95504700D+02      0.10000000D+01 
     2         0.75647200D+02      0.75647200D+02      0.10000000D+01 
     3         0.84882200D+02      0.84882200D+02      0.10000000D+01 
     4         0.80737600D+02      0.80737600D+02      0.10000000D+01 
     5        -0.65848100D+02     -0.65848100D+02      0.10000000D+01 
E-154 
     6         0.77724100D+02      0.77724100D+02      0.10000000D+01 
     7        -0.37301000D+02     -0.37301000D+02      0.10000000D+01 
     8         0.31399400D+02      0.31399400D+02      0.10000000D+01 
     9         0.43590700D+02      0.43590700D+02      0.10000000D+01 
    10         0.12152200D+02      0.12152200D+02      0.10000000D+01 
 
 




               Specification of CV, T-matrix, and EC Compression 
 
                                 MSAVE0/MSAVE 
 
         0             1             0             0             0 
     0      0      1      1      0      0      0      0      0      0 
 
 
                                 NSAVE0/NSAVE 
 
         0             0             1             0             0 








  *****   Initial Control Vector (CV0), T-Matrix (T0), 
                                           and Measurement Vector (EC0)   ***** 
 
 
  *****   Initial Control Vector (CV0)   ***** 
 
   CV0     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
           0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
           0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
  *****   Initial Greatest Least Bounds (CVL0) for the 
                                                   Control Vector (CV0)   ***** 
 
  CVL0    -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02 
          -0.10000000D+01   -0.10000000D+01   -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02 
          -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02 
 
  *****   Initial Least Upper Bounds (CVU0) for the 
                                                   Control Vector (CV0)   ***** 
 
  CVU0     0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02 
           0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02 
           0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02 
 
 
    Row          *****   Initial T-Matrix (T0)   ***** 
 
 T0  1    -0.90740400D+02   -0.13569100D+03   -0.11432000D+03   -0.68177300D+02 
          -0.50039300D+02   -0.76479500D+02   -0.14327400D+03   -0.13709000D+03 
          -0.12026900D+03   -0.35691800D+02 
 
 T0  2     0.11970700D+03    0.79448600D+02    0.47683700D+02    0.51471100D+02 
           0.63869000D+02    0.10792800D+03    0.11090400D+03    0.35351300D+02 
           0.35507200D+02    0.52919900D+02 
 
 T0  3     0.12238400D+03    0.87604200D+02    0.60609600D+02    0.64589000D+02 
           0.76583700D+02    0.11311600D+03    0.11015900D+03    0.41278200D+02 
           0.40179000D+02    0.96571600D+02 
 
 T0  4     0.78723800D+02    0.11595000D+03    0.95790400D+02    0.53425700D+02 
           0.37283300D+02    0.66388400D+02    0.13180500D+03    0.11129300D+03 
           0.68519100D+02    0.18697000D+02 
 
 T0  5    -0.69686400D+02   -0.47757000D+02   -0.56223800D+02   -0.30916700D+02 
E-155 
           0.44635300D+02   -0.48842200D+02   -0.89783700D+02   -0.24031100D+03 
          -0.14879800D+03   -0.48361400D+02 
 
 T0  6     0.66340100D+02    0.79133100D+02    0.49498400D+02    0.80521700D+02 
           0.79285000D+02    0.15567100D+03    0.25360700D+03    0.32079500D+02 
           0.67000200D+02   -0.20154700D+02 
 
 T0  7    -0.40056100D+02   -0.30015800D+02   -0.24877100D+02   -0.84533200D+01 
          -0.54793800D+01   -0.59097000D+02    0.17656700D+02   -0.49513700D+02 
          -0.82328600D+02   -0.11560300D+03 
 
 T0  8     0.20252000D+02    0.33375900D+02    0.37778200D+01    0.54595500D+02 
           0.73257900D+02    0.67743700D+02    0.49407700D+02    0.88928300D+02 
           0.11906500D+03   -0.21847200D+02 
 
 T0  9     0.29750400D+02    0.38475000D+02    0.24546000D+02    0.66753000D+02 
           0.12317900D+03    0.73072500D+02    0.19590400D+02    0.49442400D+00 
          -0.13463600D+02    0.11916600D+03 
 
 T0 10     0.24367300D+02    0.13770800D+02   -0.63430700D+01   -0.12353700D+02 
          -0.16066500D+02    0.85041400D+02    0.70406300D+02   -0.98438700D+01 
          -0.73784200D+02   -0.50092100D+02 
 
 
  *****   Initial End Conditions Vector (EC0)   ***** 
 
   EC0    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02    0.84882200D+02    0.80737600D+02 
          -0.65848100D+02    0.77724100D+02   -0.37301000D+02    0.31399400D+02 
           0.43590700D+02    0.12152200D+02 
 
  *****   Initial End Conditions Weighting Coefficient Vector 
                                    (WDT0) for the Performance Index (F)  ***** 
 
  WDT0     0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
           0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
           0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
 
 
  *****   Initial Control Vector (CVPRV0) and Measurement 
                           Vector (ECPRV0) from the Previous Duty Cycle   ***** 
 
 
  *****   Initial Previous Cycle Control Vector (CVPRV0)   ***** 
 
CVPRV0     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
           0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
           0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
 
  *****   Initial Previous Cycle End Conditions Vector (ECPRV0)   ***** 
 
ECPRV0    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02    0.84882200D+02    0.80737600D+02 
          -0.65848100D+02    0.77724100D+02   -0.37301000D+02    0.31399400D+02 
           0.43590700D+02    0.12152200D+02 
 
 
  *****   Intermediate Control Vector (CV), T-Matrix (TT), 
               and Measurement Vector (ECT) after the First Compression   ***** 
 
 
  *****   Intermediate Control Vector (CV) after the First Compression   ***** 
 
    CV     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
  *****   Intermediate Greatest Least Bounds (CVL) for the 
                                                    Control Vector (CV)   ***** 
 
   CVL    -0.10000000D+01   -0.10000000D+01 
 
  *****   Intermediate Least Upper Bounds (CVU) for the 
                                                    Control Vector (CV)   ***** 
 




    Row        *****   Intermediate T-Matrix (TT)   ***** 
 
 TT  1    -0.50039300D+02   -0.76479500D+02 
 
 TT  2     0.63869000D+02    0.10792800D+03 
 
 TT  3     0.76583700D+02    0.11311600D+03 
 
 TT  4     0.37283300D+02    0.66388400D+02 
 
 TT  5     0.44635300D+02   -0.48842200D+02 
 
 TT  6     0.79285000D+02    0.15567100D+03 
 
 TT  7    -0.54793800D+01   -0.59097000D+02 
 
 TT  8     0.73257900D+02    0.67743700D+02 
 
 TT  9     0.12317900D+03    0.73072500D+02 
 
 TT 10    -0.16066500D+02    0.85041400D+02 
 
 
  *****   Intermediate End Conditions Vector (ECT)   ***** 
 
   ECT    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02    0.84882200D+02    0.80737600D+02 
          -0.65848100D+02    0.77724100D+02   -0.37301000D+02    0.31399400D+02 
           0.43590700D+02    0.12152200D+02 
 
  *****   Intermediate End Conditions Weighting Coefficient Vector 
                                    (WDTT) for the Performance Index (F)  ***** 
 
  WDTT     0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
           0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
           0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
 
 
  *****   Intermediate Control Vector (CVPRV) and Measurement Vector 
                          (ECPRV0) from the Previous Duty Cycle after 
                                                  the First Compression   ***** 
 
 
  *****   Intermediate Previous Cycle Control Vector (CVPRV) after 
                                                  the First Compression   ***** 
 
 CVPRV     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
 
  *****   Intermediate Previous Cycle End Conditions Vector (ECPRVTT) 
                                            after the First Compression   ***** 
 
ECPRVT    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02    0.84882200D+02    0.80737600D+02 
          -0.65848100D+02    0.77724100D+02   -0.37301000D+02    0.31399400D+02 
           0.43590700D+02    0.12152200D+02 
 
 
  *****   Final Control Vector (CV), T-Matrix (T), and 
                   Measurement Vector (EC) after the Second Compression   ***** 
 
 
  *****   Final Control Vector (CV) after the Second Compression   ***** 
 
    CV     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
  *****   Greatest Least Bounds (CVL) Vector for the 
                                                    Control Vector (CV)   ***** 
 
   CVL    -0.10000000D+01   -0.10000000D+01 
 
  *****   Least Upper Bounds (CVU) Vector for the Control Vector (CV)   ***** 
 




    Row            *****   Final T-Matrix (T)   ***** 
 
  T  1     0.76583700D+02    0.11311600D+03 
 
  T  2     0.37283300D+02    0.66388400D+02 
 
 
  *****   Final End Conditions Vector (EC) after the Second Compression   ***** 
 
    EC     0.84882200D+02    0.80737600D+02 
 
  *****   Final End Conditions Weighting Coefficient Vector 
                                     (WDT) for the Performance Index (F)  ***** 
 
   WDT     0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
 
 
  *****   Final Control Vector (CVPRV) and Measurement Vector 
                        (ECPRV) from the Previous Duty Cycle after 
                                                 the Second Compression   ***** 
 
 
  *****   Final Previous Cycle Control Vector (CVPRV) after 
                                                 the Second Compression   ***** 
 
 CVPRV     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
 
  *****   Final Previous Cycle End Conditions Vector (ECPRV) 
                                           after the Second Compression   ***** 
 
 ECPRV     0.84882200D+02    0.80737600D+02 
 
 
 *******************   T-Matrix Compression is Completed   ******************** 
 
 
  *****   Initial End Conditions Vector EC   ***** 
 
 
     0.84882200D+02      0.80737600D+02 
 
 
  *****   Initial Performance Index  =   0.13723548D+05   ***** 
 
  *****   Initial Control Amplitude (A) and Phase Angle (PHASE) Vectors   ***** 
 
  Element    AL               A                 AU                PHASE 
 
     1     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+01    0.00000000D+00 
 
 
*****   Initial Constraint Function Values for Case Number  125   ***** 
 
                                     LSAVE 
 
     1      0 
 
  *****   Inequality Constraints   ***** 
 
  Element        Constraint          Amplitude           Max Amp 
 
     1         0.10000000D+01      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+01 
 
 




   -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
    START OF THE SEQUENTIAL QUADRATIC PROGRAMMING ALGORITHM 
   -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
E-158 
    Parameters: 
       N      =       2 
       M      =       1 
       ME     =       0 
       MODE   =       0 
       ACC    =   0.1000D-06 
       ACCQP  =   0.1000D-11 
       STPMIN =   0.0000D+00 
       RHOB   =   0.1000D+03 
       MAXFUN =      30 
       MAXNM  =      10 
       MAXIT  =     300 
       IPRINT =       2 
 
    Output in the following order: 
       IT    - iteration number 
       F     - objective function value 
       SCV   - sum of constraint violations 
       NA    - number of active constraints 
       I     - number of line search iterations 
       ALPHA - steplength parameter 
       DELTA - additional variable to prevent inconsistency 
       KKT   - Karush-Kuhn-Tucker optimality criterion 
 
 
     IT         F          SCV      NA  I    ALPHA     DELTA     KKT 
   -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
      1  0.13723548D+05  0.00D+00    1  0  0.00D+00  0.00D+00  0.98D+05 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
      2  0.11512681D+05  0.41D+00    1  1  0.10D+01  0.00D+00  0.22D+05 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
      3  0.63811669D+03  0.25D-01    1  1  0.10D+01  0.00D+00  0.19D+02 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
      4  0.64755327D+03  0.49D-03    1  1  0.10D+01  0.00D+00  0.39D+00 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
      5  0.64774911D+03  0.10D-07    1  1  0.10D+01  0.00D+00  0.60D-03 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
      6  0.64774882D+03  0.13D-07    1  1  0.10D+01  0.00D+00  0.10D-04 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
      7  0.64774882D+03  0.21D-11    1  1  0.10D+01  0.00D+00  0.17D-08 
 
 
     --- Final Convergence Analysis at Last Iterate --- 
 
       Objective function value:      F(X)  =  0.64774882D+03 
       Solution values:               X     = 
          0.19075814D+00 -0.98163707D+00 
       Distances from lower bounds:   X-XL  = 
          0.11907581D+01  0.18362933D-01 
       Distances from upper bounds:   XU-X  = 
          0.80924186D+00  0.19816371D+01 
       Multipliers for lower bounds:  U     = 
          0.00000000D+00  0.00000000D+00 
       Multipliers for upper bounds:  U     = 
          0.00000000D+00  0.00000000D+00 
       Constraint values:             G(X)  = 
         -0.21169733D-11 
       Multipliers for constraints:   U     = 
          0.40643521D+03 
       Number of function calls:      NFUNC =       7 
       Number of gradient calls:      NGRAD =       7 








           *****   Number of Function Evaluations  =     21   ***** 
 
 
  *****   Solution Control Vector for Case Number  125   ***** 
 
  Element    CVL               CV                CVU               CV - CV0 
 
     1    -0.10000000D+01    0.19075814D+00    0.10000000D+01    0.19075814D+00 




  *****   Predicted Measurement Vector EC   ***** 
 
    -0.11547683D+02      0.22680385D+02 
 
 




  *****   Predicted Measurement Vector EC   ***** 
 
    -0.11547694D+02      0.22680379D+02 
 
 




  *****   Predicted Control Amplitude Vector (A) 
                   Its Limits (AL & AU), and Its Phase Angle 
                                      Vector (PHASE) Before Compression   ***** 
 
  Element    AL               A                 AU                PHASE 
 
     1     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.16900297D+03 
 
 
*****   Solution Constraint Function Values for Case Number  125   ***** 
 
                                     LSAVE 
 
     1      0 
 
  *****   Inequality Constraints   ***** 
 
  Element        Constraint          Amplitude           Max Amp 
 
     1        -0.21169733D-11      0.10000000D+01      0.10000000D+01 
 
 





          ***************   Start Case Number  325   *************** 
 
 




A00     = 5*0.000000000000000E+000  ,   1.00000000000000     , 
ACC     =  1.000000000000000E-007, 
ACCQP   =  1.000000000000000E-012, 
AL0     = 5*0.000000000000000E+000  , -1.000000000000000E-007, 
ALPHA   =   1.00000000000000     , 
APRV0   = 6*0.000000000000000E+000  , 
AU0     = 2*10.0000000000000        ,  0.300000000000000     , 2*10.0000000000000        
,   3.00000000000000     , 
CRAN1   =   2.00000000000000     , 
CRAN2   =   3.00000000000000     , 
CRAN3   =   1.00000000000000     , 
CRAN4   =   1.00000000000000     , 
CV00    = 14*0.000000000000000E+000  , 
CVOUT   =           0, 
CVPRV0  = 14*0.000000000000000E+000  , 
ECPRV0  =  -95.5047000000000     ,   75.6472000000000     ,   84.8822000000000     ,   
80.7376000000000     , 
  -65.8481000000000     ,   77.7241000000000     ,  -37.3010000000000     ,   
31.3994000000000     ,   43.5907000000000     , 
   12.1522000000000     , 
EPS     =  1.000000000000000E-007, 
ICASE   =         325, 
ICYCL0  =        2000, 
IDATA   =           3, 
IN      =           5, 
IOPT    =           1, 
IOUT    =           6, 
IPRINT  =           2, 
ISEED1  =        2395,        4013,        3813,        1837, 
ISEED2  =        1843,        4011,        3364,        2835, 
ISEED3  =        3962,        1111,        3215,        2637, 
ISEED4  =        2397,        1504,        4031,        3173, 
ITOUT   =           3, 
L       =           1, 
LQL     = T, 
LSAVE   =           1, 5*0, 
MAXASUM =   3.00000000000000     , 
MAXFUN  =          30, 
MAXIT   =         300, 
MAXNM   =          10, 
MI      =           1, 
MINASUM =  0.000000000000000E+000, 
MODE    =           0, 
MSAVE0  =           0,           1, 3*0, 5*1, 
MULT    =           0, 
NSAVE0  = 2*0,           1, 2*0, 5*1, 
NX0     =          10, 
NZ0     =          10, 
OPTEND  =           3, 
PHASE0  = 5*0.000000000000000E+000  ,   90.0000000000000     , 
PHSPRV0 = 6*0.000000000000000E+000  , 
RHOB    =   100.000000000000     , 
STPMIN  =  0.000000000000000E+000, 
T0      =  -90.7404000000000     ,   119.707000000000     ,   122.384000000000     ,   
78.7238000000000     , 
  -69.6864000000000     ,   66.3401000000000     ,  -40.0561000000000     ,   
20.2520000000000     ,   29.7504000000000     , 
   24.3673000000000     ,  -135.691000000000     ,   79.4486000000000     ,   
87.6042000000000     ,   115.950000000000     , 
  -47.7570000000000     ,   79.1331000000000     ,  -30.0158000000000     ,   
33.3759000000000     ,   38.4750000000000     , 
   13.7708000000000     ,  -114.320000000000     ,   47.6837000000000     ,   
60.6096000000000     ,   95.7904000000000     , 
  -56.2238000000000     ,   49.4984000000000     ,  -24.8771000000000     ,   
3.77782000000000     ,   24.5460000000000     , 
  -6.34307000000000     ,  -68.1773000000000     ,   51.4711000000000     ,   
64.5890000000000     ,   53.4257000000000     , 
E-161 
  -30.9167000000000     ,   80.5217000000000     ,  -8.45332000000000     ,   
54.5955000000000     ,   66.7530000000000     , 
  -12.3537000000000     ,  -50.0393000000000     ,   63.8690000000000     ,   
76.5837000000000     ,   37.2833000000000     , 
   44.6353000000000     ,   79.2850000000000     ,  -5.47938000000000     ,   
73.2579000000000     ,   123.179000000000     , 
  -16.0665000000000     ,  -76.4795000000000     ,   107.928000000000     ,   
113.116000000000     ,   66.3884000000000     , 
  -48.8422000000000     ,   155.671000000000     ,  -59.0970000000000     ,   
67.7437000000000     ,   73.0725000000000     , 
   85.0414000000000     ,  -143.274000000000     ,   110.904000000000     ,   
110.159000000000     ,   131.805000000000     , 
  -89.7837000000000     ,   253.607000000000     ,   17.6567000000000     ,   
49.4077000000000     ,   19.5904000000000     , 
   70.4063000000000     ,  -137.090000000000     ,   35.3513000000000     ,   
41.2782000000000     ,   111.293000000000     , 
  -240.311000000000     ,   32.0795000000000     ,  -49.5137000000000     ,   
88.9283000000000     ,  0.494424000000000     , 
  -9.84387000000000     ,  -120.269000000000     ,   35.5072000000000     ,   
40.1790000000000     ,   68.5191000000000     , 
  -148.798000000000     ,   67.0002000000000     ,  -82.3286000000000     ,   
119.065000000000     ,  -13.4636000000000     , 
  -73.7842000000000     ,  -35.6918000000000     ,   52.9199000000000     ,   
96.5716000000000     ,   18.6970000000000     , 
  -48.3614000000000     ,  -20.1547000000000     ,  -115.603000000000     ,  -
21.8472000000000     ,   119.166000000000     , 
  -50.0921000000000     , 
WDT0    = 10*1.00000000000000        , 
WDX     = 10*0.000000000000000E+000  , 
WX      = 10*0.000000000000000E+000  , 








     ***************   OUTPUT DATA for Case Number  325   *************** 
 
 
  *****   The Initial T-Matrix (T0) and Either the Initial 
                    Previous Actual NLP Control Vector (CVPRV0) or 
                          the Initial Previous Control Amplitude (APRV0) 
                                and Phase Angle (PHSPRV0) Vectors Before 
                                         Compression are Directly Input   ***** 
 
  *****   Input the Initial Previous Actual NLP Control 
                   Vector (CVPRV0) Directly Via NAMELIST Input CDATA 
                         and then Compute the Previous Control Amplitude (APRV0) 




                  **********   Case Number  325   ********** 
  *****   Initial Previous Control Amplitude (APRV0) and Phase 
                             Angle (PHSPRV0) Vectors before Compression   ***** 
 
  Element    AL0               APRV0             AU0               PHSPRV0 
 
     1     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     2     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     3     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.30000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
     4     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     5     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
 
  *****   Previous Actual NLP Control Vector CVPRV0 Before Compression   ***** 
 
  Element        CVL0                CVPRV0              CVU0 
 
     1        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     2        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     3        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     4        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
E-162 
     5        -0.30000000D+00      0.00000000D+00      0.30000000D+00 
     6        -0.30000000D+00      0.00000000D+00      0.30000000D+00 
     7        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     8        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     9        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
    10        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
 
  *****   Either the BEFORE Compression Initial Actual NLP Control 
              Vector Estimates (CV00), OR the BEFORE Compression 
                 Initial Control Vector Amplitudes (A00) and Phase 
                    Angles (PHASE0) Estimates are Directly Input 
                       via NAMELIST Data CDATA                            ***** 
 
  *****   Input the Initial Actual NLP Control Vector Estimate 
                (CV00) Directly Via NAMELIST Input CDATA, and 
                        then Compute the Control Vector Amplitudes 




                  **********   Case Number  325   ********** 
 
 
  *****   Adjust the Initial Control Amplitude Estimates Vector 
           (A00) to define the Initial Control Amplitude Estimates 
            Vector (A0) to Within Limits If Required Before Compression   ***** 
 
 
  *****   Initial Control Amplitude Vector Estimates (A0), Its 
                       Limits (AL0 & AU0), and Its Phase Angle Vector 
                                  Estimates (PHASE0) Before Compression   ***** 
 
  Element    AL0               A0                AU0               PHASE0 
 
     1     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     1     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D-06    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     2     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     2     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D-06    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     3     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.30000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
     3     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D-06    0.30000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
     4     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     4     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D-06    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     5     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     5     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D-06    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
 
  *****   Initial Actual NLP Control Vector Estimates (CV0) and 
                            Its Limits (CVL0 & CVU0) Before Compression   ***** 
 
  Element        CVL0                CV0                 CVU0 
 
     1        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     2        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     3        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     4        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     5        -0.30000000D+00      0.00000000D+00      0.30000000D+00 
     6        -0.30000000D+00      0.00000000D+00      0.30000000D+00 
     7        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     8        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     9        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
    10        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
 
 
  *****   End Conditions Vector EC0, Previous Cycle 
                    End Conditions Vector ECPRV0, and Weighting 
                             Coefficient Vector WDT0 Before Compression   ***** 
 
 
  Element        EC0                 ECPRV0              WDT0 
 
     1        -0.95504700D+02     -0.95504700D+02      0.10000000D+01 
     2         0.75647200D+02      0.75647200D+02      0.10000000D+01 
     3         0.84882200D+02      0.84882200D+02      0.10000000D+01 
     4         0.80737600D+02      0.80737600D+02      0.10000000D+01 
     5        -0.65848100D+02     -0.65848100D+02      0.10000000D+01 
E-163 
     6         0.77724100D+02      0.77724100D+02      0.10000000D+01 
     7        -0.37301000D+02     -0.37301000D+02      0.10000000D+01 
     8         0.31399400D+02      0.31399400D+02      0.10000000D+01 
     9         0.43590700D+02      0.43590700D+02      0.10000000D+01 
    10         0.12152200D+02      0.12152200D+02      0.10000000D+01 
 
 




               Specification of CV, T-matrix, and EC Compression 
 
                                 MSAVE0/MSAVE 
 
         0             1             0             0             0 
     0      0      1      1      0      0      0      0      0      0 
 
 
                                 NSAVE0/NSAVE 
 
         0             0             1             0             0 








  *****   Initial Control Vector (CV0), T-Matrix (T0), 
                                           and Measurement Vector (EC0)   ***** 
 
 
  *****   Initial Control Vector (CV0)   ***** 
 
   CV0     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
           0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
           0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
  *****   Initial Greatest Least Bounds (CVL0) for the 
                                                   Control Vector (CV0)   ***** 
 
  CVL0    -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02 
          -0.30000000D+00   -0.30000000D+00   -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02 
          -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02 
 
  *****   Initial Least Upper Bounds (CVU0) for the 
                                                   Control Vector (CV0)   ***** 
 
  CVU0     0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02 
           0.30000000D+00    0.30000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02 
           0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02 
 
 
    Row          *****   Initial T-Matrix (T0)   ***** 
 
 T0  1    -0.90740400D+02   -0.13569100D+03   -0.11432000D+03   -0.68177300D+02 
          -0.50039300D+02   -0.76479500D+02   -0.14327400D+03   -0.13709000D+03 
          -0.12026900D+03   -0.35691800D+02 
 
 T0  2     0.11970700D+03    0.79448600D+02    0.47683700D+02    0.51471100D+02 
           0.63869000D+02    0.10792800D+03    0.11090400D+03    0.35351300D+02 
           0.35507200D+02    0.52919900D+02 
 
 T0  3     0.12238400D+03    0.87604200D+02    0.60609600D+02    0.64589000D+02 
           0.76583700D+02    0.11311600D+03    0.11015900D+03    0.41278200D+02 
           0.40179000D+02    0.96571600D+02 
 
 T0  4     0.78723800D+02    0.11595000D+03    0.95790400D+02    0.53425700D+02 
           0.37283300D+02    0.66388400D+02    0.13180500D+03    0.11129300D+03 
           0.68519100D+02    0.18697000D+02 
 
 T0  5    -0.69686400D+02   -0.47757000D+02   -0.56223800D+02   -0.30916700D+02 
E-164 
           0.44635300D+02   -0.48842200D+02   -0.89783700D+02   -0.24031100D+03 
          -0.14879800D+03   -0.48361400D+02 
 
 T0  6     0.66340100D+02    0.79133100D+02    0.49498400D+02    0.80521700D+02 
           0.79285000D+02    0.15567100D+03    0.25360700D+03    0.32079500D+02 
           0.67000200D+02   -0.20154700D+02 
 
 T0  7    -0.40056100D+02   -0.30015800D+02   -0.24877100D+02   -0.84533200D+01 
          -0.54793800D+01   -0.59097000D+02    0.17656700D+02   -0.49513700D+02 
          -0.82328600D+02   -0.11560300D+03 
 
 T0  8     0.20252000D+02    0.33375900D+02    0.37778200D+01    0.54595500D+02 
           0.73257900D+02    0.67743700D+02    0.49407700D+02    0.88928300D+02 
           0.11906500D+03   -0.21847200D+02 
 
 T0  9     0.29750400D+02    0.38475000D+02    0.24546000D+02    0.66753000D+02 
           0.12317900D+03    0.73072500D+02    0.19590400D+02    0.49442400D+00 
          -0.13463600D+02    0.11916600D+03 
 
 T0 10     0.24367300D+02    0.13770800D+02   -0.63430700D+01   -0.12353700D+02 
          -0.16066500D+02    0.85041400D+02    0.70406300D+02   -0.98438700D+01 
          -0.73784200D+02   -0.50092100D+02 
 
 
  *****   Initial End Conditions Vector (EC0)   ***** 
 
   EC0    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02    0.84882200D+02    0.80737600D+02 
          -0.65848100D+02    0.77724100D+02   -0.37301000D+02    0.31399400D+02 
           0.43590700D+02    0.12152200D+02 
 
  *****   Initial End Conditions Weighting Coefficient Vector 
                                    (WDT0) for the Performance Index (F)  ***** 
 
  WDT0     0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
           0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
           0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
 
 
  *****   Initial Control Vector (CVPRV0) and Measurement 
                           Vector (ECPRV0) from the Previous Duty Cycle   ***** 
 
 
  *****   Initial Previous Cycle Control Vector (CVPRV0)   ***** 
 
CVPRV0     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
           0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
           0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
 
  *****   Initial Previous Cycle End Conditions Vector (ECPRV0)   ***** 
 
ECPRV0    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02    0.84882200D+02    0.80737600D+02 
          -0.65848100D+02    0.77724100D+02   -0.37301000D+02    0.31399400D+02 
           0.43590700D+02    0.12152200D+02 
 
 
  *****   Intermediate Control Vector (CV), T-Matrix (TT), 
               and Measurement Vector (ECT) after the First Compression   ***** 
 
 
  *****   Intermediate Control Vector (CV) after the First Compression   ***** 
 
    CV     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
  *****   Intermediate Greatest Least Bounds (CVL) for the 
                                                    Control Vector (CV)   ***** 
 
   CVL    -0.30000000D+00   -0.30000000D+00 
 
  *****   Intermediate Least Upper Bounds (CVU) for the 
                                                    Control Vector (CV)   ***** 
 




    Row        *****   Intermediate T-Matrix (TT)   ***** 
 
 TT  1    -0.50039300D+02   -0.76479500D+02 
 
 TT  2     0.63869000D+02    0.10792800D+03 
 
 TT  3     0.76583700D+02    0.11311600D+03 
 
 TT  4     0.37283300D+02    0.66388400D+02 
 
 TT  5     0.44635300D+02   -0.48842200D+02 
 
 TT  6     0.79285000D+02    0.15567100D+03 
 
 TT  7    -0.54793800D+01   -0.59097000D+02 
 
 TT  8     0.73257900D+02    0.67743700D+02 
 
 TT  9     0.12317900D+03    0.73072500D+02 
 
 TT 10    -0.16066500D+02    0.85041400D+02 
 
 
  *****   Intermediate End Conditions Vector (ECT)   ***** 
 
   ECT    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02    0.84882200D+02    0.80737600D+02 
          -0.65848100D+02    0.77724100D+02   -0.37301000D+02    0.31399400D+02 
           0.43590700D+02    0.12152200D+02 
 
  *****   Intermediate End Conditions Weighting Coefficient Vector 
                                    (WDTT) for the Performance Index (F)  ***** 
 
  WDTT     0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
           0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
           0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
 
 
  *****   Intermediate Control Vector (CVPRV) and Measurement Vector 
                          (ECPRV0) from the Previous Duty Cycle after 
                                                  the First Compression   ***** 
 
 
  *****   Intermediate Previous Cycle Control Vector (CVPRV) after 
                                                  the First Compression   ***** 
 
 CVPRV     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
 
  *****   Intermediate Previous Cycle End Conditions Vector (ECPRVTT) 
                                            after the First Compression   ***** 
 
ECPRVT    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02    0.84882200D+02    0.80737600D+02 
          -0.65848100D+02    0.77724100D+02   -0.37301000D+02    0.31399400D+02 
           0.43590700D+02    0.12152200D+02 
 
 
  *****   Final Control Vector (CV), T-Matrix (T), and 
                   Measurement Vector (EC) after the Second Compression   ***** 
 
 
  *****   Final Control Vector (CV) after the Second Compression   ***** 
 
    CV     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
  *****   Greatest Least Bounds (CVL) Vector for the 
                                                    Control Vector (CV)   ***** 
 
   CVL    -0.30000000D+00   -0.30000000D+00 
 
  *****   Least Upper Bounds (CVU) Vector for the Control Vector (CV)   ***** 
 




    Row            *****   Final T-Matrix (T)   ***** 
 
  T  1     0.76583700D+02    0.11311600D+03 
 
  T  2     0.37283300D+02    0.66388400D+02 
 
 
  *****   Final End Conditions Vector (EC) after the Second Compression   ***** 
 
    EC     0.84882200D+02    0.80737600D+02 
 
  *****   Final End Conditions Weighting Coefficient Vector 
                                     (WDT) for the Performance Index (F)  ***** 
 
   WDT     0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
 
 
  *****   Final Control Vector (CVPRV) and Measurement Vector 
                        (ECPRV) from the Previous Duty Cycle after 
                                                 the Second Compression   ***** 
 
 
  *****   Final Previous Cycle Control Vector (CVPRV) after 
                                                 the Second Compression   ***** 
 
 CVPRV     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
 
  *****   Final Previous Cycle End Conditions Vector (ECPRV) 
                                           after the Second Compression   ***** 
 
 ECPRV     0.84882200D+02    0.80737600D+02 
 
 
 *******************   T-Matrix Compression is Completed   ******************** 
 
 
  *****   Initial End Conditions Vector EC   ***** 
 
 
     0.84882200D+02      0.80737600D+02 
 
 
  *****   Initial Performance Index  =   0.13723548D+05   ***** 
 
  *****   Initial Control Amplitude (A) and Phase Angle (PHASE) Vectors   ***** 
 
  Element    AL               A                 AU                PHASE 
 
     1     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.30000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
 
*****   Initial Constraint Function Values for Case Number  325   ***** 
 
                                     LSAVE 
 
     1      0 
 
  *****   Inequality Constraints   ***** 
 
  Element        Constraint          Amplitude           Max Amp 
 
     1         0.30000000D+00      0.00000000D+00      0.30000000D+00 
 
 




   -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
    START OF THE SEQUENTIAL QUADRATIC PROGRAMMING ALGORITHM 
   -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
E-167 
    Parameters: 
       N      =       2 
       M      =       1 
       ME     =       0 
       MODE   =       0 
       ACC    =   0.1000D-06 
       ACCQP  =   0.1000D-11 
       STPMIN =   0.0000D+00 
       RHOB   =   0.1000D+03 
       MAXFUN =      30 
       MAXNM  =      10 
       MAXIT  =     300 
       IPRINT =       2 
 
    Output in the following order: 
       IT    - iteration number 
       F     - objective function value 
       SCV   - sum of constraint violations 
       NA    - number of active constraints 
       I     - number of line search iterations 
       ALPHA - steplength parameter 
       DELTA - additional variable to prevent inconsistency 
       KKT   - Karush-Kuhn-Tucker optimality criterion 
 
 
     IT         F          SCV      NA  I    ALPHA     DELTA     KKT 
   -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
      1  0.13723548D+05  0.00D+00    1  0  0.00D+00  0.00D+00  0.29D+05 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
      2  0.32461904D+04  0.12D+00    1  1  0.10D+01  0.00D+00  0.33D+04 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
      3  0.48736144D+04  0.25D-01    1  1  0.10D+01  0.00D+00  0.56D+03 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
      4  0.49226936D+04  0.18D-01    1  2  0.43D+00  0.00D+00  0.71D+03 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
      5  0.52833314D+04  0.60D-04    1  1  0.10D+01  0.00D+00  0.13D+01 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
      6  0.52833296D+04  0.56D-04    1  2  0.12D+00  0.00D+00  0.23D+01 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
      7  0.52845033D+04  0.12D-07    1  1  0.10D+01  0.00D+00  0.49D-03 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
      8  0.52845035D+04  0.34D-11    1  1  0.10D+01  0.00D+00  0.13D-06 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
      9  0.52845035D+04  0.16D-12    1  1  0.10D+01  0.00D+00  0.67D-08 
 
 
     --- Final Convergence Analysis at Last Iterate --- 
 
       Objective function value:      F(X)  =  0.52845035D+04 
       Solution values:               X     = 
         -0.15930538D+00 -0.25420818D+00 
       Distances from lower bounds:   X-XL  = 
          0.14069462D+00  0.45791824D-01 
       Distances from upper bounds:   XU-X  = 
          0.45930538D+00  0.55420818D+00 
       Multipliers for lower bounds:  U     = 
          0.00000000D+00  0.00000000D+00 
       Multipliers for upper bounds:  U     = 
          0.00000000D+00  0.00000000D+00 
       Constraint values:             G(X)  = 
         -0.16187052D-12 
       Multipliers for constraints:   U     = 
          0.20803837D+05 
       Number of function calls:      NFUNC =      11 
E-168 
       Number of gradient calls:      NGRAD =       9 




                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
 
 
           *****   Number of Function Evaluations  =     29   ***** 
 
 
  *****   Solution Control Vector for Case Number  325   ***** 
 
  Element    CVL               CV                CVU               CV - CV0 
 
     1    -0.30000000D+00   -0.15930538D+00    0.30000000D+00   -0.15930538D+00 




  *****   Predicted Measurement Vector EC   ***** 
 
     0.43927004D+02      0.57921702D+02 
 
 




  *****   Predicted Measurement Vector EC   ***** 
 
     0.43926993D+02      0.57921696D+02 
 
 




  *****   Predicted Control Amplitude Vector (A) 
                   Its Limits (AL & AU), and Its Phase Angle 
                                      Vector (PHASE) Before Compression   ***** 
 
  Element    AL               A                 AU                PHASE 
 
     1     0.00000000D+00    0.30000000D+00    0.30000000D+00   -0.14792574D+03 
 
 
*****   Solution Constraint Function Values for Case Number  325   ***** 
 
                                     LSAVE 
 
     1      0 
 
  *****   Inequality Constraints   ***** 
 
  Element        Constraint          Amplitude           Max Amp 
 
     1        -0.16187052D-12      0.30000000D+00      0.30000000D+00 
 
 
                 **********   End Case Number  325   ********** 
 
  
END of RUN. 
  
  















A (2 x 2) T-Matrix problem assumes a two dimensional control vector comprised of one 
harmonic [(FZS, FZC)], and a two dimensional end conditions vector comprised of one 






























!  *****   Start of Case  30                        Input Data   ***** 
!          T is (2x2)  with   No Constraints. 
!          CV  is comprised of the  4  per rev flap angles. 
!          EC  is comprised of the  FZ  5p Hub Loads. 
! 
 ACC     =    1.0D-8, 
 ACC     =    1.0D-7, 
 ACCQP   =    1.0D-12, 
 AL0     =    0.00,   0.00,   0.00,   0.00,   0.00, 
 AU0     =   10.00,  10.00,  10.00,  10.00,  10.00, 
 CV00(1) =    0.000,     0.000,     0.000,     0.000,     0.000, 
 CV00(6) =    0.000,     0.000,     0.000,     0.000,     0.000, 
 CVOUT   =      1, 
 CVOUT   =      0, 
 CVPRV0(1) =    0.000,     0.000,     0.000,     0.000,     0.000, 
 CVPRV0(6) =    0.000,     0.000,     0.000,     0.000,     0.000, 
 ECPRV0(1) =  -95.5047,   75.6472,   84.8822,   80.7376,  -65.8481, 
 ECPRV0(6) =   77.7241,  -37.3010,   31.3994,   43.5907,   12.1522, 
 ICASE   =     30, 
 IDATA   =      3, 
 IOPT    =      1, 
 ITOUT   =      0, 
 ITOUT   =      4, 
 ITOUT   =      2, 
 ITOUT   =      1, 
 ITOUT   =      3, 
 LQL     =   .FALSE., 
 LQL     =   .TRUE., 
 LSAVE   =    0,   0,   0,   0,   0,   0, 
 MAXASUM =    3.000, 
 MAXIT   =  300, 
 MAXNM   =    0, 
 MAXNM   =   10, 
 MI      =    0, 
 MSAVE0  =    0,   0,   1,   0,   0, 
 NSAVE0  =    0,   0,   1,   0,   0, 
 NX0     =   10, 
 NZ0     =   10, 
 OPTEND  =    1, 
 OPTEND  =    2, 
 OPTEND  =    3, 
 RHOB    =    0.0, 




  T0(1,1)   =   -90.74040,   119.70700,   122.38400,    78.72380,   -69.68640, 
  T0(6,1)   =    66.34010,   -40.05610,    20.25200,    29.75040,    24.36730, 
  T0(1,2)   =  -135.69100,    79.44860,    87.60420,   115.95000,   -47.75700, 
  T0(6,2)   =    79.13310,   -30.01580,    33.37590,    38.47500,    13.77080, 
  T0(1,3)   =  -114.32000,    47.68370,    60.60960,    95.79040,   -56.22380, 
  T0(6,3)   =    49.49840,   -24.87710,     3.77782,    24.54600,    -6.34307, 
  T0(1,4)   =   -68.17730,    51.47110,    64.58900,    53.42570,   -30.91670, 
  T0(6,4)   =    80.52170,    -8.45332,    54.59550,    66.75300,   -12.35370, 
  T0(1,5)   =   -50.03930,    63.86900,    76.58370,    37.28330,    44.63530,   
  T0(6,5)   =    79.28500,    -5.47938,    73.25790,   123.17900,   -16.06650,  
  T0(1,6)   =   -76.47950,   107.92800,   113.11600,    66.38840,   -48.84220, 
  T0(6,6)   =   155.67100,   -59.09700,    67.74370,    73.07250,    85.04140, 
  T0(1,7)   =  -143.274,     110.904,     110.159,     131.805,     -89.7837, 
  T0(6,7)   =   253.607,      17.6567,     49.4077,     19.5904,     70.4063, 
  T0(1,8)   =  -137.09,       35.3513,     41.2782,    111.293,    -240.311, 
  T0(6,8)   =    32.0795,    -49.5137,     88.9283,      0.494424,   -9.84387, 
  T0(1,9)   =  -120.269,      35.5072,     40.179,      68.5191,   -148.798, 
  T0(6,9)   =    67.0002,    -82.3286,    119.065,     -13.4636,    -73.7842, 
  T0(1,10)  =   -35.6918,     52.9199,     96.5716,     18.697,     -48.3614, 
  T0(6,10)  =   -20.1547,   -115.603,     -21.8472,    119.166,     -50.0921, 
! 
 MULT    =         1, 
 MULT    =         0, 
E-172 
! 






   *********   OUTPUT   *****   OUTPUT   ********    
  
  











          ***************   Start Case Number   30   *************** 
 
 




A00     = 6*1.00000000000000        , 
ACC     =  1.000000000000000E-007, 
ACCQP   =  1.000000000000000E-012, 
AL0     = 5*0.000000000000000E+000  , -1.000000000000000E-007, 
ALPHA   =   1.00000000000000     , 
APRV0   = 6*0.000000000000000E+000  , 
AU0     = 5*10.0000000000000        ,   3.00000000000000     , 
CRAN1   =   2.00000000000000     , 
CRAN2   =   3.00000000000000     , 
CRAN3   =   1.00000000000000     , 
CRAN4   =   1.00000000000000     , 
CV00    = 14*0.000000000000000E+000  , 
CVOUT   =           0, 
CVPRV0  = 14*0.000000000000000E+000  , 
ECPRV0  =  -95.5047000000000     ,   75.6472000000000     ,   84.8822000000000     ,   
80.7376000000000     , 
  -65.8481000000000     ,   77.7241000000000     ,  -37.3010000000000     ,   
31.3994000000000     ,   43.5907000000000     , 
   12.1522000000000     , 
EPS     =  1.000000000000000E-007, 
ICASE   =          30, 
ICYCL0  =        2000, 
IDATA   =           3, 
IN      =           5, 
IOPT    =           1, 
IOUT    =           6, 
IPRINT  =           2, 
ISEED1  =        2395,        4013,        3813,        1837, 
ISEED2  =        1843,        4011,        3364,        2835, 
ISEED3  =        3962,        1111,        3215,        2637, 
ISEED4  =        2397,        1504,        4031,        3173, 
ITOUT   =           3, 
L       =           1, 
LQL     = T, 
LSAVE   = 6*0, 
MAXASUM =   3.00000000000000     , 
MAXFUN  =          30, 
MAXIT   =         300, 
MAXNM   =          10, 
MI      =           0, 
MINASUM =  0.000000000000000E+000, 
MODE    =           0, 
MSAVE0  = 2*0,           1, 2*0, 5*1, 
MULT    =           0, 
NSAVE0  = 2*0,           1, 2*0, 5*1, 
NX0     =          10, 
E-173 
NZ0     =          10, 
OPTEND  =           3, 
PHASE0  = 6*90.0000000000000        , 
PHSPRV0 = 6*0.000000000000000E+000  , 
RHOB    =   100.000000000000     , 
STPMIN  =  0.000000000000000E+000, 
T0      =  -90.7404000000000     ,   119.707000000000     ,   122.384000000000     ,   
78.7238000000000     , 
  -69.6864000000000     ,   66.3401000000000     ,  -40.0561000000000     ,   
20.2520000000000     ,   29.7504000000000     , 
   24.3673000000000     ,  -135.691000000000     ,   79.4486000000000     ,   
87.6042000000000     ,   115.950000000000     , 
  -47.7570000000000     ,   79.1331000000000     ,  -30.0158000000000     ,   
33.3759000000000     ,   38.4750000000000     , 
   13.7708000000000     ,  -114.320000000000     ,   47.6837000000000     ,   
60.6096000000000     ,   95.7904000000000     , 
  -56.2238000000000     ,   49.4984000000000     ,  -24.8771000000000     ,   
3.77782000000000     ,   24.5460000000000     , 
  -6.34307000000000     ,  -68.1773000000000     ,   51.4711000000000     ,   
64.5890000000000     ,   53.4257000000000     , 
  -30.9167000000000     ,   80.5217000000000     ,  -8.45332000000000     ,   
54.5955000000000     ,   66.7530000000000     , 
  -12.3537000000000     ,  -50.0393000000000     ,   63.8690000000000     ,   
76.5837000000000     ,   37.2833000000000     , 
   44.6353000000000     ,   79.2850000000000     ,  -5.47938000000000     ,   
73.2579000000000     ,   123.179000000000     , 
  -16.0665000000000     ,  -76.4795000000000     ,   107.928000000000     ,   
113.116000000000     ,   66.3884000000000     , 
  -48.8422000000000     ,   155.671000000000     ,  -59.0970000000000     ,   
67.7437000000000     ,   73.0725000000000     , 
   85.0414000000000     ,  -143.274000000000     ,   110.904000000000     ,   
110.159000000000     ,   131.805000000000     , 
  -89.7837000000000     ,   253.607000000000     ,   17.6567000000000     ,   
49.4077000000000     ,   19.5904000000000     , 
   70.4063000000000     ,  -137.090000000000     ,   35.3513000000000     ,   
41.2782000000000     ,   111.293000000000     , 
  -240.311000000000     ,   32.0795000000000     ,  -49.5137000000000     ,   
88.9283000000000     ,  0.494424000000000     , 
  -9.84387000000000     ,  -120.269000000000     ,   35.5072000000000     ,   
40.1790000000000     ,   68.5191000000000     , 
  -148.798000000000     ,   67.0002000000000     ,  -82.3286000000000     ,   
119.065000000000     ,  -13.4636000000000     , 
  -73.7842000000000     ,  -35.6918000000000     ,   52.9199000000000     ,   
96.5716000000000     ,   18.6970000000000     , 
  -48.3614000000000     ,  -20.1547000000000     ,  -115.603000000000     ,  -
21.8472000000000     ,   119.166000000000     , 
  -50.0921000000000     , 
WDT0    = 10*1.00000000000000        , 
WDX     = 10*0.000000000000000E+000  , 
WX      = 10*0.000000000000000E+000  , 








     ***************   OUTPUT DATA for Case Number   30   *************** 
 
 
  *****   The Initial T-Matrix (T0) and Either the Initial 
                    Previous Actual NLP Control Vector (CVPRV0) or 
                          the Initial Previous Control Amplitude (APRV0) 
                                and Phase Angle (PHSPRV0) Vectors Before 
                                         Compression are Directly Input   ***** 
 
  *****   Input the Initial Previous Actual NLP Control 
                   Vector (CVPRV0) Directly Via NAMELIST Input CDATA 
                         and then Compute the Previous Control Amplitude (APRV0) 









  *****   Initial Previous Control Amplitude (APRV0) and Phase 
                             Angle (PHSPRV0) Vectors before Compression   ***** 
 
  Element    AL0               APRV0             AU0               PHSPRV0 
 
     1     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     2     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     3     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     4     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     5     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
 
  *****   Previous Actual NLP Control Vector CVPRV0 Before Compression   ***** 
 
  Element        CVL0                CVPRV0              CVU0 
 
     1        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     2        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     3        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     4        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     5        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     6        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     7        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     8        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     9        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
    10        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
 
  *****   Either the BEFORE Compression Initial Actual NLP Control 
              Vector Estimates (CV00), OR the BEFORE Compression 
                 Initial Control Vector Amplitudes (A00) and Phase 
                    Angles (PHASE0) Estimates are Directly Input 
                       via NAMELIST Data CDATA                            ***** 
 
  *****   Input the Initial Actual NLP Control Vector Estimate 
                (CV00) Directly Via NAMELIST Input CDATA, and 
                        then Compute the Control Vector Amplitudes 




                  **********   Case Number   30   ********** 
 
 
  *****   Adjust the Initial Control Amplitude Estimates Vector 
           (A00) to define the Initial Control Amplitude Estimates 
            Vector (A0) to Within Limits If Required Before Compression   ***** 
 
 
  *****   Initial Control Amplitude Vector Estimates (A0), Its 
                       Limits (AL0 & AU0), and Its Phase Angle Vector 
                                  Estimates (PHASE0) Before Compression   ***** 
 
  Element    AL0               A0                AU0               PHASE0 
 
     1     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     1     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D-06    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     2     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     2     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D-06    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     3     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     3     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D-06    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     4     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     4     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D-06    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     5     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     5     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D-06    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
 
  *****   Initial Actual NLP Control Vector Estimates (CV0) and 
                            Its Limits (CVL0 & CVU0) Before Compression   ***** 
 
  Element        CVL0                CV0                 CVU0 
 
     1        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
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     2        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     3        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     4        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     5        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     6        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     7        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     8        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     9        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
    10        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
 
 
  *****   End Conditions Vector EC0, Previous Cycle 
                    End Conditions Vector ECPRV0, and Weighting 
                             Coefficient Vector WDT0 Before Compression   ***** 
 
 
  Element        EC0                 ECPRV0              WDT0 
 
     1        -0.95504700D+02     -0.95504700D+02      0.10000000D+01 
     2         0.75647200D+02      0.75647200D+02      0.10000000D+01 
     3         0.84882200D+02      0.84882200D+02      0.10000000D+01 
     4         0.80737600D+02      0.80737600D+02      0.10000000D+01 
     5        -0.65848100D+02     -0.65848100D+02      0.10000000D+01 
     6         0.77724100D+02      0.77724100D+02      0.10000000D+01 
     7        -0.37301000D+02     -0.37301000D+02      0.10000000D+01 
     8         0.31399400D+02      0.31399400D+02      0.10000000D+01 
     9         0.43590700D+02      0.43590700D+02      0.10000000D+01 
    10         0.12152200D+02      0.12152200D+02      0.10000000D+01 
 




               Specification of CV, T-matrix, and EC Compression 
 
                                 MSAVE0/MSAVE 
 
         0             0             1             0             0 
     0      0      0      0      1      1      0      0      0      0 
 
 
                                 NSAVE0/NSAVE 
 
         0             0             1             0             0 








  *****   Initial Control Vector (CV0), T-Matrix (T0), 
                                           and Measurement Vector (EC0)   ***** 
 
 
  *****   Initial Control Vector (CV0)   ***** 
 
   CV0     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
           0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
           0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
  *****   Initial Greatest Least Bounds (CVL0) for the 
                                                   Control Vector (CV0)   ***** 
 
  CVL0    -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02 
          -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02 
          -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02 
 
  *****   Initial Least Upper Bounds (CVU0) for the 
                                                   Control Vector (CV0)   ***** 
 
  CVU0     0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02 
           0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02 
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           0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02 
 
 
    Row          *****   Initial T-Matrix (T0)   ***** 
 
 T0  1    -0.90740400D+02   -0.13569100D+03   -0.11432000D+03   -0.68177300D+02 
          -0.50039300D+02   -0.76479500D+02   -0.14327400D+03   -0.13709000D+03 
          -0.12026900D+03   -0.35691800D+02 
 
 T0  2     0.11970700D+03    0.79448600D+02    0.47683700D+02    0.51471100D+02 
           0.63869000D+02    0.10792800D+03    0.11090400D+03    0.35351300D+02 
           0.35507200D+02    0.52919900D+02 
 
 T0  3     0.12238400D+03    0.87604200D+02    0.60609600D+02    0.64589000D+02 
           0.76583700D+02    0.11311600D+03    0.11015900D+03    0.41278200D+02 
           0.40179000D+02    0.96571600D+02 
 
 T0  4     0.78723800D+02    0.11595000D+03    0.95790400D+02    0.53425700D+02 
           0.37283300D+02    0.66388400D+02    0.13180500D+03    0.11129300D+03 
           0.68519100D+02    0.18697000D+02 
T0  5    -0.69686400D+02   -0.47757000D+02   -0.56223800D+02   -0.30916700D+02 
           0.44635300D+02   -0.48842200D+02   -0.89783700D+02   -0.24031100D+03 
          -0.14879800D+03   -0.48361400D+02 
 
 T0  6     0.66340100D+02    0.79133100D+02    0.49498400D+02    0.80521700D+02 
           0.79285000D+02    0.15567100D+03    0.25360700D+03    0.32079500D+02 
           0.67000200D+02   -0.20154700D+02 
 
 T0  7    -0.40056100D+02   -0.30015800D+02   -0.24877100D+02   -0.84533200D+01 
          -0.54793800D+01   -0.59097000D+02    0.17656700D+02   -0.49513700D+02 
          -0.82328600D+02   -0.11560300D+03 
 
 T0  8     0.20252000D+02    0.33375900D+02    0.37778200D+01    0.54595500D+02 
           0.73257900D+02    0.67743700D+02    0.49407700D+02    0.88928300D+02 
           0.11906500D+03   -0.21847200D+02 
 
 T0  9     0.29750400D+02    0.38475000D+02    0.24546000D+02    0.66753000D+02 
           0.12317900D+03    0.73072500D+02    0.19590400D+02    0.49442400D+00 
          -0.13463600D+02    0.11916600D+03 
 
 T0 10     0.24367300D+02    0.13770800D+02   -0.63430700D+01   -0.12353700D+02 
          -0.16066500D+02    0.85041400D+02    0.70406300D+02   -0.98438700D+01 
          -0.73784200D+02   -0.50092100D+02 
 
 
  *****   Initial End Conditions Vector (EC0)   ***** 
 
   EC0    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02    0.84882200D+02    0.80737600D+02 
          -0.65848100D+02    0.77724100D+02   -0.37301000D+02    0.31399400D+02 
           0.43590700D+02    0.12152200D+02 
 
  *****   Initial End Conditions Weighting Coefficient Vector 
                                    (WDT0) for the Performance Index (F)  ***** 
 
  WDT0     0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
           0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
           0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
 
 
  *****   Initial Control Vector (CVPRV0) and Measurement 
                           Vector (ECPRV0) from the Previous Duty Cycle   ***** 
 
 
  *****   Initial Previous Cycle Control Vector (CVPRV0)   ***** 
 
CVPRV0     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
           0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
           0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
 
  *****   Initial Previous Cycle End Conditions Vector (ECPRV0)   ***** 
 
ECPRV0    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02    0.84882200D+02    0.80737600D+02 
          -0.65848100D+02    0.77724100D+02   -0.37301000D+02    0.31399400D+02 
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           0.43590700D+02    0.12152200D+02 
 
 
  *****   Intermediate Control Vector (CV), T-Matrix (TT), 
               and Measurement Vector (ECT) after the First Compression   ***** 
 
 
  *****   Intermediate Control Vector (CV) after the First Compression   ***** 
 
    CV     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
  *****   Intermediate Greatest Least Bounds (CVL) for the 
                                                    Control Vector (CV)   ***** 
 
   CVL    -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02 
 
  *****   Intermediate Least Upper Bounds (CVU) for the 
                                                    Control Vector (CV)   ***** 
 
   CVU     0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02 
 
 
    Row        *****   Intermediate T-Matrix (TT)   ***** 
 
 TT  1    -0.50039300D+02   -0.76479500D+02 
 
 TT  2     0.63869000D+02    0.10792800D+03 
 
 TT  3     0.76583700D+02    0.11311600D+03 
 
 TT  4     0.37283300D+02    0.66388400D+02 
 
 TT  5     0.44635300D+02   -0.48842200D+02 
 
 TT  6     0.79285000D+02    0.15567100D+03 
 
 TT  7    -0.54793800D+01   -0.59097000D+02 
 
 TT  8     0.73257900D+02    0.67743700D+02 
 
 TT  9     0.12317900D+03    0.73072500D+02 
 
 TT 10    -0.16066500D+02    0.85041400D+02 
 
 
  *****   Intermediate End Conditions Vector (ECT)   ***** 
 
   ECT    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02    0.84882200D+02    0.80737600D+02 
          -0.65848100D+02    0.77724100D+02   -0.37301000D+02    0.31399400D+02 
           0.43590700D+02    0.12152200D+02 
 
  *****   Intermediate End Conditions Weighting Coefficient Vector 
                                    (WDTT) for the Performance Index (F)  ***** 
 
  WDTT     0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
           0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
           0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
 
 
  *****   Intermediate Control Vector (CVPRV) and Measurement Vector 
                          (ECPRV0) from the Previous Duty Cycle after 
                                                  the First Compression   ***** 
 
 
  *****   Intermediate Previous Cycle Control Vector (CVPRV) after 
                                                  the First Compression   ***** 
 
 CVPRV     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
 
  *****   Intermediate Previous Cycle End Conditions Vector (ECPRVTT) 
                                            after the First Compression   ***** 
 
ECPRVT    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02    0.84882200D+02    0.80737600D+02 
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          -0.65848100D+02    0.77724100D+02   -0.37301000D+02    0.31399400D+02 
           0.43590700D+02    0.12152200D+02 
  *****   Final Control Vector (CV), T-Matrix (T), and 
                   Measurement Vector (EC) after the Second Compression   ***** 
 
 
  *****   Final Control Vector (CV) after the Second Compression   ***** 
 
    CV     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
  *****   Greatest Least Bounds (CVL) Vector for the 
                                                    Control Vector (CV)   ***** 
 
   CVL    -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02 
 
  *****   Least Upper Bounds (CVU) Vector for the Control Vector (CV)   ***** 
 
   CVU     0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02 
 
 
    Row            *****   Final T-Matrix (T)   ***** 
 
  T  1     0.44635300D+02   -0.48842200D+02 
 
  T  2     0.79285000D+02    0.15567100D+03 
 
 
  *****   Final End Conditions Vector (EC) after the Second Compression   ***** 
 
    EC    -0.65848100D+02    0.77724100D+02 
 
  *****   Final End Conditions Weighting Coefficient Vector 
                                     (WDT) for the Performance Index (F)  ***** 
 
   WDT     0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
 
 
  *****   Final Control Vector (CVPRV) and Measurement Vector 
                        (ECPRV) from the Previous Duty Cycle after 
                                                 the Second Compression   ***** 
 
 
  *****   Final Previous Cycle Control Vector (CVPRV) after 
                                                 the Second Compression   ***** 
 
 CVPRV     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
 
  *****   Final Previous Cycle End Conditions Vector (ECPRV) 
                                           after the Second Compression   ***** 
 
 ECPRV    -0.65848100D+02    0.77724100D+02 
 
 
 *******************   T-Matrix Compression is Completed   ******************** 
 
 
  *****   Initial End Conditions Vector EC   ***** 
 
 
    -0.65848100D+02      0.77724100D+02 
 
 
  *****   Initial Performance Index  =   0.10377008D+05   ***** 
 
  *****   Initial Control Amplitude (A) and Phase Angle (PHASE) Vectors   ***** 
 
  Element    AL               A                 AU                PHASE 
 
     1     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
 
 





                                     LSAVE 
 
     0      0 
 
 




   -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
    START OF THE SEQUENTIAL QUADRATIC PROGRAMMING ALGORITHM 
   -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
    Parameters: 
       N      =       2 
       M      =       0 
       ME     =       0 
       MODE   =       0 
       ACC    =   0.1000D-06 
       ACCQP  =   0.1000D-11 
       STPMIN =   0.0000D+00 
       RHOB   =   0.1000D+03 
       MAXFUN =      30 
       MAXNM  =      10 
       MAXIT  =     300 
       IPRINT =       2 
 
    Output in the following order: 
       IT    - iteration number 
       F     - objective function value 
       SCV   - sum of constraint violations 
       NA    - number of active constraints 
       I     - number of line search iterations 
       ALPHA - steplength parameter 
       DELTA - additional variable to prevent inconsistency 
       KKT   - Karush-Kuhn-Tucker optimality criterion 
 
 
     IT         F          SCV      NA  I    ALPHA     DELTA     KKT 
   -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
      1  0.10377008D+05  0.00D+00    0  0  0.00D+00  0.00D+00  0.74D+06 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
      2  0.28521508D+05  0.00D+00    0  2  0.10D+00  0.00D+00  0.23D+06 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
      3  0.20331113D+05  0.00D+00    0  2  0.10D+00  0.00D+00  0.12D+07 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
      4  0.72966602D+04  0.00D+00    0  2  0.10D+00  0.00D+00  0.15D+05 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
      5  0.20699916D+03  0.00D+00    0  1  0.10D+01  0.00D+00  0.10D+04 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
      6  0.51898347D+01  0.00D+00    0  2  0.39D+00  0.00D+00  0.11D+02 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
      7  0.14933211D-02  0.00D+00    0  1  0.10D+01  0.00D+00  0.30D-02 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
      8  0.68563847D-10  0.00D+00    0  1  0.10D+01  0.00D+00  0.39D-20 
 
 
     --- Final Convergence Analysis at Last Iterate --- 
 
       Objective function value:      F(X)  =  0.68563847D-10 
       Solution values:               X     = 
E-180 
          0.59647888D+00 -0.80307787D+00 
       Distances from lower bounds:   X-XL  = 
          0.10596479D+02  0.91969221D+01 
       Distances from upper bounds:   XU-X  = 
          0.94035211D+01  0.10803078D+02 
       Multipliers for lower bounds:  U     = 
          0.00000000D+00  0.00000000D+00 
       Multipliers for upper bounds:  U     = 
          0.00000000D+00  0.00000000D+00 
       Number of function calls:      NFUNC =      12 
       Number of gradient calls:      NGRAD =       8 




                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
 
 
           *****   Number of Function Evaluations  =     28   ***** 
 
 
  *****   Solution Control Vector for Case Number   30   ***** 
 
  Element    CVL               CV                CVU               CV - CV0 
 
     1    -0.10000000D+02    0.59647888D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.59647888D+00 




  *****   Predicted Measurement Vector EC   ***** 
 
    -0.10870550D-05      0.82087452D-05 
 
 




  *****   Predicted Measurement Vector EC   ***** 
 
     0.37971650D-05     -0.73583548D-05 
 
 





  *****   Predicted Control Amplitude Vector (A) 
                   Its Limits (AL & AU), and Its Phase Angle 
                                      Vector (PHASE) Before Compression   ***** 
 
  Element    AL               A                 AU                PHASE 
 
     1     0.00000000D+00    0.10003605D+01    0.10000000D+02    0.14339721D+03 
 
 





                 **********   End Case Number   30   ********** 
 
  
END of RUN. 
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F.1   (10 x 10) T-Matrix FX, FY, FZ Hub Shear Forces and 









The Full (10 x 10) T-Matrix problem assumes a ten dimensional  control vector comprised of 
the five harmonics [(FXS, FXC), (FYS, FYC), (FZS, FZC), (MXS, MXC), and (MYS, MYC)], 
and a ten dimensional end conditions vector comprised of the five harmonics [(D2S, D2C), 






























!  *****   Start of Case  1                         Input Data   ***** 
!          T is (10x10)  with  NO Constraints. 
!          CV  is comprised of the  2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 per rev flap angles. 
!          EC  is comprised of the  FX, FY, FZ, MX, and MY 5p Hub Loads. 
! 
 ACC     =    1.0D-8, 
 ACC     =    1.0D-7, 
 ACCQP   =    1.0D-12, 
 AL0     =    0.00,   0.00,   0.00,   0.00,   0.00, 
 AU0     =   10.00,  10.00,  10.00,  10.00,  10.00, 
 CV00(1) =    0.000,     0.000,     0.000,     0.000,     0.000, 
 CV00(6) =    0.000,     0.000,     0.000,     0.000,     0.000, 
 CVOUT   =      1, 
 CVOUT   =      0, 
 CVPRV0(1) =    0.000,     0.000,     0.000,     0.000,     0.000, 
 CVPRV0(6) =    0.000,     0.000,     0.000,     0.000,     0.000, 
 ECPRV0(1) =  -95.5047,   75.6472,   84.8822,   80.7376,  -65.8481, 
 ECPRV0(6) =   77.7241,  -37.3010,   31.3994,   43.5907,   12.1522, 
 ICASE   =      1, 
 IDATA   =      3, 
 IOPT    =      1, 
 IOPT    =      2, 
 ITOUT   =      0, 
 ITOUT   =      4, 
 ITOUT   =      2, 
 ITOUT   =      1, 
 ITOUT   =      3, 
 LQL     =   .FALSE., 
 LQL     =   .TRUE., 
 LSAVE   =    0,   0,   0,   0,   0,   0, 
 MAXASUM =    3.000, 
 MAXIT   =  300, 
 MAXNM   =    0, 
 MAXNM   =   10, 
 MI      =    0, 
 MSAVE0  =    1,   1,   1,   1,   1, 
 NSAVE0  =    1,   1,   1,   1,   1, 
 NX0     =   10, 
 NZ0     =   10, 
 OPTEND  =    1, 
 OPTEND  =    2, 
 OPTEND  =    3, 
 RHOB    =    0.0, 




  T0(1,1)   =   -90.74040,   119.70700,   122.38400,    78.72380,   -69.68640, 
  T0(6,1)   =    66.34010,   -40.05610,    20.25200,    29.75040,    24.36730, 
  T0(1,2)   =  -135.69100,    79.44860,    87.60420,   115.95000,   -47.75700, 
  T0(6,2)   =    79.13310,   -30.01580,    33.37590,    38.47500,    13.77080, 
  T0(1,3)   =  -114.32000,    47.68370,    60.60960,    95.79040,   -56.22380, 
  T0(6,3)   =    49.49840,   -24.87710,     3.77782,    24.54600,    -6.34307, 
  T0(1,4)   =   -68.17730,    51.47110,    64.58900,    53.42570,   -30.91670, 
  T0(6,4)   =    80.52170,    -8.45332,    54.59550,    66.75300,   -12.35370, 
  T0(1,5)   =   -50.03930,    63.86900,    76.58370,    37.28330,    44.63530,   
  T0(6,5)   =    79.28500,    -5.47938,    73.25790,   123.17900,   -16.06650,  
  T0(1,6)   =   -76.47950,   107.92800,   113.11600,    66.38840,   -48.84220, 
  T0(6,6)   =   155.67100,   -59.09700,    67.74370,    73.07250,    85.04140, 
  T0(1,7)   =  -143.274,     110.904,     110.159,     131.805,     -89.7837, 
  T0(6,7)   =   253.607,      17.6567,     49.4077,     19.5904,     70.4063, 
  T0(1,8)   =  -137.09,       35.3513,     41.2782,    111.293,    -240.311, 
  T0(6,8)   =    32.0795,    -49.5137,     88.9283,      0.494424,   -9.84387, 
  T0(1,9)   =  -120.269,      35.5072,     40.179,      68.5191,   -148.798, 
  T0(6,9)   =    67.0002,    -82.3286,    119.065,     -13.4636,    -73.7842, 
  T0(1,10)  =   -35.6918,     52.9199,     96.5716,     18.697,     -48.3614, 
  T0(6,10)  =   -20.1547,   -115.603,     -21.8472,    119.166,     -50.0921, 
! 
 MULT    =         1, 
 MULT    =         0, 
! 










           ***************   Start Case Number    1   *************** 
 
 
        ***************   INPUT DATA for Case Number    1   *************** 
 
&CDATA 
 A00= 6*1.0000000000000000       , 
 ACC= 9.99999999999999955E-008, 
 ACCQP= 9.99999999999999980E-013, 
 AL0= 5*0.0000000000000000       ,-9.99999999999999955E-008, 
 ALPHA=  1.0000000000000000     , 
 APRV0= 6.95322072160373353E-310,  0.0000000000000000     , 2.12199579096527232E-314, 
2.14463893808993165E-314, 2.14464301166118161E-314, 
  4.94065645841246544E-324, 
 AU0= 5*10.000000000000000       ,  3.0000000000000000     , 
 CRAN1=  2.0000000000000000     , 
 CRAN2=  3.0000000000000000     , 
 CRAN3=  1.0000000000000000     , 
 CRAN4=  1.0000000000000000     , 
 CV00= 10*0.0000000000000000       , 1.48219693752373963E-323, 6.95322524263877661E-
310, 5.27671991071368134E-319, 6.95322524236565712E-310, 
  
 CVOUT=          0, 
 CVPRV0= 10*0.0000000000000000       , 6.95322524235221854E-310, 6.95322072154484091E-
310, 6.95325616664988679E-310,  0.0000000000000000     , 
  
 ECPRV0= -95.504700000000000     ,  75.647199999999998     ,  84.882199999999997     ,  
80.737600000000000     , -65.848100000000002     , 
   77.724100000000007     , -37.301000000000002     ,  31.399400000000000     ,  
43.590699999999998     ,  12.152200000000001     , 
 EPS= 9.99999999999999955E-008, 
 ICASE=          1, 
 ICYCL0=       2000, 
 IDATA=          3, 
 IN=          5, 
 IOPT=          2, 
 IOUT=          6, 
 IPRINT=          2, 
 ISEED1=       2395,       4013,       3813,       1837, 
 ISEED2=       1843,       4011,       3364,       2835, 
 ISEED3=       3962,       1111,       3215,       2637, 
 ISEED4=       2397,       1504,       4031,       3173, 
 ITOUT=          3, 
 L=          1, 
 LQL=T, 
 LSAVE= 6*0          , 
 MAXASUM=  3.0000000000000000     , 
 MAXFUN=         30, 
 MAXIT=        300, 
 MAXNM=         10, 
 MI=          0, 
 MINASUM=  0.0000000000000000     , 
 MODE=          0, 
 MSAVE0= 10*1          , 
 MULT=          0, 
 NSAVE0= 10*1          , 
 NX0=         10, 
 NZ0=         10, 
 OPTEND=          3, 
 PHASE0= 6*90.000000000000000       , 
 PHSPRV0= 6.95314360825605601E-310, 6.95314360825595720E-310,  0.0000000000000000     
, 6.95322524080085241E-310, 2*0.0000000000000000       , 
  
 RHOB=  100.00000000000000     , 
 STPMIN=  0.0000000000000000     , 
F-5 
 T0= -90.740399999999994     ,  119.70699999999999     ,  122.38400000000000     ,  
78.723799999999997     , -69.686400000000006     , 
   66.340100000000007     , -40.056100000000001     ,  20.251999999999999     ,  
29.750399999999999     ,  24.367300000000000     , -135.69100000000000     , 
   79.448599999999999     ,  87.604200000000006     ,  115.95000000000000     , -
47.756999999999998     ,  79.133099999999999     , -30.015799999999999     , 
   33.375900000000001     ,  38.475000000000001     ,  13.770799999999999     , -
114.31999999999999     ,  47.683700000000002     ,  60.609600000000000     , 
   95.790400000000005     , -56.223799999999997     ,  49.498399999999997     , -
24.877099999999999     ,  3.7778200000000002     ,  24.545999999999999     , 
  -6.3430700000000000     , -68.177300000000002     ,  51.471100000000000     ,  
64.588999999999999     ,  53.425699999999999     , -30.916699999999999     , 
   80.521699999999996     , -8.4533199999999997     ,  54.595500000000001     ,  
66.753000000000000     , -12.353700000000000     , -50.039299999999997     , 
   63.869000000000000     ,  76.583699999999993     ,  37.283299999999997     ,  
44.635300000000001     ,  79.284999999999997     , -5.4793799999999999     , 
   73.257900000000006     ,  123.17900000000000     , -16.066500000000001     , -
76.479500000000002     ,  107.92800000000000     ,  113.11600000000000     , 
   66.388400000000004     , -48.842199999999998     ,  155.67099999999999     , -
59.097000000000001     ,  67.743700000000004     ,  73.072500000000005     , 
   85.041399999999996     , -143.27400000000000     ,  110.90400000000000     ,  
110.15900000000001     ,  131.80500000000001     , -89.783699999999996     , 
   253.60700000000000     ,  17.656700000000001     ,  49.407699999999998     ,  
19.590399999999999     ,  70.406300000000002     , -137.09000000000000     , 
   35.351300000000002     ,  41.278199999999998     ,  111.29300000000001     , -
240.31100000000001     ,  32.079500000000003     , -49.513700000000000     , 
   88.928299999999993     , 0.49442399999999997     , -9.8438700000000008     , -
120.26900000000001     ,  35.507199999999997     ,  40.179000000000002     , 
   68.519099999999995     , -148.79800000000000     ,  67.000200000000007     , -
82.328599999999994     ,  119.06500000000000     , -13.463600000000000     , 
  -73.784199999999998     , -35.691800000000001     ,  52.919899999999998     ,  
96.571600000000004     ,  18.696999999999999     , -48.361400000000003     , 
  -20.154699999999998     , -115.60299999999999     , -21.847200000000001     ,  
119.16600000000000     , -50.092100000000002     , 
 WDT0= 10*1.0000000000000000       , 
 WDX= 10*0.0000000000000000       , 
 WX= 10*0.0000000000000000       , 






      ***************   OUTPUT DATA for Case Number    1   *************** 
 
   *****   The Initial T-Matrix (T0) and Either the Initial 
                     Previous Actual NLP Control Vector (CVPRV0) or 
                           the Initial Previous Control Amplitude (APRV0) 
                                 and Phase Angle (PHSPRV0) Vectors Before 
                                          Compression are Directly Input   ***** 
 
   *****   Input the Initial Previous Actual NLP Control 
                    Vector (CVPRV0) Directly Via NAMELIST Input CDATA 
                          and then Compute the Previous Control Amplitude (APRV0) 
                               and Control Phase Angle (PHSPRV0) Vectors   ***** 
 
 
                   **********   Case Number    1   ********** 
 
 
   *****   Initial Previous Control Amplitude (APRV0) and Phase 
                              Angle (PHSPRV0) Vectors before Compression   ***** 
 
   Element    AL0               APRV0             AU0               PHSPRV0 
 
      1     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      2     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      3     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      4     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      5     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
 
   *****   Previous Actual NLP Control Vector CVPRV0 Before Compression   ***** 
 
   Element        CVL0                CVPRV0              CVU0 
F-6 
 
      1        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      2        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      3        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      4        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      5        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      6        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      7        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      8        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      9        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     10        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
 
   *****   Either the BEFORE Compression Initial Actual NLP Control 
               Vector Estimates (CV00), OR the BEFORE Compression 
                  Initial Control Vector Amplitudes (A00) and Phase 
                     Angles (PHASE0) Estimates are Directly Input 
                        via NAMELIST Data CDATA                            ***** 
 
   *****   Input the Initial Actual NLP Control Vector Estimate 
                 (CV00) Directly Via NAMELIST Input CDATA, and 
                         then Compute the Control Vector Amplitudes 
                               (A00) and Phase Angles (PHASE0) Estimates   ***** 
 
 
                   **********   Case Number    1   ********** 
 
 
   *****   Adjust the Initial Control Amplitude Estimates Vector 
            (A00) to define the Initial Control Amplitude Estimates 
             Vector (A0) to Within Limits If Required Before Compression   ***** 
 
 
   *****   Initial Control Amplitude Vector Estimates (A0), Its 
                        Limits (AL0 & AU0), and Its Phase Angle Vector 
                                   Estimates (PHASE0) Before Compression   ***** 
 
   Element    AL0               A0                AU0               PHASE0 
 
      1     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      1     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D-06    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      2     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      2     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D-06    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      3     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      3     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D-06    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      4     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      4     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D-06    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      5     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      5     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D-06    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
 
   *****   Initial Actual NLP Control Vector Estimates (CV0) and 
                             Its Limits (CVL0 & CVU0) Before Compression   ***** 
 
   Element        CVL0                CV0                 CVU0 
 
      1        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      2        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      3        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      4        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      5        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      6        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      7        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      8        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      9        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     10        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
 
 
   *****   End Conditions Vector EC0, Previous Cycle 
                     End Conditions Vector ECPRV0, and Weighting 
                              Coefficient Vector WDT0 Before Compression   ***** 
 
 
   Element        EC0                 ECPRV0              WDT0 
 
      1        -0.95504700D+02     -0.95504700D+02      0.10000000D+01 
F-7 
      2         0.75647200D+02      0.75647200D+02      0.10000000D+01 
      3         0.84882200D+02      0.84882200D+02      0.10000000D+01 
      4         0.80737600D+02      0.80737600D+02      0.10000000D+01 
      5        -0.65848100D+02     -0.65848100D+02      0.10000000D+01 
      6         0.77724100D+02      0.77724100D+02      0.10000000D+01 
      7        -0.37301000D+02     -0.37301000D+02      0.10000000D+01 
      8         0.31399400D+02      0.31399400D+02      0.10000000D+01 
      9         0.43590700D+02      0.43590700D+02      0.10000000D+01 
     10         0.12152200D+02      0.12152200D+02      0.10000000D+01 
 
 
                   **********   Case Number    1   ********** 
 
 
                Specification of CV, T-matrix, and EC Compression 
 
                                  MSAVE0/MSAVE 
 
          1             1             1             1             1 
      1      1      1      1      1      1      1      1      1      1 
 
 
                                  NSAVE0/NSAVE 
 
          1             1             1             1             1 
      1      1      1      1      1      1      1      1      1      1 
 
 
  *******************   T-Matrix Compression is Initiated   ******************** 
 
 
   *****   Initial Control Vector (CV0), T-Matrix (T0), 
                                            and Measurement Vector (EC0)   ***** 
 
 
   *****   Initial Control Vector (CV0)   ***** 
 
    CV0     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
            0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
            0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
   *****   Initial Greatest Least Bounds (CVL0) for the 
                                                    Control Vector (CV0)   ***** 
 
   CVL0    -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02 
           -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02 
           -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02 
 
   *****   Initial Least Upper Bounds (CVU0) for the 
                                                    Control Vector (CV0)   ***** 
 
   CVU0     0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02 
            0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02 
            0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02 
 
 
     Row          *****   Initial T-Matrix (T0)   ***** 
 
  T0  1    -0.90740400D+02   -0.13569100D+03   -0.11432000D+03   -0.68177300D+02 
           -0.50039300D+02   -0.76479500D+02   -0.14327400D+03   -0.13709000D+03 
           -0.12026900D+03   -0.35691800D+02 
 
  T0  2     0.11970700D+03    0.79448600D+02    0.47683700D+02    0.51471100D+02 
            0.63869000D+02    0.10792800D+03    0.11090400D+03    0.35351300D+02 
            0.35507200D+02    0.52919900D+02 
 
  T0  3     0.12238400D+03    0.87604200D+02    0.60609600D+02    0.64589000D+02 
            0.76583700D+02    0.11311600D+03    0.11015900D+03    0.41278200D+02 
            0.40179000D+02    0.96571600D+02 
 
  T0  4     0.78723800D+02    0.11595000D+03    0.95790400D+02    0.53425700D+02 
            0.37283300D+02    0.66388400D+02    0.13180500D+03    0.11129300D+03 
            0.68519100D+02    0.18697000D+02 
 
F-8 
  T0  5    -0.69686400D+02   -0.47757000D+02   -0.56223800D+02   -0.30916700D+02 
            0.44635300D+02   -0.48842200D+02   -0.89783700D+02   -0.24031100D+03 
           -0.14879800D+03   -0.48361400D+02 
 
  T0  6     0.66340100D+02    0.79133100D+02    0.49498400D+02    0.80521700D+02 
            0.79285000D+02    0.15567100D+03    0.25360700D+03    0.32079500D+02 
            0.67000200D+02   -0.20154700D+02 
 
  T0  7    -0.40056100D+02   -0.30015800D+02   -0.24877100D+02   -0.84533200D+01 
           -0.54793800D+01   -0.59097000D+02    0.17656700D+02   -0.49513700D+02 
           -0.82328600D+02   -0.11560300D+03 
 
  T0  8     0.20252000D+02    0.33375900D+02    0.37778200D+01    0.54595500D+02 
            0.73257900D+02    0.67743700D+02    0.49407700D+02    0.88928300D+02 
            0.11906500D+03   -0.21847200D+02 
 
  T0  9     0.29750400D+02    0.38475000D+02    0.24546000D+02    0.66753000D+02 
            0.12317900D+03    0.73072500D+02    0.19590400D+02    0.49442400D+00 
           -0.13463600D+02    0.11916600D+03 
 
  T0 10     0.24367300D+02    0.13770800D+02   -0.63430700D+01   -0.12353700D+02 
           -0.16066500D+02    0.85041400D+02    0.70406300D+02   -0.98438700D+01 
           -0.73784200D+02   -0.50092100D+02 
 
 
   *****   Initial End Conditions Vector (EC0)   ***** 
 
    EC0    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02    0.84882200D+02    0.80737600D+02 
           -0.65848100D+02    0.77724100D+02   -0.37301000D+02    0.31399400D+02 
            0.43590700D+02    0.12152200D+02 
 
   *****   Initial End Conditions Weighting Coefficient Vector 
                                     (WDT0) for the Performance Index (F)  ***** 
 
   WDT0     0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
            0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
            0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
 
 
   *****   Initial Control Vector (CVPRV0) and Measurement 
                            Vector (ECPRV0) from the Previous Duty Cycle   ***** 
 
 
   *****   Initial Previous Cycle Control Vector (CVPRV0)   ***** 
 
 CVPRV0     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
            0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
            0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
 
   *****   Initial Previous Cycle End Conditions Vector (ECPRV0)   ***** 
 
 ECPRV0    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02    0.84882200D+02    0.80737600D+02 
           -0.65848100D+02    0.77724100D+02   -0.37301000D+02    0.31399400D+02 
            0.43590700D+02    0.12152200D+02 
 
 
   *****   Intermediate Control Vector (CV), T-Matrix (TT), 
                and Measurement Vector (ECT) after the First Compression   ***** 
 
 
   *****   Intermediate Control Vector (CV) after the First Compression   ***** 
 
     CV     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
            0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
            0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
   *****   Intermediate Greatest Least Bounds (CVL) for the 
                                                     Control Vector (CV)   ***** 
 
    CVL    -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02 
           -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02 
           -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02 
 
F-9 
   *****   Intermediate Least Upper Bounds (CVU) for the 
                                                     Control Vector (CV)   ***** 
 
    CVU     0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02 
            0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02 
            0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02 
 
 
     Row        *****   Intermediate T-Matrix (TT)   ***** 
 
  TT  1    -0.90740400D+02   -0.13569100D+03   -0.11432000D+03   -0.68177300D+02 
           -0.50039300D+02   -0.76479500D+02   -0.14327400D+03   -0.13709000D+03 
           -0.12026900D+03   -0.35691800D+02 
 
  TT  2     0.11970700D+03    0.79448600D+02    0.47683700D+02    0.51471100D+02 
            0.63869000D+02    0.10792800D+03    0.11090400D+03    0.35351300D+02 
            0.35507200D+02    0.52919900D+02 
 
  TT  3     0.12238400D+03    0.87604200D+02    0.60609600D+02    0.64589000D+02 
            0.76583700D+02    0.11311600D+03    0.11015900D+03    0.41278200D+02 
            0.40179000D+02    0.96571600D+02 
 
  TT  4     0.78723800D+02    0.11595000D+03    0.95790400D+02    0.53425700D+02 
            0.37283300D+02    0.66388400D+02    0.13180500D+03    0.11129300D+03 
            0.68519100D+02    0.18697000D+02 
 
  TT  5    -0.69686400D+02   -0.47757000D+02   -0.56223800D+02   -0.30916700D+02 
            0.44635300D+02   -0.48842200D+02   -0.89783700D+02   -0.24031100D+03 
           -0.14879800D+03   -0.48361400D+02 
 
  TT  6     0.66340100D+02    0.79133100D+02    0.49498400D+02    0.80521700D+02 
            0.79285000D+02    0.15567100D+03    0.25360700D+03    0.32079500D+02 
            0.67000200D+02   -0.20154700D+02 
 
  TT  7    -0.40056100D+02   -0.30015800D+02   -0.24877100D+02   -0.84533200D+01 
           -0.54793800D+01   -0.59097000D+02    0.17656700D+02   -0.49513700D+02 
           -0.82328600D+02   -0.11560300D+03 
 
  TT  8     0.20252000D+02    0.33375900D+02    0.37778200D+01    0.54595500D+02 
            0.73257900D+02    0.67743700D+02    0.49407700D+02    0.88928300D+02 
            0.11906500D+03   -0.21847200D+02 
 
  TT  9     0.29750400D+02    0.38475000D+02    0.24546000D+02    0.66753000D+02 
            0.12317900D+03    0.73072500D+02    0.19590400D+02    0.49442400D+00 
           -0.13463600D+02    0.11916600D+03 
 
  TT 10     0.24367300D+02    0.13770800D+02   -0.63430700D+01   -0.12353700D+02 
           -0.16066500D+02    0.85041400D+02    0.70406300D+02   -0.98438700D+01 
           -0.73784200D+02   -0.50092100D+02 
 
 
   *****   Intermediate End Conditions Vector (ECT)   ***** 
 
    ECT    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02    0.84882200D+02    0.80737600D+02 
           -0.65848100D+02    0.77724100D+02   -0.37301000D+02    0.31399400D+02 
            0.43590700D+02    0.12152200D+02 
 
   *****   Intermediate End Conditions Weighting Coefficient Vector 
                                     (WDTT) for the Performance Index (F)  ***** 
 
   WDTT     0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
            0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
            0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
 
 
   *****   Intermediate Control Vector (CVPRV) and Measurement Vector 
                           (ECPRV0) from the Previous Duty Cycle after 
                                                   the First Compression   ***** 
 
 
   *****   Intermediate Previous Cycle Control Vector (CVPRV) after 
                                                   the First Compression   ***** 
 
  CVPRV     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
F-10 
            0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
            0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
   *****   Intermediate Previous Cycle End Conditions Vector (ECPRVTT) 
                                             after the First Compression   ***** 
 
 ECPRVT    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02    0.84882200D+02    0.80737600D+02 
           -0.65848100D+02    0.77724100D+02   -0.37301000D+02    0.31399400D+02 
            0.43590700D+02    0.12152200D+02 
 
 
   *****   Final Control Vector (CV), T-Matrix (T), and 
                    Measurement Vector (EC) after the Second Compression   ***** 
 
 
   *****   Final Control Vector (CV) after the Second Compression   ***** 
 
     CV     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
            0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
            0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
   *****   Greatest Least Bounds (CVL) Vector for the 
                                                     Control Vector (CV)   ***** 
 
    CVL    -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02 
           -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02 
           -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02 
 
   *****   Least Upper Bounds (CVU) Vector for the Control Vector (CV)   ***** 
 
    CVU     0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02 
            0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02 
            0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02 
 
 
     Row            *****   Final T-Matrix (T)   ***** 
 
   T  1    -0.90740400D+02   -0.13569100D+03   -0.11432000D+03   -0.68177300D+02 
           -0.50039300D+02   -0.76479500D+02   -0.14327400D+03   -0.13709000D+03 
           -0.12026900D+03   -0.35691800D+02 
 
   T  2     0.11970700D+03    0.79448600D+02    0.47683700D+02    0.51471100D+02 
            0.63869000D+02    0.10792800D+03    0.11090400D+03    0.35351300D+02 
            0.35507200D+02    0.52919900D+02 
 
   T  3     0.12238400D+03    0.87604200D+02    0.60609600D+02    0.64589000D+02 
            0.76583700D+02    0.11311600D+03    0.11015900D+03    0.41278200D+02 
            0.40179000D+02    0.96571600D+02 
 
   T  4     0.78723800D+02    0.11595000D+03    0.95790400D+02    0.53425700D+02 
            0.37283300D+02    0.66388400D+02    0.13180500D+03    0.11129300D+03 
            0.68519100D+02    0.18697000D+02 
 
   T  5    -0.69686400D+02   -0.47757000D+02   -0.56223800D+02   -0.30916700D+02 
            0.44635300D+02   -0.48842200D+02   -0.89783700D+02   -0.24031100D+03 
           -0.14879800D+03   -0.48361400D+02 
 
   T  6     0.66340100D+02    0.79133100D+02    0.49498400D+02    0.80521700D+02 
            0.79285000D+02    0.15567100D+03    0.25360700D+03    0.32079500D+02 
            0.67000200D+02   -0.20154700D+02 
 
   T  7    -0.40056100D+02   -0.30015800D+02   -0.24877100D+02   -0.84533200D+01 
           -0.54793800D+01   -0.59097000D+02    0.17656700D+02   -0.49513700D+02 
           -0.82328600D+02   -0.11560300D+03 
 
   T  8     0.20252000D+02    0.33375900D+02    0.37778200D+01    0.54595500D+02 
            0.73257900D+02    0.67743700D+02    0.49407700D+02    0.88928300D+02 
            0.11906500D+03   -0.21847200D+02 
   T  9     0.29750400D+02    0.38475000D+02    0.24546000D+02    0.66753000D+02 
            0.12317900D+03    0.73072500D+02    0.19590400D+02    0.49442400D+00 
           -0.13463600D+02    0.11916600D+03 
 
   T 10     0.24367300D+02    0.13770800D+02   -0.63430700D+01   -0.12353700D+02 
           -0.16066500D+02    0.85041400D+02    0.70406300D+02   -0.98438700D+01 
F-11 
           -0.73784200D+02   -0.50092100D+02 
 
 
   *****   Final End Conditions Vector (EC) after the Second Compression   ***** 
 
     EC    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02    0.84882200D+02    0.80737600D+02 
           -0.65848100D+02    0.77724100D+02   -0.37301000D+02    0.31399400D+02 
            0.43590700D+02    0.12152200D+02 
 
   *****   Final End Conditions Weighting Coefficient Vector 
                                      (WDT) for the Performance Index (F)  ***** 
 
    WDT     0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
            0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
            0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
 
 
   *****   Final Control Vector (CVPRV) and Measurement Vector 
                         (ECPRV) from the Previous Duty Cycle after 
                                                  the Second Compression   ***** 
 
 
   *****   Final Previous Cycle Control Vector (CVPRV) after 
                                                  the Second Compression   ***** 
 
  CVPRV     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
            0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
            0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
 
   *****   Final Previous Cycle End Conditions Vector (ECPRV) 
                                            after the Second Compression   ***** 
 
  ECPRV    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02    0.84882200D+02    0.80737600D+02 
           -0.65848100D+02    0.77724100D+02   -0.37301000D+02    0.31399400D+02 
            0.43590700D+02    0.12152200D+02 
 
 
  *******************   T-Matrix Compression is Completed   ******************** 
 
 
   *****   Initial End Conditions Vector EC   ***** 
 
 
     -0.95504700D+02      0.75647200D+02      0.84882200D+02      0.80737600D+02 
     -0.65848100D+02      0.77724100D+02     -0.37301000D+02      0.31399400D+02 
      0.43590700D+02      0.12152200D+02 
 
 
   *****   Initial Performance Index  =   0.43369315D+05   ***** 
 
   *****   Initial Control Amplitude (A) and Phase Angle (PHASE) Vectors   ***** 
 
   Element    AL               A                 AU                PHASE 
 
      1     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      2     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      3     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      4     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      5     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
 
 
                   **********   Case Number    1   ********** 
 
 
                                      LSAVE 
 
      0      0      0      0      0      0 
 
 





    -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
     START OF THE SEQUENTIAL QUADRATIC PROGRAMMING ALGORITHM 
    -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
     Parameters: 
        N      =      10 
        M      =       0 
        ME     =       0 
        MODE   =       0 
        ACC    =   0.1000D-06 
        ACCQP  =   0.1000D-11 
        STPMIN =   0.0000D+00 
        RHOB   =   0.1000D+03 
        MAXFUN =      30 
        MAXNM  =      10 
        MAXIT  =     300 
        IPRINT =       2 
 
     Output in the following order: 
        IT    - iteration number 
        F     - objective function value 
        SCV   - sum of constraint violations 
        NA    - number of active constraints 
        I     - number of line search iterations 
        ALPHA - steplength parameter 
        DELTA - additional variable to prevent inconsistency 
        KKT   - Karush-Kuhn-Tucker optimality criterion 
 
 
      IT         F          SCV      NA  I    ALPHA     DELTA     KKT 
    -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       1  0.43369315D+05  0.00D+00    0  0  0.00D+00  0.00D+00  0.18D+08 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
       2  0.24251394D+04  0.00D+00    0  3  0.12D-01  0.00D+00  0.35D+06 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
       3  0.22780139D+04  0.00D+00    0  3  0.10D-01  0.00D+00  0.98D+05 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
       4  0.22400433D+04  0.00D+00    0  4  0.11D-02  0.00D+00  0.40D+06 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
       5  0.12962350D+04  0.00D+00    0  4  0.43D-02  0.00D+00  0.77D+06 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
       6  0.12938823D+04  0.00D+00    0  3  0.10D-01  0.00D+00  0.86D+05 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
       7  0.12403793D+04  0.00D+00    0  4  0.17D-02  0.00D+00  0.36D+05 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
       8  0.11826950D+04  0.00D+00    0  4  0.37D-02  0.00D+00  0.23D+06 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
F-13 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
       9  0.23118369D+03  0.00D+00    0  3  0.10D-01  0.00D+00  0.67D+05 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
      10  0.17429043D+03  0.00D+00    0  3  0.10D-01  0.00D+00  0.10D+05 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
      11  0.16349769D+03  0.00D+00    0  4  0.26D-02  0.00D+00  0.12D+05 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
      12  0.45397846D+02  0.00D+00    0  3  0.18D-01  0.00D+00  0.15D+03 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
      13  0.35423407D+02  0.00D+00    0  2  0.10D+00  0.00D+00  0.19D+03 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
      14  0.11605055D+01  0.00D+00    0  2  0.34D+00  0.00D+00  0.54D+01 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
      15  0.70946611D+00  0.00D+00    0  2  0.10D+00  0.00D+00  0.16D+01 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
      16  0.22127657D-01  0.00D+00    0  1  0.10D+01  0.00D+00  0.46D-01 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
      17  0.76393984D-04  0.00D+00    0  1  0.10D+01  0.00D+00  0.15D-03 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
      18  0.32054870D-06  0.00D+00    0  1  0.10D+01  0.00D+00  0.24D-06 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
      19  0.32054870D-06  0.00D+00    0 25  0.38D-10  0.00D+00  0.46D-04 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
F-14 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
      20  0.32054870D-06  0.00D+00    0 29  0.12D-12  0.00D+00  0.29D-07 
 
 
      --- Final Convergence Analysis at Last Iterate --- 
 
        Objective function value:      F(X)  =  0.32054870D-06 
        Solution values:               X     = 
          -0.16092618D+00 -0.33315547D+00  0.76025438D-01  0.23350939D+00 
          -0.15603567D+00 -0.19430946D-02 -0.19345490D+00 -0.12050082D+00 
          -0.16539292D-01 -0.17160590D+00 
        Distances from lower bounds:   X-XL  = 
           0.98390738D+01  0.96668445D+01  0.10076025D+02  0.10233509D+02 
           0.98439643D+01  0.99980569D+01  0.98065451D+01  0.98794992D+01 
           0.99834607D+01  0.98283941D+01 
        Distances from upper bounds:   XU-X  = 
           0.10160926D+02  0.10333155D+02  0.99239746D+01  0.97664906D+01 
           0.10156036D+02  0.10001943D+02  0.10193455D+02  0.10120501D+02 
           0.10016539D+02  0.10171606D+02 
        Multipliers for lower bounds:  U     = 
           0.00000000D+00  0.00000000D+00  0.00000000D+00  0.00000000D+00 
           0.00000000D+00  0.00000000D+00  0.00000000D+00  0.00000000D+00 
           0.00000000D+00  0.00000000D+00 
        Multipliers for upper bounds:  U     = 
           0.00000000D+00  0.00000000D+00  0.00000000D+00  0.00000000D+00 
           0.00000000D+00  0.00000000D+00  0.00000000D+00  0.00000000D+00 
           0.00000000D+00  0.00000000D+00 
        Number of function calls:      NFUNC =     102 
        Number of gradient calls:      NGRAD =      20 
        Number of calls of QP solver:  NQL   =      20 
 
 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
 
 
            *****   Number of Function Evaluations  =    302   ***** 
 
 
   *****   Solution Control Vector for Case Number    1   ***** 
 
   Element    CVL               CV                CVU               CV - CV0 
 
      1    -0.10000000D+02   -0.16092618D+00    0.10000000D+02   -0.16092618D+00 
      2    -0.10000000D+02   -0.33315547D+00    0.10000000D+02   -0.33315547D+00 
      3    -0.10000000D+02    0.76025438D-01    0.10000000D+02    0.76025438D-01 
      4    -0.10000000D+02    0.23350939D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.23350939D+00 
      5    -0.10000000D+02   -0.15603567D+00    0.10000000D+02   -0.15603567D+00 
      6    -0.10000000D+02   -0.19430946D-02    0.10000000D+02   -0.19430946D-02 
      7    -0.10000000D+02   -0.19345490D+00    0.10000000D+02   -0.19345490D+00 
      8    -0.10000000D+02   -0.12050082D+00    0.10000000D+02   -0.12050082D+00 
      9    -0.10000000D+02   -0.16539292D-01    0.10000000D+02   -0.16539292D-01 




   *****   Predicted Measurement Vector EC   ***** 
 
     -0.14318695D-03     -0.33053418D-03      0.38425342D-03     -0.10159955D-03 
      0.77940073D-04     -0.38766018D-04      0.59294166D-04      0.15375035D-04 
     -0.14208547D-03     -0.55325835D-05 
 
 
   *****   NLP Solution Performance Index  =   0.32054870D-06   ***** 
 
 
   *****   Predicted Measurement Vector EC   ***** 
 
     -0.13961777D-03     -0.33582617D-03      0.37459626D-03     -0.10346925D-03 
      0.82776213D-04     -0.36750548D-04      0.70854466D-04      0.17559755D-04 
     -0.15400207D-03     -0.52337349D-06 
 
   *****   NLP Solution Performance Index  =   0.32054870D-06   ***** 
 
   *****   Predicted Control Amplitude Vector (A) 
                    Its Limits (AL & AU), and Its Phase Angle 
                                       Vector (PHASE) Before Compression   ***** 
 
   Element    AL               A                 AU                PHASE 
 
      1     0.00000000D+00    0.36998621D+00    0.10000000D+02   -0.15421777D+03 
      2     0.00000000D+00    0.24557382D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.18034091D+02 
      3     0.00000000D+00    0.15604776D+00    0.10000000D+02   -0.90713461D+02 
      4     0.00000000D+00    0.22791499D+00    0.10000000D+02   -0.12191830D+03 
      5     0.00000000D+00    0.17240109D+00    0.10000000D+02   -0.17449486D+03 
 
 




   *****   Solve the Regulator Problem for Case Number    1   ***** 
 
 
                     *****   Alpha  =      0.10000000D+01   ***** 
 
 
     Dim                   *****   WZ-Vector   ***** 
 
     10     0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
            0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
            0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
 
     Dim                   *****   WX-Vector   ***** 
 
     10     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
            0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
            0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
     Dim                   *****   WDX-Vector   ***** 
 
     10     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
            0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
            0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
     Row  *****   The T-Matrix [TT]   *064* 
 
      1    -0.90740400D+02   -0.13569100D+03   -0.11432000D+03   -0.68177300D+02 
           -0.50039300D+02   -0.76479500D+02   -0.14327400D+03   -0.13709000D+03 
           -0.12026900D+03   -0.35691800D+02 
      2     0.11970700D+03    0.79448600D+02    0.47683700D+02    0.51471100D+02 
            0.63869000D+02    0.10792800D+03    0.11090400D+03    0.35351300D+02 
            0.35507200D+02    0.52919900D+02 
      3     0.12238400D+03    0.87604200D+02    0.60609600D+02    0.64589000D+02 
            0.76583700D+02    0.11311600D+03    0.11015900D+03    0.41278200D+02 
            0.40179000D+02    0.96571600D+02 
      4     0.78723800D+02    0.11595000D+03    0.95790400D+02    0.53425700D+02 
            0.37283300D+02    0.66388400D+02    0.13180500D+03    0.11129300D+03 
            0.68519100D+02    0.18697000D+02 
F-16 
      5    -0.69686400D+02   -0.47757000D+02   -0.56223800D+02   -0.30916700D+02 
            0.44635300D+02   -0.48842200D+02   -0.89783700D+02   -0.24031100D+03 
           -0.14879800D+03   -0.48361400D+02 
      6     0.66340100D+02    0.79133100D+02    0.49498400D+02    0.80521700D+02 
            0.79285000D+02    0.15567100D+03    0.25360700D+03    0.32079500D+02 
            0.67000200D+02   -0.20154700D+02 
      7    -0.40056100D+02   -0.30015800D+02   -0.24877100D+02   -0.84533200D+01 
           -0.54793800D+01   -0.59097000D+02    0.17656700D+02   -0.49513700D+02 
           -0.82328600D+02   -0.11560300D+03 
      8     0.20252000D+02    0.33375900D+02    0.37778200D+01    0.54595500D+02 
            0.73257900D+02    0.67743700D+02    0.49407700D+02    0.88928300D+02 
            0.11906500D+03   -0.21847200D+02 
      9     0.29750400D+02    0.38475000D+02    0.24546000D+02    0.66753000D+02 
            0.12317900D+03    0.73072500D+02    0.19590400D+02    0.49442400D+00 
           -0.13463600D+02    0.11916600D+03 
     10     0.24367300D+02    0.13770800D+02   -0.63430700D+01   -0.12353700D+02 
           -0.16066500D+02    0.85041400D+02    0.70406300D+02   -0.98438700D+01 
           -0.73784200D+02   -0.50092100D+02 
 
     Row     *****   [DUMXX1] = Matrix to be Inverted   ***** 
 
      1     0.56489556D+05    0.53608746D+05    0.39890586D+05    0.35083889D+05 
            0.31619385D+05    0.60645626D+05    0.75807411D+05    0.52918307D+05 
            0.43799663D+05    0.31410138D+05 
      2     0.53608746D+05    0.58070664D+05    0.44049045D+05    0.37515859D+05 
            0.34166237D+05    0.59228169D+05    0.80384187D+05    0.56283861D+05 
            0.47924117D+05    0.27026005D+05 
      3     0.39890586D+05    0.44049045D+05    0.35079212D+05    0.27138119D+05 
            0.21932536D+05    0.40536689D+05    0.58352545D+05    0.47261836D+05 
            0.38758807D+05    0.22005418D+05 
      4     0.35083889D+05    0.37515859D+05    0.27138119D+05    0.29423753D+05 
            0.31108409D+05    0.43692468D+05    0.55816022D+05    0.35218992D+05 
            0.33487461D+05    0.20623845D+05 
      5     0.31619385D+05    0.34166237D+05    0.21932536D+05    0.31108409D+05 
            0.42944651D+05    0.44941799D+05    0.48507576D+05    0.15250481D+05 
            0.21288711D+05    0.24018745D+05 
      6     0.60645626D+05    0.59228169D+05    0.40536689D+05    0.43692468D+05 
            0.44941799D+05    0.81972531D+05    0.97725300D+05    0.51238360D+05 
            0.45494451D+05    0.29630497D+05 
      7     0.75807411D+05    0.80384187D+05    0.58352545D+05    0.55816022D+05 
            0.48507576D+05    0.97725300D+05    0.14280603D+06    0.75325879D+05 
            0.63948351D+05    0.19003140D+05 
      8     0.52918307D+05    0.56283861D+05    0.47261836D+05    0.35218992D+05 
            0.15250481D+05    0.51238360D+05    0.75325879D+05    0.10336887D+06 
            0.80318552D+05    0.28139263D+05 
      9     0.43799663D+05    0.47924117D+05    0.38758807D+05    0.33487461D+05 
            0.21288711D+05    0.45494451D+05    0.63948351D+05    0.80318552D+05 
            0.75244334D+05    0.26186416D+05 
     10     0.31410138D+05    0.27026005D+05    0.22005418D+05    0.20623845D+05 
            0.24018745D+05    0.29630497D+05    0.19003140D+05    0.28139263D+05 
            0.26186416D+05    0.47046217D+05 
 
 
   *****   Matrix [DUMXX1] was Successfully Inverted 
                                                   to Yield Matrix [DD].   ***** 
 
     Row   *****   [DD] = The Inverse of Matrix [DUMXX1]   ***** 
 
      1     0.77251338D-02   -0.43783067D-01    0.49388311D-01   -0.16005815D-01 
            0.14670785D-01    0.99402309D-02   -0.49860106D-02   -0.13736242D-03 
            0.24693471D-02   -0.91193547D-02 
      2    -0.43783067D-01    0.25930169D+00   -0.29529558D+00    0.74317469D-01 
           -0.75916308D-01   -0.62902446D-01    0.34561045D-01    0.36752394D-02 
           -0.13809153D-01    0.55719774D-01 
      3     0.49388311D-01   -0.29529558D+00    0.33794013D+00   -0.71158639D-01 
            0.79336408D-01    0.74032407D-01   -0.42844297D-01   -0.61395877D-02 
            0.15251641D-01   -0.64855526D-01 
      4    -0.16005815D-01    0.74317469D-01   -0.71158639D-01    0.16881832D+00 
           -0.98986344D-01    0.57305597D-02   -0.26268182D-01   -0.19524841D-01 
           -0.93829020D-02    0.17102108D-02 
      5     0.14670785D-01   -0.75916308D-01    0.79336408D-01   -0.98986344D-01 
            0.62758135D-01    0.59064644D-02    0.88260719D-02    0.97547716D-02 
            0.68455376D-02   -0.88701519D-02 
      6     0.99402309D-02   -0.62902446D-01    0.74032407D-01    0.57305597D-02 
F-17 
            0.59064644D-02    0.19354118D-01   -0.14376059D-01   -0.42423219D-02 
            0.24962517D-02   -0.15892080D-01 
      7    -0.49860106D-02    0.34561045D-01   -0.42844297D-01   -0.26268182D-01 
            0.88260719D-02   -0.14376059D-01    0.13650597D-01    0.55532988D-02 
           -0.52468915D-03    0.11035324D-01 
      8    -0.13736242D-03    0.36752394D-02   -0.61395877D-02   -0.19524841D-01 
            0.97547716D-02   -0.42423219D-02    0.55532988D-02    0.30269317D-02 
            0.47670393D-03    0.27841738D-02 
      9     0.24693471D-02   -0.13809153D-01    0.15251641D-01   -0.93829020D-02 
            0.68455376D-02    0.24962517D-02   -0.52468915D-03    0.47670393D-03 
            0.10354692D-02   -0.24530879D-02 
     10    -0.91193547D-02    0.55719774D-01   -0.64855526D-01    0.17102108D-02 
           -0.88701519D-02   -0.15892080D-01    0.11035324D-01    0.27841738D-02 
           -0.24530879D-02    0.13467321D-01 
 
     Row  *****   [EE] = The Identity Matrix [DUMXX1][DD]   ***** 
 
      1     0.10000000D+01   -0.18189894D-11    0.11368684D-11    0.18687274D-11 
            0.56843419D-12    0.73896445D-12   -0.79580786D-12    0.85265128D-12 
            0.14210855D-13   -0.45474735D-12 
      2     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+01    0.22737368D-12    0.13855583D-11 
            0.13926638D-11    0.56843419D-12   -0.90949470D-12    0.96633812D-12 
            0.42632564D-13   -0.56843419D-13 
      3     0.85265128D-13   -0.18189894D-11    0.10000000D+01    0.23732127D-11 
            0.85265128D-13    0.34106051D-12   -0.85265128D-12    0.73896445D-12 
           -0.56843419D-13   -0.34106051D-12 
      4     0.25579538D-12   -0.20463631D-11    0.13642421D-11    0.10000000D+01 
            0.93791641D-12    0.68212103D-12   -0.13926638D-11    0.75317530D-12 
            0.71054274D-13   -0.51159077D-12 
      5     0.22737368D-12   -0.25011104D-11    0.13642421D-11    0.30766500D-11 
            0.10000000D+01    0.17053026D-12   -0.11368684D-11    0.78159701D-12 
           -0.10658141D-12   -0.39790393D-12 
      6    -0.39790393D-12   -0.27284841D-11    0.15916157D-11    0.37587711D-11 
           -0.17053026D-12    0.10000000D+01   -0.17621460D-11    0.11226575D-11 
            0.71054274D-13   -0.28421709D-12 
      7     0.73896445D-12   -0.65938366D-11    0.65938366D-11    0.42206239D-11 
            0.14210855D-11    0.16484591D-11    0.10000000D+01    0.15276669D-11 
            0.85265128D-13   -0.85265128D-12 
      8     0.22737368D-12   -0.13642421D-11   -0.22737368D-12    0.15560886D-11 
            0.10231815D-11    0.79580786D-12   -0.79580786D-12    0.10000000D+01 
           -0.42632564D-13   -0.56843419D-12 
      9     0.54001248D-12   -0.56843419D-11    0.50022209D-11    0.80291329D-12 
            0.15631940D-11    0.12505552D-11   -0.11937118D-11    0.72475359D-12 
            0.10000000D+01   -0.85265128D-12 
     10    -0.11368684D-12   -0.22737368D-11    0.45474735D-12    0.95212727D-12 
           -0.17053026D-12    0.11368684D-12   -0.45474735D-12    0.42632564D-12 
            0.14210855D-13    0.10000000D+01 
 
     Row  *****   [FF] = The Identity Matrix [DD][DUMXX1]   ***** 
 
      1     0.10000000D+01   -0.82422957D-12   -0.36948222D-12   -0.39790393D-12 
           -0.17053026D-12   -0.90949470D-12   -0.12505552D-11   -0.56843419D-13 
           -0.19895197D-12    0.28421709D-12 
      2     0.18189894D-11    0.10000000D+01   -0.11368684D-11   -0.22737368D-12 
            0.68212103D-12   -0.11368684D-11   -0.11368684D-11   -0.29558578D-11 
           -0.22737368D-11   -0.18189894D-11 
      3    -0.22737368D-12    0.34106051D-11    0.10000000D+01    0.11368684D-11 
            0.45474735D-12    0.31832315D-11    0.43200998D-11    0.90949470D-12 
            0.18189894D-11    0.13642421D-11 
      4     0.76738615D-12   -0.67501560D-12    0.85975671D-12    0.10000000D+01 
            0.86686214D-12    0.49027449D-12    0.46185278D-12    0.70343731D-12 
           -0.15631940D-12   -0.15631940D-12 
      5    -0.85265128D-12    0.13073986D-11    0.31263880D-12    0.39790393D-12 
            0.10000000D+01    0.73896445D-12   -0.51159077D-12    0.11937118D-11 
            0.36948222D-12    0.10800250D-11 
      6    -0.22737368D-12   -0.17053026D-12   -0.11368684D-12    0.51159077D-12 
            0.56843419D-13    0.10000000D+01    0.56843419D-12    0.96633812D-12 
            0.22737368D-12    0.45474735D-12 
      7     0.17053026D-12   -0.28421709D-12   -0.25579538D-12   -0.22737368D-12 
           -0.56843419D-13   -0.56843419D-12    0.10000000D+01   -0.79580786D-12 
           -0.39790393D-12   -0.11368684D-12 
      8    -0.56843419D-13   -0.71054274D-13   -0.12079227D-12   -0.99475983D-13 
            0.28421709D-13   -0.14210855D-12   -0.24868996D-12    0.10000000D+01 
           -0.17053026D-12   -0.56843419D-13 
F-18 
      9     0.71054274D-13    0.18474111D-12    0.16342483D-12    0.19895197D-12 
            0.56843419D-13    0.27000624D-12    0.12789769D-12    0.14210855D-12 
            0.10000000D+01    0.18474111D-12 
     10     0.56843419D-13   -0.17053026D-12   -0.17053026D-12   -0.17053026D-12 
           -0.17053026D-12   -0.90949470D-12   -0.14210855D-12   -0.51159077D-12 
           -0.73896445D-12    0.10000000D+01 
 
 
  *****   The Regulator Solution Control Vector [THETA]   ***** 
 
   Element      [CV]            Element      Amplitude           Phase 
 
       1     -0.16092001D+00 
       2     -0.33316503D+00        1      0.36999215D+00     -0.15421928D+03 
       3      0.76015769D-01 
       4      0.23329631D+00        2      0.24536822D+00      0.18047349D+02 
       5     -0.15592237D+00 
       6     -0.19744307D-02        3      0.15593487D+00     -0.90725492D+02 
       7     -0.19340434D+00 
       8     -0.12047055D+00        4      0.22785608D+00     -0.12191856D+03 
       9     -0.16531820D-01 
      10     -0.17158719D+00        5      0.17238174D+00     -0.17449674D+03 
 
 
  *****   The NLP Solution Control Vector [CV]   ***** 
 
   Element      [CV]            Element      Amplitude           Phase 
 
       1     -0.16092618D+00 
       2     -0.33315547D+00        1      0.36998621D+00     -0.15421777D+03 
       3      0.76025438D-01 
       4      0.23350939D+00        2      0.24557382D+00      0.18034091D+02 
       5     -0.15603567D+00 
       6     -0.19430946D-02        3      0.15604776D+00     -0.90713461D+02 
       7     -0.19345490D+00 
       8     -0.12050082D+00        4      0.22791499D+00     -0.12191830D+03 
       9     -0.16539292D-01 
      10     -0.17160590D+00        5      0.17240109D+00     -0.17449486D+03 
 
 
  *****   The Regulator Solution End Conditions Vector [EC] = [ZZ]   ***** 
 
   Element      [EC] = [ZZ] 
 
       1      0.25821123D-09 
       2     -0.71196382D-10 
       3     -0.74990680D-10 
       4     -0.20358470D-09 
       5      0.39818815D-10 
       6     -0.74649620D-10 
       7     -0.98197006D-11 
       8     -0.46501469D-10 
       9     -0.41509907D-10 
      10      0.49395155D-10 
 
 
   *****   Regulator Solution Performance Index  =   0.47335424D-19   ***** 
 
 
                  **********   End Case Number    1   ********** 
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A (6 x 2) T-Matrix problem assumes a six dimensional control vector comprised of the three 
harmonics [(FXS, FXC), (FYS, FYC), and (FZS, FZC)], and a two dimensional end conditions 



























!  *****   Start of Case  10                        Input Data   ***** 
!          T is (6x2)  with   No Constraints. 
!          CV  is comprised of the  4  per rev flap angles. 
!          EC  is comprised of the  FX, FY, and FZ  5p Hub Loads. 
! 
 ACC     =    1.0D-8, 
 ACC     =    1.0D-7, 
 ACCQP   =    1.0D-12, 
 AL0     =    0.00,   0.00,   0.00,   0.00,   0.00, 
 AU0     =   10.00,  10.00,  10.00,  10.00,  10.00, 
 CV00(1) =    0.000,     0.000,     0.000,     0.000,     0.000, 
 CV00(6) =    0.000,     0.000,     0.000,     0.000,     0.000, 
 CVOUT   =      1, 
 CVOUT   =      0, 
 CVPRV0(1) =    0.000,     0.000,     0.000,     0.000,     0.000, 
 CVPRV0(6) =    0.000,     0.000,     0.000,     0.000,     0.000, 
 ECPRV0(1) =  -95.5047,   75.6472,   84.8822,   80.7376,  -65.8481, 
 ECPRV0(6) =   77.7241,  -37.3010,   31.3994,   43.5907,   12.1522, 
 ICASE   =     10, 
 IDATA   =      3, 
 IOPT    =      1, 
 ITOUT   =      0, 
 ITOUT   =      4, 
 ITOUT   =      2, 
 ITOUT   =      1, 
 ITOUT   =      3, 
 LQL     =   .FALSE., 
 LQL     =   .TRUE., 
 LSAVE   =    0,   0,   0,   0,   0,   0, 
 MAXASUM =    3.000, 
 MAXIT   =  300, 
 MAXNM   =    0, 
 MAXNM   =   10, 
 MI      =    0, 
 MSAVE0  =    1,   1,   1,   0,   0, 
 NSAVE0  =    0,   0,   1,   0,   0, 
 NX0     =   10, 
 NZ0     =   10, 
 OPTEND  =    1, 
 OPTEND  =    2, 
 OPTEND  =    3, 
 RHOB    =    0.0, 




  T0(1,1)   =   -90.74040,   119.70700,   122.38400,    78.72380,   -69.68640, 
  T0(6,1)   =    66.34010,   -40.05610,    20.25200,    29.75040,    24.36730, 
  T0(1,2)   =  -135.69100,    79.44860,    87.60420,   115.95000,   -47.75700, 
  T0(6,2)   =    79.13310,   -30.01580,    33.37590,    38.47500,    13.77080, 
  T0(1,3)   =  -114.32000,    47.68370,    60.60960,    95.79040,   -56.22380, 
  T0(6,3)   =    49.49840,   -24.87710,     3.77782,    24.54600,    -6.34307, 
  T0(1,4)   =   -68.17730,    51.47110,    64.58900,    53.42570,   -30.91670, 
  T0(6,4)   =    80.52170,    -8.45332,    54.59550,    66.75300,   -12.35370, 
  T0(1,5)   =   -50.03930,    63.86900,    76.58370,    37.28330,    44.63530,   
  T0(6,5)   =    79.28500,    -5.47938,    73.25790,   123.17900,   -16.06650,  
  T0(1,6)   =   -76.47950,   107.92800,   113.11600,    66.38840,   -48.84220, 
  T0(6,6)   =   155.67100,   -59.09700,    67.74370,    73.07250,    85.04140, 
  T0(1,7)   =  -143.274,     110.904,     110.159,     131.805,     -89.7837, 
  T0(6,7)   =   253.607,      17.6567,     49.4077,     19.5904,     70.4063, 
  T0(1,8)   =  -137.09,       35.3513,     41.2782,    111.293,    -240.311, 
  T0(6,8)   =    32.0795,    -49.5137,     88.9283,      0.494424,   -9.84387, 
  T0(1,9)   =  -120.269,      35.5072,     40.179,      68.5191,   -148.798, 
  T0(6,9)   =    67.0002,    -82.3286,    119.065,     -13.4636,    -73.7842, 
  T0(1,10)  =   -35.6918,     52.9199,     96.5716,     18.697,     -48.3614, 
  T0(6,10)  =   -20.1547,   -115.603,     -21.8472,    119.166,     -50.0921, 
! 
 MULT    =         1, 
 MULT    =         0, 
! 












           ***************   Start Case Number   10   *************** 
 
 




 A00= 6*1.0000000000000000       , 
 ACC= 9.99999999999999955E-008, 
 ACCQP= 9.99999999999999980E-013, 
 AL0= 5*0.0000000000000000       ,-9.99999999999999955E-008, 
 ALPHA=  1.0000000000000000     , 
 APRV0= 6.95321798395199821E-310,  0.0000000000000000     , 2.12199579096527232E-314, 
2.17201545544315946E-314, 2.17201952901440942E-314, 
  4.94065645841246544E-324, 
 AU0= 5*10.000000000000000       ,  3.0000000000000000     , 
 CRAN1=  2.0000000000000000     , 
 CRAN2=  3.0000000000000000     , 
 CRAN3=  1.0000000000000000     , 
 CRAN4=  1.0000000000000000     , 
 CV00= 10*0.0000000000000000       , 1.48219693752373963E-323, 6.95322798029051193E-
310, 6.38421746243141959E-319, 6.95322798001739244E-310, 
  
 CVOUT=          0, 
 CVPRV0= 10*0.0000000000000000       , 6.95322798000395386E-310, 6.95321798389310559E-
310, 6.95325616664988679E-310,  0.0000000000000000     , 
  
 ECPRV0= -95.504700000000000     ,  75.647199999999998     ,  84.882199999999997     ,  
80.737600000000000     , -65.848100000000002     , 
   77.724100000000007     , -37.301000000000002     ,  31.399400000000000     ,  
43.590699999999998     ,  12.152200000000001     , 
 EPS= 9.99999999999999955E-008, 
 ICASE=         10, 
 ICYCL0=       2000, 
 IDATA=          3, 
 IN=          5, 
 IOPT=          1, 
 IOUT=          6, 
 IPRINT=          2, 
 ISEED1=       2395,       4013,       3813,       1837, 
 ISEED2=       1843,       4011,       3364,       2835, 
 ISEED3=       3962,       1111,       3215,       2637, 
 ISEED4=       2397,       1504,       4031,       3173, 
 ITOUT=          3, 
 L=          1, 
 LQL=T, 
 LSAVE= 6*0          , 
 MAXASUM=  3.0000000000000000     , 
 MAXFUN=         30, 
 MAXIT=        300, 
 MAXNM=         10, 
 MI=          0, 
 MINASUM=  0.0000000000000000     , 
 MODE=          0, 
 MSAVE0= 3*1          , 2*0          , 5*1          , 
 MULT=          0, 
 NSAVE0= 2*0          ,          1, 2*0          , 5*1          , 
 NX0=         10, 
 NZ0=         10, 
 OPTEND=          3, 
 PHASE0= 6*90.000000000000000       , 
 PHSPRV0= 6.95314360825605601E-310, 6.95314360825595720E-310,  0.0000000000000000     
, 6.95322797845258773E-310, 2*0.0000000000000000       , 
  
 RHOB=  100.00000000000000     , 
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 STPMIN=  0.0000000000000000     , 
 T0= -90.740399999999994     ,  119.70699999999999     ,  122.38400000000000     ,  
78.723799999999997     , -69.686400000000006     , 
   66.340100000000007     , -40.056100000000001     ,  20.251999999999999     ,  
29.750399999999999     ,  24.367300000000000     , -135.69100000000000     , 
   79.448599999999999     ,  87.604200000000006     ,  115.95000000000000     , -
47.756999999999998     ,  79.133099999999999     , -30.015799999999999     , 
   33.375900000000001     ,  38.475000000000001     ,  13.770799999999999     , -
114.31999999999999     ,  47.683700000000002     ,  60.609600000000000     , 
   95.790400000000005     , -56.223799999999997     ,  49.498399999999997     , -
24.877099999999999     ,  3.7778200000000002     ,  24.545999999999999     , 
  -6.3430700000000000     , -68.177300000000002     ,  51.471100000000000     ,  
64.588999999999999     ,  53.425699999999999     , -30.916699999999999     , 
   80.521699999999996     , -8.4533199999999997     ,  54.595500000000001     ,  
66.753000000000000     , -12.353700000000000     , -50.039299999999997     , 
   63.869000000000000     ,  76.583699999999993     ,  37.283299999999997     ,  
44.635300000000001     ,  79.284999999999997     , -5.4793799999999999     , 
   73.257900000000006     ,  123.17900000000000     , -16.066500000000001     , -
76.479500000000002     ,  107.92800000000000     ,  113.11600000000000     , 
   66.388400000000004     , -48.842199999999998     ,  155.67099999999999     , -
59.097000000000001     ,  67.743700000000004     ,  73.072500000000005     , 
   85.041399999999996     , -143.27400000000000     ,  110.90400000000000     ,  
110.15900000000001     ,  131.80500000000001     , -89.783699999999996     , 
   253.60700000000000     ,  17.656700000000001     ,  49.407699999999998     ,  
19.590399999999999     ,  70.406300000000002     , -137.09000000000000     , 
   35.351300000000002     ,  41.278199999999998     ,  111.29300000000001     , -
240.31100000000001     ,  32.079500000000003     , -49.513700000000000     , 
   88.928299999999993     , 0.49442399999999997     , -9.8438700000000008     , -
120.26900000000001     ,  35.507199999999997     ,  40.179000000000002     , 
   68.519099999999995     , -148.79800000000000     ,  67.000200000000007     , -
82.328599999999994     ,  119.06500000000000     , -13.463600000000000     , 
  -73.784199999999998     , -35.691800000000001     ,  52.919899999999998     ,  
96.571600000000004     ,  18.696999999999999     , -48.361400000000003     , 
  -20.154699999999998     , -115.60299999999999     , -21.847200000000001     ,  
119.16600000000000     , -50.092100000000002     , 
 WDT0= 10*1.0000000000000000       , 
 WDX= 10*0.0000000000000000       , 
 WX= 10*0.0000000000000000       , 








      ***************   OUTPUT DATA for Case Number   10   *************** 
 
   *****   The Initial T-Matrix (T0) and Either the Initial 
                     Previous Actual NLP Control Vector (CVPRV0) or 
                           the Initial Previous Control Amplitude (APRV0) 
                                 and Phase Angle (PHSPRV0) Vectors Before 
                                          Compression are Directly Input   ***** 
 
   *****   Input the Initial Previous Actual NLP Control 
                    Vector (CVPRV0) Directly Via NAMELIST Input CDATA 
                          and then Compute the Previous Control Amplitude (APRV0) 








   *****   Initial Previous Control Amplitude (APRV0) and Phase 
                              Angle (PHSPRV0) Vectors before Compression   ***** 
 
   Element    AL0               APRV0             AU0               PHSPRV0 
 
      1     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      2     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      3     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      4     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
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      5     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
 
   *****   Previous Actual NLP Control Vector CVPRV0 Before Compression   ***** 
 
   Element        CVL0                CVPRV0              CVU0 
 
      1        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      2        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      3        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      4        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      5        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      6        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      7        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      8        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      9        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     10        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
 
   *****   Either the BEFORE Compression Initial Actual NLP Control 
               Vector Estimates (CV00), OR the BEFORE Compression 
                  Initial Control Vector Amplitudes (A00) and Phase 
                     Angles (PHASE0) Estimates are Directly Input 
                        via NAMELIST Data CDATA                            ***** 
 
   *****   Input the Initial Actual NLP Control Vector Estimate 
                 (CV00) Directly Via NAMELIST Input CDATA, and 
                         then Compute the Control Vector Amplitudes 




                   **********   Case Number   10   ********** 
 
 
   *****   Adjust the Initial Control Amplitude Estimates Vector 
            (A00) to define the Initial Control Amplitude Estimates 
             Vector (A0) to Within Limits If Required Before Compression   ***** 
 
 
   *****   Initial Control Amplitude Vector Estimates (A0), Its 
                        Limits (AL0 & AU0), and Its Phase Angle Vector 
                                   Estimates (PHASE0) Before Compression   ***** 
 
   Element    AL0               A0                AU0               PHASE0 
 
      1     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      1     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D-06    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      2     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      2     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D-06    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      3     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      3     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D-06    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      4     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      4     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D-06    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      5     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      5     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D-06    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
 
   *****   Initial Actual NLP Control Vector Estimates (CV0) and 
                             Its Limits (CVL0 & CVU0) Before Compression   ***** 
 
   Element        CVL0                CV0                 CVU0 
 
      1        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      2        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      3        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      4        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      5        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      6        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      7        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      8        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      9        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     10        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
 
 
   *****   End Conditions Vector EC0, Previous Cycle 
                     End Conditions Vector ECPRV0, and Weighting 
F-25 
                              Coefficient Vector WDT0 Before Compression   ***** 
 
 
   Element        EC0                 ECPRV0              WDT0 
 
      1        -0.95504700D+02     -0.95504700D+02      0.10000000D+01 
      2         0.75647200D+02      0.75647200D+02      0.10000000D+01 
      3         0.84882200D+02      0.84882200D+02      0.10000000D+01 
      4         0.80737600D+02      0.80737600D+02      0.10000000D+01 
      5        -0.65848100D+02     -0.65848100D+02      0.10000000D+01 
      6         0.77724100D+02      0.77724100D+02      0.10000000D+01 
      7        -0.37301000D+02     -0.37301000D+02      0.10000000D+01 
      8         0.31399400D+02      0.31399400D+02      0.10000000D+01 
      9         0.43590700D+02      0.43590700D+02      0.10000000D+01 
     10         0.12152200D+02      0.12152200D+02      0.10000000D+01 
 
 




                Specification of CV, T-matrix, and EC Compression 
 
                                  MSAVE0/MSAVE 
 
          1             1             1             0             0 
      1      1      1      1      1      1      0      0      0      0 
 
 
                                  NSAVE0/NSAVE 
 
          0             0             1             0             0 








   *****   Initial Control Vector (CV0), T-Matrix (T0), 
                                            and Measurement Vector (EC0)   ***** 
 
 
   *****   Initial Control Vector (CV0)   ***** 
 
    CV0     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
            0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
            0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
   *****   Initial Greatest Least Bounds (CVL0) for the 
                                                    Control Vector (CV0)   ***** 
 
   CVL0    -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02 
           -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02 
           -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02 
 
   *****   Initial Least Upper Bounds (CVU0) for the 
                                                    Control Vector (CV0)   ***** 
 
   CVU0     0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02 
            0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02 
            0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02 
 
 
     Row          *****   Initial T-Matrix (T0)   ***** 
 
  T0  1    -0.90740400D+02   -0.13569100D+03   -0.11432000D+03   -0.68177300D+02 
           -0.50039300D+02   -0.76479500D+02   -0.14327400D+03   -0.13709000D+03 
           -0.12026900D+03   -0.35691800D+02 
 
  T0  2     0.11970700D+03    0.79448600D+02    0.47683700D+02    0.51471100D+02 
            0.63869000D+02    0.10792800D+03    0.11090400D+03    0.35351300D+02 
            0.35507200D+02    0.52919900D+02 
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  T0  3     0.12238400D+03    0.87604200D+02    0.60609600D+02    0.64589000D+02 
            0.76583700D+02    0.11311600D+03    0.11015900D+03    0.41278200D+02 
            0.40179000D+02    0.96571600D+02 
 
  T0  4     0.78723800D+02    0.11595000D+03    0.95790400D+02    0.53425700D+02 
            0.37283300D+02    0.66388400D+02    0.13180500D+03    0.11129300D+03 
            0.68519100D+02    0.18697000D+02 
 
  T0  5    -0.69686400D+02   -0.47757000D+02   -0.56223800D+02   -0.30916700D+02 
            0.44635300D+02   -0.48842200D+02   -0.89783700D+02   -0.24031100D+03 
           -0.14879800D+03   -0.48361400D+02 
 
  T0  6     0.66340100D+02    0.79133100D+02    0.49498400D+02    0.80521700D+02 
            0.79285000D+02    0.15567100D+03    0.25360700D+03    0.32079500D+02 
            0.67000200D+02   -0.20154700D+02 
 
  T0  7    -0.40056100D+02   -0.30015800D+02   -0.24877100D+02   -0.84533200D+01 
           -0.54793800D+01   -0.59097000D+02    0.17656700D+02   -0.49513700D+02 
           -0.82328600D+02   -0.11560300D+03 
 
  T0  8     0.20252000D+02    0.33375900D+02    0.37778200D+01    0.54595500D+02 
            0.73257900D+02    0.67743700D+02    0.49407700D+02    0.88928300D+02 
            0.11906500D+03   -0.21847200D+02 
 
  T0  9     0.29750400D+02    0.38475000D+02    0.24546000D+02    0.66753000D+02 
            0.12317900D+03    0.73072500D+02    0.19590400D+02    0.49442400D+00 
           -0.13463600D+02    0.11916600D+03 
 
  T0 10     0.24367300D+02    0.13770800D+02   -0.63430700D+01   -0.12353700D+02 
           -0.16066500D+02    0.85041400D+02    0.70406300D+02   -0.98438700D+01 
           -0.73784200D+02   -0.50092100D+02 
 
 
   *****   Initial End Conditions Vector (EC0)   ***** 
 
    EC0    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02    0.84882200D+02    0.80737600D+02 
           -0.65848100D+02    0.77724100D+02   -0.37301000D+02    0.31399400D+02 
            0.43590700D+02    0.12152200D+02 
 
   *****   Initial End Conditions Weighting Coefficient Vector 
                                     (WDT0) for the Performance Index (F)  ***** 
 
   WDT0     0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
            0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
            0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
 
 
   *****   Initial Control Vector (CVPRV0) and Measurement 
                            Vector (ECPRV0) from the Previous Duty Cycle   ***** 
 
 
   *****   Initial Previous Cycle Control Vector (CVPRV0)   ***** 
 
 CVPRV0     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
            0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
            0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
 
   *****   Initial Previous Cycle End Conditions Vector (ECPRV0)   ***** 
 
 ECPRV0    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02    0.84882200D+02    0.80737600D+02 
           -0.65848100D+02    0.77724100D+02   -0.37301000D+02    0.31399400D+02 
            0.43590700D+02    0.12152200D+02 
 
 
   *****   Intermediate Control Vector (CV), T-Matrix (TT), 
                and Measurement Vector (ECT) after the First Compression   ***** 
 
 
   *****   Intermediate Control Vector (CV) after the First Compression   ***** 
 
     CV     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
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   *****   Intermediate Greatest Least Bounds (CVL) for the 
                                                     Control Vector (CV)   ***** 
 
    CVL    -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02 
 
   *****   Intermediate Least Upper Bounds (CVU) for the 
                                                     Control Vector (CV)   ***** 
 
    CVU     0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02 
 
 
     Row        *****   Intermediate T-Matrix (TT)   ***** 
 
  TT  1    -0.50039300D+02   -0.76479500D+02 
 
  TT  2     0.63869000D+02    0.10792800D+03 
 
  TT  3     0.76583700D+02    0.11311600D+03 
 
  TT  4     0.37283300D+02    0.66388400D+02 
 
  TT  5     0.44635300D+02   -0.48842200D+02 
 
  TT  6     0.79285000D+02    0.15567100D+03 
 
  TT  7    -0.54793800D+01   -0.59097000D+02 
 
  TT  8     0.73257900D+02    0.67743700D+02 
 
  TT  9     0.12317900D+03    0.73072500D+02 
 
  TT 10    -0.16066500D+02    0.85041400D+02 
 
 
   *****   Intermediate End Conditions Vector (ECT)   ***** 
 
    ECT    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02    0.84882200D+02    0.80737600D+02 
           -0.65848100D+02    0.77724100D+02   -0.37301000D+02    0.31399400D+02 
            0.43590700D+02    0.12152200D+02 
 
   *****   Intermediate End Conditions Weighting Coefficient Vector 
                                     (WDTT) for the Performance Index (F)  ***** 
 
   WDTT     0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
            0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
            0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
 
 
   *****   Intermediate Control Vector (CVPRV) and Measurement Vector 
                           (ECPRV0) from the Previous Duty Cycle after 
                                                   the First Compression   ***** 
 
 
   *****   Intermediate Previous Cycle Control Vector (CVPRV) after 
                                                   the First Compression   ***** 
 
  CVPRV     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
 
   *****   Intermediate Previous Cycle End Conditions Vector (ECPRVTT) 
                                             after the First Compression   ***** 
 
 ECPRVT    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02    0.84882200D+02    0.80737600D+02 
           -0.65848100D+02    0.77724100D+02   -0.37301000D+02    0.31399400D+02 
            0.43590700D+02    0.12152200D+02 
 
 
   *****   Final Control Vector (CV), T-Matrix (T), and 
                    Measurement Vector (EC) after the Second Compression   ***** 
 
 
   *****   Final Control Vector (CV) after the Second Compression   ***** 
 
     CV     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
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   *****   Greatest Least Bounds (CVL) Vector for the 
                                                     Control Vector (CV)   ***** 
 
    CVL    -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02 
 
   *****   Least Upper Bounds (CVU) Vector for the Control Vector (CV)   ***** 
 
    CVU     0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02 
 
 
     Row            *****   Final T-Matrix (T)   ***** 
 
   T  1    -0.50039300D+02   -0.76479500D+02 
 
   T  2     0.63869000D+02    0.10792800D+03 
 
   T  3     0.76583700D+02    0.11311600D+03 
 
   T  4     0.37283300D+02    0.66388400D+02 
 
   T  5     0.44635300D+02   -0.48842200D+02 
 
   T  6     0.79285000D+02    0.15567100D+03 
 
 
   *****   Final End Conditions Vector (EC) after the Second Compression   ***** 
 
     EC    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02    0.84882200D+02    0.80737600D+02 
           -0.65848100D+02    0.77724100D+02 
 
   *****   Final End Conditions Weighting Coefficient Vector 
                                      (WDT) for the Performance Index (F)  ***** 
 
    WDT     0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
            0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
 
 
   *****   Final Control Vector (CVPRV) and Measurement Vector 
                         (ECPRV) from the Previous Duty Cycle after 
                                                  the Second Compression   ***** 
 
 
   *****   Final Previous Cycle Control Vector (CVPRV) after 
                                                  the Second Compression   ***** 
 
  CVPRV     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
 
   *****   Final Previous Cycle End Conditions Vector (ECPRV) 
                                            after the Second Compression   ***** 
 
  ECPRV    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02    0.84882200D+02    0.80737600D+02 
           -0.65848100D+02    0.77724100D+02 
 
 
  *******************   T-Matrix Compression is Completed   ******************** 
 
 
   *****   Initial End Conditions Vector EC   ***** 
 
 
     -0.95504700D+02      0.75647200D+02      0.84882200D+02      0.80737600D+02 
     -0.65848100D+02      0.77724100D+02 
 
 
   *****   Initial Performance Index  =   0.38944203D+05   ***** 
 
   *****   Initial Control Amplitude (A) and Phase Angle (PHASE) Vectors   ***** 
 
   Element    AL               A                 AU                PHASE 
 








                                      LSAVE 
 
      0      0 
 
 





    -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
     START OF THE SEQUENTIAL QUADRATIC PROGRAMMING ALGORITHM 
    -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
     Parameters: 
        N      =       2 
        M      =       0 
        ME     =       0 
        MODE   =       0 
        ACC    =   0.1000D-06 
        ACCQP  =   0.1000D-11 
        STPMIN =   0.0000D+00 
        RHOB   =   0.1000D+03 
        MAXFUN =      30 
        MAXNM  =      10 
        MAXIT  =     300 
        IPRINT =       2 
 
     Output in the following order: 
        IT    - iteration number 
        F     - objective function value 
        SCV   - sum of constraint violations 
        NA    - number of active constraints 
        I     - number of line search iterations 
        ALPHA - steplength parameter 
        DELTA - additional variable to prevent inconsistency 
        KKT   - Karush-Kuhn-Tucker optimality criterion 
 
 
      IT         F          SCV      NA  I    ALPHA     DELTA     KKT 
    -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       1  0.38944203D+05  0.00D+00    0  0  0.00D+00  0.00D+00  0.27D+07 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
       2  0.50240848D+05  0.00D+00    0  2  0.10D+00  0.00D+00  0.26D+06 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
       3  0.39904039D+05  0.00D+00    0  2  0.10D+00  0.00D+00  0.21D+07 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
       4  0.19685856D+05  0.00D+00    0  2  0.10D+00  0.00D+00  0.31D+05 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
       5  0.49996391D+04  0.00D+00    0  1  0.10D+01  0.00D+00  0.69D+04 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
       6  0.43986783D+04  0.00D+00    0  2  0.17D+00  0.00D+00  0.48D+02 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
       7  0.43750704D+04  0.00D+00    0  1  0.10D+01  0.00D+00  0.33D-02 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 




      --- Final Convergence Analysis at Last Iterate --- 
 
        Objective function value:      F(X)  =  0.43750687D+04 
        Solution values:               X     = 
           0.28609253D+00 -0.89542167D+00 
        Distances from lower bounds:   X-XL  = 
           0.10286093D+02  0.91045783D+01 
        Distances from upper bounds:   XU-X  = 
           0.97139075D+01  0.10895422D+02 
        Multipliers for lower bounds:  U     = 
           0.00000000D+00  0.00000000D+00 
        Multipliers for upper bounds:  U     = 
           0.00000000D+00  0.00000000D+00 
        Number of function calls:      NFUNC =      12 
        Number of gradient calls:      NGRAD =       8 




                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
 
 
            *****   Number of Function Evaluations  =     28   ***** 
 
 
   *****   Solution Control Vector for Case Number   10   ***** 
 
   Element    CVL               CV                CVU               CV - CV0 
 
      1    -0.10000000D+02    0.28609253D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.28609253D+00 
      2    -0.10000000D+02   -0.89542167D+00    0.10000000D+02   -0.89542167D+00 
 
 
   
 
   *****   Predicted Measurement Vector EC   ***** 
 
     -0.41339176D+02     -0.27214153D+01      0.55057183D+01      0.31958468D+02 
     -0.93439144D+01     -0.38984225D+02 
 
 
   *****   NLP Solution Performance Index  =   0.43750687D+04   ***** 
 
 
   
 
   *****   Predicted Measurement Vector EC   ***** 
 
     -0.41339168D+02     -0.27214261D+01      0.55057070D+01      0.31958462D+02 
     -0.93439096D+01     -0.38984241D+02 
 
 
   *****   NLP Solution Performance Index  =   0.43750687D+04   ***** 
 
 
   
 
   *****   Predicted Control Amplitude Vector (A) 
                    Its Limits (AL & AU), and Its Phase Angle 
                                       Vector (PHASE) Before Compression   ***** 
 
   Element    AL               A                 AU                PHASE 
 
      1     0.00000000D+00    0.94001538D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.16228101D+03 
 
 
























A (2 x 2) T-Matrix problem assumes a two dimensional control vector comprised of one 
harmonic [(FXS, FXC)], and a two dimensional end conditions vector comprised of one 























!  *****   Start of Case  20                        Input Data   ***** 
!          T is (2x2)  with   No Constraints. 
!          CV  is comprised of the  4  per rev flap angles. 
!          EC  is comprised of the  FX  5p Hub Loads. 
! 
 ACC     =    1.0D-8, 
 ACC     =    1.0D-7, 
 ACCQP   =    1.0D-12, 
 AL0     =    0.00,   0.00,   0.00,   0.00,   0.00, 
 AU0     =   10.00,  10.00,  10.00,  10.00,  10.00, 
 CV00(1) =    0.000,     0.000,     0.000,     0.000,     0.000, 
 CV00(6) =    0.000,     0.000,     0.000,     0.000,     0.000, 
 CVOUT   =      1, 
 CVOUT   =      0, 
 CVPRV0(1) =    0.000,     0.000,     0.000,     0.000,     0.000, 
 CVPRV0(6) =    0.000,     0.000,     0.000,     0.000,     0.000, 
 ECPRV0(1) =  -95.5047,   75.6472,   84.8822,   80.7376,  -65.8481, 
 ECPRV0(6) =   77.7241,  -37.3010,   31.3994,   43.5907,   12.1522, 
 ICASE   =     20, 
 IDATA   =      3, 
 IOPT    =      1, 
 ITOUT   =      0, 
 ITOUT   =      4, 
 ITOUT   =      2, 
 ITOUT   =      1, 
 ITOUT   =      3, 
 LQL     =   .FALSE., 
 LQL     =   .TRUE., 
 LSAVE   =    0,   0,   0,   0,   0,   0, 
 MAXASUM =    3.000, 
 MAXIT   =  300, 
 MAXNM   =    0, 
 MAXNM   =   10, 
 MI      =    0, 
 MSAVE0  =    1,   0,   0,   0,   0, 
 NSAVE0  =    0,   0,   1,   0,   0, 
 NX0     =   10, 
 NZ0     =   10, 
 OPTEND  =    1, 
 OPTEND  =    2, 
 OPTEND  =    3, 
 RHOB    =    0.0, 




  T0(1,1)   =   -90.74040,   119.70700,   122.38400,    78.72380,   -69.68640, 
  T0(6,1)   =    66.34010,   -40.05610,    20.25200,    29.75040,    24.36730, 
  T0(1,2)   =  -135.69100,    79.44860,    87.60420,   115.95000,   -47.75700, 
  T0(6,2)   =    79.13310,   -30.01580,    33.37590,    38.47500,    13.77080, 
  T0(1,3)   =  -114.32000,    47.68370,    60.60960,    95.79040,   -56.22380, 
  T0(6,3)   =    49.49840,   -24.87710,     3.77782,    24.54600,    -6.34307, 
  T0(1,4)   =   -68.17730,    51.47110,    64.58900,    53.42570,   -30.91670, 
  T0(6,4)   =    80.52170,    -8.45332,    54.59550,    66.75300,   -12.35370, 
  T0(1,5)   =   -50.03930,    63.86900,    76.58370,    37.28330,    44.63530,   
  T0(6,5)   =    79.28500,    -5.47938,    73.25790,   123.17900,   -16.06650,  
  T0(1,6)   =   -76.47950,   107.92800,   113.11600,    66.38840,   -48.84220, 
  T0(6,6)   =   155.67100,   -59.09700,    67.74370,    73.07250,    85.04140, 
  T0(1,7)   =  -143.274,     110.904,     110.159,     131.805,     -89.7837, 
  T0(6,7)   =   253.607,      17.6567,     49.4077,     19.5904,     70.4063, 
  T0(1,8)   =  -137.09,       35.3513,     41.2782,    111.293,    -240.311, 
  T0(6,8)   =    32.0795,    -49.5137,     88.9283,      0.494424,   -9.84387, 
  T0(1,9)   =  -120.269,      35.5072,     40.179,      68.5191,   -148.798, 
  T0(6,9)   =    67.0002,    -82.3286,    119.065,     -13.4636,    -73.7842, 
  T0(1,10)  =   -35.6918,     52.9199,     96.5716,     18.697,     -48.3614, 
  T0(6,10)  =   -20.1547,   -115.603,     -21.8472,    119.166,     -50.0921, 
! 
 MULT    =         0, 
 MULT    =         1, 
! 






!  *****   Start of Case  1020                      Input Data   ***** 
!          T is (2x2)  with   One Constraint. 
!          CV  is comprised of the  4  per rev flap angles. 
!          EC  is comprised of the  FX  5p Hub Loads. 
! 
 AU0     =   10.00,  10.00,  10.00,  10.00,  10.00, 
 ICASE   = 1020, 
 IOPT    =    1, 
 LSAVE   =    1,   0,   0,   0,   0,   0, 
 MI      =    1, 
 MSAVE0  =    1,   0,   0,   0,   0, 
 NSAVE0  =    0,   0,   1,   0,   0, 
! 
 MULT    =         0, 
 MULT    =         1, 
! 





!  *****   Start of Case  820                       Input Data   ***** 
!          T is (2x2)  with   One Constraint. 
!          CV  is comprised of the  4  per rev flap angles. 
!          EC  is comprised of the  FX  5p Hub Loads. 
! 
 AU0     =   10.00,  10.00,   8.00,  10.00,  10.00, 
 ICASE   =  820, 
 IOPT    =    1, 
 LSAVE   =    1,   0,   0,   0,   0,   0, 
 MI      =    1, 
 MSAVE0  =    1,   0,   0,   0,   0, 
 NSAVE0  =    0,   0,   1,   0,   0, 
! 
 MULT    =         0, 
 MULT    =         1, 
! 





!  *****   Start of Case  620                       Input Data   ***** 
!          T is (2x2)  with   One Constraint. 
!          CV  is comprised of the  4  per rev flap angles. 
!          EC  is comprised of the  FX  5p Hub Loads. 
! 
 AU0     =   10.00,  10.00,   6.00,  10.00,  10.00, 
 ICASE   =  620, 
 IOPT    =    1, 
 LSAVE   =    1,   0,   0,   0,   0,   0, 
 MI      =    1, 
 MSAVE0  =    1,   0,   0,   0,   0, 
 NSAVE0  =    0,   0,   1,   0,   0, 
! 
 MULT    =         0, 
 MULT    =         1, 
! 





!  *****   Start of Case  420                       Input Data   ***** 
!          T is (2x2)  with   One Constraint. 
!          CV  is comprised of the  4  per rev flap angles. 
!          EC  is comprised of the  FX  5p Hub Loads. 
! 
 AU0     =   10.00,  10.00,   4.00,  10.00,  10.00, 
 ICASE   =  420, 
 IOPT    =    1, 
F-36 
 LSAVE   =    1,   0,   0,   0,   0,   0, 
 MI      =    1, 
 MSAVE0  =    1,   0,   0,   0,   0, 
 NSAVE0  =    0,   0,   1,   0,   0, 
! 
 MULT    =         0, 
 MULT    =         1, 
! 





!  *****   Start of Case  220                       Input Data   ***** 
!          T is (2x2)  with   One Constraint. 
!          CV  is comprised of the  4  per rev flap angles. 
!          EC  is comprised of the  FX  5p Hub Loads. 
! 
 AU0     =   10.00,  10.00,   2.00,  10.00,  10.00, 
 ICASE   =  220, 
 IOPT    =    1, 
 LSAVE   =    1,   0,   0,   0,   0,   0, 
 MI      =    1, 
 MSAVE0  =    1,   0,   0,   0,   0, 
 NSAVE0  =    0,   0,   1,   0,   0, 
! 
 MULT    =         0, 
 MULT    =         1, 
! 





!  *****   Start of Case  120                       Input Data   ***** 
!          T is (2x2)  with   One Constraint. 
!          CV  is comprised of the  4  per rev flap angles. 
!          EC  is comprised of the  FX  5p Hub Loads. 
! 
 AU0     =   10.00,  10.00,   1.00,  10.00,  10.00, 
 ICASE   =  120, 
 IOPT    =    1, 
 LSAVE   =    1,   0,   0,   0,   0,   0, 
 MI      =    1, 
 MSAVE0  =    1,   0,   0,   0,   0, 
 NSAVE0  =    0,   0,   1,   0,   0, 
! 
 MULT    =         0, 
 MULT    =         1, 
! 





!  *****   Start of Case 0320                      Input Data   ***** 
!          T is (2x2)  with   One Constraint. 
!          CV  is comprised of the  4  per rev flap angles. 
!          EC  is comprised of the  FX  5p Hub Loads. 
! 
 AU0     =   10.00,  10.00,   0.30,  10.00,  10.00, 
 ICASE   = 0320, 
 IOPT    =    1, 
 LSAVE   =    1,   0,   0,   0,   0,   0, 
 MI      =    1, 
 MSAVE0  =    1,   0,   0,   0,   0, 
 NSAVE0  =    0,   0,   1,   0,   0, 
! 
 MULT    =         1, 
 MULT    =         0, 
! 









           ***************   Start Case Number   20   *************** 
 
        ***************   INPUT DATA for Case Number   20   *************** 
 
&CDATA 
 A00= 6*1.0000000000000000       , 
 ACC= 9.99999999999999955E-008, 
 ACCQP= 9.99999999999999980E-013, 
 AL0= 5*0.0000000000000000       ,-9.99999999999999955E-008, 
 ALPHA=  1.0000000000000000     , 
 APRV0= 6.95321237063267278E-310,  0.0000000000000000     , 2.12199579096527232E-314, 
2.22814864869743451E-314, 2.22815272226868448E-314, 
  4.94065645841246544E-324, 
 AU0= 5*10.000000000000000       ,  3.0000000000000000     , 
 CRAN1=  2.0000000000000000     , 
 CRAN2=  3.0000000000000000     , 
 CRAN3=  1.0000000000000000     , 
 CRAN4=  1.0000000000000000     , 
 CV00= 10*0.0000000000000000       , 1.48219693752373963E-323, 6.95323359360983736E-
310, 7.61607133720739960E-319, 6.95323359333671787E-310, 
  
 CVOUT=          0, 
 CVPRV0= 10*0.0000000000000000       , 6.95323359332327929E-310, 6.95321237057378016E-
310, 6.95325616664988679E-310,  0.0000000000000000     , 
  
 ECPRV0= -95.504700000000000     ,  75.647199999999998     ,  84.882199999999997     ,  
80.737600000000000     , -65.848100000000002     , 
   77.724100000000007     , -37.301000000000002     ,  31.399400000000000     ,  
43.590699999999998     ,  12.152200000000001     , 
 EPS= 9.99999999999999955E-008, 
 ICASE=         20, 
 ICYCL0=       2000, 
 IDATA=          3, 
 IN=          5, 
 IOPT=          1, 
 IOUT=          6, 
 IPRINT=          2, 
 ISEED1=       2395,       4013,       3813,       1837, 
 ISEED2=       1843,       4011,       3364,       2835, 
 ISEED3=       3962,       1111,       3215,       2637, 
 ISEED4=       2397,       1504,       4031,       3173, 
 ITOUT=          3, 
 L=          1, 
 LQL=T, 
 LSAVE= 6*0          , 
 MAXASUM=  3.0000000000000000     , 
 MAXFUN=         30, 
 MAXIT=        300, 
 MAXNM=         10, 
 MI=          0, 
 MINASUM=  0.0000000000000000     , 
 MODE=          0, 
 MSAVE0=          1, 4*0          , 5*1          , 
 MULT=          1, 
 NSAVE0= 2*0          ,          1, 2*0          , 5*1          , 
 NX0=         10, 
 NZ0=         10, 
 OPTEND=          3, 
 PHASE0= 6*90.000000000000000       , 
 PHSPRV0= 6.95314360825605601E-310, 6.95314360825595720E-310,  0.0000000000000000     
, 6.95323359177191316E-310, 2*0.0000000000000000       , 
  
 RHOB=  100.00000000000000     , 
 STPMIN=  0.0000000000000000     , 
 T0= -90.740399999999994     ,  119.70699999999999     ,  122.38400000000000     ,  
78.723799999999997     , -69.686400000000006     , 
   66.340100000000007     , -40.056100000000001     ,  20.251999999999999     ,  
29.750399999999999     ,  24.367300000000000     , -135.69100000000000     , 
F-38 
   79.448599999999999     ,  87.604200000000006     ,  115.95000000000000     , -
47.756999999999998     ,  79.133099999999999     , -30.015799999999999     , 
   33.375900000000001     ,  38.475000000000001     ,  13.770799999999999     , -
114.31999999999999     ,  47.683700000000002     ,  60.609600000000000     , 
   95.790400000000005     , -56.223799999999997     ,  49.498399999999997     , -
24.877099999999999     ,  3.7778200000000002     ,  24.545999999999999     , 
  -6.3430700000000000     , -68.177300000000002     ,  51.471100000000000     ,  
64.588999999999999     ,  53.425699999999999     , -30.916699999999999     , 
   80.521699999999996     , -8.4533199999999997     ,  54.595500000000001     ,  
66.753000000000000     , -12.353700000000000     , -50.039299999999997     , 
   63.869000000000000     ,  76.583699999999993     ,  37.283299999999997     ,  
44.635300000000001     ,  79.284999999999997     , -5.4793799999999999     , 
   73.257900000000006     ,  123.17900000000000     , -16.066500000000001     , -
76.479500000000002     ,  107.92800000000000     ,  113.11600000000000     , 
   66.388400000000004     , -48.842199999999998     ,  155.67099999999999     , -
59.097000000000001     ,  67.743700000000004     ,  73.072500000000005     , 
   85.041399999999996     , -143.27400000000000     ,  110.90400000000000     ,  
110.15900000000001     ,  131.80500000000001     , -89.783699999999996     , 
   253.60700000000000     ,  17.656700000000001     ,  49.407699999999998     ,  
19.590399999999999     ,  70.406300000000002     , -137.09000000000000     , 
   35.351300000000002     ,  41.278199999999998     ,  111.29300000000001     , -
240.31100000000001     ,  32.079500000000003     , -49.513700000000000     , 
   88.928299999999993     , 0.49442399999999997     , -9.8438700000000008     , -
120.26900000000001     ,  35.507199999999997     ,  40.179000000000002     , 
   68.519099999999995     , -148.79800000000000     ,  67.000200000000007     , -
82.328599999999994     ,  119.06500000000000     , -13.463600000000000     , 
  -73.784199999999998     , -35.691800000000001     ,  52.919899999999998     ,  
96.571600000000004     ,  18.696999999999999     , -48.361400000000003     , 
  -20.154699999999998     , -115.60299999999999     , -21.847200000000001     ,  
119.16600000000000     , -50.092100000000002     , 
 WDT0= 10*1.0000000000000000       , 
 WDX= 10*0.0000000000000000       , 
 WX= 10*0.0000000000000000       , 






      ***************   OUTPUT DATA for Case Number   20   *************** 
 
 
   *****   The Initial T-Matrix (T0) and Either the Initial 
                     Previous Actual NLP Control Vector (CVPRV0) or 
                           the Initial Previous Control Amplitude (APRV0) 
                                 and Phase Angle (PHSPRV0) Vectors Before 
                                          Compression are Directly Input   ***** 
 
   *****   Input the Initial Previous Actual NLP Control 
                    Vector (CVPRV0) Directly Via NAMELIST Input CDATA 
                          and then Compute the Previous Control Amplitude (APRV0) 
                               and Control Phase Angle (PHSPRV0) Vectors   ***** 
 
 
                   **********   Case Number   20   ********** 
 
 
   *****   Initial Previous Control Amplitude (APRV0) and Phase 
                              Angle (PHSPRV0) Vectors before Compression   ***** 
 
   Element    AL0               APRV0             AU0               PHSPRV0 
 
      1     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      2     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      3     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      4     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      5     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
 
   *****   Previous Actual NLP Control Vector CVPRV0 Before Compression   ***** 
 
   Element        CVL0                CVPRV0              CVU0 
 
      1        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      2        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
F-39 
      3        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      4        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      5        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      6        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      7        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      8        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      9        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     10        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
 
   *****   Either the BEFORE Compression Initial Actual NLP Control 
               Vector Estimates (CV00), OR the BEFORE Compression 
                  Initial Control Vector Amplitudes (A00) and Phase 
                     Angles (PHASE0) Estimates are Directly Input 
                        via NAMELIST Data CDATA                            ***** 
 
   *****   Input the Initial Actual NLP Control Vector Estimate 
                 (CV00) Directly Via NAMELIST Input CDATA, and 
                         then Compute the Control Vector Amplitudes 
                               (A00) and Phase Angles (PHASE0) Estimates   ***** 
 
 
                   **********   Case Number   20   ********** 
 
 
   *****   Adjust the Initial Control Amplitude Estimates Vector 
            (A00) to define the Initial Control Amplitude Estimates 
             Vector (A0) to Within Limits If Required Before Compression   ***** 
 
 
   *****   Initial Control Amplitude Vector Estimates (A0), Its 
                        Limits (AL0 & AU0), and Its Phase Angle Vector 
                                   Estimates (PHASE0) Before Compression   ***** 
 
   Element    AL0               A0                AU0               PHASE0 
 
      1     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      1     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D-06    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      2     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      2     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D-06    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      3     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      3     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D-06    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      4     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      4     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D-06    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      5     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      5     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D-06    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
 
   *****   Initial Actual NLP Control Vector Estimates (CV0) and 
                             Its Limits (CVL0 & CVU0) Before Compression   ***** 
 
   Element        CVL0                CV0                 CVU0 
 
      1        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      2        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      3        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      4        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      5        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      6        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      7        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      8        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      9        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     10        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
 
 
   *****   End Conditions Vector EC0, Previous Cycle 
                     End Conditions Vector ECPRV0, and Weighting 
                              Coefficient Vector WDT0 Before Compression   ***** 
 
 
   Element        EC0                 ECPRV0              WDT0 
 
      1        -0.95504700D+02     -0.95504700D+02      0.10000000D+01 
      2         0.75647200D+02      0.75647200D+02      0.10000000D+01 
      3         0.84882200D+02      0.84882200D+02      0.10000000D+01 
      4         0.80737600D+02      0.80737600D+02      0.10000000D+01 
F-40 
      5        -0.65848100D+02     -0.65848100D+02      0.10000000D+01 
      6         0.77724100D+02      0.77724100D+02      0.10000000D+01 
      7        -0.37301000D+02     -0.37301000D+02      0.10000000D+01 
      8         0.31399400D+02      0.31399400D+02      0.10000000D+01 
      9         0.43590700D+02      0.43590700D+02      0.10000000D+01 
     10         0.12152200D+02      0.12152200D+02      0.10000000D+01 
 
 
                   **********   Case Number   20   ********** 
 
 
                Specification of CV, T-matrix, and EC Compression 
                                  MSAVE0/MSAVE 
 
          1             0             0             0             0 
      1      1      0      0      0      0      0      0      0      0 
 
 
                                  NSAVE0/NSAVE 
 
          0             0             1             0             0 
      0      0      0      0      1      1      0      0      0      0 
 
 
  *******************   T-Matrix Compression is Initiated   ******************** 
 
 
   *****   Initial Control Vector (CV0), T-Matrix (T0), 
                                            and Measurement Vector (EC0)   ***** 
 
 
   *****   Initial Control Vector (CV0)   ***** 
 
    CV0     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
            0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
            0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
   *****   Initial Greatest Least Bounds (CVL0) for the 
                                                    Control Vector (CV0)   ***** 
 
   CVL0    -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02 
           -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02 
           -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02 
 
   *****   Initial Least Upper Bounds (CVU0) for the 
                                                    Control Vector (CV0)   ***** 
 
   CVU0     0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02 
            0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02 
            0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02 
 
 
     Row          *****   Initial T-Matrix (T0)   ***** 
 
  T0  1    -0.90740400D+02   -0.13569100D+03   -0.11432000D+03   -0.68177300D+02 
           -0.50039300D+02   -0.76479500D+02   -0.14327400D+03   -0.13709000D+03 
           -0.12026900D+03   -0.35691800D+02 
 
  T0  2     0.11970700D+03    0.79448600D+02    0.47683700D+02    0.51471100D+02 
            0.63869000D+02    0.10792800D+03    0.11090400D+03    0.35351300D+02 
            0.35507200D+02    0.52919900D+02 
 
  T0  3     0.12238400D+03    0.87604200D+02    0.60609600D+02    0.64589000D+02 
            0.76583700D+02    0.11311600D+03    0.11015900D+03    0.41278200D+02 
            0.40179000D+02    0.96571600D+02 
 
  T0  4     0.78723800D+02    0.11595000D+03    0.95790400D+02    0.53425700D+02 
            0.37283300D+02    0.66388400D+02    0.13180500D+03    0.11129300D+03 
            0.68519100D+02    0.18697000D+02 
 
  T0  5    -0.69686400D+02   -0.47757000D+02   -0.56223800D+02   -0.30916700D+02 
            0.44635300D+02   -0.48842200D+02   -0.89783700D+02   -0.24031100D+03 
           -0.14879800D+03   -0.48361400D+02 
 
F-41 
  T0  6     0.66340100D+02    0.79133100D+02    0.49498400D+02    0.80521700D+02 
            0.79285000D+02    0.15567100D+03    0.25360700D+03    0.32079500D+02 
            0.67000200D+02   -0.20154700D+02 
 
  T0  7    -0.40056100D+02   -0.30015800D+02   -0.24877100D+02   -0.84533200D+01 
           -0.54793800D+01   -0.59097000D+02    0.17656700D+02   -0.49513700D+02 
           -0.82328600D+02   -0.11560300D+03 
 
  T0  8     0.20252000D+02    0.33375900D+02    0.37778200D+01    0.54595500D+02 
            0.73257900D+02    0.67743700D+02    0.49407700D+02    0.88928300D+02 
            0.11906500D+03   -0.21847200D+02 
 
  T0  9     0.29750400D+02    0.38475000D+02    0.24546000D+02    0.66753000D+02 
            0.12317900D+03    0.73072500D+02    0.19590400D+02    0.49442400D+00 
           -0.13463600D+02    0.11916600D+03 
 
  T0 10     0.24367300D+02    0.13770800D+02   -0.63430700D+01   -0.12353700D+02 
           -0.16066500D+02    0.85041400D+02    0.70406300D+02   -0.98438700D+01 
           -0.73784200D+02   -0.50092100D+02 
 
 
   *****   Initial End Conditions Vector (EC0)   ***** 
 
    EC0    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02    0.84882200D+02    0.80737600D+02 
           -0.65848100D+02    0.77724100D+02   -0.37301000D+02    0.31399400D+02 
            0.43590700D+02    0.12152200D+02 
 
   *****   Initial End Conditions Weighting Coefficient Vector 
                                     (WDT0) for the Performance Index (F)  ***** 
 
   WDT0     0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
            0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
            0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
 
 
   *****   Initial Control Vector (CVPRV0) and Measurement 
                            Vector (ECPRV0) from the Previous Duty Cycle   ***** 
 
 
   *****   Initial Previous Cycle Control Vector (CVPRV0)   ***** 
 
 CVPRV0     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
            0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
            0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
 
   *****   Initial Previous Cycle End Conditions Vector (ECPRV0)   ***** 
 
 ECPRV0    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02    0.84882200D+02    0.80737600D+02 
           -0.65848100D+02    0.77724100D+02   -0.37301000D+02    0.31399400D+02 
            0.43590700D+02    0.12152200D+02 
 
 
   *****   Intermediate Control Vector (CV), T-Matrix (TT), 
                and Measurement Vector (ECT) after the First Compression   ***** 
 
 
   *****   Intermediate Control Vector (CV) after the First Compression   ***** 
 
     CV     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
   *****   Intermediate Greatest Least Bounds (CVL) for the 
                                                     Control Vector (CV)   ***** 
 
    CVL    -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02 
 
   *****   Intermediate Least Upper Bounds (CVU) for the 
                                                     Control Vector (CV)   ***** 
    CVU     0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02 
 
 
     Row        *****   Intermediate T-Matrix (TT)   ***** 
 
  TT  1    -0.50039300D+02   -0.76479500D+02 
F-42 
 
  TT  2     0.63869000D+02    0.10792800D+03 
 
  TT  3     0.76583700D+02    0.11311600D+03 
 
  TT  4     0.37283300D+02    0.66388400D+02 
 
  TT  5     0.44635300D+02   -0.48842200D+02 
 
  TT  6     0.79285000D+02    0.15567100D+03 
 
  TT  7    -0.54793800D+01   -0.59097000D+02 
 
  TT  8     0.73257900D+02    0.67743700D+02 
 
  TT  9     0.12317900D+03    0.73072500D+02 
 
  TT 10    -0.16066500D+02    0.85041400D+02 
 
 
   *****   Intermediate End Conditions Vector (ECT)   ***** 
 
    ECT    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02    0.84882200D+02    0.80737600D+02 
           -0.65848100D+02    0.77724100D+02   -0.37301000D+02    0.31399400D+02 
            0.43590700D+02    0.12152200D+02 
 
   *****   Intermediate End Conditions Weighting Coefficient Vector 
                                     (WDTT) for the Performance Index (F)  ***** 
 
   WDTT     0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
            0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
            0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
 
 
   *****   Intermediate Control Vector (CVPRV) and Measurement Vector 
                           (ECPRV0) from the Previous Duty Cycle after 
                                                   the First Compression   ***** 
 
 
   *****   Intermediate Previous Cycle Control Vector (CVPRV) after 
                                                   the First Compression   ***** 
 
  CVPRV     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
   *****   Intermediate Previous Cycle End Conditions Vector (ECPRVTT) 
                                             after the First Compression   ***** 
 
 ECPRVT    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02    0.84882200D+02    0.80737600D+02 
           -0.65848100D+02    0.77724100D+02   -0.37301000D+02    0.31399400D+02 
            0.43590700D+02    0.12152200D+02 
 
 
   *****   Final Control Vector (CV), T-Matrix (T), and 
                    Measurement Vector (EC) after the Second Compression   ***** 
 
 
   *****   Final Control Vector (CV) after the Second Compression   ***** 
 
     CV     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
   *****   Greatest Least Bounds (CVL) Vector for the 
                                                     Control Vector (CV)   ***** 
 
    CVL    -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02 
 
   *****   Least Upper Bounds (CVU) Vector for the Control Vector (CV)   ***** 
 
    CVU     0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02 
 
 
     Row            *****   Final T-Matrix (T)   ***** 
 
   T  1    -0.50039300D+02   -0.76479500D+02 
 




   *****   Final End Conditions Vector (EC) after the Second Compression   ***** 
 
     EC    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02 
 
   *****   Final End Conditions Weighting Coefficient Vector 
                                      (WDT) for the Performance Index (F)  ***** 
 
    WDT     0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
 
 
   *****   Final Control Vector (CVPRV) and Measurement Vector 
                         (ECPRV) from the Previous Duty Cycle after 
                                                  the Second Compression   ***** 
 
 
   *****   Final Previous Cycle Control Vector (CVPRV) after 
                                                  the Second Compression   ***** 
 
  CVPRV     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
 
   *****   Final Previous Cycle End Conditions Vector (ECPRV) 
                                            after the Second Compression   ***** 
 
  ECPRV    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02 
 
 
  *******************   T-Matrix Compression is Completed   ******************** 
 
 
   *****   Initial End Conditions Vector EC   ***** 
 
     -0.95504700D+02      0.75647200D+02 
 
 
   *****   Initial Performance Index  =   0.14843647D+05   ***** 
 
   *****   Initial Control Amplitude (A) and Phase Angle (PHASE) Vectors   ***** 
 
   Element    AL               A                 AU                PHASE 
 
      1     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
 
 
                   **********   Case Number   20   ********** 
 
 
                                      LSAVE 
      0      0 
 
 





    -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
     START OF THE SEQUENTIAL QUADRATIC PROGRAMMING ALGORITHM 
    -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
     Parameters: 
        N      =       2 
        M      =       0 
        ME     =       0 
        MODE   =       0 
        ACC    =   0.1000D-06 
        ACCQP  =   0.1000D-11 
        STPMIN =   0.0000D+00 
        RHOB   =   0.1000D+03 
        MAXFUN =      30 
        MAXNM  =      10 
        MAXIT  =     300 
F-44 
        IPRINT =       2 
 
     Output in the following order: 
        IT    - iteration number 
        F     - objective function value 
        SCV   - sum of constraint violations 
        NA    - number of active constraints 
        I     - number of line search iterations 
        ALPHA - steplength parameter 
        DELTA - additional variable to prevent inconsistency 
        KKT   - Karush-Kuhn-Tucker optimality criterion 
 
 
      IT         F          SCV      NA  I    ALPHA     DELTA     KKT 
    -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       1  0.14843647D+05  0.00D+00    0  0  0.00D+00  0.00D+00  0.10D+07 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
       2  0.10206658D+05  0.00D+00    0  2  0.10D+00  0.00D+00  0.23D+05 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
       3  0.23646710D+02  0.00D+00    0  1  0.10D+01  0.00D+00  0.77D+03 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
       4  0.30802936D+02  0.00D+00    0  3  0.12D+00  0.00D+00  0.62D+02 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
       5  0.78886936D-03  0.00D+00    0  1  0.10D+01  0.00D+00  0.16D-02 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
       6  0.13390013D-06  0.00D+00    0  1  0.10D+01  0.00D+00  0.17D-06 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
       7  0.16009561D-07  0.00D+00    0  1  0.10D+01  0.00D+00  0.68D-13 
 
      --- Final Convergence Analysis at Last Iterate --- 
 
        Objective function value:      F(X)  =  0.16009561D-07 
        Solution values:               X     = 
          -0.87643983D+01  0.44856405D+01 
        Distances from lower bounds:   X-XL  = 
           0.12356017D+01  0.14485640D+02 
        Distances from upper bounds:   XU-X  = 
           0.18764398D+02  0.55143595D+01 
        Multipliers for lower bounds:  U     = 
           0.00000000D+00  0.00000000D+00 
        Multipliers for upper bounds:  U     = 
           0.00000000D+00  0.00000000D+00 
        Number of function calls:      NFUNC =      10 
        Number of gradient calls:      NGRAD =       7 
        Number of calls of QP solver:  NQL   =       7 
 
 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
 
 
            *****   Number of Function Evaluations  =     24   ***** 
 
 
   *****   Solution Control Vector for Case Number   20   ***** 
 
   Element    CVL               CV                CVU               CV - CV0 
 
      1    -0.10000000D+02   -0.87643983D+01    0.10000000D+02   -0.87643983D+01 
      2    -0.10000000D+02    0.44856405D+01    0.10000000D+02    0.44856405D+01 
 
 
   *****   Predicted Measurement Vector EC   ***** 
 




   *****   NLP Solution Performance Index  =   0.16009561D-07   ***** 
 
 
   
 
   *****   Predicted Measurement Vector EC   ***** 
 
      0.11748939D-03      0.46965992D-04 
 
 
   *****   NLP Solution Performance Index  =   0.16009561D-07   ***** 
 
 
   
 
   *****   Predicted Control Amplitude Vector (A) 
                    Its Limits (AL & AU), and Its Phase Angle 
                                       Vector (PHASE) Before Compression   ***** 
 
   Element    AL               A                 AU                PHASE 
 
      1     0.00000000D+00    0.98455903D+01    0.10000000D+02   -0.62896523D+02 
 
 
   *****   No Constraints are Specified for Case Number   20   ***** 
 
 




           ***************   Start Case Number 1020   *************** 
 
 




 A00= 5*0.0000000000000000       ,  1.0000000000000000     , 
 ACC= 9.99999999999999955E-008, 
 ACCQP= 9.99999999999999980E-013, 
 AL0= 5*0.0000000000000000       ,-9.99999999999999955E-008, 
 ALPHA=  1.0000000000000000     , 
 APRV0= 5*0.0000000000000000       , 4.94065645841246544E-324, 
 AU0= 5*10.000000000000000       ,  3.0000000000000000     , 
 CRAN1=  2.0000000000000000     , 
 CRAN2=  3.0000000000000000     , 
 CRAN3=  1.0000000000000000     , 
 CRAN4=  1.0000000000000000     , 
 CV00= 10*0.0000000000000000       , 1.48219693752373963E-323, 6.95323359360983736E-
310, 7.61607133720739960E-319, 6.95323359333671787E-310, 
  
 CVOUT=          0, 
 CVPRV0= 10*0.0000000000000000       , 6.95323359332327929E-310, 6.95321237057378016E-
310, 6.95325616664988679E-310,  0.0000000000000000     , 
  
 ECPRV0= -95.504700000000000     ,  75.647199999999998     ,  84.882199999999997     ,  
80.737600000000000     , -65.848100000000002     , 
   77.724100000000007     , -37.301000000000002     ,  31.399400000000000     ,  
43.590699999999998     ,  12.152200000000001     , 
 EPS= 9.99999999999999955E-008, 
 ICASE=       1020, 
 ICYCL0=       2000, 
 IDATA=          3, 
 IN=          5, 
 IOPT=          1, 
 IOUT=          6, 
 IPRINT=          2, 
 ISEED1=       2395,       4013,       3813,       1837, 
 ISEED2=       1843,       4011,       3364,       2835, 
 ISEED3=       3962,       1111,       3215,       2637, 
 ISEED4=       2397,       1504,       4031,       3173, 
 ITOUT=          3, 
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 L=          1, 
 LQL=T, 
 LSAVE=          1, 5*0          , 
 MAXASUM=  3.0000000000000000     , 
 MAXFUN=         30, 
 MAXIT=        300, 
 MAXNM=         10, 
 MI=          1, 
 MINASUM=  0.0000000000000000     , 
 MODE=          0, 
 MSAVE0=          1, 4*0          , 5*1          , 
 MULT=          1, 
 NSAVE0= 2*0          ,          1, 2*0          , 5*1          , 
 NX0=         10, 
 NZ0=         10, 
 OPTEND=          3, 
 PHASE0= 5*0.0000000000000000       ,  90.000000000000000     , 
 PHSPRV0= 6*0.0000000000000000       , 
 RHOB=  100.00000000000000     , 
 STPMIN=  0.0000000000000000     , 
 T0= -90.740399999999994     ,  119.70699999999999     ,  122.38400000000000     ,  
78.723799999999997     , -69.686400000000006     , 
   66.340100000000007     , -40.056100000000001     ,  20.251999999999999     ,  
29.750399999999999     ,  24.367300000000000     , -135.69100000000000     , 
   79.448599999999999     ,  87.604200000000006     ,  115.95000000000000     , -
47.756999999999998     ,  79.133099999999999     , -30.015799999999999     , 
   33.375900000000001     ,  38.475000000000001     ,  13.770799999999999     , -
114.31999999999999     ,  47.683700000000002     ,  60.609600000000000     , 
   95.790400000000005     , -56.223799999999997     ,  49.498399999999997     , -
24.877099999999999     ,  3.7778200000000002     ,  24.545999999999999     , 
  -6.3430700000000000     , -68.177300000000002     ,  51.471100000000000     ,  
64.588999999999999     ,  53.425699999999999     , -30.916699999999999     , 
   80.521699999999996     , -8.4533199999999997     ,  54.595500000000001     ,  
66.753000000000000     , -12.353700000000000     , -50.039299999999997     , 
   63.869000000000000     ,  76.583699999999993     ,  37.283299999999997     ,  
44.635300000000001     ,  79.284999999999997     , -5.4793799999999999     , 
   73.257900000000006     ,  123.17900000000000     , -16.066500000000001     , -
76.479500000000002     ,  107.92800000000000     ,  113.11600000000000     , 
   66.388400000000004     , -48.842199999999998     ,  155.67099999999999     , -
59.097000000000001     ,  67.743700000000004     ,  73.072500000000005     , 
   85.041399999999996     , -143.27400000000000     ,  110.90400000000000     ,  
110.15900000000001     ,  131.80500000000001     , -89.783699999999996     , 
   253.60700000000000     ,  17.656700000000001     ,  49.407699999999998     ,  
19.590399999999999     ,  70.406300000000002     , -137.09000000000000     , 
   35.351300000000002     ,  41.278199999999998     ,  111.29300000000001     , -
240.31100000000001     ,  32.079500000000003     , -49.513700000000000     , 
   88.928299999999993     , 0.49442399999999997     , -9.8438700000000008     , -
120.26900000000001     ,  35.507199999999997     ,  40.179000000000002     , 
   68.519099999999995     , -148.79800000000000     ,  67.000200000000007     , -
82.328599999999994     ,  119.06500000000000     , -13.463600000000000     , 
  -73.784199999999998     , -35.691800000000001     ,  52.919899999999998     ,  
96.571600000000004     ,  18.696999999999999     , -48.361400000000003     , 
  -20.154699999999998     , -115.60299999999999     , -21.847200000000001     ,  
119.16600000000000     , -50.092100000000002     , 
 WDT0= 10*1.0000000000000000       , 
 WDX= 10*0.0000000000000000       , 
 WX= 10*0.0000000000000000       , 







      ***************   OUTPUT DATA for Case Number 1020   *************** 
 
 
   *****   The Initial T-Matrix (T0) and Either the Initial 
                     Previous Actual NLP Control Vector (CVPRV0) or 
                           the Initial Previous Control Amplitude (APRV0) 
                                 and Phase Angle (PHSPRV0) Vectors Before 
                                          Compression are Directly Input   ***** 
 
   *****   Input the Initial Previous Actual NLP Control 
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                    Vector (CVPRV0) Directly Via NAMELIST Input CDATA 
                          and then Compute the Previous Control Amplitude (APRV0) 
                               and Control Phase Angle (PHSPRV0) Vectors   ***** 
 
 
                   **********   Case Number 1020   ********** 
 
 
   *****   Initial Previous Control Amplitude (APRV0) and Phase 
                              Angle (PHSPRV0) Vectors before Compression   ***** 
 
   Element    AL0               APRV0             AU0               PHSPRV0 
 
      1     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      2     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      3     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      4     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      5     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
 
   *****   Previous Actual NLP Control Vector CVPRV0 Before Compression   ***** 
 
   Element        CVL0                CVPRV0              CVU0 
 
      1        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      2        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      3        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      4        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      5        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      6        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      7        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      8        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      9        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     10        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
 
   *****   Either the BEFORE Compression Initial Actual NLP Control 
               Vector Estimates (CV00), OR the BEFORE Compression 
                  Initial Control Vector Amplitudes (A00) and Phase 
                     Angles (PHASE0) Estimates are Directly Input 
                        via NAMELIST Data CDATA                            ***** 
 
   *****   Input the Initial Actual NLP Control Vector Estimate 
                 (CV00) Directly Via NAMELIST Input CDATA, and 
                         then Compute the Control Vector Amplitudes 




                   **********   Case Number 1020   ********** 
 
 
   *****   Adjust the Initial Control Amplitude Estimates Vector 
            (A00) to define the Initial Control Amplitude Estimates 
             Vector (A0) to Within Limits If Required Before Compression   ***** 
 
 
   *****   Initial Control Amplitude Vector Estimates (A0), Its 
                        Limits (AL0 & AU0), and Its Phase Angle Vector 
                                   Estimates (PHASE0) Before Compression   ***** 
 
   Element    AL0               A0                AU0               PHASE0 
 
      1     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      1     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D-06    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      2     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      2     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D-06    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      3     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      3     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D-06    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      4     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      4     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D-06    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      5     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      5     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D-06    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
 
   *****   Initial Actual NLP Control Vector Estimates (CV0) and 
                             Its Limits (CVL0 & CVU0) Before Compression   ***** 
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   Element        CVL0                CV0                 CVU0 
 
      1        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      2        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      3        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      4        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      5        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      6        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      7        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      8        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      9        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     10        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
 
 
   *****   End Conditions Vector EC0, Previous Cycle 
                     End Conditions Vector ECPRV0, and Weighting 
                              Coefficient Vector WDT0 Before Compression   ***** 
 
 
   Element        EC0                 ECPRV0              WDT0 
 
      1        -0.95504700D+02     -0.95504700D+02      0.10000000D+01 
      2         0.75647200D+02      0.75647200D+02      0.10000000D+01 
      3         0.84882200D+02      0.84882200D+02      0.10000000D+01 
      4         0.80737600D+02      0.80737600D+02      0.10000000D+01 
      5        -0.65848100D+02     -0.65848100D+02      0.10000000D+01 
      6         0.77724100D+02      0.77724100D+02      0.10000000D+01 
      7        -0.37301000D+02     -0.37301000D+02      0.10000000D+01 
      8         0.31399400D+02      0.31399400D+02      0.10000000D+01 
      9         0.43590700D+02      0.43590700D+02      0.10000000D+01 
     10         0.12152200D+02      0.12152200D+02      0.10000000D+01 
 
 
                   **********   Case Number 1020   ********** 
 
 
                Specification of CV, T-matrix, and EC Compression 
 
                                  MSAVE0/MSAVE 
 
          1             0             0             0             0 
      1      1      0      0      0      0      0      0      0      0 
 
 
                                  NSAVE0/NSAVE 
 
          0             0             1             0             0 








   *****   Initial Control Vector (CV0), T-Matrix (T0), 
                                            and Measurement Vector (EC0)   ***** 
 
 
   *****   Initial Control Vector (CV0)   ***** 
 
    CV0     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
            0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
            0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
   *****   Initial Greatest Least Bounds (CVL0) for the 
                                                    Control Vector (CV0)   ***** 
 
   CVL0    -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02 
           -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02 
           -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02 
 
   *****   Initial Least Upper Bounds (CVU0) for the 
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                                                    Control Vector (CV0)   ***** 
 
   CVU0     0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02 
            0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02 
            0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02 
 
 
     Row          *****   Initial T-Matrix (T0)   ***** 
 
  T0  1    -0.90740400D+02   -0.13569100D+03   -0.11432000D+03   -0.68177300D+02 
           -0.50039300D+02   -0.76479500D+02   -0.14327400D+03   -0.13709000D+03 
           -0.12026900D+03   -0.35691800D+02 
 
  T0  2     0.11970700D+03    0.79448600D+02    0.47683700D+02    0.51471100D+02 
            0.63869000D+02    0.10792800D+03    0.11090400D+03    0.35351300D+02 
            0.35507200D+02    0.52919900D+02 
 
  T0  3     0.12238400D+03    0.87604200D+02    0.60609600D+02    0.64589000D+02 
            0.76583700D+02    0.11311600D+03    0.11015900D+03    0.41278200D+02 
            0.40179000D+02    0.96571600D+02 
 
  T0  4     0.78723800D+02    0.11595000D+03    0.95790400D+02    0.53425700D+02 
            0.37283300D+02    0.66388400D+02    0.13180500D+03    0.11129300D+03 
            0.68519100D+02    0.18697000D+02 
 
  T0  5    -0.69686400D+02   -0.47757000D+02   -0.56223800D+02   -0.30916700D+02 
            0.44635300D+02   -0.48842200D+02   -0.89783700D+02   -0.24031100D+03 
           -0.14879800D+03   -0.48361400D+02 
 
  T0  6     0.66340100D+02    0.79133100D+02    0.49498400D+02    0.80521700D+02 
            0.79285000D+02    0.15567100D+03    0.25360700D+03    0.32079500D+02 
            0.67000200D+02   -0.20154700D+02 
 
  T0  7    -0.40056100D+02   -0.30015800D+02   -0.24877100D+02   -0.84533200D+01 
           -0.54793800D+01   -0.59097000D+02    0.17656700D+02   -0.49513700D+02 
           -0.82328600D+02   -0.11560300D+03 
 
  T0  8     0.20252000D+02    0.33375900D+02    0.37778200D+01    0.54595500D+02 
            0.73257900D+02    0.67743700D+02    0.49407700D+02    0.88928300D+02 
            0.11906500D+03   -0.21847200D+02 
 
  T0  9     0.29750400D+02    0.38475000D+02    0.24546000D+02    0.66753000D+02 
            0.12317900D+03    0.73072500D+02    0.19590400D+02    0.49442400D+00 
           -0.13463600D+02    0.11916600D+03 
 
  T0 10     0.24367300D+02    0.13770800D+02   -0.63430700D+01   -0.12353700D+02 
           -0.16066500D+02    0.85041400D+02    0.70406300D+02   -0.98438700D+01 
           -0.73784200D+02   -0.50092100D+02 
 
 
   *****   Initial End Conditions Vector (EC0)   ***** 
 
    EC0    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02    0.84882200D+02    0.80737600D+02 
           -0.65848100D+02    0.77724100D+02   -0.37301000D+02    0.31399400D+02 
            0.43590700D+02    0.12152200D+02 
 
   *****   Initial End Conditions Weighting Coefficient Vector 
                                     (WDT0) for the Performance Index (F)  ***** 
 
   WDT0     0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
            0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
            0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
 
 
   *****   Initial Control Vector (CVPRV0) and Measurement 
                            Vector (ECPRV0) from the Previous Duty Cycle   ***** 
 
 
   *****   Initial Previous Cycle Control Vector (CVPRV0)   ***** 
 
 CVPRV0     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
            0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 




   *****   Initial Previous Cycle End Conditions Vector (ECPRV0)   ***** 
 
 ECPRV0    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02    0.84882200D+02    0.80737600D+02 
           -0.65848100D+02    0.77724100D+02   -0.37301000D+02    0.31399400D+02 
            0.43590700D+02    0.12152200D+02 
 
 
   *****   Intermediate Control Vector (CV), T-Matrix (TT), 
                and Measurement Vector (ECT) after the First Compression   ***** 
 
 
   *****   Intermediate Control Vector (CV) after the First Compression   ***** 
 
     CV     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
   *****   Intermediate Greatest Least Bounds (CVL) for the 
                                                     Control Vector (CV)   ***** 
 
    CVL    -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02 
 
   *****   Intermediate Least Upper Bounds (CVU) for the 
                                                     Control Vector (CV)   ***** 
 
    CVU     0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02 
 
 
     Row        *****   Intermediate T-Matrix (TT)   ***** 
 
  TT  1    -0.50039300D+02   -0.76479500D+02 
 
  TT  2     0.63869000D+02    0.10792800D+03 
 
  TT  3     0.76583700D+02    0.11311600D+03 
 
  TT  4     0.37283300D+02    0.66388400D+02 
 
  TT  5     0.44635300D+02   -0.48842200D+02 
 
  TT  6     0.79285000D+02    0.15567100D+03 
 
  TT  7    -0.54793800D+01   -0.59097000D+02 
 
  TT  8     0.73257900D+02    0.67743700D+02 
 
  TT  9     0.12317900D+03    0.73072500D+02 
 
  TT 10    -0.16066500D+02    0.85041400D+02 
 
 
   *****   Intermediate End Conditions Vector (ECT)   ***** 
    ECT    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02    0.84882200D+02    0.80737600D+02 
           -0.65848100D+02    0.77724100D+02   -0.37301000D+02    0.31399400D+02 
            0.43590700D+02    0.12152200D+02 
 
   *****   Intermediate End Conditions Weighting Coefficient Vector 
                                     (WDTT) for the Performance Index (F)  ***** 
 
   WDTT     0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
            0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
            0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
 
 
   *****   Intermediate Control Vector (CVPRV) and Measurement Vector 
                           (ECPRV0) from the Previous Duty Cycle after 
                                                   the First Compression   ***** 
 
 
   *****   Intermediate Previous Cycle Control Vector (CVPRV) after 
                                                   the First Compression   ***** 
 




   *****   Intermediate Previous Cycle End Conditions Vector (ECPRVTT) 
                                             after the First Compression   ***** 
 
 ECPRVT    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02    0.84882200D+02    0.80737600D+02 
           -0.65848100D+02    0.77724100D+02   -0.37301000D+02    0.31399400D+02 
            0.43590700D+02    0.12152200D+02 
 
 
   *****   Final Control Vector (CV), T-Matrix (T), and 
                    Measurement Vector (EC) after the Second Compression   ***** 
 
 
   *****   Final Control Vector (CV) after the Second Compression   ***** 
 
     CV     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
   *****   Greatest Least Bounds (CVL) Vector for the 
                                                     Control Vector (CV)   ***** 
 
    CVL    -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02 
 
   *****   Least Upper Bounds (CVU) Vector for the Control Vector (CV)   ***** 
 
    CVU     0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02 
 
 
     Row            *****   Final T-Matrix (T)   ***** 
 
   T  1    -0.50039300D+02   -0.76479500D+02 
 
   T  2     0.63869000D+02    0.10792800D+03 
 
 
   *****   Final End Conditions Vector (EC) after the Second Compression   ***** 
 
     EC    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02 
 
   *****   Final End Conditions Weighting Coefficient Vector 
                                      (WDT) for the Performance Index (F)  ***** 
 
    WDT     0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
 
   *****   Final Control Vector (CVPRV) and Measurement Vector 
                         (ECPRV) from the Previous Duty Cycle after 
                                                  the Second Compression   ***** 
 
 
   *****   Final Previous Cycle Control Vector (CVPRV) after 
                                                  the Second Compression   ***** 
 
  CVPRV     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
 
   *****   Final Previous Cycle End Conditions Vector (ECPRV) 
                                            after the Second Compression   ***** 
 
  ECPRV    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02 
 
 
  *******************   T-Matrix Compression is Completed   ******************** 
 
 
   *****   Initial End Conditions Vector EC   ***** 
 
 
     -0.95504700D+02      0.75647200D+02 
 
 
   *****   Initial Performance Index  =   0.14843647D+05   ***** 
 
   *****   Initial Control Amplitude (A) and Phase Angle (PHASE) Vectors   ***** 
 
   Element    AL               A                 AU                PHASE 
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      1     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
 
 
 *****   Initial Constraint Function Values for Case Number 1020   ***** 
 
                                      LSAVE 
 
      1      0 
 
   *****   Inequality Constraints   ***** 
 
   Element        Constraint          Amplitude           Max Amp 
 
      1         0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
 
 




    -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
     START OF THE SEQUENTIAL QUADRATIC PROGRAMMING ALGORITHM 
    -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
     Parameters: 
        N      =       2 
        M      =       1 
        ME     =       0 
        MODE   =       0 
        ACC    =   0.1000D-06 
        ACCQP  =   0.1000D-11 
        STPMIN =   0.0000D+00 
        RHOB   =   0.1000D+03 
        MAXFUN =      30 
        MAXNM  =      10 
        MAXIT  =     300 
        IPRINT =       2 
 
     Output in the following order: 
        IT    - iteration number 
        F     - objective function value 
        SCV   - sum of constraint violations 
        NA    - number of active constraints 
        I     - number of line search iterations 
        ALPHA - steplength parameter 
        DELTA - additional variable to prevent inconsistency 
        KKT   - Karush-Kuhn-Tucker optimality criterion 
 
 
      IT         F          SCV      NA  I    ALPHA     DELTA     KKT 
    -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       1  0.14843647D+05  0.00D+00    1  0  0.00D+00  0.00D+00  0.10D+07 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
       2  0.10206658D+05  0.00D+00    0  2  0.10D+00  0.00D+00  0.23D+05 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
       3  0.23646710D+02  0.13D+01    1  1  0.10D+01  0.00D+00  0.77D+03 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
       4  0.25742229D+02  0.00D+00    0  3  0.11D+00  0.00D+00  0.52D+02 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
       5  0.78886918D-03  0.00D+00    0  1  0.10D+01  0.00D+00  0.16D-02 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
       6  0.12610499D-06  0.00D+00    0  1  0.10D+01  0.00D+00  0.15D-06 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 




      --- Final Convergence Analysis at Last Iterate --- 
 
        Objective function value:      F(X)  =  0.16000305D-07 
        Solution values:               X     = 
          -0.87643983D+01  0.44856404D+01 
        Distances from lower bounds:   X-XL  = 
           0.12356017D+01  0.14485640D+02 
        Distances from upper bounds:   XU-X  = 
           0.18764398D+02  0.55143596D+01 
        Multipliers for lower bounds:  U     = 
           0.00000000D+00  0.00000000D+00 
        Multipliers for upper bounds:  U     = 
           0.00000000D+00  0.00000000D+00 
        Constraint values:             G(X)  = 
           0.15440972D+00 
        Multipliers for constraints:   U     = 
           0.00000000D+00 
        Number of function calls:      NFUNC =      10 
        Number of gradient calls:      NGRAD =       7 




                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
 
 
            *****   Number of Function Evaluations  =     24   ***** 
 
 
   *****   Solution Control Vector for Case Number 1020   ***** 
 
   Element    CVL               CV                CVU               CV - CV0 
 
      1    -0.10000000D+02   -0.87643983D+01    0.10000000D+02   -0.87643983D+01 
      2    -0.10000000D+02    0.44856404D+01    0.10000000D+02    0.44856404D+01 
 
 
   
 
   *****   Predicted Measurement Vector EC   ***** 
 
      0.83148243D-04      0.95368092D-04 
 
 
   *****   NLP Solution Performance Index  =   0.16000305D-07   ***** 
 
 
   
 
   *****   Predicted Measurement Vector EC   ***** 
 
      0.11745420D-03      0.46955472D-04 
 
 
   *****   NLP Solution Performance Index  =   0.16000305D-07   ***** 
 
 
   
 
   *****   Predicted Control Amplitude Vector (A) 
                    Its Limits (AL & AU), and Its Phase Angle 
                                       Vector (PHASE) Before Compression   ***** 
 
   Element    AL               A                 AU                PHASE 
 
      1     0.00000000D+00    0.98455903D+01    0.10000000D+02   -0.62896523D+02 
 
 
 *****   Solution Constraint Function Values for Case Number 1020   ***** 
 
                                      LSAVE 
 
      1      0 
F-54 
 
   *****   Inequality Constraints   ***** 
 
   Element        Constraint          Amplitude           Max Amp 
 
      1         0.15440972D+00      0.98455903D+01      0.10000000D+02 
 
 







           ***************   Start Case Number  820   *************** 
 
 




 A00= 5*0.0000000000000000       ,  1.0000000000000000     , 
 ACC= 9.99999999999999955E-008, 
 ACCQP= 9.99999999999999980E-013, 
 AL0= 5*0.0000000000000000       ,-9.99999999999999955E-008, 
 ALPHA=  1.0000000000000000     , 
 APRV0= 5*0.0000000000000000       , 4.94065645841246544E-324, 
 AU0= 2*10.000000000000000       ,  8.0000000000000000     , 2*10.000000000000000       
,  3.0000000000000000     , 
 CRAN1=  2.0000000000000000     , 
 CRAN2=  3.0000000000000000     , 
 CRAN3=  1.0000000000000000     , 
 CRAN4=  1.0000000000000000     , 
 CV00= 10*0.0000000000000000       , 1.48219693752373963E-323, 6.95323359360983736E-
310, 7.61607133720739960E-319, 6.95323359333671787E-310, 
  
 CVOUT=          0, 
 CVPRV0= 10*0.0000000000000000       , 6.95323359332327929E-310, 6.95321237057378016E-
310, 6.95325616664988679E-310,  0.0000000000000000     , 
  
 ECPRV0= -95.504700000000000     ,  75.647199999999998     ,  84.882199999999997     ,  
80.737600000000000     , -65.848100000000002     , 
   77.724100000000007     , -37.301000000000002     ,  31.399400000000000     ,  
43.590699999999998     ,  12.152200000000001     , 
 EPS= 9.99999999999999955E-008, 
 ICASE=        820, 
 ICYCL0=       2000, 
 IDATA=          3, 
 IN=          5, 
 IOPT=          1, 
 IOUT=          6, 
 IPRINT=          2, 
 ISEED1=       2395,       4013,       3813,       1837, 
 ISEED2=       1843,       4011,       3364,       2835, 
 ISEED3=       3962,       1111,       3215,       2637, 
 ISEED4=       2397,       1504,       4031,       3173, 
 ITOUT=          3, 
 L=          1, 
 LQL=T, 
 LSAVE=          1, 5*0          , 
 MAXASUM=  3.0000000000000000     , 
 MAXFUN=         30, 
 MAXIT=        300, 
 MAXNM=         10, 
 MI=          1, 
 MINASUM=  0.0000000000000000     , 
 MODE=          0, 
 MSAVE0=          1, 4*0          , 5*1          , 
 MULT=          1, 
 NSAVE0= 2*0          ,          1, 2*0          , 5*1          , 
 NX0=         10, 
 NZ0=         10, 
 OPTEND=          3, 
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 PHASE0= 5*0.0000000000000000       ,  90.000000000000000     , 
 PHSPRV0= 6*0.0000000000000000       , 
 RHOB=  100.00000000000000     , 
 STPMIN=  0.0000000000000000     , 
 T0= -90.740399999999994     ,  119.70699999999999     ,  122.38400000000000     ,  
78.723799999999997     , -69.686400000000006     , 
   66.340100000000007     , -40.056100000000001     ,  20.251999999999999     ,  
29.750399999999999     ,  24.367300000000000     , -135.69100000000000     , 
   79.448599999999999     ,  87.604200000000006     ,  115.95000000000000     , -
47.756999999999998     ,  79.133099999999999     , -30.015799999999999     , 
   33.375900000000001     ,  38.475000000000001     ,  13.770799999999999     , -
114.31999999999999     ,  47.683700000000002     ,  60.609600000000000     , 
   95.790400000000005     , -56.223799999999997     ,  49.498399999999997     , -
24.877099999999999     ,  3.7778200000000002     ,  24.545999999999999     , 
  -6.3430700000000000     , -68.177300000000002     ,  51.471100000000000     ,  
64.588999999999999     ,  53.425699999999999     , -30.916699999999999     , 
   80.521699999999996     , -8.4533199999999997     ,  54.595500000000001     ,  
66.753000000000000     , -12.353700000000000     , -50.039299999999997     , 
   63.869000000000000     ,  76.583699999999993     ,  37.283299999999997     ,  
44.635300000000001     ,  79.284999999999997     , -5.4793799999999999     , 
   73.257900000000006     ,  123.17900000000000     , -16.066500000000001     , -
76.479500000000002     ,  107.92800000000000     ,  113.11600000000000     , 
   66.388400000000004     , -48.842199999999998     ,  155.67099999999999     , -
59.097000000000001     ,  67.743700000000004     ,  73.072500000000005     , 
   85.041399999999996     , -143.27400000000000     ,  110.90400000000000     ,  
110.15900000000001     ,  131.80500000000001     , -89.783699999999996     , 
   253.60700000000000     ,  17.656700000000001     ,  49.407699999999998     ,  
19.590399999999999     ,  70.406300000000002     , -137.09000000000000     , 
   35.351300000000002     ,  41.278199999999998     ,  111.29300000000001     , -
240.31100000000001     ,  32.079500000000003     , -49.513700000000000     , 
   88.928299999999993     , 0.49442399999999997     , -9.8438700000000008     , -
120.26900000000001     ,  35.507199999999997     ,  40.179000000000002     , 
   68.519099999999995     , -148.79800000000000     ,  67.000200000000007     , -
82.328599999999994     ,  119.06500000000000     , -13.463600000000000     , 
  -73.784199999999998     , -35.691800000000001     ,  52.919899999999998     ,  
96.571600000000004     ,  18.696999999999999     , -48.361400000000003     , 
  -20.154699999999998     , -115.60299999999999     , -21.847200000000001     ,  
119.16600000000000     , -50.092100000000002     , 
 WDT0= 10*1.0000000000000000       , 
 WDX= 10*0.0000000000000000       , 
 WX= 10*0.0000000000000000       , 







      ***************   OUTPUT DATA for Case Number  820   *************** 
 
 
   *****   The Initial T-Matrix (T0) and Either the Initial 
                     Previous Actual NLP Control Vector (CVPRV0) or 
                           the Initial Previous Control Amplitude (APRV0) 
                                 and Phase Angle (PHSPRV0) Vectors Before 
                                          Compression are Directly Input   ***** 
 
   *****   Input the Initial Previous Actual NLP Control 
                    Vector (CVPRV0) Directly Via NAMELIST Input CDATA 
                          and then Compute the Previous Control Amplitude (APRV0) 
                               and Control Phase Angle (PHSPRV0) Vectors   ***** 
 
 
                   **********   Case Number  820   ********** 
 
 
   *****   Initial Previous Control Amplitude (APRV0) and Phase 
                              Angle (PHSPRV0) Vectors before Compression   ***** 
 
   Element    AL0               APRV0             AU0               PHSPRV0 
 
      1     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      2     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      3     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.80000000D+01    0.00000000D+00 
F-56 
      4     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      5     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
 
   *****   Previous Actual NLP Control Vector CVPRV0 Before Compression   ***** 
 
   Element        CVL0                CVPRV0              CVU0 
 
      1        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      2        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      3        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      4        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      5        -0.80000000D+01      0.00000000D+00      0.80000000D+01 
      6        -0.80000000D+01      0.00000000D+00      0.80000000D+01 
      7        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      8        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      9        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     10        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
 
   *****   Either the BEFORE Compression Initial Actual NLP Control 
               Vector Estimates (CV00), OR the BEFORE Compression 
                  Initial Control Vector Amplitudes (A00) and Phase 
                     Angles (PHASE0) Estimates are Directly Input 
                        via NAMELIST Data CDATA                            ***** 
 
   *****   Input the Initial Actual NLP Control Vector Estimate 
                 (CV00) Directly Via NAMELIST Input CDATA, and 
                         then Compute the Control Vector Amplitudes 
                               (A00) and Phase Angles (PHASE0) Estimates   ***** 
 
 
                   **********   Case Number  820   ********** 
 
 
   *****   Adjust the Initial Control Amplitude Estimates Vector 
            (A00) to define the Initial Control Amplitude Estimates 
             Vector (A0) to Within Limits If Required Before Compression   ***** 
 
 
   *****   Initial Control Amplitude Vector Estimates (A0), Its 
                        Limits (AL0 & AU0), and Its Phase Angle Vector 
                                   Estimates (PHASE0) Before Compression   ***** 
 
   Element    AL0               A0                AU0               PHASE0 
 
      1     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      1     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D-06    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      2     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      2     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D-06    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      3     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.80000000D+01    0.00000000D+00 
      3     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D-06    0.80000000D+01    0.00000000D+00 
      4     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      4     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D-06    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      5     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      5     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D-06    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
 
   *****   Initial Actual NLP Control Vector Estimates (CV0) and 
                             Its Limits (CVL0 & CVU0) Before Compression   ***** 
 
   Element        CVL0                CV0                 CVU0 
 
      1        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      2        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      3        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      4        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      5        -0.80000000D+01      0.00000000D+00      0.80000000D+01 
      6        -0.80000000D+01      0.00000000D+00      0.80000000D+01 
      7        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      8        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      9        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     10        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
 
 
   *****   End Conditions Vector EC0, Previous Cycle 
                     End Conditions Vector ECPRV0, and Weighting 
F-57 
                              Coefficient Vector WDT0 Before Compression   ***** 
 
 
   Element        EC0                 ECPRV0              WDT0 
 
      1        -0.95504700D+02     -0.95504700D+02      0.10000000D+01 
      2         0.75647200D+02      0.75647200D+02      0.10000000D+01 
      3         0.84882200D+02      0.84882200D+02      0.10000000D+01 
      4         0.80737600D+02      0.80737600D+02      0.10000000D+01 
      5        -0.65848100D+02     -0.65848100D+02      0.10000000D+01 
      6         0.77724100D+02      0.77724100D+02      0.10000000D+01 
      7        -0.37301000D+02     -0.37301000D+02      0.10000000D+01 
      8         0.31399400D+02      0.31399400D+02      0.10000000D+01 
      9         0.43590700D+02      0.43590700D+02      0.10000000D+01 
     10         0.12152200D+02      0.12152200D+02      0.10000000D+01 
 
 




                Specification of CV, T-matrix, and EC Compression 
 
                                  MSAVE0/MSAVE 
 
          1             0             0             0             0 
      1      1      0      0      0      0      0      0      0      0 
 
 
                                  NSAVE0/NSAVE 
 
          0             0             1             0             0 




  *******************   T-Matrix Compression is Initiated   ******************** 
 
 
   *****   Initial Control Vector (CV0), T-Matrix (T0), 
                                            and Measurement Vector (EC0)   ***** 
 
 
   *****   Initial Control Vector (CV0)   ***** 
 
    CV0     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
            0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
            0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
   *****   Initial Greatest Least Bounds (CVL0) for the 
                                                    Control Vector (CV0)   ***** 
 
   CVL0    -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02 
           -0.80000000D+01   -0.80000000D+01   -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02 
           -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02 
 
   *****   Initial Least Upper Bounds (CVU0) for the 
                                                    Control Vector (CV0)   ***** 
 
   CVU0     0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02 
            0.80000000D+01    0.80000000D+01    0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02 
            0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02 
 
 
     Row          *****   Initial T-Matrix (T0)   ***** 
 
  T0  1    -0.90740400D+02   -0.13569100D+03   -0.11432000D+03   -0.68177300D+02 
           -0.50039300D+02   -0.76479500D+02   -0.14327400D+03   -0.13709000D+03 
           -0.12026900D+03   -0.35691800D+02 
 
  T0  2     0.11970700D+03    0.79448600D+02    0.47683700D+02    0.51471100D+02 
            0.63869000D+02    0.10792800D+03    0.11090400D+03    0.35351300D+02 
            0.35507200D+02    0.52919900D+02 
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  T0  3     0.12238400D+03    0.87604200D+02    0.60609600D+02    0.64589000D+02 
            0.76583700D+02    0.11311600D+03    0.11015900D+03    0.41278200D+02 
            0.40179000D+02    0.96571600D+02 
 
  T0  4     0.78723800D+02    0.11595000D+03    0.95790400D+02    0.53425700D+02 
            0.37283300D+02    0.66388400D+02    0.13180500D+03    0.11129300D+03 
            0.68519100D+02    0.18697000D+02 
 
  T0  5    -0.69686400D+02   -0.47757000D+02   -0.56223800D+02   -0.30916700D+02 
            0.44635300D+02   -0.48842200D+02   -0.89783700D+02   -0.24031100D+03 
           -0.14879800D+03   -0.48361400D+02 
 
  T0  6     0.66340100D+02    0.79133100D+02    0.49498400D+02    0.80521700D+02 
            0.79285000D+02    0.15567100D+03    0.25360700D+03    0.32079500D+02 
            0.67000200D+02   -0.20154700D+02 
 
  T0  7    -0.40056100D+02   -0.30015800D+02   -0.24877100D+02   -0.84533200D+01 
           -0.54793800D+01   -0.59097000D+02    0.17656700D+02   -0.49513700D+02 
           -0.82328600D+02   -0.11560300D+03 
 
  T0  8     0.20252000D+02    0.33375900D+02    0.37778200D+01    0.54595500D+02 
            0.73257900D+02    0.67743700D+02    0.49407700D+02    0.88928300D+02 
            0.11906500D+03   -0.21847200D+02 
 
  T0  9     0.29750400D+02    0.38475000D+02    0.24546000D+02    0.66753000D+02 
            0.12317900D+03    0.73072500D+02    0.19590400D+02    0.49442400D+00 
           -0.13463600D+02    0.11916600D+03 
 
  T0 10     0.24367300D+02    0.13770800D+02   -0.63430700D+01   -0.12353700D+02 
           -0.16066500D+02    0.85041400D+02    0.70406300D+02   -0.98438700D+01 
           -0.73784200D+02   -0.50092100D+02 
 
 
   *****   Initial End Conditions Vector (EC0)   ***** 
 
    EC0    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02    0.84882200D+02    0.80737600D+02 
           -0.65848100D+02    0.77724100D+02   -0.37301000D+02    0.31399400D+02 
            0.43590700D+02    0.12152200D+02 
 
   *****   Initial End Conditions Weighting Coefficient Vector 
                                     (WDT0) for the Performance Index (F)  ***** 
 
   WDT0     0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
            0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
            0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
 
 
   *****   Initial Control Vector (CVPRV0) and Measurement 
                            Vector (ECPRV0) from the Previous Duty Cycle   ***** 
 
 
   *****   Initial Previous Cycle Control Vector (CVPRV0)   ***** 
 
 CVPRV0     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
            0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
            0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
 
   *****   Initial Previous Cycle End Conditions Vector (ECPRV0)   ***** 
 
 ECPRV0    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02    0.84882200D+02    0.80737600D+02 
           -0.65848100D+02    0.77724100D+02   -0.37301000D+02    0.31399400D+02 
            0.43590700D+02    0.12152200D+02 
 
 
   *****   Intermediate Control Vector (CV), T-Matrix (TT), 
                and Measurement Vector (ECT) after the First Compression   ***** 
 
 
   *****   Intermediate Control Vector (CV) after the First Compression   ***** 
 
     CV     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
   *****   Intermediate Greatest Least Bounds (CVL) for the 
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                                                     Control Vector (CV)   ***** 
 
    CVL    -0.80000000D+01   -0.80000000D+01 
 
   *****   Intermediate Least Upper Bounds (CVU) for the 
                                                     Control Vector (CV)   ***** 
 
    CVU     0.80000000D+01    0.80000000D+01 
 
 
     Row        *****   Intermediate T-Matrix (TT)   ***** 
 
  TT  1    -0.50039300D+02   -0.76479500D+02 
 
  TT  2     0.63869000D+02    0.10792800D+03 
 
  TT  3     0.76583700D+02    0.11311600D+03 
 
  TT  4     0.37283300D+02    0.66388400D+02 
 
  TT  5     0.44635300D+02   -0.48842200D+02 
 
  TT  6     0.79285000D+02    0.15567100D+03 
 
  TT  7    -0.54793800D+01   -0.59097000D+02 
 
  TT  8     0.73257900D+02    0.67743700D+02 
 
  TT  9     0.12317900D+03    0.73072500D+02 
 
  TT 10    -0.16066500D+02    0.85041400D+02 
 
 
   *****   Intermediate End Conditions Vector (ECT)   ***** 
 
    ECT    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02    0.84882200D+02    0.80737600D+02 
           -0.65848100D+02    0.77724100D+02   -0.37301000D+02    0.31399400D+02 
            0.43590700D+02    0.12152200D+02 
 
   *****   Intermediate End Conditions Weighting Coefficient Vector 
                                     (WDTT) for the Performance Index (F)  ***** 
 
   WDTT     0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
            0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
            0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
 
 
   *****   Intermediate Control Vector (CVPRV) and Measurement Vector 
                           (ECPRV0) from the Previous Duty Cycle after 
                                                   the First Compression   ***** 
 
 
   *****   Intermediate Previous Cycle Control Vector (CVPRV) after 
                                                   the First Compression   ***** 
 
  CVPRV     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
 
   *****   Intermediate Previous Cycle End Conditions Vector (ECPRVTT) 
                                             after the First Compression   ***** 
 
 ECPRVT    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02    0.84882200D+02    0.80737600D+02 
           -0.65848100D+02    0.77724100D+02   -0.37301000D+02    0.31399400D+02 
            0.43590700D+02    0.12152200D+02 
 
 
   *****   Final Control Vector (CV), T-Matrix (T), and 
                    Measurement Vector (EC) after the Second Compression   ***** 
 
 
   *****   Final Control Vector (CV) after the Second Compression   ***** 
 
     CV     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
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   *****   Greatest Least Bounds (CVL) Vector for the 
                                                     Control Vector (CV)   ***** 
 
    CVL    -0.80000000D+01   -0.80000000D+01 
 
   *****   Least Upper Bounds (CVU) Vector for the Control Vector (CV)   ***** 
 
    CVU     0.80000000D+01    0.80000000D+01 
 
 
     Row            *****   Final T-Matrix (T)   ***** 
 
   T  1    -0.50039300D+02   -0.76479500D+02 
 
   T  2     0.63869000D+02    0.10792800D+03 
 
 
   *****   Final End Conditions Vector (EC) after the Second Compression   ***** 
 
     EC    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02 
 
   *****   Final End Conditions Weighting Coefficient Vector 
                                      (WDT) for the Performance Index (F)  ***** 
 
    WDT     0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
 
   *****   Final Control Vector (CVPRV) and Measurement Vector 
                         (ECPRV) from the Previous Duty Cycle after 
                                                  the Second Compression   ***** 
 
 
   *****   Final Previous Cycle Control Vector (CVPRV) after 
                                                  the Second Compression   ***** 
 
  CVPRV     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
 
   *****   Final Previous Cycle End Conditions Vector (ECPRV) 
                                            after the Second Compression   ***** 
 
  ECPRV    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02 
 
 
  *******************   T-Matrix Compression is Completed   ******************** 
 
 
   *****   Initial End Conditions Vector EC   ***** 
 
 
     -0.95504700D+02      0.75647200D+02 
 
 
   *****   Initial Performance Index  =   0.14843647D+05   ***** 
 
   *****   Initial Control Amplitude (A) and Phase Angle (PHASE) Vectors   ***** 
 
   Element    AL               A                 AU                PHASE 
 
      1     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.80000000D+01    0.00000000D+00 
 
 
 *****   Initial Constraint Function Values for Case Number  820   ***** 
 
                                      LSAVE 
 
      1      0 
 
   *****   Inequality Constraints   ***** 
 
   Element        Constraint          Amplitude           Max Amp 
 









    -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
     START OF THE SEQUENTIAL QUADRATIC PROGRAMMING ALGORITHM 
    -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
     Parameters: 
        N      =       2 
        M      =       1 
        ME     =       0 
        MODE   =       0 
        ACC    =   0.1000D-06 
        ACCQP  =   0.1000D-11 
        STPMIN =   0.0000D+00 
        RHOB   =   0.1000D+03 
        MAXFUN =      30 
        MAXNM  =      10 
        MAXIT  =     300 
        IPRINT =       2 
 
     Output in the following order: 
        IT    - iteration number 
        F     - objective function value 
        SCV   - sum of constraint violations 
        NA    - number of active constraints 
        I     - number of line search iterations 
        ALPHA - steplength parameter 
        DELTA - additional variable to prevent inconsistency 
        KKT   - Karush-Kuhn-Tucker optimality criterion 
 
 
      IT         F          SCV      NA  I    ALPHA     DELTA     KKT 
    -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       1  0.14843647D+05  0.00D+00    1  0  0.00D+00  0.00D+00  0.80D+06 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
       2  0.38506615D+04  0.00D+00    0  2  0.10D+00  0.00D+00  0.93D+04 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
       3  0.91483740D+01  0.95D+00    1  1  0.10D+01  0.00D+00  0.42D+02 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
       4  0.39988965D+02  0.35D-03    1  1  0.10D+01  0.00D+00  0.70D+01 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
       5  0.38949701D+02  0.16D-04    1  1  0.10D+01  0.00D+00  0.20D+01 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
       6  0.37949031D+02  0.26D-05    1  1  0.10D+01  0.00D+00  0.22D-03 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
       7  0.37949139D+02  0.53D-14    1  1  0.10D+01  0.00D+00  0.44D-12 
 
 
      --- Final Convergence Analysis at Last Iterate --- 
 
        Objective function value:      F(X)  =  0.37949139D+02 
        Solution values:               X     = 
          -0.71851689D+01  0.35175769D+01 
        Distances from lower bounds:   X-XL  = 
           0.81483106D+00  0.11517577D+02 
        Distances from upper bounds:   XU-X  = 
           0.15185169D+02  0.44824231D+01 
        Multipliers for lower bounds:  U     = 
           0.00000000D+00  0.00000000D+00 
        Multipliers for upper bounds:  U     = 
           0.00000000D+00  0.00000000D+00 
        Constraint values:             G(X)  = 
          -0.53290705D-14 
        Multipliers for constraints:   U     = 
F-62 
           0.41160479D+02 
        Number of function calls:      NFUNC =       8 
        Number of gradient calls:      NGRAD =       7 




                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
            *****   Number of Function Evaluations  =     22   ***** 
 
 
   *****   Solution Control Vector for Case Number  820   ***** 
 
   Element    CVL               CV                CVU               CV - CV0 
 
      1    -0.80000000D+01   -0.71851689D+01    0.80000000D+01   -0.71851689D+01 
      2    -0.80000000D+01    0.35175769D+01    0.80000000D+01    0.35175769D+01 
 
 
   
 
   *****   Predicted Measurement Vector EC   ***** 
 
     -0.49864262D+01     -0.36172761D+01 
 
 
   *****   NLP Solution Performance Index  =   0.37949139D+02   ***** 
 
 
   
 
   *****   Predicted Measurement Vector EC   ***** 
 
     -0.49863993D+01     -0.36173141D+01 
 
 
   *****   NLP Solution Performance Index  =   0.37949139D+02   ***** 
 
 
   
 
   *****   Predicted Control Amplitude Vector (A) 
                    Its Limits (AL & AU), and Its Phase Angle 
                                       Vector (PHASE) Before Compression   ***** 
 
   Element    AL               A                 AU                PHASE 
 
      1     0.00000000D+00    0.80000000D+01    0.80000000D+01   -0.63915443D+02 
 
 
 *****   Solution Constraint Function Values for Case Number  820   ***** 
 
                                      LSAVE 
 
      1      0 
 
   *****   Inequality Constraints   ***** 
 
   Element        Constraint          Amplitude           Max Amp 
 
      1        -0.53290705D-14      0.80000000D+01      0.80000000D+01 
 
 








           ***************   Start Case Number  620   *************** 
 
 




 A00= 5*0.0000000000000000       ,  1.0000000000000000     , 
 ACC= 9.99999999999999955E-008, 
 ACCQP= 9.99999999999999980E-013, 
 AL0= 5*0.0000000000000000       ,-9.99999999999999955E-008, 
 ALPHA=  1.0000000000000000     , 
 APRV0= 5*0.0000000000000000       , 4.94065645841246544E-324, 
 AU0= 2*10.000000000000000       ,  6.0000000000000000     , 2*10.000000000000000       
,  3.0000000000000000     , 
 CRAN1=  2.0000000000000000     , 
 CRAN2=  3.0000000000000000     , 
 CRAN3=  1.0000000000000000     , 
 CRAN4=  1.0000000000000000     , 
 CV00= 10*0.0000000000000000       , 1.48219693752373963E-323, 6.95323359360983736E-
310, 7.61607133720739960E-319, 6.95323359333671787E-310, 
  
 CVOUT=          0, 
 CVPRV0= 10*0.0000000000000000       , 6.95323359332327929E-310, 6.95321237057378016E-
310, 6.95325616664988679E-310,  0.0000000000000000     , 
  
 ECPRV0= -95.504700000000000     ,  75.647199999999998     ,  84.882199999999997     ,  
80.737600000000000     , -65.848100000000002     , 
   77.724100000000007     , -37.301000000000002     ,  31.399400000000000     ,  
43.590699999999998     ,  12.152200000000001     , 
 EPS= 9.99999999999999955E-008, 
 ICASE=        620, 
 ICYCL0=       2000, 
 IDATA=          3, 
 IN=          5, 
 IOPT=          1, 
 IOUT=          6, 
 IPRINT=          2, 
 ISEED1=       2395,       4013,       3813,       1837, 
 ISEED2=       1843,       4011,       3364,       2835, 
 ISEED3=       3962,       1111,       3215,       2637, 
 ISEED4=       2397,       1504,       4031,       3173, 
 ITOUT=          3, 
 L=          1, 
 LQL=T, 
 LSAVE=          1, 5*0          , 
 MAXASUM=  3.0000000000000000     , 
 MAXFUN=         30, 
 MAXIT=        300, 
 MAXNM=         10, 
 MI=          1, 
 MINASUM=  0.0000000000000000     , 
 MODE=          0, 
 MSAVE0=          1, 4*0          , 5*1          , 
 MULT=          1, 
 NSAVE0= 2*0          ,          1, 2*0          , 5*1          , 
 NX0=         10, 
 NZ0=         10, 
 OPTEND=          3, 
 PHASE0= 5*0.0000000000000000       ,  90.000000000000000     , 
 PHSPRV0= 6*0.0000000000000000       , 
 RHOB=  100.00000000000000     , 
 STPMIN=  0.0000000000000000     , 
 T0= -90.740399999999994     ,  119.70699999999999     ,  122.38400000000000     ,  
78.723799999999997     , -69.686400000000006     , 
   66.340100000000007     , -40.056100000000001     ,  20.251999999999999     ,  
29.750399999999999     ,  24.367300000000000     , -135.69100000000000     , 
   79.448599999999999     ,  87.604200000000006     ,  115.95000000000000     , -
47.756999999999998     ,  79.133099999999999     , -30.015799999999999     , 
   33.375900000000001     ,  38.475000000000001     ,  13.770799999999999     , -
114.31999999999999     ,  47.683700000000002     ,  60.609600000000000     , 
   95.790400000000005     , -56.223799999999997     ,  49.498399999999997     , -
24.877099999999999     ,  3.7778200000000002     ,  24.545999999999999     , 
F-64 
  -6.3430700000000000     , -68.177300000000002     ,  51.471100000000000     ,  
64.588999999999999     ,  53.425699999999999     , -30.916699999999999     , 
   80.521699999999996     , -8.4533199999999997     ,  54.595500000000001     ,  
66.753000000000000     , -12.353700000000000     , -50.039299999999997     , 
   63.869000000000000     ,  76.583699999999993     ,  37.283299999999997     ,  
44.635300000000001     ,  79.284999999999997     , -5.4793799999999999     , 
   73.257900000000006     ,  123.17900000000000     , -16.066500000000001     , -
76.479500000000002     ,  107.92800000000000     ,  113.11600000000000     , 
   66.388400000000004     , -48.842199999999998     ,  155.67099999999999     , -
59.097000000000001     ,  67.743700000000004     ,  73.072500000000005     , 
   85.041399999999996     , -143.27400000000000     ,  110.90400000000000     ,  
110.15900000000001     ,  131.80500000000001     , -89.783699999999996     , 
   253.60700000000000     ,  17.656700000000001     ,  49.407699999999998     ,  
19.590399999999999     ,  70.406300000000002     , -137.09000000000000     , 
   35.351300000000002     ,  41.278199999999998     ,  111.29300000000001     , -
240.31100000000001     ,  32.079500000000003     , -49.513700000000000     , 
   88.928299999999993     , 0.49442399999999997     , -9.8438700000000008     , -
120.26900000000001     ,  35.507199999999997     ,  40.179000000000002     , 
   68.519099999999995     , -148.79800000000000     ,  67.000200000000007     , -
82.328599999999994     ,  119.06500000000000     , -13.463600000000000     , 
  -73.784199999999998     , -35.691800000000001     ,  52.919899999999998     ,  
96.571600000000004     ,  18.696999999999999     , -48.361400000000003     , 
  -20.154699999999998     , -115.60299999999999     , -21.847200000000001     ,  
119.16600000000000     , -50.092100000000002     , 
 WDT0= 10*1.0000000000000000       , 
 WDX= 10*0.0000000000000000       , 
 WX= 10*0.0000000000000000       , 







      ***************   OUTPUT DATA for Case Number  620   *************** 
 
 
   *****   The Initial T-Matrix (T0) and Either the Initial 
                     Previous Actual NLP Control Vector (CVPRV0) or 
                           the Initial Previous Control Amplitude (APRV0) 
                                 and Phase Angle (PHSPRV0) Vectors Before 
                                          Compression are Directly Input   ***** 
 
   *****   Input the Initial Previous Actual NLP Control 
                    Vector (CVPRV0) Directly Via NAMELIST Input CDATA 
                          and then Compute the Previous Control Amplitude (APRV0) 
                               and Control Phase Angle (PHSPRV0) Vectors   ***** 
 
 
                   **********   Case Number  620   ********** 
 
 
   *****   Initial Previous Control Amplitude (APRV0) and Phase 
                              Angle (PHSPRV0) Vectors before Compression   ***** 
 
   Element    AL0               APRV0             AU0               PHSPRV0 
 
      1     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      2     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      3     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.60000000D+01    0.00000000D+00 
      4     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      5     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
 
   *****   Previous Actual NLP Control Vector CVPRV0 Before Compression   ***** 
 
   Element        CVL0                CVPRV0              CVU0 
 
      1        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      2        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      3        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      4        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      5        -0.60000000D+01      0.00000000D+00      0.60000000D+01 
      6        -0.60000000D+01      0.00000000D+00      0.60000000D+01 
      7        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
F-65 
      8        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      9        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     10        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
 
   *****   Either the BEFORE Compression Initial Actual NLP Control 
               Vector Estimates (CV00), OR the BEFORE Compression 
                  Initial Control Vector Amplitudes (A00) and Phase 
                     Angles (PHASE0) Estimates are Directly Input 
                        via NAMELIST Data CDATA                            ***** 
 
   *****   Input the Initial Actual NLP Control Vector Estimate 
                 (CV00) Directly Via NAMELIST Input CDATA, and 
                         then Compute the Control Vector Amplitudes 
                               (A00) and Phase Angles (PHASE0) Estimates   ***** 
 
 
                   **********   Case Number  620   ********** 
 
 
   *****   Adjust the Initial Control Amplitude Estimates Vector 
            (A00) to define the Initial Control Amplitude Estimates 
             Vector (A0) to Within Limits If Required Before Compression   ***** 
 
 
   *****   Initial Control Amplitude Vector Estimates (A0), Its 
                        Limits (AL0 & AU0), and Its Phase Angle Vector 
                                   Estimates (PHASE0) Before Compression   ***** 
 
   Element    AL0               A0                AU0               PHASE0 
 
      1     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      1     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D-06    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      2     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      2     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D-06    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      3     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.60000000D+01    0.00000000D+00 
      3     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D-06    0.60000000D+01    0.00000000D+00 
      4     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      4     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D-06    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      5     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      5     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D-06    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
 
   *****   Initial Actual NLP Control Vector Estimates (CV0) and 
                             Its Limits (CVL0 & CVU0) Before Compression   ***** 
 
   Element        CVL0                CV0                 CVU0 
 
      1        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      2        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      3        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      4        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      5        -0.60000000D+01      0.00000000D+00      0.60000000D+01 
      6        -0.60000000D+01      0.00000000D+00      0.60000000D+01 
      7        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      8        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      9        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     10        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
 
 
   *****   End Conditions Vector EC0, Previous Cycle 
                     End Conditions Vector ECPRV0, and Weighting 
                              Coefficient Vector WDT0 Before Compression   ***** 
 
 
   Element        EC0                 ECPRV0              WDT0 
 
      1        -0.95504700D+02     -0.95504700D+02      0.10000000D+01 
      2         0.75647200D+02      0.75647200D+02      0.10000000D+01 
      3         0.84882200D+02      0.84882200D+02      0.10000000D+01 
      4         0.80737600D+02      0.80737600D+02      0.10000000D+01 
      5        -0.65848100D+02     -0.65848100D+02      0.10000000D+01 
      6         0.77724100D+02      0.77724100D+02      0.10000000D+01 
      7        -0.37301000D+02     -0.37301000D+02      0.10000000D+01 
      8         0.31399400D+02      0.31399400D+02      0.10000000D+01 
      9         0.43590700D+02      0.43590700D+02      0.10000000D+01 
F-66 
     10         0.12152200D+02      0.12152200D+02      0.10000000D+01 
 
 
                   **********   Case Number  620   ********** 
 
 
                Specification of CV, T-matrix, and EC Compression 
 
                                  MSAVE0/MSAVE 
 
          1             0             0             0             0 
      1      1      0      0      0      0      0      0      0      0 
 
 
                                  NSAVE0/NSAVE 
 
          0             0             1             0             0 
      0      0      0      0      1      1      0      0      0      0 
 
 
  *******************   T-Matrix Compression is Initiated   ******************** 
 
 
   *****   Initial Control Vector (CV0), T-Matrix (T0), 
                                            and Measurement Vector (EC0)   ***** 
 
 
   *****   Initial Control Vector (CV0)   ***** 
 
    CV0     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
            0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
            0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
   *****   Initial Greatest Least Bounds (CVL0) for the 
                                                    Control Vector (CV0)   ***** 
 
   CVL0    -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02 
           -0.60000000D+01   -0.60000000D+01   -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02 
           -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02 
   *****   Initial Least Upper Bounds (CVU0) for the 
                                                    Control Vector (CV0)   ***** 
 
   CVU0     0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02 
            0.60000000D+01    0.60000000D+01    0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02 
            0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02 
 
 
     Row          *****   Initial T-Matrix (T0)   ***** 
 
  T0  1    -0.90740400D+02   -0.13569100D+03   -0.11432000D+03   -0.68177300D+02 
           -0.50039300D+02   -0.76479500D+02   -0.14327400D+03   -0.13709000D+03 
           -0.12026900D+03   -0.35691800D+02 
 
  T0  2     0.11970700D+03    0.79448600D+02    0.47683700D+02    0.51471100D+02 
            0.63869000D+02    0.10792800D+03    0.11090400D+03    0.35351300D+02 
            0.35507200D+02    0.52919900D+02 
 
  T0  3     0.12238400D+03    0.87604200D+02    0.60609600D+02    0.64589000D+02 
            0.76583700D+02    0.11311600D+03    0.11015900D+03    0.41278200D+02 
            0.40179000D+02    0.96571600D+02 
 
  T0  4     0.78723800D+02    0.11595000D+03    0.95790400D+02    0.53425700D+02 
            0.37283300D+02    0.66388400D+02    0.13180500D+03    0.11129300D+03 
            0.68519100D+02    0.18697000D+02 
 
  T0  5    -0.69686400D+02   -0.47757000D+02   -0.56223800D+02   -0.30916700D+02 
            0.44635300D+02   -0.48842200D+02   -0.89783700D+02   -0.24031100D+03 
           -0.14879800D+03   -0.48361400D+02 
 
  T0  6     0.66340100D+02    0.79133100D+02    0.49498400D+02    0.80521700D+02 
            0.79285000D+02    0.15567100D+03    0.25360700D+03    0.32079500D+02 
            0.67000200D+02   -0.20154700D+02 
 
  T0  7    -0.40056100D+02   -0.30015800D+02   -0.24877100D+02   -0.84533200D+01 
F-67 
           -0.54793800D+01   -0.59097000D+02    0.17656700D+02   -0.49513700D+02 
           -0.82328600D+02   -0.11560300D+03 
 
  T0  8     0.20252000D+02    0.33375900D+02    0.37778200D+01    0.54595500D+02 
            0.73257900D+02    0.67743700D+02    0.49407700D+02    0.88928300D+02 
            0.11906500D+03   -0.21847200D+02 
 
  T0  9     0.29750400D+02    0.38475000D+02    0.24546000D+02    0.66753000D+02 
            0.12317900D+03    0.73072500D+02    0.19590400D+02    0.49442400D+00 
           -0.13463600D+02    0.11916600D+03 
 
  T0 10     0.24367300D+02    0.13770800D+02   -0.63430700D+01   -0.12353700D+02 
           -0.16066500D+02    0.85041400D+02    0.70406300D+02   -0.98438700D+01 
           -0.73784200D+02   -0.50092100D+02 
 
 
   *****   Initial End Conditions Vector (EC0)   ***** 
 
    EC0    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02    0.84882200D+02    0.80737600D+02 
           -0.65848100D+02    0.77724100D+02   -0.37301000D+02    0.31399400D+02 
            0.43590700D+02    0.12152200D+02 
 
   *****   Initial End Conditions Weighting Coefficient Vector 
                                     (WDT0) for the Performance Index (F)  ***** 
 
   WDT0     0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
            0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
            0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
 
 
   *****   Initial Control Vector (CVPRV0) and Measurement 
                            Vector (ECPRV0) from the Previous Duty Cycle   ***** 
 
 
   *****   Initial Previous Cycle Control Vector (CVPRV0)   ***** 
 
 CVPRV0     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
            0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
            0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
 
   *****   Initial Previous Cycle End Conditions Vector (ECPRV0)   ***** 
 
 ECPRV0    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02    0.84882200D+02    0.80737600D+02 
           -0.65848100D+02    0.77724100D+02   -0.37301000D+02    0.31399400D+02 
            0.43590700D+02    0.12152200D+02 
 
 
   *****   Intermediate Control Vector (CV), T-Matrix (TT), 
                and Measurement Vector (ECT) after the First Compression   ***** 
 
 
   *****   Intermediate Control Vector (CV) after the First Compression   ***** 
 
     CV     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
   *****   Intermediate Greatest Least Bounds (CVL) for the 
                                                     Control Vector (CV)   ***** 
 
    CVL    -0.60000000D+01   -0.60000000D+01 
 
   *****   Intermediate Least Upper Bounds (CVU) for the 
                                                     Control Vector (CV)   ***** 
 
    CVU     0.60000000D+01    0.60000000D+01 
 
 
     Row        *****   Intermediate T-Matrix (TT)   ***** 
 
  TT  1    -0.50039300D+02   -0.76479500D+02 
 
  TT  2     0.63869000D+02    0.10792800D+03 
 
  TT  3     0.76583700D+02    0.11311600D+03 
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  TT  4     0.37283300D+02    0.66388400D+02 
 
  TT  5     0.44635300D+02   -0.48842200D+02 
 
  TT  6     0.79285000D+02    0.15567100D+03 
 
  TT  7    -0.54793800D+01   -0.59097000D+02 
 
  TT  8     0.73257900D+02    0.67743700D+02 
 
  TT  9     0.12317900D+03    0.73072500D+02 
 
  TT 10    -0.16066500D+02    0.85041400D+02 
 
 
   *****   Intermediate End Conditions Vector (ECT)   ***** 
 
    ECT    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02    0.84882200D+02    0.80737600D+02 
           -0.65848100D+02    0.77724100D+02   -0.37301000D+02    0.31399400D+02 
            0.43590700D+02    0.12152200D+02 
   *****   Intermediate End Conditions Weighting Coefficient Vector 
                                     (WDTT) for the Performance Index (F)  ***** 
 
   WDTT     0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
            0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
            0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
 
 
   *****   Intermediate Control Vector (CVPRV) and Measurement Vector 
                           (ECPRV0) from the Previous Duty Cycle after 
                                                   the First Compression   ***** 
 
 
   *****   Intermediate Previous Cycle Control Vector (CVPRV) after 
                                                   the First Compression   ***** 
 
  CVPRV     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
 
   *****   Intermediate Previous Cycle End Conditions Vector (ECPRVTT) 
                                             after the First Compression   ***** 
 
 ECPRVT    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02    0.84882200D+02    0.80737600D+02 
           -0.65848100D+02    0.77724100D+02   -0.37301000D+02    0.31399400D+02 
            0.43590700D+02    0.12152200D+02 
 
 
   *****   Final Control Vector (CV), T-Matrix (T), and 
                    Measurement Vector (EC) after the Second Compression   ***** 
 
 
   *****   Final Control Vector (CV) after the Second Compression   ***** 
 
     CV     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
   *****   Greatest Least Bounds (CVL) Vector for the 
                                                     Control Vector (CV)   ***** 
 
    CVL    -0.60000000D+01   -0.60000000D+01 
 
   *****   Least Upper Bounds (CVU) Vector for the Control Vector (CV)   ***** 
 
    CVU     0.60000000D+01    0.60000000D+01 
 
 
     Row            *****   Final T-Matrix (T)   ***** 
 
   T  1    -0.50039300D+02   -0.76479500D+02 
 
   T  2     0.63869000D+02    0.10792800D+03 
 
 
   *****   Final End Conditions Vector (EC) after the Second Compression   ***** 
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     EC    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02 
 
   *****   Final End Conditions Weighting Coefficient Vector 
                                      (WDT) for the Performance Index (F)  ***** 
 
    WDT     0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
 
 
   *****   Final Control Vector (CVPRV) and Measurement Vector 
                         (ECPRV) from the Previous Duty Cycle after 
                                                  the Second Compression   ***** 
   *****   Final Previous Cycle Control Vector (CVPRV) after 
                                                  the Second Compression   ***** 
 
  CVPRV     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
 
   *****   Final Previous Cycle End Conditions Vector (ECPRV) 
                                            after the Second Compression   ***** 
 
  ECPRV    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02 
 
 
  *******************   T-Matrix Compression is Completed   ******************** 
 
 
   *****   Initial End Conditions Vector EC   ***** 
 
 
     -0.95504700D+02      0.75647200D+02 
 
 
   *****   Initial Performance Index  =   0.14843647D+05   ***** 
 
   *****   Initial Control Amplitude (A) and Phase Angle (PHASE) Vectors   ***** 
 
   Element    AL               A                 AU                PHASE 
 
      1     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.60000000D+01    0.00000000D+00 
 
 
 *****   Initial Constraint Function Values for Case Number  620   ***** 
 
                                      LSAVE 
 
      1      0 
 
   *****   Inequality Constraints   ***** 
 
   Element        Constraint          Amplitude           Max Amp 
 
      1         0.60000000D+01      0.00000000D+00      0.60000000D+01 
 
 





    -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
     START OF THE SEQUENTIAL QUADRATIC PROGRAMMING ALGORITHM 
    -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
     Parameters: 
        N      =       2 
        M      =       1 
        ME     =       0 
        MODE   =       0 
        ACC    =   0.1000D-06 
        ACCQP  =   0.1000D-11 
        STPMIN =   0.0000D+00 
        RHOB   =   0.1000D+03 
        MAXFUN =      30 
F-70 
        MAXNM  =      10 
        MAXIT  =     300 
        IPRINT =       2 
     Output in the following order: 
        IT    - iteration number 
        F     - objective function value 
        SCV   - sum of constraint violations 
        NA    - number of active constraints 
        I     - number of line search iterations 
        ALPHA - steplength parameter 
        DELTA - additional variable to prevent inconsistency 
        KKT   - Karush-Kuhn-Tucker optimality criterion 
 
 
      IT         F          SCV      NA  I    ALPHA     DELTA     KKT 
    -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       1  0.14843647D+05  0.00D+00    1  0  0.00D+00  0.00D+00  0.60D+06 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
       2  0.11363619D+04  0.00D+00    0  2  0.10D+00  0.00D+00  0.29D+04 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
       3  0.11640825D+03  0.62D+00    1  1  0.10D+01  0.00D+00  0.96D+02 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
       4  0.16635703D+03  0.37D-03    1  1  0.10D+01  0.00D+00  0.70D+01 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
       5  0.16514768D+03  0.25D-03    1  2  0.35D+00  0.00D+00  0.42D-01 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
       6  0.16516893D+03  0.91D-10    1  1  0.10D+01  0.00D+00  0.16D-07 
 
 
      --- Final Convergence Analysis at Last Iterate --- 
 
        Objective function value:      F(X)  =  0.16516893D+03 
        Solution values:               X     = 
          -0.54697646D+01  0.24661053D+01 
        Distances from lower bounds:   X-XL  = 
           0.53023541D+00  0.84661053D+01 
        Distances from upper bounds:   XU-X  = 
           0.11469765D+02  0.35338947D+01 
        Multipliers for lower bounds:  U     = 
           0.00000000D+00  0.00000000D+00 
        Multipliers for upper bounds:  U     = 
           0.00000000D+00  0.00000000D+00 
        Constraint values:             G(X)  = 
          -0.90656371D-10 
        Multipliers for constraints:   U     = 
           0.86172029D+02 
        Number of function calls:      NFUNC =       8 
        Number of gradient calls:      NGRAD =       6 




                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
 
 
            *****   Number of Function Evaluations  =     20   ***** 
 
 
   *****   Solution Control Vector for Case Number  620   ***** 
 
   Element    CVL               CV                CVU               CV - CV0 
 
      1    -0.60000000D+01   -0.54697646D+01    0.60000000D+01   -0.54697646D+01 
      2    -0.60000000D+01    0.24661053D+01    0.60000000D+01    0.24661053D+01 
 
 
   
F-71 
 
   *****   Predicted Measurement Vector EC   ***** 
 
     -0.10408027D+02     -0.75393564D+01 
 
 
   *****   NLP Solution Performance Index  =   0.16516893D+03   ***** 
 
 
   
 
   *****   Predicted Measurement Vector EC   ***** 
 
     -0.10408008D+02     -0.75393830D+01 
 
 
   *****   NLP Solution Performance Index  =   0.16516893D+03   ***** 
 
 
   
 
   *****   Predicted Control Amplitude Vector (A) 
                    Its Limits (AL & AU), and Its Phase Angle 
                                       Vector (PHASE) Before Compression   ***** 
 
   Element    AL               A                 AU                PHASE 
 
      1     0.00000000D+00    0.60000000D+01    0.60000000D+01   -0.65731228D+02 
 
 
 *****   Solution Constraint Function Values for Case Number  620   ***** 
 
                                      LSAVE 
 
      1      0 
 
   *****   Inequality Constraints   ***** 
 
   Element        Constraint          Amplitude           Max Amp 
 
      1        -0.90656371D-10      0.60000000D+01      0.60000000D+01 
 
 












           ***************   Start Case Number  420   *************** 
 
 




 A00= 5*0.0000000000000000       ,  1.0000000000000000     , 
 ACC= 9.99999999999999955E-008, 
 ACCQP= 9.99999999999999980E-013, 
 AL0= 5*0.0000000000000000       ,-9.99999999999999955E-008, 
 ALPHA=  1.0000000000000000     , 
 APRV0= 5*0.0000000000000000       , 4.94065645841246544E-324, 
 AU0= 2*10.000000000000000       ,  4.0000000000000000     , 2*10.000000000000000       
,  3.0000000000000000     , 
 CRAN1=  2.0000000000000000     , 
 CRAN2=  3.0000000000000000     , 
 CRAN3=  1.0000000000000000     , 
 CRAN4=  1.0000000000000000     , 
 CV00= 10*0.0000000000000000       , 1.48219693752373963E-323, 6.95323359360983736E-
310, 7.61607133720739960E-319, 6.95323359333671787E-310, 
  
 CVOUT=          0, 
 CVPRV0= 10*0.0000000000000000       , 6.95323359332327929E-310, 6.95321237057378016E-
310, 6.95325616664988679E-310,  0.0000000000000000     , 
  
 ECPRV0= -95.504700000000000     ,  75.647199999999998     ,  84.882199999999997     ,  
80.737600000000000     , -65.848100000000002     , 
   77.724100000000007     , -37.301000000000002     ,  31.399400000000000     ,  
43.590699999999998     ,  12.152200000000001     , 
 EPS= 9.99999999999999955E-008, 
 ICASE=        420, 
 ICYCL0=       2000, 
 IDATA=          3, 
 IN=          5, 
 IOPT=          1, 
 IOUT=          6, 
 IPRINT=          2, 
 ISEED1=       2395,       4013,       3813,       1837, 
 ISEED2=       1843,       4011,       3364,       2835, 
 ISEED3=       3962,       1111,       3215,       2637, 
 ISEED4=       2397,       1504,       4031,       3173, 
 ITOUT=          3, 
 L=          1, 
 LQL=T, 
 LSAVE=          1, 5*0          , 
 MAXASUM=  3.0000000000000000     , 
 MAXFUN=         30, 
 MAXIT=        300, 
 MAXNM=         10, 
 MI=          1, 
 MINASUM=  0.0000000000000000     , 
 MODE=          0, 
 MSAVE0=          1, 4*0          , 5*1          , 
 MULT=          1, 
 NSAVE0= 2*0          ,          1, 2*0          , 5*1          , 
 NX0=         10, 
 NZ0=         10, 
 OPTEND=          3, 
 PHASE0= 5*0.0000000000000000       ,  90.000000000000000     , 
 PHSPRV0= 6*0.0000000000000000       , 
 RHOB=  100.00000000000000     , 
 STPMIN=  0.0000000000000000     , 
 T0= -90.740399999999994     ,  119.70699999999999     ,  122.38400000000000     ,  
78.723799999999997     , -69.686400000000006     , 
   66.340100000000007     , -40.056100000000001     ,  20.251999999999999     ,  
29.750399999999999     ,  24.367300000000000     , -135.69100000000000     , 
   79.448599999999999     ,  87.604200000000006     ,  115.95000000000000     , -
47.756999999999998     ,  79.133099999999999     , -30.015799999999999     , 
   33.375900000000001     ,  38.475000000000001     ,  13.770799999999999     , -
114.31999999999999     ,  47.683700000000002     ,  60.609600000000000     , 
   95.790400000000005     , -56.223799999999997     ,  49.498399999999997     , -
24.877099999999999     ,  3.7778200000000002     ,  24.545999999999999     , 
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  -6.3430700000000000     , -68.177300000000002     ,  51.471100000000000     ,  
64.588999999999999     ,  53.425699999999999     , -30.916699999999999     , 
   80.521699999999996     , -8.4533199999999997     ,  54.595500000000001     ,  
66.753000000000000     , -12.353700000000000     , -50.039299999999997     , 
   63.869000000000000     ,  76.583699999999993     ,  37.283299999999997     ,  
44.635300000000001     ,  79.284999999999997     , -5.4793799999999999     , 
   73.257900000000006     ,  123.17900000000000     , -16.066500000000001     , -
76.479500000000002     ,  107.92800000000000     ,  113.11600000000000     , 
   66.388400000000004     , -48.842199999999998     ,  155.67099999999999     , -
59.097000000000001     ,  67.743700000000004     ,  73.072500000000005     , 
   85.041399999999996     , -143.27400000000000     ,  110.90400000000000     ,  
110.15900000000001     ,  131.80500000000001     , -89.783699999999996     , 
   253.60700000000000     ,  17.656700000000001     ,  49.407699999999998     ,  
19.590399999999999     ,  70.406300000000002     , -137.09000000000000     , 
   35.351300000000002     ,  41.278199999999998     ,  111.29300000000001     , -
240.31100000000001     ,  32.079500000000003     , -49.513700000000000     , 
   88.928299999999993     , 0.49442399999999997     , -9.8438700000000008     , -
120.26900000000001     ,  35.507199999999997     ,  40.179000000000002     , 
   68.519099999999995     , -148.79800000000000     ,  67.000200000000007     , -
82.328599999999994     ,  119.06500000000000     , -13.463600000000000     , 
  -73.784199999999998     , -35.691800000000001     ,  52.919899999999998     ,  
96.571600000000004     ,  18.696999999999999     , -48.361400000000003     , 
  -20.154699999999998     , -115.60299999999999     , -21.847200000000001     ,  
119.16600000000000     , -50.092100000000002     , 
 WDT0= 10*1.0000000000000000       , 
 WDX= 10*0.0000000000000000       , 
 WX= 10*0.0000000000000000       , 







      ***************   OUTPUT DATA for Case Number  420   *************** 
 
 
   *****   The Initial T-Matrix (T0) and Either the Initial 
                     Previous Actual NLP Control Vector (CVPRV0) or 
                           the Initial Previous Control Amplitude (APRV0) 
                                 and Phase Angle (PHSPRV0) Vectors Before 
                                          Compression are Directly Input   ***** 
 
   *****   Input the Initial Previous Actual NLP Control 
                    Vector (CVPRV0) Directly Via NAMELIST Input CDATA 
                          and then Compute the Previous Control Amplitude (APRV0) 
                               and Control Phase Angle (PHSPRV0) Vectors   ***** 
 
 
                   **********   Case Number  420   ********** 
 
 
   *****   Initial Previous Control Amplitude (APRV0) and Phase 
                              Angle (PHSPRV0) Vectors before Compression   ***** 
 
   Element    AL0               APRV0             AU0               PHSPRV0 
 
      1     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      2     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      3     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.40000000D+01    0.00000000D+00 
      4     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      5     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
 
   *****   Previous Actual NLP Control Vector CVPRV0 Before Compression   ***** 
 
   Element        CVL0                CVPRV0              CVU0 
 
      1        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      2        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      3        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      4        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      5        -0.40000000D+01      0.00000000D+00      0.40000000D+01 
      6        -0.40000000D+01      0.00000000D+00      0.40000000D+01 
      7        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
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      8        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      9        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     10        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
 
   *****   Either the BEFORE Compression Initial Actual NLP Control 
               Vector Estimates (CV00), OR the BEFORE Compression 
                  Initial Control Vector Amplitudes (A00) and Phase 
                     Angles (PHASE0) Estimates are Directly Input 
                        via NAMELIST Data CDATA                            ***** 
 
   *****   Input the Initial Actual NLP Control Vector Estimate 
                 (CV00) Directly Via NAMELIST Input CDATA, and 
                         then Compute the Control Vector Amplitudes 
                               (A00) and Phase Angles (PHASE0) Estimates   ***** 
 
 
                   **********   Case Number  420   ********** 
 
 
   *****   Adjust the Initial Control Amplitude Estimates Vector 
            (A00) to define the Initial Control Amplitude Estimates 
             Vector (A0) to Within Limits If Required Before Compression   ***** 
 
 
   *****   Initial Control Amplitude Vector Estimates (A0), Its 
                        Limits (AL0 & AU0), and Its Phase Angle Vector 
                                   Estimates (PHASE0) Before Compression   ***** 
 
   Element    AL0               A0                AU0               PHASE0 
 
      1     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      1     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D-06    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      2     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      2     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D-06    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      3     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.40000000D+01    0.00000000D+00 
      3     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D-06    0.40000000D+01    0.00000000D+00 
      4     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      4     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D-06    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      5     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      5     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D-06    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
 
   *****   Initial Actual NLP Control Vector Estimates (CV0) and 
                             Its Limits (CVL0 & CVU0) Before Compression   ***** 
 
   Element        CVL0                CV0                 CVU0 
 
      1        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      2        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      3        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      4        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      5        -0.40000000D+01      0.00000000D+00      0.40000000D+01 
      6        -0.40000000D+01      0.00000000D+00      0.40000000D+01 
      7        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      8        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      9        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     10        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
 
 
   *****   End Conditions Vector EC0, Previous Cycle 
                     End Conditions Vector ECPRV0, and Weighting 
                              Coefficient Vector WDT0 Before Compression   ***** 
 
 
   Element        EC0                 ECPRV0              WDT0 
 
      1        -0.95504700D+02     -0.95504700D+02      0.10000000D+01 
      2         0.75647200D+02      0.75647200D+02      0.10000000D+01 
      3         0.84882200D+02      0.84882200D+02      0.10000000D+01 
      4         0.80737600D+02      0.80737600D+02      0.10000000D+01 
      5        -0.65848100D+02     -0.65848100D+02      0.10000000D+01 
      6         0.77724100D+02      0.77724100D+02      0.10000000D+01 
      7        -0.37301000D+02     -0.37301000D+02      0.10000000D+01 
      8         0.31399400D+02      0.31399400D+02      0.10000000D+01 
      9         0.43590700D+02      0.43590700D+02      0.10000000D+01 
F-75 
     10         0.12152200D+02      0.12152200D+02      0.10000000D+01 
 
 
                   **********   Case Number  420   ********** 
 
 
                Specification of CV, T-matrix, and EC Compression 
 
                                  MSAVE0/MSAVE 
 
          1             0             0             0             0 
      1      1      0      0      0      0      0      0      0      0 
 
 
                                  NSAVE0/NSAVE 
 
          0             0             1             0             0 
      0      0      0      0      1      1      0      0      0      0 
 
 




   *****   Initial Control Vector (CV0), T-Matrix (T0), 
                                            and Measurement Vector (EC0)   ***** 
 
 
   *****   Initial Control Vector (CV0)   ***** 
 
    CV0     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
            0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
            0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
   *****   Initial Greatest Least Bounds (CVL0) for the 
                                                    Control Vector (CV0)   ***** 
 
   CVL0    -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02 
           -0.40000000D+01   -0.40000000D+01   -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02 
           -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02 
 
   *****   Initial Least Upper Bounds (CVU0) for the 
                                                    Control Vector (CV0)   ***** 
 
   CVU0     0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02 
            0.40000000D+01    0.40000000D+01    0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02 
            0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02 
 
 
     Row          *****   Initial T-Matrix (T0)   ***** 
 
  T0  1    -0.90740400D+02   -0.13569100D+03   -0.11432000D+03   -0.68177300D+02 
           -0.50039300D+02   -0.76479500D+02   -0.14327400D+03   -0.13709000D+03 
           -0.12026900D+03   -0.35691800D+02 
 
  T0  2     0.11970700D+03    0.79448600D+02    0.47683700D+02    0.51471100D+02 
            0.63869000D+02    0.10792800D+03    0.11090400D+03    0.35351300D+02 
            0.35507200D+02    0.52919900D+02 
 
  T0  3     0.12238400D+03    0.87604200D+02    0.60609600D+02    0.64589000D+02 
            0.76583700D+02    0.11311600D+03    0.11015900D+03    0.41278200D+02 
            0.40179000D+02    0.96571600D+02 
 
  T0  4     0.78723800D+02    0.11595000D+03    0.95790400D+02    0.53425700D+02 
            0.37283300D+02    0.66388400D+02    0.13180500D+03    0.11129300D+03 
            0.68519100D+02    0.18697000D+02 
 
  T0  5    -0.69686400D+02   -0.47757000D+02   -0.56223800D+02   -0.30916700D+02 
            0.44635300D+02   -0.48842200D+02   -0.89783700D+02   -0.24031100D+03 
           -0.14879800D+03   -0.48361400D+02 
 
  T0  6     0.66340100D+02    0.79133100D+02    0.49498400D+02    0.80521700D+02 
            0.79285000D+02    0.15567100D+03    0.25360700D+03    0.32079500D+02 
            0.67000200D+02   -0.20154700D+02 
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  T0  7    -0.40056100D+02   -0.30015800D+02   -0.24877100D+02   -0.84533200D+01 
           -0.54793800D+01   -0.59097000D+02    0.17656700D+02   -0.49513700D+02 
           -0.82328600D+02   -0.11560300D+03 
 
  T0  8     0.20252000D+02    0.33375900D+02    0.37778200D+01    0.54595500D+02 
            0.73257900D+02    0.67743700D+02    0.49407700D+02    0.88928300D+02 
            0.11906500D+03   -0.21847200D+02 
 
  T0  9     0.29750400D+02    0.38475000D+02    0.24546000D+02    0.66753000D+02 
            0.12317900D+03    0.73072500D+02    0.19590400D+02    0.49442400D+00 
           -0.13463600D+02    0.11916600D+03 
 
  T0 10     0.24367300D+02    0.13770800D+02   -0.63430700D+01   -0.12353700D+02 
           -0.16066500D+02    0.85041400D+02    0.70406300D+02   -0.98438700D+01 
           -0.73784200D+02   -0.50092100D+02 
 
 
   *****   Initial End Conditions Vector (EC0)   ***** 
 
    EC0    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02    0.84882200D+02    0.80737600D+02 
           -0.65848100D+02    0.77724100D+02   -0.37301000D+02    0.31399400D+02 
            0.43590700D+02    0.12152200D+02 
 
   *****   Initial End Conditions Weighting Coefficient Vector 
                                     (WDT0) for the Performance Index (F)  ***** 
 
   WDT0     0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
            0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
            0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
   *****   Initial Control Vector (CVPRV0) and Measurement 
                            Vector (ECPRV0) from the Previous Duty Cycle   ***** 
 
 
   *****   Initial Previous Cycle Control Vector (CVPRV0)   ***** 
 
 CVPRV0     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
            0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
            0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
 
   *****   Initial Previous Cycle End Conditions Vector (ECPRV0)   ***** 
 
 ECPRV0    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02    0.84882200D+02    0.80737600D+02 
           -0.65848100D+02    0.77724100D+02   -0.37301000D+02    0.31399400D+02 
            0.43590700D+02    0.12152200D+02 
 
 
   *****   Intermediate Control Vector (CV), T-Matrix (TT), 
                and Measurement Vector (ECT) after the First Compression   ***** 
 
 
   *****   Intermediate Control Vector (CV) after the First Compression   ***** 
 
     CV     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
   *****   Intermediate Greatest Least Bounds (CVL) for the 
                                                     Control Vector (CV)   ***** 
 
    CVL    -0.40000000D+01   -0.40000000D+01 
 
   *****   Intermediate Least Upper Bounds (CVU) for the 
                                                     Control Vector (CV)   ***** 
 
    CVU     0.40000000D+01    0.40000000D+01 
 
 
     Row        *****   Intermediate T-Matrix (TT)   ***** 
 
  TT  1    -0.50039300D+02   -0.76479500D+02 
 
  TT  2     0.63869000D+02    0.10792800D+03 
 
  TT  3     0.76583700D+02    0.11311600D+03 
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  TT  4     0.37283300D+02    0.66388400D+02 
 
  TT  5     0.44635300D+02   -0.48842200D+02 
 
  TT  6     0.79285000D+02    0.15567100D+03 
 
  TT  7    -0.54793800D+01   -0.59097000D+02 
 
  TT  8     0.73257900D+02    0.67743700D+02 
 
  TT  9     0.12317900D+03    0.73072500D+02 
 
  TT 10    -0.16066500D+02    0.85041400D+02 
 
 
   *****   Intermediate End Conditions Vector (ECT)   ***** 
 
    ECT    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02    0.84882200D+02    0.80737600D+02 
           -0.65848100D+02    0.77724100D+02   -0.37301000D+02    0.31399400D+02 
            0.43590700D+02    0.12152200D+02 
   *****   Intermediate End Conditions Weighting Coefficient Vector 
                                     (WDTT) for the Performance Index (F)  ***** 
 
   WDTT     0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
            0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
            0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
 
 
   *****   Intermediate Control Vector (CVPRV) and Measurement Vector 
                           (ECPRV0) from the Previous Duty Cycle after 
                                                   the First Compression   ***** 
 
 
   *****   Intermediate Previous Cycle Control Vector (CVPRV) after 
                                                   the First Compression   ***** 
 
  CVPRV     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
 
   *****   Intermediate Previous Cycle End Conditions Vector (ECPRVTT) 
                                             after the First Compression   ***** 
 
 ECPRVT    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02    0.84882200D+02    0.80737600D+02 
           -0.65848100D+02    0.77724100D+02   -0.37301000D+02    0.31399400D+02 
            0.43590700D+02    0.12152200D+02 
 
 
   *****   Final Control Vector (CV), T-Matrix (T), and 
                    Measurement Vector (EC) after the Second Compression   ***** 
 
 
   *****   Final Control Vector (CV) after the Second Compression   ***** 
 
     CV     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
   *****   Greatest Least Bounds (CVL) Vector for the 
                                                     Control Vector (CV)   ***** 
 
    CVL    -0.40000000D+01   -0.40000000D+01 
 
   *****   Least Upper Bounds (CVU) Vector for the Control Vector (CV)   ***** 
 
    CVU     0.40000000D+01    0.40000000D+01 
 
 
     Row            *****   Final T-Matrix (T)   ***** 
 
   T  1    -0.50039300D+02   -0.76479500D+02 
 
   T  2     0.63869000D+02    0.10792800D+03 
 
 
   *****   Final End Conditions Vector (EC) after the Second Compression   ***** 
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     EC    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02 
 
   *****   Final End Conditions Weighting Coefficient Vector 
                                      (WDT) for the Performance Index (F)  ***** 
 
    WDT     0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
 
 
   *****   Final Control Vector (CVPRV) and Measurement Vector 
                         (ECPRV) from the Previous Duty Cycle after 
                                                  the Second Compression   ***** 
   *****   Final Previous Cycle Control Vector (CVPRV) after 
                                                  the Second Compression   ***** 
 
  CVPRV     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
 
   *****   Final Previous Cycle End Conditions Vector (ECPRV) 
                                            after the Second Compression   ***** 
 
  ECPRV    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02 
 
 
  *******************   T-Matrix Compression is Completed   ******************** 
 
 
   *****   Initial End Conditions Vector EC   ***** 
 
 
     -0.95504700D+02      0.75647200D+02 
 
 
   *****   Initial Performance Index  =   0.14843647D+05   ***** 
 
   *****   Initial Control Amplitude (A) and Phase Angle (PHASE) Vectors   ***** 
 
   Element    AL               A                 AU                PHASE 
 
      1     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.40000000D+01    0.00000000D+00 
 
 
 *****   Initial Constraint Function Values for Case Number  420   ***** 
 
                                      LSAVE 
 
      1      0 
 
   *****   Inequality Constraints   ***** 
 
   Element        Constraint          Amplitude           Max Amp 
 
      1         0.40000000D+01      0.00000000D+00      0.40000000D+01 
 
 




    -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
     START OF THE SEQUENTIAL QUADRATIC PROGRAMMING ALGORITHM 
    -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
     Parameters: 
        N      =       2 
        M      =       1 
        ME     =       0 
        MODE   =       0 
        ACC    =   0.1000D-06 
        ACCQP  =   0.1000D-11 
        STPMIN =   0.0000D+00 
        RHOB   =   0.1000D+03 
        MAXFUN =      30 
        MAXNM  =      10 
F-79 
        MAXIT  =     300 
        IPRINT =       2 
 
     Output in the following order: 
        IT    - iteration number 
        F     - objective function value 
        SCV   - sum of constraint violations 
        NA    - number of active constraints 
        I     - number of line search iterations 
        ALPHA - steplength parameter 
        DELTA - additional variable to prevent inconsistency 
        KKT   - Karush-Kuhn-Tucker optimality criterion 
 
 
      IT         F          SCV      NA  I    ALPHA     DELTA     KKT 
    -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       1  0.14843647D+05  0.00D+00    1  0  0.00D+00  0.00D+00  0.40D+06 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
       2  0.10267626D+04  0.00D+00    0  2  0.14D+00  0.00D+00  0.17D+04 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
       3  0.34542635D+03  0.30D+00    1  1  0.10D+01  0.00D+00  0.76D+02 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
       4  0.38348485D+03  0.39D-03    1  1  0.10D+01  0.00D+00  0.10D+00 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
       5  0.38353561D+03  0.53D-09    1  1  0.10D+01  0.00D+00  0.10D-05 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
       6  0.38353561D+03  0.28D-11    1  1  0.10D+01  0.00D+00  0.74D-09 
 
 
      --- Final Convergence Analysis at Last Iterate --- 
 
        Objective function value:      F(X)  =  0.38353561D+03 
        Solution values:               X     = 
          -0.37438598D+01  0.14083727D+01 
        Distances from lower bounds:   X-XL  = 
           0.25614019D+00  0.54083727D+01 
        Distances from upper bounds:   XU-X  = 
           0.77438598D+01  0.25916273D+01 
        Multipliers for lower bounds:  U     = 
           0.00000000D+00  0.00000000D+00 
        Multipliers for upper bounds:  U     = 
           0.00000000D+00  0.00000000D+00 
        Constraint values:             G(X)  = 
          -0.27968738D-11 
        Multipliers for constraints:   U     = 
           0.13265481D+03 
        Number of function calls:      NFUNC =       7 
        Number of gradient calls:      NGRAD =       6 




                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
 
 
            *****   Number of Function Evaluations  =     19   ***** 
 
 
   *****   Solution Control Vector for Case Number  420   ***** 
 
   Element    CVL               CV                CVU               CV - CV0 
 
      1    -0.40000000D+01   -0.37438598D+01    0.40000000D+01   -0.37438598D+01 
      2    -0.40000000D+01    0.14083727D+01    0.40000000D+01    0.14083727D+01 
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   *****   Predicted Measurement Vector EC   ***** 
 
     -0.15876228D+02     -0.11466516D+02 
 
 
   *****   NLP Solution Performance Index  =   0.38353561D+03   ***** 
 
 
   
 
   *****   Predicted Measurement Vector EC   ***** 
 
     -0.15876217D+02     -0.11466531D+02 
 
 
   *****   NLP Solution Performance Index  =   0.38353561D+03   ***** 
 
 
   
 
   *****   Predicted Control Amplitude Vector (A) 
                    Its Limits (AL & AU), and Its Phase Angle 
                                       Vector (PHASE) Before Compression   ***** 
 
   Element    AL               A                 AU                PHASE 
 
      1     0.00000000D+00    0.40000000D+01    0.40000000D+01   -0.69384603D+02 
 
 
 *****   Solution Constraint Function Values for Case Number  420   ***** 
 
                                      LSAVE 
 
      1      0 
 
   *****   Inequality Constraints   ***** 
 
   Element        Constraint          Amplitude           Max Amp 
 
      1        -0.27968738D-11      0.40000000D+01      0.40000000D+01 
 
 











           ***************   Start Case Number  220   *************** 
 
 




 A00= 5*0.0000000000000000       ,  1.0000000000000000     , 
 ACC= 9.99999999999999955E-008, 
 ACCQP= 9.99999999999999980E-013, 
 AL0= 5*0.0000000000000000       ,-9.99999999999999955E-008, 
 ALPHA=  1.0000000000000000     , 
 APRV0= 5*0.0000000000000000       , 4.94065645841246544E-324, 
 AU0= 2*10.000000000000000       ,  2.0000000000000000     , 2*10.000000000000000       
,  3.0000000000000000     , 
 CRAN1=  2.0000000000000000     , 
 CRAN2=  3.0000000000000000     , 
 CRAN3=  1.0000000000000000     , 
 CRAN4=  1.0000000000000000     , 
 CV00= 10*0.0000000000000000       , 1.48219693752373963E-323, 6.95323359360983736E-
310, 7.61607133720739960E-319, 6.95323359333671787E-310, 
  
 CVOUT=          0, 
 CVPRV0= 10*0.0000000000000000       , 6.95323359332327929E-310, 6.95321237057378016E-
310, 6.95325616664988679E-310,  0.0000000000000000     , 
  
 ECPRV0= -95.504700000000000     ,  75.647199999999998     ,  84.882199999999997     ,  
80.737600000000000     , -65.848100000000002     , 
   77.724100000000007     , -37.301000000000002     ,  31.399400000000000     ,  
43.590699999999998     ,  12.152200000000001     , 
 EPS= 9.99999999999999955E-008, 
 ICASE=        220, 
 ICYCL0=       2000, 
 IDATA=          3, 
 IN=          5, 
 IOPT=          1, 
 IOUT=          6, 
 IPRINT=          2, 
 ISEED1=       2395,       4013,       3813,       1837, 
 ISEED2=       1843,       4011,       3364,       2835, 
 ISEED3=       3962,       1111,       3215,       2637, 
 ISEED4=       2397,       1504,       4031,       3173, 
 ITOUT=          3, 
 L=          1, 
 LQL=T, 
 LSAVE=          1, 5*0          , 
 MAXASUM=  3.0000000000000000     , 
 MAXFUN=         30, 
 MAXIT=        300, 
 MAXNM=         10, 
 MI=          1, 
 MINASUM=  0.0000000000000000     , 
 MODE=          0, 
 MSAVE0=          1, 4*0          , 5*1          , 
 MULT=          1, 
 NSAVE0= 2*0          ,          1, 2*0          , 5*1          , 
 NX0=         10, 
 NZ0=         10, 
 OPTEND=          3, 
 PHASE0= 5*0.0000000000000000       ,  90.000000000000000     , 
 PHSPRV0= 6*0.0000000000000000       , 
 RHOB=  100.00000000000000     , 
 STPMIN=  0.0000000000000000     , 
 T0= -90.740399999999994     ,  119.70699999999999     ,  122.38400000000000     ,  
78.723799999999997     , -69.686400000000006     , 
   66.340100000000007     , -40.056100000000001     ,  20.251999999999999     ,  
29.750399999999999     ,  24.367300000000000     , -135.69100000000000     , 
   79.448599999999999     ,  87.604200000000006     ,  115.95000000000000     , -
47.756999999999998     ,  79.133099999999999     , -30.015799999999999     , 
   33.375900000000001     ,  38.475000000000001     ,  13.770799999999999     , -
114.31999999999999     ,  47.683700000000002     ,  60.609600000000000     , 
   95.790400000000005     , -56.223799999999997     ,  49.498399999999997     , -
24.877099999999999     ,  3.7778200000000002     ,  24.545999999999999     , 
F-82 
  -6.3430700000000000     , -68.177300000000002     ,  51.471100000000000     ,  
64.588999999999999     ,  53.425699999999999     , -30.916699999999999     , 
   80.521699999999996     , -8.4533199999999997     ,  54.595500000000001     ,  
66.753000000000000     , -12.353700000000000     , -50.039299999999997     , 
   63.869000000000000     ,  76.583699999999993     ,  37.283299999999997     ,  
44.635300000000001     ,  79.284999999999997     , -5.4793799999999999     , 
   73.257900000000006     ,  123.17900000000000     , -16.066500000000001     , -
76.479500000000002     ,  107.92800000000000     ,  113.11600000000000     , 
   66.388400000000004     , -48.842199999999998     ,  155.67099999999999     , -
59.097000000000001     ,  67.743700000000004     ,  73.072500000000005     , 
   85.041399999999996     , -143.27400000000000     ,  110.90400000000000     ,  
110.15900000000001     ,  131.80500000000001     , -89.783699999999996     , 
   253.60700000000000     ,  17.656700000000001     ,  49.407699999999998     ,  
19.590399999999999     ,  70.406300000000002     , -137.09000000000000     , 
   35.351300000000002     ,  41.278199999999998     ,  111.29300000000001     , -
240.31100000000001     ,  32.079500000000003     , -49.513700000000000     , 
   88.928299999999993     , 0.49442399999999997     , -9.8438700000000008     , -
120.26900000000001     ,  35.507199999999997     ,  40.179000000000002     , 
   68.519099999999995     , -148.79800000000000     ,  67.000200000000007     , -
82.328599999999994     ,  119.06500000000000     , -13.463600000000000     , 
  -73.784199999999998     , -35.691800000000001     ,  52.919899999999998     ,  
96.571600000000004     ,  18.696999999999999     , -48.361400000000003     , 
  -20.154699999999998     , -115.60299999999999     , -21.847200000000001     ,  
119.16600000000000     , -50.092100000000002     , 
 WDT0= 10*1.0000000000000000       , 
 WDX= 10*0.0000000000000000       , 
 WX= 10*0.0000000000000000       , 








      ***************   OUTPUT DATA for Case Number  220   *************** 
 
 
   *****   The Initial T-Matrix (T0) and Either the Initial 
                     Previous Actual NLP Control Vector (CVPRV0) or 
                           the Initial Previous Control Amplitude (APRV0) 
                                 and Phase Angle (PHSPRV0) Vectors Before 
                                          Compression are Directly Input   ***** 
 
   *****   Input the Initial Previous Actual NLP Control 
                    Vector (CVPRV0) Directly Via NAMELIST Input CDATA 
                          and then Compute the Previous Control Amplitude (APRV0) 








   *****   Initial Previous Control Amplitude (APRV0) and Phase 
                              Angle (PHSPRV0) Vectors before Compression   ***** 
   Element    AL0               APRV0             AU0               PHSPRV0 
 
      1     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      2     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      3     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.20000000D+01    0.00000000D+00 
      4     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      5     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
 
   *****   Previous Actual NLP Control Vector CVPRV0 Before Compression   ***** 
 
   Element        CVL0                CVPRV0              CVU0 
 
      1        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      2        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      3        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      4        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      5        -0.20000000D+01      0.00000000D+00      0.20000000D+01 
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      6        -0.20000000D+01      0.00000000D+00      0.20000000D+01 
      7        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      8        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      9        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     10        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
 
   *****   Either the BEFORE Compression Initial Actual NLP Control 
               Vector Estimates (CV00), OR the BEFORE Compression 
                  Initial Control Vector Amplitudes (A00) and Phase 
                     Angles (PHASE0) Estimates are Directly Input 
                        via NAMELIST Data CDATA                            ***** 
 
   *****   Input the Initial Actual NLP Control Vector Estimate 
                 (CV00) Directly Via NAMELIST Input CDATA, and 
                         then Compute the Control Vector Amplitudes 




                   **********   Case Number  220   ********** 
 
 
   *****   Adjust the Initial Control Amplitude Estimates Vector 
            (A00) to define the Initial Control Amplitude Estimates 
             Vector (A0) to Within Limits If Required Before Compression   ***** 
 
 
   *****   Initial Control Amplitude Vector Estimates (A0), Its 
                        Limits (AL0 & AU0), and Its Phase Angle Vector 
                                   Estimates (PHASE0) Before Compression   ***** 
 
   Element    AL0               A0                AU0               PHASE0 
 
      1     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      1     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D-06    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      2     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      2     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D-06    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      3     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.20000000D+01    0.00000000D+00 
      3     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D-06    0.20000000D+01    0.00000000D+00 
      4     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      4     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D-06    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      5     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      5     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D-06    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
 
   *****   Initial Actual NLP Control Vector Estimates (CV0) and 
                             Its Limits (CVL0 & CVU0) Before Compression   ***** 
 
   Element        CVL0                CV0                 CVU0 
      1        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      2        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      3        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      4        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      5        -0.20000000D+01      0.00000000D+00      0.20000000D+01 
      6        -0.20000000D+01      0.00000000D+00      0.20000000D+01 
      7        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      8        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      9        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     10        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
 
 
   *****   End Conditions Vector EC0, Previous Cycle 
                     End Conditions Vector ECPRV0, and Weighting 
                              Coefficient Vector WDT0 Before Compression   ***** 
 
 
   Element        EC0                 ECPRV0              WDT0 
 
      1        -0.95504700D+02     -0.95504700D+02      0.10000000D+01 
      2         0.75647200D+02      0.75647200D+02      0.10000000D+01 
      3         0.84882200D+02      0.84882200D+02      0.10000000D+01 
      4         0.80737600D+02      0.80737600D+02      0.10000000D+01 
      5        -0.65848100D+02     -0.65848100D+02      0.10000000D+01 
      6         0.77724100D+02      0.77724100D+02      0.10000000D+01 
      7        -0.37301000D+02     -0.37301000D+02      0.10000000D+01 
F-84 
      8         0.31399400D+02      0.31399400D+02      0.10000000D+01 
      9         0.43590700D+02      0.43590700D+02      0.10000000D+01 
     10         0.12152200D+02      0.12152200D+02      0.10000000D+01 
 
 




                Specification of CV, T-matrix, and EC Compression 
 
                                  MSAVE0/MSAVE 
 
          1             0             0             0             0 
      1      1      0      0      0      0      0      0      0      0 
 
 
                                  NSAVE0/NSAVE 
 
          0             0             1             0             0 








   *****   Initial Control Vector (CV0), T-Matrix (T0), 
                                            and Measurement Vector (EC0)   ***** 
 
 
   *****   Initial Control Vector (CV0)   ***** 
 
    CV0     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
            0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
            0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
   *****   Initial Greatest Least Bounds (CVL0) for the 
                                                    Control Vector (CV0)   ***** 
 
   CVL0    -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02 
           -0.20000000D+01   -0.20000000D+01   -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02 
           -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02 
 
   *****   Initial Least Upper Bounds (CVU0) for the 
                                                    Control Vector (CV0)   ***** 
 
   CVU0     0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02 
            0.20000000D+01    0.20000000D+01    0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02 
            0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02 
 
 
     Row          *****   Initial T-Matrix (T0)   ***** 
 
  T0  1    -0.90740400D+02   -0.13569100D+03   -0.11432000D+03   -0.68177300D+02 
           -0.50039300D+02   -0.76479500D+02   -0.14327400D+03   -0.13709000D+03 
           -0.12026900D+03   -0.35691800D+02 
 
  T0  2     0.11970700D+03    0.79448600D+02    0.47683700D+02    0.51471100D+02 
            0.63869000D+02    0.10792800D+03    0.11090400D+03    0.35351300D+02 
            0.35507200D+02    0.52919900D+02 
 
  T0  3     0.12238400D+03    0.87604200D+02    0.60609600D+02    0.64589000D+02 
            0.76583700D+02    0.11311600D+03    0.11015900D+03    0.41278200D+02 
            0.40179000D+02    0.96571600D+02 
 
  T0  4     0.78723800D+02    0.11595000D+03    0.95790400D+02    0.53425700D+02 
            0.37283300D+02    0.66388400D+02    0.13180500D+03    0.11129300D+03 
            0.68519100D+02    0.18697000D+02 
 
  T0  5    -0.69686400D+02   -0.47757000D+02   -0.56223800D+02   -0.30916700D+02 
            0.44635300D+02   -0.48842200D+02   -0.89783700D+02   -0.24031100D+03 
           -0.14879800D+03   -0.48361400D+02 
F-85 
 
  T0  6     0.66340100D+02    0.79133100D+02    0.49498400D+02    0.80521700D+02 
            0.79285000D+02    0.15567100D+03    0.25360700D+03    0.32079500D+02 
            0.67000200D+02   -0.20154700D+02 
 
  T0  7    -0.40056100D+02   -0.30015800D+02   -0.24877100D+02   -0.84533200D+01 
           -0.54793800D+01   -0.59097000D+02    0.17656700D+02   -0.49513700D+02 
           -0.82328600D+02   -0.11560300D+03 
 
  T0  8     0.20252000D+02    0.33375900D+02    0.37778200D+01    0.54595500D+02 
            0.73257900D+02    0.67743700D+02    0.49407700D+02    0.88928300D+02 
            0.11906500D+03   -0.21847200D+02 
 
  T0  9     0.29750400D+02    0.38475000D+02    0.24546000D+02    0.66753000D+02 
            0.12317900D+03    0.73072500D+02    0.19590400D+02    0.49442400D+00 
           -0.13463600D+02    0.11916600D+03 
 
  T0 10     0.24367300D+02    0.13770800D+02   -0.63430700D+01   -0.12353700D+02 
           -0.16066500D+02    0.85041400D+02    0.70406300D+02   -0.98438700D+01 
           -0.73784200D+02   -0.50092100D+02 
 
 
   *****   Initial End Conditions Vector (EC0)   ***** 
 
    EC0    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02    0.84882200D+02    0.80737600D+02 
           -0.65848100D+02    0.77724100D+02   -0.37301000D+02    0.31399400D+02 
            0.43590700D+02    0.12152200D+02 
 
   *****   Initial End Conditions Weighting Coefficient Vector 
                                     (WDT0) for the Performance Index (F)  ***** 
   WDT0     0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
            0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
            0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
 
 
   *****   Initial Control Vector (CVPRV0) and Measurement 
                            Vector (ECPRV0) from the Previous Duty Cycle   ***** 
 
 
   *****   Initial Previous Cycle Control Vector (CVPRV0)   ***** 
 
 CVPRV0     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
            0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
            0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
 
   *****   Initial Previous Cycle End Conditions Vector (ECPRV0)   ***** 
 
 ECPRV0    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02    0.84882200D+02    0.80737600D+02 
           -0.65848100D+02    0.77724100D+02   -0.37301000D+02    0.31399400D+02 
            0.43590700D+02    0.12152200D+02 
 
 
   *****   Intermediate Control Vector (CV), T-Matrix (TT), 
                and Measurement Vector (ECT) after the First Compression   ***** 
 
 
   *****   Intermediate Control Vector (CV) after the First Compression   ***** 
 
     CV     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
   *****   Intermediate Greatest Least Bounds (CVL) for the 
                                                     Control Vector (CV)   ***** 
 
    CVL    -0.20000000D+01   -0.20000000D+01 
 
   *****   Intermediate Least Upper Bounds (CVU) for the 
                                                     Control Vector (CV)   ***** 
 
    CVU     0.20000000D+01    0.20000000D+01 
 
 
     Row        *****   Intermediate T-Matrix (TT)   ***** 
 
F-86 
  TT  1    -0.50039300D+02   -0.76479500D+02 
 
  TT  2     0.63869000D+02    0.10792800D+03 
 
  TT  3     0.76583700D+02    0.11311600D+03 
 
  TT  4     0.37283300D+02    0.66388400D+02 
 
  TT  5     0.44635300D+02   -0.48842200D+02 
 
  TT  6     0.79285000D+02    0.15567100D+03 
 
  TT  7    -0.54793800D+01   -0.59097000D+02 
 
  TT  8     0.73257900D+02    0.67743700D+02 
 
  TT  9     0.12317900D+03    0.73072500D+02 
 
  TT 10    -0.16066500D+02    0.85041400D+02 
 
 
   *****   Intermediate End Conditions Vector (ECT)   ***** 
 
    ECT    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02    0.84882200D+02    0.80737600D+02 
           -0.65848100D+02    0.77724100D+02   -0.37301000D+02    0.31399400D+02 
            0.43590700D+02    0.12152200D+02 
 
   *****   Intermediate End Conditions Weighting Coefficient Vector 
                                     (WDTT) for the Performance Index (F)  ***** 
 
   WDTT     0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
            0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
            0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
 
 
   *****   Intermediate Control Vector (CVPRV) and Measurement Vector 
                           (ECPRV0) from the Previous Duty Cycle after 
                                                   the First Compression   ***** 
 
 
   *****   Intermediate Previous Cycle Control Vector (CVPRV) after 
                                                   the First Compression   ***** 
 
  CVPRV     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
 
   *****   Intermediate Previous Cycle End Conditions Vector (ECPRVTT) 
                                             after the First Compression   ***** 
 
 ECPRVT    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02    0.84882200D+02    0.80737600D+02 
           -0.65848100D+02    0.77724100D+02   -0.37301000D+02    0.31399400D+02 
            0.43590700D+02    0.12152200D+02 
 
 
   *****   Final Control Vector (CV), T-Matrix (T), and 
                    Measurement Vector (EC) after the Second Compression   ***** 
 
 
   *****   Final Control Vector (CV) after the Second Compression   ***** 
 
     CV     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
   *****   Greatest Least Bounds (CVL) Vector for the 
                                                     Control Vector (CV)   ***** 
 
    CVL    -0.20000000D+01   -0.20000000D+01 
 
   *****   Least Upper Bounds (CVU) Vector for the Control Vector (CV)   ***** 
 
    CVU     0.20000000D+01    0.20000000D+01 
 
 
     Row            *****   Final T-Matrix (T)   ***** 
 
F-87 
   T  1    -0.50039300D+02   -0.76479500D+02 
 
   T  2     0.63869000D+02    0.10792800D+03 
 
 
   *****   Final End Conditions Vector (EC) after the Second Compression   ***** 
 
     EC    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02 
 
   *****   Final End Conditions Weighting Coefficient Vector 
                                      (WDT) for the Performance Index (F)  ***** 
 
    WDT     0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
 
 
   *****   Final Control Vector (CVPRV) and Measurement Vector 
                         (ECPRV) from the Previous Duty Cycle after 
                                                  the Second Compression   ***** 
 
 
   *****   Final Previous Cycle Control Vector (CVPRV) after 
                                                  the Second Compression   ***** 
 
  CVPRV     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
 
   *****   Final Previous Cycle End Conditions Vector (ECPRV) 
                                            after the Second Compression   ***** 
 
  ECPRV    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02 
 
 
  *******************   T-Matrix Compression is Completed   ******************** 
 
 
   *****   Initial End Conditions Vector EC   ***** 
 
 
     -0.95504700D+02      0.75647200D+02 
 
 
   *****   Initial Performance Index  =   0.14843647D+05   ***** 
 
   *****   Initial Control Amplitude (A) and Phase Angle (PHASE) Vectors   ***** 
 
   Element    AL               A                 AU                PHASE 
 
      1     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.20000000D+01    0.00000000D+00 
 
 
 *****   Initial Constraint Function Values for Case Number  220   ***** 
 
                                      LSAVE 
 
      1      0 
 
   *****   Inequality Constraints   ***** 
 
   Element        Constraint          Amplitude           Max Amp 
 
      1         0.20000000D+01      0.00000000D+00      0.20000000D+01 
 
 





    -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
     START OF THE SEQUENTIAL QUADRATIC PROGRAMMING ALGORITHM 
    -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
     Parameters: 
        N      =       2 
F-88 
        M      =       1 
        ME     =       0 
        MODE   =       0 
        ACC    =   0.1000D-06 
        ACCQP  =   0.1000D-11 
        STPMIN =   0.0000D+00 
        RHOB   =   0.1000D+03 
        MAXFUN =      30 
        MAXNM  =      10 
        MAXIT  =     300 
        IPRINT =       2 
 
     Output in the following order: 
        IT    - iteration number 
        F     - objective function value 
        SCV   - sum of constraint violations 
        NA    - number of active constraints 
        I     - number of line search iterations 
        ALPHA - steplength parameter 
        DELTA - additional variable to prevent inconsistency 
        KKT   - Karush-Kuhn-Tucker optimality criterion 
 
 
      IT         F          SCV      NA  I    ALPHA     DELTA     KKT 
    -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       1  0.14843647D+05  0.00D+00    1  0  0.00D+00  0.00D+00  0.20D+06 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
       2  0.10267626D+04  0.00D+00    0  2  0.28D+00  0.00D+00  0.72D+03 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
       3  0.69620265D+03  0.29D-01    1  1  0.10D+01  0.00D+00  0.11D+02 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
       4  0.70165622D+03  0.45D-04    1  1  0.10D+01  0.00D+00  0.11D-01 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
       5  0.70166214D+03  0.34D-07    1  1  0.10D+01  0.00D+00  0.27D-04 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
       6  0.70166214D+03  0.16D-09    1  1  0.10D+01  0.00D+00  0.62D-07 
 
 
      --- Final Convergence Analysis at Last Iterate --- 
 
        Objective function value:      F(X)  =  0.70166214D+03 
        Solution values:               X     = 
          -0.19735472D+01  0.32420869D+00 
        Distances from lower bounds:   X-XL  = 
           0.26452756D-01  0.23242087D+01 
        Distances from upper bounds:   XU-X  = 
           0.39735472D+01  0.16757913D+01 
        Multipliers for lower bounds:  U     = 
           0.00000000D+00  0.00000000D+00 
        Multipliers for upper bounds:  U     = 
           0.00000000D+00  0.00000000D+00 
        Constraint values:             G(X)  = 
          -0.16168400D-09 
        Multipliers for constraints:   U     = 
           0.19026638D+03 
        Number of function calls:      NFUNC =       7 
        Number of gradient calls:      NGRAD =       6 




                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
 
            *****   Number of Function Evaluations  =     19   ***** 
 
 
   *****   Solution Control Vector for Case Number  220   ***** 
 
F-89 
   Element    CVL               CV                CVU               CV - CV0 
 
      1    -0.20000000D+01   -0.19735472D+01    0.20000000D+01   -0.19735472D+01 
      2    -0.20000000D+01    0.32420869D+00    0.20000000D+01    0.32420869D+00 
 
 
   
 
   *****   Predicted Measurement Vector EC   ***** 
 
     -0.21545104D+02     -0.15410083D+02 
 
 
   *****   NLP Solution Performance Index  =   0.70166214D+03   ***** 
 
 
   
 
   *****   Predicted Measurement Vector EC   ***** 
 
     -0.21545096D+02     -0.15410093D+02 
 
 
   *****   NLP Solution Performance Index  =   0.70166214D+03   ***** 
 
 
   
 
   *****   Predicted Control Amplitude Vector (A) 
                    Its Limits (AL & AU), and Its Phase Angle 
                                       Vector (PHASE) Before Compression   ***** 
 
   Element    AL               A                 AU                PHASE 
 
      1     0.00000000D+00    0.20000000D+01    0.20000000D+01   -0.80670939D+02 
 
 
 *****   Solution Constraint Function Values for Case Number  220   ***** 
 
                                      LSAVE 
 
      1      0 
 
   *****   Inequality Constraints   ***** 
 
   Element        Constraint          Amplitude           Max Amp 
 
      1        -0.16168400D-09      0.20000000D+01      0.20000000D+01 
 
 








           ***************   Start Case Number  120   *************** 
 
 




 A00= 5*0.0000000000000000       ,  1.0000000000000000     , 
 ACC= 9.99999999999999955E-008, 
 ACCQP= 9.99999999999999980E-013, 
 AL0= 5*0.0000000000000000       ,-9.99999999999999955E-008, 
 ALPHA=  1.0000000000000000     , 
 APRV0= 5*0.0000000000000000       , 4.94065645841246544E-324, 
 AU0= 2*10.000000000000000       ,  1.0000000000000000     , 2*10.000000000000000       
,  3.0000000000000000     , 
 CRAN1=  2.0000000000000000     , 
 CRAN2=  3.0000000000000000     , 
 CRAN3=  1.0000000000000000     , 
 CRAN4=  1.0000000000000000     , 
 CV00= 10*0.0000000000000000       , 1.48219693752373963E-323, 6.95323359360983736E-
310, 7.61607133720739960E-319, 6.95323359333671787E-310, 
  
 CVOUT=          0, 
 CVPRV0= 10*0.0000000000000000       , 6.95323359332327929E-310, 6.95321237057378016E-
310, 6.95325616664988679E-310,  0.0000000000000000     , 
  
 ECPRV0= -95.504700000000000     ,  75.647199999999998     ,  84.882199999999997     ,  
80.737600000000000     , -65.848100000000002     , 
   77.724100000000007     , -37.301000000000002     ,  31.399400000000000     ,  
43.590699999999998     ,  12.152200000000001     , 
 EPS= 9.99999999999999955E-008, 
 ICASE=        120, 
 ICYCL0=       2000, 
 IDATA=          3, 
 IN=          5, 
 IOPT=          1, 
 IOUT=          6, 
 IPRINT=          2, 
 ISEED1=       2395,       4013,       3813,       1837, 
 ISEED2=       1843,       4011,       3364,       2835, 
 ISEED3=       3962,       1111,       3215,       2637, 
 ISEED4=       2397,       1504,       4031,       3173, 
 ITOUT=          3, 
 L=          1, 
 LQL=T, 
 LSAVE=          1, 5*0          , 
 MAXASUM=  3.0000000000000000     , 
 MAXFUN=         30, 
 MAXIT=        300, 
 MAXNM=         10, 
 MI=          1, 
 MINASUM=  0.0000000000000000     , 
 MODE=          0, 
 MSAVE0=          1, 4*0          , 5*1          , 
 MULT=          1, 
 NSAVE0= 2*0          ,          1, 2*0          , 5*1          , 
 NX0=         10, 
 NZ0=         10, 
 OPTEND=          3, 
 PHASE0= 5*0.0000000000000000       ,  90.000000000000000     , 
 PHSPRV0= 6*0.0000000000000000       , 
 RHOB=  100.00000000000000     , 
 STPMIN=  0.0000000000000000     , 
 T0= -90.740399999999994     ,  119.70699999999999     ,  122.38400000000000     ,  
78.723799999999997     , -69.686400000000006     , 
   66.340100000000007     , -40.056100000000001     ,  20.251999999999999     ,  
29.750399999999999     ,  24.367300000000000     , -135.69100000000000     , 
   79.448599999999999     ,  87.604200000000006     ,  115.95000000000000     , -
47.756999999999998     ,  79.133099999999999     , -30.015799999999999     , 
   33.375900000000001     ,  38.475000000000001     ,  13.770799999999999     , -
114.31999999999999     ,  47.683700000000002     ,  60.609600000000000     , 
   95.790400000000005     , -56.223799999999997     ,  49.498399999999997     , -
24.877099999999999     ,  3.7778200000000002     ,  24.545999999999999     , 
F-91 
  -6.3430700000000000     , -68.177300000000002     ,  51.471100000000000     ,  
64.588999999999999     ,  53.425699999999999     , -30.916699999999999     , 
   80.521699999999996     , -8.4533199999999997     ,  54.595500000000001     ,  
66.753000000000000     , -12.353700000000000     , -50.039299999999997     , 
   63.869000000000000     ,  76.583699999999993     ,  37.283299999999997     ,  
44.635300000000001     ,  79.284999999999997     , -5.4793799999999999     , 
   73.257900000000006     ,  123.17900000000000     , -16.066500000000001     , -
76.479500000000002     ,  107.92800000000000     ,  113.11600000000000     , 
   66.388400000000004     , -48.842199999999998     ,  155.67099999999999     , -
59.097000000000001     ,  67.743700000000004     ,  73.072500000000005     , 
   85.041399999999996     , -143.27400000000000     ,  110.90400000000000     ,  
110.15900000000001     ,  131.80500000000001     , -89.783699999999996     , 
   253.60700000000000     ,  17.656700000000001     ,  49.407699999999998     ,  
19.590399999999999     ,  70.406300000000002     , -137.09000000000000     , 
   35.351300000000002     ,  41.278199999999998     ,  111.29300000000001     , -
240.31100000000001     ,  32.079500000000003     , -49.513700000000000     , 
   88.928299999999993     , 0.49442399999999997     , -9.8438700000000008     , -
120.26900000000001     ,  35.507199999999997     ,  40.179000000000002     , 
   68.519099999999995     , -148.79800000000000     ,  67.000200000000007     , -
82.328599999999994     ,  119.06500000000000     , -13.463600000000000     , 
  -73.784199999999998     , -35.691800000000001     ,  52.919899999999998     ,  
96.571600000000004     ,  18.696999999999999     , -48.361400000000003     , 
  -20.154699999999998     , -115.60299999999999     , -21.847200000000001     ,  
119.16600000000000     , -50.092100000000002     , 
 WDT0= 10*1.0000000000000000       , 
 WDX= 10*0.0000000000000000       , 
 WX= 10*0.0000000000000000       , 








      ***************   OUTPUT DATA for Case Number  120   *************** 
 
 
   *****   The Initial T-Matrix (T0) and Either the Initial 
                     Previous Actual NLP Control Vector (CVPRV0) or 
                           the Initial Previous Control Amplitude (APRV0) 
                                 and Phase Angle (PHSPRV0) Vectors Before 
                                          Compression are Directly Input   ***** 
 
   *****   Input the Initial Previous Actual NLP Control 
                    Vector (CVPRV0) Directly Via NAMELIST Input CDATA 
                          and then Compute the Previous Control Amplitude (APRV0) 








   *****   Initial Previous Control Amplitude (APRV0) and Phase 
                              Angle (PHSPRV0) Vectors before Compression   ***** 
   Element    AL0               APRV0             AU0               PHSPRV0 
 
      1     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      2     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      3     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+01    0.00000000D+00 
      4     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      5     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
 
   *****   Previous Actual NLP Control Vector CVPRV0 Before Compression   ***** 
 
   Element        CVL0                CVPRV0              CVU0 
 
      1        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      2        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      3        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      4        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      5        -0.10000000D+01      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+01 
F-92 
      6        -0.10000000D+01      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+01 
      7        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      8        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      9        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     10        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
 
   *****   Either the BEFORE Compression Initial Actual NLP Control 
               Vector Estimates (CV00), OR the BEFORE Compression 
                  Initial Control Vector Amplitudes (A00) and Phase 
                     Angles (PHASE0) Estimates are Directly Input 
                        via NAMELIST Data CDATA                            ***** 
 
   *****   Input the Initial Actual NLP Control Vector Estimate 
                 (CV00) Directly Via NAMELIST Input CDATA, and 
                         then Compute the Control Vector Amplitudes 




                   **********   Case Number  120   ********** 
 
 
   *****   Adjust the Initial Control Amplitude Estimates Vector 
            (A00) to define the Initial Control Amplitude Estimates 
             Vector (A0) to Within Limits If Required Before Compression   ***** 
 
 
   *****   Initial Control Amplitude Vector Estimates (A0), Its 
                        Limits (AL0 & AU0), and Its Phase Angle Vector 
                                   Estimates (PHASE0) Before Compression   ***** 
 
   Element    AL0               A0                AU0               PHASE0 
 
      1     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      1     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D-06    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      2     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      2     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D-06    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      3     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+01    0.00000000D+00 
      3     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D-06    0.10000000D+01    0.00000000D+00 
      4     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      4     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D-06    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      5     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      5     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D-06    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
 
   *****   Initial Actual NLP Control Vector Estimates (CV0) and 
                             Its Limits (CVL0 & CVU0) Before Compression   ***** 
 
   Element        CVL0                CV0                 CVU0 
      1        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      2        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      3        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      4        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      5        -0.10000000D+01      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+01 
      6        -0.10000000D+01      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+01 
      7        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      8        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      9        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     10        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
 
 
   *****   End Conditions Vector EC0, Previous Cycle 
                     End Conditions Vector ECPRV0, and Weighting 
                              Coefficient Vector WDT0 Before Compression   ***** 
 
 
   Element        EC0                 ECPRV0              WDT0 
 
      1        -0.95504700D+02     -0.95504700D+02      0.10000000D+01 
      2         0.75647200D+02      0.75647200D+02      0.10000000D+01 
      3         0.84882200D+02      0.84882200D+02      0.10000000D+01 
      4         0.80737600D+02      0.80737600D+02      0.10000000D+01 
      5        -0.65848100D+02     -0.65848100D+02      0.10000000D+01 
      6         0.77724100D+02      0.77724100D+02      0.10000000D+01 
      7        -0.37301000D+02     -0.37301000D+02      0.10000000D+01 
F-93 
      8         0.31399400D+02      0.31399400D+02      0.10000000D+01 
      9         0.43590700D+02      0.43590700D+02      0.10000000D+01 
     10         0.12152200D+02      0.12152200D+02      0.10000000D+01 
 
 




                Specification of CV, T-matrix, and EC Compression 
 
                                  MSAVE0/MSAVE 
 
          1             0             0             0             0 
      1      1      0      0      0      0      0      0      0      0 
 
 
                                  NSAVE0/NSAVE 
 
          0             0             1             0             0 








   *****   Initial Control Vector (CV0), T-Matrix (T0), 
                                            and Measurement Vector (EC0)   ***** 
 
 
   *****   Initial Control Vector (CV0)   ***** 
 
    CV0     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
            0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
            0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
   *****   Initial Greatest Least Bounds (CVL0) for the 
                                                    Control Vector (CV0)   ***** 
 
   CVL0    -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02 
           -0.10000000D+01   -0.10000000D+01   -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02 
           -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02 
 
   *****   Initial Least Upper Bounds (CVU0) for the 
                                                    Control Vector (CV0)   ***** 
 
   CVU0     0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02 
            0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02 
            0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02 
 
 
     Row          *****   Initial T-Matrix (T0)   ***** 
 
  T0  1    -0.90740400D+02   -0.13569100D+03   -0.11432000D+03   -0.68177300D+02 
           -0.50039300D+02   -0.76479500D+02   -0.14327400D+03   -0.13709000D+03 
           -0.12026900D+03   -0.35691800D+02 
 
  T0  2     0.11970700D+03    0.79448600D+02    0.47683700D+02    0.51471100D+02 
            0.63869000D+02    0.10792800D+03    0.11090400D+03    0.35351300D+02 
            0.35507200D+02    0.52919900D+02 
 
  T0  3     0.12238400D+03    0.87604200D+02    0.60609600D+02    0.64589000D+02 
            0.76583700D+02    0.11311600D+03    0.11015900D+03    0.41278200D+02 
            0.40179000D+02    0.96571600D+02 
 
  T0  4     0.78723800D+02    0.11595000D+03    0.95790400D+02    0.53425700D+02 
            0.37283300D+02    0.66388400D+02    0.13180500D+03    0.11129300D+03 
            0.68519100D+02    0.18697000D+02 
 
  T0  5    -0.69686400D+02   -0.47757000D+02   -0.56223800D+02   -0.30916700D+02 
            0.44635300D+02   -0.48842200D+02   -0.89783700D+02   -0.24031100D+03 
           -0.14879800D+03   -0.48361400D+02 
F-94 
 
  T0  6     0.66340100D+02    0.79133100D+02    0.49498400D+02    0.80521700D+02 
            0.79285000D+02    0.15567100D+03    0.25360700D+03    0.32079500D+02 
            0.67000200D+02   -0.20154700D+02 
 
  T0  7    -0.40056100D+02   -0.30015800D+02   -0.24877100D+02   -0.84533200D+01 
           -0.54793800D+01   -0.59097000D+02    0.17656700D+02   -0.49513700D+02 
           -0.82328600D+02   -0.11560300D+03 
 
  T0  8     0.20252000D+02    0.33375900D+02    0.37778200D+01    0.54595500D+02 
            0.73257900D+02    0.67743700D+02    0.49407700D+02    0.88928300D+02 
            0.11906500D+03   -0.21847200D+02 
 
  T0  9     0.29750400D+02    0.38475000D+02    0.24546000D+02    0.66753000D+02 
            0.12317900D+03    0.73072500D+02    0.19590400D+02    0.49442400D+00 
           -0.13463600D+02    0.11916600D+03 
 
  T0 10     0.24367300D+02    0.13770800D+02   -0.63430700D+01   -0.12353700D+02 
           -0.16066500D+02    0.85041400D+02    0.70406300D+02   -0.98438700D+01 
           -0.73784200D+02   -0.50092100D+02 
 
 
   *****   Initial End Conditions Vector (EC0)   ***** 
 
    EC0    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02    0.84882200D+02    0.80737600D+02 
           -0.65848100D+02    0.77724100D+02   -0.37301000D+02    0.31399400D+02 
            0.43590700D+02    0.12152200D+02 
 
   *****   Initial End Conditions Weighting Coefficient Vector 
                                     (WDT0) for the Performance Index (F)  ***** 
   WDT0     0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
            0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
            0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
 
 
   *****   Initial Control Vector (CVPRV0) and Measurement 
                            Vector (ECPRV0) from the Previous Duty Cycle   ***** 
 
 
   *****   Initial Previous Cycle Control Vector (CVPRV0)   ***** 
 
 CVPRV0     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
            0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
            0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
 
   *****   Initial Previous Cycle End Conditions Vector (ECPRV0)   ***** 
 
 ECPRV0    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02    0.84882200D+02    0.80737600D+02 
           -0.65848100D+02    0.77724100D+02   -0.37301000D+02    0.31399400D+02 
            0.43590700D+02    0.12152200D+02 
 
 
   *****   Intermediate Control Vector (CV), T-Matrix (TT), 
                and Measurement Vector (ECT) after the First Compression   ***** 
 
 
   *****   Intermediate Control Vector (CV) after the First Compression   ***** 
 
     CV     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
   *****   Intermediate Greatest Least Bounds (CVL) for the 
                                                     Control Vector (CV)   ***** 
 
    CVL    -0.10000000D+01   -0.10000000D+01 
 
   *****   Intermediate Least Upper Bounds (CVU) for the 
                                                     Control Vector (CV)   ***** 
 
    CVU     0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
 
 
     Row        *****   Intermediate T-Matrix (TT)   ***** 
 
F-95 
  TT  1    -0.50039300D+02   -0.76479500D+02 
 
  TT  2     0.63869000D+02    0.10792800D+03 
 
  TT  3     0.76583700D+02    0.11311600D+03 
 
  TT  4     0.37283300D+02    0.66388400D+02 
 
  TT  5     0.44635300D+02   -0.48842200D+02 
 
  TT  6     0.79285000D+02    0.15567100D+03 
 
  TT  7    -0.54793800D+01   -0.59097000D+02 
 
  TT  8     0.73257900D+02    0.67743700D+02 
 
  TT  9     0.12317900D+03    0.73072500D+02 
 
  TT 10    -0.16066500D+02    0.85041400D+02 
 
 
   *****   Intermediate End Conditions Vector (ECT)   ***** 
 
    ECT    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02    0.84882200D+02    0.80737600D+02 
           -0.65848100D+02    0.77724100D+02   -0.37301000D+02    0.31399400D+02 
            0.43590700D+02    0.12152200D+02 
 
   *****   Intermediate End Conditions Weighting Coefficient Vector 
                                     (WDTT) for the Performance Index (F)  ***** 
 
   WDTT     0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
            0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
            0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
 
 
   *****   Intermediate Control Vector (CVPRV) and Measurement Vector 
                           (ECPRV0) from the Previous Duty Cycle after 
                                                   the First Compression   ***** 
 
 
   *****   Intermediate Previous Cycle Control Vector (CVPRV) after 
                                                   the First Compression   ***** 
 
  CVPRV     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
 
   *****   Intermediate Previous Cycle End Conditions Vector (ECPRVTT) 
                                             after the First Compression   ***** 
 
 ECPRVT    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02    0.84882200D+02    0.80737600D+02 
           -0.65848100D+02    0.77724100D+02   -0.37301000D+02    0.31399400D+02 
            0.43590700D+02    0.12152200D+02 
 
 
   *****   Final Control Vector (CV), T-Matrix (T), and 
                    Measurement Vector (EC) after the Second Compression   ***** 
 
 
   *****   Final Control Vector (CV) after the Second Compression   ***** 
 
     CV     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
   *****   Greatest Least Bounds (CVL) Vector for the 
                                                     Control Vector (CV)   ***** 
 
    CVL    -0.10000000D+01   -0.10000000D+01 
 
   *****   Least Upper Bounds (CVU) Vector for the Control Vector (CV)   ***** 
 
    CVU     0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
 
 
     Row            *****   Final T-Matrix (T)   ***** 
 
F-96 
   T  1    -0.50039300D+02   -0.76479500D+02 
 
   T  2     0.63869000D+02    0.10792800D+03 
 
 
   *****   Final End Conditions Vector (EC) after the Second Compression   ***** 
 
     EC    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02 
 
   *****   Final End Conditions Weighting Coefficient Vector 
                                      (WDT) for the Performance Index (F)  ***** 
 
    WDT     0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
 
 
   *****   Final Control Vector (CVPRV) and Measurement Vector 
                         (ECPRV) from the Previous Duty Cycle after 
                                                  the Second Compression   ***** 
 
 
   *****   Final Previous Cycle Control Vector (CVPRV) after 
                                                  the Second Compression   ***** 
 
  CVPRV     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
 
   *****   Final Previous Cycle End Conditions Vector (ECPRV) 
                                            after the Second Compression   ***** 
 
  ECPRV    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02 
 
 
  *******************   T-Matrix Compression is Completed   ******************** 
 
 
   *****   Initial End Conditions Vector EC   ***** 
 
 
     -0.95504700D+02      0.75647200D+02 
 
 
   *****   Initial Performance Index  =   0.14843647D+05   ***** 
 
   *****   Initial Control Amplitude (A) and Phase Angle (PHASE) Vectors   ***** 
 
   Element    AL               A                 AU                PHASE 
 
      1     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+01    0.00000000D+00 
 
 
 *****   Initial Constraint Function Values for Case Number  120   ***** 
 
                                      LSAVE 
 
      1      0 
 
   *****   Inequality Constraints   ***** 
 
   Element        Constraint          Amplitude           Max Amp 
 
      1         0.10000000D+01      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+01 
 
 





    -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
     START OF THE SEQUENTIAL QUADRATIC PROGRAMMING ALGORITHM 
    -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
     Parameters: 
        N      =       2 
F-97 
        M      =       1 
        ME     =       0 
        MODE   =       0 
        ACC    =   0.1000D-06 
        ACCQP  =   0.1000D-11 
        STPMIN =   0.0000D+00 
        RHOB   =   0.1000D+03 
        MAXFUN =      30 
        MAXNM  =      10 
        MAXIT  =     300 
        IPRINT =       2 
 
     Output in the following order: 
        IT    - iteration number 
        F     - objective function value 
        SCV   - sum of constraint violations 
        NA    - number of active constraints 
        I     - number of line search iterations 
        ALPHA - steplength parameter 
        DELTA - additional variable to prevent inconsistency 
        KKT   - Karush-Kuhn-Tucker optimality criterion 
 
 
      IT         F          SCV      NA  I    ALPHA     DELTA     KKT 
    -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       1  0.14843647D+05  0.00D+00    1  0  0.00D+00  0.00D+00  0.10D+06 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
       2  0.10206658D+05  0.41D+00    1  1  0.10D+01  0.00D+00  0.19D+05 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
       3  0.91725014D+03  0.36D-01    1  1  0.10D+01  0.00D+00  0.21D+02 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
       4  0.92781234D+03  0.64D-03    1  1  0.10D+01  0.00D+00  0.36D+00 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
       5  0.92782975D+03  0.58D-03    1  2  0.10D+00  0.00D+00  0.35D+00 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
       6  0.92800655D+03  0.93D-07    1  1  0.10D+01  0.00D+00  0.57D-04 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
       7  0.92800658D+03  0.25D-11    1  1  0.10D+01  0.00D+00  0.15D-08 
 
 
      --- Final Convergence Analysis at Last Iterate --- 
 
        Objective function value:      F(X)  =  0.92800658D+03 
        Solution values:               X     = 
          -0.95510100D+00 -0.29628040D+00 
        Distances from lower bounds:   X-XL  = 
           0.44898997D-01  0.70371960D+00 
        Distances from upper bounds:   XU-X  = 
           0.19551010D+01  0.12962804D+01 
        Multipliers for lower bounds:  U     = 
           0.00000000D+00  0.00000000D+00 
        Multipliers for upper bounds:  U     = 
           0.00000000D+00  0.00000000D+00 
        Constraint values:             G(X)  = 
          -0.24769076D-11 
        Multipliers for constraints:   U     = 
           0.30719220D+03 
        Number of function calls:      NFUNC =       8 
        Number of gradient calls:      NGRAD =       7 
        Number of calls of QP solver:  NQL   =       7 
 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
 
 




   *****   Solution Control Vector for Case Number  120   ***** 
 
   Element    CVL               CV                CVU               CV - CV0 
 
      1    -0.10000000D+01   -0.95510100D+00    0.10000000D+01   -0.95510100D+00 
      2    -0.10000000D+01   -0.29628040D+00    0.10000000D+01   -0.29628040D+00 
 
 
   
 
   *****   Predicted Measurement Vector EC   ***** 
 
     -0.25052745D+02     -0.17331086D+02 
 
 
   *****   NLP Solution Performance Index  =   0.92800658D+03   ***** 
 
 
   
 
   *****   Predicted Measurement Vector EC   ***** 
 
     -0.25052738D+02     -0.17331097D+02 
 
 
   *****   NLP Solution Performance Index  =   0.92800658D+03   ***** 
 
 
   
 
   *****   Predicted Control Amplitude Vector (A) 
                    Its Limits (AL & AU), and Its Phase Angle 
                                       Vector (PHASE) Before Compression   ***** 
 
   Element    AL               A                 AU                PHASE 
 
      1     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01   -0.10723433D+03 
 
 
 *****   Solution Constraint Function Values for Case Number  120   ***** 
 
                                      LSAVE 
 
      1      0 
 
   *****   Inequality Constraints   ***** 
 
   Element        Constraint          Amplitude           Max Amp 
 
      1        -0.24769076D-11      0.10000000D+01      0.10000000D+01 
 
 






           ***************   Start Case Number  320   *************** 
 
 




 A00= 5*0.0000000000000000       ,  1.0000000000000000     , 
 ACC= 9.99999999999999955E-008, 
 ACCQP= 9.99999999999999980E-013, 
 AL0= 5*0.0000000000000000       ,-9.99999999999999955E-008, 
 ALPHA=  1.0000000000000000     , 
 APRV0= 5*0.0000000000000000       , 4.94065645841246544E-324, 
 AU0= 2*10.000000000000000       , 0.29999999999999999     , 2*10.000000000000000       
,  3.0000000000000000     , 
 CRAN1=  2.0000000000000000     , 
 CRAN2=  3.0000000000000000     , 
 CRAN3=  1.0000000000000000     , 
 CRAN4=  1.0000000000000000     , 
 CV00= 10*0.0000000000000000       , 1.48219693752373963E-323, 6.95323359360983736E-
310, 7.61607133720739960E-319, 6.95323359333671787E-310, 
  
 CVOUT=          0, 
 CVPRV0= 10*0.0000000000000000       , 6.95323359332327929E-310, 6.95321237057378016E-
310, 6.95325616664988679E-310,  0.0000000000000000     , 
  
 ECPRV0= -95.504700000000000     ,  75.647199999999998     ,  84.882199999999997     ,  
80.737600000000000     , -65.848100000000002     , 
   77.724100000000007     , -37.301000000000002     ,  31.399400000000000     ,  
43.590699999999998     ,  12.152200000000001     , 
 EPS= 9.99999999999999955E-008, 
 ICASE=        320, 
 ICYCL0=       2000, 
 IDATA=          3, 
 IN=          5, 
 IOPT=          1, 
 IOUT=          6, 
 IPRINT=          2, 
 ISEED1=       2395,       4013,       3813,       1837, 
 ISEED2=       1843,       4011,       3364,       2835, 
 ISEED3=       3962,       1111,       3215,       2637, 
 ISEED4=       2397,       1504,       4031,       3173, 
 ITOUT=          3, 
 L=          1, 
 LQL=T, 
 LSAVE=          1, 5*0          , 
 MAXASUM=  3.0000000000000000     , 
 MAXFUN=         30, 
 MAXIT=        300, 
 MAXNM=         10, 
 MI=          1, 
 MINASUM=  0.0000000000000000     , 
 MODE=          0, 
 MSAVE0=          1, 4*0          , 5*1          , 
 MULT=          0, 
 NSAVE0= 2*0          ,          1, 2*0          , 5*1          , 
 NX0=         10, 
 NZ0=         10, 
 OPTEND=          3, 
 PHASE0= 5*0.0000000000000000       ,  90.000000000000000     , 
 PHSPRV0= 6*0.0000000000000000       , 
 RHOB=  100.00000000000000     , 
 STPMIN=  0.0000000000000000     , 
 T0= -90.740399999999994     ,  119.70699999999999     ,  122.38400000000000     ,  
78.723799999999997     , -69.686400000000006     , 
   66.340100000000007     , -40.056100000000001     ,  20.251999999999999     ,  
29.750399999999999     ,  24.367300000000000     , -135.69100000000000     , 
   79.448599999999999     ,  87.604200000000006     ,  115.95000000000000     , -
47.756999999999998     ,  79.133099999999999     , -30.015799999999999     , 
   33.375900000000001     ,  38.475000000000001     ,  13.770799999999999     , -
114.31999999999999     ,  47.683700000000002     ,  60.609600000000000     , 
   95.790400000000005     , -56.223799999999997     ,  49.498399999999997     , -
24.877099999999999     ,  3.7778200000000002     ,  24.545999999999999     , 
F-100 
  -6.3430700000000000     , -68.177300000000002     ,  51.471100000000000     ,  
64.588999999999999     ,  53.425699999999999     , -30.916699999999999     , 
   80.521699999999996     , -8.4533199999999997     ,  54.595500000000001     ,  
66.753000000000000     , -12.353700000000000     , -50.039299999999997     , 
   63.869000000000000     ,  76.583699999999993     ,  37.283299999999997     ,  
44.635300000000001     ,  79.284999999999997     , -5.4793799999999999     , 
   73.257900000000006     ,  123.17900000000000     , -16.066500000000001     , -
76.479500000000002     ,  107.92800000000000     ,  113.11600000000000     , 
   66.388400000000004     , -48.842199999999998     ,  155.67099999999999     , -
59.097000000000001     ,  67.743700000000004     ,  73.072500000000005     , 
   85.041399999999996     , -143.27400000000000     ,  110.90400000000000     ,  
110.15900000000001     ,  131.80500000000001     , -89.783699999999996     , 
   253.60700000000000     ,  17.656700000000001     ,  49.407699999999998     ,  
19.590399999999999     ,  70.406300000000002     , -137.09000000000000     , 
   35.351300000000002     ,  41.278199999999998     ,  111.29300000000001     , -
240.31100000000001     ,  32.079500000000003     , -49.513700000000000     , 
   88.928299999999993     , 0.49442399999999997     , -9.8438700000000008     , -
120.26900000000001     ,  35.507199999999997     ,  40.179000000000002     , 
   68.519099999999995     , -148.79800000000000     ,  67.000200000000007     , -
82.328599999999994     ,  119.06500000000000     , -13.463600000000000     , 
  -73.784199999999998     , -35.691800000000001     ,  52.919899999999998     ,  
96.571600000000004     ,  18.696999999999999     , -48.361400000000003     , 
  -20.154699999999998     , -115.60299999999999     , -21.847200000000001     ,  
119.16600000000000     , -50.092100000000002     , 
 WDT0= 10*1.0000000000000000       , 
 WDX= 10*0.0000000000000000       , 
 WX= 10*0.0000000000000000       , 







      ***************   OUTPUT DATA for Case Number  320   *************** 
 
 
   *****   The Initial T-Matrix (T0) and Either the Initial 
                     Previous Actual NLP Control Vector (CVPRV0) or 
                           the Initial Previous Control Amplitude (APRV0) 
                                 and Phase Angle (PHSPRV0) Vectors Before 
                                          Compression are Directly Input   ***** 
 
   *****   Input the Initial Previous Actual NLP Control 
                    Vector (CVPRV0) Directly Via NAMELIST Input CDATA 
                          and then Compute the Previous Control Amplitude (APRV0) 
                               and Control Phase Angle (PHSPRV0) Vectors   ***** 
 
 
                   **********   Case Number  320   ********** 
 
 
   *****   Initial Previous Control Amplitude (APRV0) and Phase 
                              Angle (PHSPRV0) Vectors before Compression   ***** 
   Element    AL0               APRV0             AU0               PHSPRV0 
 
      1     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      2     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      3     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.30000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
      4     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      5     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
 
   *****   Previous Actual NLP Control Vector CVPRV0 Before Compression   ***** 
 
   Element        CVL0                CVPRV0              CVU0 
 
      1        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      2        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      3        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      4        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      5        -0.30000000D+00      0.00000000D+00      0.30000000D+00 
      6        -0.30000000D+00      0.00000000D+00      0.30000000D+00 
      7        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      8        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
F-101 
      9        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     10        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
 
   *****   Either the BEFORE Compression Initial Actual NLP Control 
               Vector Estimates (CV00), OR the BEFORE Compression 
                  Initial Control Vector Amplitudes (A00) and Phase 
                     Angles (PHASE0) Estimates are Directly Input 
                        via NAMELIST Data CDATA                            ***** 
 
   *****   Input the Initial Actual NLP Control Vector Estimate 
                 (CV00) Directly Via NAMELIST Input CDATA, and 
                         then Compute the Control Vector Amplitudes 
                               (A00) and Phase Angles (PHASE0) Estimates   ***** 
 
 
                   **********   Case Number  320   ********** 
 
 
   *****   Adjust the Initial Control Amplitude Estimates Vector 
            (A00) to define the Initial Control Amplitude Estimates 
             Vector (A0) to Within Limits If Required Before Compression   ***** 
 
 
   *****   Initial Control Amplitude Vector Estimates (A0), Its 
                        Limits (AL0 & AU0), and Its Phase Angle Vector 
                                   Estimates (PHASE0) Before Compression   ***** 
 
   Element    AL0               A0                AU0               PHASE0 
 
      1     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      1     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D-06    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      2     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      2     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D-06    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      3     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.30000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
      3     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D-06    0.30000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
      4     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      4     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D-06    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      5     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      5     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D-06    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
 
   *****   Initial Actual NLP Control Vector Estimates (CV0) and 
                             Its Limits (CVL0 & CVU0) Before Compression   ***** 
 
   Element        CVL0                CV0                 CVU0 
      1        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      2        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      3        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      4        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      5        -0.30000000D+00      0.00000000D+00      0.30000000D+00 
      6        -0.30000000D+00      0.00000000D+00      0.30000000D+00 
      7        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      8        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      9        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     10        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
 
 
   *****   End Conditions Vector EC0, Previous Cycle 
                     End Conditions Vector ECPRV0, and Weighting 
                              Coefficient Vector WDT0 Before Compression   ***** 
 
 
   Element        EC0                 ECPRV0              WDT0 
 
      1        -0.95504700D+02     -0.95504700D+02      0.10000000D+01 
      2         0.75647200D+02      0.75647200D+02      0.10000000D+01 
      3         0.84882200D+02      0.84882200D+02      0.10000000D+01 
      4         0.80737600D+02      0.80737600D+02      0.10000000D+01 
      5        -0.65848100D+02     -0.65848100D+02      0.10000000D+01 
      6         0.77724100D+02      0.77724100D+02      0.10000000D+01 
      7        -0.37301000D+02     -0.37301000D+02      0.10000000D+01 
      8         0.31399400D+02      0.31399400D+02      0.10000000D+01 
      9         0.43590700D+02      0.43590700D+02      0.10000000D+01 




                   **********   Case Number  320   ********** 
 
 
                Specification of CV, T-matrix, and EC Compression 
 
                                  MSAVE0/MSAVE 
 
          1             0             0             0             0 
      1      1      0      0      0      0      0      0      0      0 
 
 
                                  NSAVE0/NSAVE 
 
          0             0             1             0             0 








   *****   Initial Control Vector (CV0), T-Matrix (T0), 
                                            and Measurement Vector (EC0)   ***** 
 
 
   *****   Initial Control Vector (CV0)   ***** 
 
    CV0     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
            0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
            0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
   *****   Initial Greatest Least Bounds (CVL0) for the 
                                                    Control Vector (CV0)   ***** 
 
   CVL0    -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02 
           -0.30000000D+00   -0.30000000D+00   -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02 
           -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02 
   *****   Initial Least Upper Bounds (CVU0) for the 
                                                    Control Vector (CV0)   ***** 
 
   CVU0     0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02 
            0.30000000D+00    0.30000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02 
            0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02 
 
 
     Row          *****   Initial T-Matrix (T0)   ***** 
 
  T0  1    -0.90740400D+02   -0.13569100D+03   -0.11432000D+03   -0.68177300D+02 
           -0.50039300D+02   -0.76479500D+02   -0.14327400D+03   -0.13709000D+03 
           -0.12026900D+03   -0.35691800D+02 
 
  T0  2     0.11970700D+03    0.79448600D+02    0.47683700D+02    0.51471100D+02 
            0.63869000D+02    0.10792800D+03    0.11090400D+03    0.35351300D+02 
            0.35507200D+02    0.52919900D+02 
 
  T0  3     0.12238400D+03    0.87604200D+02    0.60609600D+02    0.64589000D+02 
            0.76583700D+02    0.11311600D+03    0.11015900D+03    0.41278200D+02 
            0.40179000D+02    0.96571600D+02 
 
  T0  4     0.78723800D+02    0.11595000D+03    0.95790400D+02    0.53425700D+02 
            0.37283300D+02    0.66388400D+02    0.13180500D+03    0.11129300D+03 
            0.68519100D+02    0.18697000D+02 
 
  T0  5    -0.69686400D+02   -0.47757000D+02   -0.56223800D+02   -0.30916700D+02 
            0.44635300D+02   -0.48842200D+02   -0.89783700D+02   -0.24031100D+03 
           -0.14879800D+03   -0.48361400D+02 
 
  T0  6     0.66340100D+02    0.79133100D+02    0.49498400D+02    0.80521700D+02 
            0.79285000D+02    0.15567100D+03    0.25360700D+03    0.32079500D+02 
            0.67000200D+02   -0.20154700D+02 
 
  T0  7    -0.40056100D+02   -0.30015800D+02   -0.24877100D+02   -0.84533200D+01 
F-103 
           -0.54793800D+01   -0.59097000D+02    0.17656700D+02   -0.49513700D+02 
           -0.82328600D+02   -0.11560300D+03 
 
  T0  8     0.20252000D+02    0.33375900D+02    0.37778200D+01    0.54595500D+02 
            0.73257900D+02    0.67743700D+02    0.49407700D+02    0.88928300D+02 
            0.11906500D+03   -0.21847200D+02 
 
  T0  9     0.29750400D+02    0.38475000D+02    0.24546000D+02    0.66753000D+02 
            0.12317900D+03    0.73072500D+02    0.19590400D+02    0.49442400D+00 
           -0.13463600D+02    0.11916600D+03 
 
  T0 10     0.24367300D+02    0.13770800D+02   -0.63430700D+01   -0.12353700D+02 
           -0.16066500D+02    0.85041400D+02    0.70406300D+02   -0.98438700D+01 
           -0.73784200D+02   -0.50092100D+02 
 
 
   *****   Initial End Conditions Vector (EC0)   ***** 
 
    EC0    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02    0.84882200D+02    0.80737600D+02 
           -0.65848100D+02    0.77724100D+02   -0.37301000D+02    0.31399400D+02 
            0.43590700D+02    0.12152200D+02 
 
   *****   Initial End Conditions Weighting Coefficient Vector 
                                     (WDT0) for the Performance Index (F)  ***** 
   WDT0     0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
            0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
            0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
 
 
   *****   Initial Control Vector (CVPRV0) and Measurement 
                            Vector (ECPRV0) from the Previous Duty Cycle   ***** 
 
 
   *****   Initial Previous Cycle Control Vector (CVPRV0)   ***** 
 
 CVPRV0     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
            0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
            0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
 
   *****   Initial Previous Cycle End Conditions Vector (ECPRV0)   ***** 
 
 ECPRV0    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02    0.84882200D+02    0.80737600D+02 
           -0.65848100D+02    0.77724100D+02   -0.37301000D+02    0.31399400D+02 
            0.43590700D+02    0.12152200D+02 
 
 
   *****   Intermediate Control Vector (CV), T-Matrix (TT), 
                and Measurement Vector (ECT) after the First Compression   ***** 
 
 
   *****   Intermediate Control Vector (CV) after the First Compression   ***** 
 
     CV     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
   *****   Intermediate Greatest Least Bounds (CVL) for the 
                                                     Control Vector (CV)   ***** 
 
    CVL    -0.30000000D+00   -0.30000000D+00 
 
   *****   Intermediate Least Upper Bounds (CVU) for the 
                                                     Control Vector (CV)   ***** 
 
    CVU     0.30000000D+00    0.30000000D+00 
 
 
     Row        *****   Intermediate T-Matrix (TT)   ***** 
 
  TT  1    -0.50039300D+02   -0.76479500D+02 
 
  TT  2     0.63869000D+02    0.10792800D+03 
 
  TT  3     0.76583700D+02    0.11311600D+03 
 
F-104 
  TT  4     0.37283300D+02    0.66388400D+02 
 
  TT  5     0.44635300D+02   -0.48842200D+02 
 
  TT  6     0.79285000D+02    0.15567100D+03 
 
  TT  7    -0.54793800D+01   -0.59097000D+02 
 
  TT  8     0.73257900D+02    0.67743700D+02 
 
  TT  9     0.12317900D+03    0.73072500D+02 
 
  TT 10    -0.16066500D+02    0.85041400D+02 
 
 
   *****   Intermediate End Conditions Vector (ECT)   ***** 
 
    ECT    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02    0.84882200D+02    0.80737600D+02 
           -0.65848100D+02    0.77724100D+02   -0.37301000D+02    0.31399400D+02 
            0.43590700D+02    0.12152200D+02 
 
   *****   Intermediate End Conditions Weighting Coefficient Vector 
                                     (WDTT) for the Performance Index (F)  ***** 
 
   WDTT     0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
            0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
            0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
 
 
   *****   Intermediate Control Vector (CVPRV) and Measurement Vector 
                           (ECPRV0) from the Previous Duty Cycle after 
                                                   the First Compression   ***** 
 
 
   *****   Intermediate Previous Cycle Control Vector (CVPRV) after 
                                                   the First Compression   ***** 
 
  CVPRV     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
 
   *****   Intermediate Previous Cycle End Conditions Vector (ECPRVTT) 
                                             after the First Compression   ***** 
 
 ECPRVT    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02    0.84882200D+02    0.80737600D+02 
           -0.65848100D+02    0.77724100D+02   -0.37301000D+02    0.31399400D+02 
            0.43590700D+02    0.12152200D+02 
 
 
   *****   Final Control Vector (CV), T-Matrix (T), and 
                    Measurement Vector (EC) after the Second Compression   ***** 
 
 
   *****   Final Control Vector (CV) after the Second Compression   ***** 
 
     CV     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
   *****   Greatest Least Bounds (CVL) Vector for the 
                                                     Control Vector (CV)   ***** 
 
    CVL    -0.30000000D+00   -0.30000000D+00 
 
   *****   Least Upper Bounds (CVU) Vector for the Control Vector (CV)   ***** 
 
    CVU     0.30000000D+00    0.30000000D+00 
 
 
     Row            *****   Final T-Matrix (T)   ***** 
 
   T  1    -0.50039300D+02   -0.76479500D+02 
 
   T  2     0.63869000D+02    0.10792800D+03 
 
 
   *****   Final End Conditions Vector (EC) after the Second Compression   ***** 
F-105 
 
     EC    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02 
 
   *****   Final End Conditions Weighting Coefficient Vector 
                                      (WDT) for the Performance Index (F)  ***** 
 
    WDT     0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
 
 
   *****   Final Control Vector (CVPRV) and Measurement Vector 
                         (ECPRV) from the Previous Duty Cycle after 
                                                  the Second Compression   ***** 
   *****   Final Previous Cycle Control Vector (CVPRV) after 
                                                  the Second Compression   ***** 
 
  CVPRV     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
 
   *****   Final Previous Cycle End Conditions Vector (ECPRV) 
                                            after the Second Compression   ***** 
 
  ECPRV    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02 
 
 
  *******************   T-Matrix Compression is Completed   ******************** 
 
 
   *****   Initial End Conditions Vector EC   ***** 
 
 
     -0.95504700D+02      0.75647200D+02 
 
 
   *****   Initial Performance Index  =   0.14843647D+05   ***** 
 
   *****   Initial Control Amplitude (A) and Phase Angle (PHASE) Vectors   ***** 
 
   Element    AL               A                 AU                PHASE 
 
      1     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.30000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
 
 *****   Initial Constraint Function Values for Case Number  320   ***** 
 
                                      LSAVE 
 
      1      0 
 
   *****   Inequality Constraints   ***** 
 
   Element        Constraint          Amplitude           Max Amp 
 
      1         0.30000000D+00      0.00000000D+00      0.30000000D+00 
 
 




    -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
     START OF THE SEQUENTIAL QUADRATIC PROGRAMMING ALGORITHM 
    -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
     Parameters: 
        N      =       2 
        M      =       1 
        ME     =       0 
        MODE   =       0 
        ACC    =   0.1000D-06 
        ACCQP  =   0.1000D-11 
        STPMIN =   0.0000D+00 
        RHOB   =   0.1000D+03 
        MAXFUN =      30 
        MAXNM  =      10 
F-106 
        MAXIT  =     300 
        IPRINT =       2 
 
     Output in the following order: 
        IT    - iteration number 
        F     - objective function value 
        SCV   - sum of constraint violations 
        NA    - number of active constraints 
        I     - number of line search iterations 
        ALPHA - steplength parameter 
        DELTA - additional variable to prevent inconsistency 
        KKT   - Karush-Kuhn-Tucker optimality criterion 
 
 
      IT         F          SCV      NA  I    ALPHA     DELTA     KKT 
    -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       1  0.14843647D+05  0.00D+00    1  0  0.00D+00  0.00D+00  0.30D+05 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
       2  0.38930948D+04  0.12D+00    1  1  0.10D+01  0.00D+00  0.35D+04 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
       3  0.56497252D+04  0.25D-01    1  1  0.10D+01  0.00D+00  0.59D+03 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
       4  0.57001441D+04  0.18D-01    1  2  0.43D+00  0.00D+00  0.75D+03 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
       5  0.60819734D+04  0.60D-04    1  1  0.10D+01  0.00D+00  0.14D+01 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
       6  0.60819919D+04  0.55D-04    1  2  0.14D+00  0.00D+00  0.24D+01 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
       7  0.60832096D+04  0.14D-07    1  1  0.10D+01  0.00D+00  0.61D-03 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
       8  0.60832098D+04  0.76D-08    1  2  0.46D+00  0.00D+00  0.33D-03 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
       9  0.60832099D+04  0.36D-12    1  1  0.10D+01  0.00D+00  0.16D-07 
 
 
      --- Final Convergence Analysis at Last Iterate --- 
 
        Objective function value:      F(X)  =  0.60832099D+04 
        Solution values:               X     = 
          -0.15931559D+00 -0.25420177D+00 
        Distances from lower bounds:   X-XL  = 
           0.14068441D+00  0.45798227D-01 
        Distances from upper bounds:   XU-X  = 
           0.45931559D+00  0.55420177D+00 
        Multipliers for lower bounds:  U     = 
           0.00000000D+00  0.00000000D+00 
        Multipliers for upper bounds:  U     = 
           0.00000000D+00  0.00000000D+00 
        Constraint values:             G(X)  = 
          -0.35960124D-12 
        Multipliers for constraints:   U     = 
           0.21981257D+05 
        Number of function calls:      NFUNC =      12 
        Number of gradient calls:      NGRAD =       9 
        Number of calls of QP solver:  NQL   =       9 
 
 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
 
 




   *****   Solution Control Vector for Case Number  320   ***** 
 
   Element    CVL               CV                CVU               CV - CV0 
 
      1    -0.30000000D+00   -0.15931559D+00    0.30000000D+00   -0.15931559D+00 
      2    -0.30000000D+00   -0.25420177D+00    0.30000000D+00   -0.25420177D+00 
 
 
   
 
   *****   Predicted Measurement Vector EC   ***** 
 
     -0.68091442D+02      0.38036394D+02 
 
 
   *****   NLP Solution Performance Index  =   0.60832099D+04   ***** 
 
 
   
 
   *****   Predicted Measurement Vector EC   ***** 
 
     -0.68091435D+02      0.38036383D+02 
 
 
   *****   NLP Solution Performance Index  =   0.60832099D+04   ***** 
 
 
   
 
   *****   Predicted Control Amplitude Vector (A) 
                    Its Limits (AL & AU), and Its Phase Angle 
                                       Vector (PHASE) Before Compression   ***** 
 
   Element    AL               A                 AU                PHASE 
 
      1     0.00000000D+00    0.30000000D+00    0.30000000D+00   -0.14792344D+03 
 
 
 *****   Solution Constraint Function Values for Case Number  320   ***** 
 
                                      LSAVE 
 
      1      0 
 
   *****   Inequality Constraints   ***** 
 
   Element        Constraint          Amplitude           Max Amp 
 
      1        -0.35960124D-12      0.30000000D+00      0.30000000D+00 
 
 













A (2 x 2) T-Matrix problem assumes a two dimensional control vector comprised of one 
harmonic [(FYS, FYC)], and a two dimensional end conditions vector comprised of one 
























!  *****   Start of Case  25                        Input Data   ***** 
!          T is (2x2)  with   No Constraints. 
!          CV  is comprised of the  4  per rev flap angles. 
!          EC  is comprised of the  FY  5p Hub Loads. 
! 
 ACC     =    1.0D-8, 
 ACC     =    1.0D-7, 
 ACCQP   =    1.0D-12, 
 AL0     =    0.00,   0.00,   0.00,   0.00,   0.00, 
 AU0     =   10.00,  10.00,  10.00,  10.00,  10.00, 
 CV00(1) =    0.000,     0.000,     0.000,     0.000,     0.000, 
 CV00(6) =    0.000,     0.000,     0.000,     0.000,     0.000, 
 CVOUT   =      1, 
 CVOUT   =      0, 
 CVPRV0(1) =    0.000,     0.000,     0.000,     0.000,     0.000, 
 CVPRV0(6) =    0.000,     0.000,     0.000,     0.000,     0.000, 
 ECPRV0(1) =  -95.5047,   75.6472,   84.8822,   80.7376,  -65.8481, 
 ECPRV0(6) =   77.7241,  -37.3010,   31.3994,   43.5907,   12.1522, 
 ICASE   =     25, 
 IDATA   =      3, 
 IOPT    =      1, 
 ITOUT   =      0, 
 ITOUT   =      4, 
 ITOUT   =      2, 
 ITOUT   =      1, 
 ITOUT   =      3, 
 LQL     =   .FALSE., 
 LQL     =   .TRUE., 
 LSAVE   =    0,   0,   0,   0,   0,   0, 
 MAXASUM =    3.000, 
 MAXIT   =  300, 
 MAXNM   =    0, 
 MAXNM   =   10, 
 MI      =    0, 
 MSAVE0  =    0,   1,   0,   0,   0, 
 NSAVE0  =    0,   0,   1,   0,   0, 
 NX0     =   10, 
 NZ0     =   10, 
 OPTEND  =    1, 
 OPTEND  =    2, 
 OPTEND  =    3, 
 RHOB    =    0.0, 




  T0(1,1)   =   -90.74040,   119.70700,   122.38400,    78.72380,   -69.68640, 
  T0(6,1)   =    66.34010,   -40.05610,    20.25200,    29.75040,    24.36730, 
  T0(1,2)   =  -135.69100,    79.44860,    87.60420,   115.95000,   -47.75700, 
  T0(6,2)   =    79.13310,   -30.01580,    33.37590,    38.47500,    13.77080, 
  T0(1,3)   =  -114.32000,    47.68370,    60.60960,    95.79040,   -56.22380, 
  T0(6,3)   =    49.49840,   -24.87710,     3.77782,    24.54600,    -6.34307, 
  T0(1,4)   =   -68.17730,    51.47110,    64.58900,    53.42570,   -30.91670, 
  T0(6,4)   =    80.52170,    -8.45332,    54.59550,    66.75300,   -12.35370, 
  T0(1,5)   =   -50.03930,    63.86900,    76.58370,    37.28330,    44.63530,   
  T0(6,5)   =    79.28500,    -5.47938,    73.25790,   123.17900,   -16.06650,  
  T0(1,6)   =   -76.47950,   107.92800,   113.11600,    66.38840,   -48.84220, 
  T0(6,6)   =   155.67100,   -59.09700,    67.74370,    73.07250,    85.04140, 
  T0(1,7)   =  -143.274,     110.904,     110.159,     131.805,     -89.7837, 
  T0(6,7)   =   253.607,      17.6567,     49.4077,     19.5904,     70.4063, 
  T0(1,8)   =  -137.09,       35.3513,     41.2782,    111.293,    -240.311, 
  T0(6,8)   =    32.0795,    -49.5137,     88.9283,      0.494424,   -9.84387, 
  T0(1,9)   =  -120.269,      35.5072,     40.179,      68.5191,   -148.798, 
  T0(6,9)   =    67.0002,    -82.3286,    119.065,     -13.4636,    -73.7842, 
  T0(1,10)  =   -35.6918,     52.9199,     96.5716,     18.697,     -48.3614, 
  T0(6,10)  =   -20.1547,   -115.603,     -21.8472,    119.166,     -50.0921, 
! 
 MULT    =         0, 
 MULT    =         1, 
! 






!  *****   Start of Case  1025                      Input Data   ***** 
!          T is (2x2)  with   One Constraint. 
!          CV  is comprised of the  4  per rev flap angles. 
!          EC  is comprised of the  FY  5p Hub Loads. 
! 
 AU0     =   10.00,  10.00,  10.00,  10.00,  10.00, 
 ICASE   = 1025, 
 IOPT    =    1, 
 LSAVE   =    1,   0,   0,   0,   0,   0, 
 MI      =    1, 
 MSAVE0  =    0,   1,   0,   0,   0, 
 NSAVE0  =    0,   0,   1,   0,   0, 
! 
 MULT    =         0, 
 MULT    =         1, 
! 





!  *****   Start of Case   525                      Input Data   ***** 
!          T is (2x2)  with   One Constraint. 
!          CV  is comprised of the  4  per rev flap angles. 
!          EC  is comprised of the  FY  5p Hub Loads. 
! 
 AU0     =   10.00,  10.00,   5.00,  10.00,  10.00, 
 ICASE   =  525, 
 IOPT    =    1, 
 LSAVE   =    1,   0,   0,   0,   0,   0, 
 MI      =    1, 
 MSAVE0  =    0,   1,   0,   0,   0, 
 NSAVE0  =    0,   0,   1,   0,   0, 
! 
 MULT    =         0, 
 MULT    =         1, 
! 





!  *****   Start of Case   325                      Input Data   ***** 
!          T is (2x2)  with   One Constraint. 
!          CV  is comprised of the  4  per rev flap angles. 
!          EC  is comprised of the  FY  5p Hub Loads. 
! 
 AU0     =   10.00,  10.00,   3.00,  10.00,  10.00, 
 ICASE   =  325, 
 IOPT    =    1, 
 LSAVE   =    1,   0,   0,   0,   0,   0, 
 MI      =    1, 
 MSAVE0  =    0,   1,   0,   0,   0, 
 NSAVE0  =    0,   0,   1,   0,   0, 
! 
 MULT    =         0, 
 MULT    =         1, 
! 





!  *****   Start of Case   125                      Input Data   ***** 
!          T is (2x2)  with   One Constraint. 
!          CV  is comprised of the  4  per rev flap angles. 
!          EC  is comprised of the  FY  5p Hub Loads. 
! 
 AU0     =   10.00,  10.00,   1.00,  10.00,  10.00, 
 ICASE   =  125, 
 IOPT    =    1, 
F-113 
 LSAVE   =    1,   0,   0,   0,   0,   0, 
 MI      =    1, 
 MSAVE0  =    0,   1,   0,   0,   0, 
 NSAVE0  =    0,   0,   1,   0,   0, 
! 
 MULT    =         0, 
 MULT    =         1, 
! 





!  *****   Start of Case   0325                     Input Data   ***** 
!          T is (2x2)  with   One Constraint. 
!          CV  is comprised of the  4  per rev flap angles. 
!          EC  is comprised of the  FY  5p Hub Loads. 
! 
 AU0     =   10.00,  10.00,   0.30,  10.00,  10.00, 
 ICASE   = 0325, 
 IOPT    =    1, 
 LSAVE   =    1,   0,   0,   0,   0,   0, 
 MI      =    1, 
 MSAVE0  =    0,   1,   0,   0,   0, 
 NSAVE0  =    0,   0,   1,   0,   0, 
! 
 MULT    =         1, 
 MULT    =         0, 
! 











           ***************   Start Case Number   25   *************** 
 
 




 A00= 6*1.0000000000000000       , 
 ACC= 9.99999999999999955E-008, 
 ACCQP= 9.99999999999999980E-013, 
 AL0= 5*0.0000000000000000       ,-9.99999999999999955E-008, 
 ALPHA=  1.0000000000000000     , 
 APRV0= 6.95321286259241322E-310,  0.0000000000000000     , 2.12199579096527232E-314, 
2.22322905129311039E-314, 2.22323312486436035E-314, 
  4.94065645841246544E-324, 
 AU0= 5*10.000000000000000       ,  3.0000000000000000     , 
 CRAN1=  2.0000000000000000     , 
 CRAN2=  3.0000000000000000     , 
 CRAN3=  1.0000000000000000     , 
 CRAN4=  1.0000000000000000     , 
 CV00= 10*0.0000000000000000       , 1.48219693752373963E-323, 6.95323310165009693E-
310, 5.16525870101189612E-319, 6.95323310137697744E-310, 
  
 CVOUT=          0, 
 CVPRV0= 10*0.0000000000000000       , 6.95323310136353885E-310, 6.95321286253352059E-
310, 6.95325616664988679E-310,  0.0000000000000000     , 
  
 ECPRV0= -95.504700000000000     ,  75.647199999999998     ,  84.882199999999997     ,  
80.737600000000000     , -65.848100000000002     , 
   77.724100000000007     , -37.301000000000002     ,  31.399400000000000     ,  
43.590699999999998     ,  12.152200000000001     , 
 EPS= 9.99999999999999955E-008, 
 ICASE=         25, 
 ICYCL0=       2000, 
F-114 
 IDATA=          3, 
 IN=          5, 
 IOPT=          1, 
 IOUT=          6, 
 IPRINT=          2, 
 ISEED1=       2395,       4013,       3813,       1837, 
 ISEED2=       1843,       4011,       3364,       2835, 
 ISEED3=       3962,       1111,       3215,       2637, 
 ISEED4=       2397,       1504,       4031,       3173, 
 ITOUT=          3, 
 L=          1, 
 LQL=T, 
 LSAVE= 6*0          , 
 MAXASUM=  3.0000000000000000     , 
 MAXFUN=         30, 
 MAXIT=        300, 
 MAXNM=         10, 
 MI=          0, 
 MINASUM=  0.0000000000000000     , 
 MODE=          0, 
 MSAVE0=          0,          1, 3*0          , 5*1          , 
 MULT=          1, 
 NSAVE0= 2*0          ,          1, 2*0          , 5*1          , 
 NX0=         10, 
 NZ0=         10, 
 OPTEND=          3, 
 PHASE0= 6*90.000000000000000       , 
 PHSPRV0= 6.95314360825605601E-310, 6.95314360825595720E-310,  0.0000000000000000     
, 6.95323309981217273E-310, 2*0.0000000000000000       , 
  
 RHOB=  100.00000000000000     , 
 STPMIN=  0.0000000000000000     , 
 T0= -90.740399999999994     ,  119.70699999999999     ,  122.38400000000000     ,  
78.723799999999997     , -69.686400000000006     , 
   66.340100000000007     , -40.056100000000001     ,  20.251999999999999     ,  
29.750399999999999     ,  24.367300000000000     , -135.69100000000000     , 
   79.448599999999999     ,  87.604200000000006     ,  115.95000000000000     , -
47.756999999999998     ,  79.133099999999999     , -30.015799999999999     , 
   33.375900000000001     ,  38.475000000000001     ,  13.770799999999999     , -
114.31999999999999     ,  47.683700000000002     ,  60.609600000000000     , 
   95.790400000000005     , -56.223799999999997     ,  49.498399999999997     , -
24.877099999999999     ,  3.7778200000000002     ,  24.545999999999999     , 
  -6.3430700000000000     , -68.177300000000002     ,  51.471100000000000     ,  
64.588999999999999     ,  53.425699999999999     , -30.916699999999999     , 
   80.521699999999996     , -8.4533199999999997     ,  54.595500000000001     ,  
66.753000000000000     , -12.353700000000000     , -50.039299999999997     , 
   63.869000000000000     ,  76.583699999999993     ,  37.283299999999997     ,  
44.635300000000001     ,  79.284999999999997     , -5.4793799999999999     , 
   73.257900000000006     ,  123.17900000000000     , -16.066500000000001     , -
76.479500000000002     ,  107.92800000000000     ,  113.11600000000000     , 
   66.388400000000004     , -48.842199999999998     ,  155.67099999999999     , -
59.097000000000001     ,  67.743700000000004     ,  73.072500000000005     , 
   85.041399999999996     , -143.27400000000000     ,  110.90400000000000     ,  
110.15900000000001     ,  131.80500000000001     , -89.783699999999996     , 
   253.60700000000000     ,  17.656700000000001     ,  49.407699999999998     ,  
19.590399999999999     ,  70.406300000000002     , -137.09000000000000     , 
   35.351300000000002     ,  41.278199999999998     ,  111.29300000000001     , -
240.31100000000001     ,  32.079500000000003     , -49.513700000000000     , 
   88.928299999999993     , 0.49442399999999997     , -9.8438700000000008     , -
120.26900000000001     ,  35.507199999999997     ,  40.179000000000002     , 
   68.519099999999995     , -148.79800000000000     ,  67.000200000000007     , -
82.328599999999994     ,  119.06500000000000     , -13.463600000000000     , 
  -73.784199999999998     , -35.691800000000001     ,  52.919899999999998     ,  
96.571600000000004     ,  18.696999999999999     , -48.361400000000003     , 
  -20.154699999999998     , -115.60299999999999     , -21.847200000000001     ,  
119.16600000000000     , -50.092100000000002     , 
 WDT0= 10*1.0000000000000000       , 
 WDX= 10*0.0000000000000000       , 
 WX= 10*0.0000000000000000       , 









      ***************   OUTPUT DATA for Case Number   25   *************** 
 
 
   *****   The Initial T-Matrix (T0) and Either the Initial 
                     Previous Actual NLP Control Vector (CVPRV0) or 
                           the Initial Previous Control Amplitude (APRV0) 
                                 and Phase Angle (PHSPRV0) Vectors Before 
                                          Compression are Directly Input   ***** 
 
   *****   Input the Initial Previous Actual NLP Control 
                    Vector (CVPRV0) Directly Via NAMELIST Input CDATA 
                          and then Compute the Previous Control Amplitude (APRV0) 








   *****   Initial Previous Control Amplitude (APRV0) and Phase 
                              Angle (PHSPRV0) Vectors before Compression   ***** 
 
   Element    AL0               APRV0             AU0               PHSPRV0 
 
      1     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      2     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      3     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      4     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      5     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
 
   *****   Previous Actual NLP Control Vector CVPRV0 Before Compression   ***** 
 
   Element        CVL0                CVPRV0              CVU0 
 
      1        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      2        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      3        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      4        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      5        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      6        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      7        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      8        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      9        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     10        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
 
   *****   Either the BEFORE Compression Initial Actual NLP Control 
               Vector Estimates (CV00), OR the BEFORE Compression 
                  Initial Control Vector Amplitudes (A00) and Phase 
                     Angles (PHASE0) Estimates are Directly Input 
                        via NAMELIST Data CDATA                            ***** 
 
   *****   Input the Initial Actual NLP Control Vector Estimate 
                 (CV00) Directly Via NAMELIST Input CDATA, and 
                         then Compute the Control Vector Amplitudes 




                   **********   Case Number   25   ********** 
 
 
   *****   Adjust the Initial Control Amplitude Estimates Vector 
            (A00) to define the Initial Control Amplitude Estimates 
             Vector (A0) to Within Limits If Required Before Compression   ***** 
 
 
   *****   Initial Control Amplitude Vector Estimates (A0), Its 
                        Limits (AL0 & AU0), and Its Phase Angle Vector 
                                   Estimates (PHASE0) Before Compression   ***** 
 
F-116 
   Element    AL0               A0                AU0               PHASE0 
 
      1     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      1     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D-06    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      2     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      2     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D-06    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      3     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      3     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D-06    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      4     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      4     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D-06    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      5     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      5     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D-06    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
 
   *****   Initial Actual NLP Control Vector Estimates (CV0) and 
                             Its Limits (CVL0 & CVU0) Before Compression   ***** 
 
   Element        CVL0                CV0                 CVU0 
 
      1        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      2        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      3        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      4        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      5        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      6        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      7        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      8        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      9        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     10        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
 
 
   *****   End Conditions Vector EC0, Previous Cycle 
                     End Conditions Vector ECPRV0, and Weighting 
                              Coefficient Vector WDT0 Before Compression   ***** 
 
 
   Element        EC0                 ECPRV0              WDT0 
 
      1        -0.95504700D+02     -0.95504700D+02      0.10000000D+01 
      2         0.75647200D+02      0.75647200D+02      0.10000000D+01 
      3         0.84882200D+02      0.84882200D+02      0.10000000D+01 
      4         0.80737600D+02      0.80737600D+02      0.10000000D+01 
      5        -0.65848100D+02     -0.65848100D+02      0.10000000D+01 
      6         0.77724100D+02      0.77724100D+02      0.10000000D+01 
      7        -0.37301000D+02     -0.37301000D+02      0.10000000D+01 
      8         0.31399400D+02      0.31399400D+02      0.10000000D+01 
      9         0.43590700D+02      0.43590700D+02      0.10000000D+01 
     10         0.12152200D+02      0.12152200D+02      0.10000000D+01 
 
 




                Specification of CV, T-matrix, and EC Compression 
 
                                  MSAVE0/MSAVE 
 
          0             1             0             0             0 
      0      0      1      1      0      0      0      0      0      0 
 
 
                                  NSAVE0/NSAVE 
 
          0             0             1             0             0 








   *****   Initial Control Vector (CV0), T-Matrix (T0), 




   *****   Initial Control Vector (CV0)   ***** 
 
    CV0     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
            0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
            0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
   *****   Initial Greatest Least Bounds (CVL0) for the 
                                                    Control Vector (CV0)   ***** 
 
   CVL0    -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02 
           -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02 
           -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02 
 
   *****   Initial Least Upper Bounds (CVU0) for the 
                                                    Control Vector (CV0)   ***** 
 
   CVU0     0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02 
            0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02 
            0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02 
 
 
     Row          *****   Initial T-Matrix (T0)   ***** 
 
  T0  1    -0.90740400D+02   -0.13569100D+03   -0.11432000D+03   -0.68177300D+02 
           -0.50039300D+02   -0.76479500D+02   -0.14327400D+03   -0.13709000D+03 
           -0.12026900D+03   -0.35691800D+02 
 
  T0  2     0.11970700D+03    0.79448600D+02    0.47683700D+02    0.51471100D+02 
            0.63869000D+02    0.10792800D+03    0.11090400D+03    0.35351300D+02 
            0.35507200D+02    0.52919900D+02 
 
  T0  3     0.12238400D+03    0.87604200D+02    0.60609600D+02    0.64589000D+02 
            0.76583700D+02    0.11311600D+03    0.11015900D+03    0.41278200D+02 
            0.40179000D+02    0.96571600D+02 
 
  T0  4     0.78723800D+02    0.11595000D+03    0.95790400D+02    0.53425700D+02 
            0.37283300D+02    0.66388400D+02    0.13180500D+03    0.11129300D+03 
            0.68519100D+02    0.18697000D+02 
 
  T0  5    -0.69686400D+02   -0.47757000D+02   -0.56223800D+02   -0.30916700D+02 
            0.44635300D+02   -0.48842200D+02   -0.89783700D+02   -0.24031100D+03 
           -0.14879800D+03   -0.48361400D+02 
 
  T0  6     0.66340100D+02    0.79133100D+02    0.49498400D+02    0.80521700D+02 
            0.79285000D+02    0.15567100D+03    0.25360700D+03    0.32079500D+02 
            0.67000200D+02   -0.20154700D+02 
 
  T0  7    -0.40056100D+02   -0.30015800D+02   -0.24877100D+02   -0.84533200D+01 
           -0.54793800D+01   -0.59097000D+02    0.17656700D+02   -0.49513700D+02 
           -0.82328600D+02   -0.11560300D+03 
 
  T0  8     0.20252000D+02    0.33375900D+02    0.37778200D+01    0.54595500D+02 
            0.73257900D+02    0.67743700D+02    0.49407700D+02    0.88928300D+02 
            0.11906500D+03   -0.21847200D+02 
 
  T0  9     0.29750400D+02    0.38475000D+02    0.24546000D+02    0.66753000D+02 
            0.12317900D+03    0.73072500D+02    0.19590400D+02    0.49442400D+00 
           -0.13463600D+02    0.11916600D+03 
 
  T0 10     0.24367300D+02    0.13770800D+02   -0.63430700D+01   -0.12353700D+02 
           -0.16066500D+02    0.85041400D+02    0.70406300D+02   -0.98438700D+01 
           -0.73784200D+02   -0.50092100D+02 
 
 
   *****   Initial End Conditions Vector (EC0)   ***** 
 
    EC0    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02    0.84882200D+02    0.80737600D+02 
           -0.65848100D+02    0.77724100D+02   -0.37301000D+02    0.31399400D+02 
            0.43590700D+02    0.12152200D+02 
 
   *****   Initial End Conditions Weighting Coefficient Vector 
                                     (WDT0) for the Performance Index (F)  ***** 
F-118 
 
   WDT0     0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
            0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
            0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
 
 
   *****   Initial Control Vector (CVPRV0) and Measurement 
                            Vector (ECPRV0) from the Previous Duty Cycle   ***** 
 
 
   *****   Initial Previous Cycle Control Vector (CVPRV0)   ***** 
 
 CVPRV0     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
            0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
            0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
 
   *****   Initial Previous Cycle End Conditions Vector (ECPRV0)   ***** 
 
 ECPRV0    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02    0.84882200D+02    0.80737600D+02 
           -0.65848100D+02    0.77724100D+02   -0.37301000D+02    0.31399400D+02 
            0.43590700D+02    0.12152200D+02 
 
 
   *****   Intermediate Control Vector (CV), T-Matrix (TT), 
                and Measurement Vector (ECT) after the First Compression   ***** 
 
 
   *****   Intermediate Control Vector (CV) after the First Compression   ***** 
 
     CV     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
   *****   Intermediate Greatest Least Bounds (CVL) for the 
                                                     Control Vector (CV)   ***** 
 
    CVL    -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02 
 
   *****   Intermediate Least Upper Bounds (CVU) for the 
                                                     Control Vector (CV)   ***** 
 
    CVU     0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02 
 
 
     Row        *****   Intermediate T-Matrix (TT)   ***** 
 
  TT  1    -0.50039300D+02   -0.76479500D+02 
 
  TT  2     0.63869000D+02    0.10792800D+03 
 
  TT  3     0.76583700D+02    0.11311600D+03 
 
  TT  4     0.37283300D+02    0.66388400D+02 
 
  TT  5     0.44635300D+02   -0.48842200D+02 
 
  TT  6     0.79285000D+02    0.15567100D+03 
 
  TT  7    -0.54793800D+01   -0.59097000D+02 
 
  TT  8     0.73257900D+02    0.67743700D+02 
 
  TT  9     0.12317900D+03    0.73072500D+02 
 
  TT 10    -0.16066500D+02    0.85041400D+02 
 
 
   *****   Intermediate End Conditions Vector (ECT)   ***** 
    ECT    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02    0.84882200D+02    0.80737600D+02 
           -0.65848100D+02    0.77724100D+02   -0.37301000D+02    0.31399400D+02 
            0.43590700D+02    0.12152200D+02 
 
   *****   Intermediate End Conditions Weighting Coefficient Vector 
                                     (WDTT) for the Performance Index (F)  ***** 
 
F-119 
   WDTT     0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
            0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
            0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
 
 
   *****   Intermediate Control Vector (CVPRV) and Measurement Vector 
                           (ECPRV0) from the Previous Duty Cycle after 
                                                   the First Compression   ***** 
 
 
   *****   Intermediate Previous Cycle Control Vector (CVPRV) after 
                                                   the First Compression   ***** 
 
  CVPRV     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
 
   *****   Intermediate Previous Cycle End Conditions Vector (ECPRVTT) 
                                             after the First Compression   ***** 
 
 ECPRVT    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02    0.84882200D+02    0.80737600D+02 
           -0.65848100D+02    0.77724100D+02   -0.37301000D+02    0.31399400D+02 
            0.43590700D+02    0.12152200D+02 
 
 
   *****   Final Control Vector (CV), T-Matrix (T), and 
                    Measurement Vector (EC) after the Second Compression   ***** 
 
 
   *****   Final Control Vector (CV) after the Second Compression   ***** 
 
     CV     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
   *****   Greatest Least Bounds (CVL) Vector for the 
                                                     Control Vector (CV)   ***** 
 
    CVL    -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02 
 
   *****   Least Upper Bounds (CVU) Vector for the Control Vector (CV)   ***** 
 
    CVU     0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02 
 
 
     Row            *****   Final T-Matrix (T)   ***** 
 
   T  1     0.76583700D+02    0.11311600D+03 
 
   T  2     0.37283300D+02    0.66388400D+02 
 
 
   *****   Final End Conditions Vector (EC) after the Second Compression   ***** 
 
     EC     0.84882200D+02    0.80737600D+02 
 
   *****   Final End Conditions Weighting Coefficient Vector 
                                      (WDT) for the Performance Index (F)  ***** 
 
    WDT     0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
 
   *****   Final Control Vector (CVPRV) and Measurement Vector 
                         (ECPRV) from the Previous Duty Cycle after 
                                                  the Second Compression   ***** 
 
 
   *****   Final Previous Cycle Control Vector (CVPRV) after 
                                                  the Second Compression   ***** 
 
  CVPRV     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
 
   *****   Final Previous Cycle End Conditions Vector (ECPRV) 
                                            after the Second Compression   ***** 
 




  *******************   T-Matrix Compression is Completed   ******************** 
 
 
   *****   Initial End Conditions Vector EC   ***** 
 
 
      0.84882200D+02      0.80737600D+02 
 
 
   *****   Initial Performance Index  =   0.13723548D+05   ***** 
 
   *****   Initial Control Amplitude (A) and Phase Angle (PHASE) Vectors   ***** 
 
   Element    AL               A                 AU                PHASE 
 
      1     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
 
 




                                      LSAVE 
 
      0      0 
 
 





    -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
     START OF THE SEQUENTIAL QUADRATIC PROGRAMMING ALGORITHM 
    -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
     Parameters: 
        N      =       2 
        M      =       0 
        ME     =       0 
        MODE   =       0 
        ACC    =   0.1000D-06 
        ACCQP  =   0.1000D-11 
        STPMIN =   0.0000D+00 
        RHOB   =   0.1000D+03 
        MAXFUN =      30 
        MAXNM  =      10 
        MAXIT  =     300 
        IPRINT =       2 
 
     Output in the following order: 
        IT    - iteration number 
        F     - objective function value 
        SCV   - sum of constraint violations 
        NA    - number of active constraints 
        I     - number of line search iterations 
        ALPHA - steplength parameter 
        DELTA - additional variable to prevent inconsistency 
        KKT   - Karush-Kuhn-Tucker optimality criterion 
 
 
      IT         F          SCV      NA  I    ALPHA     DELTA     KKT 
    -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       1  0.13723548D+05  0.00D+00    0  0  0.00D+00  0.00D+00  0.98D+06 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
       2  0.11512681D+05  0.00D+00    0  2  0.10D+00  0.00D+00  0.29D+05 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
       3  0.15592366D+04  0.00D+00    0  1  0.10D+01  0.00D+00  0.20D+05 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
F-121 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
       4  0.57961253D+03  0.00D+00    0  2  0.27D+00  0.00D+00  0.12D+04 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
       5  0.10608523D-06  0.00D+00    0  1  0.10D+01  0.00D+00  0.23D-06 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
       6  0.56974689D-08  0.00D+00    0  1  0.10D+01  0.00D+00  0.50D-18 
 
 
      --- Final Convergence Analysis at Last Iterate --- 
 
        Objective function value:      F(X)  =  0.56974689D-08 
        Solution values:               X     = 
           0.40343789D+01 -0.34818226D+01 
        Distances from lower bounds:   X-XL  = 
           0.14034379D+02  0.65181774D+01 
        Distances from upper bounds:   XU-X  = 
           0.59656211D+01  0.13481823D+02 
        Multipliers for lower bounds:  U     = 
           0.00000000D+00  0.00000000D+00 
        Multipliers for upper bounds:  U     = 
           0.00000000D+00  0.00000000D+00 
        Number of function calls:      NFUNC =       8 
        Number of gradient calls:      NGRAD =       6 




                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
 
 
            *****   Number of Function Evaluations  =     20   ***** 
 
 
   *****   Solution Control Vector for Case Number   25   ***** 
 
   Element    CVL               CV                CVU               CV - CV0 
 
      1    -0.10000000D+02    0.40343789D+01    0.10000000D+02    0.40343789D+01 
      2    -0.10000000D+02   -0.34818226D+01    0.10000000D+02   -0.34818226D+01 
 
 
   
 
   *****   Predicted Measurement Vector EC   ***** 
 
      0.56108702D-04     -0.50490349D-04 
 
 
   *****   NLP Solution Performance Index  =   0.56974689D-08   ***** 
 
 
   
 
   *****   Predicted Measurement Vector EC   ***** 
 
      0.16723717D-04     -0.73605613D-04 
 
 
   *****   NLP Solution Performance Index  =   0.56974689D-08   ***** 
 
 
   
 
   *****   Predicted Control Amplitude Vector (A) 
                    Its Limits (AL & AU), and Its Phase Angle 
                                       Vector (PHASE) Before Compression   ***** 
 
   Element    AL               A                 AU                PHASE 
 





















           ***************   Start Case Number 1025   *************** 
 
 




 A00= 5*0.0000000000000000       ,  1.0000000000000000     , 
 ACC= 9.99999999999999955E-008, 
 ACCQP= 9.99999999999999980E-013, 
 AL0= 5*0.0000000000000000       ,-9.99999999999999955E-008, 
 ALPHA=  1.0000000000000000     , 
 APRV0= 5*0.0000000000000000       , 4.94065645841246544E-324, 
 AU0= 5*10.000000000000000       ,  3.0000000000000000     , 
 CRAN1=  2.0000000000000000     , 
 CRAN2=  3.0000000000000000     , 
 CRAN3=  1.0000000000000000     , 
 CRAN4=  1.0000000000000000     , 
 CV00= 10*0.0000000000000000       , 1.48219693752373963E-323, 6.95323310165009693E-
310, 5.16525870101189612E-319, 6.95323310137697744E-310, 
  
 CVOUT=          0, 
 CVPRV0= 10*0.0000000000000000       , 6.95323310136353885E-310, 6.95321286253352059E-
310, 6.95325616664988679E-310,  0.0000000000000000     , 
  
 ECPRV0= -95.504700000000000     ,  75.647199999999998     ,  84.882199999999997     ,  
80.737600000000000     , -65.848100000000002     , 
   77.724100000000007     , -37.301000000000002     ,  31.399400000000000     ,  
43.590699999999998     ,  12.152200000000001     , 
 EPS= 9.99999999999999955E-008, 
 ICASE=       1025, 
 ICYCL0=       2000, 
 IDATA=          3, 
 IN=          5, 
 IOPT=          1, 
 IOUT=          6, 
 IPRINT=          2, 
 ISEED1=       2395,       4013,       3813,       1837, 
 ISEED2=       1843,       4011,       3364,       2835, 
 ISEED3=       3962,       1111,       3215,       2637, 
 ISEED4=       2397,       1504,       4031,       3173, 
 ITOUT=          3, 
 L=          1, 
 LQL=T, 
 LSAVE=          1, 5*0          , 
 MAXASUM=  3.0000000000000000     , 
 MAXFUN=         30, 
 MAXIT=        300, 
 MAXNM=         10, 
 MI=          1, 
 MINASUM=  0.0000000000000000     , 
 MODE=          0, 
 MSAVE0=          0,          1, 3*0          , 5*1          , 
 MULT=          1, 
 NSAVE0= 2*0          ,          1, 2*0          , 5*1          , 
 NX0=         10, 
 NZ0=         10, 
 OPTEND=          3, 
 PHASE0= 5*0.0000000000000000       ,  90.000000000000000     , 
 PHSPRV0= 6*0.0000000000000000       , 
 RHOB=  100.00000000000000     , 
 STPMIN=  0.0000000000000000     , 
 T0= -90.740399999999994     ,  119.70699999999999     ,  122.38400000000000     ,  
78.723799999999997     , -69.686400000000006     , 
   66.340100000000007     , -40.056100000000001     ,  20.251999999999999     ,  
29.750399999999999     ,  24.367300000000000     , -135.69100000000000     , 
   79.448599999999999     ,  87.604200000000006     ,  115.95000000000000     , -
47.756999999999998     ,  79.133099999999999     , -30.015799999999999     , 
   33.375900000000001     ,  38.475000000000001     ,  13.770799999999999     , -
114.31999999999999     ,  47.683700000000002     ,  60.609600000000000     , 
   95.790400000000005     , -56.223799999999997     ,  49.498399999999997     , -
24.877099999999999     ,  3.7778200000000002     ,  24.545999999999999     , 
  -6.3430700000000000     , -68.177300000000002     ,  51.471100000000000     ,  
64.588999999999999     ,  53.425699999999999     , -30.916699999999999     , 
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   80.521699999999996     , -8.4533199999999997     ,  54.595500000000001     ,  
66.753000000000000     , -12.353700000000000     , -50.039299999999997     , 
   63.869000000000000     ,  76.583699999999993     ,  37.283299999999997     ,  
44.635300000000001     ,  79.284999999999997     , -5.4793799999999999     , 
   73.257900000000006     ,  123.17900000000000     , -16.066500000000001     , -
76.479500000000002     ,  107.92800000000000     ,  113.11600000000000     , 
   66.388400000000004     , -48.842199999999998     ,  155.67099999999999     , -
59.097000000000001     ,  67.743700000000004     ,  73.072500000000005     , 
   85.041399999999996     , -143.27400000000000     ,  110.90400000000000     ,  
110.15900000000001     ,  131.80500000000001     , -89.783699999999996     , 
   253.60700000000000     ,  17.656700000000001     ,  49.407699999999998     ,  
19.590399999999999     ,  70.406300000000002     , -137.09000000000000     , 
   35.351300000000002     ,  41.278199999999998     ,  111.29300000000001     , -
240.31100000000001     ,  32.079500000000003     , -49.513700000000000     , 
   88.928299999999993     , 0.49442399999999997     , -9.8438700000000008     , -
120.26900000000001     ,  35.507199999999997     ,  40.179000000000002     , 
   68.519099999999995     , -148.79800000000000     ,  67.000200000000007     , -
82.328599999999994     ,  119.06500000000000     , -13.463600000000000     , 
  -73.784199999999998     , -35.691800000000001     ,  52.919899999999998     ,  
96.571600000000004     ,  18.696999999999999     , -48.361400000000003     , 
  -20.154699999999998     , -115.60299999999999     , -21.847200000000001     ,  
119.16600000000000     , -50.092100000000002     , 
 WDT0= 10*1.0000000000000000       , 
 WDX= 10*0.0000000000000000       , 
 WX= 10*0.0000000000000000       , 








      ***************   OUTPUT DATA for Case Number 1025   *************** 
 
 
   *****   The Initial T-Matrix (T0) and Either the Initial 
                     Previous Actual NLP Control Vector (CVPRV0) or 
                           the Initial Previous Control Amplitude (APRV0) 
                                 and Phase Angle (PHSPRV0) Vectors Before 
                                          Compression are Directly Input   ***** 
 
   *****   Input the Initial Previous Actual NLP Control 
                    Vector (CVPRV0) Directly Via NAMELIST Input CDATA 
                          and then Compute the Previous Control Amplitude (APRV0) 








   *****   Initial Previous Control Amplitude (APRV0) and Phase 
                              Angle (PHSPRV0) Vectors before Compression   ***** 
   Element    AL0               APRV0             AU0               PHSPRV0 
 
      1     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      2     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      3     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      4     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      5     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
 
   *****   Previous Actual NLP Control Vector CVPRV0 Before Compression   ***** 
 
   Element        CVL0                CVPRV0              CVU0 
 
      1        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      2        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      3        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      4        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      5        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      6        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      7        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
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      8        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      9        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     10        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
 
   *****   Either the BEFORE Compression Initial Actual NLP Control 
               Vector Estimates (CV00), OR the BEFORE Compression 
                  Initial Control Vector Amplitudes (A00) and Phase 
                     Angles (PHASE0) Estimates are Directly Input 
                        via NAMELIST Data CDATA                            ***** 
 
   *****   Input the Initial Actual NLP Control Vector Estimate 
                 (CV00) Directly Via NAMELIST Input CDATA, and 
                         then Compute the Control Vector Amplitudes 




                   **********   Case Number 1025   ********** 
 
 
   *****   Adjust the Initial Control Amplitude Estimates Vector 
            (A00) to define the Initial Control Amplitude Estimates 
             Vector (A0) to Within Limits If Required Before Compression   ***** 
 
 
   *****   Initial Control Amplitude Vector Estimates (A0), Its 
                        Limits (AL0 & AU0), and Its Phase Angle Vector 
                                   Estimates (PHASE0) Before Compression   ***** 
 
   Element    AL0               A0                AU0               PHASE0 
 
      1     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      1     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D-06    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      2     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      2     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D-06    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      3     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      3     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D-06    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      4     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      4     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D-06    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      5     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      5     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D-06    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
 
   *****   Initial Actual NLP Control Vector Estimates (CV0) and 
                             Its Limits (CVL0 & CVU0) Before Compression   ***** 
 
   Element        CVL0                CV0                 CVU0 
      1        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      2        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      3        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      4        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      5        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      6        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      7        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      8        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      9        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     10        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
 
 
   *****   End Conditions Vector EC0, Previous Cycle 
                     End Conditions Vector ECPRV0, and Weighting 
                              Coefficient Vector WDT0 Before Compression   ***** 
 
 
   Element        EC0                 ECPRV0              WDT0 
 
      1        -0.95504700D+02     -0.95504700D+02      0.10000000D+01 
      2         0.75647200D+02      0.75647200D+02      0.10000000D+01 
      3         0.84882200D+02      0.84882200D+02      0.10000000D+01 
      4         0.80737600D+02      0.80737600D+02      0.10000000D+01 
      5        -0.65848100D+02     -0.65848100D+02      0.10000000D+01 
      6         0.77724100D+02      0.77724100D+02      0.10000000D+01 
      7        -0.37301000D+02     -0.37301000D+02      0.10000000D+01 
      8         0.31399400D+02      0.31399400D+02      0.10000000D+01 
      9         0.43590700D+02      0.43590700D+02      0.10000000D+01 
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     10         0.12152200D+02      0.12152200D+02      0.10000000D+01 
 
 




                Specification of CV, T-matrix, and EC Compression 
 
                                  MSAVE0/MSAVE 
 
          0             1             0             0             0 
      0      0      1      1      0      0      0      0      0      0 
 
 
                                  NSAVE0/NSAVE 
 
          0             0             1             0             0 








   *****   Initial Control Vector (CV0), T-Matrix (T0), 
                                            and Measurement Vector (EC0)   ***** 
 
 
   *****   Initial Control Vector (CV0)   ***** 
 
    CV0     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
            0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
            0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
   *****   Initial Greatest Least Bounds (CVL0) for the 
                                                    Control Vector (CV0)   ***** 
 
   CVL0    -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02 
           -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02 
           -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02 
 
   *****   Initial Least Upper Bounds (CVU0) for the 
                                                    Control Vector (CV0)   ***** 
 
   CVU0     0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02 
            0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02 
            0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02 
 
 
     Row          *****   Initial T-Matrix (T0)   ***** 
 
  T0  1    -0.90740400D+02   -0.13569100D+03   -0.11432000D+03   -0.68177300D+02 
           -0.50039300D+02   -0.76479500D+02   -0.14327400D+03   -0.13709000D+03 
           -0.12026900D+03   -0.35691800D+02 
 
  T0  2     0.11970700D+03    0.79448600D+02    0.47683700D+02    0.51471100D+02 
            0.63869000D+02    0.10792800D+03    0.11090400D+03    0.35351300D+02 
            0.35507200D+02    0.52919900D+02 
 
  T0  3     0.12238400D+03    0.87604200D+02    0.60609600D+02    0.64589000D+02 
            0.76583700D+02    0.11311600D+03    0.11015900D+03    0.41278200D+02 
            0.40179000D+02    0.96571600D+02 
 
  T0  4     0.78723800D+02    0.11595000D+03    0.95790400D+02    0.53425700D+02 
            0.37283300D+02    0.66388400D+02    0.13180500D+03    0.11129300D+03 
            0.68519100D+02    0.18697000D+02 
 
  T0  5    -0.69686400D+02   -0.47757000D+02   -0.56223800D+02   -0.30916700D+02 
            0.44635300D+02   -0.48842200D+02   -0.89783700D+02   -0.24031100D+03 
           -0.14879800D+03   -0.48361400D+02 
 
  T0  6     0.66340100D+02    0.79133100D+02    0.49498400D+02    0.80521700D+02 
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            0.79285000D+02    0.15567100D+03    0.25360700D+03    0.32079500D+02 
            0.67000200D+02   -0.20154700D+02 
 
  T0  7    -0.40056100D+02   -0.30015800D+02   -0.24877100D+02   -0.84533200D+01 
           -0.54793800D+01   -0.59097000D+02    0.17656700D+02   -0.49513700D+02 
           -0.82328600D+02   -0.11560300D+03 
 
  T0  8     0.20252000D+02    0.33375900D+02    0.37778200D+01    0.54595500D+02 
            0.73257900D+02    0.67743700D+02    0.49407700D+02    0.88928300D+02 
            0.11906500D+03   -0.21847200D+02 
 
  T0  9     0.29750400D+02    0.38475000D+02    0.24546000D+02    0.66753000D+02 
            0.12317900D+03    0.73072500D+02    0.19590400D+02    0.49442400D+00 
           -0.13463600D+02    0.11916600D+03 
 
  T0 10     0.24367300D+02    0.13770800D+02   -0.63430700D+01   -0.12353700D+02 
           -0.16066500D+02    0.85041400D+02    0.70406300D+02   -0.98438700D+01 
           -0.73784200D+02   -0.50092100D+02 
 
 
   *****   Initial End Conditions Vector (EC0)   ***** 
 
    EC0    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02    0.84882200D+02    0.80737600D+02 
           -0.65848100D+02    0.77724100D+02   -0.37301000D+02    0.31399400D+02 
            0.43590700D+02    0.12152200D+02 
 
   *****   Initial End Conditions Weighting Coefficient Vector 
                                     (WDT0) for the Performance Index (F)  ***** 
   WDT0     0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
            0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
            0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
 
 
   *****   Initial Control Vector (CVPRV0) and Measurement 
                            Vector (ECPRV0) from the Previous Duty Cycle   ***** 
 
 
   *****   Initial Previous Cycle Control Vector (CVPRV0)   ***** 
 
 CVPRV0     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
            0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
            0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
 
   *****   Initial Previous Cycle End Conditions Vector (ECPRV0)   ***** 
 
 ECPRV0    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02    0.84882200D+02    0.80737600D+02 
           -0.65848100D+02    0.77724100D+02   -0.37301000D+02    0.31399400D+02 
            0.43590700D+02    0.12152200D+02 
 
 
   *****   Intermediate Control Vector (CV), T-Matrix (TT), 
                and Measurement Vector (ECT) after the First Compression   ***** 
 
 
   *****   Intermediate Control Vector (CV) after the First Compression   ***** 
 
     CV     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
   *****   Intermediate Greatest Least Bounds (CVL) for the 
                                                     Control Vector (CV)   ***** 
 
    CVL    -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02 
 
   *****   Intermediate Least Upper Bounds (CVU) for the 
                                                     Control Vector (CV)   ***** 
 
    CVU     0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02 
 
 
     Row        *****   Intermediate T-Matrix (TT)   ***** 
 
  TT  1    -0.50039300D+02   -0.76479500D+02 
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  TT  2     0.63869000D+02    0.10792800D+03 
 
  TT  3     0.76583700D+02    0.11311600D+03 
 
  TT  4     0.37283300D+02    0.66388400D+02 
 
  TT  5     0.44635300D+02   -0.48842200D+02 
 
  TT  6     0.79285000D+02    0.15567100D+03 
 
  TT  7    -0.54793800D+01   -0.59097000D+02 
 
  TT  8     0.73257900D+02    0.67743700D+02 
 
  TT  9     0.12317900D+03    0.73072500D+02 
 
  TT 10    -0.16066500D+02    0.85041400D+02 
 
 
   *****   Intermediate End Conditions Vector (ECT)   ***** 
 
    ECT    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02    0.84882200D+02    0.80737600D+02 
           -0.65848100D+02    0.77724100D+02   -0.37301000D+02    0.31399400D+02 
            0.43590700D+02    0.12152200D+02 
 
   *****   Intermediate End Conditions Weighting Coefficient Vector 
                                     (WDTT) for the Performance Index (F)  ***** 
 
   WDTT     0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
            0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
            0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
 
 
   *****   Intermediate Control Vector (CVPRV) and Measurement Vector 
                           (ECPRV0) from the Previous Duty Cycle after 
                                                   the First Compression   ***** 
 
 
   *****   Intermediate Previous Cycle Control Vector (CVPRV) after 
                                                   the First Compression   ***** 
 
  CVPRV     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
 
   *****   Intermediate Previous Cycle End Conditions Vector (ECPRVTT) 
                                             after the First Compression   ***** 
 
 ECPRVT    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02    0.84882200D+02    0.80737600D+02 
           -0.65848100D+02    0.77724100D+02   -0.37301000D+02    0.31399400D+02 
            0.43590700D+02    0.12152200D+02 
 
 
   *****   Final Control Vector (CV), T-Matrix (T), and 
                    Measurement Vector (EC) after the Second Compression   ***** 
 
 
   *****   Final Control Vector (CV) after the Second Compression   ***** 
 
     CV     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
   *****   Greatest Least Bounds (CVL) Vector for the 
                                                     Control Vector (CV)   ***** 
 
    CVL    -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02 
 
   *****   Least Upper Bounds (CVU) Vector for the Control Vector (CV)   ***** 
 
    CVU     0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02 
 
 
     Row            *****   Final T-Matrix (T)   ***** 
 
   T  1     0.76583700D+02    0.11311600D+03 
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   T  2     0.37283300D+02    0.66388400D+02 
 
 
   *****   Final End Conditions Vector (EC) after the Second Compression   ***** 
 
     EC     0.84882200D+02    0.80737600D+02 
 
   *****   Final End Conditions Weighting Coefficient Vector 
                                      (WDT) for the Performance Index (F)  ***** 
 
    WDT     0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
 
 
   *****   Final Control Vector (CVPRV) and Measurement Vector 
                         (ECPRV) from the Previous Duty Cycle after 
                                                  the Second Compression   ***** 
 
 
   *****   Final Previous Cycle Control Vector (CVPRV) after 
                                                  the Second Compression   ***** 
 
  CVPRV     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
 
   *****   Final Previous Cycle End Conditions Vector (ECPRV) 
                                            after the Second Compression   ***** 
 
  ECPRV     0.84882200D+02    0.80737600D+02 
 
 
  *******************   T-Matrix Compression is Completed   ******************** 
 
 
   *****   Initial End Conditions Vector EC   ***** 
 
 
      0.84882200D+02      0.80737600D+02 
 
 
   *****   Initial Performance Index  =   0.13723548D+05   ***** 
 
   *****   Initial Control Amplitude (A) and Phase Angle (PHASE) Vectors   ***** 
 
   Element    AL               A                 AU                PHASE 
 
      1     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
 
 
 *****   Initial Constraint Function Values for Case Number 1025   ***** 
 
                                      LSAVE 
 
      1      0 
 
   *****   Inequality Constraints   ***** 
 
   Element        Constraint          Amplitude           Max Amp 
 
      1         0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
 
 




    -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
     START OF THE SEQUENTIAL QUADRATIC PROGRAMMING ALGORITHM 
    -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
     Parameters: 
        N      =       2 
        M      =       1 
        ME     =       0 
        MODE   =       0 
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        ACC    =   0.1000D-06 
        ACCQP  =   0.1000D-11 
        STPMIN =   0.0000D+00 
        RHOB   =   0.1000D+03 
        MAXFUN =      30 
        MAXNM  =      10 
        MAXIT  =     300 
        IPRINT =       2 
 
     Output in the following order: 
        IT    - iteration number 
        F     - objective function value 
        SCV   - sum of constraint violations 
        NA    - number of active constraints 
        I     - number of line search iterations 
        ALPHA - steplength parameter 
        DELTA - additional variable to prevent inconsistency 
        KKT   - Karush-Kuhn-Tucker optimality criterion 
 
 
      IT         F          SCV      NA  I    ALPHA     DELTA     KKT 
    -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       1  0.13723548D+05  0.00D+00    1  0  0.00D+00  0.00D+00  0.98D+06 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
       2  0.11512681D+05  0.00D+00    0  2  0.10D+00  0.00D+00  0.29D+05 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
       3  0.15592366D+04  0.24D+01    1  1  0.10D+01  0.00D+00  0.20D+05 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
       4  0.57962682D+03  0.00D+00    0  2  0.27D+00  0.00D+00  0.12D+04 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
       5  0.10617388D-06  0.00D+00    0  1  0.10D+01  0.00D+00  0.23D-06 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
       6  0.56974688D-08  0.00D+00    0  1  0.10D+01  0.00D+00  0.50D-18 
 
 
      --- Final Convergence Analysis at Last Iterate --- 
 
        Objective function value:      F(X)  =  0.56974688D-08 
        Solution values:               X     = 
           0.40343789D+01 -0.34818226D+01 
        Distances from lower bounds:   X-XL  = 
           0.14034379D+02  0.65181774D+01 
        Distances from upper bounds:   XU-X  = 
           0.59656211D+01  0.13481823D+02 
        Multipliers for lower bounds:  U     = 
           0.00000000D+00  0.00000000D+00 
        Multipliers for upper bounds:  U     = 
           0.00000000D+00  0.00000000D+00 
        Constraint values:             G(X)  = 
           0.46709005D+01 
        Multipliers for constraints:   U     = 
           0.00000000D+00 
        Number of function calls:      NFUNC =       8 
        Number of gradient calls:      NGRAD =       6 
        Number of calls of QP solver:  NQL   =       6 
 
 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
 
            *****   Number of Function Evaluations  =     20   ***** 
 
 
   *****   Solution Control Vector for Case Number 1025   ***** 
 
   Element    CVL               CV                CVU               CV - CV0 
 
      1    -0.10000000D+02    0.40343789D+01    0.10000000D+02    0.40343789D+01 
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      2    -0.10000000D+02   -0.34818226D+01    0.10000000D+02   -0.34818226D+01 
 
 
   
 
   *****   Predicted Measurement Vector EC   ***** 
 
      0.56108697D-04     -0.50490350D-04 
 
 
   *****   NLP Solution Performance Index  =   0.56974688D-08   ***** 
 
 
   
 
   *****   Predicted Measurement Vector EC   ***** 
 
      0.16723712D-04     -0.73605613D-04 
 
 
   *****   NLP Solution Performance Index  =   0.56974688D-08   ***** 
 
 
   
 
   *****   Predicted Control Amplitude Vector (A) 
                    Its Limits (AL & AU), and Its Phase Angle 
                                       Vector (PHASE) Before Compression   ***** 
 
   Element    AL               A                 AU                PHASE 
 
      1     0.00000000D+00    0.53290995D+01    0.10000000D+02    0.13079544D+03 
 
 
 *****   Solution Constraint Function Values for Case Number 1025   ***** 
 
                                      LSAVE 
 
      1      0 
 
   *****   Inequality Constraints   ***** 
 
   Element        Constraint          Amplitude           Max Amp 
 
      1         0.46709005D+01      0.53290995D+01      0.10000000D+02 
 
 








           ***************   Start Case Number  525   *************** 
 
 




 A00= 5*0.0000000000000000       ,  1.0000000000000000     , 
 ACC= 9.99999999999999955E-008, 
 ACCQP= 9.99999999999999980E-013, 
 AL0= 5*0.0000000000000000       ,-9.99999999999999955E-008, 
 ALPHA=  1.0000000000000000     , 
 APRV0= 5*0.0000000000000000       , 4.94065645841246544E-324, 
 AU0= 2*10.000000000000000       ,  5.0000000000000000     , 2*10.000000000000000       
,  3.0000000000000000     , 
 CRAN1=  2.0000000000000000     , 
 CRAN2=  3.0000000000000000     , 
 CRAN3=  1.0000000000000000     , 
 CRAN4=  1.0000000000000000     , 
 CV00= 10*0.0000000000000000       , 1.48219693752373963E-323, 6.95323310165009693E-
310, 5.16525870101189612E-319, 6.95323310137697744E-310, 
  
 CVOUT=          0, 
 CVPRV0= 10*0.0000000000000000       , 6.95323310136353885E-310, 6.95321286253352059E-
310, 6.95325616664988679E-310,  0.0000000000000000     , 
  
 ECPRV0= -95.504700000000000     ,  75.647199999999998     ,  84.882199999999997     ,  
80.737600000000000     , -65.848100000000002     , 
   77.724100000000007     , -37.301000000000002     ,  31.399400000000000     ,  
43.590699999999998     ,  12.152200000000001     , 
 EPS= 9.99999999999999955E-008, 
 ICASE=        525, 
 ICYCL0=       2000, 
 IDATA=          3, 
 IN=          5, 
 IOPT=          1, 
 IOUT=          6, 
 IPRINT=          2, 
 ISEED1=       2395,       4013,       3813,       1837, 
 ISEED2=       1843,       4011,       3364,       2835, 
 ISEED3=       3962,       1111,       3215,       2637, 
 ISEED4=       2397,       1504,       4031,       3173, 
 ITOUT=          3, 
 L=          1, 
 LQL=T, 
 LSAVE=          1, 5*0          , 
 MAXASUM=  3.0000000000000000     , 
 MAXFUN=         30, 
 MAXIT=        300, 
 MAXNM=         10, 
 MI=          1, 
 MINASUM=  0.0000000000000000     , 
 MODE=          0, 
 MSAVE0=          0,          1, 3*0          , 5*1          , 
 MULT=          1, 
 NSAVE0= 2*0          ,          1, 2*0          , 5*1          , 
 NX0=         10, 
 NZ0=         10, 
 OPTEND=          3, 
 PHASE0= 5*0.0000000000000000       ,  90.000000000000000     , 
 PHSPRV0= 6*0.0000000000000000       , 
 RHOB=  100.00000000000000     , 
 STPMIN=  0.0000000000000000     , 
 T0= -90.740399999999994     ,  119.70699999999999     ,  122.38400000000000     ,  
78.723799999999997     , -69.686400000000006     , 
   66.340100000000007     , -40.056100000000001     ,  20.251999999999999     ,  
29.750399999999999     ,  24.367300000000000     , -135.69100000000000     , 
   79.448599999999999     ,  87.604200000000006     ,  115.95000000000000     , -
47.756999999999998     ,  79.133099999999999     , -30.015799999999999     , 
   33.375900000000001     ,  38.475000000000001     ,  13.770799999999999     , -
114.31999999999999     ,  47.683700000000002     ,  60.609600000000000     , 
   95.790400000000005     , -56.223799999999997     ,  49.498399999999997     , -
24.877099999999999     ,  3.7778200000000002     ,  24.545999999999999     , 
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  -6.3430700000000000     , -68.177300000000002     ,  51.471100000000000     ,  
64.588999999999999     ,  53.425699999999999     , -30.916699999999999     , 
   80.521699999999996     , -8.4533199999999997     ,  54.595500000000001     ,  
66.753000000000000     , -12.353700000000000     , -50.039299999999997     , 
   63.869000000000000     ,  76.583699999999993     ,  37.283299999999997     ,  
44.635300000000001     ,  79.284999999999997     , -5.4793799999999999     , 
   73.257900000000006     ,  123.17900000000000     , -16.066500000000001     , -
76.479500000000002     ,  107.92800000000000     ,  113.11600000000000     , 
   66.388400000000004     , -48.842199999999998     ,  155.67099999999999     , -
59.097000000000001     ,  67.743700000000004     ,  73.072500000000005     , 
   85.041399999999996     , -143.27400000000000     ,  110.90400000000000     ,  
110.15900000000001     ,  131.80500000000001     , -89.783699999999996     , 
   253.60700000000000     ,  17.656700000000001     ,  49.407699999999998     ,  
19.590399999999999     ,  70.406300000000002     , -137.09000000000000     , 
   35.351300000000002     ,  41.278199999999998     ,  111.29300000000001     , -
240.31100000000001     ,  32.079500000000003     , -49.513700000000000     , 
   88.928299999999993     , 0.49442399999999997     , -9.8438700000000008     , -
120.26900000000001     ,  35.507199999999997     ,  40.179000000000002     , 
   68.519099999999995     , -148.79800000000000     ,  67.000200000000007     , -
82.328599999999994     ,  119.06500000000000     , -13.463600000000000     , 
  -73.784199999999998     , -35.691800000000001     ,  52.919899999999998     ,  
96.571600000000004     ,  18.696999999999999     , -48.361400000000003     , 
  -20.154699999999998     , -115.60299999999999     , -21.847200000000001     ,  
119.16600000000000     , -50.092100000000002     , 
 WDT0= 10*1.0000000000000000       , 
 WDX= 10*0.0000000000000000       , 
 WX= 10*0.0000000000000000       , 








      ***************   OUTPUT DATA for Case Number  525   *************** 
 
 
   *****   The Initial T-Matrix (T0) and Either the Initial 
                     Previous Actual NLP Control Vector (CVPRV0) or 
                           the Initial Previous Control Amplitude (APRV0) 
                                 and Phase Angle (PHSPRV0) Vectors Before 
                                          Compression are Directly Input   ***** 
 
   *****   Input the Initial Previous Actual NLP Control 
                    Vector (CVPRV0) Directly Via NAMELIST Input CDATA 
                          and then Compute the Previous Control Amplitude (APRV0) 








   *****   Initial Previous Control Amplitude (APRV0) and Phase 
                              Angle (PHSPRV0) Vectors before Compression   ***** 
   Element    AL0               APRV0             AU0               PHSPRV0 
 
      1     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      2     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      3     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.50000000D+01    0.00000000D+00 
      4     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      5     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
 
   *****   Previous Actual NLP Control Vector CVPRV0 Before Compression   ***** 
 
   Element        CVL0                CVPRV0              CVU0 
 
      1        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      2        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      3        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      4        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      5        -0.50000000D+01      0.00000000D+00      0.50000000D+01 
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      6        -0.50000000D+01      0.00000000D+00      0.50000000D+01 
      7        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      8        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      9        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     10        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
 
   *****   Either the BEFORE Compression Initial Actual NLP Control 
               Vector Estimates (CV00), OR the BEFORE Compression 
                  Initial Control Vector Amplitudes (A00) and Phase 
                     Angles (PHASE0) Estimates are Directly Input 
                        via NAMELIST Data CDATA                            ***** 
 
   *****   Input the Initial Actual NLP Control Vector Estimate 
                 (CV00) Directly Via NAMELIST Input CDATA, and 
                         then Compute the Control Vector Amplitudes 




                   **********   Case Number  525   ********** 
 
 
   *****   Adjust the Initial Control Amplitude Estimates Vector 
            (A00) to define the Initial Control Amplitude Estimates 
             Vector (A0) to Within Limits If Required Before Compression   ***** 
 
 
   *****   Initial Control Amplitude Vector Estimates (A0), Its 
                        Limits (AL0 & AU0), and Its Phase Angle Vector 
                                   Estimates (PHASE0) Before Compression   ***** 
 
   Element    AL0               A0                AU0               PHASE0 
 
      1     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      1     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D-06    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      2     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      2     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D-06    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      3     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.50000000D+01    0.00000000D+00 
      3     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D-06    0.50000000D+01    0.00000000D+00 
      4     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      4     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D-06    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      5     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      5     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D-06    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
 
   *****   Initial Actual NLP Control Vector Estimates (CV0) and 
                             Its Limits (CVL0 & CVU0) Before Compression   ***** 
 
   Element        CVL0                CV0                 CVU0 
      1        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      2        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      3        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      4        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      5        -0.50000000D+01      0.00000000D+00      0.50000000D+01 
      6        -0.50000000D+01      0.00000000D+00      0.50000000D+01 
      7        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      8        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      9        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     10        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
 
 
   *****   End Conditions Vector EC0, Previous Cycle 
                     End Conditions Vector ECPRV0, and Weighting 
                              Coefficient Vector WDT0 Before Compression   ***** 
 
 
   Element        EC0                 ECPRV0              WDT0 
 
      1        -0.95504700D+02     -0.95504700D+02      0.10000000D+01 
      2         0.75647200D+02      0.75647200D+02      0.10000000D+01 
      3         0.84882200D+02      0.84882200D+02      0.10000000D+01 
      4         0.80737600D+02      0.80737600D+02      0.10000000D+01 
      5        -0.65848100D+02     -0.65848100D+02      0.10000000D+01 
      6         0.77724100D+02      0.77724100D+02      0.10000000D+01 
      7        -0.37301000D+02     -0.37301000D+02      0.10000000D+01 
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      8         0.31399400D+02      0.31399400D+02      0.10000000D+01 
      9         0.43590700D+02      0.43590700D+02      0.10000000D+01 
     10         0.12152200D+02      0.12152200D+02      0.10000000D+01 
 
 




                Specification of CV, T-matrix, and EC Compression 
 
                                  MSAVE0/MSAVE 
 
          0             1             0             0             0 
      0      0      1      1      0      0      0      0      0      0 
 
 
                                  NSAVE0/NSAVE 
 
          0             0             1             0             0 








   *****   Initial Control Vector (CV0), T-Matrix (T0), 
                                            and Measurement Vector (EC0)   ***** 
 
 
   *****   Initial Control Vector (CV0)   ***** 
 
    CV0     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
            0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
            0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
   *****   Initial Greatest Least Bounds (CVL0) for the 
                                                    Control Vector (CV0)   ***** 
 
   CVL0    -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02 
           -0.50000000D+01   -0.50000000D+01   -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02 
           -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02 
 
   *****   Initial Least Upper Bounds (CVU0) for the 
                                                    Control Vector (CV0)   ***** 
 
   CVU0     0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02 
            0.50000000D+01    0.50000000D+01    0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02 
            0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02 
 
 
     Row          *****   Initial T-Matrix (T0)   ***** 
 
  T0  1    -0.90740400D+02   -0.13569100D+03   -0.11432000D+03   -0.68177300D+02 
           -0.50039300D+02   -0.76479500D+02   -0.14327400D+03   -0.13709000D+03 
           -0.12026900D+03   -0.35691800D+02 
 
  T0  2     0.11970700D+03    0.79448600D+02    0.47683700D+02    0.51471100D+02 
            0.63869000D+02    0.10792800D+03    0.11090400D+03    0.35351300D+02 
            0.35507200D+02    0.52919900D+02 
 
  T0  3     0.12238400D+03    0.87604200D+02    0.60609600D+02    0.64589000D+02 
            0.76583700D+02    0.11311600D+03    0.11015900D+03    0.41278200D+02 
            0.40179000D+02    0.96571600D+02 
 
  T0  4     0.78723800D+02    0.11595000D+03    0.95790400D+02    0.53425700D+02 
            0.37283300D+02    0.66388400D+02    0.13180500D+03    0.11129300D+03 
            0.68519100D+02    0.18697000D+02 
 
  T0  5    -0.69686400D+02   -0.47757000D+02   -0.56223800D+02   -0.30916700D+02 
            0.44635300D+02   -0.48842200D+02   -0.89783700D+02   -0.24031100D+03 
           -0.14879800D+03   -0.48361400D+02 
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  T0  6     0.66340100D+02    0.79133100D+02    0.49498400D+02    0.80521700D+02 
            0.79285000D+02    0.15567100D+03    0.25360700D+03    0.32079500D+02 
            0.67000200D+02   -0.20154700D+02 
 
  T0  7    -0.40056100D+02   -0.30015800D+02   -0.24877100D+02   -0.84533200D+01 
           -0.54793800D+01   -0.59097000D+02    0.17656700D+02   -0.49513700D+02 
           -0.82328600D+02   -0.11560300D+03 
 
  T0  8     0.20252000D+02    0.33375900D+02    0.37778200D+01    0.54595500D+02 
            0.73257900D+02    0.67743700D+02    0.49407700D+02    0.88928300D+02 
            0.11906500D+03   -0.21847200D+02 
 
  T0  9     0.29750400D+02    0.38475000D+02    0.24546000D+02    0.66753000D+02 
            0.12317900D+03    0.73072500D+02    0.19590400D+02    0.49442400D+00 
           -0.13463600D+02    0.11916600D+03 
 
  T0 10     0.24367300D+02    0.13770800D+02   -0.63430700D+01   -0.12353700D+02 
           -0.16066500D+02    0.85041400D+02    0.70406300D+02   -0.98438700D+01 
           -0.73784200D+02   -0.50092100D+02 
 
 
   *****   Initial End Conditions Vector (EC0)   ***** 
 
    EC0    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02    0.84882200D+02    0.80737600D+02 
           -0.65848100D+02    0.77724100D+02   -0.37301000D+02    0.31399400D+02 
            0.43590700D+02    0.12152200D+02 
 
   *****   Initial End Conditions Weighting Coefficient Vector 
                                     (WDT0) for the Performance Index (F)  ***** 
   WDT0     0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
            0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
            0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
 
 
   *****   Initial Control Vector (CVPRV0) and Measurement 
                            Vector (ECPRV0) from the Previous Duty Cycle   ***** 
 
 
   *****   Initial Previous Cycle Control Vector (CVPRV0)   ***** 
 
 CVPRV0     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
            0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
            0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
 
   *****   Initial Previous Cycle End Conditions Vector (ECPRV0)   ***** 
 
 ECPRV0    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02    0.84882200D+02    0.80737600D+02 
           -0.65848100D+02    0.77724100D+02   -0.37301000D+02    0.31399400D+02 
            0.43590700D+02    0.12152200D+02 
 
 
   *****   Intermediate Control Vector (CV), T-Matrix (TT), 
                and Measurement Vector (ECT) after the First Compression   ***** 
 
 
   *****   Intermediate Control Vector (CV) after the First Compression   ***** 
 
     CV     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
   *****   Intermediate Greatest Least Bounds (CVL) for the 
                                                     Control Vector (CV)   ***** 
 
    CVL    -0.50000000D+01   -0.50000000D+01 
 
   *****   Intermediate Least Upper Bounds (CVU) for the 
                                                     Control Vector (CV)   ***** 
 
    CVU     0.50000000D+01    0.50000000D+01 
 
 
     Row        *****   Intermediate T-Matrix (TT)   ***** 
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  TT  1    -0.50039300D+02   -0.76479500D+02 
 
  TT  2     0.63869000D+02    0.10792800D+03 
 
  TT  3     0.76583700D+02    0.11311600D+03 
 
  TT  4     0.37283300D+02    0.66388400D+02 
 
  TT  5     0.44635300D+02   -0.48842200D+02 
 
  TT  6     0.79285000D+02    0.15567100D+03 
 
  TT  7    -0.54793800D+01   -0.59097000D+02 
 
  TT  8     0.73257900D+02    0.67743700D+02 
 
  TT  9     0.12317900D+03    0.73072500D+02 
 
  TT 10    -0.16066500D+02    0.85041400D+02 
 
 
   *****   Intermediate End Conditions Vector (ECT)   ***** 
 
    ECT    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02    0.84882200D+02    0.80737600D+02 
           -0.65848100D+02    0.77724100D+02   -0.37301000D+02    0.31399400D+02 
            0.43590700D+02    0.12152200D+02 
 
   *****   Intermediate End Conditions Weighting Coefficient Vector 
                                     (WDTT) for the Performance Index (F)  ***** 
 
   WDTT     0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
            0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
            0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
 
 
   *****   Intermediate Control Vector (CVPRV) and Measurement Vector 
                           (ECPRV0) from the Previous Duty Cycle after 
                                                   the First Compression   ***** 
 
 
   *****   Intermediate Previous Cycle Control Vector (CVPRV) after 
                                                   the First Compression   ***** 
 
  CVPRV     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
 
   *****   Intermediate Previous Cycle End Conditions Vector (ECPRVTT) 
                                             after the First Compression   ***** 
 
 ECPRVT    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02    0.84882200D+02    0.80737600D+02 
           -0.65848100D+02    0.77724100D+02   -0.37301000D+02    0.31399400D+02 
            0.43590700D+02    0.12152200D+02 
 
 
   *****   Final Control Vector (CV), T-Matrix (T), and 
                    Measurement Vector (EC) after the Second Compression   ***** 
 
 
   *****   Final Control Vector (CV) after the Second Compression   ***** 
 
     CV     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
   *****   Greatest Least Bounds (CVL) Vector for the 
                                                     Control Vector (CV)   ***** 
 
    CVL    -0.50000000D+01   -0.50000000D+01 
 
   *****   Least Upper Bounds (CVU) Vector for the Control Vector (CV)   ***** 
 
    CVU     0.50000000D+01    0.50000000D+01 
 
 
     Row            *****   Final T-Matrix (T)   ***** 
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   T  1     0.76583700D+02    0.11311600D+03 
 
   T  2     0.37283300D+02    0.66388400D+02 
 
 
   *****   Final End Conditions Vector (EC) after the Second Compression   ***** 
 
     EC     0.84882200D+02    0.80737600D+02 
 
   *****   Final End Conditions Weighting Coefficient Vector 
                                      (WDT) for the Performance Index (F)  ***** 
 
    WDT     0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
 
 
   *****   Final Control Vector (CVPRV) and Measurement Vector 
                         (ECPRV) from the Previous Duty Cycle after 
                                                  the Second Compression   ***** 
 
 
   *****   Final Previous Cycle Control Vector (CVPRV) after 
                                                  the Second Compression   ***** 
 
  CVPRV     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
 
   *****   Final Previous Cycle End Conditions Vector (ECPRV) 
                                            after the Second Compression   ***** 
 
  ECPRV     0.84882200D+02    0.80737600D+02 
 
 
  *******************   T-Matrix Compression is Completed   ******************** 
 
 
   *****   Initial End Conditions Vector EC   ***** 
 
 
      0.84882200D+02      0.80737600D+02 
 
 
   *****   Initial Performance Index  =   0.13723548D+05   ***** 
 
   *****   Initial Control Amplitude (A) and Phase Angle (PHASE) Vectors   ***** 
 
   Element    AL               A                 AU                PHASE 
 
      1     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.50000000D+01    0.00000000D+00 
 
 
 *****   Initial Constraint Function Values for Case Number  525   ***** 
 
                                      LSAVE 
 
      1      0 
 
   *****   Inequality Constraints   ***** 
 
   Element        Constraint          Amplitude           Max Amp 
 
      1         0.50000000D+01      0.00000000D+00      0.50000000D+01 
 
 





    -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
     START OF THE SEQUENTIAL QUADRATIC PROGRAMMING ALGORITHM 
    -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
     Parameters: 
        N      =       2 
F-139 
        M      =       1 
        ME     =       0 
        MODE   =       0 
        ACC    =   0.1000D-06 
        ACCQP  =   0.1000D-11 
        STPMIN =   0.0000D+00 
        RHOB   =   0.1000D+03 
        MAXFUN =      30 
        MAXNM  =      10 
        MAXIT  =     300 
        IPRINT =       2 
 
     Output in the following order: 
        IT    - iteration number 
        F     - objective function value 
        SCV   - sum of constraint violations 
        NA    - number of active constraints 
        I     - number of line search iterations 
        ALPHA - steplength parameter 
        DELTA - additional variable to prevent inconsistency 
        KKT   - Karush-Kuhn-Tucker optimality criterion 
 
 
      IT         F          SCV      NA  I    ALPHA     DELTA     KKT 
    -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       1  0.13723548D+05  0.00D+00    1  0  0.00D+00  0.00D+00  0.49D+06 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
       2  0.90851747D+03  0.00D+00    0  2  0.10D+00  0.00D+00  0.44D+04 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
       3  0.41948482D+02  0.15D+01    1  1  0.10D+01  0.00D+00  0.14D+03 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
       4  0.33461389D+01  0.26D-02    1  1  0.10D+01  0.00D+00  0.11D+00 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
       5  0.33992208D+01  0.30D-07    1  1  0.10D+01  0.00D+00  0.20D-05 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
       6  0.33992204D+01  0.41D-11    1  1  0.10D+01  0.00D+00  0.16D-09 
 
 
      --- Final Convergence Analysis at Last Iterate --- 
 
        Objective function value:      F(X)  =  0.33992204D+01 
        Solution values:               X     = 
           0.37555443D+01 -0.33008918D+01 
        Distances from lower bounds:   X-XL  = 
           0.87555443D+01  0.16991082D+01 
        Distances from upper bounds:   XU-X  = 
           0.12444557D+01  0.83008918D+01 
        Multipliers for lower bounds:  U     = 
           0.00000000D+00  0.00000000D+00 
        Multipliers for upper bounds:  U     = 
           0.00000000D+00  0.00000000D+00 
        Constraint values:             G(X)  = 
          -0.40998316D-11 
        Multipliers for constraints:   U     = 
           0.20673012D+02 
        Number of function calls:      NFUNC =       7 
        Number of gradient calls:      NGRAD =       6 




                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
 
 
            *****   Number of Function Evaluations  =     19   ***** 
 
 
   *****   Solution Control Vector for Case Number  525   ***** 
F-140 
 
   Element    CVL               CV                CVU               CV - CV0 
 
      1    -0.50000000D+01    0.37555443D+01    0.50000000D+01    0.37555443D+01 
      2    -0.50000000D+01   -0.33008918D+01    0.50000000D+01   -0.33008918D+01 
 
 
   
 
   *****   Predicted Measurement Vector EC   ***** 
 
     -0.88795821D+00      0.16157831D+01 
 
 
   *****   NLP Solution Performance Index  =   0.33992204D+01   ***** 
 
 
   
 
   *****   Predicted Measurement Vector EC   ***** 
 
     -0.88799555D+00      0.16157612D+01 
 
 
   *****   NLP Solution Performance Index  =   0.33992204D+01   ***** 
 
 
   
 
   *****   Predicted Control Amplitude Vector (A) 
                    Its Limits (AL & AU), and Its Phase Angle 
                                       Vector (PHASE) Before Compression   ***** 
 
   Element    AL               A                 AU                PHASE 
 
      1     0.00000000D+00    0.50000000D+01    0.50000000D+01    0.13131348D+03 
 
 
 *****   Solution Constraint Function Values for Case Number  525   ***** 
 
                                      LSAVE 
 
      1      0 
 
   *****   Inequality Constraints   ***** 
 
   Element        Constraint          Amplitude           Max Amp 
 
      1        -0.40998316D-11      0.50000000D+01      0.50000000D+01 
 
 






           ***************   Start Case Number  325   *************** 
 
 




 A00= 5*0.0000000000000000       ,  1.0000000000000000     , 
 ACC= 9.99999999999999955E-008, 
 ACCQP= 9.99999999999999980E-013, 
 AL0= 5*0.0000000000000000       ,-9.99999999999999955E-008, 
 ALPHA=  1.0000000000000000     , 
 APRV0= 5*0.0000000000000000       , 4.94065645841246544E-324, 
 AU0= 2*10.000000000000000       ,  3.0000000000000000     , 2*10.000000000000000       
,  3.0000000000000000     , 
 CRAN1=  2.0000000000000000     , 
 CRAN2=  3.0000000000000000     , 
 CRAN3=  1.0000000000000000     , 
 CRAN4=  1.0000000000000000     , 
 CV00= 10*0.0000000000000000       , 1.48219693752373963E-323, 6.95323310165009693E-
310, 5.16525870101189612E-319, 6.95323310137697744E-310, 
  
 CVOUT=          0, 
 CVPRV0= 10*0.0000000000000000       , 6.95323310136353885E-310, 6.95321286253352059E-
310, 6.95325616664988679E-310,  0.0000000000000000     , 
  
 ECPRV0= -95.504700000000000     ,  75.647199999999998     ,  84.882199999999997     ,  
80.737600000000000     , -65.848100000000002     , 
   77.724100000000007     , -37.301000000000002     ,  31.399400000000000     ,  
43.590699999999998     ,  12.152200000000001     , 
 EPS= 9.99999999999999955E-008, 
 ICASE=        325, 
 ICYCL0=       2000, 
 IDATA=          3, 
 IN=          5, 
 IOPT=          1, 
 IOUT=          6, 
 IPRINT=          2, 
 ISEED1=       2395,       4013,       3813,       1837, 
 ISEED2=       1843,       4011,       3364,       2835, 
 ISEED3=       3962,       1111,       3215,       2637, 
 ISEED4=       2397,       1504,       4031,       3173, 
 ITOUT=          3, 
 L=          1, 
 LQL=T, 
 LSAVE=          1, 5*0          , 
 MAXASUM=  3.0000000000000000     , 
 MAXFUN=         30, 
 MAXIT=        300, 
 MAXNM=         10, 
 MI=          1, 
 MINASUM=  0.0000000000000000     , 
 MODE=          0, 
 MSAVE0=          0,          1, 3*0          , 5*1          , 
 MULT=          1, 
 NSAVE0= 2*0          ,          1, 2*0          , 5*1          , 
 NX0=         10, 
 NZ0=         10, 
 OPTEND=          3, 
 PHASE0= 5*0.0000000000000000       ,  90.000000000000000     , 
 PHSPRV0= 6*0.0000000000000000       , 
 RHOB=  100.00000000000000     , 
 STPMIN=  0.0000000000000000     , 
 T0= -90.740399999999994     ,  119.70699999999999     ,  122.38400000000000     ,  
78.723799999999997     , -69.686400000000006     , 
   66.340100000000007     , -40.056100000000001     ,  20.251999999999999     ,  
29.750399999999999     ,  24.367300000000000     , -135.69100000000000     , 
   79.448599999999999     ,  87.604200000000006     ,  115.95000000000000     , -
47.756999999999998     ,  79.133099999999999     , -30.015799999999999     , 
   33.375900000000001     ,  38.475000000000001     ,  13.770799999999999     , -
114.31999999999999     ,  47.683700000000002     ,  60.609600000000000     , 
   95.790400000000005     , -56.223799999999997     ,  49.498399999999997     , -
24.877099999999999     ,  3.7778200000000002     ,  24.545999999999999     , 
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  -6.3430700000000000     , -68.177300000000002     ,  51.471100000000000     ,  
64.588999999999999     ,  53.425699999999999     , -30.916699999999999     , 
   80.521699999999996     , -8.4533199999999997     ,  54.595500000000001     ,  
66.753000000000000     , -12.353700000000000     , -50.039299999999997     , 
   63.869000000000000     ,  76.583699999999993     ,  37.283299999999997     ,  
44.635300000000001     ,  79.284999999999997     , -5.4793799999999999     , 
   73.257900000000006     ,  123.17900000000000     , -16.066500000000001     , -
76.479500000000002     ,  107.92800000000000     ,  113.11600000000000     , 
   66.388400000000004     , -48.842199999999998     ,  155.67099999999999     , -
59.097000000000001     ,  67.743700000000004     ,  73.072500000000005     , 
   85.041399999999996     , -143.27400000000000     ,  110.90400000000000     ,  
110.15900000000001     ,  131.80500000000001     , -89.783699999999996     , 
   253.60700000000000     ,  17.656700000000001     ,  49.407699999999998     ,  
19.590399999999999     ,  70.406300000000002     , -137.09000000000000     , 
   35.351300000000002     ,  41.278199999999998     ,  111.29300000000001     , -
240.31100000000001     ,  32.079500000000003     , -49.513700000000000     , 
   88.928299999999993     , 0.49442399999999997     , -9.8438700000000008     , -
120.26900000000001     ,  35.507199999999997     ,  40.179000000000002     , 
   68.519099999999995     , -148.79800000000000     ,  67.000200000000007     , -
82.328599999999994     ,  119.06500000000000     , -13.463600000000000     , 
  -73.784199999999998     , -35.691800000000001     ,  52.919899999999998     ,  
96.571600000000004     ,  18.696999999999999     , -48.361400000000003     , 
  -20.154699999999998     , -115.60299999999999     , -21.847200000000001     ,  
119.16600000000000     , -50.092100000000002     , 
 WDT0= 10*1.0000000000000000       , 
 WDX= 10*0.0000000000000000       , 
 WX= 10*0.0000000000000000       , 








      ***************   OUTPUT DATA for Case Number  325   *************** 
 
 
   *****   The Initial T-Matrix (T0) and Either the Initial 
                     Previous Actual NLP Control Vector (CVPRV0) or 
                           the Initial Previous Control Amplitude (APRV0) 
                                 and Phase Angle (PHSPRV0) Vectors Before 
                                          Compression are Directly Input   ***** 
 
   *****   Input the Initial Previous Actual NLP Control 
                    Vector (CVPRV0) Directly Via NAMELIST Input CDATA 
                          and then Compute the Previous Control Amplitude (APRV0) 








   *****   Initial Previous Control Amplitude (APRV0) and Phase 
                              Angle (PHSPRV0) Vectors before Compression   ***** 
   Element    AL0               APRV0             AU0               PHSPRV0 
 
      1     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      2     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      3     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.30000000D+01    0.00000000D+00 
      4     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      5     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
 
   *****   Previous Actual NLP Control Vector CVPRV0 Before Compression   ***** 
 
   Element        CVL0                CVPRV0              CVU0 
 
      1        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      2        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      3        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      4        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      5        -0.30000000D+01      0.00000000D+00      0.30000000D+01 
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      6        -0.30000000D+01      0.00000000D+00      0.30000000D+01 
      7        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      8        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      9        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     10        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
 
   *****   Either the BEFORE Compression Initial Actual NLP Control 
               Vector Estimates (CV00), OR the BEFORE Compression 
                  Initial Control Vector Amplitudes (A00) and Phase 
                     Angles (PHASE0) Estimates are Directly Input 
                        via NAMELIST Data CDATA                            ***** 
 
   *****   Input the Initial Actual NLP Control Vector Estimate 
                 (CV00) Directly Via NAMELIST Input CDATA, and 
                         then Compute the Control Vector Amplitudes 




                   **********   Case Number  325   ********** 
 
 
   *****   Adjust the Initial Control Amplitude Estimates Vector 
            (A00) to define the Initial Control Amplitude Estimates 
             Vector (A0) to Within Limits If Required Before Compression   ***** 
 
 
   *****   Initial Control Amplitude Vector Estimates (A0), Its 
                        Limits (AL0 & AU0), and Its Phase Angle Vector 
                                   Estimates (PHASE0) Before Compression   ***** 
 
   Element    AL0               A0                AU0               PHASE0 
 
      1     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      1     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D-06    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      2     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      2     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D-06    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      3     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.30000000D+01    0.00000000D+00 
      3     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D-06    0.30000000D+01    0.00000000D+00 
      4     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      4     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D-06    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      5     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      5     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D-06    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
 
   *****   Initial Actual NLP Control Vector Estimates (CV0) and 
                             Its Limits (CVL0 & CVU0) Before Compression   ***** 
 
   Element        CVL0                CV0                 CVU0 
      1        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      2        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      3        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      4        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      5        -0.30000000D+01      0.00000000D+00      0.30000000D+01 
      6        -0.30000000D+01      0.00000000D+00      0.30000000D+01 
      7        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      8        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      9        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     10        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
 
 
   *****   End Conditions Vector EC0, Previous Cycle 
                     End Conditions Vector ECPRV0, and Weighting 
                              Coefficient Vector WDT0 Before Compression   ***** 
 
 
   Element        EC0                 ECPRV0              WDT0 
 
      1        -0.95504700D+02     -0.95504700D+02      0.10000000D+01 
      2         0.75647200D+02      0.75647200D+02      0.10000000D+01 
      3         0.84882200D+02      0.84882200D+02      0.10000000D+01 
      4         0.80737600D+02      0.80737600D+02      0.10000000D+01 
      5        -0.65848100D+02     -0.65848100D+02      0.10000000D+01 
      6         0.77724100D+02      0.77724100D+02      0.10000000D+01 
      7        -0.37301000D+02     -0.37301000D+02      0.10000000D+01 
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      8         0.31399400D+02      0.31399400D+02      0.10000000D+01 
      9         0.43590700D+02      0.43590700D+02      0.10000000D+01 
     10         0.12152200D+02      0.12152200D+02      0.10000000D+01 
 
 




                Specification of CV, T-matrix, and EC Compression 
 
                                  MSAVE0/MSAVE 
 
          0             1             0             0             0 
      0      0      1      1      0      0      0      0      0      0 
 
 
                                  NSAVE0/NSAVE 
 
          0             0             1             0             0 








   *****   Initial Control Vector (CV0), T-Matrix (T0), 
                                            and Measurement Vector (EC0)   ***** 
 
 
   *****   Initial Control Vector (CV0)   ***** 
 
    CV0     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
            0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
            0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
   *****   Initial Greatest Least Bounds (CVL0) for the 
                                                    Control Vector (CV0)   ***** 
 
   CVL0    -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02 
           -0.30000000D+01   -0.30000000D+01   -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02 
           -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02 
 
   *****   Initial Least Upper Bounds (CVU0) for the 
                                                    Control Vector (CV0)   ***** 
 
   CVU0     0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02 
            0.30000000D+01    0.30000000D+01    0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02 
            0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02 
 
 
     Row          *****   Initial T-Matrix (T0)   ***** 
 
  T0  1    -0.90740400D+02   -0.13569100D+03   -0.11432000D+03   -0.68177300D+02 
           -0.50039300D+02   -0.76479500D+02   -0.14327400D+03   -0.13709000D+03 
           -0.12026900D+03   -0.35691800D+02 
 
  T0  2     0.11970700D+03    0.79448600D+02    0.47683700D+02    0.51471100D+02 
            0.63869000D+02    0.10792800D+03    0.11090400D+03    0.35351300D+02 
            0.35507200D+02    0.52919900D+02 
 
  T0  3     0.12238400D+03    0.87604200D+02    0.60609600D+02    0.64589000D+02 
            0.76583700D+02    0.11311600D+03    0.11015900D+03    0.41278200D+02 
            0.40179000D+02    0.96571600D+02 
 
  T0  4     0.78723800D+02    0.11595000D+03    0.95790400D+02    0.53425700D+02 
            0.37283300D+02    0.66388400D+02    0.13180500D+03    0.11129300D+03 
            0.68519100D+02    0.18697000D+02 
 
  T0  5    -0.69686400D+02   -0.47757000D+02   -0.56223800D+02   -0.30916700D+02 
            0.44635300D+02   -0.48842200D+02   -0.89783700D+02   -0.24031100D+03 
           -0.14879800D+03   -0.48361400D+02 
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  T0  6     0.66340100D+02    0.79133100D+02    0.49498400D+02    0.80521700D+02 
            0.79285000D+02    0.15567100D+03    0.25360700D+03    0.32079500D+02 
            0.67000200D+02   -0.20154700D+02 
 
  T0  7    -0.40056100D+02   -0.30015800D+02   -0.24877100D+02   -0.84533200D+01 
           -0.54793800D+01   -0.59097000D+02    0.17656700D+02   -0.49513700D+02 
           -0.82328600D+02   -0.11560300D+03 
 
  T0  8     0.20252000D+02    0.33375900D+02    0.37778200D+01    0.54595500D+02 
            0.73257900D+02    0.67743700D+02    0.49407700D+02    0.88928300D+02 
            0.11906500D+03   -0.21847200D+02 
 
  T0  9     0.29750400D+02    0.38475000D+02    0.24546000D+02    0.66753000D+02 
            0.12317900D+03    0.73072500D+02    0.19590400D+02    0.49442400D+00 
           -0.13463600D+02    0.11916600D+03 
 
  T0 10     0.24367300D+02    0.13770800D+02   -0.63430700D+01   -0.12353700D+02 
           -0.16066500D+02    0.85041400D+02    0.70406300D+02   -0.98438700D+01 
           -0.73784200D+02   -0.50092100D+02 
 
 
   *****   Initial End Conditions Vector (EC0)   ***** 
 
    EC0    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02    0.84882200D+02    0.80737600D+02 
           -0.65848100D+02    0.77724100D+02   -0.37301000D+02    0.31399400D+02 
            0.43590700D+02    0.12152200D+02 
 
   *****   Initial End Conditions Weighting Coefficient Vector 
                                     (WDT0) for the Performance Index (F)  ***** 
   WDT0     0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
            0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
            0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
 
 
   *****   Initial Control Vector (CVPRV0) and Measurement 
                            Vector (ECPRV0) from the Previous Duty Cycle   ***** 
 
 
   *****   Initial Previous Cycle Control Vector (CVPRV0)   ***** 
 
 CVPRV0     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
            0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
            0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
 
   *****   Initial Previous Cycle End Conditions Vector (ECPRV0)   ***** 
 
 ECPRV0    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02    0.84882200D+02    0.80737600D+02 
           -0.65848100D+02    0.77724100D+02   -0.37301000D+02    0.31399400D+02 
            0.43590700D+02    0.12152200D+02 
 
 
   *****   Intermediate Control Vector (CV), T-Matrix (TT), 
                and Measurement Vector (ECT) after the First Compression   ***** 
 
 
   *****   Intermediate Control Vector (CV) after the First Compression   ***** 
 
     CV     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
   *****   Intermediate Greatest Least Bounds (CVL) for the 
                                                     Control Vector (CV)   ***** 
 
    CVL    -0.30000000D+01   -0.30000000D+01 
 
   *****   Intermediate Least Upper Bounds (CVU) for the 
                                                     Control Vector (CV)   ***** 
 
    CVU     0.30000000D+01    0.30000000D+01 
 
 
     Row        *****   Intermediate T-Matrix (TT)   ***** 
 
F-146 
  TT  1    -0.50039300D+02   -0.76479500D+02 
 
  TT  2     0.63869000D+02    0.10792800D+03 
 
  TT  3     0.76583700D+02    0.11311600D+03 
 
  TT  4     0.37283300D+02    0.66388400D+02 
 
  TT  5     0.44635300D+02   -0.48842200D+02 
 
  TT  6     0.79285000D+02    0.15567100D+03 
 
  TT  7    -0.54793800D+01   -0.59097000D+02 
 
  TT  8     0.73257900D+02    0.67743700D+02 
 
  TT  9     0.12317900D+03    0.73072500D+02 
 
  TT 10    -0.16066500D+02    0.85041400D+02 
 
 
   *****   Intermediate End Conditions Vector (ECT)   ***** 
 
    ECT    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02    0.84882200D+02    0.80737600D+02 
           -0.65848100D+02    0.77724100D+02   -0.37301000D+02    0.31399400D+02 
            0.43590700D+02    0.12152200D+02 
 
   *****   Intermediate End Conditions Weighting Coefficient Vector 
                                     (WDTT) for the Performance Index (F)  ***** 
 
   WDTT     0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
            0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
            0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
 
 
   *****   Intermediate Control Vector (CVPRV) and Measurement Vector 
                           (ECPRV0) from the Previous Duty Cycle after 
                                                   the First Compression   ***** 
 
 
   *****   Intermediate Previous Cycle Control Vector (CVPRV) after 
                                                   the First Compression   ***** 
 
  CVPRV     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
 
   *****   Intermediate Previous Cycle End Conditions Vector (ECPRVTT) 
                                             after the First Compression   ***** 
 
 ECPRVT    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02    0.84882200D+02    0.80737600D+02 
           -0.65848100D+02    0.77724100D+02   -0.37301000D+02    0.31399400D+02 
            0.43590700D+02    0.12152200D+02 
 
 
   *****   Final Control Vector (CV), T-Matrix (T), and 
                    Measurement Vector (EC) after the Second Compression   ***** 
 
 
   *****   Final Control Vector (CV) after the Second Compression   ***** 
 
     CV     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
   *****   Greatest Least Bounds (CVL) Vector for the 
                                                     Control Vector (CV)   ***** 
 
    CVL    -0.30000000D+01   -0.30000000D+01 
 
   *****   Least Upper Bounds (CVU) Vector for the Control Vector (CV)   ***** 
 
    CVU     0.30000000D+01    0.30000000D+01 
 
 
     Row            *****   Final T-Matrix (T)   ***** 
 
F-147 
   T  1     0.76583700D+02    0.11311600D+03 
 
   T  2     0.37283300D+02    0.66388400D+02 
 
 
   *****   Final End Conditions Vector (EC) after the Second Compression   ***** 
 
     EC     0.84882200D+02    0.80737600D+02 
 
   *****   Final End Conditions Weighting Coefficient Vector 
                                      (WDT) for the Performance Index (F)  ***** 
 
    WDT     0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
 
 
   *****   Final Control Vector (CVPRV) and Measurement Vector 
                         (ECPRV) from the Previous Duty Cycle after 
                                                  the Second Compression   ***** 
 
 
   *****   Final Previous Cycle Control Vector (CVPRV) after 
                                                  the Second Compression   ***** 
 
  CVPRV     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
 
   *****   Final Previous Cycle End Conditions Vector (ECPRV) 
                                            after the Second Compression   ***** 
 
  ECPRV     0.84882200D+02    0.80737600D+02 
 
 
  *******************   T-Matrix Compression is Completed   ******************** 
 
 
   *****   Initial End Conditions Vector EC   ***** 
 
 
      0.84882200D+02      0.80737600D+02 
 
 
   *****   Initial Performance Index  =   0.13723548D+05   ***** 
 
   *****   Initial Control Amplitude (A) and Phase Angle (PHASE) Vectors   ***** 
 
   Element    AL               A                 AU                PHASE 
 
      1     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.30000000D+01    0.00000000D+00 
 
 
 *****   Initial Constraint Function Values for Case Number  325   ***** 
 
                                      LSAVE 
 
      1      0 
 
   *****   Inequality Constraints   ***** 
 
   Element        Constraint          Amplitude           Max Amp 
 
      1         0.30000000D+01      0.00000000D+00      0.30000000D+01 
 
 





    -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
     START OF THE SEQUENTIAL QUADRATIC PROGRAMMING ALGORITHM 
    -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
     Parameters: 
        N      =       2 
F-148 
        M      =       1 
        ME     =       0 
        MODE   =       0 
        ACC    =   0.1000D-06 
        ACCQP  =   0.1000D-11 
        STPMIN =   0.0000D+00 
        RHOB   =   0.1000D+03 
        MAXFUN =      30 
        MAXNM  =      10 
        MAXIT  =     300 
        IPRINT =       2 
 
     Output in the following order: 
        IT    - iteration number 
        F     - objective function value 
        SCV   - sum of constraint violations 
        NA    - number of active constraints 
        I     - number of line search iterations 
        ALPHA - steplength parameter 
        DELTA - additional variable to prevent inconsistency 
        KKT   - Karush-Kuhn-Tucker optimality criterion 
 
 
      IT         F          SCV      NA  I    ALPHA     DELTA     KKT 
    -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       1  0.13723548D+05  0.00D+00    1  0  0.00D+00  0.00D+00  0.29D+06 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
       2  0.90851747D+03  0.00D+00    0  2  0.17D+00  0.00D+00  0.28D+04 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
       3  0.47236962D+02  0.11D+01    1  1  0.10D+01  0.00D+00  0.25D+03 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
       4  0.17164803D+03  0.63D-02    1  1  0.10D+01  0.00D+00  0.19D+01 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
       5  0.17259530D+03  0.54D-06    1  1  0.10D+01  0.00D+00  0.14D-03 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
       6  0.17259537D+03  0.95D-10    1  1  0.10D+01  0.00D+00  0.15D-07 
 
 
      --- Final Convergence Analysis at Last Iterate --- 
 
        Objective function value:      F(X)  =  0.17259537D+03 
        Solution values:               X     = 
           0.20477839D+01 -0.21923917D+01 
        Distances from lower bounds:   X-XL  = 
           0.50477839D+01  0.80760833D+00 
        Distances from upper bounds:   XU-X  = 
           0.95221613D+00  0.51923917D+01 
        Multipliers for lower bounds:  U     = 
           0.00000000D+00  0.00000000D+00 
        Multipliers for upper bounds:  U     = 
           0.00000000D+00  0.00000000D+00 
        Constraint values:             G(X)  = 
          -0.94987573D-10 
        Multipliers for constraints:   U     = 
           0.15019223D+03 
        Number of function calls:      NFUNC =       7 
        Number of gradient calls:      NGRAD =       6 




                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
            *****   Number of Function Evaluations  =     19   ***** 
 
 
   *****   Solution Control Vector for Case Number  325   ***** 
 
   Element    CVL               CV                CVU               CV - CV0 
F-149 
 
      1    -0.30000000D+01    0.20477839D+01    0.30000000D+01    0.20477839D+01 
      2    -0.30000000D+01   -0.21923917D+01    0.30000000D+01   -0.21923917D+01 
 
 
   
 
   *****   Predicted Measurement Vector EC   ***** 
 
     -0.62854854D+01      0.11536380D+02 
 
 
   *****   NLP Solution Performance Index  =   0.17259537D+03   ***** 
 
 
   
 
   *****   Predicted Measurement Vector EC   ***** 
 
     -0.62855102D+01      0.11536365D+02 
 
 
   *****   NLP Solution Performance Index  =   0.17259537D+03   ***** 
 
 
   
 
   *****   Predicted Control Amplitude Vector (A) 
                    Its Limits (AL & AU), and Its Phase Angle 
                                       Vector (PHASE) Before Compression   ***** 
 
   Element    AL               A                 AU                PHASE 
 
      1     0.00000000D+00    0.30000000D+01    0.30000000D+01    0.13695327D+03 
 
 
 *****   Solution Constraint Function Values for Case Number  325   ***** 
 
                                      LSAVE 
 
      1      0 
 
   *****   Inequality Constraints   ***** 
 
   Element        Constraint          Amplitude           Max Amp 
 
      1        -0.94987573D-10      0.30000000D+01      0.30000000D+01 
 
 








           ***************   Start Case Number  125   *************** 
 
 




 A00= 5*0.0000000000000000       ,  1.0000000000000000     , 
 ACC= 9.99999999999999955E-008, 
 ACCQP= 9.99999999999999980E-013, 
 AL0= 5*0.0000000000000000       ,-9.99999999999999955E-008, 
 ALPHA=  1.0000000000000000     , 
 APRV0= 5*0.0000000000000000       , 4.94065645841246544E-324, 
 AU0= 2*10.000000000000000       ,  1.0000000000000000     , 2*10.000000000000000       
,  3.0000000000000000     , 
 CRAN1=  2.0000000000000000     , 
 CRAN2=  3.0000000000000000     , 
 CRAN3=  1.0000000000000000     , 
 CRAN4=  1.0000000000000000     , 
 CV00= 10*0.0000000000000000       , 1.48219693752373963E-323, 6.95323310165009693E-
310, 5.16525870101189612E-319, 6.95323310137697744E-310, 
  
 CVOUT=          0, 
 CVPRV0= 10*0.0000000000000000       , 6.95323310136353885E-310, 6.95321286253352059E-
310, 6.95325616664988679E-310,  0.0000000000000000     , 
  
 ECPRV0= -95.504700000000000     ,  75.647199999999998     ,  84.882199999999997     ,  
80.737600000000000     , -65.848100000000002     , 
   77.724100000000007     , -37.301000000000002     ,  31.399400000000000     ,  
43.590699999999998     ,  12.152200000000001     , 
 EPS= 9.99999999999999955E-008, 
 ICASE=        125, 
 ICYCL0=       2000, 
       ACCQP  =   0.1000D-11 
       STPMIN =   0.0000D+00 
       RHOB   =   0.1000D+03 
       MAXFUN =      30 
       MAXNM  =      10 
       MAXIT  =     300 
       IPRINT =       2 
 
    Output in the following order: 
       IT    - iteration number 
       F     - objective function value 
       SCV   - sum of constraint violations 
       NA    - number of active constraints 
       I     - number of line search iterations 
       ALPHA - steplength parameter 
       DELTA - additional variable to prevent inconsistency 
       KKT   - Karush-Kuhn-Tucker optimality criterion 
 
 
     IT         F          SCV      NA  I    ALPHA     DELTA     KKT 
   -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
      1  0.13723548D+05  0.00D+00    1  0  0.00D+00  0.00D+00  0.29D+06 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
      2  0.90851747D+03  0.00D+00    0  2  0.17D+00  0.00D+00  0.28D+04 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
      3  0.47236962D+02  0.11D+01    1  1  0.10D+01  0.00D+00  0.25D+03 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
      4  0.17164803D+03  0.63D-02    1  1  0.10D+01  0.00D+00  0.19D+01 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
      5  0.17259530D+03  0.54D-06    1  1  0.10D+01  0.00D+00  0.14D-03 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
      6  0.17259537D+03  0.95D-10    1  1  0.10D+01  0.00D+00  0.15D-07 
 
 
     --- Final Convergence Analysis at Last Iterate --- 
F-151 
 
       Objective function value:      F(X)  =  0.17259537D+03 
       Solution values:               X     = 
          0.20477839D+01 -0.21923917D+01 
       Distances from lower bounds:   X-XL  = 
          0.50477839D+01  0.80760833D+00 
       Distances from upper bounds:   XU-X  = 
          0.95221613D+00  0.51923917D+01 
       Multipliers for lower bounds:  U     = 
          0.00000000D+00  0.00000000D+00 
       Multipliers for upper bounds:  U     = 
          0.00000000D+00  0.00000000D+00 
       Constraint values:             G(X)  = 
         -0.94987129D-10 
       Multipliers for constraints:   U     = 
          0.15019223D+03 
       Number of function calls:      NFUNC =       7 
       Number of gradient calls:      NGRAD =       6 




                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
 
 
           *****   Number of Function Evaluations  =     19   ***** 
 
 
  *****   Solution Control Vector for Case Number  325   ***** 
 
  Element    CVL               CV                CVU               CV - CV0 
 
     1    -0.30000000D+01    0.20477839D+01    0.30000000D+01    0.20477839D+01 





  *****   Predicted Measurement Vector EC   ***** 
 
    -0.62854854D+01      0.11536380D+02 
 
 





  *****   Predicted Measurement Vector EC   ***** 
 
    -0.62855102D+01      0.11536365D+02 
 
 





  *****   Predicted Control Amplitude Vector (A) 
                   Its Limits (AL & AU), and Its Phase Angle 
                                      Vector (PHASE) Before Compression   ***** 
 
  Element    AL               A                 AU                PHASE 
 
     1     0.00000000D+00    0.30000000D+01    0.30000000D+01    0.13695327D+03 
 
 
*****   Solution Constraint Function Values for Case Number  325   ***** 
 
                                     LSAVE 
 
     1      0 
 
  *****   Inequality Constraints   ***** 
F-152 
 
  Element        Constraint          Amplitude           Max Amp 
 
     1        -0.94987129D-10      0.30000000D+01      0.30000000D+01 
 
 









          ***************   Start Case Number  125   *************** 
 
 




A00     = 5*0.000000000000000E+000  ,   1.00000000000000     , 
ACC     =  1.000000000000000E-007, 
ACCQP   =  1.000000000000000E-012, 
AL0     = 5*0.000000000000000E+000  , -1.000000000000000E-007, 
ALPHA   =   1.00000000000000     , 
APRV0   = 6*0.000000000000000E+000  , 
AU0     = 2*10.0000000000000        ,   1.00000000000000     , 2*10.0000000000000        
,   3.00000000000000     , 
CRAN1   =   2.00000000000000     , 
CRAN2   =   3.00000000000000     , 
CRAN3   =   1.00000000000000     , 
CRAN4   =   1.00000000000000     , 
CV00    = 14*0.000000000000000E+000  , 
CVOUT   =           0, 
CVPRV0  = 14*0.000000000000000E+000  , 
ECPRV0  =  -95.5047000000000     ,   75.6472000000000     ,   84.8822000000000     ,   
80.7376000000000     , 
  -65.8481000000000     ,   77.7241000000000     ,  -37.3010000000000     ,   
31.3994000000000     ,   43.5907000000000     , 
   12.1522000000000     , 
EPS     =  1.000000000000000E-007, 
ICASE   =         125, 
ICYCL0  =        2000, 
IDATA   =           3, 
IN      =           5, 
IOPT    =           1, 
IOUT    =           6, 
IPRINT  =           2, 
ISEED1  =        2395,        4013,        3813,        1837, 
ISEED2  =        1843,        4011,        3364,        2835, 
ISEED3  =        3962,        1111,        3215,        2637, 
ISEED4  =        2397,        1504,        4031,        3173, 
ITOUT   =           3, 
L       =           1, 
LQL     = T, 
LSAVE   =           1, 5*0, 
MAXASUM =   3.00000000000000     , 
MAXFUN  =          30, 
MAXIT   =         300, 
MAXNM   =          10, 
MI      =           1, 
MINASUM =  0.000000000000000E+000, 
MODE    =           0, 
MSAVE0  =           0,           1, 3*0, 5*1, 
MULT    =           1, 
NSAVE0  = 2*0,           1, 2*0, 5*1, 
NX0     =          10, 
NZ0     =          10, 
OPTEND  =           3, 
PHASE0  = 5*0.000000000000000E+000  ,   90.0000000000000     , 
PHSPRV0 = 6*0.000000000000000E+000  , 
RHOB    =   100.000000000000     , 
F-153 
STPMIN  =  0.000000000000000E+000, 
T0      =  -90.7404000000000     ,   119.707000000000     ,   122.384000000000     ,   
78.7238000000000     , 
  -69.6864000000000     ,   66.3401000000000     ,  -40.0561000000000     ,   
20.2520000000000     ,   29.7504000000000     , 
   24.3673000000000     ,  -135.691000000000     ,   79.4486000000000     ,   
87.6042000000000     ,   115.950000000000     , 
  -47.7570000000000     ,   79.1331000000000     ,  -30.0158000000000     ,   
33.3759000000000     ,   38.4750000000000     , 
   13.7708000000000     ,  -114.320000000000     ,   47.6837000000000     ,   
60.6096000000000     ,   95.7904000000000     , 
  -56.2238000000000     ,   49.4984000000000     ,  -24.8771000000000     ,   
3.77782000000000     ,   24.5460000000000     , 
  -6.34307000000000     ,  -68.1773000000000     ,   51.4711000000000     ,   
64.5890000000000     ,   53.4257000000000     , 
  -30.9167000000000     ,   80.5217000000000     ,  -8.45332000000000     ,   
54.5955000000000     ,   66.7530000000000     , 
  -12.3537000000000     ,  -50.0393000000000     ,   63.8690000000000     ,   
76.5837000000000     ,   37.2833000000000     , 
   44.6353000000000     ,   79.2850000000000     ,  -5.47938000000000     ,   
73.2579000000000     ,   123.179000000000     , 
  -16.0665000000000     ,  -76.4795000000000     ,   107.928000000000     ,   
113.116000000000     ,   66.3884000000000     , 
  -48.8422000000000     ,   155.671000000000     ,  -59.0970000000000     ,   
67.7437000000000     ,   73.0725000000000     , 
   85.0414000000000     ,  -143.274000000000     ,   110.904000000000     ,   
110.159000000000     ,   131.805000000000     , 
  -89.7837000000000     ,   253.607000000000     ,   17.6567000000000     ,   
49.4077000000000     ,   19.5904000000000     , 
   70.4063000000000     ,  -137.090000000000     ,   35.3513000000000     ,   
41.2782000000000     ,   111.293000000000     , 
  -240.311000000000     ,   32.0795000000000     ,  -49.5137000000000     ,   
88.9283000000000     ,  0.494424000000000     , 
  -9.84387000000000     ,  -120.269000000000     ,   35.5072000000000     ,   
40.1790000000000     ,   68.5191000000000     , 
  -148.798000000000     ,   67.0002000000000     ,  -82.3286000000000     ,   
119.065000000000     ,  -13.4636000000000     , 
  -73.7842000000000     ,  -35.6918000000000     ,   52.9199000000000     ,   
96.5716000000000     ,   18.6970000000000     , 
  -48.3614000000000     ,  -20.1547000000000     ,  -115.603000000000     ,  -
21.8472000000000     ,   119.166000000000     , 
  -50.0921000000000     , 
WDT0    = 10*1.00000000000000        , 
WDX     = 10*0.000000000000000E+000  , 
WX      = 10*0.000000000000000E+000  , 








     ***************   OUTPUT DATA for Case Number  125   *************** 
 
 
  *****   The Initial T-Matrix (T0) and Either the Initial 
                    Previous Actual NLP Control Vector (CVPRV0) or 
                          the Initial Previous Control Amplitude (APRV0) 
                                and Phase Angle (PHSPRV0) Vectors Before 
                                         Compression are Directly Input   ***** 
 
  *****   Input the Initial Previous Actual NLP Control 
                   Vector (CVPRV0) Directly Via NAMELIST Input CDATA 
                         and then Compute the Previous Control Amplitude (APRV0) 








  *****   Initial Previous Control Amplitude (APRV0) and Phase 
F-154 
                             Angle (PHSPRV0) Vectors before Compression   ***** 
 
  Element    AL0               APRV0             AU0               PHSPRV0 
 
     1     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     2     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     3     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+01    0.00000000D+00 
     4     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     5     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
 
  *****   Previous Actual NLP Control Vector CVPRV0 Before Compression   ***** 
 
  Element        CVL0                CVPRV0              CVU0 
 
     1        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     2        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     3        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     4        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     5        -0.10000000D+01      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+01 
     6        -0.10000000D+01      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+01 
     7        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     8        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     9        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
    10        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
 
  *****   Either the BEFORE Compression Initial Actual NLP Control 
              Vector Estimates (CV00), OR the BEFORE Compression 
                 Initial Control Vector Amplitudes (A00) and Phase 
                    Angles (PHASE0) Estimates are Directly Input 
                       via NAMELIST Data CDATA                            ***** 
 
  *****   Input the Initial Actual NLP Control Vector Estimate 
                (CV00) Directly Via NAMELIST Input CDATA, and 
                        then Compute the Control Vector Amplitudes 




                  **********   Case Number  125   ********** 
 
 
  *****   Adjust the Initial Control Amplitude Estimates Vector 
           (A00) to define the Initial Control Amplitude Estimates 
            Vector (A0) to Within Limits If Required Before Compression   ***** 
 
 
  *****   Initial Control Amplitude Vector Estimates (A0), Its 
                       Limits (AL0 & AU0), and Its Phase Angle Vector 
                                  Estimates (PHASE0) Before Compression   ***** 
 
  Element    AL0               A0                AU0               PHASE0 
 
     1     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     1     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D-06    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     2     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     2     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D-06    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     3     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+01    0.00000000D+00 
     3     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D-06    0.10000000D+01    0.00000000D+00 
     4     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     4     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D-06    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     5     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     5     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D-06    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
 
  *****   Initial Actual NLP Control Vector Estimates (CV0) and 
                            Its Limits (CVL0 & CVU0) Before Compression   ***** 
 
  Element        CVL0                CV0                 CVU0 
 
     1        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     2        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     3        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     4        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     5        -0.10000000D+01      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+01 
     6        -0.10000000D+01      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+01 
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     7        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     8        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     9        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
    10        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
 
 
  *****   End Conditions Vector EC0, Previous Cycle 
                    End Conditions Vector ECPRV0, and Weighting 
                             Coefficient Vector WDT0 Before Compression   ***** 
 
 
  Element        EC0                 ECPRV0              WDT0 
 
     1        -0.95504700D+02     -0.95504700D+02      0.10000000D+01 
     2         0.75647200D+02      0.75647200D+02      0.10000000D+01 
     3         0.84882200D+02      0.84882200D+02      0.10000000D+01 
     4         0.80737600D+02      0.80737600D+02      0.10000000D+01 
     5        -0.65848100D+02     -0.65848100D+02      0.10000000D+01 
     6         0.77724100D+02      0.77724100D+02      0.10000000D+01 
     7        -0.37301000D+02     -0.37301000D+02      0.10000000D+01 
     8         0.31399400D+02      0.31399400D+02      0.10000000D+01 
     9         0.43590700D+02      0.43590700D+02      0.10000000D+01 
    10         0.12152200D+02      0.12152200D+02      0.10000000D+01 
 
 




               Specification of CV, T-matrix, and EC Compression 
 
                                 MSAVE0/MSAVE 
 
         0             1             0             0             0 
     0      0      1      1      0      0      0      0      0      0 
 
 
                                 NSAVE0/NSAVE 
 
         0             0             1             0             0 








  *****   Initial Control Vector (CV0), T-Matrix (T0), 
                                           and Measurement Vector (EC0)   ***** 
 
 
  *****   Initial Control Vector (CV0)   ***** 
 
   CV0     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
           0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
           0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
  *****   Initial Greatest Least Bounds (CVL0) for the 
                                                   Control Vector (CV0)   ***** 
 
  CVL0    -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02 
          -0.10000000D+01   -0.10000000D+01   -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02 
          -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02 
 
  *****   Initial Least Upper Bounds (CVU0) for the 
                                                   Control Vector (CV0)   ***** 
 
  CVU0     0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02 
           0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02 
           0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02 
 
 
    Row          *****   Initial T-Matrix (T0)   ***** 
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 T0  1    -0.90740400D+02   -0.13569100D+03   -0.11432000D+03   -0.68177300D+02 
          -0.50039300D+02   -0.76479500D+02   -0.14327400D+03   -0.13709000D+03 
          -0.12026900D+03   -0.35691800D+02 
 
 T0  2     0.11970700D+03    0.79448600D+02    0.47683700D+02    0.51471100D+02 
           0.63869000D+02    0.10792800D+03    0.11090400D+03    0.35351300D+02 
           0.35507200D+02    0.52919900D+02 
 
 T0  3     0.12238400D+03    0.87604200D+02    0.60609600D+02    0.64589000D+02 
           0.76583700D+02    0.11311600D+03    0.11015900D+03    0.41278200D+02 
           0.40179000D+02    0.96571600D+02 
 
 T0  4     0.78723800D+02    0.11595000D+03    0.95790400D+02    0.53425700D+02 
           0.37283300D+02    0.66388400D+02    0.13180500D+03    0.11129300D+03 
           0.68519100D+02    0.18697000D+02 
 
 T0  5    -0.69686400D+02   -0.47757000D+02   -0.56223800D+02   -0.30916700D+02 
           0.44635300D+02   -0.48842200D+02   -0.89783700D+02   -0.24031100D+03 
          -0.14879800D+03   -0.48361400D+02 
 
 T0  6     0.66340100D+02    0.79133100D+02    0.49498400D+02    0.80521700D+02 
           0.79285000D+02    0.15567100D+03    0.25360700D+03    0.32079500D+02 
           0.67000200D+02   -0.20154700D+02 
 
 T0  7    -0.40056100D+02   -0.30015800D+02   -0.24877100D+02   -0.84533200D+01 
          -0.54793800D+01   -0.59097000D+02    0.17656700D+02   -0.49513700D+02 
          -0.82328600D+02   -0.11560300D+03 
 
 T0  8     0.20252000D+02    0.33375900D+02    0.37778200D+01    0.54595500D+02 
           0.73257900D+02    0.67743700D+02    0.49407700D+02    0.88928300D+02 
           0.11906500D+03   -0.21847200D+02 
 
 T0  9     0.29750400D+02    0.38475000D+02    0.24546000D+02    0.66753000D+02 
           0.12317900D+03    0.73072500D+02    0.19590400D+02    0.49442400D+00 
          -0.13463600D+02    0.11916600D+03 
 
 T0 10     0.24367300D+02    0.13770800D+02   -0.63430700D+01   -0.12353700D+02 
          -0.16066500D+02    0.85041400D+02    0.70406300D+02   -0.98438700D+01 
          -0.73784200D+02   -0.50092100D+02 
 
 
  *****   Initial End Conditions Vector (EC0)   ***** 
 
   EC0    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02    0.84882200D+02    0.80737600D+02 
          -0.65848100D+02    0.77724100D+02   -0.37301000D+02    0.31399400D+02 
           0.43590700D+02    0.12152200D+02 
 
  *****   Initial End Conditions Weighting Coefficient Vector 
                                    (WDT0) for the Performance Index (F)  ***** 
 
  WDT0     0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
           0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
           0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
 
 
  *****   Initial Control Vector (CVPRV0) and Measurement 
                           Vector (ECPRV0) from the Previous Duty Cycle   ***** 
 
 
  *****   Initial Previous Cycle Control Vector (CVPRV0)   ***** 
 
CVPRV0     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
           0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
           0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
 
  *****   Initial Previous Cycle End Conditions Vector (ECPRV0)   ***** 
 
ECPRV0    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02    0.84882200D+02    0.80737600D+02 
          -0.65848100D+02    0.77724100D+02   -0.37301000D+02    0.31399400D+02 




  *****   Intermediate Control Vector (CV), T-Matrix (TT), 
               and Measurement Vector (ECT) after the First Compression   ***** 
 
 
  *****   Intermediate Control Vector (CV) after the First Compression   ***** 
 
    CV     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
  *****   Intermediate Greatest Least Bounds (CVL) for the 
                                                    Control Vector (CV)   ***** 
 
   CVL    -0.10000000D+01   -0.10000000D+01 
 
  *****   Intermediate Least Upper Bounds (CVU) for the 
                                                    Control Vector (CV)   ***** 
 
   CVU     0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
 
 
    Row        *****   Intermediate T-Matrix (TT)   ***** 
 
 TT  1    -0.50039300D+02   -0.76479500D+02 
 
 TT  2     0.63869000D+02    0.10792800D+03 
 
 TT  3     0.76583700D+02    0.11311600D+03 
 
 TT  4     0.37283300D+02    0.66388400D+02 
 
 TT  5     0.44635300D+02   -0.48842200D+02 
 
 TT  6     0.79285000D+02    0.15567100D+03 
 
 TT  7    -0.54793800D+01   -0.59097000D+02 
 
 TT  8     0.73257900D+02    0.67743700D+02 
 
 TT  9     0.12317900D+03    0.73072500D+02 
 
 TT 10    -0.16066500D+02    0.85041400D+02 
 
 
  *****   Intermediate End Conditions Vector (ECT)   ***** 
 
   ECT    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02    0.84882200D+02    0.80737600D+02 
          -0.65848100D+02    0.77724100D+02   -0.37301000D+02    0.31399400D+02 
           0.43590700D+02    0.12152200D+02 
 
  *****   Intermediate End Conditions Weighting Coefficient Vector 
                                    (WDTT) for the Performance Index (F)  ***** 
 
  WDTT     0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
           0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
           0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
 
 
  *****   Intermediate Control Vector (CVPRV) and Measurement Vector 
                          (ECPRV0) from the Previous Duty Cycle after 
                                                  the First Compression   ***** 
 
 
  *****   Intermediate Previous Cycle Control Vector (CVPRV) after 
                                                  the First Compression   ***** 
 
 CVPRV     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
  *****   Intermediate Previous Cycle End Conditions Vector (ECPRVTT) 
                                            after the First Compression   ***** 
 
ECPRVT    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02    0.84882200D+02    0.80737600D+02 
          -0.65848100D+02    0.77724100D+02   -0.37301000D+02    0.31399400D+02 




  *****   Final Control Vector (CV), T-Matrix (T), and 
                   Measurement Vector (EC) after the Second Compression   ***** 
 
 
  *****   Final Control Vector (CV) after the Second Compression   ***** 
 
    CV     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
  *****   Greatest Least Bounds (CVL) Vector for the 
                                                    Control Vector (CV)   ***** 
 
   CVL    -0.10000000D+01   -0.10000000D+01 
 
  *****   Least Upper Bounds (CVU) Vector for the Control Vector (CV)   ***** 
 
   CVU     0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
 
 
    Row            *****   Final T-Matrix (T)   ***** 
 
  T  1     0.76583700D+02    0.11311600D+03 
 
  T  2     0.37283300D+02    0.66388400D+02 
 
 
  *****   Final End Conditions Vector (EC) after the Second Compression   ***** 
 
    EC     0.84882200D+02    0.80737600D+02 
 
  *****   Final End Conditions Weighting Coefficient Vector 
                                     (WDT) for the Performance Index (F)  ***** 
 
   WDT     0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
 
 
  *****   Final Control Vector (CVPRV) and Measurement Vector 
                        (ECPRV) from the Previous Duty Cycle after 
                                                 the Second Compression   ***** 
 
 
  *****   Final Previous Cycle Control Vector (CVPRV) after 
                                                 the Second Compression   ***** 
 
 CVPRV     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
 
  *****   Final Previous Cycle End Conditions Vector (ECPRV) 
                                           after the Second Compression   ***** 
 
 ECPRV     0.84882200D+02    0.80737600D+02 
 
 
 *******************   T-Matrix Compression is Completed   ******************** 
 
 
  *****   Initial End Conditions Vector EC   ***** 
 
     0.84882200D+02      0.80737600D+02 
 
 
  *****   Initial Performance Index  =   0.13723548D+05   ***** 
 
  *****   Initial Control Amplitude (A) and Phase Angle (PHASE) Vectors   ***** 
 
  Element    AL               A                 AU                PHASE 
 
     1     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+01    0.00000000D+00 
 
 
*****   Initial Constraint Function Values for Case Number  125   ***** 
 
                                     LSAVE 
 
     1      0 
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  *****   Inequality Constraints   ***** 
 
  Element        Constraint          Amplitude           Max Amp 
 
     1         0.10000000D+01      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+01 
 
 





   -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
    START OF THE SEQUENTIAL QUADRATIC PROGRAMMING ALGORITHM 
   -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
    Parameters: 
       N      =       2 
       M      =       1 
       ME     =       0 
       MODE   =       0 
       ACC    =   0.1000D-06 
       ACCQP  =   0.1000D-11 
       STPMIN =   0.0000D+00 
       RHOB   =   0.1000D+03 
       MAXFUN =      30 
       MAXNM  =      10 
       MAXIT  =     300 
       IPRINT =       2 
 
    Output in the following order: 
       IT    - iteration number 
       F     - objective function value 
       SCV   - sum of constraint violations 
       NA    - number of active constraints 
       I     - number of line search iterations 
       ALPHA - steplength parameter 
       DELTA - additional variable to prevent inconsistency 
       KKT   - Karush-Kuhn-Tucker optimality criterion 
 
 
     IT         F          SCV      NA  I    ALPHA     DELTA     KKT 
   -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
      1  0.13723548D+05  0.00D+00    1  0  0.00D+00  0.00D+00  0.98D+05 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
      2  0.11512681D+05  0.41D+00    1  1  0.10D+01  0.00D+00  0.22D+05 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
      3  0.63811669D+03  0.25D-01    1  1  0.10D+01  0.00D+00  0.19D+02 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
      4  0.64755327D+03  0.49D-03    1  1  0.10D+01  0.00D+00  0.39D+00 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
      5  0.64774911D+03  0.10D-07    1  1  0.10D+01  0.00D+00  0.60D-03 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
      6  0.64774882D+03  0.13D-07    1  1  0.10D+01  0.00D+00  0.10D-04 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
      7  0.64774882D+03  0.21D-11    1  1  0.10D+01  0.00D+00  0.17D-08 
 
 
     --- Final Convergence Analysis at Last Iterate --- 
 
       Objective function value:      F(X)  =  0.64774882D+03 
       Solution values:               X     = 
          0.19075814D+00 -0.98163707D+00 
       Distances from lower bounds:   X-XL  = 
          0.11907581D+01  0.18362933D-01 
       Distances from upper bounds:   XU-X  = 
          0.80924186D+00  0.19816371D+01 
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       Multipliers for lower bounds:  U     = 
          0.00000000D+00  0.00000000D+00 
       Multipliers for upper bounds:  U     = 
          0.00000000D+00  0.00000000D+00 
       Constraint values:             G(X)  = 
         -0.21169733D-11 
       Multipliers for constraints:   U     = 
          0.40643521D+03 
       Number of function calls:      NFUNC =       7 
       Number of gradient calls:      NGRAD =       7 




                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
 
 
           *****   Number of Function Evaluations  =     21   ***** 
 
 
  *****   Solution Control Vector for Case Number  125   ***** 
 
  Element    CVL               CV                CVU               CV - CV0 
 
     1    -0.10000000D+01    0.19075814D+00    0.10000000D+01    0.19075814D+00 





  *****   Predicted Measurement Vector EC   ***** 
 
    -0.11547683D+02      0.22680385D+02 
 
 





  *****   Predicted Measurement Vector EC   ***** 
 
    -0.11547694D+02      0.22680379D+02 
 
 





  *****   Predicted Control Amplitude Vector (A) 
                   Its Limits (AL & AU), and Its Phase Angle 
                                      Vector (PHASE) Before Compression   ***** 
 
  Element    AL               A                 AU                PHASE 
 
     1     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.16900297D+03 
 
 
*****   Solution Constraint Function Values for Case Number  125   ***** 
 
                                     LSAVE 
 
     1      0 
 
  *****   Inequality Constraints   ***** 
 
  Element        Constraint          Amplitude           Max Amp 
 
     1        -0.21169733D-11      0.10000000D+01      0.10000000D+01 
 
 














          ***************   Start Case Number  325   *************** 
 
 




A00     = 5*0.000000000000000E+000  ,   1.00000000000000     , 
ACC     =  1.000000000000000E-007, 
ACCQP   =  1.000000000000000E-012, 
AL0     = 5*0.000000000000000E+000  , -1.000000000000000E-007, 
ALPHA   =   1.00000000000000     , 
APRV0   = 6*0.000000000000000E+000  , 
AU0     = 2*10.0000000000000        ,  0.300000000000000     , 2*10.0000000000000        
,   3.00000000000000     , 
CRAN1   =   2.00000000000000     , 
CRAN2   =   3.00000000000000     , 
CRAN3   =   1.00000000000000     , 
CRAN4   =   1.00000000000000     , 
CV00    = 14*0.000000000000000E+000  , 
CVOUT   =           0, 
CVPRV0  = 14*0.000000000000000E+000  , 
ECPRV0  =  -95.5047000000000     ,   75.6472000000000     ,   84.8822000000000     ,   
80.7376000000000     , 
  -65.8481000000000     ,   77.7241000000000     ,  -37.3010000000000     ,   
31.3994000000000     ,   43.5907000000000     , 
   12.1522000000000     , 
EPS     =  1.000000000000000E-007, 
ICASE   =         325, 
ICYCL0  =        2000, 
IDATA   =           3, 
IN      =           5, 
IOPT    =           1, 
IOUT    =           6, 
IPRINT  =           2, 
ISEED1  =        2395,        4013,        3813,        1837, 
ISEED2  =        1843,        4011,        3364,        2835, 
ISEED3  =        3962,        1111,        3215,        2637, 
ISEED4  =        2397,        1504,        4031,        3173, 
ITOUT   =           3, 
L       =           1, 
LQL     = T, 
LSAVE   =           1, 5*0, 
MAXASUM =   3.00000000000000     , 
MAXFUN  =          30, 
MAXIT   =         300, 
MAXNM   =          10, 
MI      =           1, 
MINASUM =  0.000000000000000E+000, 
MODE    =           0, 
MSAVE0  =           0,           1, 3*0, 5*1, 
MULT    =           0, 
NSAVE0  = 2*0,           1, 2*0, 5*1, 
NX0     =          10, 
NZ0     =          10, 
OPTEND  =           3, 
PHASE0  = 5*0.000000000000000E+000  ,   90.0000000000000     , 
PHSPRV0 = 6*0.000000000000000E+000  , 
RHOB    =   100.000000000000     , 
STPMIN  =  0.000000000000000E+000, 
T0      =  -90.7404000000000     ,   119.707000000000     ,   122.384000000000     ,   
78.7238000000000     , 
  -69.6864000000000     ,   66.3401000000000     ,  -40.0561000000000     ,   
20.2520000000000     ,   29.7504000000000     , 
   24.3673000000000     ,  -135.691000000000     ,   79.4486000000000     ,   
87.6042000000000     ,   115.950000000000     , 
  -47.7570000000000     ,   79.1331000000000     ,  -30.0158000000000     ,   
33.3759000000000     ,   38.4750000000000     , 
   13.7708000000000     ,  -114.320000000000     ,   47.6837000000000     ,   
60.6096000000000     ,   95.7904000000000     , 
  -56.2238000000000     ,   49.4984000000000     ,  -24.8771000000000     ,   
3.77782000000000     ,   24.5460000000000     , 
  -6.34307000000000     ,  -68.1773000000000     ,   51.4711000000000     ,   
64.5890000000000     ,   53.4257000000000     , 
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  -30.9167000000000     ,   80.5217000000000     ,  -8.45332000000000     ,   
54.5955000000000     ,   66.7530000000000     , 
  -12.3537000000000     ,  -50.0393000000000     ,   63.8690000000000     ,   
76.5837000000000     ,   37.2833000000000     , 
   44.6353000000000     ,   79.2850000000000     ,  -5.47938000000000     ,   
73.2579000000000     ,   123.179000000000     , 
  -16.0665000000000     ,  -76.4795000000000     ,   107.928000000000     ,   
113.116000000000     ,   66.3884000000000     , 
  -48.8422000000000     ,   155.671000000000     ,  -59.0970000000000     ,   
67.7437000000000     ,   73.0725000000000     , 
   85.0414000000000     ,  -143.274000000000     ,   110.904000000000     ,   
110.159000000000     ,   131.805000000000     , 
  -89.7837000000000     ,   253.607000000000     ,   17.6567000000000     ,   
49.4077000000000     ,   19.5904000000000     , 
   70.4063000000000     ,  -137.090000000000     ,   35.3513000000000     ,   
41.2782000000000     ,   111.293000000000     , 
  -240.311000000000     ,   32.0795000000000     ,  -49.5137000000000     ,   
88.9283000000000     ,  0.494424000000000     , 
  -9.84387000000000     ,  -120.269000000000     ,   35.5072000000000     ,   
40.1790000000000     ,   68.5191000000000     , 
  -148.798000000000     ,   67.0002000000000     ,  -82.3286000000000     ,   
119.065000000000     ,  -13.4636000000000     , 
  -73.7842000000000     ,  -35.6918000000000     ,   52.9199000000000     ,   
96.5716000000000     ,   18.6970000000000     , 
  -48.3614000000000     ,  -20.1547000000000     ,  -115.603000000000     ,  -
21.8472000000000     ,   119.166000000000     , 
  -50.0921000000000     , 
WDT0    = 10*1.00000000000000        , 
WDX     = 10*0.000000000000000E+000  , 
WX      = 10*0.000000000000000E+000  , 








     ***************   OUTPUT DATA for Case Number  325   *************** 
 
 
  *****   The Initial T-Matrix (T0) and Either the Initial 
                    Previous Actual NLP Control Vector (CVPRV0) or 
                          the Initial Previous Control Amplitude (APRV0) 
                                and Phase Angle (PHSPRV0) Vectors Before 
                                         Compression are Directly Input   ***** 
 
  *****   Input the Initial Previous Actual NLP Control 
                   Vector (CVPRV0) Directly Via NAMELIST Input CDATA 
                         and then Compute the Previous Control Amplitude (APRV0) 




                  **********   Case Number  325   ********** 
  *****   Initial Previous Control Amplitude (APRV0) and Phase 
                             Angle (PHSPRV0) Vectors before Compression   ***** 
 
  Element    AL0               APRV0             AU0               PHSPRV0 
 
     1     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     2     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     3     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.30000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
     4     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     5     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
 
  *****   Previous Actual NLP Control Vector CVPRV0 Before Compression   ***** 
 
  Element        CVL0                CVPRV0              CVU0 
 
     1        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     2        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     3        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     4        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
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     5        -0.30000000D+00      0.00000000D+00      0.30000000D+00 
     6        -0.30000000D+00      0.00000000D+00      0.30000000D+00 
     7        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     8        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     9        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
    10        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
 
  *****   Either the BEFORE Compression Initial Actual NLP Control 
              Vector Estimates (CV00), OR the BEFORE Compression 
                 Initial Control Vector Amplitudes (A00) and Phase 
                    Angles (PHASE0) Estimates are Directly Input 
                       via NAMELIST Data CDATA                            ***** 
 
  *****   Input the Initial Actual NLP Control Vector Estimate 
                (CV00) Directly Via NAMELIST Input CDATA, and 
                        then Compute the Control Vector Amplitudes 




                  **********   Case Number  325   ********** 
 
 
  *****   Adjust the Initial Control Amplitude Estimates Vector 
           (A00) to define the Initial Control Amplitude Estimates 
            Vector (A0) to Within Limits If Required Before Compression   ***** 
 
 
  *****   Initial Control Amplitude Vector Estimates (A0), Its 
                       Limits (AL0 & AU0), and Its Phase Angle Vector 
                                  Estimates (PHASE0) Before Compression   ***** 
 
  Element    AL0               A0                AU0               PHASE0 
 
     1     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     1     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D-06    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     2     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     2     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D-06    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     3     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.30000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
     3     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D-06    0.30000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
     4     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     4     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D-06    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     5     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
     5     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D-06    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
 
  *****   Initial Actual NLP Control Vector Estimates (CV0) and 
                            Its Limits (CVL0 & CVU0) Before Compression   ***** 
 
  Element        CVL0                CV0                 CVU0 
 
     1        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     2        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     3        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     4        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     5        -0.30000000D+00      0.00000000D+00      0.30000000D+00 
     6        -0.30000000D+00      0.00000000D+00      0.30000000D+00 
     7        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     8        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     9        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
    10        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
 
 
  *****   End Conditions Vector EC0, Previous Cycle 
                    End Conditions Vector ECPRV0, and Weighting 
                             Coefficient Vector WDT0 Before Compression   ***** 
 
 
  Element        EC0                 ECPRV0              WDT0 
 
     1        -0.95504700D+02     -0.95504700D+02      0.10000000D+01 
     2         0.75647200D+02      0.75647200D+02      0.10000000D+01 
     3         0.84882200D+02      0.84882200D+02      0.10000000D+01 
     4         0.80737600D+02      0.80737600D+02      0.10000000D+01 
     5        -0.65848100D+02     -0.65848100D+02      0.10000000D+01 
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     6         0.77724100D+02      0.77724100D+02      0.10000000D+01 
     7        -0.37301000D+02     -0.37301000D+02      0.10000000D+01 
     8         0.31399400D+02      0.31399400D+02      0.10000000D+01 
     9         0.43590700D+02      0.43590700D+02      0.10000000D+01 
    10         0.12152200D+02      0.12152200D+02      0.10000000D+01 
 
 




               Specification of CV, T-matrix, and EC Compression 
 
                                 MSAVE0/MSAVE 
 
         0             1             0             0             0 
     0      0      1      1      0      0      0      0      0      0 
 
 
                                 NSAVE0/NSAVE 
 
         0             0             1             0             0 








  *****   Initial Control Vector (CV0), T-Matrix (T0), 
                                           and Measurement Vector (EC0)   ***** 
 
 
  *****   Initial Control Vector (CV0)   ***** 
 
   CV0     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
           0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
           0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
  *****   Initial Greatest Least Bounds (CVL0) for the 
                                                   Control Vector (CV0)   ***** 
 
  CVL0    -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02 
          -0.30000000D+00   -0.30000000D+00   -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02 
          -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02 
 
  *****   Initial Least Upper Bounds (CVU0) for the 
                                                   Control Vector (CV0)   ***** 
 
  CVU0     0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02 
           0.30000000D+00    0.30000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02 
           0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02 
 
 
    Row          *****   Initial T-Matrix (T0)   ***** 
 
 T0  1    -0.90740400D+02   -0.13569100D+03   -0.11432000D+03   -0.68177300D+02 
          -0.50039300D+02   -0.76479500D+02   -0.14327400D+03   -0.13709000D+03 
          -0.12026900D+03   -0.35691800D+02 
 
 T0  2     0.11970700D+03    0.79448600D+02    0.47683700D+02    0.51471100D+02 
           0.63869000D+02    0.10792800D+03    0.11090400D+03    0.35351300D+02 
           0.35507200D+02    0.52919900D+02 
 
 T0  3     0.12238400D+03    0.87604200D+02    0.60609600D+02    0.64589000D+02 
           0.76583700D+02    0.11311600D+03    0.11015900D+03    0.41278200D+02 
           0.40179000D+02    0.96571600D+02 
 
 T0  4     0.78723800D+02    0.11595000D+03    0.95790400D+02    0.53425700D+02 
           0.37283300D+02    0.66388400D+02    0.13180500D+03    0.11129300D+03 
           0.68519100D+02    0.18697000D+02 
 
 T0  5    -0.69686400D+02   -0.47757000D+02   -0.56223800D+02   -0.30916700D+02 
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           0.44635300D+02   -0.48842200D+02   -0.89783700D+02   -0.24031100D+03 
          -0.14879800D+03   -0.48361400D+02 
 
 T0  6     0.66340100D+02    0.79133100D+02    0.49498400D+02    0.80521700D+02 
           0.79285000D+02    0.15567100D+03    0.25360700D+03    0.32079500D+02 
           0.67000200D+02   -0.20154700D+02 
 
 T0  7    -0.40056100D+02   -0.30015800D+02   -0.24877100D+02   -0.84533200D+01 
          -0.54793800D+01   -0.59097000D+02    0.17656700D+02   -0.49513700D+02 
          -0.82328600D+02   -0.11560300D+03 
 
 T0  8     0.20252000D+02    0.33375900D+02    0.37778200D+01    0.54595500D+02 
           0.73257900D+02    0.67743700D+02    0.49407700D+02    0.88928300D+02 
           0.11906500D+03   -0.21847200D+02 
 
 T0  9     0.29750400D+02    0.38475000D+02    0.24546000D+02    0.66753000D+02 
           0.12317900D+03    0.73072500D+02    0.19590400D+02    0.49442400D+00 
          -0.13463600D+02    0.11916600D+03 
 
 T0 10     0.24367300D+02    0.13770800D+02   -0.63430700D+01   -0.12353700D+02 
          -0.16066500D+02    0.85041400D+02    0.70406300D+02   -0.98438700D+01 
          -0.73784200D+02   -0.50092100D+02 
 
 
  *****   Initial End Conditions Vector (EC0)   ***** 
 
   EC0    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02    0.84882200D+02    0.80737600D+02 
          -0.65848100D+02    0.77724100D+02   -0.37301000D+02    0.31399400D+02 
           0.43590700D+02    0.12152200D+02 
 
  *****   Initial End Conditions Weighting Coefficient Vector 
                                    (WDT0) for the Performance Index (F)  ***** 
 
  WDT0     0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
           0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
           0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
 
 
  *****   Initial Control Vector (CVPRV0) and Measurement 
                           Vector (ECPRV0) from the Previous Duty Cycle   ***** 
 
 
  *****   Initial Previous Cycle Control Vector (CVPRV0)   ***** 
 
CVPRV0     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
           0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
           0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
 
  *****   Initial Previous Cycle End Conditions Vector (ECPRV0)   ***** 
 
ECPRV0    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02    0.84882200D+02    0.80737600D+02 
          -0.65848100D+02    0.77724100D+02   -0.37301000D+02    0.31399400D+02 
           0.43590700D+02    0.12152200D+02 
 
 
  *****   Intermediate Control Vector (CV), T-Matrix (TT), 
               and Measurement Vector (ECT) after the First Compression   ***** 
 
 
  *****   Intermediate Control Vector (CV) after the First Compression   ***** 
 
    CV     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
  *****   Intermediate Greatest Least Bounds (CVL) for the 
                                                    Control Vector (CV)   ***** 
 
   CVL    -0.30000000D+00   -0.30000000D+00 
 
  *****   Intermediate Least Upper Bounds (CVU) for the 
                                                    Control Vector (CV)   ***** 
 




    Row        *****   Intermediate T-Matrix (TT)   ***** 
 
 TT  1    -0.50039300D+02   -0.76479500D+02 
 
 TT  2     0.63869000D+02    0.10792800D+03 
 
 TT  3     0.76583700D+02    0.11311600D+03 
 
 TT  4     0.37283300D+02    0.66388400D+02 
 
 TT  5     0.44635300D+02   -0.48842200D+02 
 
 TT  6     0.79285000D+02    0.15567100D+03 
 
 TT  7    -0.54793800D+01   -0.59097000D+02 
 
 TT  8     0.73257900D+02    0.67743700D+02 
 
 TT  9     0.12317900D+03    0.73072500D+02 
 
 TT 10    -0.16066500D+02    0.85041400D+02 
 
 
  *****   Intermediate End Conditions Vector (ECT)   ***** 
 
   ECT    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02    0.84882200D+02    0.80737600D+02 
          -0.65848100D+02    0.77724100D+02   -0.37301000D+02    0.31399400D+02 
           0.43590700D+02    0.12152200D+02 
 
  *****   Intermediate End Conditions Weighting Coefficient Vector 
                                    (WDTT) for the Performance Index (F)  ***** 
 
  WDTT     0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
           0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
           0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
 
 
  *****   Intermediate Control Vector (CVPRV) and Measurement Vector 
                          (ECPRV0) from the Previous Duty Cycle after 
                                                  the First Compression   ***** 
 
 
  *****   Intermediate Previous Cycle Control Vector (CVPRV) after 
                                                  the First Compression   ***** 
 
 CVPRV     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
 
  *****   Intermediate Previous Cycle End Conditions Vector (ECPRVTT) 
                                            after the First Compression   ***** 
 
ECPRVT    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02    0.84882200D+02    0.80737600D+02 
          -0.65848100D+02    0.77724100D+02   -0.37301000D+02    0.31399400D+02 
           0.43590700D+02    0.12152200D+02 
 
 
  *****   Final Control Vector (CV), T-Matrix (T), and 
                   Measurement Vector (EC) after the Second Compression   ***** 
 
 
  *****   Final Control Vector (CV) after the Second Compression   ***** 
 
    CV     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
  *****   Greatest Least Bounds (CVL) Vector for the 
                                                    Control Vector (CV)   ***** 
 
   CVL    -0.30000000D+00   -0.30000000D+00 
 
  *****   Least Upper Bounds (CVU) Vector for the Control Vector (CV)   ***** 
 




    Row            *****   Final T-Matrix (T)   ***** 
 
  T  1     0.76583700D+02    0.11311600D+03 
 
  T  2     0.37283300D+02    0.66388400D+02 
 
 
  *****   Final End Conditions Vector (EC) after the Second Compression   ***** 
 
    EC     0.84882200D+02    0.80737600D+02 
 
  *****   Final End Conditions Weighting Coefficient Vector 
                                     (WDT) for the Performance Index (F)  ***** 
 
   WDT     0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
 
 
  *****   Final Control Vector (CVPRV) and Measurement Vector 
                        (ECPRV) from the Previous Duty Cycle after 
                                                 the Second Compression   ***** 
 
 
  *****   Final Previous Cycle Control Vector (CVPRV) after 
                                                 the Second Compression   ***** 
 
 CVPRV     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
 
  *****   Final Previous Cycle End Conditions Vector (ECPRV) 
                                           after the Second Compression   ***** 
 
 ECPRV     0.84882200D+02    0.80737600D+02 
 
 
 *******************   T-Matrix Compression is Completed   ******************** 
 
 
  *****   Initial End Conditions Vector EC   ***** 
 
 
     0.84882200D+02      0.80737600D+02 
 
 
  *****   Initial Performance Index  =   0.13723548D+05   ***** 
 
  *****   Initial Control Amplitude (A) and Phase Angle (PHASE) Vectors   ***** 
 
  Element    AL               A                 AU                PHASE 
 
     1     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.30000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
 
*****   Initial Constraint Function Values for Case Number  325   ***** 
 
                                     LSAVE 
 
     1      0 
 
  *****   Inequality Constraints   ***** 
 
  Element        Constraint          Amplitude           Max Amp 
 
     1         0.30000000D+00      0.00000000D+00      0.30000000D+00 
 
 





   -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
    START OF THE SEQUENTIAL QUADRATIC PROGRAMMING ALGORITHM 
   -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
F-169 
 
    Parameters: 
       N      =       2 
       M      =       1 
       ME     =       0 
       MODE   =       0 
       ACC    =   0.1000D-06 
       ACCQP  =   0.1000D-11 
       STPMIN =   0.0000D+00 
       RHOB   =   0.1000D+03 
       MAXFUN =      30 
       MAXNM  =      10 
       MAXIT  =     300 
       IPRINT =       2 
 
    Output in the following order: 
       IT    - iteration number 
       F     - objective function value 
       SCV   - sum of constraint violations 
       NA    - number of active constraints 
       I     - number of line search iterations 
       ALPHA - steplength parameter 
       DELTA - additional variable to prevent inconsistency 
       KKT   - Karush-Kuhn-Tucker optimality criterion 
 
 
     IT         F          SCV      NA  I    ALPHA     DELTA     KKT 
   -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
      1  0.13723548D+05  0.00D+00    1  0  0.00D+00  0.00D+00  0.29D+05 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
      2  0.32461904D+04  0.12D+00    1  1  0.10D+01  0.00D+00  0.33D+04 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
      3  0.48736144D+04  0.25D-01    1  1  0.10D+01  0.00D+00  0.56D+03 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
      4  0.49226936D+04  0.18D-01    1  2  0.43D+00  0.00D+00  0.71D+03 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
      5  0.52833314D+04  0.60D-04    1  1  0.10D+01  0.00D+00  0.13D+01 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
      6  0.52833296D+04  0.56D-04    1  2  0.12D+00  0.00D+00  0.23D+01 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
      7  0.52845033D+04  0.12D-07    1  1  0.10D+01  0.00D+00  0.49D-03 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
      8  0.52845035D+04  0.34D-11    1  1  0.10D+01  0.00D+00  0.13D-06 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
      9  0.52845035D+04  0.16D-12    1  1  0.10D+01  0.00D+00  0.67D-08 
 
 
     --- Final Convergence Analysis at Last Iterate --- 
 
       Objective function value:      F(X)  =  0.52845035D+04 
       Solution values:               X     = 
         -0.15930538D+00 -0.25420818D+00 
       Distances from lower bounds:   X-XL  = 
          0.14069462D+00  0.45791824D-01 
       Distances from upper bounds:   XU-X  = 
          0.45930538D+00  0.55420818D+00 
       Multipliers for lower bounds:  U     = 
          0.00000000D+00  0.00000000D+00 
       Multipliers for upper bounds:  U     = 
          0.00000000D+00  0.00000000D+00 
       Constraint values:             G(X)  = 
         -0.16187052D-12 
       Multipliers for constraints:   U     = 
          0.20803837D+05 
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       Number of function calls:      NFUNC =      11 
       Number of gradient calls:      NGRAD =       9 




                   *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
 
 
           *****   Number of Function Evaluations  =     29   ***** 
 
 
  *****   Solution Control Vector for Case Number  325   ***** 
 
  Element    CVL               CV                CVU               CV - CV0 
 
     1    -0.30000000D+00   -0.15930538D+00    0.30000000D+00   -0.15930538D+00 





  *****   Predicted Measurement Vector EC   ***** 
 
     0.43927004D+02      0.57921702D+02 
 
 





  *****   Predicted Measurement Vector EC   ***** 
 
     0.43926993D+02      0.57921696D+02 
 
 





  *****   Predicted Control Amplitude Vector (A) 
                   Its Limits (AL & AU), and Its Phase Angle 
                                      Vector (PHASE) Before Compression   ***** 
 
  Element    AL               A                 AU                PHASE 
 
     1     0.00000000D+00    0.30000000D+00    0.30000000D+00   -0.14792574D+03 
 
 
*****   Solution Constraint Function Values for Case Number  325   ***** 
 
                                     LSAVE 
 
     1      0 
 
  *****   Inequality Constraints   ***** 
 
  Element        Constraint          Amplitude           Max Amp 
 
     1        -0.16187052D-12      0.30000000D+00      0.30000000D+00 
 
 
                 **********   End Case Number  325   ********** 
 
  
END of RUN. 
  
  



























A (2 x 2) T-Matrix problem assumes a two dimensional control vector comprised of one 
harmonic [(FZS, FZC)], and a two dimensional end conditions vector comprised of one 



























!  *****   Start of Case  30                        Input Data   ***** 
!          T is (2x2)  with   No Constraints. 
!          CV  is comprised of the  4  per rev flap angles. 
!          EC  is comprised of the  FZ  5p Hub Loads. 
! 
 ACC     =    1.0D-8, 
 ACC     =    1.0D-7, 
 ACCQP   =    1.0D-12, 
 AL0     =    0.00,   0.00,   0.00,   0.00,   0.00, 
 AU0     =   10.00,  10.00,  10.00,  10.00,  10.00, 
 CV00(1) =    0.000,     0.000,     0.000,     0.000,     0.000, 
 CV00(6) =    0.000,     0.000,     0.000,     0.000,     0.000, 
 CVOUT   =      1, 
 CVOUT   =      0, 
 CVPRV0(1) =    0.000,     0.000,     0.000,     0.000,     0.000, 
 CVPRV0(6) =    0.000,     0.000,     0.000,     0.000,     0.000, 
 ECPRV0(1) =  -95.5047,   75.6472,   84.8822,   80.7376,  -65.8481, 
 ECPRV0(6) =   77.7241,  -37.3010,   31.3994,   43.5907,   12.1522, 
 ICASE   =     30, 
 IDATA   =      3, 
 IOPT    =      1, 
 ITOUT   =      0, 
 ITOUT   =      4, 
 ITOUT   =      2, 
 ITOUT   =      1, 
 ITOUT   =      3, 
 LQL     =   .FALSE., 
 LQL     =   .TRUE., 
 LSAVE   =    0,   0,   0,   0,   0,   0, 
 MAXASUM =    3.000, 
 MAXIT   =  300, 
 MAXNM   =    0, 
 MAXNM   =   10, 
 MI      =    0, 
 MSAVE0  =    0,   0,   1,   0,   0, 
 NSAVE0  =    0,   0,   1,   0,   0, 
 NX0     =   10, 
 NZ0     =   10, 
 OPTEND  =    1, 
 OPTEND  =    2, 
 OPTEND  =    3, 
 RHOB    =    0.0, 




  T0(1,1)   =   -90.74040,   119.70700,   122.38400,    78.72380,   -69.68640, 
  T0(6,1)   =    66.34010,   -40.05610,    20.25200,    29.75040,    24.36730, 
  T0(1,2)   =  -135.69100,    79.44860,    87.60420,   115.95000,   -47.75700, 
  T0(6,2)   =    79.13310,   -30.01580,    33.37590,    38.47500,    13.77080, 
  T0(1,3)   =  -114.32000,    47.68370,    60.60960,    95.79040,   -56.22380, 
  T0(6,3)   =    49.49840,   -24.87710,     3.77782,    24.54600,    -6.34307, 
  T0(1,4)   =   -68.17730,    51.47110,    64.58900,    53.42570,   -30.91670, 
  T0(6,4)   =    80.52170,    -8.45332,    54.59550,    66.75300,   -12.35370, 
  T0(1,5)   =   -50.03930,    63.86900,    76.58370,    37.28330,    44.63530,   
  T0(6,5)   =    79.28500,    -5.47938,    73.25790,   123.17900,   -16.06650,  
  T0(1,6)   =   -76.47950,   107.92800,   113.11600,    66.38840,   -48.84220, 
  T0(6,6)   =   155.67100,   -59.09700,    67.74370,    73.07250,    85.04140, 
  T0(1,7)   =  -143.274,     110.904,     110.159,     131.805,     -89.7837, 
  T0(6,7)   =   253.607,      17.6567,     49.4077,     19.5904,     70.4063, 
  T0(1,8)   =  -137.09,       35.3513,     41.2782,    111.293,    -240.311, 
  T0(6,8)   =    32.0795,    -49.5137,     88.9283,      0.494424,   -9.84387, 
  T0(1,9)   =  -120.269,      35.5072,     40.179,      68.5191,   -148.798, 
  T0(6,9)   =    67.0002,    -82.3286,    119.065,     -13.4636,    -73.7842, 
  T0(1,10)  =   -35.6918,     52.9199,     96.5716,     18.697,     -48.3614, 
  T0(6,10)  =   -20.1547,   -115.603,     -21.8472,    119.166,     -50.0921, 
! 
 MULT    =         1, 
 MULT    =         0, 
! 













           ***************   Start Case Number   30   *************** 
 
 




 A00= 6*1.0000000000000000       , 
 ACC= 9.99999999999999955E-008, 
 ACCQP= 9.99999999999999980E-013, 
 AL0= 5*0.0000000000000000       ,-9.99999999999999955E-008, 
 ALPHA=  1.0000000000000000     , 
 APRV0= 6.95322154383015286E-310,  0.0000000000000000     , 2.12199579096527232E-314, 
2.13641667389669062E-314, 2.13642074746794058E-314, 
  4.94065645841246544E-324, 
 AU0= 5*10.000000000000000       ,  3.0000000000000000     , 
 CRAN1=  2.0000000000000000     , 
 CRAN2=  3.0000000000000000     , 
 CRAN3=  1.0000000000000000     , 
 CRAN4=  1.0000000000000000     , 
 CV00= 10*0.0000000000000000       , 1.48219693752373963E-323, 6.95322442041235729E-
310, 5.17311434478077194E-319, 6.95322442013923780E-310, 
  
 CVOUT=          0, 
 CVPRV0= 10*0.0000000000000000       , 6.95322442012579921E-310, 6.95322154377126023E-
310, 6.95325616664988679E-310,  0.0000000000000000     , 
  
 ECPRV0= -95.504700000000000     ,  75.647199999999998     ,  84.882199999999997     ,  
80.737600000000000     , -65.848100000000002     , 
   77.724100000000007     , -37.301000000000002     ,  31.399400000000000     ,  
43.590699999999998     ,  12.152200000000001     , 
 EPS= 9.99999999999999955E-008, 
 ICASE=         30, 
 ICYCL0=       2000, 
 IDATA=          3, 
 IN=          5, 
 IOPT=          1, 
 IOUT=          6, 
 IPRINT=          2, 
 ISEED1=       2395,       4013,       3813,       1837, 
 ISEED2=       1843,       4011,       3364,       2835, 
 ISEED3=       3962,       1111,       3215,       2637, 
 ISEED4=       2397,       1504,       4031,       3173, 
 ITOUT=          3, 
 L=          1, 
 LQL=T, 
 LSAVE= 6*0          , 
 MAXASUM=  3.0000000000000000     , 
 MAXFUN=         30, 
 MAXIT=        300, 
 MAXNM=         10, 
 MI=          0, 
 MINASUM=  0.0000000000000000     , 
 MODE=          0, 
 MSAVE0= 2*0          ,          1, 2*0          , 5*1          , 
 MULT=          0, 
 NSAVE0= 2*0          ,          1, 2*0          , 5*1          , 
 NX0=         10, 
 NZ0=         10, 
 OPTEND=          3, 
 PHASE0= 6*90.000000000000000       , 
 PHSPRV0= 6.95314360825605601E-310, 6.95314360825595720E-310,  0.0000000000000000     
, 6.95322441857443308E-310, 2*0.0000000000000000       , 
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 RHOB=  100.00000000000000     , 
 STPMIN=  0.0000000000000000     , 
 T0= -90.740399999999994     ,  119.70699999999999     ,  122.38400000000000     ,  
78.723799999999997     , -69.686400000000006     , 
   66.340100000000007     , -40.056100000000001     ,  20.251999999999999     ,  
29.750399999999999     ,  24.367300000000000     , -135.69100000000000     , 
   79.448599999999999     ,  87.604200000000006     ,  115.95000000000000     , -
47.756999999999998     ,  79.133099999999999     , -30.015799999999999     , 
   33.375900000000001     ,  38.475000000000001     ,  13.770799999999999     , -
114.31999999999999     ,  47.683700000000002     ,  60.609600000000000     , 
   95.790400000000005     , -56.223799999999997     ,  49.498399999999997     , -
24.877099999999999     ,  3.7778200000000002     ,  24.545999999999999     , 
  -6.3430700000000000     , -68.177300000000002     ,  51.471100000000000     ,  
64.588999999999999     ,  53.425699999999999     , -30.916699999999999     , 
   80.521699999999996     , -8.4533199999999997     ,  54.595500000000001     ,  
66.753000000000000     , -12.353700000000000     , -50.039299999999997     , 
   63.869000000000000     ,  76.583699999999993     ,  37.283299999999997     ,  
44.635300000000001     ,  79.284999999999997     , -5.4793799999999999     , 
   73.257900000000006     ,  123.17900000000000     , -16.066500000000001     , -
76.479500000000002     ,  107.92800000000000     ,  113.11600000000000     , 
   66.388400000000004     , -48.842199999999998     ,  155.67099999999999     , -
59.097000000000001     ,  67.743700000000004     ,  73.072500000000005     , 
   85.041399999999996     , -143.27400000000000     ,  110.90400000000000     ,  
110.15900000000001     ,  131.80500000000001     , -89.783699999999996     , 
   253.60700000000000     ,  17.656700000000001     ,  49.407699999999998     ,  
19.590399999999999     ,  70.406300000000002     , -137.09000000000000     , 
   35.351300000000002     ,  41.278199999999998     ,  111.29300000000001     , -
240.31100000000001     ,  32.079500000000003     , -49.513700000000000     , 
   88.928299999999993     , 0.49442399999999997     , -9.8438700000000008     , -
120.26900000000001     ,  35.507199999999997     ,  40.179000000000002     , 
   68.519099999999995     , -148.79800000000000     ,  67.000200000000007     , -
82.328599999999994     ,  119.06500000000000     , -13.463600000000000     , 
  -73.784199999999998     , -35.691800000000001     ,  52.919899999999998     ,  
96.571600000000004     ,  18.696999999999999     , -48.361400000000003     , 
  -20.154699999999998     , -115.60299999999999     , -21.847200000000001     ,  
119.16600000000000     , -50.092100000000002     , 
 WDT0= 10*1.0000000000000000       , 
 WDX= 10*0.0000000000000000       , 
 WX= 10*0.0000000000000000       , 








      ***************   OUTPUT DATA for Case Number   30   *************** 
 
 
   *****   The Initial T-Matrix (T0) and Either the Initial 
                     Previous Actual NLP Control Vector (CVPRV0) or 
                           the Initial Previous Control Amplitude (APRV0) 
                                 and Phase Angle (PHSPRV0) Vectors Before 
                                          Compression are Directly Input   ***** 
 
   *****   Input the Initial Previous Actual NLP Control 
                    Vector (CVPRV0) Directly Via NAMELIST Input CDATA 
                          and then Compute the Previous Control Amplitude (APRV0) 








   *****   Initial Previous Control Amplitude (APRV0) and Phase 
                              Angle (PHSPRV0) Vectors before Compression   ***** 
 
   Element    AL0               APRV0             AU0               PHSPRV0 
 
      1     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      2     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
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      3     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      4     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      5     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
 
   *****   Previous Actual NLP Control Vector CVPRV0 Before Compression   ***** 
 
   Element        CVL0                CVPRV0              CVU0 
 
      1        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      2        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      3        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      4        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      5        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      6        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      7        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      8        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      9        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     10        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
 
   *****   Either the BEFORE Compression Initial Actual NLP Control 
               Vector Estimates (CV00), OR the BEFORE Compression 
                  Initial Control Vector Amplitudes (A00) and Phase 
                     Angles (PHASE0) Estimates are Directly Input 
                        via NAMELIST Data CDATA                            ***** 
 
   *****   Input the Initial Actual NLP Control Vector Estimate 
                 (CV00) Directly Via NAMELIST Input CDATA, and 
                         then Compute the Control Vector Amplitudes 




                   **********   Case Number   30   ********** 
 
 
   *****   Adjust the Initial Control Amplitude Estimates Vector 
            (A00) to define the Initial Control Amplitude Estimates 
             Vector (A0) to Within Limits If Required Before Compression   ***** 
 
   *****   Initial Control Amplitude Vector Estimates (A0), Its 
                        Limits (AL0 & AU0), and Its Phase Angle Vector 
                                   Estimates (PHASE0) Before Compression   ***** 
 
   Element    AL0               A0                AU0               PHASE0 
 
      1     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      1     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D-06    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      2     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      2     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D-06    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      3     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      3     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D-06    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      4     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      4     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D-06    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      5     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
      5     0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D-06    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
 
   *****   Initial Actual NLP Control Vector Estimates (CV0) and 
                             Its Limits (CVL0 & CVU0) Before Compression   ***** 
 
   Element        CVL0                CV0                 CVU0 
 
      1        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      2        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      3        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      4        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      5        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      6        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      7        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      8        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
      9        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
     10        -0.10000000D+02      0.00000000D+00      0.10000000D+02 
 
 
   *****   End Conditions Vector EC0, Previous Cycle 
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                     End Conditions Vector ECPRV0, and Weighting 
                              Coefficient Vector WDT0 Before Compression   ***** 
 
 
   Element        EC0                 ECPRV0              WDT0 
 
      1        -0.95504700D+02     -0.95504700D+02      0.10000000D+01 
      2         0.75647200D+02      0.75647200D+02      0.10000000D+01 
      3         0.84882200D+02      0.84882200D+02      0.10000000D+01 
      4         0.80737600D+02      0.80737600D+02      0.10000000D+01 
      5        -0.65848100D+02     -0.65848100D+02      0.10000000D+01 
      6         0.77724100D+02      0.77724100D+02      0.10000000D+01 
      7        -0.37301000D+02     -0.37301000D+02      0.10000000D+01 
      8         0.31399400D+02      0.31399400D+02      0.10000000D+01 
      9         0.43590700D+02      0.43590700D+02      0.10000000D+01 
     10         0.12152200D+02      0.12152200D+02      0.10000000D+01 
 
 




                Specification of CV, T-matrix, and EC Compression 
 
                                  MSAVE0/MSAVE 
 
          0             0             1             0             0 
      0      0      0      0      1      1      0      0      0      0 
 
 
                                  NSAVE0/NSAVE 
 
          0             0             1             0             0 








   *****   Initial Control Vector (CV0), T-Matrix (T0), 
                                            and Measurement Vector (EC0)   ***** 
 
 
   *****   Initial Control Vector (CV0)   ***** 
 
    CV0     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
            0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
            0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
   *****   Initial Greatest Least Bounds (CVL0) for the 
                                                    Control Vector (CV0)   ***** 
 
   CVL0    -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02 
           -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02 
           -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02 
 
   *****   Initial Least Upper Bounds (CVU0) for the 
                                                    Control Vector (CV0)   ***** 
 
   CVU0     0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02 
            0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02 
            0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02 
 
 
     Row          *****   Initial T-Matrix (T0)   ***** 
 
  T0  1    -0.90740400D+02   -0.13569100D+03   -0.11432000D+03   -0.68177300D+02 
           -0.50039300D+02   -0.76479500D+02   -0.14327400D+03   -0.13709000D+03 
           -0.12026900D+03   -0.35691800D+02 
 
  T0  2     0.11970700D+03    0.79448600D+02    0.47683700D+02    0.51471100D+02 
            0.63869000D+02    0.10792800D+03    0.11090400D+03    0.35351300D+02 
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            0.35507200D+02    0.52919900D+02 
 
  T0  3     0.12238400D+03    0.87604200D+02    0.60609600D+02    0.64589000D+02 
            0.76583700D+02    0.11311600D+03    0.11015900D+03    0.41278200D+02 
            0.40179000D+02    0.96571600D+02 
 
  T0  4     0.78723800D+02    0.11595000D+03    0.95790400D+02    0.53425700D+02 
            0.37283300D+02    0.66388400D+02    0.13180500D+03    0.11129300D+03 
            0.68519100D+02    0.18697000D+02 
 
  T0  5    -0.69686400D+02   -0.47757000D+02   -0.56223800D+02   -0.30916700D+02 
            0.44635300D+02   -0.48842200D+02   -0.89783700D+02   -0.24031100D+03 
           -0.14879800D+03   -0.48361400D+02 
 
  T0  6     0.66340100D+02    0.79133100D+02    0.49498400D+02    0.80521700D+02 
            0.79285000D+02    0.15567100D+03    0.25360700D+03    0.32079500D+02 
            0.67000200D+02   -0.20154700D+02 
 
  T0  7    -0.40056100D+02   -0.30015800D+02   -0.24877100D+02   -0.84533200D+01 
           -0.54793800D+01   -0.59097000D+02    0.17656700D+02   -0.49513700D+02 
           -0.82328600D+02   -0.11560300D+03 
 
  T0  8     0.20252000D+02    0.33375900D+02    0.37778200D+01    0.54595500D+02 
            0.73257900D+02    0.67743700D+02    0.49407700D+02    0.88928300D+02 
            0.11906500D+03   -0.21847200D+02 
 
  T0  9     0.29750400D+02    0.38475000D+02    0.24546000D+02    0.66753000D+02 
            0.12317900D+03    0.73072500D+02    0.19590400D+02    0.49442400D+00 
           -0.13463600D+02    0.11916600D+03 
 
  T0 10     0.24367300D+02    0.13770800D+02   -0.63430700D+01   -0.12353700D+02 
           -0.16066500D+02    0.85041400D+02    0.70406300D+02   -0.98438700D+01 
           -0.73784200D+02   -0.50092100D+02 
 
 
   *****   Initial End Conditions Vector (EC0)   ***** 
 
    EC0    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02    0.84882200D+02    0.80737600D+02 
           -0.65848100D+02    0.77724100D+02   -0.37301000D+02    0.31399400D+02 
            0.43590700D+02    0.12152200D+02 
 
   *****   Initial End Conditions Weighting Coefficient Vector 
                                     (WDT0) for the Performance Index (F)  ***** 
 
   WDT0     0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
            0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
            0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
 
 
   *****   Initial Control Vector (CVPRV0) and Measurement 
                            Vector (ECPRV0) from the Previous Duty Cycle   ***** 
 
 
   *****   Initial Previous Cycle Control Vector (CVPRV0)   ***** 
 
 CVPRV0     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
            0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
            0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
 
   *****   Initial Previous Cycle End Conditions Vector (ECPRV0)   ***** 
 
 ECPRV0    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02    0.84882200D+02    0.80737600D+02 
           -0.65848100D+02    0.77724100D+02   -0.37301000D+02    0.31399400D+02 
            0.43590700D+02    0.12152200D+02 
 
 
   *****   Intermediate Control Vector (CV), T-Matrix (TT), 
                and Measurement Vector (ECT) after the First Compression   ***** 
 
 
   *****   Intermediate Control Vector (CV) after the First Compression   ***** 
 
     CV     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
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   *****   Intermediate Greatest Least Bounds (CVL) for the 
                                                     Control Vector (CV)   ***** 
 
    CVL    -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02 
 
   *****   Intermediate Least Upper Bounds (CVU) for the 
                                                     Control Vector (CV)   ***** 
 
    CVU     0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02 
 
 
     Row        *****   Intermediate T-Matrix (TT)   ***** 
 
  TT  1    -0.50039300D+02   -0.76479500D+02 
 
  TT  2     0.63869000D+02    0.10792800D+03 
 
  TT  3     0.76583700D+02    0.11311600D+03 
 
  TT  4     0.37283300D+02    0.66388400D+02 
 
  TT  5     0.44635300D+02   -0.48842200D+02 
 
  TT  6     0.79285000D+02    0.15567100D+03 
 
  TT  7    -0.54793800D+01   -0.59097000D+02 
 
  TT  8     0.73257900D+02    0.67743700D+02 
 
  TT  9     0.12317900D+03    0.73072500D+02 
 
  TT 10    -0.16066500D+02    0.85041400D+02 
 
 
   *****   Intermediate End Conditions Vector (ECT)   ***** 
 
    ECT    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02    0.84882200D+02    0.80737600D+02 
           -0.65848100D+02    0.77724100D+02   -0.37301000D+02    0.31399400D+02 
            0.43590700D+02    0.12152200D+02 
 
   *****   Intermediate End Conditions Weighting Coefficient Vector 
                                     (WDTT) for the Performance Index (F)  ***** 
 
   WDTT     0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
            0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
            0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
 
 
   *****   Intermediate Control Vector (CVPRV) and Measurement Vector 
                           (ECPRV0) from the Previous Duty Cycle after 
                                                   the First Compression   ***** 
 
 
   *****   Intermediate Previous Cycle Control Vector (CVPRV) after 
                                                   the First Compression   ***** 
 
  CVPRV     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
 
   *****   Intermediate Previous Cycle End Conditions Vector (ECPRVTT) 
                                             after the First Compression   ***** 
 
 ECPRVT    -0.95504700D+02    0.75647200D+02    0.84882200D+02    0.80737600D+02 
           -0.65848100D+02    0.77724100D+02   -0.37301000D+02    0.31399400D+02 
            0.43590700D+02    0.12152200D+02 
 
 
   *****   Final Control Vector (CV), T-Matrix (T), and 
                    Measurement Vector (EC) after the Second Compression   ***** 
 
 
   *****   Final Control Vector (CV) after the Second Compression   ***** 
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     CV     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
   *****   Greatest Least Bounds (CVL) Vector for the 
                                                     Control Vector (CV)   ***** 
 
    CVL    -0.10000000D+02   -0.10000000D+02 
 
   *****   Least Upper Bounds (CVU) Vector for the Control Vector (CV)   ***** 
 
    CVU     0.10000000D+02    0.10000000D+02 
 
 
     Row            *****   Final T-Matrix (T)   ***** 
 
   T  1     0.44635300D+02   -0.48842200D+02 
 
   T  2     0.79285000D+02    0.15567100D+03 
 
 
   *****   Final End Conditions Vector (EC) after the Second Compression   ***** 
 
     EC    -0.65848100D+02    0.77724100D+02 
 
   *****   Final End Conditions Weighting Coefficient Vector 
                                      (WDT) for the Performance Index (F)  ***** 
 
    WDT     0.10000000D+01    0.10000000D+01 
 
 
   *****   Final Control Vector (CVPRV) and Measurement Vector 
                         (ECPRV) from the Previous Duty Cycle after 
                                                  the Second Compression   ***** 
 
 
   *****   Final Previous Cycle Control Vector (CVPRV) after 
                                                  the Second Compression   ***** 
 
  CVPRV     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00 
 
 
   *****   Final Previous Cycle End Conditions Vector (ECPRV) 
                                            after the Second Compression   ***** 
 
  ECPRV    -0.65848100D+02    0.77724100D+02 
 
 
  *******************   T-Matrix Compression is Completed   ******************** 
 
 
   *****   Initial End Conditions Vector EC   ***** 
 
 
     -0.65848100D+02      0.77724100D+02 
 
 
   *****   Initial Performance Index  =   0.10377008D+05   ***** 
 
   *****   Initial Control Amplitude (A) and Phase Angle (PHASE) Vectors   ***** 
 
   Element    AL               A                 AU                PHASE 
 
      1     0.00000000D+00    0.00000000D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.00000000D+00 
 
 




                                      LSAVE 
 
      0      0 
 
 






    -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
     START OF THE SEQUENTIAL QUADRATIC PROGRAMMING ALGORITHM 
    -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
     Parameters: 
        N      =       2 
        M      =       0 
        ME     =       0 
        MODE   =       0 
        ACC    =   0.1000D-06 
        ACCQP  =   0.1000D-11 
        STPMIN =   0.0000D+00 
        RHOB   =   0.1000D+03 
        MAXFUN =      30 
        MAXNM  =      10 
        MAXIT  =     300 
        IPRINT =       2 
 
     Output in the following order: 
        IT    - iteration number 
        F     - objective function value 
        SCV   - sum of constraint violations 
        NA    - number of active constraints 
        I     - number of line search iterations 
        ALPHA - steplength parameter 
        DELTA - additional variable to prevent inconsistency 
        KKT   - Karush-Kuhn-Tucker optimality criterion 
 
 
      IT         F          SCV      NA  I    ALPHA     DELTA     KKT 
    -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       1  0.10377008D+05  0.00D+00    0  0  0.00D+00  0.00D+00  0.74D+06 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
       2  0.28521508D+05  0.00D+00    0  2  0.10D+00  0.00D+00  0.23D+06 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
       3  0.20331113D+05  0.00D+00    0  2  0.10D+00  0.00D+00  0.12D+07 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
       4  0.72966602D+04  0.00D+00    0  2  0.10D+00  0.00D+00  0.15D+05 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
       5  0.20699916D+03  0.00D+00    0  1  0.10D+01  0.00D+00  0.10D+04 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
       6  0.51898345D+01  0.00D+00    0  2  0.39D+00  0.00D+00  0.11D+02 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
       7  0.14933208D-02  0.00D+00    0  1  0.10D+01  0.00D+00  0.30D-02 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
       8  0.68563959D-10  0.00D+00    0  1  0.10D+01  0.00D+00  0.39D-20 
 
 
      --- Final Convergence Analysis at Last Iterate --- 
 
        Objective function value:      F(X)  =  0.68563959D-10 
        Solution values:               X     = 
           0.59647888D+00 -0.80307787D+00 
        Distances from lower bounds:   X-XL  = 
           0.10596479D+02  0.91969221D+01 
        Distances from upper bounds:   XU-X  = 
           0.94035211D+01  0.10803078D+02 
        Multipliers for lower bounds:  U     = 
           0.00000000D+00  0.00000000D+00 
F-184 
        Multipliers for upper bounds:  U     = 
           0.00000000D+00  0.00000000D+00 
        Number of function calls:      NFUNC =      12 
        Number of gradient calls:      NGRAD =       8 




                    *****   Completed CALL to NLPQLP   ***** 
 
 
            *****   Number of Function Evaluations  =     28   ***** 
 
 
   *****   Solution Control Vector for Case Number   30   ***** 
 
   Element    CVL               CV                CVU               CV - CV0 
 
      1    -0.10000000D+02    0.59647888D+00    0.10000000D+02    0.59647888D+00 
      2    -0.10000000D+02   -0.80307787D+00    0.10000000D+02   -0.80307787D+00 
 
 
   
 
   *****   Predicted Measurement Vector EC   ***** 
 
     -0.10870661D-05      0.82087319D-05 
 
 
   *****   NLP Solution Performance Index  =   0.68563959D-10   ***** 
 
 
   
 
   *****   Predicted Measurement Vector EC   ***** 
 
      0.37971539D-05     -0.73583681D-05 
 
 
   *****   NLP Solution Performance Index  =   0.68563959D-10   ***** 
 
 
   
 
   *****   Predicted Control Amplitude Vector (A) 
                    Its Limits (AL & AU), and Its Phase Angle 
                                       Vector (PHASE) Before Compression   ***** 
 
   Element    AL               A                 AU                PHASE 
 
      1     0.00000000D+00    0.10003605D+01    0.10000000D+02    0.14339721D+03 
 
 





                  **********   End Case Number   30   ********** 
 
 
 
 
 
 
